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BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH AND RESEARCH TRAINING-
AMENDMENTS OF 1978

,

' WEDITZEIDAY, MAWS 1, 11978
1

. . .

, .. - HOUSE OE REPRESENT -ATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE Ravi:Roma:ma,

. COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE
,Warthington,D.C.

. .

The subcommittee met pursuant to notice, at. 10:30 a.m. in room
2322, Rayburn_ Building, Hon. Paul G. Rogers, chairmin, presiding.

Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee will come.to order, please. -
This morning the subcommittee will review the legislation to re-

vise and extend the programs of assi nee for librtriesiof medicine,
the programs of 'the National Heart, ung, and Blood Institute, the
National Cancer Institute, and the re arch training program for the
National Rese,arch Service Awards. .,":,_-,-

. This morning ip the first of a series (4,3 days of hearinOs on H.R.
-10908, H.R. 10190s -and all similar bills to revise and extend these
biomedical research and research training authorities which expire

/ on September 30, 1978.
We have recently introduced this legislation. For inst./Mee, the .

biomedical! research and-research training amendments of 1978 pro-
pode .a revision and 8 -year extension of all the expiring biomedical
research and research training; authorities. 11.R. 10190, .the Cancer
Prevention Act of 1978, introduced by Mr..Maguire, proposes a re-
vision.. and extension of the authorities for the activities of the 44
National Cancer institute. ,

I would ask unanimous consent that the text of these bills; H.R.'
10908, H.R. 10062 and H.R. 10190, be placed in the record at this
point, and -without objection it is so ordered.

. e
[Testimony resumes on p. 25.]
,[Text of H.R. 10908, H.R. 10062;-and H.R. 10190 follows:]

. i (1)

-

e
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Szaaton R. 109085)

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Fatuittanz0,1978 : 9,
Mr. ROGIERS introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-

niittoe on Interstata'and Foreign7Conuneree

L

C

To amend the PubliVfealth. Servlek Aet to revise and extend
the prognims, of as.sis nee for libraries of medicine and t1ie

programs of the Nadel al Heart, Lung, and Rlood Institute

and. the.National Cane r.Institute, to revise' and extend the

program for .Natienal, Research Service. Awards, and for /
other purposes. "

, Be it enacted by the Senate and House of R4resenta-

tivcs of ihe',Unitt4 Stata, of ;America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. (a) This Act may be cited as the "Rip-
.

4; medical Research and Research Training Amendments pf

5 1978".

6 (b) Whenever in thiS Act an amendment or repeal is T

7 expressed in terms of an amendment to, or repeal of, a

8 section or. other provision, the reference shall J)e considered



1 to be made t(a. section or other provision of the Public.

Utah Service Act.

3 TITLE LLIBRARIES OF MEDICINE

4 SEC. 101. Section 390 (e) is amended by striking out .

5 "and" after -"1976," apd by inserting before the period the

.6 following: ", $15;000,000 for the fiscal year ending Septem-

7 ber 30, 1979, $16,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Septem-

g ber 30, 1980, and $17,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

9 September 30, 1981".

4 10 SEC. 102. Secti n 383 is amended (1)' -by striking out

11 "-by the PreSident, by and 'with the advice and consent of

12 the Senate" in the first sentence of-subsection (wand insert-

13 ing in lieu thereof "byl the Secretary", and (2) by striking

14 out "by the President" in the first sentence of 'subsection

i-----15"---(-a)_.And inserting in Heil tbereOf. "Ify the Secretary".

16 T T E II-PROGRU<OF THE NATIONAL

17 LI.J , AND BLOOD INSTITUTE

18 '5Ec. 201. (a) Section' 414 (b) is'amended by striking

19 out "and" after "1977," and by inserting before the period

", $40,000,000 for the fiscal yeai ending September 30,

21 1.979, $45,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep tember 30,

22 1980, and $50,090,000 for the .fiscal year ending Septem,:.:

23 ber 30, 1981".

24 (b) Section 419B is amended by striking out "and"

25 after "1917," and by inserting before the period the follow-



1 Ing: 84603000,060 for the fiscal year ens ding Septem-

ber 30, 1979, $505000,000 for the fiscal year ending

3 September 30, 1980, and $550,000,000 for the fiscal year

4 ending September 30, 1981".

5 SEo. 202. (a) Section 413 (b) (2) is amyed by

a striking out "subinitto the President for transmittal to the.

7 Congress a report" and inserting in lieu thereof "submit a

s report to the Secretary, for simultaneous transmittal by the.

9 Secretary, not later than November 30 of each year, to the

10 President and to the Congress,".

11 ,(b) Section 418 (b) (2) is amended by.inserting "by

12 the Secretary" after "transmittal".

13 SEC. 203. (a) Section 412.(5) is amended by striking
_

4 out "make available" and inserting in lieu thereof "make

15 available on a timely basis".

16 (b) Section 413 (d) is amended (1) by striking out

17 "to piovide" in the first sentence and inserting in 'lieu

18 thereof "to provide on a timely basis", and (2) by striking

i6 out "diet" in the second sentence-and inserting in ilea

20 thereof "diet. and nutrition, environmental pollutants".

'21 SEC. 204. Section 415 (a) (2) is amended by adding

.22 after -subparagraph (D) the follo'ving:

23 "(E) Progiams of Continuing educaabn for health

24 professions and allied healthrofessions'spersonnel in the

25 dhignosis, prevention, and treatment of such dis'eases.



.

1 and information programs for the:Nimble respecting the.

2 prevention and early diaknosis_ and treatment of such

diseascs:".

TITLE 1II ---TRot4AusOF, THE NATIONAL

8 the follo;wing: ", $80,000,000, for the fiscal year ending

' 17 out "and" after "1977," and by inserting before the Period

\6 SEC. 301. (a) Section ,409b) is amended by striking

7)

, CANCER INSTITUTE

9 September 30, 1979, $88,000 000.-for the fiscal year ending

10 September 30, 1980, and $90,000,000 for the fiscal year

11 ending September 30; 1981".

12 (1)) Section 4100 is amended by striking out "and"

13 after. "1977;11 and,py inserting before the Period the follow-`

14 ing: ", $924,000,000 for the fiscal year ending. Septem-
..$4

15 ber 30, 1979; ?I(f' 090,000 for the ...fiscal year.. ,embng

September ,30,198Q; and $930,000,000 for the fiscal year,..

17 ending September 30, 1981".

18 Si. 362. Section 471 is .ar.Lended to read as follows:

19 `.`APPOINTMENT' OF THE DIRECTOR OF ,THE.

20 INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

21 "SEC. -471. The Director of the National Institutes of

22 Health shall be appointed by the President by and with the

23 advice and consent of the Senate.".

24 SEC. 303. (a).-(1) Subsection (a) (2) of section 41013'

25 (a) (2) is amended by striking out "President" in subset-

' A



tions (a) (2), (b.) (1) , (b) (4) , and (c) an

in lieu thereof "Secretary".

3 (2) (A) Sulisection (a) of suoh section ia amended by

4 striking oat '"twenty-three".. and in rting in lieu thereof

5 "twenty-nine".
4

6 (B) Subsection' (a) (1) of such section is amended by

7 inserting after "Veterans' Administration" the following:

8. "; tlie2Director of the National Institute for Occaptional

. 9 Safe and Swath, the Director of the National Institute of

111' lvironmental Health Sciences, the ySecretary, of_Labor, the

11 ,Commissioner of the Food and -Drug dmini.stration, the

.12 Administrator of the Environmental Protecti. Agency, the

13 Chairman of the Coniumer Product Safety Co al 'Sion".

14 13) The second seuteu-ce of subsection (a) Of such sec-

15' tion is amended by...striking out .!`and not more" and inserting

16 in lieu thereof ", not more' and by inserting before the

17 period ", and not less than three of the appointed members

18 shall be individtials knoWledgeable in environmental carcino-
..,

19 -genesis (including carcinogencsk involving occuPational and

20 dietary factors) ".

21 (4) Sub-section (g) of such section is amended by strik-

22. lug out "a report to the President for transmittal to the

23- Coygress not later than January 31 of each year on the pi-ogz

24 ress" and inserting in lieu thereof "a/report to the Secretary,

25 for simnitaneous transmittal by theSecretary, not later than



r November 30 of each'year, to the President and to the. Con-

2 gross, on the program during the preceding fiscal year".

(b) -The amendments made by subsection (a) of' this

4 section respecting the manner. of appointing members of the .

5 National Cancer Advisory Board and the: composition of

. such Board slmll apply with respect to appointments made

7 to thc Board i\le(the date of the enactment of this Act, and

'8 the Secretary .of Health, EdOcatinn, and 'Welfare shall make

9, appointments to such Board after such date- in a manner

10, which will bring about, at the earliest feasibletne, the

composition prescribed by such amendments.

12 SEC. 304. Section 410A (b) is amended (1) by strik-
,

).3 ing out "end of each calendar year" and inserting in lieu

14 thereof."end of each fiscal year", (2) by striking out "sub-
..

15 nut to the President for transmittal to the Congress" and

16 inserting in lieu thereof "submit to the Secretary, for simulta-

neous transmittal by the, Secretary, not latir than Novem-

18 ber 30 of each year, to the President and to the Congress,",

19 and (3) by striking out "the preceding calendar year" and

20 inserting in lieu thercof "the preceding fiscal year".

21 SEC. 305. SUbsections (a) and (b) of section 408 are

22 each amended by striking out "clinical research, training,

23 and demonstration of advanced diagnostic and treatment

24 methods relating to cancer" and inserting in lieu thereof

25 "clinical research into, training in, and demonstration of,

/

4



1

2

3

8

advanced &agnostic, prevention:and treatinent methods for

cancer". °

SEC. 306. Paragraph (7) of section 407 (b) is amended

4 to read as follows:
r

5 f" (7) SuppOrt appropriate programs of education

6 t (including continuing education) and training in fttnda-

7

8.

9 ,

10

11

12

13

ental sciences and clinical disciplines, for investigators,

'physicians, and allied health professions personnel for

participation in clinical programs.. relating to cancer,

including the use of training stipends, fellowships, and

career awards. ".

TITLE IVNATIONAL RESEARCII SERVICE
?6"

AWARJ)S

-33tx SEO. 401. Subsection (d) of section 472 is amended

15' by striking out "and" aft4 "1977," and by inserting before
I

16 the period at the end of the' first sentence the following:

17 ",-$220,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30,

18 -1979, $240,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30,

19 1980, and $260,060,000 for the fiscal year ending Septem-

20 her 30, 1981".

21 SEC. 402. Subsection (a) (3) of such section is amended

22 by striking out "as determined under section 473" and
23 inserting in lick thereof "as 'determined by the Secretary

24 after review of the most recent results of the study prescribed

25 by section 473. (a) ".



SEC. 403. Paragraph (4) of subsection (b) of suCh

2 - section is amended to read as follows:

3 "(4) The period of. any National Research Service

4 Award made to any individual under subsection (a) may not

5 exceed
" (A) five years in the, aggregate for predoetoral

training, and

." (B) three years in the aggregate for postdoctoral

9 training,

10 unless the Secretary for good. cause shown waives the ap-

11 plication of such limit to such individual.".
%

12 SEO. 404. The first sentence- of subsection .(b) (3) of .

13 such section' is amended by inserting after ."dependency al-
.

34 lowances" the following: ", adjusted periodically to reflect

15 increases in the Est of living".

16 SEC. 405. (a) (1) Sgbseeti*: (c) (2) (B) of-- such

17 section is amealed- by striking out ,"twenty months" and

18 inserting in lieu thereof "twelve months".

19 (2) Subsection (c) 4) (A) of such section is amended

N. by striking oat ) and inserting hi lieu thereof;

21, "A=.#

22 (b) The amendments made by 'subsection (a) shall

23-, Apply. only with respect to National- Research -Seiilee

24 Awards made under section 472-of the Public Health Servicq

25 Act after the date of the enactment of this Act.
,10.
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1 . SEC. 406. Sultsection (d) of such .section -is amended

2 ( 1) by striking out "25'Per centum" in the second sentence.

3 and inserting in lieu thereof "15 per ccuttun", and (2) by

4 inserting before the period "and not less than 60 per ceptiun

5 shall be made 'available for grants under 'subsection (a) (t)

(B) for National ReSearchService Aivards".

7 SEC. 407. Section, 473 (c) is amended:Ay striking out'

8 "not.latcr than September 30 of each year and inserting

g,i§lit91 iereof "at least_ once every three years ".-

\ 10 TITLE V-4-3IISCELLAWEOITS

11 SEC.. 501.-Section 301 is amended by addkig after and

12 below paragraph (h) the following:

13 "The Secretary may make available to iudivduals and. en-

14 tities, for biomediva.1 .and behavioral research, substances,

and living organistailf he determines that the substances or

16 organisms, to 'be: made available are not otherwise available

17 in sufficient quantity for such research or that by promoting

18 uniformity in. the substances. and organisms used in such

-i6: research there will be Significant improvement in the results

2Q from it. Such substances and organisms shall be made avail-

21 able under such terms and conditions (including payment

22 for them) as the Secretary determines appropriate. "..

23 Sim. 502. Section 432(g). is amended by

24 the last sentence.

18
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\N.

SEC: 503. Title IV, is- amended by: inserting after sec-.

Lion 476 the'following new section:

"EXPERTS AND CONSULTANTS

4. "SEC. `477. The. Director of the National Institutes of

Health' ma obtain (in accordance with sgertiOn 3109 of

.6 title 5,
0

d States Code, but viitheul regard to the limitlimits-
.

tion iii suchjsection on the number of days or the period of ,

8 service) the services of experts and - consultants for the Na-

6 tional Thstitutes of Health and for each of the researckin-:.;:"

10 stitutes (other than the National- Cancer Institute and;the

n :National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute). The, number

of esperti and consultants which may be obtained under this

13

14

15

16

17

18

section in any fiscal year may rot exceed 25 per centum of

the number of/Peimanent employees employed 'the-pre-

ceding fiscal yee'rin:the-National Institutes of Heath: and

each of the /research institaei...(etiler thil.:..the National.

Cancer Institute and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood

y.
,

Institute) .
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IN THE HOUSE .0F REPRESENTATIVES

Novnza 4,1977 411"

Iiir.-§Taacras introduced the following bill; whkh,was referred to the Coui-
mitteis on Interstate and Foreign Commerce'

A BILL,.
To amend title V of the Public" Health'Service Act to provide

foi Cancer research awardS.,

1 Be it enacted by 'the. Senate and House of Representa-

2 fives of the United States of America in Conbress assembled,

3 Thlit title V of the ,Public Health; Service Act is -amended

4 by adding at the end the following new, section:

5 "CANCER BESEABCIi AWARDE ,

6 "SEC. 514. (a) (I) The President is authorized to make

7 an annual award to be known as. the "President's National.

9. Cancer Research Award" to any individual who h con-

9 ducted, during the calendar year preceding the year in w 'eh

10 any such award is made, the project or projects making the
I,

11 most meaningful contribution in the United States to the

- 20
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1 prevention and treatment of cancer. Each recipient of such

2 award shall receive an apprOpriate citation, and a prize of

3 $50,000, except that if more than one individual- receives

4 such award in any year," styli/sum shall be divided equally
,.

5 among all such recipients.

6 "42) The President is further authorized. to make an

7. annual award to be knowin as the'Va....., qident'S State Cancer

8 Research Award" to at leist e individual residing in each

9 State wile has conducted, during the 'calendar year preceding
- ;

10 the year in which any such award is in/Wei-a projcdt`making

.11 . n meaningful contributioi td the prevention and treatment
cip

12 of. cancer. Each recipient of such award shall. receive an-

13 'appropriate citation and a prize of $5,000; except that if in

14 any State more than one individual receives such award iu
1.-

15 any year,' such siun shall be divided equally adieg elk such
"L

16 . "recipients in such State. /
lr_ `.',(3) The awards described in this subsection shall lie .

. .

18 made on the basis of recommendations .subirlittcd to the
19 President by tit National Cancer Advisory Board (here-

this section referred to as the "Board") pursuant

21 to subsection (b) (2) of this 'section.

22 "(b) (1)- Each year the Director of the National Can-
_

23 cer Institute (hereinafter in this section referred to as the
24 "Director") shall- review, to the maximum extent prac-
25 ticable, the cancer research projects Writ conducted in the

ti1,26 United States in order to determine/ whether any such proj-.,* . . _ . .
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1 ect should be referred to the Board for consideration .under

paradraph (2) of,this section. Not later than

3 of each- year, the Director shall refer to the Board any

4 project wilier', in the.,opiniolfof the Director, deserves

5 vial consideration because of its significant contribution to
. .

6 the prevention and treatment of cancer. In making any such

7 .i-efetral, the Director shall designate the individual or indi-

viduals responsible for conducting such project, and, the:
- .

b Diiector shall provide the Board.with a statementtof reasons
,

e

10 for. Such referr. al and such other appropriate supporting ma-
TOIT-Aerials as the Board may request.

12 " (2) Each year the Board-shall evaluate the projects

13 referred to the Board by ihe Director'pursaant to poiogilL.0.-

(1) of this silbsection in order to determine. which

Ia

.
.

viduals, ifi any, should- be recommended by the Board to-
qtr " 1

t; the President for consideration for the awards described in

17 subsection (a) of thjs section. The Board shallrecommend

18, to the President before October 1 of each year those indi-

19 viduals whom the Board has determined should receive

20 such consideration and shall specify Which award is appr,o-

91 'white for any, individual so reconnanded. The Board shall

22 include with its recommendations statement 'of reasons

for each recommendatiqn and such other appropriate sup-

24 porting materials as the President may request.

-0 ,-" (e) For purposes of this section



1

2

3 " (2) the term 'United States', when used in a

4 geographical sense,-includes. the United States and any

5 place subject to its jurisdictinn.".

6 SEC. 2. Section 2 (f) of the Public It ealth Service Act

15 -

"(1). the term `State' means any of the severe

States and the District of Columbia; and

7 is amended by insehing "514 (c) (1) ," after "361(d) ,".

4

40'

0
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!!;TIgtail§.3., 1 0 1 9
.

IN THE. HOUSE' OF REPRESENTATIVES

mr..mAarnaT introduced the followingliill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce

A 'BILL
To amend Atitle IV of the Public Itenith°Service Act to pro-

vide for an .expanded research prog,mm fOr the prevention

of envihnmentat and occupational cancer, and for other
purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repiesenta-
-

2 tires of the United States of.Anicriea in Congreqs assembled,

3 That -this, Act may be cited as the "Cance; Prevention Act

4 of 1978". . (

5 SEC. 2. Part .A of title IV of the PubliC. Health Service

6 Act is amended-

77 (1) by striking out s3ctipn 404 and by redesignat- f.

.

8 ing -sections 405 through 409 ak sections 404- through

9 408, respectively;
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:2
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(2) in section 403 (c) by striking out "section 404"

and inserting in lieu thereof "section 410B\(d)";

(3) `in section 406 (b) (4)' (as so redesignated) by

inserting " (A) " after " (4)`" and b before .

5 the period the following: "; and (B) nduct a. study

6 and submit a report to 'the Congress, notlater than one

. 7 year after the effective date of this subparagraph, of

issue's concerning and recommendations relating to the

9 feasibility of- establishing an integrated ,national data

10 base or registry which would (i) assist Federal, State,

11 and .other appropriate agencies in locating persons ex-

12 to carcinogens-And referring such gerions to appro-

13 .priate health agencies, and (ii) facilitate studies of the

, 14 effects of ,suspected carcinogenic substances 'on htiinan

15 beings";

.16 (4) in section 406(b) (1) (as so redesignated) by

17 inserting " (A)" after " (1 )1' and by inserting before-

18 the period the following: "; and (B) implemerit an ..

19 expanded and intensified research program for the pre-

20 vention of cancer "Caused by occupational or environ-
I

2a mental exposure to carcinogens, which program shall

22 include as appropriate animal ani,lniman epideMiologi-
,

23 cal studies of chemical and physical substances":
.

24 (5) in section 407 (a) (as so redesignated) . by ,

25 amending the first sentence to read as Pollows: "The
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Director of the Nat* nal Cancer...Institute may provide

2 for the establish e.nt of new centers for research, train-
(

ing, and demonstration of advanced- methods relating

. to the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of .eancer.";

5 (6) in section 407 (b) (as so redesignated) by-

6 (A) striking out "clinical resear-c0 training,

7 stration of advanced diagnostic methods

relating 'to cancer" and inserting in lieu thereof8

9 ."research, training, and demonstration of advanced

10 method.4 relating to the prevention, diagnOSis, and

11 treatment of cancer";

12 (B) sinking out "section 405", and inserting

13 in lieu thereof "section 404 " ;_

14 (C) striking out "and" before "(4)"; and

15 (D) inserting ", and (5) research into `he.

.. 16 identification and preyention of occupational and

17 environmental cancer" after "(4) demonstration _

18 purposes";

19 (7) in section 407 (as so redesignated) by insert---

20 ing ", including cancer caused by occupational or en-.

. 21 vironmental exposure to carcinogens" after "cancer"

22 wLereVer it appears; .

23 (8) by amending section .408 (a) (as so redesig-

24 nated) to readas follows:

26
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1 "CANCER CONTROL PROGRAMS

2 "SEC. 408. (a) The Director of the National-Cancer

3 Institute, in cooperation with industry, Jab', State, and

Federal-departments and age_ocies'and other health agen----- .
5 cies, shall establish programs in diagnosis, prevention, and

6 treatment of, cancer, including programs, to identify and

7 screen populations having a high risk for ,developing cancer

8 'because of 'Occupational or environmental exposure to known

5 or suspected carcinogens.";

10 (9) by adding after section 408 (as so redesig-

11 .the following new section:

12 "COORDINATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES.

13 "Sic. 409. (a) The Director of the National" Cancer'

14. Institute, upon request 'of the head of any other -appropriate

15 entity of the executive or legislative branch of the Govern-
()

16 ment of the United States, shall enter into a contract under

17 subsection (c) of this section with the head of such entity

is to provide such entity with assistance in evaluating the car-

19 einogeuicity and mutagenicity of chemical and physical sub.,

20 stances. In carrying out his duties under this section, the

Director shall' upon request assist the Administrator of the

rn22 linviron. ental Protection Agency in eyaluating and moi1i-

. 23 toring the testing conducted by nongovernmental labora-
,

2.4 tories- under section 4, of the Toxic Substances Control Act
25 'by (1) studying the scientific quality of such testing,' (2)

2 7.



reviewing the data and conclusions derived from such testing,

.2 (3) reporting the results ttsuch studies and reviews to the

3 Administrator, and (4) making such recommendations to'

4 the Administrator respecting such testing as the Director

5 deems advisable.

6 (b) The Director of the National Cancer Institute

7 shall publish an annual report Vihich contains)
8 " (1) a list of all known or 'suspected carcinogens

9 to which a significant number of persons residing in the

10 United States are exposed;
.

11 " (2) information concerning the nature of such

12 exposure and the estimated number of persons exposed.to

13 such carcinogens; and

14 "(3) an evaluation of the efficacy of the existing

15 regulatory . controls designed to reduce or eliminate

16 exposure to carcinogens, And ,recommendations respeet-
,

17 ing ways in which such controls could be. improved...

18 " (c) If any entity requests assistance under subsection

19 (a) of this section, the Director of the National Cancer Insti-

20 tute shall enter into a contract with the head of such entity

21 for full reimbursement for- the costs of providing such

22 assistance:'; .

23 (10) in section 410 (a) (8) by inserting ", and

24 betvieen the National Cancer Institute and any other, ;-

appropriate entity ,of the executive or legislative branch
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1 of the .Goverhment of the United. States" before .the

2 semicolon;

(11) by amending section 410B (a) (1) to read as

4 follows: (
5 " (1) Mt_ Secretary, the Director of the National

6 Institutes of Health, the Director of the National Insti-

7 tote for Occupational Safety and Health, the. Director of

8 the National Institute of Environmental Health Science&

9 and the Chairman of the Council of .Environniental

10 Quality. shall be ex officio members of the Board.";

11 (12)- in section 410B (a) by striking out paragraph

12 (2) and all that follows such paragraph and inserting

13 in lieu thereof the following:

14 "(2) Twelve scientists or physicians, appointed by

15 the Secretary from, persons who,are among the leading

16 scientific or medical authorities outstanding in the study,

17 diagnosis, or treatment of cancer or in fields' related

19 thereto. A

19 "(3) Six appointed by the Secretary from the

20 general public.

21 Of the members appointed under paragraphs (2) and (3)

22 of this subsection, at least six members shall be appointed

23 from among persons who are among the leading authorities

24 with regard to cancer caused by occupational or environ-
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mental exposure to carcinogens. Any member appointed

2 under paragraph (2) or (3) of this subsection shall be

3 especially qualified to appraise the programs of the National

4 Cancer Institute because of such member's training, experi-

5 ence, and background." ;

13) in section 410B (b) (1) by striking out

7 "President". and inserting in lien theieof "Secretary";

8 (14) in section 410B (c) by striking out "Presi-

dent" and inserting in lieu thereof "Secretary";

10 (15) in section 410B (d)- by striking out thd period

11 and inserting- in lien thereof the following:

12 "and as appropriate make recommendations to the Secretary-
,

13 with respect to carrying out the provisions of this part. In

14 carrying out its duties under this section, the Board shall-

15 "(1) review' any intramural research project or pro-
.

16 gram conducted by the Natiehal Cancer Institute and

17 report to the Director of such Institute the results of any

18 such reveiw;

19 "(2) review applications from any university, hos-

20 pital, laboratory, or other institution whether public or

21 private, or from individuals, for grants-in-aid for research

22 projects relating to cancer, and certify to the Director its

23 approval of grants-in-aid for projects which show prom-

24 ise of making valuable contributions to human knowledge

30
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1 with respect to the cause,' prevention, or methods of

2 diagnosis or treatment(bf cancer, including- occupational

and envirenmenta)cancer; and

4 "(3) recommend 'to the Secretary for acceptance

5 conditional gifts pursuant to section 501 of this Act. ";

6 (16) in section 4100 by striking out "section 409"

3

7 and inserting in lieu thereof "section 408"; and

8 (17) in section ,471 by striking out "section 407
1;$

3. (b).(9) " and inserting in lieu thereof "section 406 (b)

410 (9) "

119 SEC. 3. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this section,

12 the amendthents made by section 2 of this Act shall take

13 effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.

14 (b) (1) The amendments made by paragraph (12) of

15 section 2 of this Act respecting the method' of appointing

16* members to the National Cancer Advisory Board and the

17 composition of the Board shall' apply with -respect to the

18 appointments made to the Board after the date of the enact-

19 went of this Acts, and the Secretary shall make appointments'

20 to the Board after such date in a manner which will bring

21 about, at' the earliest feasible time, the Board composition.

2° prescribed by the amendment.

31
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1 (2) The amendment made by paragraph. (15) of section

2 2 of this Act respecting the designation of a Chairman by

3 the Secretary shall take effect on the date f the termination

4 of the term of the person whi ris serving airman on the

5 date of the enactment of this Act.

4
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Mr.°RoGoess. Today, the committee will first hear from witnesses
representing the administration on the biomedical research and
training programs of the National Institutes of Health and the be
havioral research trainingiprogram at the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health .Administration, and on pending legislation to revise
and extend these program authorities.

Later today the subcommittee will hear testimony from' three dis-
tinguished panels of individuals and organizations. Do you have any
remarks you might want to make, Mr. Maguire ?

Mr. MAGUIRE. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Room. We are very pleased to have with us this morning

representing the administration-Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson, who is
the Directot of the National Institutes of Health, accompanied by
David F. Kefauver, Acting Deptit7 Administrator, Alcohol, Drug
Abuse, and Mental Health Administration and Dr. Martin Cum-
mings, Director of the National Library of: Medicine; Dr. Robert I.
Levy, who is Director of the Heart, Lung, and Blood'Institnte and
Dr. Arthur P. Upton, who is Director of the National Cancer insti-
tute. -

We welcome each of you to the committee, and your statements
will be made a part of the record, without objection, and you may
probeed.

STATEMENT OF DONALD S. FREDRICKSON, M.D., DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL INSTITTES OF HEALTH, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE,
DEPARTMENT Or HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOM-
PANIED BY MARTIN M. CUMMINGS, M.D., DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
LIBRARY OF MEDICINE; ROBERT I. LEVf, M.D., DIRECTOR,
HEART, LUNG, AND BLOOD INSTITUTE; ARTHUR P. UPTON, M.D.,
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CANCER JNSTITUTE; AND DAVID IF.
KEFAUVER, ACTING DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR, ALCOHOL, DRUG
ABUSE, AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION_, PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Thank you; Mr. Chairman, Mr. Maguire.
It is a pleasure to be here today to discuss the legislative proposals

which you have just summarized. The hearing, I think, comes at a
particularly stimulating and challenging time for these research
agencies, which we represent, because the authorities to be extended'
account for more than one-half of NIH's program in budgetary
terms at the present time.

There is a great need to understand what the research agencies are
about, what we are doing, how we interact, and what are the

in
legiti-

mate expectations for our performance n the future. Certainty,
opportunities for increasing the. science base, which is our primary
concern, have never been greater, and they also need to be coupled
with the needs for special knowledge required of agencies who must
be responsible for regulation prevention, and health care, and
financing all missions of the Department, and important problems
for. the country which are putting' unprecedented demands upon u8 ,

and those other agencies.

33°
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Certainly, before this committee I need not debate the importance
of health research with regard to problems of health, nor will I even
attempt to answer the question of how much research we .ought to
do, except to offer the opinion \that I think we ought to do as much
as the Nation can afford. RatherI would like to mention briefly t
the committee some of our recent efforts to improve our abil
describe the way in which the resources for health research are laid
out across the country, particularly with relation to NIH [se p. 28].

We know we are in a time 'when basic science has gained a new
emphasis by the administration, by Members Of Congress, and by the
community. itself. One of the problems we have long faced and have
attempted, to do something different about this year is a definition
of "basic" and "applied." It is very subjective, and. no two people
can agree. .

This year we have been exploring a new approach to reclassifying
our activities at NIH, one that I think takes into account the natural
flow,..Pf activities across this huge terrain, which is the biomedical
research continuum. We have started from one side of the mountains
and rarefied atmosphere and t i her plateaus in the search for
new knowledge which is often rela ively undifferentiated becoming
synthesized gradually,. and which en falls into a plane of applica-
tion which is certainly the-direc on and ant of'all research, and
finally, that boundary along th seashore where, new ideas, new in-
ventions emerging from research must embark upon their use in the
population to benefit man.these several area we have broken down
into four major categories The first being the search or efforts to
increase the science base, the plane of applications, activities we call
transfer, representing control and demonstration activities, and
finally of training.

This is not a perfect categorization, but it has helped us, I think,
this year, get a better grip on the deployment of resources for NIH
as a whole and for each of the several institutes and divisions that
make up its hegemony over this area of knowledge. development.

I think that this will be a very useful base for sharpening the
conceptual approach to how resources should be allocated, and very
importantly, toward reaffirming the dual pur,poses of: these re-;
search agencies to both discover knowledge and move it toward
useful application.

I think if I might turn very briefly, Mr. Chairman! to the spe-
cific issues raised by the expiring authorities and proposed amend-
ments, and not,.go into any detail about them; or to comment on
each of proposed amendrpents.H.R. 10908 would extend for 3
years the appropriations authorities the National Cancer pro- ..

the National Heart, Lung, and Blood program, the Medical
Library Assistance Act, and the National Research Service Awards.

We are pleased to see that the bill provides' for a 3-year extension
of these programs:" For 1979, the administiaion favors authoriza-
tion levels consistent with the President's budget as follows: for
the NCI research and control programs, a total of $858.4 million;
for the Heart, Lung, and Blood institute research programs and
its program for prevention, education, and control, a total of $432
million; for Medical Library, Assistance, some $7.987 million; and

d
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for 'National Research Service Awards, the sum of $169.717 million.
The administration proposes authorizations.of "such sums as may

be necessary" for these programs in 1980 and 1981.
Mr. Rooms. May I interrupt there to say it would be helpful if

Ymi could furnish adjusted figures as the committee will probably
put in specific ggures?

Dr. FREDRICKSON. We will provide them for the record and will
be pleased to do so. . ..

[The information requested was not. available to the subcommittee
at the time of printing.] ... .

Dr. FREDRICKSON. The two bills under discussion also include.

several amendments to the aforementioned authorities as'. well as
' proposals for other changes in the NIH statutes. Certain provisions
of H.R. 10908' have, our support, including, the following: Section
102, which authorizes the Secretary to appoutt members of the Na-
tional Library. of Medicine Board of Regents; section 404; authoriz-
ing cost of living increases for NRSA stipend; section 495, amend-
ing the NRSA -payback provisions to provide that all rec,ipients
would serve 12 months for each. 12 months of support, and would
receive proportional Credit for partial fulfillment of the payback
requirement; section 501, authorizing the Secretary to mole avail-
able substances and living organisms for research purposes; section
502,.' deleting the requirement that 20 percent of funds for multi-
purpose arthritis centers be used to support new centersach year;
section 503, authorizing appoinntment of experts and consultants
for NIH- components other than NCI and NHLBI, those two in-
stitutes already_ having such authority, and there are a number of
other provisions in H.R. 10908 and H.R. 10190 about which we have
no strong feelings or only Modest reservations,, and these are dis-
cussed in, my ,more lengthy statement for the record. ,)

Finally, Mr. Chairman, Nie, are roposing repeal of an obscure
and outdated proviiion of the PH Act, section 321(a), requiring
the Surgeon: General to .furnish to acco to patients in PHS facili -.
ties. This requirement, which is presently honored- more in the
breach than in the observance, seems clearly inappropriate in view
of our present knowledge about the :effects of smoking on human
health, and in fact in light of the current blitzkrieg of the Depart-
ment, it is almost embarrassing.

This concludes my :statement, Mr. Chairman, and my colleagues
and I will be very happy to try to answer any questions you or
other Committee members may have.

[Testiinony resumes on p. 41.] ,
[Dr. Fredrickson's prepared statement follows:]
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. Mr. Chairman and Mlembils.!f4the Subcommittee:

It is a pleasure fOi me to be here today to discuss H.R. 10190, H.R.
A)

1008,1and the Administration's current legislative proposals for the

. NIH. These include proposals for renewal of certain NIH legislative

authorities, expiring this year; renewal,of the research training

authorities shared by NIH and the Alcohol,s0rug Abuse, and Mental Health

Administration; as wellao additional issues raised in legislation

intrpduced by Chai4man Rogers and Representative Meguire.

Appearing with me are Mr; DaVid Kefauver, Acting Deputy'AdministratorA

of ADAMHA;`aat from thg NIH are Dr. Martin Cummings, Director of the
.

National Libr of Medicine; Dr. Robert Levy, Director of the National

Heart, Lung; and Blood Institute; and Di. Arthur Upton, Director of the

National Cancer Institute.

Mr. Cha , this hearing comes at a particularly stimulating and

challenging t for NIH.. The authorities to be extendfd.account for

more than half.of NIH's programs in budgetary terms.

_ The need to understand what Nflibis all about--what we are doing,

With whom we interact, and what are legitimate expectations for our

performance--is a pressing one. Opportunities for knowledge development**

from the research perspective - -when coupled with knowledge development

needs of agencies responsible for regulation, preVention, health Care,

and financing- -are placing unprecedented pressure on research agencies.

I will not attempt to debate today the importance of new knoWledge

to solutions of prOblems,related 0 health. Nor can.I answer the

question of how much research anduld be done, except to say "as much..

,
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as the Nation can possibly afford." Rather, I would like to mention Vs

the Committee some of our recent efforts to improve our ability-vs

describe the way in which vs distribute our resources at NIB.

We have recant-1y been exploring a new approacu to. clasSifying NIB'

activities, based on the categories "Science 'Base," "Applications."

"Technology Transfer," and "Training." These categories encompass

somewhat more than attempts to describe the intrinsic nature of scion-

. rific inquiry - historically a problem due to the highly subjective

nature, of such terms as "basic" and "applied." They also take pt

account other factors such as program goals and maanisms of support.

Theis categories appear to hold considerable Promise from an

analytical standpoint, though our efforts along these lines are still

very preliminary. We believe that they will provide a useful framework.

for sharpening the conceptual basis'on which resources are allocated at

the agency-level, for interrelating research with other health missions,

of the Department, and for highlighting budgetary and other program

issues at point. of interfacimmone the health agencies.

Let me turn now to.specific issues raised by the expiring

authorities and propo1sed amendments.
0 ,

NIB Eat:Irina Authorities

. The Department is proposing-a three-year extension of the

authorities for the National Cancer Program, the National Heart, Lung,

a nd Blood Program, the.Medical Library Assistance Act,rand the National

Research Service Awaids authorities. We appreciate, 24x. Chairman, the

inclusion of a three-year extension for these programs in your bill,

e
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H.R.,10908. Insofar as these programs,by their very nature and by

virtue of ststutory'requiriments, entail a considerable amount of

advance planning, it-is our view that a three-year extension of'the 0

appropriations authorizations isilecessary in order to assure stability
nab

and continuity. A three-year extension of the appropriations authori-

zations will allow the time to conduct the in-depth reviews desired by"

many in the Congress--reviews that we agree mould be useful:

National Cancer Proarai

_--

.The 'past two,yeare have been exciting ones for tie NailOnairCancer

FrogrMa. Building on earlier efforts, the National Cancer Institute

(NCI) is reporting significant progress.in certain areas And promising

leads in others. For eicample, the encouraging results of new treatnen

for childhood canter,.hinted at in the lest decade, are holding up. It

, .

.or

is now apparent that thildhoodleukemia, along, with Hodgkin's disease

and othe'r lymphomas and cancer of the bone and kidnef, can be.treated

with a reasonable expectation of cure. ,Thls B*CGSS hasbeefi translated

into a declining cancer death rate for all agi groupi undir.the age of

35;

In the fields of cancer cause and prevention, the NCI has, during

the pant two years,.expanded its efforts. in4;:senini substances that

pervade our atmosphere foi cancer-causing pote tier. In cooperation

with other Federal and non-Federal agencies, NCI has devoted expertise

and resources to the recently established Clearinghouse on Environmental
. .

Carcinogens. Functions of the Clearinghouse include selection of
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chemicals for long-term bioassay studies. the ex rimental design for

those studies, and an assessment of the data resulting froM the
a

studies.

During the past two years, data have been released on bioassay

teits of several chemical substances.. These findings have been provided

to the National Institute of Occupational Safety sid.Realth (NIOSH).

the'Occupational Sazy and Health Administration (OSHA).: and the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA), and other"regulator), Federal agencies

f:r

Numerous epidemiological studies are going on as the result of a

massive NCI survey of-mortality rates in each county in the contiguous

United States. Another aid to cancer epidemiologists was the publication

in 1976 of the Cancer Patient Survival Report No. 5. which deals with

patient longevity from selected hospitals across the country. Surveys

. and publications, such es.these,llive clues to cancer researchers about

geogrsphic.causes,of-canCer. and the effectvof never cancer treatments.

....:..Cancer.,preVention is one of the most important goals of the National

Cafitior Program. For example, a clinical trial will soon be undertaken

to test the value of a chemical relative of Vita¢in A that scientists

believe may reverse the action of knownifencer-causing substances in

terra on laboratory animals. In addition, basic research in cancer

biology continues to yield much potentially useful information. Cell

surface antigens, :!or example, have been shown to prevent the growth
t

'Of-asters is experimental animels.

To continue these strides, we arr, proposing authorization levels

for fiscal year 1979 of $62,53,000 fo; control and demonstration programa

40
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of the NCI, and $795,809,000 for the remainder of the NCI research

programs. Our proposed authorization for fiscal years 1980 and 1981

is for,such sums as necessary. Ni. Chairman, these authorizations

are consistent with the President's 1979 budget, and with the desire

.of both the Administration and the Congress to provide balanced growth

for all NIN institutes.

. In addition to the authorizations extensions, H.R. 10908.and,

H.R. 10190 would make several substantive amendments to the, authorities

of the NCI. I would like to comment briefly on some of themorc

significant of these amendments.

1. the National Cancer Advisory Board. Both bills would make

some significant changes in the membership of the National Cancer

Advisory Board. H.R. 10190 would add, as ex officio members, the

Directors of the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health,

. -

the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, and the Chairman
a

of the Council on Environmental Quality. H.R. 10908 would add the

Directors oNIOSH and NIEHS, the Secretary of Labor, the Commissioner

of.the FDA, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency,

and /the Chairman of the Consumer Product Safety Commission. We agree

that increased collaboration with regulatory agencies is desirable,

and I have already mentioned some of our efforts in that direction.

NI rho other hand, we are concerned th.t'a greatly enlarged Board might

prove unwieldy.

with re appointed members of the Board, we agree'

with the intent of both bills to ensure adequate representation of

experts in environmental and occupational carcinogenesis. In our view,

41
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the designation of three such members, as proposed in H.R. 10908, is

more appropriate than the six'specified by H.R. 10190.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, -we have no objection to the provision in

H.R. 10908 providing for Secretarial, rather than Presidential,

appointment of Board Members.:

2. Emphasis on prevention. Both bills would amend the

comprehensive centers Authorities to specify "prevention" as a respOn-

sibility.of cancer centers. As I have rioted, we are placing'increased

emphasis on cancer prevention. Similarly, Hay 10190 would highlight

prevention as an objective of.the National Cancer Program and as an

element of NCI's control programs. While we have no objection to these

provisions, we feel that our current programs are responsie to the

intent of the legislation..

National Heart, Lung, and Blood Program

For more than SO years, heart and blood diseases have been

//
the major cause of death in this country. In 1976 they accounted for

over 50 percent of all deaths, liparly three times the death rate from

cancer, the next highest cause. An estimated 30 million persons in the

United States have diseases of the heart and-blood vessels. The result

of this high burden of acute and chronic illness and disability on the.

Nation's economy is staggering. According to recent data on this

economic euraen from tae National .enter for nealcu acacis,Ics, Ui.C44cS

of the heart, circulatory, and respiratory systems rank first or second

in-seven of the eight indices measured.,, In the context of these sobering

statistics, however, significant improvements are being observed. From

1970 to 1976, the deaths due to cardiovascular disease have declined by

r
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14.6 percent more than twice the decline from non-cardiovascular

disease. In 1975, the number of deaths from major cardiovascular

disease dropped below one million for dhe first time since 1964, despite

an increase in population and the growing pibportion of senior citizens.

There is reason'to believe that the,NatiOnnl Heart,:Lung, and Blood

Institute's progral strategy which spans the continuum of research

-activities from fundamental knowledge acquisition and clinical validation

to education, demonstration; and control activities has contributed to

this success in reducing mortality.

Fundamental knowledge is the prerenisite for the development of
,

methods for the preVention and treatment of disease. Prostaglandins,-a

ubiquitous group of minute chemical compounds in the body, have recently

been implicated in the cause-of-hypertension, the triggering'of the

atherosclerotic process, the management of congenital heart diseases,

and the prevention of complications of-asthma.

Clinical validation trials supported by NHLBI, such as the examination

of the long -term benefits of coronary artery bypass surgery versus

medical care, have the potential for enormous savings in health care

costs; while others, like the trial to test the efficacy of prophylactic
I

use of antiarrhythmic drugs to prevent fatal cardiac arrhythmia, have

the potential to save thousands of lives.

The Institute's prevention, education, and control efforts have

expanded from a primary concern with the efficient dissemination of

information to an involvement in research on motivation, health behavior,

and alternative educational strategies designed to influence health

behavior. The success of a model program, the National High Blood

4
Pressure Education Program, can be measured by a marked increase in the
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number of patient visits to physiciens for hypertensiOn detection.

Simultaneously, there has been an enormous increase in patients now

under effective blood pressure control &ad.& precipitous decline

nationwide hypertension-ielated mrality statistics. Patien education

//can contribute greatly to the effective treatment of such conditions.
,/

8.1. 10908 would provide minor changes in NELBI's authority in informat-

ionian dissemination. These changae'would be consonant with the institute's

continuing objective of emphasizing timely dissemination relative twall
/

risk factors for cardiovamilar, lung, and blood/diseases.

To fund these importint activities of the'National Heart, Lung, and

Blood Institute, we propose appropriations authorizations as follows:

for fiscal year 1979, $28.9 million for prevention, education, and

control program., and $403,284,000 for_research programs; for fiscal

years 1980 and 1981, we recommend such sums as are necessary.

National Library of Medicine

Also expiring this year are the. provisions of the Medical Library

'Aesistance.Act, the authority cor all extramural programs of the' National

Library.of Medicine (NLM). Programs administered under this 'authority

include grants for medical library resource rovements, research

projects, training,' research and demonstrations special scientific

% projects', and Publications, as well as contracts to regional medical .

libraries. Through these programs, the NLM plays a major role in
,

disseminating biomedical/information and strengthening the capabilities
_or

of4Wedical libraries around the Nation.

The Library is expanding its extramural research program to

investigate new applications of computer technology to health science

44
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information systems. In addition, the Library will continue expansion

of.the Regional Medics]. Library Network to reach community hospitals'

and other local health facilities, thereby providing information

access for health professionals 'in remote or underserved areas.

For these programs, Mr.,Chairman, we recommend an authorization

level of $7,987,000 for FY 1979, and such sums as are necessary for

FY's 1980 and 1981. In addition, we support the'provision in H.R.

10908 authorizing the Secretary to appoint members of the NLM Board

of Regents.

National Research Service Awards

Another expiring authority of major significance for the programs

of NIH, the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration

(ADAMHA), and the Health Resources Administration's (HRA) Division of

Nursing is the National Research Service Award Program. Authorization

for this program provides the only authority for research training for

these Public Health Service components.

We are proposing a threeyear extension of this authority at

the following levels: $169,717,000 for\FY 1979, and such sums as are

\ \
necessary for FY's 1980 and 1981. Because of the lead time involved

in developing research training prograMs and,the need-for potential

to have some assurance of continued support, it is imperative

that this authority be extended for a reasonable period. of time.

Several amendments' proposed in H.R. 10908 have a great deal of

merit. For example, we support the notion of allowing the Secretary
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to make periodic adjustments to'NRSA stipends to reflect changis in

the cost of living, at'his discretion.

We also support your proposed aMendments to the service payback

requirement. As you know, 'the present formula providei that'any

, recipient who fulfills ',Arra the service requirement, bUt fails to

satisfy it entirely, is penalized in that he or she is only given half

creel for partial service. This arrangement is inherently inequitable

and is serving to deter able people from entering'into research training

progrtisiti underNRSA auspices. We support.H.R. 10908's amendment to the
I

,formula that would provide proportional credit for partial complgtion

__..of-the service payback. Secondly, the Act presently recognizes that
\

pieltions in research or teaching may not be available for all NASA
F\

V
recipients and provides several other options for completion of-the

service requirement. However, the present statute effectively discrim-

inates against those who must choose certain options among those offered

in that it imposes a requirement of 20 months for every 12 months of

support in contrast with the .luirement for teaching or research which

amounts to 12 months for each 12 months of support. Again, we support

a change to treat all recipients on an equal basis and require straight

one-for-one payback regardless of the form of service.

A final concern about the. research training program relates to

the decline in applications for support of training in clinical research.

Recent increases in salaries for interns and residevs, coupled with

the imposition of service payback requirements, appear to have diminished_

the attractiveness of research training programs for recent M.D.

graduates. We do not know at this point if the problem is amenable

46
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t tquick solutions through legislative or other means. The changes in

the payback provisions, if enacted, may go a long way in thavdirection.

Additional Amendments and Proposals for New Authoritiel:

I would like to comment briefly on certainother provisions of H.R.

10908, as well as an additional proposal we are submitting for your

Committee's consideration:

1. Repeal of 20% arthritis center setaside. We support H.R.

10908's amendment to the present provision in section 439(g) of the PHS

Act, requiring that 202 of funds available for support of multirTurpOse

arthritis centers be made available each year for support of new centers.

The effect of this requirement on the centers program is potentially

very destructive. The effect of a cumulative 202 earmark for:new centers

.

will be to preclude adequate support of established centers, and we urge

repeal of this provision.

2. Distribution of chemicals and animals. The NIH'currently has

Llimited authority to make available certain research materials to

investigators requiring them. For example, NIH may provide biological

materials such as vaccines and standard reference materials for research

involving biological products. H.R. 10908 includes an amendment to

section 301 of the PHS Act to permit the Secretary to make available

substances and living organisms in instances where such materials are

not commercially available or must be proVided on a centralized,

standardized basis. We support this authority, which would remove

limitations that have proved troublesome for several NIH components,

particularly the National Cancer Program.

41.



3. Appointment of experts and consultants. Also included in H.R.

10908 is an amendment that'would provide the Director of NIH with
ti

authority to appoint experts for extended periods--an authority

presently available only to the Directorsof,NCI and NHLBI. The bill

would fix the number of such experts and consultants at 2.5 percent

of permanent NIH employees (excluding NCI and NHLBI). In our view, this

authority would provide excellent opportunity to secure top-flight

scientists/administrators to assist in developing new programs and to

work on selected research projects requiring very specialized-background.

A recent survey showed that the Institutes could productively use many

such experts, and the NIH developed a legislative proposal to authorize

the Director to appoint up to 300 such consultants. We would prefer a

fixed number as:originally proposed. C .

4. Finally, Mr. Chairman, we are osing repeal of an obscure

and outdated provision of the PHS Act [Section 321(a)] requiring the

Surgeon'Ceneral to furnish tobacco topatienis in PHS facilities. This

re,7trement--which is honored more in thebreach than in the obserVance--

is clearly inappropriate in viewof our present knowledge about the

effects of smoking on human health.

This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. My colleagues and I

I

would happy to try to answer any questions you or other CoMmittee

memt-cs may have.
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Mr. Romahi: Thank you very much for your statement, and for 'the
indication of support for the legislation.

_Mr. Maguire ?
Mr. MAutrixtz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Fredrickson, on page 6, at the top, of your writteh statement,

you refer to the two bills, indicating that you prefer the version
. which provides that three menibers should be experts in environ-

mental, occupational carcinogen esis as opposed to six. I was just
. wondering why you felt that way.

Dr.. FREDRICKSON. I think, Mr. Maguire, our preference there is
related entirely to a matter of quantification. We felt it might be un-
desirable to expand the board to too large a site. Nevertheless, I
think the suggestion for the addition of expertise that you propose
is a very good one.

Mr. MAGUIRE. In my bill? I do not expand the size of the board
at all. I am 'simply suggestmg that out of 23 members, I believe it
is, is it not, that we have six who are experts in this field. Given we
are now told by scientists that 60 to 90 percent of cancer is caused
by exposures of one sort or another to environmental influences,
perhaps it would not be an inordinate number to have approximately

*, -one-quarter of the members of the board experts in that particular
area. .

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Certainly, we think we ought to try to do that
as much as possible,11r. Maguire. It does make it perhaps difficult
without expanding the board to retain the balance of other ex-
pertise or input that will cover the rest of the program, and that
was our only concern. The suggested emphasis, I think, however, is

excellent one.
Mr. MAGUIRE. So you are not going to make three versus six a

/sticking point?
Dr. FREDRICKSON. I think, Mr. Maguire, our preference there is
Mr. MAGUIRE. Unless someone can describe pretty clearly to me

what is going to be lost s a result of making this expansion, I
am \going to try to insist on that, and we will be prompted to some
degree by the amount of resistance we encountered. I hope it won't

.1- be too much..
: Dr. FREDRICKSON. I think it will be barely perceptible, Mr.

Ma ire...
Mr. MAGUIRE. Excellent.

bottominterested in the numbers you have given at- the botto of
page 4 and the top of page 5, for what you describe as control and
demonstration programs, some $62 million, an a the remainder of
the research program, $795 million. The dicussion of control and
demonstration comes within the context, I assume, of the previous
paragraph, where you are talking about, prevention, and I just
wondered whether in that context control and demonstration means
prevention-oriented programs, or whether it does not. What does it
mean, exactly?

Dr. FREDRICKSON. I will let Dr. Upton answer that, but I think,
Mr. Maguire, one thing is certain. It is not intended to represent
the only effort toward prevention or to circumscribe that effort
by drat subappropriation.

Dr. Upton?
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'Dr. Um:ix. Mr. Maguire, the budget figui given for control. is th
budget allocation which funds the Division f Ca cer Control and
Rehabilitation. The efforts there are. aimed argel at technology .:
transfer, not just in prevention but in atment.

paragraph at all?
. Mr. ALtournE. So this. really does not .follow the preceding

Dr. UrroN. It does not, no.
JJJ

Mr. Mnouniz. Why don't you complete your 'ex anation ? That
will be useful, and we can discuss it further.

Dr. UPTON. Within the technology transfer area w are seeking
to emphasize those activities which relate to preventive trategies,-
screening of populations at risk, worker education in rela ionship to
occupational cancer risks, and io on. 'I the research are , we are
likewise intensifying our efforts to- identify environmental causes
of cancer and, to develop means for intervening to remo them
from the environment or to prevent their action.

Mr. FLORIO. Will the-gentleman yield? - . .
Dr. UPTON. The carcinogenicity testing program is not funded-

out of the cancer control budget, but it is funded. out of the re-
search budget. That is an example of a testing effort aimed directly
at prevention, which does not fall within the $63 million figure.

Mr. FLORID. Will the gentlemen yield on that point?
Mr. ISIAGUIRE. Certainly. .

Mr. FLORIO. With regard to this whole question of interagency
'cooperation; EPA now is late in coming up with rules and regu-
lations under the Toxic Substances Act regarding PCB's. Part of
the rationale they 'provided about being late is that they have not the
expertise. Hence, they have not been able to conic up with the in-
formation they need to develop realistic regulations.

What, if anything, are you doing in dealing .with some of these
other agencies that, maintain they haven't the scientific base they
need, for example, be it EPA on PCB's, or .be it OSHA with regard
to its new initiative into occupational disease?. Is there any inter=
action between yourself and some of the other 'agencies?

Dr. FREDRICKSON. ',would speak in general, and allow Dr. Upton
and others to comment further. There is a great deal of interaction.
There are some 11 to 14 committees related to questions of the
environment, providing interfaces between various components of
the Department and /regulators, and in which' we play a certain
role. We are members of the committee described under TSCA to
help select those compounds that shall be among those tested. The
Clearinghouse on Environmental Carcinogens, contains represents-
ives from all the regulatory agencies, and they play a very im-
portant part in helping to select and to keep them fully informed
of the movements of compounds along the lines of that critical pro-
gram for which NCI is primarily responsible.

Nevertheless, we are not content with the perfection of that in-
teraction either. I think one of the major items wider discussion in
the Department, at NIH, and elSewhere today, and also with the
regulated group, is, how can we better provide the information

.needed by those agencies? There are a. number of philosophical
questions involved. How does one maintain a science base? 'What

42
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kinds of research can best e done by,regulatory agencies : ? Whichh'
kind cannot be done very Well for a variety of reasons? If it can't
be done by them, how does NIH or .AD.A3114A begin to provide
an arrangement whereby they can purchase, if we may use that
term; the information they need?

For example, today the regulator, FDA, has a question about sac-
charin, very close to this committee and ,other's interest. It has
devised an interesting cross- agency agreement whereby it trans-
fered some three-quarters of $1 million to the .Cancer Institute
to provide the kind of epidemiologic information that may help
it resolve this important regulatory question.

There are a whole, host of these, and we are very interested in,
seeing how within NIH we can arrange our environmental groups :

particularly and all of the groups that have reseearch that is of
importance to the problems of regulators; to see how we can do that
more effectively, get more out of the same_ animal, for example, in
terms of toxicity questions.

At the same time, how .can we arrange an even better "board of
directors" of such activities that would include all the regulators who
need that knowledge as well as the researchers whose expertise is
needed to make that the best possible effort? We are aware of this
question. We do not have perfect arrangements, but we have multi-
ple ones which are working, I think, every day. .

Mr. Fr.onio. Thank you.
. Mr. MAGUIRE. Thank you. .

Dr. Fredrickson; on page 6 of your 'statement, halfway down,
you nod graciously in the direction of my bill's highlighting of
prevention as an objective, but go on in effect to say that you feel
your .current programs are responsive to that concern. Let me put
the question another way. ,

Would you feel any discomfort if we were to make that concern
more explicit in the basic act than it has been in the past?

Dr.,FREDRICKSON. No; we would not, Mr. Maguire. I think that
what our statements here refer to is our belief that we find this to
be one of the reasonable responsibilities of cancer centers, that pre-
vention must. be a part of their efforts, even narrowly defined, and
that we had under our current authorities sufficient expression of
intent, but we would have no objection at all, as far as I am con-
cerned, to a reemphasis on the part of the interest: and intent of
the committee in this regard. .

. .

Mr. MAGUIRE. I would like te ask you and perhaps Dr. Upton. as
well whether or not it is your intention to expand and intensify your
activities with respect to preventive strategies beyond what they
have been in the past. There has been .a lot of criticism in the re-
cent past on the point that out of some $800 million plus annual
budgets, there has not b tn enough emphasis on screening ofe.

carcinogenic substances. Th 're has not been enough emphasis on
looking carefully at the pop lations that are at highest risk, and in
general, givers that cancer i difficult to deal with once people get
it, and we now know that so much of it is the result of exposures
of one sort or another, as I mentioned earlier, that we really need
an expandefi and'intensified set of activities in respect to prevention,

. .
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Is it your contention today that everything is fine and you, are
doing just fine, and the intent of the legislation is Oear, and that
the current allocations in the field of prevention are adequate within
the context of the total budget, or is it your intention to expand on
the preventivesjgle?

Dr. FREDRICKSON. If I might answer in general, I will then turn
to Dr. Upton. I might say I think our current legislation specifies
intent. At t we infer from that legislation the intent to move

.sPecifies
intent. At r
all we can ward prevention: I do not think that we should infer
that we are doing fine. We are.- We would like to know a lot
more about cancer and to do a lot more about it than We have been
able to do.

I think that certainly this matter of distribution of resources;
their allocation towardimovements of prevention against other ap-
plications, eliemotheraty, for example, or other purposes, as well
as the question of the relative shift of support within .the Cancer In-
stitute towards basic science, which is an. important theme -of this
year, is a matter of continuing discussion between Dr. Upton and
myself and a matter of ,the highest interest; too, at NM.

I think we have the legislative authority. I think we have difficult
deciSions to make, and I am particularly conscious of the question
of whether or not the Cancer Institute's program for whole animal
testing of carcinogenic capacity for chemicals is an adequate ex-
pression of both their own program and meets the needs of the mull-
try. As a matter of fact, Dr. Upton and I are both convinced that it
is not, and we are now working closely with other parts of- the De-
partment, with the Secretary, to see if we can expand that capacity,
and to share the responsibilities and opportunities for perform-
ance that we think are necessary, because it is a national resource.

I have noted in the review of the Cancer Institute this last year
which. I conducted, the Cancer Institute has snore than $100 mil-
lion in its budget of what we might call service programs, programs
that may not move the cutting edge of. new knowledge, but which
have to be performed for the country. One of, these is the testing
program of $15 to $20 million. Another, for exqunple, is a whole
pharmaceutical pro.gram for developing chemotherapies that we
cannot expect from industry.

Sd, I think this is a burden that NCI-must bear.. It is very appro-
priate for it to be related strongly to its programs, but I think
we are conscious of this in attemptingto shift to prevention as
much as we can, but I would let Dr. Tipton speak more specificallki
for himself in-that regard.

Mr. MAouni.E. Dr. Upton?
Dr. UPTON. Mr. Maguire, I would support wholeheartedly every-

thing that Dr. Fredrickson has said. We have undertaken a series
of, reviews of our' tctivities in the prevention area, We have held a
a number of meetings involving sev :Tel Nobel laureates and other
scientists who are expert in the field. .Ws have.planned a series of
conferences to examine opportunities and ways in which we may be .
more effective in this area.

I haVe asked our Clearinghouse to' undertake 'a thorOughgoing
review of the bioassay program past. present, and future for the
purpose of determining what in its view needs to be done.
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Mr. MAatnnE. My bill suggests some rather specific requirements
and outcomes that go beyond what have previously been present in
the basic legislation, and I just wondered if you would be sympa-
thetic to some more explicit language.

For example, it seems cleai to me that with the variety of agencies
involved, and we could have clearinghouses from now until-dooms-
day, that somebody has to have responsibility, and it seems to me
that that somebody ought logically to be the National Cancer In-
stitute. I am talking about responsibility for coordination and coop-
eration betWeen themselves and other agencies, and specifically I
would require that NCI conduct an evaluation of the carcinoge-
nicity of any substance at the request of atiother agency, although
the other agency would be asked to pay for that out of its budget,
but where there is a question raised, a serious questio about a sub-
stance, that someone finally be responsible for makinfiure that the
the work is done. As you well know, we have had ar situation in
which we have had literally hundreds, if not thousands, of sub-
stances Avhich are either known or suspected to be highly hazardous
at larg-.!, and you have done 8 of thern. and someone else has done 10,
and we are talking about hundreds of thousands of substances. Why
should we net in the law establish that the NCI is the final re-
sponsible body here with respect to coordination, making sure that
we get the job done, and. wheneVer anyone asks for it, making sure
the work is in fact performed ?

Thy should we not have an annual report, a requirement that
we have a report each and every year from NCI with respect to all
known and suspected carcinogens, estimating the dangers and mak-
ing some assessment of the exposures, and:making an evaluation of
the existing regulatory situation and recommendations ?

Those are, things I *have specifically suggested in my bill, and I
would like td have your reaction.

Dr. FnEnur9tsox. Mr. 'Maguire, if I might. react in the general
sense, I think, the problems you seek to solve must be solved. The
question of disaggregation-qf all testing is a very serious problem.
You cannot get \it all togethel-probably because it is too complicated,
but we need to do as much as we can in that direction.

What I would hope is, however, that you not create some statu-
tory requirement in your legislation that this necessarily be done in
the National Cancer Institute, and I will tell you the reason for that.

Mr. 11.touniE. Is there a better place to do it?
Dr. FnEmucKsox. There may be. I think at the moment the Cancer

Institute is doing' a wonderful job, the best that they can; against
the current arrangements.

Mr. MAGUIRE. Clearly, you have already said, and I agree, that
we are not doing what we ought to be doing. So, the questions is,how do we get there, and unless someone is responsible, I suggest and
submit we will not get there.

Dr. FazoiricHseis. Let me .further expand on what I mean. That is,the Cancer Institute is now testing fur carcinogenicity of com-pounds. and yet we know that the toxicity of most compounds does
not relate to oncology, but to other serious side effects. At the pres-
ent time.' we are not looking at more than one adverse side effect
of exposure to any chemical. I think that is wrong and inefficient.
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We ought to see if there is a way through some consortial arrange-
ment that we can get together the examination of overall toxicity,
or at least more global approach to the implication of certain
compounds. It may be that we need some sort of consortial arrange-
ment,. whether- it be within the NIH in its several institutes, or
whether it should be in some other arrangement, a problem which
te.are actively exploring and seeking options to now.

I would simply hope that your legislation 'mould in some way
express that intent to get 4 together, to maximize, to increase the
capacity for testing, but if you were to create a: situation -in which
this would have to be carrieirOut by the Cancer Institute,, of course,
the options we would have for making better arrangementes in out
view and, of course, defending or supporting them, would be nar- .
rowed considerably. That is all..

Mr. AfikolvE. The options might be narrowed, but .yon-can choke '
to death on multiple options, and never establish any clear respon-
sibility and accountabili01 I mean, ilo you have an alternative pro-
posal ? This has been discussed' for months and months, years and-.
years. Do you have an alternative proposal which you would like
to set before the committee?

Dr. FREDRICiCSON. Not at this time, Mr. Maguire.
Mr. MAotanr: Dr. Upton, would you like to comment as Di-

rector of the NCI? Perhaps you would like to comment on your
attitude, given that you had $800 plus million, which is more than
anyone else ,has in this area toward assuming some of these more
specific responsibilities. Let us neutralize the quelition for the mo-
ment of .whether or not we are dealing with a. multiplicity of effects.
That is a well taken, point. one which I am- concerned about as
well. I am really addressing the question of whether or not it might
not make sense to make an annual report, whether it might not
make sense to have someone obliged to test a given substance' when
some agency determines that there is a probable hazard, and whether
or not there ought not be someone who is in charge of coordination.

If everyone is in charge of coordination, we will never'have any.
Dr. Urros. Mr. Maguire, I. agree with what you have said. I

think there is. a national need fOr this. There is a need to unam-
biguously focus responsibility for it. and I submit to you that we
have recognized the need and have entered into discussions aimed at
the development of the best plan of action. Whether, as Dr. Fred-
rickson has indicated, the responsibility should be lodged in NCI
or in some other agency-7-a regulatory agency or another research
agency, the National Instiute of Environmental Health Sciences, for
exampleremains to be determined, but I would agree that the
thrust of- your proposal makes eminent sense.

Mr. MAotaan [presiding]. Mr.-Irlorio, do you have any comments?
Mr.. Ftomo. :Yes. One of the things I am interested in, and I

think you can perhaps understand the intensity of Air. Maguire's
and my concern about this particular subject, is as follows: Coming
from New Jersey, .my own district uniortunately, nos an extremely
high rate of cancer incidence. One county in my area has the highest
incidence of bladder cancer in the entire Nation, so we have a vested
interest in Seeing that everyone does what they have, to do. For ex-
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ample, lets talk about the minicenters. My recollection is that New
Jersey did apply for a grant to operate a minicenter within our
State. Can you give me the status of that grant application?

Dr. Uproc. I am sorry, I cannot at the present time. I could
submit it for the record.

[The following inforn.ation was received for the record:]
Grant application Number 1-R18-CA-24248-01, submitted by Dr. Mark A.

Quinones of .the College of Medicine and Dentistry of New. Jersey, currently is
under review. It is anticipated that this application will be submitted to the
National Cancer Advisory Board for their consideration in. May 1978.

Mr,. FLORIO. I would appreciate it. My recollection is that there
was some planning money approved, but no great followup after the
initial planning money. I am also interested -in the specific point I
raised before, if there is anyone here who can specifically tell me
about the PCI3 problem. EPA, as of last October, was supposed to
publish regulations on PCB's. They have said that they did not have
the scientific data. If there is.some way you might be able for the
record to get to me. what you have, done and what you plan to do
to assist them in coming forth with these regulations, I would ap-preciate that as well.

Dr. FREDRICKSON. We will supply that.,Mr. Florio.
[The following information was received for the record:]

We have discussed this question with the Office of Toxic Substances of EPA.
We are informed that they have the required health data in hand. Further, weare told that the delays in promulgating the regulations resulted from theneed, to develop a variety of information much of which was of a technical and
engineering nature. Among the questions to be answered were: How is each
type of KB containing material to be disposed oil What are the various uses
of PCBs? What is the economic impact of regulation of these compounds?

EPA has move forward and published the first of the required regulations
on March 17. 1973.

Mr. FLORIO. Shifting to a different topic, legislation has been en-
acted for the establishment of national alcoholic centers. These cen-
ters arc going to bring together various disciplines for research into
the problems of alcohol..A-re you having any input into the estab-
lishment of these centers? If so, what do you see as the relationship
between what the National Institutes of Health is doing in terms of
alcohol research and what these centers are supposed to be doing?

Dr. FnmaticitsoN. Mr. Kefauver is here from ADAMHA, where
this activity is primarily lodged, as you know, Mr. Florio, that
being the National Institution on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism of
A.IYAMHA. We specifically are .not at this time, as far as I know,
acting in any active way with regard to the establishment Of these
particular centers.

Mr..K.EFA LIVER. These centers you have referred to are primarily
or solely directed at research. They at research centers, with an
interdisciplinary focus, to focus on the behavioral and biological
aspects of alcoholism.' They are not in that sense prevention or con-
trol programs.

Mr. FLorno. My point is not about what you do in terms of re-
search? Specifically, you are not into alcoholism control. You are
into research and my point and my concern is that we not have
duplication; and, rather than have some autonomous new system
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evolve that will be doing the same things you are doing, maybe
that could be headed off by virtue of your becoming involved in the
establishment and setting up of these centers to see that duplication
is avoided.

Mr. KRFtuvER: The research collaboration between the National
Institutes of Health and the National Institute of Alcohol and
Alcohol Abuse isquite close in terms of collaborative research; in
terms of the \ knowledge of what each institute is doing, but the
efforts to 'fund, national alcohol research centers is an ADAMRA
initiative.

Mr. FLonto. It is?
Mr. KEFAtryza. Yes.

. Mr. FLonto. So I assume then that there is sonie ongoing rela-
tionship between the establishment of these centers . and what is
going to be done in them and what is being done in the alcohol
abuse facility.

Mr. KEFAtivr.a. Yes. I am not certainthe alcohol abuse facilitiefr
you are talking about are treatment centers?
-Mr. FLoato. No, your National Alcohol andI forget. You.

indicating Dr. Fredricksonmade reference to it a few moments
ago.

Dr. FREDRICKSON. NIAAA.
Mr. FLonto. NIAAA. What I am suggesting is that the P.enters

that are being establishedfor example, I understand Rutgers 'Uni-
versity will be accepted as a new, center, and I applaud that. need
to be closely coordinated with the -activities and functions of both
the NIH and the NIAAA.

Mr. Kr.rAuvEn. There is close coordination between NIAAA and
those centers. .

Mr. nonib. What exactly is the relationship between the two?
Mr. KEFAtrvEn. The centers are funded by NIAAA. They are

monitored by project officers, much more closely than is the uf,ual
grantee agency relationship, so that the planning that goes on in
those centers, the conduct of the research fully involves the Insti-
tute, and it is on an annual evaluation schedule where the Institute
and other outside organizations will be evaluating the activities of
the centers.

Mr. FLoato. Thank you. There is a question that Mr. Rogers
-would ask. How many medical and health sciences libraries are
there in tile -United States? How many of these have received
assistance under the Medical Library Assistance program ?

Dr. PaznatoitsoN. We will ask Dr. Cummings.
Dr. CtrantiNos. There are approximately 4,000 medical libraries

in the United States, and somewhat over 500, have now received
assistance through the Medical, Library Assistance Act.

Mr. Ft-two. How many hospitals are reached?
Dr. CUNI3IINGS. The major number of libraries are in community

hospitals. I would estimate that except for 120 health professional
school libraries, nearly all of the others are in either large -or
small community hospitals.

Mr. FLonto. This is another q estion Mr. Rogers would,ask. to
we haye a shorts fe of toxicologi is and veterinary pathologists or
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other personnel involved in the testing of substances in our en-
vironment? If so, what is the extent of the shortage in each
category?

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Mr Florio, everyone seems to agree that there
is a shortage. It is an anecdotally supported shortage. We do not
have adequate figures for the number of people operating in that
area or how many are even being trained by all the possible agen-
cies. It is apparent, however, when one seeks to establish a research
program requiring a veterinary pathologist, it is extremely hard,
almost impossible to find one. The same is true for toxicologists,
bat we do not have adequate figures to indicate how severe that
shortage is.

The NIH does have a WESTAT study looking at different kinds
iof professional competence now available. This includes epidemiolo-

gists and, I believe, toxicologists. I hope we can have this year some
more useful information.

Mr. FLORID. Thank you very much.
Mr. MAGUIRE. Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
According to your best research available, what is your present

treatment .of alcoholism?
Mr. KEFAuvgn...I do not' think that we could cite a particular

treatment, Dr. Carter, but as you are probably aware, the treat-
ment options are counseling, antabuse, and combinations of those
approaches. Of course, the Alcoholics Anonymous -approach is also
widely used.

Mr. CARTER. That has been around for many years now, has it not?
Mr. KEFAUVER. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARTER. Yet we are still using it, and nothing further other

than counseling and.
Mr. KEFAUVER. Psychotherapy.
Mr. CARTER. We have been doing that for many years.
Mr. KEFAUVER. That is right. There is at the present time no
Mr. CARTEL What is the characteristic of a patient who is on

antabuse and takes a drink of whiskey?
Mr. KEFAUVER. It is my understanding that such a patient becomes

nauseated, ill.
Mr. CARTER. They become red in the face, and their pulse in-

creases. The rate increases and it scares the heck Out of -them. That
is what happens. Did you ever see one? `,

Mr. KEFAUVER. No sir, I have not.
Mr. CARTER. Doctor, I think you ought to. see some of those. After

all, you are the director of this program. \
.Dr, r:1;EDRICKSON. Dr.'Carter, Mr. Kefauver is doing magnificently

actually, in light of the fact that he is- a deputy admmistrator with-
out a medical degree.

Mr. Carter. You know, I think he ought. to knoW something about J
antabuse. Have you ever seen a patient who has reacted to anta-
buse ?

Dr. FREDRICKSON. Yes, I remember when we were interns that
*e had such patients.

Mr. CARTER. How did a typical patient react?
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Dr. FREDRICKSON. He did very poorly, but .whether it actuallyworked
Mr. CARTER. Describe his condition.
Dr. FREDRICKSON. A drop in blood pressure. He became light-

headed, nauseated, did indeed, as you say, develop, along with that .

redness of the face, an increase in pulse, and the was .extremely
anxious.

Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir, that is one of the characteristics. Really, if
you keep them on that quite a while, you usually can save them, can
rescue them from their habit: There is another little saying that I
have ob o be true quite often, that you have to let them hit
the b tom before they will start coming back up. I know that to
have been true in some cases, and will all of the research. and we
are ing to put almost $70 million into it this year, we still have
nothi but counseling, AAA, and Antabuse. Is that correct? We
have n t produced much in the past 14 years, then, in this area,
have we

Mr. KEFAUVER. I think there is considerable increase in the basic
knowledge of not only alcoholism but specific therapies.

Mr. CARTER. MV goodness. What has become of that monly? Sixty
million to $70 million spent per year for research, and a mountain
has labored and dropped, fOrth a mouse. Doctor. Let's look at this.
Of course, you are divided. your mental health group:, are divided
intoregions, and in those regions portions treat alcoholism and drug
abuse. Is that correct sir?

Mr. KEFAUVER. We do not operate alcoholism programs out of our
regional offices. if that is what you are referring to.

Mr. CARTER. No. no, but regions under the mental health program
Mr. KEFAUVER. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. Of which- one in Kentucky is now bankrupt.. Do yoU

keep your fingers on those things pretty closely
Mr. KEFAUVER. I think the reference yort make is to a community

mental health center.
Mr. CARTER. This is the river regiOn, yes, sir, and our alcoholism

program is tied into that, and also your drug abuse program. I do
not know whether it is doing much good or not. I have never ob-
served much effect.

Mr. KEFAUVER. And I think we are preparing something.
Mr. 'CARTER. I regret to say that, but we had better tell it like it

is. Personally, I would like to see them became effective. 'Usually,
we, commit to those regions a certain number of hospitals or beds
for treatment, but I have never seen them used, for some reason un-
known to me. .

Now, in cancer we are increasing the research effort, are we, or
does it stay about the same?

Dr. FREDRICKSON. For 1979, Dr. Carter, the figure for the Cancer
Institute is the same as the 1978 level.

Mr. CARTER. You don't even account for the inflationary factor?
Dr. -FREDRICKSON. No, sir, not in the .1979 administration budget.
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir. Describe Some of the research that is going

on now in the treatment of cancer, some of the different drugs that
are used, and what you are finding out, please, sir. Dr. Upton?
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.

Dr. UproN. We are conducting clinical trials in more than 700
institutions involVing more than 3,000 clinical investigators.

Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir.
Dr. UPTON. Our protocols involving cancers of various sites

breast, bowel, lung, head, neck, ovary, bladder, prostate.
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir.
Dr. UrroN. The results of these experiments. to date indicate that

contrary to what one would have believed 20 to 30 years ago, with
some types of cancerdisseminated cancerlong-term remissions
can be elicited with drugs.

Mr. CARTER. What particular type of cancer and what particular
.type"of drug?

lYr. UrroN.. I am not a therapist, Dr. Carter.
Mr. CAUTER. Yes, sir. .

Dr. Urrow. So i am hesitant to review for you the specific proto-
cols, although I would be happy to supply the information for the
record.

Mr. CARTER. But you are the director of this institute?
Dr. UPTON. That is correct.
Mr. CARTER. What is your function, then, if you are not a thera-

pist ?
Dr. UrroN. I have devoted my career to carcinogenesis,
Mr. CARTER. Yes sir, how it starts.

- Dr. UrroN. That is wirrect.
Mr. CARTER. The origin of it. What is the origin?
Dr. UrroN. We now see the development of cancer as a multicausal

process, involvingthe interaction of genetic determinants which in-
fluence susceptibility and environmental factors. In some instances,
heredity plays a predominant role, or would appear to play a pre-
dominant role. In other instances, the role of hereditary factors is yet
to be identified.
. We recognize in the environment' a number of factors that can act

On the system to increase riskradiation, alkyllating agents, tobacco,
and so on.

Mr. CARTER. I believe that it may be stated by a very prominent
physician. that radiation is the cause of 95 percent of our cancers.
Would you agree with that? .

Dr. Urros. The suggestion thatDid.you say radiation?
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir.

. . .Dr. UrroN. The suggestion that radiation might account for 95
percent seems to me to be exaggerated. The' National Academy of

'Sciences Committee on the Biological Effects .of Ionizing Radiation
estimated that natural background radiation might account for 1 to

percent of the spontaneously occurring causes. It is hard fOr me,
even what we know about different forms of radiation and the expo-
ure of thk population to radiation from manmade souftes in addi-
on to baaeground, to arrive at a 95-percent estimate.
Mr. CARTER. Have you noticed an increased incidence of cancers in

y ungsters horn. with deformities, such as a cleft palate or a clubf ot? . .1.

Dr. UrroN. I am not aware of data linking those conditions. I am
n t aware of data connecting those particular anomalieS to an in-
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associated. A .

Mr. CARTER.. Yes, sir. Have you noticed or do you have knowledge
of any relationship between welding, such as electrical or acetylene
welding, and cancer.

Dr. Urrox. Again, Dr. Carter, I must confess that I do not know
that literitture in detail. There has been evidence linking exposure
to nickel and nickel fumes with cancer of the lung. I would suppose
in welding, dePending upon the nature of the material being used,
one would have a carcinogenic situation, but I am not aware of data
that establish that association.

Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir. Nickel. Of course, there are many, many
others.

(Dr. Urrox. Cobalt and chromium for example.
Mr. CARTER. And there are many Other, eleinents. We And it in our

uranium mines. There is a great increase:': ....i .. . .

Dr. Urrox. We attribute the increased risk in uranium miners to
the inhaled radioactive gas in the mine, the radon.

Mr. CARTER. What progress have you made ? How has your re-
search helped in the treatment of cancer?

Dr. Urrox. As I mentioned a moment ago, we have seen evidence
that for disseminated cancers of some typesfor example, leukemias,
lymphomas,. and choriocarcinoma--we have long-term remissions
which, in many instances, would appear tantamount to cures result-
ing from chemotherapy or drug administration. The research has
shown that combinations of drugs are more effective than a single
drug. In many instances, the periodicity of drug administration or
the regimen of treatment is also important.

Until recently, we have not 'sought to apply intensive early adju-
vant chemotherapy to the more common solid tumors of adults, the
expectation being that if we could detect them when they are local-
ized, and remove them surgically, and/or irridiate the tumor site,
the outlook would be favorable. That can be the case, of course, when
the tumor is detected early enough.

.

Research has shown that in all too many instances, however, even
though the tumor appears localized at the time of detection, cells
have disseminated from the tumor site and invaded other parts of
the body. In those instances it would appear now from trials in prog-
ress that adjuvant chemotherapy can greatly improve survival. We
have seen this in pre-inenopausal women treated for carcinoma of
the breast. We have seen it. -with oat cell carcinoma of the lung and
with osteogenic sarcoma, so I think we are now seeing preliminary
,indications that some of the dramatic gains achieved heretofore pri-
marily with-the leukemias and lymphomas may indeed be possible
with the more common solid tumors of adult life.

Mr. CARTER. Is it not true that many of the medicines used in
chemotherapy are carcinogenic themselves?

Dr. Urrox. That would appear to be the case, unfortunately. Ex-
periments in animals have shown that they .are radiomimetic in the
sense that they are carcinogenic, and there is now epidemiological
evidence in the followup of vatients who have, swrvived, thanks to
chemotherapy and, radiation, of an increased risk of a second cancer.
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We see here an unfortunate type of side effect. One of the efforts
going on in our division of cancer treatment is to analyze the car-
cinogenicity of anticancer agents, in an effort to select, if possible,
agents effective in the treatment of cancer which at the same time are
not themselves carcinogenic.

Mr. CARTER. So this goes really not only with chemotherapy but
also X-ray therapy. -

Dr. Urrox. Indeed it does. Yes, sir.
Mr. Corm. The cure may cause another cancer, in other words.
Mr. MAOUIRE. Is the gentleman moving towards the conclusion of

his questions? How much time would he like from the chair ? The
chair wants to be generous, but to raise the question in any case.

Mr. CARTER. I guess I will conclude as of now. Thank you very
a kindly. You know of my extreme interest in the area.

Mr. MAGum. Well, why do you not conclude with a rather gen-
erous allocation of time?

Mr. CARTER. Thank you, sir. I have had, my time, I suppose.
Mr. MAGUIRE. The gentleman has had about 20 minutes.
Let me ask a couple of questions, and perhaps we can return for

any final questions.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you. Good day.
Mr. MAGUIRE. I am sorry the gentleman is discomforted.
With respect to the allocation of funds for prevention, is it pos-

sible for you to give us some figures about what exactly is being
spent and on what separate categories under-the heading -of preven-,.
tive strategies?

Dr. FREDRICKSON. For cancer, Mr. Maguire?
Dr. UPTON. I would be happy to supply those for the record, Mr.

ChairMan.
Mr. MAGUIRE. All right, if you would.
[Testimony resumes on page 82.]
[The following information was received for the record :]
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CANCER PREVENTION.

For purposes of this presentation, prevention is classified as both primary
and secoodary and is further refined ai follows:

. - .

I. Primary Prevention -- that research which is aimed at-development of
interventions to be employed before the biologic onset of d' , including
research and education directed at.changing behavior in such a way that disease
will 4p averted or ameliorated.,

2. Secondary Prevention °- research'directed toward interventions after
the disease can be detected, but before it is symtomatic or recognized, as well
as research sinad in preventing further progress of already-established
disease:

Primary Prevention Activities

The Nationalkancer Institute has spent, in- fiscal year 1977, a total pf
$230,757,000 for primary cancer.prevention activities. Programmatically, this
breaks down as follows:

Research:

FY-1977

Epidemiology $22,627,000
Carcinoienesis

(Physical 6 Chemical) 93,149,000
Viral Oncology 95,734,000
Nutrition '4027,000
Immunology 6,151,000

Total. Research $221,688;000

Cancer Control: 9,069,000

Total Primary Prevention $230.757,000

.

&complete description of all of NCI's primary prevention ectivitiep is
contained in the following detailed paper, entitled "Cancer Prevention
Piogram":.
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CANCER PREVENTION nocita

CANCER INSTIxorn

Prevention offers the best hope for ultimate control of ,ciecer.

Hance, research on cancer.prevention occupies a-high pAoritY in rhc

programs of the National Cancer Institute.
,fr;

. Research on the causes and prevention of cancer, one of four wdav

research thrusts of the National Cancer Institute, seeks to identify

factors that. cause cancer in man, and to develop mechanisms !or name:

prevention. The research efforts include, first, studies of ken n.

carcinogens, such as radiation (including ultraviolet light). tonmett-,

and chemicals such As drugs and hormones. Second, we arc screening

for new cancer-causing chemicals by long-term animal testing and shoat-

term methods; and are. also emphasizing research to improve thcce tenting

procedures. Third, we are conducting and supporting studies to identify

patterns of the occurrence of cancer in our population as it =Elates

to the environment. Fourth, we support research on the basic mechanir77s

of how norms/ cells become cancerous. Other research effcrts inclusle

studies of the role of viruses, studies of the inlenf nutritiom 71114

susceptibility to cancer, and development cf less hazardous, eirarectc,,,

to help those who. have not been able to stop smoking reduce their

of developing lung and other-types of cancer.

Demonstration and educational programs are also an impsrtent Prxr.

of NCI'activitics in cancer prevention. Efforts directed toward ;he

health professions and the public have increased the nwazeoc of
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cancer risks associated wiell radiation, tobacco, asbestoi, vinyl chloride

and the drug. estrogen. Ue believe that these activities have facilitated

steps to:lower risks and thus to prevent cancers that might otherwise.

have'been induced.

Environmental Factors and Cancer

Research On the involvement of environmental factors in the occurrence

of cancer includes not:only air and water, but alA. food, drink, smoking,

drugs, workplace, home, sunlight, and other aspects of personal lifestyles.

Chemicals and radiations are certainly,involvAa, and there is also a

possible causative role for viruses.

One persuisive line of evidence is based on studies of cancer incidence

in differmit regions of the world. Incidence of Cancer of any given

%type can vary by a factor of 2,000 F ercemC or more. If the rate Of

each type of cancer in all parts of the world were reduced to that of

the'region with the lowest incidence for each type, the overall frequency

for all types combined could be reduced by as much as 80 to 90 percent.

Further, in migrant populations, the .incidence of a given type of cancer

tends to change to the incidence characrexisrlc of that type in the

adopted region. Thus,' the evidence implies that environmental factors

play a major role in the causation of cancer, responsible, perhaps,

for 80 to 90 percent of the total incidence of the disease.

There is general agreement that cigarette smoking contributes to

about 40 percent of cancers in men in the United States. The contribution

of smoking to cancer.in women, although lower, is rising. This large
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segment of the cancer burden consists mainly of lung'cancer, but

includes also cancers of the throat, esophagus, bladder, and pancreas.

Known chemical carcinogens are estimated to account for a maximum

of 10 percent of cancers, in men. These include cancers related to

tobacco plus alcohol'use and/or occupational exposures such as asbestos,

vinyl chloride, benzene, beta-naphthylamine, and petroleum residues.

Sunlight, X-rays,. and other forms of radiation may cause another five

percent.

The action of environmental factors is thought to be conditioned

by an individual's susceptibility. Many scientists. believe that

environmental factorschemicals, radiations, and possibly viruses, all

playing a role in one or. another instance- =interact with hereditary

information in cella to produce a complex sequence of events that lead

to development of cancer.

Thus,. most cancers are theoreticalli, preventable, if we identify

causative agents.; and avoid them, eliminate them from the environment, or

modify the individual's response to them, toreverseoeatrest the

biological effects that may result in cancer. Extensive research

is needed before it will be possible to prescribe practical steps

for preventing the cancer - causing action of environmental factors.

Chemicals are thought to play a major role in cancer incidence..

Among the vast numbers of potentially carcinogenic chemicals in the

environment. relatively fe4 have been demonstrated to date to cause

human cancer. Estimates of the numbei of chemicals in the Wild exceed

7,000,000 and the Chemical 4bstratts Registry now lists 4,500,000

t
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different entries. Relatively few chemicals have be cesvd for

carcinogenicity in animals. Some 16,000 reports ofanims1 experiments of

various sorts have been published. Most of them are not definitive, but
/ .

some evidenCe of carcinogepicity has been established i onisAs for
/

.

- .

About 400 chemicals.
o

Some 30 to 35 chemicals, depending on the criteria used, have been
o

established as carcinogenic for human populations. Noteworthy example/

include tobacco smoke, industrial chemicals, asbestos, such drugs as

DES, end radiations. The chemiCals that are carcinogenic for man. are

also carcinogenic for animals with two exceptions -- arsenic and benzene,

which, we believe, have.not yet, been adequately tested in animals.

More than 30;000 chemicals are estimated to have commercial importance.

In addition, some 700 new chemicals are introduced into commerce each

year. Thus,,a vastly increased number of chemicals may ultimately prove

capable of exerting carcinogenic effedts in humans. Because cancer

often takes 10 to 20 to 30 years to develop, it is conceivable that the

carcinogenic effects of current exposure to the Increasing numbers of

environmental chemicals may not become evident for some years.

;ti

Bioassay Program

Because the carcinogenicity of the chemicals in an correlates

'well with their, carcinogenicity in animals, it is reasonable to identify

' presumptive human carcinogens through animal experiments. Chemical testing,.

by the NCI began as a research effort and was expadded to its,current

level largely asa'demonstration and feasibility study to develop

.neeLlsto fill the perceived Federal needs.

1
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At present, approximately 90 chemicals are being tested in

animals. Experiments on an additiOnal,64 chemicals are being analyzed

and reports are being prepared. Another 100 chemicals will be started

on test this year. The testing is managed and directly supervised by

the National Cancer Institute with support from a prime contractor,

Tracor Jitco.
. .

Our bioassay screening system consists of administration of a

mingle chemical at two dose levels to redents of two species in both

saxes. Rodent speciesare used for the screening process because of

their relatively short lifespans, their wellunderstood biological

behavior, and the high rate of correlation between rodent ,carcinogenicity

and the small numberiof known human carcinogens. In the interest of

testing as large a number of chemical!, as is economically feasigle,

a given chemical usually is given to only,50 animals of each sex and
c

species at each dose level.' Because of. the small number of animals

tested and their brief lifetimes as compared with that af humans,

one of the dose levels is set as high as possible to maximize the chance

that a carcinogen will not be undetected.

For tfiis same reason, the route of administration for the chemical

is selected to permit exposure of as many body organs as possible. Each

animal test requires about four years, including design, administration

of the, chemical, and analysis of the results.

Because of the cost of these experiments both in time and dollars;

selection of chemicals is a critical Part.of the. testing process. At

the present time, selettion.depends on information concerning extent



of human exposure as well as'the biological effects-of a given chemical

'and any other similar chemical. Production data, information on. dispersion

Into the environment, chemical structure, and mutagenicity data, for °

example, are examined by a Chemical Selection Working Group composed of.

scientists from NCI and 10'other Federal agencies This group nominates

chemicals for testing. Their nominations go to a chemical selection

subgroup of the NCI Clearinghouse on Environmental Carcinogens, a chartered

advisory body of non-government members that meets in open session to

make recommendations to NCI. Additional information on chemicals selected

for testing is received by the National Cancer Institute as a result of

these discussions, and the final decision to test is made by NCI. staff.

Similar review procedures with other Clearinghouse Subgroups concerned

with experimental design and data evaluation provide.review of the

testing protocol and results. After review, the National Cancer Institute

publishes a report of the findings, announced in the Federal register,

arid informs the public through the media.

Copies of the report are sent to other Federal agencies. Additional

information on some chemicals is also sent to physicians concerned with

Occupational medicine, industrial and labor organizations, and environmental

and consumer groups.

Each animal experiment costs about $300',000. Together with limited

laboratory facilities and a shortage of personnel trained to conduct

animal tests for carcinogenicity, the Nation's capacity for earcinogenesis'

testing is severely limited. The presently available resources for

earcinogenesis testing in the world are estimated to permit testing of

200 to 500 chemicals per year.
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. We are keenly aware that our present bioassay techniques must be

connidered limited in their predictive value. Much uncertainty exists

in extrapolating across species. Improved knowledge of species

.similarities- and differences is needed, as is better understanding of

the correlation between In vitro and in vivo tests. To predict- the risk

to an from known animal carcinogens, it is necessary to have information

on the dose levels that are carcinogenic, the relative potency of the

carcinogen, the routes:of exposUre, to which man is susceptible, and the

relative ability of human tissues to detoxify, met4olize, and excrete

carcinogens.

Moreover, human populations are rarely exposed to large doses of

single carcinogens. Instead, man usually is exposed intermittently

to many carcinogens in various combinations and at low.doses. Two or

more carcinogens acting in combination may be mutually inhibitory,

additive, or multiplicative in their effects. This reflects in part

the fact that there are different kinds of carcinogens, some of which

act largely to promote the cancer inducing effects of others.

A further pitiblem arises from the evidence that implies that cancer

18 amulti-srage process, in which successive stages may be influenced

in different ways by various types of carcinogenic and anticarcinogenic

stimuli. At present, our knowledge is inadequate to characterize the

status and outlook of a given precancerous condition or to define the

probable net effect of a particular carcinogenic or anticarcinogenic

stimulus in a given individual.

4.
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Thus, the NCI current animal bioassay effort for chemical
. .

carcinogens an detect only the potential of a chemical for eausing

cancer in humans.. Its results cannot predict whether a particular

/

chasieal will cause human cancer,.but may serve as a basis for further

studies of the chemical in q:iestion.

Extensive research is in progress to iv:prove test procedures and

to learn more about the factors that influence cancer induction, such

as dose, age, sex, route of exposure) and the effects of mixtures of

chemicals. The goal is to develop more E...-nksitive, reliable, and cost-

affective long-term animal tests, and short-term, inexpensive, laboratory

techniques. Emphasis in the long-term tests will be placitd on selection

of sensitive animal species and strains, route of exposure, and measuring

the amount of chemical entering the tissues of the.'test animal.

Short -term assays under study include those in which there is

1) induction of transformation of mammalian cells in culture;

.2$ mutagenic or cytogenetic.changes in microorganisms or mammalian

cells; and 3) interactions between chemicals and cellular DNA. It is

anticipated that some short-term tests. may substitute for long-term

animal tests, while others may be useful in pretest screening to decrease

the number of chemicals that have to be tested in animals. Short-teem

teits also have a potential for enhancing the effectiveness of screening /

the environment as'well as specimens from the body, such as tissues

and fluids, for potentially carcinogenic substances. One short-term

test. the Ames test, whi.h assays for mutagenicity of chemicals in

bacteria, is being used to assist in the selection and ranking of
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chemicals for animal testing, and to Provide information about the

biological ..;:otential of environmental chemicals.

In other act vitieS, the carcinngenesis information system will

.be further developed to TIllectlii analyse,. and diisemlnate data on human

exposure to-chemicals and toxicity of environmental chemicals, and

vrovIde a management system to aid in conducting And monitoring of animal

experiments in contractor. laboratories. Studies will be conducted to

'develop Satisfactory methods test mixtures of chemicals more

representative of those to'which human populations are exposed under

natural conditions'. Studies will include co carcinogens and promoters,

Chemicals that by themselves ilia), not Produce cancer, but act together

with small amounts of carcinogens to cause cancer.

Collaboration with Other Federal Agencies

The National Caucer Institute has come to be relied on as the

primary source of information for regulatory agencies. We have identified

a groWing number of agent4 carcinogenic for animals, thus pointing

to possible source of risk for human populations.

Foe example, the Env'l:onnental Protection Agency (EPA) issued

regulations on the use Of the pesticides chlordane and heptachlor, based

on informatinn ma..e available by NCI. The Occupational Safety and Health

4.dministration (OSHA) modified the standard for occupational exposure to

trit:uloroethylene. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) banned the

use of chlr-'form in drugs and cocmetics, including toot%paste. FDA

requested the National ConcerInstitute to review the scientific evidence
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on the carcinogenicity of cyclamate, an artificial sweetener. On the

basis of'our information, the FDA ruled that the safety of the artificial

sweetener is!too uncertain. to allow it back on the market and refused toss

lift the ban, which had been ordered in 1969. The action taken by the

Consumer Product Safe.ty Commission (CPSC)banning the use of the flame

retardant TRIS in children's sleepwear was -based on results from our

test program showing it to.be carcinogenic in rodents.

In the last several years, NCI has expanded its collaborative

efforts with other concerned Federal agencies to assist them in their

/responsibilities for regulatory actions and further studies of suspected /

substances. In the past few months, the NCI and FDA haxe_been

working together to plan an epidemiological study of saccharin, anoth

'artificial sweetener, and other substances in relation to the development

of bladder cancer. We have collaborated with the EPA in carcinogenesis

studies in biorefractories in municipal water 'supplies, and are conducting
\

activities involled with EPA's responsibilities'under the Toxic Substances

Control Act. NCI has a staff member as a representative on the EPA

Science Advisory Board. NCI has an interagency agr\6ment with OSHA for

an occupational cancer, information c.,,td alert program t. make available

information and training aimed at reducing the risk of cancer among

workers of the ccxntry. NCI has transferred funds to the National

Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) for some 20 projes\cts,

primarily epidemiological studies in occupational situations. Together

NCI and NIOSH have decided on the projects for using the funds. We have

an interagency agreement with FDA's. Bureau of Radiological Health to
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develop monitoring and technical assistance programs. through State

health departments for the radiation dosage for mammography; examinations.

The Tonal Cancer Institute has organized a Clearinghouse on

Environmental Carcinogens, consisting of 35 non-government individuals

draw from academic, medical and scientific research' institutions as

well as from industry, organized labor and public interest groups.

'Representatives of various Federal agencies concerned with environmental

causes of cancer also participate in Clearinghouse activities. Its

functions include selection of chemicals that are suspect, designing

experiments to determine whether or not they are carcinogens, data

evaluation and risk assessment.
.

Another relevantNCI-committee is the Interagency Collaborative

Group on Environmental Carcinogenesis. It serves as a mechanism for

developing and disseminating information and data from Federal, State,

and industrial organizations, and has continuous, contacts with industry,

. trade associations, and labor unions. Agency or subagency representation

includes29 agencies and 51 representatives. Meeting at six-week intervals.

this group serves as a focal point for interchange in programs relating

to air pollution, water' quality, and diet contaminants.

. Among the agencies of the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, chemical testing efforts are conducted by the Food and Drug

Administration, le National Institute for Occupational Safety and

Health, the National Institute of ynvironmental Health Sciences,

and the National Cancer Institute. The NCI studies constitute the
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majority of these. It is noteworthy in this connection that cancer

is only one of the healthimpacts of chemical exposure. The state-of-

tha-art for testing other long-term health effects is as limited as the"

tasting for cancer-causing effects.

MEM has a growing-interest in the development of test methods

for mutagenicity and teratogenicity, as well:as for other toxicity

indicators. NCI and NIEHS are cooperating in the development of a

program. aiMed at testing ...he animals in the cancer bioassay program

for other.toxicities. When fully operational, this will greatly

increase the benefit derived from the NCI bioassay:program, Thus,

to a significant degree, the NCI and N1EHS are embarked on an extension

of teeting, fromcarcinogenicity to a whole range of toxic effects.

We believe that the role of the Federal government will change

over the next decade from one of providing major support for chronic

toxicity testing to one of primary concern with the development and

validation of new test methods and quality control pf testing conducted

by industry. During.the interim, the regulatory, agencies will continue

to rely heavily on NCI and other research agencies for support in

'environmental toxicology.. The four principal regulatory agencies,

FDA, EPA,. CPSC, and OSHA have recently formed an Interagency Regulatory

Agency Liaison Croup for the purpose of coordinating and pooling their.

resources and activities, in environmental toxicology. They have made

overtures to NCI, NIEHS, aild NIOSH to join them in a common approach to

problems of mutual interest.

74
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Although over the long:run,.adequate testing of chemicals may be

dope by industry tnenable regulation' prior to their introduction into

commerce, a major concern no' is'that allocating resources to expand

the NCI testing program may occur at the expense of research needed

. to improve testing methods. It is'important that the role of the

NCI--and HEW--in chemical testing be critically examined. within the

context of the needs and responsibilities of the rarious regillatory

agencies.'

Epidemiological Studies

EPideMiological studies (statistical studies) have provided new

cluec to environmental risk factors through the identification of

high-risk groups, opening possible avenues to cancer prevention. One

such study has produced atlases of cancer mortality among United States

:whites and nos- whites in which are detailed the relationship between

geography and death -rate patterns for different types of cancer. Comparison

of the dati for non-Whites and whites has shown similarities in death-,

rate p tterns for several types of cancer. These n ;. a

role of environmental factors in their causation.
/

An -unexpectediy high risk of lung cancer wag In sourn

coastal counties of the United States. The poss,.t:.y ;anat. might

be due to exposure to carcinogens in certain occupt:.ionn, sash exposure

to asbestos in shipbuildLlg, led the National Car.. vt InsAltw:t conduct

sn.interview analysis. currently being completed, 0,;.; the

Eastern and Louisiana-Florida seacoasts. The NCI an

analysis of the cancer death experience of shipyard ...kers who have
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worked in the State of Virginia, as'well as an lbterview study of

next'of kin of shipyard workers. Both 'studies should be

completed by the summer of 1978. As an outgrow:.13 the NC/ Will assist

in expanded efforts to alert shipyard workeri; end former shipyard workers

to the possible hazards otiabestos exposure la under development.

Other occupation-related'epidemiologirr, Itudies to obtain clues

to roarer risks include studies of worken4 in :;.cather, petrochemical,

auto, pharmaceutical, and dry cleaning lud,:srriea. Studies of tPtIcisk .

of colon cancer highlighted by the dew:I.-ft-mu-. earterns in Nebraska will

be completed in 1979, and the'cooperallve 4twill of bladder .)cer now

getting under way incollaboration with the FDa also will. Ue completed

in 1979... Studies are in progress to evaluate rinks of c-induced

cancer among patieora receiving drugs Eqt t2',4tVit various

cancers, for the suppression of the immunesystem fvllovU3 transplantation,

and for the treatment of menopause;

Ongoing studies of the risks of radiation. -lnJur.:ed cancer will

continue to evaluate the risk of breast. eancet. for women exposed. to

'fluoroscopy and for Japanese women who Flri.,ed the 1945 atomic bomb

explosions. Children who.receivf:4 .P:.45.,;c1:tive iodine as part of. thyroid

diagnostic tests will be followed, F.w.idies of cancer -prone families are

in progress in'an effort to.clari7:7 the role of genetics in the

davelopment.of cancer.

I //
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Research on the Process of Carcinogenesis

Research on the processes by which a normal cell is transformed

via cancer cell `and a cancer ce11:develops into a cancerous growth"

is an importantpartof the cancer prevention program of the National

Cancer Institute. Such basic knowledge im necessary for the development

of approaches to cancer prevention.

Studies of how carcinogens are metabolized An the body provide

information to explain the differingresponses of various species to

carcinogens.' In addition, metabolic studies help to identify activated

forms of such compounds and the products of their'reaction with the

large molecules of' cells. iecause the development of cancer is viewed

as.a stepwise process, studies of the process of carcinogenesis involve

analysis of the changes in cells exposed to carcinogens, along with the

metabolic reactions of carcinogenic, chemicals within cells.. An inherent

1

potential for prevention exists in this stepwise process, in that inhibition

of the process conceivably may be introduced at any level. For example:

studies ofthe mechanism of conversion. of the widely occurring carcinogen,

benz(a)pyrene, suggest that a highly reactive epoxide derivative may be

the carcinogenic farm of benz(a)pyrene in the metabolic pathway.

Enzymes involved in the activation pathways and the deactivation of

carcinogens are studied, as well as other factors such as hOrmones,

nutritional status, and- genetic background, which determine the levels

of these enzymes. Such infomation may help in the development of methods
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of blocking the activation processes, and thus reduce the effect-of

carcinogens.

A clinical trial in cancer prevention is about to be launched'

as a result of findings in laboratory studies. Scientists obsdived

that vitamin A-like substances could reverse the action of knOwn cancer -

causing- substances in tests on laboratory animals, and thus prevent

the development of cancer. NCI will support a clinical trial of

l37eis-retinoic acid, a chemical relative of vitamin A, to test the

value of the compound in preventing or delaying the onset of bladder

cancer in persons with precancerous bladder lesions. If this trial

is successful, the principle-could be adapted to other persons'a

high risk of epithelia' cancers, since bladder cancer is an epithelial

cancer.

Other possible cancer-preventive agents called antioxidants have

been discovered in work with laboratory animals. These will undergo

. evaluation and further animal testing. ImmunologY,the study of the

immune systeM which protects the body against disease, is-being investigated

for its possible role in the development of means to prevent cancer.

Virus Research

The number of identified virus-induced tumors in the laboratory has

increased steadily from the mid.4950's until the present, as have the

number of viruses with cancer-causing Potential for
almost every species

of animal including sub-human primates. This is such a widespread

phenomenon that, although no hwedicancer-causing viruses have been
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definitivelyidentified so far, it seems likely that viruses ultimately

will'he found to be causative agents of some forms of canner in man.

Talent, the Epstein-Barr virus has recently been implicated in the

etiology of a lymphoproliferative disease in subjects with a hereditary

fora of immunodeficiency. Thus, it has become evident, from this and

other developments that cancer induction is sufficiently complex that

identification of a virus alone may not provide the complete answer to

its role in the causation of cancer.

We now know that a tumor virus contains genetic materials that

integrate with the hereditary materials of the cell, and cause changes

that transform the cells to malignancy. The process may be activated

radtation, chemicals, and other environmental agents.

The emphasis in cancer virology has moved from the searcn tor

viruses to studies of ways of controlling the expression of viral

genes. The direction of protein synthesis by specific genes (the

basic units of heredity) is called. the "expression" of those genes.

Virologists studying cells at the molecular level have discovered

that the production of complete virus particles is, hot required for

cancer formation by viruses. Even the presence of the whole viral

genome (the nucleic 'acid core of the virus) is not necessary for

malignant conversion. In all tumor viruses studied, the transforming

information is contained in one gene or a small number of genes that

can be expressed in the absence of other viral funCtions. It

appears that one gene, producing one product, can specifically transform

a target cell to malignancy. The identification of the product of

by
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this gene and the study of its mechanism of action are major thrusts

of cancer virology at this time.

Smoking and Health

L continuing problem in cancer prevention is smoking. Many studies

'haVe shown that a reduction of exposure to tobacco smoke'should

result in reduced incidence of stoking-related cancers and other diseases.

It is best not to smoke. Howeverfor those unable to stop smoking,

.the'best policy at present is to stoke less hazardous cigarettes.

The National Cancer Institute has supported a program to develop

a less hazardous cigarette. This program hat pioduced.cigarettes containin

fewer than 10 milligrams oftar and less than 1 milligram of nicotine

per cigarette. These figures compare well with the 19.2 nilligiar0 n

tar and 1.3 milligrams of nicotine for the usual cigarettes manufactured

in the United States today.' Less hazardous cigarettes are in vide' use,

and it is hoped they vill reduce the risk of developing lung and other

canters.

Also helping to reduce tar content for smokers is the addition of

filters which strain out a good deal of the tar. Today, 87 percent of

all cigarettes have filters. The tar content of cigarettes is also

reduced by adding synthetic products, which have very little tar, and

11126, by increasing the bulk of the tobacco, and therefore incorporating

less actual tobacco per cigarette.

The National Cancer Institute collaborates in its smoking and

. health program with the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health,
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HEW; the National Heart, Lung and lit:on Institute of NTH; Bureau of

Health Education of the Center for Dis'Isse Control; Department of

Agriculturd; American Cancer Society; other research and public health.'

agencies; and the tobacco industry. The efforts are directed toward

identifying and modifying the bfthavior of individuals most likely. Co

develop smoking- related cancers, modifying smoking products, and

developing drugs to help high -risk individuals stop smoking or reduce

the hazardous effects of smoking.

The Wectiveness of controlling lung cancer through prevention

efforts was illustrated by a_30 percent reduction of deaths among

British male physicians during the period 1954 to 1964 when many st

smoking, compared with a 25 percent inerCase among all men in En

and Wales who persisted in smoking during the same time period,/

New information has emerged from recent National surve the

smoking habits of adults, teenagers, and health They

ahoy definite trends, suchsts.in increase in smoking among teenage

girls, and a redUction in smoking among adults ip general and among

'health professionals. ,This.information is being used for prevention

. programs to educate the American public to stop smoking or.at least to

accept less hazardous cigarettes and limited cigarette consumption.

The National Cancer Institute has several activities ongoing. One

is to develop educational units designed to inform and:motivate public,

.patient, and professional audienCes on the latest :!nformation about

smoking and cancer obtained from the National surveys. The units will

81 -*ink.
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+a distributed through intermediary groups having direct access to

specific audiences. In this connection, a comprehensive description of

information in a number of areas.relating to smoking was summarized 's

in a publication "The Smoking Digest." The purpoSe of the publication

is to provide a resource for health planners containing the most recent

information about cigarette smokers, biomedical effects of cigarette

smoking, cessation techniques and programs, and smoking legislation and

regulation.

,Iltber activities involve the support of a school-based smoking

preeention program directed toward children in grades 5 to 9 and a

priogram for training teachers.. Another project is'supPorting an educational,

/program designed for workers exposed to high levels of asbestos, because

smoking has been shown to augment the hazard of occupational exposure

to asbestos.

Diet and Nutrition

In response to a Congressional Mandate: the National Cancer Institute

is developing a major program in diet, nutrition, and cancer to determine

bow control of certain dietary factors, including over-nutrition, may

reduce the occurrence of cancer. (The program is also supporting research

to increase a4ririte and food utilization in cancer patients, in order

to maxim.fz nutritional support during therapy and rehabilitation.)

An extensive amcunt of data relating nutrition to cancer is

becoMing available. In addition to the search for specific carcinogens

that may play a causative' role, nutritional' deficiencies and/or excesses
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alio are being studied for their role in contributing to the development

of cancer. Present knowledge provides clues implicating such dietary

factors as fat and meat intake, excess caloric intake, and nutritional

habits that affect the horMbiial-and metabolic balances. Thus, there is

a potential, forciincer prevention and further research in this area.

The NCI has held a series of six workshops, in which approximately

60 experts developed some 50 proposals for research on the role of

nutrition in cancer causation and treatment. In collaboration with

two voluntary organizations, the American Cancer Society and the

Candlelighters, practical dietary handbooks were prepared for the

management of adult and pediatric cancer patients.

Education
4

An area of the National Cancer Institute environmental carcinogenesis

program that has greatly increased in activity is education. In addition

to the educational efforts mentioned in earlier pages of this report

(in relation to smoking, asbestos, and the occupational cancer information

and alert program), the NCI has otherongoing activities.

One is a prevention project for workers in Tyler, Texas exposed to

asbestos, and another pric. for workers in Louisville, Kentucky: exposed

to vinyl chloride, both ;roved carcinogenic substances. Medical

surveillance and healrh, education are provided to the workers and their families
.

to assure early detection of precancerous lesions and early cancer.

In addition, a'iMoking cessation program was implemented in order to-

enhance Fhe OppoAunities for prevention of cancer in the Tyler, Texas

workers.

t.

7l -37/0. 78 . 6
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Another project directed to a special population group is a

followup study of 4,000 young women exposed before birth to diethylstilbestrol

(DES) or other synthetic estrogens. The study should provide definitive,

answers regarding the risk to cancer or other abnormalities of the

genital tract due to such exposure.
I

A conference was held in cooperation with the National Institu:e

of Arthritis, Metabolism, and Digestive Diseases at NIH and the. Bureau

of Radiological Health of the Food and Drug Administration to assess

the state of knowledge of the late effects of irradiation to the head

and neck in infancy and childhood, and to develop guidelines for practicing

physicians concerning the risks for thyroid cancer among thousands of

people who received such irradiation.

Brochures ..ere published to provide information for physicians and

the ppblic concerning irradiation-related thyroid cancer and.the effects

ii

of DES exposure among daughters of mothers who received the drug during

iireLiancy. EducAtional programs are bei4 developed to-provide

information to physicians through National'and State medical organizations

and health agencies, and to the public. Efforts are being developed

to use the media to encourage possible high-risk persons to be screened.

Another avenue for conveying information to health practitioners

and the public is the Cancer Information Service. (CIS). Based in most

of the Comprehensive Cancer Centers, CIS offices offer toll-free telephone

service to accommodate cancer - related inquiries. Since the first office

opened in February 1976, CIS offices have received nearly 103,000
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calls from patients,°individuals with symptoms, or their families.

To back up the regional system, the NCI operates-a National toll-free

incomingtelephone line.

Suggestions for Reducing Cancer Risk

In conclusion, the information about causes of cancer available

at present permits some suggestions for preventive measures for

individuals, to help reduce their risk of cancer. These include

actions such as: Avoid smoking.; avoid overexposure to the sun; be

carefulofthe diet, avoiding excess caloric intake and decreasing

quantity of smoked and fatty foods; avoid as much as possible exposure

to car fumes,'facty exhausts, household solvent cleaners, and garden

and lawn chemicals; and avoid aeedless X -rays.
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Secondary Prevention Activities

For activities which are considered secondary in prevention, a total of
$56,185,000 was obligated in'fiscal year 1977. This breakdown is as follows:

Control andDefection of Cancer
DetectiOn/Diagnosis Research
Cancer Diagnosis by Site
Tumor Biology

Total Secondary
Total Primary & Secondary Prevention

1977

$23,247,000
4,300,000
11,688,000

16,950,000

$56,185,000
$286,942,000

Activities in secondary prevention fall into three major classes', which are
- referred to, as control and detection of cancer, general cancer diagnosis, and
immuno-diagnosis. Under control and detection of cancer, efforts focus on the
utilization of existing diagnostic techniques for the earliest possible
diagnosis of disease. This involves principally screening, detoostration, and
educational projects. Under general diagnosis, most efforts are directed at the
development or improvement of diagnostic techniques which lead to the detection
of cancer at Oe earliest possible stage of its development.,

1. Control and Detection of Cancer

The NationalNational Cancer InstitUte, through the Division of Cancer Control and
Rehabilitation, conducts a number of projects, the goal of which is the
riduction or morbidity and mortality from all forms of cancer through the early
detection of disease before metastases have occurred. Prompt diagnostic workup
and thorough pretreatment evalqet;:on ehahles the administration of the most
appropriate therapeutic regirr'ne .... a time when treatment has the highest
possibility of success. Currs:0: effortu and resources in this area have focused
on detection and diagnosis of breast cancer, female pelvic cancer, and melanoma.

2. Detection /Diagnosis Research

The secondary prevention oortioc of telt:program includes better methods
for definitive d gr o' s:.cer chi lien[ possible stage so treatment
procedures have a be of succet This includes research for the .

evaluaion And impri of diagr..:icic procedures as well as developing
new derinitive diagnosti 'hods. Of prticular importance is the development
of non=invasive procedure ch 24 th4rmervaPhy and ultrasound.

3. Cancer Diagnosis by Site

' Studies are underway to detect precancerous lesions three major sites- -=
lung, pancreas and gastrointestinal tract.
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Lung Cancer

A joint study currently is in progress by a Cooperative Early Lung CAcer
Group. In this study each of three projects (at 'l yo :oundation, Johns Hopkins
University Medical School andMemorial Hospital-Str....g Clinic in New York City)
will screen'at least 5,000 persons who are heavy smokers annually for lung
cancer with frequent sputum cytology and chest x-ray examinations. In each
project 5,000 other screenees (of equal risk) will be randomly selected to act
as a control cohort. Localization of lesions is accomplished with fiberoptic
onchoscopy. The goal is to detect lung cancer at a sufficiently early stage

to ermit its removal and cure by a surgical procedure that will be less
exte sive tharr,a pneumonectomy. The University of Cincinnati Statistical Center
cooed aces accumulation of data from the three cooperating projects. A Manual
of Pr cedures'has been, compiled by the group. Ten thousand persons have already
been screened at the Mayo Clinic, approximately 8,125 persons at the Johns
Hopkins Medical School and 6,600 at Memorial Hospital. At Johns Hopkins Medical
School studies continue on cytogenetics of lung cancer :ells in sputum,,
immunological procedures in te detection of lung cancer and other procedures.
The Mayo Clinic.is studying the role of aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase enzyme in
heavy smokers and persons with luilg cancer. At Memorial Hospital in New York
City, studies toward the development of a squamous cell antigen 'elated to lung
cancer will be undertaken.

'Cancer of the Pancreas

Three cooperating institutions, Mayo Foundation, the Univers:.y of Chicago
and Memorial Hosbital-Liloan Kettering Institute, are studying, in a
precktermined manner by a common protocol, patients who are suspected of having

cancer of the..procreas and are about to undergo abdominal surgery. Special
studies delineated in the protocol include preoperatie'and operative study of
CEA in peripheral and po.tal venous blood. Special studies are being made of
pancreatic excreti.ons obtained -c" -rough a fiberoptrc scope in the uodenum,
pancreatic and biliaiy ducts. ouch se :retions are being studied for
tumor - associated antigeni, abiBtal enzyme content, biochemical alterations, as
well as cytological changes which will permit the earlier diagnosis of
pancreatic cance-. Other diagnostic methods being investigated include imaging
with ulLrasound; CTT scanning, radionuclides, and retrograde
pancreatoduodenography.

Gastrointestinal Cancer

Several ongrimg projects ale-concerned with various aspects of diagnosis of
gastrointestinal cancer. Studies at University of Rochester and at eight other
institutions under the auspices of the American College of Radiology are
expl, :ing methods of bowel preparation prior to barium enemas or colonscopy. At
the Mayo Clinic, there a study of carcinoembryonic antigen in conjunction
with other tests for cancer to determine if any of these combinations will
assist in the earlier diagnosis of gastrointestinal cancer Two Projette-mrt-tr7-
Sinai Medical School and the University of Louisville, haii-Ueen-inVestigating
development of a quick, sensitive method for the detqction of human blood in'
stool specimens. A study at University of Minnesota will investigate the use'of
a screening technique for human blood in the stool as a means of detecting early
bowel cancer and thereby possibly prolonging lives.
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In addition to projects aimed at specific cancer sites, a vac of
projects are aimed at im,roving technology toward secondary prevents,. These
include work pn biological markers, nuclear magnetL! resonance, and -raved
x-ray imaging, and improvement in methods of cytology automation. Ann'
series of projects are directed toward improving the physical tools av ,
for early diagnosis of breast Cancer: In addition to mammography, ales rude
xeromammography, ultrasound, electronic techniques, thermography and
computerized tomography.

4. Tumor Biology

Approximately 25% of the Tumor Biology research program could be
interprete4 as supportive of research aimed sr_ secondary prevention. The focus
of this research in animal and cell culture .so, "1 's;stems.is (14-ected toward an
understanding of molecular and cellular proci, ere the dtVelopment of
intervention measures to prevent' continued grout nu spreadibf tumor cells are
most likely to succeed. In addition, a substant.. p rt of 'this effort is aimed
at identifying potential diagnostic indicators for the surly detection of the
cancerous process. Specific major areas include:

intracellular factors and factors in serua thrt ,:ntribute
to and /or control tumor cell growth and DNA .ynt.:,

- identification of nutritional factors that J. r, pnnsible
for the maintenance of continued cell growl',

identification and characterization of tumor eroducts.
that contribute to tumor progression or that mry be useful
in detection and diagnosis.

identification of factors involved in cell adhesion, cell
aggregaiion, and cell movement that contribute to
metastasis.

- identification of metabolic abnormalities in tumor cells,
especially in energy metabolism, that can be specifically
interferred with to stem tumor growth.

The National Cancer institute is obviously quite concerned with 'he
importance of the utilization of prevention techniques to hasten the conquest of
cancer. To this end, prevention activities range from attempts to reduce
exposure to known carcinogens (cigarette smoking) to the search for yet unknown
carcinogens (chemical testing, viruses). A variety of techniques are used,
including the identification of persons zr high risk, development of procedures
foCreducing exposure to cancer causing agent', assessment of most appropriate
avoidance methods, deveLopMent of techniques for follow-up on individuals
already exposed, and promotion of resulting measures through educational and
demonstration progr,. Particular emphasis is being placed on identification
of those carcinogetri agents that warrant specific prevention control acciv:t
NCI has no regular y authority over carcinogens either already in the

a
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environment or potential ones. Therefore, intervention techniques available to
'us are,limited to those which relcte co persuasion or through public and
professional education. The smoking area constitutes the single greatest
opportunity for cancer prevention. Nine.of ten smokers indicate they would like
to quit, according to latest behavi.311l data, and in the neat future:the.
Institute's communications on smoking will be greatly increased. The emphasis
will shift from the usual exhortation to stop rtaking, to the provision of
information on how to quit or vt'ere to obtain help in cessation. The National
Cancer Institute supports information services that respond to about 150,000
public inquiries a year. Many of these are related to cancer prevention,
specifically to immediate and specific hazards in the environment.

410
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Mr. MAorrirtE. There has' been a. lot of discussion about 'whether it
is this percent, that percent or some other percent. There has .been
a lot of debate abiiiit it and I guess there are a lot of different ways
to make thcealculations, but I think this committee would appreciate
having whatev=er you can give us that you regard as accurate and .

properly identified .aS -preventive.
. .

Dr. UrrON. The figures vary, of course, depending upon how one
defines preventionwhether one speaks of primary prevention, sec-

\ ondary prevention, and so on. We can provide for the record a break-
.., down which will allow an understanding of how the figures are

derived, and a further -breakdown by the reader if different defini- .aims are desired.
.

Mr. MAGuIRE. Why do you not give us your best go at that? We
would appreciate it.

Dr. Uvrox.. I would be glad to. [See pp. 55-81.]
.

Mr. MAGuirtE. In my earlier questioning, I had asked you whether
it was your intention to expand and intensify your efforts in the
area of cancer prevention. I do not think I got a specific response to
that question. The inference was that you we 'e going to, but I would
like to hear you say you are going to if yot are in fact going to, or
that you are not going to if in fact you are nn t going, to.

Dr. Uvrox. We are indeed going to. This is our highest priority at
the present time.

.

Mr. MAormaE. Thank you. Would you agree, Dr. Upton, that a
great.,majority of human cancers are caused by environmental fac-
tors and:are therefore preventable?

Dr. Uivrox. I would, Mr. Chairman. Yes.
Mr. MAGUIRE. Dr. Fredrickson, would .you agree with that as well?
Dr. FREDRICKSON. YeS, I vould, Mr. Maguire. ..
Mr: MAoturtE. The committee does have a number of additional

questions which are in written form which we would like to submit
to you and invite your written responses to, and rather than take the
time of the witnesses and the committee today, we will submit those
questions, I . . ..

Dr.-FrtErucKso-x.: 1W would be very pleased to take care of them
that way. .

[Testimony resume.ion p.163.]
.. [The following questions and answers were submitted. for the rec-

ord :]
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Responses to Questions from Members of the House
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

for the Hearing Record

National Library of MedicineMedical Library Assistance Program /

A. WoUld the National Library of Medicine be an appropriate
repository for the establishment of a registry or,
integrated national data base to assist in the location
of persons.exposed to carcinogens and referral.of these
persons to approptiate health agencies and to facilitate'
studies of the effects of suspected carcinogenic substances
on humans?

answer:. The National Library of Medicine would not in our judgment
be an appropriate repository for such a registry or integrated
national data base. The data bases built and maintained by
the National Library of Medicine are derived primarily from
the published medical and scientific literatures. These data
bases are non-confidential in content and are available for
access by all who need the information they contain.

Identifying persons who had been exposed to carcinogens would
require access to personnel records -- such as employment records,
hospital records etc. -- which come under the provisions of the
Privacy Act and would involve the data base builder with the
handling of confidential information. Referral of exposed
persons "to appropriate health agencies" would involve inter-
actions with "patients'[ in the form of counseling. For these
reasons ,these activities do not appear to be appropriate for the
National Library of Medicine. .

B. How many medical and health science libraries are there in
the United States and how many of these receive assistance
under the Medical Library Assistance Program?

answer: There are approximately 3000 medical and health science
libraries in the United States with at least 500 bound
volumes, 25 current journal subaCriptions, and part or full-
time staff. Of these, 1525 have received direct grant support
under the Medical Library Assistance Program.

How-Many hospitals in the United States are (and how many 1.

are not) currently served by the regional and resource libraries
supported by the Hndical Library Assistance Irogrnm?

answer: Our data show that the 10 R,gional Medict!. Library s
and their network of resource libraries are 'currently serfing
3000 hospitalse The volume of interlibramaoan aetivit,
averages about 57 loans per year for each-hospital. Ap:..uxi-
mately 4000 hospitals have Lot yet been reached.

O. Hov .any individual and institutional training ments in
medical library sciences under Section 393 of the PHSA

did the National library of Medicine make in FY 1976 and
FY 1977? That was the average and total monetary amount of
these grants in FY 1976 and FY 1977?

answer: In FY 1976 thirteen institutional training grants were
awarded in the total amount of $1,389,000 with an average per
grant of $106,000. In FY 1977 ten were awarded fora total
of $1,208,000 and an average of $120,000. Emphasis in both
years was on the training of health professionals in the use.
of computer technology. Additionally one contract in the
amnunt of .$124,CJO was awarded in FY 1977 to the Council on
I..lrary Resources to provide management internship training
for medical librarians. The NLM did not make any individual
training awards in 1976 or 1977.

91



II. National Cancer'Institute

A. Comprehensive Cancer Centers

There are currently 19 comprehensive cancer centers receiving
funding under a variety of legislative authorizations. The
main funding mechanism for each of the comprehensive cancer
centers is the Cancer Center Suppoit (Core) Grant which is
awarded wider authority of Section 301 of the Public Health
Service Act rather than Section 408 of the PHSA.

The total dollar support to individual centers and to the
centers collectively is not available. However, in FY 1976
the National Cancer Institute awarded Cancer Center Support
(Core) Grants to 61 centers fora total of $47.8 million.
In FY 1977 there weep 64 Cancer Center Support (Core) Grants
made for a total of $55.1 million. Of these totalgrants,
19 were made to comprehensive cancer centers. In FY 1976,
there was a total of $170.1 million in NCI funds awarded to
institutions where comprehensive cancer centers are located.
In FY 1977, this figure was $233.2 million. It should be
emphasized that these awards were.to the total institution,
not necessarily restricted to the center. Other areas of
support, such as funds from private foundations and other
agencies of the Federal government enter into the total
monetary funding picture for a comprehensive cancer center,
but this information is not available to us.

The National Cancer Institute, in its requirements for
recognition as a comprehensive cancer center, does require
that comprehensive clenters enter. into community activity
programs which fall into the category of "technology
transfer programs."

The NCI does not require cancer centers to.conduct cancer
information programs for the public; however, through the
Division of Cancer Control and Rehabilitation, there are
cancer information systems available at most ofthe compre-
hensive cancer centers throughout the country.

. There is no requirement on the part of the National Cancer
Institute for a comprehensive cancer center to be involved
in prevention per se. However, one of the characteristics
for recognition as a comprehensive cancer center is to have
an organized detection program, and all of the Comprehensive
cancer centers are in the process of developing such programs.'
. . _

While. the NCI has no requirement that a center should engage
in activities involving children, a large number of the
centers specialize in pediatric oncology, such as the Sidney
Farber Cancer Institute, world renowned in this field.

. .

The National Cancel: Institute requires all comprehensive
cancer centers to meet 10 criteria set forth by the National
Cancer Advisory Board. These criteria are attached.

Since one of the criteria for recognition as a comprehensive
cancer center is the conduct of basic research, all of the
comprehensive cancer centers are involved to some degree in
actual basic research.

The National Cancer Institute considers the centers, and more
specifically the comprehensive cancer centers, to be a most
important and integral part of the overall National Cancer
Program.
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Comprehensive Cancer Centers

Comprehensive Cancer Centers conduct long -term, multidisciplinary pro-
grams. Tne National Cancer -advisory Board has determined that Comprehensive Cancer
Centers must have the following tan characteristics: k

1. The center nuts: have a stated purpose that includes carrying out of basic
and clinical research, training, and derniinstration of advanced diagnos-
tic and treatment methods relatin¢ to cancer..

2. The center must have high quality interdisciplinary capability in the
performance of diagnosis and treatment of malignant diseases.

3. The center must have an environment of excellence in basic science
which will assure the highest quality in basic research. t.

4. The center should have or should develop .an organized detection p4)-
grarn.

5. The centermu.,; maintain a statistical base for evaluation of the restilts
of its program activities: For this purpose, records should be developed
which will standardize disease classification to enable exchange.of infor-
mation between institutions.

..
6. The center shoald provide leadership in developing community programs

involving, active participation by members of the medical profession 'prac-
ticing within the area.served by the center.

7. The center must have a strong research base (ftindamental and applied)
and 'related training programs, with an organizational structure. which
will provide for the coordination of these activities with other facets of
the center program.

8. The center will participate in the National Cancer Program by integrat-
ing its efforts the activities of other centers in an integrated na-
tionwide system f6r the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer.
For this purpose, the center must have sufncient autonomy to facilitate
this function.

9. The center mu,it have an administrative structure that will assure max-
imum efficier.cy of operation and sound financial practices. The adminis-
tration sho..A1 include responsibility for program planning.. monitoring,
..and execution as well as preparation of the budget and control of ex-
penditures. Administration and management would include staff appoint-

. ment 'and space allocation,. the intent being that such a center will have
the authority to establish the.necessary administrative and management
procedures for carrying, out its total responsibility as defined in the
criteria. .

10. In order to give' the program cohesion and identiffcation, it is a require-
ment that each center identify an appropriate number of cancer center
beds for interdtielt.';-ary clinical research and treatment of iupatients.
in general. i: i= esnerted that these will be grouped and that existing
inpatient %v:I! be committed for this purpose.

7)
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Please describe and indicate the number of and the total and average level -'
of monetary support for community cancer'programs supported by NCI in
FY 1976 and FY 1977 under its cancer control program authority (section
409 of the PHSA).. Please describe and provide comparable budgetary
breakdowns for other programs' supported under section 409. For FY 1976
and FY 1977, how many organizations and/or individuals hive requested NCI
funding to establish (1) community cancer programs, and (2) other programs
supported under its section 409 authority? How many applications were
submitted for funding of these programs? How many of these applications
were approved and how many of these were funded? Would the cancer control
program be more appropriately administered by a Federal agency other than
NCI? Does the cancer control' program represent an effective use of Federal
funds?

Answer:

The number of and total and average level of monetary support for community
cancer programs and for other programs supported by. NCI under its Cancer
Control authority in Fiscal Years 1976 and 1977 are as follows (amounts
in thousands):

Program Area (Year) . No. Amount Average

FY 1976:

Community Programs 73 $231
Other Programs 169 $37,182 $220

FY 1977:

Community Programs 82 :$18,656 $228
Other Programs 154 / $39,118 $254

It should be noted that a large number of awards categorized as "Other
Programs" are heavily involved in activities at the community level.

The number of organizations and/or individuals requesting funding, the
number approved, and the number funded are as follows:

Program Area (Year) Applications Approvals Awards

FY 1976:

Community Programs 82 74 73
Other Programs 303 182 169

FY 1977:

Community Programs 121 83 82
Other Programs 235 162 154

94
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It should be noted that these numbers include all` non- competing renewals
funding during the period in question.

Concerning the question, "Would the cancer control be more
appropriately administered by a Federal agency other than NCI?", the
cancer control program is designed to provide a means by which the
latest technological advances in tha prevention and treatment of cancer
can be transferred to those persons who can use those advances.

This transfer requires continuing scientific assessme t to identify and
evaluate technological advances which become candidat for transfer
from research to medical practice. This requires a cl se association
between the research and the control disciplines. For example, the

readiness of candidate techniques for screening asympto tic, high risk
industrial workers for bladder cancer was recently eval ted by experts
in cancer research and cancer control. While the techn ques of detection
were found to be effective and of minimal risk, thete w s insufficient
evidence that early detection was of significant benefit in light of the

.treatment protocols presently available.

. The process of assessment requires close and frequent co tact between the
control and the research components of the cancer progra . The recently
developed "matrix working group" within NCI help assure a\constant inter-
change of information between the-cancer research-programs and the cancer
control programs. A major administrative or geographic diyorce of research
and control programs would tendto constrict the flow of k owledge engendered
by the frequent person to person contact.

Cancer control programs also require the mechanisms to trap fer technology
to the professional and to the public. In many cases these mechanisms
are highly specific to cancer. For example, a significant art of the
cancer control program is effected through major Cancer Cent rs which are
devoted entirely to cancer research, treatment and education An adminis-
trative separation of the Cancer Research Program and the Ca cer Control
Program would tend to complicate. the relationships between t e centers and
the Federal cancer program. This relationship between resear h and control
in the centers program is also title of other programs prog ams with the
Clinical Cooperative Croups for example.

It is realizA that other aspects of the cancer control progra could
potentially benefit from a close7 association with other contr 1 programs.
To develop these associations, NCI works closely with organize ions slich
as OSRANIOSH, ...as well as with other Institutes within tie Itt "It
a9pears that these relationships can be s.cengthened and made m re effective

'without any major organizational changes -- changes which might adversly
affect the close symbiotic r...,lationship between cancer research ncrcancer
control.

95
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The information which follows responds to the question posed as to
whether or not Cancer Control activities represent an effective use
of Federal funds.

A review of these information transfer processes that occurred by the end
of FY 1977 through contractor and grantee activities shows ,that 1700 to
1800 community hospitals have beendirectlyor indirectly involved in cancer
control as a result of DCCR projects. This is over 42 percent of the
4000 community hospitals with 50 beds or more in the United States. The
total Cancer Control program hays been established to influence the cancer care'
in. target areas containing some 60 million people pith information outreach/
available to an estimated 100 million persons in the United States. /
In looking at how this occurred, Comprehensive Cancer Centers have, when
including the activities Made possible through DCCR's Clinical Oncology
Program; Cancer_Control in Clinical Cooperative groups; various Treatment
Grants; Head and Neck Network Demonstration Program; Breast CanceVNetwork
Demonstration Program, and Clinical Chemotherapy (leukemia and phoma)
Network Demonstration Programs have involved some 590 communi hospitals.
III screening programs in the,Cancer Control Program have involved some
84 additional community hospitals and over 800,000 persons/ ho have received
screening and cancer education. Projects to improve rehaHilitation and con-
tinuing care interventions in the community setting thr6Ugh demonstrations
and training programs have involved some 50 - 60 additional community
hospitals as well As many other major centers that are hospitals 'experienced
in cancer.

;,/
These estimates of involvement do not include those hospitals for which
representatives from their staff attended onetbf-a-kind project-sponsored'
activities such as workshops, training sessions, tumor board meetings,

// visitations, etc., in intervention programs(/where a routine communications
was not being established for that particular event or activity. They do
include the situations where a long range/interaction is involved and/or
where the training sessions were substantial/in time required, and /orl offered
on a continuing basis. The occasional,//one-of-a-kind interactions resulted
in several thousand more professionals7being influenced by the Cancer Control
Program contractors and grantees. Itotal, it is estimated that over
30,000 professionals have been involved at some point in the Cancer Control
Program to date.
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C.Has the NCI completed its review of the.66 breast cancer'cases
of the cancer detection demonstration project alleged to have
involved unnecessary,surgery? If so, what are the results of
this review, and whatconClusions has.NCI'drawn respecting
those'allegations?

A final report has not yet been received from the Beahrs Gro,dp.
From the supplementary report received in November 1977, the .

analysis of'the so-called benign cases is as follows:

66 cases .,/
...

- 2 eases computer mismatch
64 cases

1"

-16 cases confirmed as cancer
48 cases
11 cases biopsy only

, .

.

IY cases
.

..

Of the'37 cases
I '

-30 had two-Stage surgery several days, o several months c
after biopsy I

f
-7 cases.done in a one -stage procedure '(surgery same day

as biopsy)

Of the 30 cases with two-stage operations, 15 had consultation
-by national experts, including members ofthe PatholOgy Working
Group. The other 15 cases were eviewed on consultation by
pathdlogists,in the local community.

Of the.seven cases with one -stage surgery, the project pathologist.
agreed -with the-diagnosis of cancer in two cases. In three cases
the. project pathologist disagreed with the hospital pathologist.
In two cases, tNe.diagnosis was based on frozen section silides,
and no permanent slide's were, made.

. There maycbe additional information available on these cases in
the final Beahrs Group report.

X -ray mammography does not lead directly to breast surgery.\*
Mammography exvninations identify' abnormalities in thebreaSt.'
These may lead to recommendations,for further diagnostic tests.
such as breast biopsy or breast aspiration. A biopsy or
aspiration that confirms the diagnosis of cancer is 1sually the '
deciding factor onwhether surgery is done. Modern mammography
is detecting very small lesions (infiltrating cancers'from 0.1 mm
to 0.9 mm and all non-infiltrating cancers) in the female/breast.
These minimal cancers are difficult'for pathologists to interpret,
and there are differences of opinion among even expert breast
pathologists on the exact classification of these disorders.

The sur- geon when faced with making a decision regarding management
of a breast condition must take into account many factors - the
pathological report of cellular change being only:one./ Other
factors include a personal history of breast°cancer, family
history-of breast cancer. other possible risk factors11the
degree bf difficulty of evaluation of the breast tissue on
physical examination or on mammograph due to the.size of. the
breast or tissue consistency, the emotional state of the\patient
as well as the desire of the patient regarding the management of
her probleM.
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What are the Department's views respecting statutory requirement
that NCI conduct or contract for testing or other evaluation of
tbe.carcinogenicity.and mutagenicity of Aubstancee; upon the
request of the bead of any other appropriate entry of the
Executive_or Legislative Branch of the U.S. Government, assuming
that the'other,entity must reimburse NCI for the full, cost of
conducting or contracting for such testing or evaluation?-

The potential adverse effects of some 30,000 or more chemicals of
,

commercial importance in the nation are a grave and important condern.

Identification of circinogens among_these compounds is perfihps the

greatest concern, and much of the testitig'belpg done in this area is

carried out by the National Cancer Institute. 'These tests cost up tb

$300,000 per compound, require extensive facilities'and highly specialized

Personnel; and tak/three to six years to complete. Nonetheless, carcino-

genesis may be only one of the effects of a given chemical. There. are

other toxic effects froM chAoicals. such as teratogenesis, fertility

impairmeA, and other central nervous system Biseages. Research now' .

indicafis_thaemanyrof these can be detgreined through long-term animal

tests; pgrhaps using a single test system, often identical'to those

employed to identify carcinogens.

t.

Because of the similarities in such testing, it would be reasopable to

consolidate much of the toxicity testing now conducted by NCI and *NUNS%

A hierarchy oliA vitro and in vivo tests could be employqd in.sequence.

It would also lead to develormeot of protocols designed to take advantage

of the efficiency and economy of multiple end result testing. to

reaLiib such economies, the Directors of the NIB and the two institutes .,.

.1 .

I

O
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believe that, at a minimum, reorganization should consolidate the

following resources into one institute.

r

Dollars (millions)s. "Nan-Years

10' NCI $ 21.9 56.5*

KIM 2.0 '3.0

23.9 59.5

* HEW ataffyonly; approximately an additional

260 man-years is provided ty contiactors.,

Ito NIERS w$th its broad mission could ideally accommqAate such testing

becaulrof its concern over all disease end paints. PluiAlgOvern,:nce
r; .

of the teoting would: (a) insumclitat NIN aresearch neeNi'and the :feeds

of the regulatory agencies arteerved, (b) provide policy direction for ,

iha testing. and (c) provide'assitstance4n refining alplaining to

the public the importance and meaning of fists results.

In addition tq the.NIN consolidation .of efforti,!'the Department is

.applering whether a'consortial arrangement iight'be appropriate whereby
1/4

/
resources otregulatory-sgeilcies.could be pdded, under some appropriete

,../

management designed to provide advisoiiand policy guidance and to 4eure

that the need: the regolatory dgenciea are served. Intense discussions,

are under way; to determine these arrangements. It seems to da:ihat the ,

objectives of a statutory provisiOn can be served better.brishe of the

several plans being developed within MEW, and with-consuPt;tioniltith

other reli'slatory agencies outside the Department. /
;

Mat are"the Department's views rebegOng a statitory'reqdirement
that at.least two members of the Nati4alal Cancer.Advisory Board.
must be:Pcommmity cancer care providers actively engaged in the
treatmehrof cancer patients"? 6

lhepast and current composition of the National Cancer:Advisory Board
has, and does inclUde representatives actively engaged in the treatment
of cancer patients. It is anticipated that future, routine appointments
0 the National Cancer Advisory Board will include individuals actively
engaged in the treatment of cancer patients Current Board members
engaged in the treatment of cancer patients represent areas of surgery,
radiology and chemotherapy: However, the Department has no objection to
a statutoryrequirement that the membership of the National Cancer Advisory
Doard be modified to include additional members actively engaged in the'
treatment of cancer patients./

31513
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FPlease describe and provide budgerari.iniormativn regarding the programs.
of the NCI relating to cancers,which.particularly afffict children.

. \
After accieents, cancer is the most common killer of children: The annual

rates, determiGed by the National Weer Institute's Third National Cancer
Survey, are 12.4/100,000 white and 9.8/100,000 black children under age 15
years, compared to 278 and 319/100,000 for all ages. In.other words, of the
approximately 600,00041ew cases of cancer in the U.S. annually, only about 7,300
(1.2%) occur under age 1.5 years. However, tnproblem of childhood cancer may
deserve ropoxtronately greater effort:than these figures suggest because of
the larg lossof person-years and the poignant unmeasurable tragedy.

..
The'Nationai Cancer institute's efforts in childhood cancer include

improving survival. through better therapy and)pnderstanding fUndamentil
biological mechanisms of ceicinogenesia. For effective.pfevention of childhood,
cancer, much remains to be unerstood but Its etiology. 'OP the known
etiologic factors, both genetic (inborn) and environmental factors are at work,
sometimes interacting,.sometimes with one predominating.

Genetic Factors

As reviewed'bi .a.recent WatiosalCancer.Institute monograph, Genetics of
Human Cancer, host determinants are especially apparent in,childhood cancers.
Children at high risk of saner can be identified because of birth defeers.or
their (Emily history of neoplasia. At times; primary prevention of cancer is
possible in childhood.by removal of the nonvital organ atrisk. For. example,.

. removal of the large bowel to prevent polyps from becoming Malignant, removal OLP
the thyroid gland to prevent thyroid cancer, br removal of gonads to :ptevent

4.testicular cancer. Primary 'prevention can also be achieved through genetic
counseling of peisons with one of over 200 mendeliap traits which predispose.to
.malignancy..

Over the past fifteen years, the' Institute's Epidemiology branch haS
d advanced the clinical and preventive importanee'of the overlap between childhood

cancer and birth defects. For example, children born,wieh sporadic absenceol
the irises (aniiidia) or with overgrowth of one side bf the body \ 00
(hemihypertrophy) are closely followed because of their high risk or Wilms'
tumor of the kidney,. ,' 1

l.,,J

The presence of close relatives With cancer, especially-sibs, can identify
individuals who should b; screened for malignancy. Iv recent.years, Cancer
InStitute physicians have .7notiibuted to the early diagnosis of breast cancer,
melanoma, Waldenstron's ,macroglobulinemia and renal cell carcinoma during
studies of "cancer families." .

.
.

. i

Environmental Factors

The discovery of asbestos as a'carcinbgen arose from detecting an excess
of mesothelioma (a type of lung cancer) in adults who 'as children played near an
asbestos mine. F. Li, of the Institute's Clinical Studies Section in Boston,.
has submitte0 a report of a mother and child who developed mesothelioma perhaps
because of asbestos brought home.by,the father who himself had pulmonary
adenocareinoma and asbestosis,/ Such 'ran! instances underscore the possible '

childhood origins of adult cancer. Candidate environmental agents under study
are solar and gamma radiation; drugs such as diethylstilbestfol, androgens, and

0

1 0 0

1
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ittpunosuptifessaptst,viral agents; autrit.
few instances sufficient information jut,
efforts, e. the offspring av'trisk fe.
mother. took iethylstilbestrul during
thyroid neopla is because of childhood
xnroderwa p-igme ensure, now shielded from ul
cancer. Of spec Al concern are studies LI tit
mong survivors f childhpud cancel with the aim
second primary t ors arising from possiNly. cattin
The potential co cinogenrcrty of cytotoxic agents
childhood disorders is also .under study.

Caecioneenesis In Utero

The discovery of diethylstilbestrol as the first
carcinogen in humaws launched a laboratory search fo;
sharpened clinical Attention, enQadditional potential
carcinogens. In e[efo x-radiation has been susestee
the risk of childhood 'cancel, but corroborating evide
agents that cause births defects are also carcinogen n,
mechanisms: alcohol, smoking, alkylating4Mgents, rat
diethylstilbestrol.

sting; and sea,. In a
-e and surveillance
'titer because their
'el is at risk for

and children with
on to prevent Orin,.
_ad .geantic-effeets
ng the risk for
cancer therapy,

- nonmalignant

O

known transpasental
-niPal models and

envirormental
pt uniformly increasO.ng

is lacking. Several
- usually by differing
Ion, androgens:and

Viruses (.1

Viruses are suspected of being causally involved in lymphoid malignancies
s in ihildren. Leukemias in several other species are known to.be caused by

villises, and apparently related virus patticles have been found in some human
leukemia patients: Thus far, the firmest evidence- 'for vkial-intlacciun of a
childhood malignancy concerns the Epstein-Bari virus (EB9 andBurkitt's 01
lymphoma. Burkitt's lymphoma °scut% primarily among certain African children.

.

although there have been rnports'of non-African. cases, tnCluding some in the
United States. .EE-virus is also associated with nasophaiyngeal:.carcinoma and is

.further Jbelieved to be the causative agent of infectious monontieleosis If the IA,
sale virus is indeed responsible fortboth the :enign and malignant disease: it
iaUmportant to determine the conditions which influence both it's activity and -,

che ?Intst responr. .

....;'

rou ly- Diagnosis 1
.

, ;.Early diagnosis of those cancers which cannot yet be prevented offers-the

\
best opportunity for arresting the malignancies and allowing the patient to live

..`a normal life. Patients who are at high risk of developing cancer should,
therefore, be screened regularly so that any tan which occurs can be diagnosed

\\\

at the earliest possible time. Early diagnostic methods currently in use and
those being developed are applicable to childteu and adolescenes as well as to
adults.

, --.

Treatment
.

The treatment program supports several individual studies, both,
intramurally and extramurally as well as the only national cooperative group
devoted solely to reserrch intchiidhool,malignant diseases. These studies
util1se a to ineaturnodaTiry-epprODYTi-"tialising chemotherapy, immunotherapy,

erapy and surgery. These studies involve all childhood cancers, Ddi
especially childhood leukemias, non-Hoditkin's malignant. lymphomas, soft eilisue
sarcomas,*osteogenic sarcoma, newoblas-aoma, aplastic anemia and histiocytosis
as well as Witm's tumor, Ewing sarco5wW0id Rhabdomyo-sarcoma. -Other areas of
clinical investigatitn_that atosrfessed include hematologic support and Done
marrow transplantaion and diagnostic and preventive techniques applicable to
the infectious c plicatinns of the compromised host.

'Funding by PrograntArea

-CeneticiFactors

i)

Enviro ental Factors

Carcin genesis In Utero

Viruses

Early Diagnosis ,

Total NCI

10.E

FY-1977
(dollars in thousands)

$4,810

6,130

1,510

1,510

1,810

8,800

$24,570

ICA
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"Describe, the activitles-of'the NCI rerating to nutrition. .Please prOVide.

a budgetary expenditure breakdown of NCI nutrition - related programs for

FY 1976 and FY 1977 with appropriate.subcat4ofization, i.e., research
into.cause,'preventione diagnosis, treatment, dietary maintenance of
patients,.and/or other appropriate categories." .

In response to a Congressional mandate, the National Cancer Institute
has developed a Digt, Nutrition and Cancer Program (DNCP), to develop and
dtssiminate Information on diet and nutritn in the causation of cancer
-and the treatment and rehabilitation of.the cancer patient. In;addition
to DNCP activities, other nutrition-related research is done in pe
warp& components of the NCI.

. . -
A

The erm nutrition research, as_defined by.the NIH Nutrition Coordinating
ittee, includes- studies designed to assess the metabolic and behavioral '

hauls& and consequences of food or nutrient intake in the,intaet
ganism, including mdn, and investigations involving nutrient variablei

t the cellular or subcellular levtl. This, definition also includes:

Research delignedifitn elucidate the metabolic role or functiOn
of nutrients-in both animal models.and man. .

n

All studies'concerned with.genetic-nutrient-environmental
interactions where a nutrient is a vaniable.

as .

Dietary stdies expected to produce:sr icant changes in
health status, including the" maintenatic of health and the
treatment of disease in man. Sunhat- ice might includa cliriic6l
trials, epidemiological studies', meta odic studies, surveillance,
and nutritional status monitoring studies.. '

-
,

'
°

It is apparentthatdiet and 'nutrition are extremely important.as
,
support,

to cancer treatment (surgery,. radiotherapy,'chemotherapy) and rehabilita-
tion, and that nutrition may be'a feasible therapeutic approach in itself.
The Diet, Nutrition and Cancer Program supports research projects to
elucidate the role of diet and nutritional status in the Causation'of

-cancer and thus to define prudent dietiky habit's that may prevent cancer:
This will also have preventive implications beyond cancer.

.

The DNC? also supports research:to increase appetite and food'utilimation
in the cancer patient; and toy rovide nutritional support during therapy
and rehabilitation.

0.

C
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The DNCP also coordinates its reseafch programs in diet and disease with
. those of ether institutes and federal'agencies, and formulates public
educapion messages which recommend prudent dietary habits. The program%

. has prepared,,in collaboration with the American Cancer Society and the.
Candlelightfrs, two'practical Dietary Handbooks for the nutritional
management of .the adult and pediatric cancer patients.

Cancer patients are known to become wasted aryi nutritionally depressed
when bearing actively growincumors. This often results in alterations
in the hosts' immune system and tolerance to treatment. Clinical trials
are, now underway to determine the potential benefit for cancer patients
of receiving ,itigh levels ef nutrients, chat is, hyperalimentation while

- undergoing therapy,')and also to evaluate the impact on the patients'
immune and metabolic functions. Several of these studies have been
added to existing clinical trials which are utilizing a known therapy in
order to make comparative evaluation of the effects4of these known
therapies kith and without hyperalimentation. The results of these
studiel.shouId be'available ip 2 to 3 years.

NCI: Nutrition Research Program-for FY 1976 and FY 1977

Categories of research PY 1976* FY 1977*
. .

Cause and Prevention $2,043,505 $5,840.310
Nutrition Epidemiology, 2,478,092 2,324,856
Dietary Maintenance . '3,562,035 2;365,652
Nutritional Therapy 786,090 471,41?
Information, Education,
Support. etc. 524 ,05 4.760,366

TOTAL . $9,394.427 $15.762,603

*The FY 1977 figures were develbped based on the definition used by
the NTH Nutrition Coordinating Committee (NCC). This definition-is such
broader,Oan that, used to develop the 'FY 1976 figures.' Therefore, this
table does not represent,comparable data. Comparable figures (based on
the NCC definition) for FY 1976

0
have not been developed.

I

;
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N. Current status of Bioassay Program. Doei NCI plan to expand it Are
there limitations requiring, Congressional action?

The:Institute has experienced numerous managerial problems with the
Bioassay 2rogrim over *the past several years.* What-began fifteen years

.ago as a minor adjunct to basic research programs was expanded rapidly
on passage of the Cancer Act in.1971. Although additional funds were,

, available, adequate additional staff was not provided.for the expansion.
As a result several contractors were engaged to perform chemical.testing

1 in animals. "It quickly became clear that the contractors needed closer
managerial.surveillance.p.Consequentl, with staff 80.11 at a premium,-
a prime contractor was hired to manage the work of other contractors.
Within a chart time it became evident ghat delegation to a prime contractor
was also frought with problems. After a management consultant, at NCI's
request.. reviewed contractor'performance and NCI managemeneneeds, the
primary problems of the program came to the attention of Congressional
Apprepridtions Committees, These problems related to ineffective completion,

.

evaluation and publication of the result's of chemical tests done by the
contractprs. Specifically, it was determined that some.200 chemical tests
were underway at contractor facilitieg,but were not completed, evaluated
or published. MCIlmadvclear the need to allocate additional staff, end

. Congress assisted by 'designating an additional 60 positions in FY 1976 for
use by the Bioassay program. Meanwhile, an NCI reorganizition in early"---
1977 brought additional managerial attention to the program,. and. National_
Clearinghouse for. Environmental Carcinogens was established to enlistist

. external resources to help NCI improve the program. The program manager
resigned for personal reasons is early 1977, necessitating recruitment of
a replacement. aeainae the 60 neweaitinns
The prime contract was renegotiated and strengthened to implement recom,

-- mendations of the management consultant. Intense eifort since mid-1977
has.been directed at reducing the backlog of 207 chemicals'on test:

The time required to complete each or-the experiments compr ising the
backlog of chemical bioassays is diffic It to predict. Thd'experiments
were not all conducted in the same way Until the analysts of each
experiment has begun; one cannot for ee what problems will,be encountered

" in evaluating tha,adequacy of the 9 eriment Or the .significance of the
results: In manyqnstances it is net sary, for example, to -re- examine
the tissues and to confirm or correct the diagnosis of
before statistical analysis can begin.

At the present-rate of three or four reports per week,
that the backlogjall have been completed and reported

A"-

104 .

the pathologists

it is estimated
to the regulatory
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agencies by September 30, 1978. The reporting of the results of the
bioassays is.urgent; however, the analyses of the bioassays. must be
careful, thorough, and scientifically accurate.

During 1977, despite overwhelming activity directed towards reduction
of-thp backlog, an dditional 32 chemicali were entered into the test
system. 4

NCI.in FY- 1978 anticipates complete elimination of the backlog and
entry on teat of an additional 90 chemicals, In FY 1979, it is
expected that the'progFam will be expanded so that 100 chemicals
will be placed on test.

NCi continuee-io experience difficulty in recruiting adequate qualified
staff to manage the program. Half of the 60 positions made available
in FY 1977 remain unfilled.. This it attributable to the national
shortage of qualified toxicologists and'veterinfiry pathologists, all
orlom are in highdemand:

While the Institute appreciates Congressional' interest in, and concerns
about this vital program, we believe that its problems lend themselves
to administrative resolution, and no Congssss ional action is seen as
needed at this Um!.

a

a

"1 5
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Question: Please describe andgive current status of the dug trials

supported by NCI. ,

Answer: Clinical drug trialq,sponsored by NCI follow a logical sequence

of events covering thd'total spaa(of studies from the administration of

a new 417rug to the first patient to,the'development of data justifying
.

Cle commercial-marketing of a useful agent. These studies are divided

a into four phases.

Following the identification of a new drug worthy of clinical trial, the

completion of all necessary preclinical studies, and,the filing of an

Investigational New Drug Application (IND) with the Food and Drug

Administration, Phase I studies are iditiated in advanced cancer patients.131k

These studies establish the maximum tolerated dose at various schedules
. - .

of administration, the pattern and quality of toxicities encountered,

\

pharmacology and'pharmacokinetics of the drug where possible, and

observation of possible antitumor effects, although activity at this

stage is not required for further pursuit of the drug. Once a tolerable

dose and schedule have been established, Phase II studies are initiated

,

to determine the activity of the drug in atients with evaluable and -

measurable disease in a spectrum of malignancies. Phase I and Phase II fir

trials are.supported primarily y NCI contract, although some grant'

supported investigators participate.

.

Drugs demonstrating significant activity iu Oned6r more types of human

malignancy are then evaluated more broadly in that malignancy in order

106
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to compare the activity relative

P.
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./k
to that of othei drugs (Phase III) and

then.to expldre the utility and safety of the drug in combined modality

7."

studiei (PhaseIV). These studies are carried out primarily by the

grant - supported' clinical cooperative grimps.

'At the present time there are 11,drugs in Phase I, 12'drugs in Phase II,

and 26 drugs in Phase III and Phase IV: At. the later stagei of evaluation,

drugs are frequently undergoing many different types of evaluation

simultaneously, and one cannot, therefore, differentiate drugs wholly

into Phase III oi'Phase IV.

\
_ -

S.

It should be pointed out that most drugs,'even after.reaching the commercial

market, still undergo further Phase III ai:dphase IV evaluation in the .

continuing effort to improve their utility alone or-in combinafion with

other drugs and modalities. At the presen

are involved in such studies.

time, 20 commercial drugs

Please indicate the types of personnel thaeNCI,has.difficulty in
recruiting for permanent positions if this is a problem.

NCI continues to experience extreme difficulty in recruiting.yeterinary
4 medical officerS, pathologists,. toxicologists, and, twa.lessel. degree

medical officers and mathematical statisticians.
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DoeS NCI need more epidemidlopists? Animal Pathologists? Environmental
Toxicologists? P

)

In order tb continue tfii expansion of the environmental epidemiology
effort, additional epidemiologists/statisticians are needed_at_the .

doctoral and masters levels. The enlarged staff would enable us to,
augment existing project area4 and initiate new lines of research.

Soce specialists aiPvery difficult to recruit. For instance,
within the Carcinogenesis Testing-Program there are problems in
recruiting scientists in scarce specialties, notably toAlcology,'
veterinary pathology,. laboratory animal Nedicine, and industrial
hygiene. Needed immediately are five toxicologists, four veterina4y
pathologists, two laboratory, animal verterinarians, and one industrial
hygienist. The veterinary pathologists and laboratory.animal veterinarians
mkt le specialty-board certified to represent the Goverront in court.

Amo4 the problems in recruiting are (a) the abience of civil service
'1 registers for the first three categories, (b) the competitibn from.other
1Federa1 agencies, and. (c) the comparatively lokipay scale in Government. '

1
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1.. What new programs or changes in existing programs will be undertaken
by NCI to respond to the generally accepted notion that Most cancer
is. preventable?

. .

, .

In terms of strategy. for fighting cancer, clearly thetest approach is
to achieve maximum prevention. Here indeed, there are promising new
allOoaChes opening before our eyes. At,the.same time however,'there is
a.mountinglsense of urgency, growing out of confusion and Clamour about
the potential dangers of manmade carcinogens. In this subject area
:the scientific problems are complicated and confounded by regulatorir
considerations. Hence, theris neer:for increasingly close communica-

, ,tion.imong;scientists, regulators, lawmakers, and society at large.

Ultimately' prevention is the Most effective approach to the control of
cancer or any other. disease: The role played by factors in.the environ-
ment in the initiation of the cancer process has been of public,
congressional, and scientific.concerafor many yearS. From ;he standpoint

'Y.of scientific siudy,.the.problemis extremely complicated;_ there are an
y gamest incalculable number and variety of environmental factors, both .
naturally occurring. and introduced by man, acting alone or in limitless
combinations and over different periods of time. Nevertheless, research
has been conducted and progress has been made. iowever, the-current .

estimates that a large percentage of all human cancers is due to onviron7
mental_factors.have served to greatly intensify the level of concern
and the degree interesiin the activities of the Federal Government
and especially the.National Cancer Institute.

Other Federal agencies, also are involved in carcinogenesis research in
conjunction with carrying out their missions, e.g., the Food and Mrtfg .

Administration; the Environmental Protection'Agdhcy, the National Institute
forCr.rupationalSafety and Health,. and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, in support of their'regulatory mission, and the National
Institute of'Envitonmental Health-SCienCes7as part of.its broad'environmenta:
research responsibility. Thus, in addition to conducting. and supporting
research, NCIAliS-paia increasing attention to the establishirent of
interagency coordinating groups to assure that cooperative efforts between

.

NCI and other Federal agencies take place, where appropriate, to avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort, and to assure an effectiVe flow and
interchange of informaticni'.on a-timely basis.

1 5
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Of the 80 to 85 percent of all cancers thought\to be environmentally
related, thus implying that they are preventable, 40 percent of those

, in males are directly related to cigarette consumptionmand thus
'preventable with current knowledge: 1) The Secretary of'DHEW his
launchel-livanti-smoking campaign with which we are working closely
and heartily endorse. Cigarettes muchlower in tar and nicotine have .
been produced and are gaining wide acceptance. 2) We have established
a collaborative effort with the FDA.Bureau of Radiological Health to
monitor and reohice delivered doses of x-rayused mammography.' 3) The
bioassay program whiCh'screens for potentialkhemical carcinogens has
been streamlined and reports are forthcominglht a more rapid rate.

.4) Occupational exposure accounts for about,5 percent of cancer. In
this area we have established the NCI Occupational Cancer Task Force-
composed of representatives of the various NCI components which have
occupational cancer activities--to review on-going activities and..
recommend additional acitivities for the future. They are meeting
regularly with representatives of/Unions and industry. 5) Some believe
that nutritional factors, contribute to some common types of cancer,
particularly breast and Colon-rectum. The evidence for this is indirect
at this time, so we are increasing our risearch,in this area. 6) During
the coming year the Cancei Control Program has plans to increase its
prevention thrusts by placing more attention to lay and professional educa,
tion, incluaing workers in exposed industrY-
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. %bat other changes in direction or emphasis will be recommended by
the Director of NCI?

I do not envision any changes in emphasis or direction in the National
Cancer Program (NCP) in the imediate future. Any large biomedical
research effort whose initiatives range from cause and prevention to
rehabilitation and whose approaches:extend across the spectrum of
research from fumimental to, applied must of necessity be opportunistic.'
We must devote substantial efforts-both to-enrichment of the scientific
base and toan enlighted exploitation of new leads that arise from such
a pool of scientific knowledge. I can forsee a day when prevention will

' be the cornerstone of cancer-related activities; yet today we have only
an incompleiik understanding of the neoplastic process and of the causes

_.of cancer. Accordingly, our t 'ques'for prevention of cancers are ".

often empirical, depending On cancer in question. More substantial'
progress will probably depend on development and exploitation of
new knowledge-rather than -large scale investments.in halfway technologies. ,

I . .

Thus even as we deliberately strive to create opportunities for preventing
greater numbers of cancers, we may'find that imediate benefits can also
be Achieved through substantial investments in detection and treatment.

. As I see it, our greatest task will be pp maintain a program balance
. will best serve pose afflicted with cancer while diminishing as rapi

as possible the Aspect that other members of our society will ever
develop cancer.

111
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A. Ho ir many heart, lung-rand blond centers ig HIII.B1 currently supporting wider
Section 415 of the PHS Act? Does NUM require these centers to engage..

.

in so-called "technology transfer prograM" such as continuing educatiorf
programs for physicians.anO other health professionals, and if so, please
describe-these pro'grams...:'Does,NIILDI requirethese centers to conduct
public information O'rograms resPectinghOrL, lung, blood vessel, and
blood diseases? What aye,NHLIII.g:planS/16r FY.1978 and FY 1979 regarding
the support of Amy centerS'under Section. 415? Are any of these center'S,'
engaged in'activities specIfically involving heart, lung, and blood diseases
afflicting children?

.11n swer: The
National Heart;liung:-and Blood Institutes -National Research and .

. .

Tdmonstratiod Ceners (NRDCs) play an important role in achieving many
0

of tbe,-'94aWof the National Program by bridging the gulf. between
fundapantal research and'the application of research results. in health.
care alddiSease prevention. Tht presence in a-single center of

--scientists, physicians, and other professional personnel representing
many disciplines creates an environment :in which participants can
interact and train young scientists in ao efficient and productive way.

In FY'74, after a nationwide competition, IheeNational Heart Lung,
and Blood Institute awardtd NRDC grants to three institutions!

The Center at the University of Vermont, College of Medicine,
melds'and intensifies efforts and resources for the control
of respiratory. disease.

o The Baylor College of Medicine in Houston has a Research and
Demenstration Center which focuses on heart and blood vessel 41

_aiseaSes, particularly atherosclerosis.
2%.

o The National Research and Demonstration Centbr at the Puget.
Sound Blood Center in Seattle. is concerned with the improve-
ment of procedures for the.acquisition, processing, storage,
distribution, and clinical use of blood and blood products.

The programs of the three established.centers encompass a spectrjof
health-related activities and approaches. These are serving as a blue-.
print for the design of a second generation of centers. The authorizing
legislation under Section 415 of the Public Health Service Act indicates
that the Centers "in addition to I! Altilized for research, training, and
demonstyations be utilized for ... prevention program for cardiovascular,
pulmonary 'end-bIood diseases ..." including "prograam fo develop methods
of intervention against those factors which cause individuals to have a
high risk of developing such diseeses" and "programs to develop health
professions and allied health.personnel highly skilled in the prevention
of such diseases". The NHLNI does require the Centers to engage in so-
called technology transfer prognims.

11.2
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/
Examples of some of theSe "transfer" programs ar© as follows:

o ' Applic/tionbf preventive treatment and rehabilitative
procedures to community clinics and hospitals, practiced
in the academic research environment of the Bylor Cardio-
vascular Center.

R

Employment of special ambulances equipped with telemetering
equipment, permitting physicians in participating hospitals
to monitor the clinical status of lidart attack vietimsoor
other'cardiovasctilar.emeNencies and to Supervise their
treatment while the patient is enroute to the hospieil.

o Development of a state -wide network for surveillance, diagnosis,
treatment, and control of tuberculosis, industry-related lung
diseases, and other pulmonary disorders in ambulatory patients.

o A program for groviding regional. assistance in the management
.

of respiratoryWiiseases, employing an interhoSpital computer
network for information storage and retrieval; data inter-
pretation.anli analysis, aids in.diagnosis and treatment, and _

the dissemination of new knowledge.

o . Development of a computerized progressive care program,
oriented to clinical problems of respiratory dise4es, that
will ,iraw on and integrate the'dcveloping methodology and
technology,provide technical assistance and quality control
In clinical:care, and evaluate the results of new programs
within community hospitals.

. -

Dissemination of new knowledge via a television network
linking seven medical care facilities and two university
medical centers. r

-
o Development of a patient education program employing self=

instruction and audio-visual tethniqUes-to help patients
understand the'viature of their disease and so encourage
their full cooperation in treatment and control'measures.

,

b . Assisting hospital clinics to make optimal use of
t - ,

available blood resources. encouraging use of the specific
blood component required by the clinical situations, such
as packed rdd cells, platelets or plasMa fractions, rather
than the "scatter-gun" approach of transfusing whole-blood..

o Provision of training and education programs for laboratory
technicians, medical students, hematology trainees, and
physicians within the community.
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The Institute further' requires that as the public and professional
education projects` progress, and as the Center becomes more visible
In its geographic area, the Center should develop an information
capability, Thus, it would develop resources to respond to public
inquir2 and requests for printedmaterials:

. For example:,

DeVelOpment of a regional public information system
on respiratory diseases in collaboration veth the
Vermont Lung Association and the State-Hed,th Depart -
ment.

An additional requirement is that the education- information component cf a
center must include education-evaluation projects with specific, objectives.
Education is defined here as a process by which change is produced in
knowledge, attitudes, and/or behavior of the public and/or health
prefessioAals related to the maintenance of health. The NHLBI views
these edUcation projects, as efforts to reach the general public, health.
care 0.oviders, and the high-risk population (including patients) with
info tion designed to'promate'and iMprovillealth practices. It is

--hoped t at projects, will also make. contributions to the'state-of-the-
art of e,ucational research ip'the health area. For. example:

o Implementation of Community programs addressing alteration
of risk factors strongly 'associated 1,ith increased suscepti-
bilityto coronary.'heartdisease and.its coMplications, such

\ as acute 4eart attacks; in particular, the eliminatlilon or
reduction of cigarette smoking and the modification of ,.

\habitual dietary. pattern's (diets high in calories, total
Ts , and cholesterol) that tend to raise blood lipid levels.

.
.

The Institute however,. views a Research and Demonstration' Center as a
national resource. attached to a major medjcal complex and dedicated to
working in. close collaboration with the NHLBI to further the goals of
the National Heart, Blood Vessel, Lung,'and Blood Progradt through a
multidisciplinary coordinated approach, providing.a suitable training
milieu and spanning the spectrum from basic through clihical research to

demonstration and education for the applicability of the results of research'.
The demonstration )nd education components of the center, which must be . .

equal in-quality to=the standards of excellence required for biomedical
research:advancethe state-of-the-art and provide .for sWogent evaluative
Procedures..

Plans forNew Centers

During the past two years, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Adviiory
Council and the National heart, Lung, and Blood Institute have undertaken
a comprehensive review of the centers concept and costs, The Council
has recnnfirmed its agreement. with Congressional intent tojurther
research validation and demonstration capabilities thrOugh natiooal
centers, and has developed ad improved centers model to better both the
quality and speed of infdrmation dissemitlation to the public andthe
health care professional..: In addition to this revised center concept,
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the Council in its AnnUal Report for both 1976 and 197 reommnended
an expansion of the Research and Demonstration. Centers progranf. The
legislative mandates calls for 30"centers only three are now funded.
Consequeutly1 the Council recomnen ed that 20 additional centers and
450 million be 'added to the ongoin program in fiscal year 1979. The

'' Councif noted that expanded suppor is vital to rapid and effective
development of the prevention, control, and education effort.. In view,
of'competingTesburce requiremehts and constraints, however, the Council '

. has concurred with the Instiute's decision to defer solicitation of
additional centers at this tithe.

Activities Specifically Related` to Children

The Center concept is to help iinplement, expand and coordinate national
activities aimed at closi any existing translation gaps and is to
bring. any new findings to )Vie p tient and primary care physician. While,.
the three centers currently fun d are broad in concept, but not fo'cused

.

on diseases which affect childre there are programs in these center's
which are directly related to diseaseS whichMay have their origin in
the first two decades:of life.

. ,

At the Institut '5 Research and Demonstration Center at Houstp, the
SOcial Psycholi * Deferents in Schools. project is reducing the onset

attitudes And behavior. Pre -.

liminary data, after two years, show a 50Z reduction in smoking and
behavior in7th graders as a result of primary prevention. techniques.
A longitndinal study involving 10,000 adolescents is underway.

:.Another study of this Center is to analyze the transfer of nutrition
.

'knowledge into dtetary.behavibr. The aims include the assessment of
knowledge of stndenls and tfieiT parents' development of teacher
dependent and non-teacher depeAdent methods methodology.

At the Puget Soundtflood Center,. a project is directed toward a hemophilia
care program. This demonstrationprojectis providing evidence that a
blood bank is the'ideal environment for hemophilia patient management
and care. Such a ,project is aimed at the pediatric patient..:, nother
study at this center involves research directed at identifying.:genetically-

1

linked diseases in newborns.

/

0
. ,
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6, Please describe and provide budgetary breakdowns for prevention and
control programs supported by NHLBI under Section 414 of the PBS Act.
For FY 1976 and FY 1977, how many organizations andXor individuals have
requested NHLBI funding 0t programs under its SeCtion 414 authority;
how -many applications were submitted for funding of these programs; how

A
many of these applications were approved and funded; hOw'many of these
applications ware.approved but not funded?

cr

. Ammer; While the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute has had authorization
under Section 414 for prevention and control programs, there have never been
specific appropriations Allocated to.implement these programs..

The Institute, impressed by the opportunities; needs, and importance of
these transfer activities, has, however, responded to this.nmndate by
implementing a number of prevention and control activities.in the past
five years by rebudgeting from other efforts.

Two examples ot twogrims initiated by NHLBI in response to this prevention
and Control inir.lAtive.are the National High Blood Pressure Education
Program and the National Sickle Cell Disease Program.47

National High Blood Pressure Education Program (NHBPEP). The missibn
of the.NationirRigh Blood Press-OF-Education PITigrani is to reduce death
and iliness.associated with hypertension through an education program
directed at both the general public and healfh.professiona:s.

_

The National High Blood PretsUre Education Program is coordinated by
the National,,Institutes of Health (N111), with the National Heart, Lung, t
and Blood:Institute as the focal point. The collaborative government/
private sector effort also involvesthe Food and Drug AdministrStion
(FDA), the Health'Resources Administration (HRS),. the Veterans Adminis-
tration (VA); and the DepartAnt of Defense (DOD):,as well as Over 150
RriVate sector organizations, including professional societies and.
Associations. voluntdry health organizations, certifying and Accrediting
bodies, pharmaceutical companies, labor management groups, and insurance
companies. All are Working 1ogether to focus attention on high blood s.

pressure as a serious disease, but one which can be readily detected
and.controlled. Activities of the program

o A High` Blood Pressure information Center which answers
public inquiries abopt.high Blood pressure and prepares
and distributes free.educationalmaterials.

0
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:A Community Consultation Service which has recru/ited and
provided orientation,for 30 non-Federal consultants to
offer technical assistance to Conewnity programs and local
personnel. The service has maintained a caseload of:60
attiye:dommunity programs and. provided assistance to 210
coaumpities.

o National High Blood'Pressure Moritli-in May/sponsored or
': endorsed by 129 arganizatiods and over 300 community
groups. Approximately 55,000-kits containing education
and detection guidelines were requested!

.

/

o National High Blood. Pressure 'Coordinating Committee whose
membership includes Federal,,professional, and public agencies
.was organized deVelop. mutual polities and to define and
promote areas for joint partimipatiOn.

o

7 /
Interagency Technical Committee Working Group.on Hypertensioh
is organized to stimulate and coordinate education and control.
efforts among Federal employee health service programs. '

ramNational Sickic. Disease Education Program

The National Sickle cell .Clisease.p,rogram
/
was initiated as a Major.-

collaborative effort to accelerate research in, aid to improve drag-
nosis, control, and treatment of, sickle cell anemia. ,The National

.Institutes of Health (Nlli) was namedjas_the lead agency forthe overall
program and it is.also responsible foWts resefrch and tMVelopment
activities. A National Sickle Cell/D15ease Advitory Committee, appoii,ted
by the Secretary of DMEW,,developed recommendations nn program direction 1

and policy which resulted in the,eStablishment ofiComprehensive Sickle
Cell'iCeolters,'54ckle Cell Screening and EducatimClinics, a mission-

. .Oriented research and development program biomedical research,':a public
and professional education praoramp and a hemoglobinopathy training
program.

.

The-NHLBI, within. the NIH, serves as the. lead Institute and coordinatdie
the activities of the overall proOam; The Health Services Administrallion
(°ISA) is responsible for-Same of the demon tration activities in educrtion,
testing, and counseling. /13ther agencies aftively engaged in related
ickle cell activities include the Center for Disease Codtrol(CDC),

Qt he Department of Defense (DOD), and the Veterans Administration (VA):
99 4

o ActiviiieS of the lirogramCineude the development of a
number of Screening avid Education Clinics to identify/
the best techniques for testing, counseling, and patient
referral/ The Clinics have screened approximately 1120;0130

/*
individuals during. FY 1975. Of these, an estimated, 40,000
will receive special counseling.
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o A National Symposium on Sickle Cell Disease..

o A training program in the detection of abnormal hemoglobins
and a series of hcmoglobinopathy workshop have -been con-
ducted by the Center foi- Disease Control (CDC). A hemo-
globinopathy laboratory manual has been published by CDC,
and Reference Laboratories giving advice on the identifi-
cation of abnormal hemoglobins hay cen established,

. .

...in addition to these model programs, the Institute has supported other
activities under the preventionoand control mandate; a bagetary
accounting of programs for'Fiscal Years 1976 and 1977 is provided in
Table I.

Since the Institute has never specifically had 414 dollars, it is
/* difficult to define in tOtaTitx all applications submitted; approved,

funded, and.unftinded under this rubric. In fj5Cal year 1976 and 1977,
--.4pwever, the institute did solicit through the grant (Request for' '

Application (RFA)). or contract.roUte (Rgquesrfo Pr6posal (RFP)) several
initiatives that fall directly Into our,prevention, education, and
control mandate: Table II provides a statistical.analysis of the
applications submitted, approved; and funded under these solicitations.

s.
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TABU I

UHLBI Prevenann and Control Programs
(Section 414 of PITS Act)
(dollars in thouSands

Division of Heart and Vascular Diseases

FY

1976

FY

1977

Hypertension Educaticin Research Grants $ 740' S 675
Hypertension Detection an:ColloW-Up 12,020 7;415
Hypertension Information Contracts 1,410 -1,590
Hypertension Drug Cotts . 100 -

National Heart Research A Demonstration Center Ccmponent 1,030 , 1,035
High Blood Pressure State-wide Control Progra - 2540
Nutrition:Education ... - '1,500
High Blood Pressure Conrol in. the Work Setting 200
Pilot Elluatiop Studies cf Community 113P Control 540

'1
Subtotal.

. \\ ' ,
Diisien,Of Lunn Diseases . .

0

, . ,

Education PrograMs fen Neonatal Respiratory Diress
Education,Prngrarlfin- Treiltment of Acute Respiratory

insufficiency ±:_.
5-Self-I-valuation-for Children with Asthiod.

Continning alcation in Pu1ra4ary WedicinQ .

. N40Tlenal ,lung Resear-.h & Demonstration Center Component
';TisOrce on Prevention, Control and Education

.

Subtotal
.,

515,300

,

$15,495

!'

,.

: 875 $ 780

435 -,

450
500 475
675 1,335
65 -

$ 1WIT' 5-3701-0.

.,...

Division of Blond Diseaks,and Resources .

i

Sickle Zell Clinics. : . . 3,500 S 3,500
Sickle Cell Centers Component 4,535 4,010,0
Sickle CellFducation Contracts ,. 210 -
National Blood Research',". Demonstration CoMponent 0 80 'lb)

Subtotal sTy:m S ,,610
,

Total $26,275 ,°526,14/5
....

. et

-0

4
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TABLE 11

IiI1LBI Prevention and Control Pemoiams
(Sectsion 414 of PDS Act)

Proqarg.

Div, of Hearia Vasc.u15r Oiscases.
.

.

IlYPer.Lension Statewide Control ,,

yea!: ApplicLitions..

S.,.'

od ed..*

Prograzi '19707. 22. 13
Nwtri 001131 Co:plc:fling for Hyper-.

lipidemla for Dietitians and
-Nutritionist: 1976 b 111 9 1--

. Hypertension Control in the Berk
Setting (in review) 1977 30 18 3

Pilot Evaluation Studies of
Comuni ty Hypertension Control' 1977 23 5 2

.

.., ,
Division of Luni.Diszasks.."'

Evalliation for Children
eAstira

aiming Education in
1977 36 712 3

;01'-Pulmonary 11edicine 1976 22 .5 1 4

.Div. of Blood Aseases 6 Resources
I

Comprehensive Sickle Cell Centers 1976 14 §
TOTAL 167 71, 20

Thenumkr mf research applications from individual and/or 'organizations
requesting funding.

The number of research applications approved for funding

The number of research applications funded.
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c:Please list each grant and contract that has been awarded relating to
the prevention of heart, lung, blood vessel, and blood dtiseases during

FY 1976 and FY 1977. Please provide the title of each grant or contract,
the name of the principal Investigator, the name and location of the
.institution conducting the project and the amount of each award.

r Answer: It is, indetd,ififficult to answer.this question.since a uniform deli-
/ . 'nition ofjirevention has not.been obtained. NIB has recently constituted

an Hill Prev'ention Working Group and has addressed the perceived need for
a clearer, more acceptable' definition and description of.NIN programs
and activities in the area of prevention.

The, ultimate goal. howeverof all National ileArt, Lung, and Blood Institute
activities is prevention. Prevention-related IfIqram activities have
existed in the Institute's mandate since the original act creating the
Institute in 191,48 and have considerably expanded and extended as an

Institute responsibility by the Heart, Lung, and Blood Act of 197? Ind
itsrevisions.

The concept of preVention, however, can be Anterpreted by various.
individuals in quite different ways. Preventian can be defined as
a% intervention prior to the biological,onset of a disease; or'at a
stage when a disease can be detected but is not symptomatic, or at
a point when thegoal.ib.to delay, arrest or reverse the course of
a disease or the definition may include some or all of these acts
of intervention.

Prevention must at the same time be considered as a process that extends
Ghrough the entire biomedical research spectrum from the acquisition of
new knowledge.through its application' and validation, to its ultimate
translation to practical health care princioles and practice. .

&we 1.,.«.N
&00.1Nov.. Clinta1

IngesaoVen

mwmmuin4iownftxmocAmes

ra rwmme.ftw

nottS5.0.1.1l/VeLit1011CenC.PROGRAMS

Prevention. does not begin and end with health taro delivery, patient and
physician education, 'or environmental change'. Actienties in'the first
three elements of the continuum; basic research, apphied research and
development, and clinical investigation are designated as "science base"
'activities; their role in the prevention spoctrmn is the development
of information. The next element; clinical trials, recently designated
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as "application" is the stagewhere.prevention information is validated.
The final elements are deponstration and health\practice implementation.
It is here where prevention information is "transferred" or applied to
the Community at large. In the arena of the'major heart, lung, and
blood diseases, we do not 4164, with any certainty, what services to
deliver or how; what facts to teach; or what environmental factors to
change. Pre;:ention encompasses basic research on etiology and,patho-
phySiOlogy so as to allow us to better undecstand basic biological
processes like.arteriosclerosis, hypertension, rheumatic and congenital
heart disease, cardiomyopathies. and infections of the heart and lung,
injury, repair, and maturation. It also includes epidemiology, clinical
investigation, and clinical trials.that allow the development of associations,
hypotheses and interventions, as well. as their testing and validation:
Finally, it must include expeditious translation and dissemination of
prover, facts to the health care professional and public through education
and control-activities.

An example of one prevention strategy that has Moved from.the'"science.
."--brassl!,Land gone through the validationit0 (at least in regard to smoking

and bloOd-pressure control) to be transferred to the health carp community,,
is the current4attention teCardiovascular. Risk Factors. They were un-
covered through clinical research. They have been viridated by prospective
epidemiological studies and clinical trials: Increased public awareness
of, and attention to their reduction is now a major prevention goal.

.

The ...transfer" stage of the prevention concept is mest-often.Used when
referring to 11114 activitjes. - Consequently, the listing of grantt and
contracts below,encompasses this end of he spectrum. NHLBI, howeyer,
spends greater than SSG million dollars in the validation of prevention
information in Its clinical trial program and considerable more in
"science base" programs to gain and develop prevention information.

L
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Please itescribe, aul provide budgetary breakdowns for, the activities-.
of the diftRI during FY 1976 And FY.'1977relating to exerci::e as a

factor associated with heart, lung, blood vessel, andWir -blood diseases.

Answer:. Regular exercise and physical. activity arc generally regarded as
-.....beneFicidl to health, and they are thought to reduce the risk of
'-.-heart disease. On the other_hand, intense and unaccustomed or

irregulaci,:±5rLirdripitate acute heart disease in those who
pr ;existing hcerr d;sease, whether known or unrecognized.

.

61111.1 activities related to exercise as a factor .:;sociatA with
bedt, inng, blootacssel, and /or blood diseases include research
designed to understand mechanisms of exercise ghysiology, in lar1 part
to provide an underpinning for clinical studies on exercise and its
role in health._ Steen of thc.RR1111 projects are focused primarily epcn
exercise 11). Other- projects (Il) include exercise as one of several
factors finder study but it-is important to rccognirc that in 50710 of '

these projects exercise is only a small facet of a very broad prt:ram.
These activities .are tabulafka. below:.

(I) Primarily e.eicise and

FY 1976

.
.

FY 1977

disease (in man) $ 61,855 (2) 5 250,485 (5).
experimental disease (in aniehils) 286,848 (3) 36R,Pb7 (3)
exercise. physiology 890,252 (9) 890,141 (C)

Subtotal . 1722879570-4T ---Ttb9.6971-16;

(11) Exercise identified as part of
broader progroni .

Total

17,841,956 (76) 17,148,410 (73)

2iT766-6:515TI2Y;

(numbers in parentheses are numbers of grants - contracts)

Almost all of the research dealing with exercise And disease relates to
heart disease. Studies.nn exercise physiology include a significant
fraction of pulmonary as well as cardiovascular physiology and a small
amount or research involving blood. .

in yet another group of studies,. particularly clinical !rid's such as.
the Coronary Artery Surgery 1tudy, Multiple Risk Factor Intervention
Trials, etc., the exercise and activity status of participants it carefully
recorded and analyzed, but these latter studies have not been included in
the tabiLlation above. ..
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Please describo the-activities of th6 11111H1-related to nutrition and
previOed a budTetary expenditure for FY 1976 and FY 1917 using appropriate
subcategories..

...ft

qt, .

Answer: The las ,:.'icluPen a oogal to stia oy the effects of diet on crdio-
vassul.'q d;seare. This procran has six operatinnal objectives; in oefins
the,C;'ect.of diet on blood de;inothe eifect of diet on oirnna
teat ..n,7ase ,.rhaelly and l'Ortaiity; to dc,..,,os ceil-rchensive talies of

ropeco,tici,itiern to improve iethods for colic:, inc," ,ocerdinp and cvalat
di2t.ry d. ti; to di:scoinate 7cientielo advarecS to thu professine,i :rid 1

con,:nnitics; al.! to achieve. dicacy cbar:s.

Deinitic4 of toe c-''N.ct c' dint nn eiPpd end
9 AaniT5

is

Clin;c : trials n1 taslc ieswaich.

fn . the Rese-i-ih Clinics (L%C) PreoPltdi:e cddy
is as intc.alez .1i-based stub- et the: e..e..alence. dvslinidet:as

---disoPoe) in dc ^iplatio.iii.,Ten :links in thP . arc in
Cansde. trio in tnw SPvict thsion and one in Jerusalem arc Mit
is the first fol.:- such alarce-scale multi-centered cellLarativo
stiLiy. using atsolotely couaable mealP1ofocy. has bean undertalion. It ia
hoped that, with lin.oe numbers and more reined metWology, dietary influences
on lipid transpn:q diseases, they exist, win be detected.

In addition, the Inititute continues Its support of research aimed a stddylso
moc'.anisms tInough which dietary ce,,nonents contribute to vascular ,

disea:t.

Specialized Centers of Research (SCOR's) arc established to focus resources.
facilities and conpewer on specified problems toexpedite the developp.mat
application o' new knowledge. The Arteriosclerosis sum Program -is concerned
with particular components of human and animal diets in relation to hygrlipid-
ellia and to the etiology of arteriosclerosis and coronary heart disease. Al-
though a major emphasis of these'studies is to estahlish and characterize tlie.
basic moshanisos by which specii_ dietary components (rats, lipids, and carbo-
hydrates) contribute to vascular disease, several of the Centers are involved s

in whole or in raft, in studies to deteniine the extent to which dietary ovni-
ipulation can prevent or modify the course of risk factor development and
disease in humans.

nutritional components of rcqular research grants consist prioarily of basic
research into the role of specific nutrients in metabolic processes related
to heart disease. These ore being expini!ed in a variety of,ways using both

hu.!,an partiOl.anis.

1
F1
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Definition of the effect 'of diet on CHD morbidity-add mortality; Clinical
friTierfroTiFinfect.TraTe157-3, change on

coronary artery disease. Hee the focus is primarily on the remeVal from
the diet or saturated fats dna cholesterol, and the effecti of this inter-
vention on plasma cholesterol per, se, and hopefully on the long-tenn effects
on coronary disease. The Institute currently supports several such trials.
Duping the next decade it is hoped that then stUdies will provide definitive
evidence to support the positive findings from animal studies and suggestive .

ddta that lowering of blood rho ?sterol is beneficial.

DeYe1e7.Tnt_4f_cP-2flrebenlivC.12.S_Df_foeSL.C.OM201.11iDnJ The ability to
make ocnningfol interpretations of dietary. data will depend on the accuracy
of the a44ilable nutrient data.

Consei:,,ently, the Institute has entered into a collabor Ave program with
the U.S. Depart:mit of Agriculture (USDA) to underwrite 'ae acquisition of .,

certain !,dtriedt data that will- not only serve the need. of the NHLBI but
bdoefit the entie nutrition community,. The Institute supports literature
searc421-, as wel7 s basic'tdod analyseTfor 'fatty acid and cholesterol. This.

activity has a:, 'rated the u,.dating of USDA Handbook No. 8 "Composition of
Foods."

As a consequence sf these activities the Institute in collaboration with USDA
and fwyJ manuf:::-.turers has developed what is probably the most up-to-date am:
comprehensive fod table currently in use for calculating nutrient intakes.

HHLI31 has.also recently supplied finds to the Nutrient Composition Laboratory.
(USDA) to pursue develcpmentW automated analytical techniques and for direct
analyses of foo0..

Improvcd methods for collecting, recording and evaluating dietary dita: The
EURi-nl'ElifiredT-17.1aTYTOTTpidemiologic-ilud)es have provida-an opportunity
to develop, test, and refine procedures for measuring nutrient intake in popu-
lations. It is' hoped that this activity will result in a standardized measure-
mentsuch as has been achieved for ether physiologic parameters.in epideiliologin..
research. Much of this activity is housed in a central facility established,by
the Institute to code dietary recalls, maintain the food table and assist with
training and continuing education of the dietician.

"isemination of information: The Institute recognized the importance of
rapid.LF5FU-677-of-kriNflabC-from the research area to the comounity. A re-
search and demon- stration center for atherosclerosis has been funded which has
an extensive community -based nutrition component. We-have also developed hand-
books for the dietary management of hyperlipoproteintmia to provide information
to physicians dad their patients at high risk (who tunic very high cholesterol
1A-. other blood lipids),.- .

Achidvirn dietary change: Achieving dietary change is not only the primary
Oljeeti4iii-Cliil's-i0jes, but ultimately at such time as thore is d

0
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clear understanding of the role of, diet and heart disease, the goal will
be to achieve change on a massive scale.- In FY 1976, the Institute spon-
sored a national workshop on Nutrient and Behavioral Medifihtion: another
is planned for this year. These workshops, as well as other Institute-

, sponsored conferences, have allowed us to bring biomedical and behavioral
scientists together to confront the problems of arterihg dietary patterns.
Currently, techniques and materials in education and behavior modification
are being developeC.tested and evaluated with the clinical trials and com-
munity-based programs. One project specifically seeks to determine what
factors are necessary to achieve and maintaih dietary compliance. Another
is evaluating the use of the mass coiniinications media to change health
behaviors. It is hoped that these programs and those planned for the guture
will point the way to effective community action.

Specific budgetary and subprogram details are provided: .

1. A summary table listing program naMes and budget.

2. Program descriptions which are identical or shortened versions of
material submitted to the NIH Nutrition Coordinating Committee in
the recent past.
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%MARY

.0
NHLSI NUTRITION PROGRATi FOR FY 1976 AND FY 1577

PROGP*1 TITLES (includes Grants and. Contracts) NURITION DDLLARS
1-770-77 '76'.* FY 1977 Se

The Role of.Putrition in Arteriosclerosis and .

..

its secuelae 4 811,141 1 238,528 5 334,190

ArteripsClsrcsis (S6R's),. 2,958,52.:: 4,548,548

J --

Dete:,iriants of HighBlood Pressure in Children '416;356 i 5?3,608

Infantfle Rdspiratory Distress Syndrome (IRDS) 45,354 61;449

Co-.-...iity-based.Media-intensive Education
Field Trial' for Cardiove::cular Health 183,478 ;65,806'

Research and Development Center'for Heart and

Vessel DiseasZ 325,135 335,471 I'
I-4

tiD .

LiDle Research Clinics: Prevalence Study and .

Cor:r.:ry ?rirary Prevention Trial 3 523,875 3 513;445.

Multiule Risk Factor Intirvention Trial (MRFIT) 6 936,804 4 1.154'

Hypertensiori'Detection and Follovi-4 PrograM:(HDFP)....254.502 232.375

Developent of Comprehensive Tables of
Fos," .Co:7position 125,000 345.704

PilOsStudies on,Alteration of Diet 'by
Deneiioral Means Staff Pilot Project: No Extramural Dollars

Intraral Research 550,000 6r17.0.10

Extrapural.Training.Program 27 TA 197910 237.604

, .

TOTALS 20s16) 811 1,636.488 20.784.364

.

;
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.- MILD! EXTP.1-.T'AL nuTRITIOn PROf_,RAnS EnR FY 1976 AND FY 1977:
ire.W1.1 hr7.Cv!Pf1011S

A.

The'Role of nutrition in Arterinselerosis anO. its se,.:ualae

This broadly-based orcorcm is composed of investigator-initiated grants-
covering an army of areas all focUseit on the role of nutrition in
arteriosclerosis and its sequelpe. ;rang the tonics can be found research if
on: the effect of diet o; .blood Uptds.and lipoproteins; the

effect of
dlet on Coronary heart disease orbidity and r..ortallty; .dietary imoii-.
cations of the exacerbating efl'ccts of diabetes on arteriosclerosis a'.! its
seouelae: and eff*cts of vitamin and mineral nutrition on thralbos fermation.

Title: The arteriosclerosis SPcialized Centers of Research

This prcs;ram is concerned particdlat ,Lomponents of human and an1i7a1
diet in relationship to hynerlioidemia and td the etiology. of arterio,

.sclerosis and coronary healq.disease. Although a major emphasis of these
. studies is toestablish and characterize the basic meahanisms by which

speeific.dietary cm2onents (rats, lipids, and carbohydrates) cunt'ibdte
to vasauldr disease, several. of the Centers are involved, wholly or in
part, in studies to determine the extent to which dietary manipulaions
can prevent or modify the coOrse of risk factor develorment disease in 'humans.

-,
-:: Title: Determinants of hioh blood pressure in Children

.;

.

This investigator-initiated grant program covers a number of factors.
including eieteri components and ovegWeight, which are involved with the

.. vention of high blood pressurein children. Th r
-.

e will be orcater empoisis

etiology of hioh blood pressure in children andionsequently with the pre

On dietary aspedts of high blood pressureresearch, especially in infants,
*.children, and the obese in succeeding years..

. ..

.

Title: .infantile respiratory distress syndrome OROS).
. .

.1RDS is the single mose-fregUent cause of death
.

uring the neonatal

f\

period. Mortality'is highest ahong premature in .flts: most of these
infants die With signs of respiratory distress. A small but important
fraction of thb risk concerns maternal nutrition, (consumption of
lecithins and other prosphnli6ids). which along alit; steroid th^rarY,
iS.heion studiad A.; A !v.ins of reducino the risk of ormiture birth
aml consequent 'risk ot !RN. _____. .
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. .

r

Title: Cn,eennity:iiiiarbliedi:, Intensive Education Field Trisil for
.

Cird'ive'crirr

in this grant prorr.II, diet i5 fin imeortent cemeenent of a contineine

three cuavainity experiment desinned to deternihe whether health eJecatinn
can 'reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease. Two connunities were
sUbjectcd to externise moss media campaigns. and in one of these, individ-
ual counseling also wasnrovided to a subset of high-risk people. The
third community served as control. Residents of each community were inter-
viewed'and esamined liefore i.he coflain.hs be.jeo and at aneual interells,
thertafterto assess l:nawl.,J2e and behaVior related to cardinvhseolor
disease (e.g., diet and,smeking) and to chart physiological HSI factors,
(e.g., plat:-.-a chcleste.eal, relative blood-pressure).

Thus far, analyses cute a txe eear exeerh,.entil peried are avcilhblp.
Risk o. cardiovascular disease increased in'the control community, where,:s
in the treatment cc' nIties there was a substantial and sustaint-decrea,.e
in risk. In the experinentaAconleinity which had, in addition, face-to
faCe counseling, the initial henrovement was greater but of the end of the
second year the decrease-in rise: was similar in both treatment -com,:loniti2a.

Title: Research and 0r7onstration Center'fer Heart and Vessel Disease

A renber of nutrition education. erojeetscan be found arone the eduCatien
and dcensti'ation activities at the Center. Examples of their erojects
include: 11) a cooPelative effort with local restaurants in which nutriticos.
low cholesterol meals are designed and placed on the merues and advertise-
ment's to the oublic'abeut the heart-healthy nature of the reels'. (2) Another
project cnrolledl,OCO eaonle From the com,unity-and. tested th'atiility 3

plans tojower blocd cholesterol: a) the Mayo Clinic diet; b) the rayo
plus nutritional counseling: and c) the Mayo diet, counseling and bandvier:
modification. Plan c) was most effective, followed by plan b), followed by
ptan al.,

.

Title: The.Linid Researcn Clinics: al_Prevalence Study and b) Coronar
Primary Prevention rriai .

.

.

. ,

a) This is an internationally-based contractesunnorted studyof the
prevalende of dyslinideviaS.(lioid diseases) and their association with
diet and cardiovascular disease in'defined populations. Included in tale.-
stpdy are 10 .1inics inthe U.S., one in Canada. two in the Soviet Union and
one in Israel,:' This is the first thee fhat.6uch a large-scale multi-cehaer

collaborativenovulatien-stedy. using comearableliethodolony, has been v.ler-
taken. The large nullhers and mire defined melhodelody.aim to enhance sec:
lion of dietlry Influences on lipid transport diseases.where they exist.
There are :',r liiir.ry indications that diet in the United States is shiftier
to/lower cho esterol and salt:eared fat intake. Since c.ardiunascular elerliilY
is, drepeine j lha U.S.... this dietary chanoc nay be a contribetino factor.,

12 ,9.
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b) This trial involves mare than 3,600 men between 35 to 59 years of nee
and tests whether lnwerinn cholestergl in hyperchulesteroirmic but other-
wise healthy subjects will reduce or slow the development of premature
coronary 1nutritionalrl disease. The nutritional objectives are to achieve moderate,
lone; -term dietary interventhsrrinTatients taking cholesterol loworinn
drugs, and control groups to assess the prestudy diet and to evaluate croup
chandes in dietary intake after counseling.

.

\.

Title. Multigle Risk ractorintervention Trial.(MRF')

This 'clinical trial tests whether intervention in a group .of 12,000 men
3S to S4.yaaes--61d, who Lrc at above averaue risk of death from coronary
disease can yield a 50': reduction to mortality frtai coronary heart ddsrase.

- The intervent!cn ccr,-o!:ant of this trill is.dasinned to brine about chooses
in eating- habit's 10 atimeve a reduction-in weight and serum cholesterol: there
is also a relationship to bynertension throuoh association between weiaht cone
and sodium and potoSsium intake. The dietarinteryontion rrcoran utilizes
techniques and keutrioae of arcun dynamics and cenavior modification. Per-
ticelarly imrt,tant to this study is simultaneous evaluation of several risk.
factors. Ti- 1rition methodology used here is standardized with thes.used
in our lipid ''.earch studies to facilitate comparison among different studies

Title: The.0ypertension 2etection and Follow -un Program (dDFP)
.

The objectives of the program are to determine. the effectiverqss of ant si-
hypertensive therapy in reducing mdrbidity and mortality in a wide spectrum
of persons with elevated blood pressure in 14'communities and to provide 'a
direct measure of the prevalence, severity and current treatment status of
representative white ono black ncpulations with high blood pressure in these
14 coanunities. A further objectiv his to determine the extent of attainable
reduction of complications of hithlgbod pressure by an.organized screening
and blood pressure manage-rent program. A small but important asoect of effort:
to attain reduction of high oreSsure'arid the comolications thercoftanc:ists of-
dietary measdros to reduce-overweight:and to-control salt intake.

Title: Development of C orehensive Tables of Food Composition

The ability to cake meaningful interpretations of dietary data depends
upon the accuracy of'the available nutrient data. --The, Institute has entered
into a collaborative program with the U.S....DepOrtment of Agriculture to under-
write the acquisition of certain-nutrient data that,will,not only serve the
needs of the Institute, but also benefit the entire nutrition community,.
The Institute also supolicd funds to the Nutrient Composition Laboratory of
USDA to pursue development of automated analytic technioues for direct- analy-
ses or food and hinroved methods for collecting, rocordinn, and evaluatinn
dietary data. Current clinical trial and enideoinlogical studies.have.rroyidoi.
the opoortue;ty to develop, tost,'and refine methods for measuring nutrient
intake in populations. The aim of this activity is to yield standardi:ed

.7
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measurreent methods such as'has been achieved for other physiological
.parameters in epidemiological research-, 'Much of, this activity is housed
in a central facility established by the Institute to cede dietary recalls.
maintain the food. Obit., AAA assist with thetratning and continuing educa-tion of dieticians. t.

Title: Pilot Studies on Alteration or Diet by Behavioral Means
.

These 'studies take two forms:\ a) behavioral research designed to reveal
factors that-influence food selectionincafetrrias, sn that the prnoiare
will seleOt lee. calorie, heart-healthy diets which have good nutritive
valiJes: aed b) arrangelents with .sdlieriarket chains and fast-food chains
to make available foods for heart-healthy diets. In both instances newly-.
devised media aperoaches are heino used to attract and hold attention of
purchasing public. Mdnitorincefood perchased in cafeterias and in super-markets is done through identification of food type ors cash register tapes.
Proof"Of the effectiVeness of these behavior alteration approaches to.ne
trition education wil) Await comparison of the food eating habits several
mohths to a year after the project has been coinpleted.

IIMUTVRACRESEARCh
,

I. The re lation tt the. kvtcrtertion Of natients with scdium sersitive
41pprtensien to carciac cutout and to the adrenargicnervoos.systela.

"Salt - sensitive" Hocertersive eatients cannot excrete sodium "leads"
as reanfiy as ttose with 'rot -salt scnsitiie hyrertensien. The
increment.of retained.sodliFt713-111 a corresponding increase in blood voleres
leads to an increase in cardiac cutout as measured by echdcardicerachy and
is associated with a greeter rise of blood pressure in salt sensitive
patients. The mechanism ty which dietary,sodium influences Hoed
pressure in the two groups innot related to changes. in Plasma renin
activity cr aidosterone with salt loads, but ray be'due to that of the
response at' the autonomic nervous system to these loads; in non -salt
sensitive patients autocomic.drive" way be more-casily.lovcred by salt- ,

loads, as compardd with salt- sensitive patients in when the persisterce
of such drive contributes to the rise of blooc pressure.

The study of the iaaohrogeneus cyclic MP in patients with hyper-
.41

cailiETila end ilincrs) :riuntr,ers.
1,

In hypercalcitric patienti and normal volunteers, dietary protein
. I and acid-base content is.veried and changosreasured in calcium

and phosphorus metabolism. In addition, rentirnerroes cvclic4IMP is
measured since it reflects racid changes in parat67671 activity and
can serve as an indexpf tte entire spectrum of parathyroid.

5;

31.373 0 78 9

1

.
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roi,ary '.r.trrvntino Study.

The TICir:iAV a r. cf this stu,!, is to deleiviine whether lnweringthe
LDL in catients with orcratatre coronary artery disease and Tynr. It hill
slew. stnr; Cr rr r7r the rrenrussion cf crtrenarY outcry ditc.so. Thi
is a t t of the 1.ynoiL:,r01 in c..snecific grituv of high risk f

;

Pu-nrli-rl-rr.i.,-Aa ,nd et,;orescleresis: charecs ir vlasma lira-
prote: c. firt'-rt' 11".'!l;Cri Lv CNOICStr21-01

The puri%se of this study is%to,coi--reint the ciannesin vlasa
-linparotelhs'in .anir:Is fed d.7:olSsterollrinh .ti!,7.r. with fro ..,!ielcttent

.

or acetee atereklerusin varios aniM sl'uies. The hy,er-
lipeT.ro:eftemiajaL certain consistent features thich include thc
occurrence of tote - very lrvjcnsitv lincrrateirs, an increase in

z.ne. apecacZzt-li-Unicue lipctrocia,
thc eccomrenCe in. increased cenrelitration of a specie
=protein ',rmtvir,--rich :trrnetains) with all these cholesterol

st,!cliTaTI-ii:Tcrtant role for this
in chole.-1 reatnlisn and pa.ssibly in accelerated heart die se.

AnimAl.rneals for starry of atherosclerosis.

The ponpse cf this study is to establish the proper dietary and
/
/

e
retaWic cOnditices necessary to induce .experimental atherosclerosis

1

in various speciesphich lPV^ characteristics similar? to mail. In three
. species, nee, miniature swir.e...and Pates menhey,. this has been accc,m-
plisW. The source of dietFry at has teen found to have eitafoupd
effect b,n the tyor. dis,ributien and severity atherosclerosis..
Atherosclerosis r.rbduced by diets containing beef tallow, in additiv
to being severe, is associated with gross arterial thrombosis and

,

occlusive vascular disease. ,,
: 1 .

The rnle it hynorliveuroteinemia of a hioh-density- lipcprotein induced(
V cholesterel

Outpatiefic.normalvclunteers ate 6 eggs daily and diets high in
saturated fat. The plasma miielesterol concentration increased in .
5 subjects during the first WO weeks but had returned to pre-study[
levels.tnen the study was terminated at the end of 4 weeks. In ,

the hinh density kipqrot-lins of all subjects,- a sulifraction changed
in ye ; oped an iii-C7c.PSed content of the irninirc-rich
aparntoin etno. 1:hen the ARP content increased, the 1:111 were able
to bird to tn.I.Ts in tisst.e culture and inhibit cellular cholesterol
synthesis. 11Di. wi FfTiCo tvit,ie to h
binding nitre.

132-:
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,11:Altilt11; IN ULITRIrier:
4r ii

f,,?scrinion 'nf.nrf;oPr.:
.,

The 1:11V1 itanda.te includes tvsearchlo diseases of the heart and blond
vessels, lunr3s, and blood. IA thin hat score; research trainihe in
nutritIcn ray involve any topic i eluding, for ekirrle, .r effects aviet on glom linit,s .ana liplcre.eiinst effects en coronely heart isease
anorividi.Ly enctrortii;ity; the rel4tions:iip iei.een weight (aesity; cind ofsal t ir.tahe in the (:tiolccvsanti.trzatr...r.t of hyn,,rtri.sior.: effects cfrate-n-41 di: t en nrnro.:! rcl-irltory tV.str-:ss svraIr:...i; ff. dict; ,ffccts
of 6:et on pla.telet f.;nctilni re21";.:tke. to tloot Clot fc.,-:rizior..

.
. .

4 it

.

1.

°ft
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..Please describe and provide budgetary informatioh regarding the NHLBPs
programs involving diseases which particularly. afflict children.

Answer: Since. the enactment of the "Rational Heart, Blood Vessel, Lung and Blood
Act of 1972," theitiHtBI ;las placed greater emphasis on the treatment and

- on the study of thy initiation and progression of illnesses of the
heart, lungs and blood tieing childhood. 'Childhood is recognized as.the
crucial time when disease processes may start, and the study- of these
diseases.end their sequelae in the pediatric population is seen as
elucidating prevention and control effortS in both children and adults.

Congenital and Rheumatic Heart Diseases

!eh

CongenitA and rheumatic heart diseases are serious probleMs which
'affect both children and adults in the impairnmnt of quality of life,
and often'cause prematurE death. Eacli'year 8 out of every 1,000 tabies
arc born with congenital heart defects serious enoughto require treat-
ment. Half do not survive to their first birthday./ The program in'
congenital and-rheumatic heart disases seeks to: understand the causes
'of congenital heart disease, to improve its diagnosis and therapy, tot
assess the long -term effects of therapy, and to rehabilitate patients
with the disease; and obtain a better understanding Of the immunological
problems associated with rheumatic heart disease.

The Institute is currently supporting approximately 20 laboratories
through individual research grants and four additional groups through
program project grarts for investigations related tocongenitalheart
disease and the deylopment of the cardiovatculan system. The effort is
focusing on a number of research areas. Of particular interest is the
etiology of congenital heart diseases. In this, animal models are'being
used to

better identify causes for congenital malformations of the circulartory'
system. A number of studies are concerned with the developmental physio-
logy of the cardiovascular system. 'Studies are determining, the effect
of cariac sympathetic nerve stimulation and the use of pharmacological
agents to examine the development of peripheral vascular responsiveness.
These studies could Have significant Ivaring 'on the care andthe treat-
'ment of children with cardiac and °the diseases.

Another area of research dealing'with the adaptation and refinement of ..

diagnostic techniques used in the very young. A development of accurate
and reliable non-invasive techniques is of particular importance in the
pediatric age.grotp.

1
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4k
Research is also continuing on a surgical treatment oficongenital heart
defedts and to. evaluate existing treatment through well-defined followup.
studies. ..Refihements in surgical procedures such as hypothermia,

. .

cardiopufmonary bypass, prosthetic devices as well as the development of
new operative techniques for the more difficult lesions, continue with
emphasis on' improveinent of their use on the neonate and early infancy.
Research also continues on the' nonsurgical treatment of cardiac disease
in children including the transcathcter closure of atrial.Septal defects,
the phannacologic closure of the patent ductus arteriosis in preteimi
infants, and the study of age-related differences in response to cardio-
vascular pharmacological agents.

Several grants are concerned with the study of the pathogenesis of
rheumatic carditis. Support for this area of research involving imnuno-
logieal mechanisms is shared with the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases. Another project is studying the.epidemiology of

4preptococcal infections with the objective of improving preventive
e kens.' ,Work on the-biochemistry of diseased valVes, the structure

anf function of valves and the evaluation of patients who have had valve
repair or replacements is ongoing. In addition, there is research
concerned with-development of diagnostic techniques, with studies of

'cardiovascular physiology under various stress conditiojs, andwith
solution of problems encountered in cardiovascular surgery which are
indirectly' related to rheumatic heart diSease;

G.
Hypertension

.
.

.

In order to delineate and more fully understand the significance of hyper-
tension in childhood and.young.zdult life, the Institute solicited

'applications for.proposals in this specific area and subsequentlyawarded
16 grants for the study of the epidemiology of hypertension in the
young. Because of the enthusiastic response by highly qualified investi,
gators, it was possible forthe Institute to initiate a more effective
research program in this area. Studies stress the charanteristIts of

' blood pressure in children and the precursors .of adult hypertension:
(1) ,the relationship between physiolOgic measures and personal character- .
istics and blclod pressure; (Such relationships may help explain the
course of elevated:blood pressure as well as aid in identifying children
with elevated pressuresj (2) The role of diet in determining blood

.

pressure levels; (for example, the role of salt intake, and feeding
habits, particularly in baby Nobs has received considerable notice.but
there is still much controversy -about its importance. (3).The,extent
that cultural patterns, 'stress,. urbanization and similar factors account
for differences in bload pressure.between various subgroups ot the
population. (4) The consequences of adolescent hypertension. (5) Studies
of children of hypertusive parents,.

'While some work has been -performed indicating familiar clustering of
hypertension,' it is now known'at 4haCages clustering becomes manifest
and whether it is initiated through environmental'or genetic factors.

The Framingham Offspring Study /s studying tne children of the Framingham
Study Cohort to explore the various familial and genetic associations
between family members. ,

. ..,
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An InstituteinFtiated Task Force on Blood Pressure Control in children
: rerently-prePared guidelines for practicing physician§ and health care

providers involved in school health and Other comnunitY,programs for
t. 'children.

Arteriosclerosis and Coronarylieart DiseaSe

Specialized Centers of Research in Arteriosclerosis program supports;
(1) studies, to determifie 'the relationship between risk factors of childrch
of victims of cardiovascular, disease and the risk factors of children of
healthy persons; (2) epidemidlogical studies of both black and white
pediatric populations; (3) studies Of blood pressure and the incidence
of-hypertension\ in children; and (4) studies,on the influence of dietary'
cholesterol and\plood serum cholesterol. For example, the results of
one study indicae that there are approximately four times the number of
coronary deaths irk the relatives (ages 35 to 60) of children who had
high serum cholesterol levels.

The 'Lipid Research Clinics have,an active program dealing with lipids in
Children. .InffoiJffPrevalenee Study, data en lipid-levels from 20.000

'children provide the largest assembly of liPi6 data in this important
age group, ayes 0 to 19 of different ethnic backgrounds.

Task Force on Prevention and Treatment of Cardiovascul,ar Disease in the 'Young.

The Institute has recently undertaken the compiehensive review of heart
disease in childhood through a task force which is assessing the current
state of ln,;0"!adge in thiS area. It is anticipated that the work of the
task force w,1 result in new programs to: assess the role of genetic
factory in heart disdase; track risk factors through childhood and into
adulthood to enable individuals with increased risk to be, identified

.

and assisted as early as possible; to improve the prevention, ddteCtion
and treatment of congenital heart disease; and educate the public and
physicia ^ on both congenital and rheumatic heart disease preventign!,-,7 r"
and tree rent. This Task Force will report its findings in the summer of 1978.

ReS rato Distr.pssSYndrome
, .

.

*natal Respiratory Distress Syndrome. is thought to be caused by immaturity
.. of the ln gs, and its incidence can be correlated with the degree of

prematuri and by a low birth'weight if this is the result of premature
delivery of the infant. Since glucocorticoids increase the maturity of
lung tissue in fetal inimals, alministration of these drugs to humaa
mothers.is\being investigated. A recently initiated, randomized, double-'
blind, contftlled trial will evaluate the effectiveness of .corticosteroids
adminisi'ere. .24 to 74 .hours before birth in decreasing the incidenceoi

of HMS. Ths trial will also attempt to determine whether such therapy
has any advese short-term or long-term (up to 18 months) effects on :;-
the infant. 1.

ti
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Although thew advances are reflected in a marked reduction of infant
mortality, the important challenge for the future is to prevent NRDS, a
challenge being addressed through. fundanental investkitiuns of lung
development and the factors that delay maturity.

Cystic Fibrosis

. .

SinCe cystic fibrosis is a genetically determined disease, thereis
great interest in identifying underlying biochemical changes that can be
,the basis of early detection. One such factor--the ciliary inhibitory
factor, which is detected by its effett on ciliary action--continues to
be studied. Progress is being made in isolating and characterizing the
molecule that. produces this effect on cilia. It has been obtained in
culture from the cells of parents of cystic fibrosis patients, although
the parents bre heterozygous for thegenetic determinants of the disease.
In addition, further research is elucidating the characteristic of the
possibly abnormal mucus in cystic fibrosis patients and the factors that
cause the abnormality.

Bronchiolitis

The'effects of bronchiolitis in infancy on subsequent respiratory disease
has been examined in a group of children and adolescents. Raneomly
enrolled'in the SCOR program the subjects selected are 'non-smokers with
_a history of croup. The Study will determineAf there is an increase in
prevalence of lting function abnormalities An-adults who have a history
of acute childhoodlung diseases.

,

,.mary Diseases SCORs

Special C.,2-Ars of Research in Pediatric Pulmonary Diseases are concerned
with neo, :.spiratory distress syndrome (hyaline membrane disease) and
cystic fibrosis as well as-other obstructive lung diseases in children,
such as bronchiolitis. Research is being conducted on the etiology and
pathogenesis of these diseases as well as onassessment of. s..present mode
of management and new and innovative approaches to therapy:. Some Centers
are pursuing prospective studies of the effects of diseases in childhood '

on .chronic lung diseases in the adult.

Sickle Cell Disease

The VLSI-supports a variety ofactivities aimed at reducing the frequency,
morbidity, and mortality of sickle cell disease through research and
improved diagnosis,treatment, and education activities. These activities
comprise a coordinated program -Of: basic:'iid clinical research: Compre-
hensive SiOcle Cell Centers; Screening and Education Clinics; education
servicesand a hemoglobinopathy training progm.
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The biomedical' research program has contributed to the advancement of
our understanding of sickle cell disease through molecular, cellular,
tissue, and organ studies. We can now detect sickle cell disease in the
newborn and soon will be:,able, with the refinement of a new fetoscope,
to advance to prenatal detection. Important new research projects

-include an attempt to understand and clarify the molecular conformation
of sickle.hemoglohin and its interactions in the oxy- and deoxy-states;.
the study of cell membrane changes during sickling; the augmentation of
fetal hemoglobin in red blood cells; investigation of viscosity and flew
properties; and the role of clotting factors in the painful crisis.

Hemophilia.

Hemophilia is an inherited, life-long disease which is_extremely debili-
tating and limits median life expectancy to about 25 years. Much research

. has been done on the genetics and molecular biology of the disease. It
is now known that the hemorrhagic tendency results from the patients s
inability to synthesize the functional form of a protein essential for-
completion of the intrinsic clotting system. While improveMent in.the
clinical condi.t.ion of the hemophilia patient over the last two decades

. represents an important advance in the battle against this diScaSe, more
recent concerns relate to possible complications of hemophilia therapy.
Recently, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute co-sponsored,
with the Bureau of Biologics, Food and Drug Administration, a two-day
workshop on Unsolved Therapeutic Problems in Hemophilia.

Cooleys Anemia .

Thalassenda major (Cooleys anemia) is an inherited hemolytic anemia in
which the erythroid cells fail to synthesize normal amounts of hemoglobin.
Chronic transfusion therapy, the accepted treatment for this disorder,
results in alleviation of the anemia and the excessive erythropoiesis
but increases the iron accumulation. -

The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute currently supports research.
ender an RFA entitled "Improved Methods for the Clinical Management of
Thalasscmia". Several observations of significance have resulted from

- these fi rnded studies to date. It has been confirmed that long-tylim
parenteral iron chelation therapy with desferrioxamine .(Desferal I) can
place patients in negative iron balance. Children maintained on a
transfuSion regimen from Carly diagnosis can.live essentially normal
.lives without the physical, endocrine, and cardiac dysfunction character-
istic of the disease.
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G. Please describe and give the current status of.the drug trials supported
by-NHLBI.

. 1

Answer: Clinical trials are a major 4nd critical compookit of the NUM program.
The clinical trial provides the definitive validation step in testing
the efficacy- of preventive aud treatment regimens before they are intro-
duced into practice. They tre the vital link between clinical investiga-
tion which develops the concepts for testing through -clinical trials and
the health care systemiR which- the regimens .are applied. The Institute
investment.in clinical trials now doounts to about IS'S of its extramural
budget (over $50 million for fiscal 1977). The institute's
trials range in objective from trials of preventive regimens to trials
that compare existing treatments; and range in scope.from experiments
that mdy involve as few as 200 subjects!in.which the trial is conducted
in one or two clinical centers to trials involving more than 12,000
subjects conducted in centers across the country. Because of the large,
costs of clinical trials which clnaMount to $2,000.per patient per
year, and over $ICO million for tile entire clinical trial, it is impera-
tive that the Institute allocate its resources to problems of critical
research and health care need. To insure the appropriate allocation of
its resources, the Institute has developed a clinical trials management
process which conceives of the trial as divided into four distinct phases:
Phase 0 - Initiation; Phase 1 - Planning; Phase 2 - Recruitment and
Intervention; andPhase 3 - Analysis and Dissemination. Separating each
phase is a crucial decision point at which the Institute determines
whether to commit resources to the next phase.. The process is used to
assure that the trial is within the National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute's purview and that the scientific basis for the trial and the
potential impact of the trial.on health care and research are appropriate
for the resources required!

A number of the trials conducted by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute do ndt involve drugs in any phase of the intervention. These
trials are not included in the description below. Other trials directly
involve drugs and are included below, while still other trials involve
drugs or biologicals in an indirect way, These are so indicated in the
trial descriptions. The descriptions all represent current trials.

The following two trials are both related to drug regimens for the preven-
tion of death in patients who have had a myocardial infarction. The risk
of death is much higher for such Patients than for the general public.
Sudden cardiac deaths take between 300 and 400 thousand lives each year.
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Aspirin-Myocardial Infarction St9Ily (AMTS)

Objective: To determine whether the daily adMinitration of 1 gram of
aspirin to individuals with a docuMented mykardlal infarction will result
in a significant reduction in mortality, the intervention is.to extend
over a three-year period.

I

Current Statirsj The trial is now in Phase 2, Bec6ritment-Intervention'
Phase. Recruitment has resulted'in 4,524 pat,Onts enrolled in 30
clinical centers.

Beta-Blocker Heart Attack Trial (BHAU . I

Objective: To determine whether or not the regtlar administration of
propranolial'(a beta-blocking, agent) to people who have had at least.one
documented myocardial infarction will result in a significant reduction
in mortality from allcauses over the foljow-up. period of two year...

t .

Current Status: The trial'is currently An the planning phase (phase 1).
tiTrfractsliWe been awarded to 32 clinical centers, an CKC Center, a
central laboratory and a coordinatinqcenter. The trial design consists
of 4,200 patients in a double-blind Clinical trial, each patient to
enter with;r1 14 days after the onset of the acute eqnt. One-half of
the patients will be randomly asslgned.to propranolol- and one-half to
placebo.

The following trials are aimed at the primary prevention of cardiovascular
disease. Based on the previous identification of the critical risk factors
for developing coronary heart disease, these trials are intervening through.
drugs alone and through drugs in combination wAte,..behavioral intervention.
These trials hold the promise of validating preventive regimens that
could significantly reduce the toll of cardiovascular disease, now respon-
sible for over 50':; of the. Nation's deaths per year.

Lipid Research Clinics Coronary Primary Prevention Trial JCPPT)

Objectiye: To determine if reductinn.cf cholesterol by cholestyramine
itc.F4yTiill significantly lower tic atherosclerotic coronary heaet
disease rate in a.groap of hypercholecterolcmic, but otherwise hea'thy
men.

Current Status: The trial is now in phase 2 with 3,310 subjects in 12'
clinical centers. The total period of Intervention for each patient
is expected to last seven years until the trial completion new scheduled
for 1983.
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Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial fdr.the Prevention of Coronary
Disease

Objective: For a group of men at high risk of death from coronary heart
FTEase,this trial will assess wtither a special intervention program
to ;lower serum cholesterol, reduce blood pressure, and eliminate cigarette
smoking will result in a significant'eduction in mortality from coronary:
heart disease.

Current Status: This trial involves some 12000 male patients ages 35 to 57.
Thetr5iii-Underwayat 2.0 clinical sites across the country. Recruitment
was completed in 1976 and intervention is expected to last into 1982,

NHLBI Type Ii Coronary Intervention Study

Objective: The primary objective ofthis trial is to determine whether
Towerzing of cholesterol with cholestyramine in a population with Type II
hyperlipidemia can lead to a decreased rate of progression (a regression)
of coronary artery/disease as demonstrated by death, myocardial infarction,
or progression of disease on angiography.

'Current'Status: The trial is currently in its five-year intervention phase
WiThTiVirire,.. s expected withio three years.

Hypertension D,tection and Follow -urn Program (HDFP)

Objective: To determine the effectiveness of antillypertensive therapy in
ucing and mortality from hypertension in a .wide spectrum of

persons- with elevated blood pressure in 14 communities. Hypertension is
one of the major risk.factors for cardiovascular disease.

;Current Status: The trial iscurrently in the Intervention Phase. More
than-11,300 hypertensiveparticipants have been randomized to either
stepped care or regular care in the 14 participating centers. Stepped
Care is that mode of treatment in HOPP clinics in. which a diuretic. is
given. and additional antihypertensive agents are a'clded in a time-structured
stepwise fashion until goal blood pressUre is achieved. Referred care
represents refercal to private physicians and other community sources of
care. Of the 5,485 Stepped Care participants, 3:042 or 55.5;.:,are'currently
active and at or below goal. of the currently active Stepped Care
participants are at goal. The trial is in its foulth year of a scheduled
five-year intervention_ \

\

,The followingtrial is aimed at the critical problem f,reducing or limiting
the damage caused by a myocardial infarction once It has'occurred.

Multicenter Investigation of Limitation of Infarct Size (MTLISI

Objective:,This trial will assess the ability of two separate therapeutic
propranolol and byaluronidase, In limit the ultimate size

;

of an acute myocaruial infarction. A socoodary objective to assess
the influence of these therapies upon ventricular function and merbidity
following myocardial infatction.
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Current Status.. The trial isocurrentp in the planning phase. 'Patient
recruitment has not yet begun. in September 1977 contracts'were awarded
to three clinical centers and one data coordinatingtenter for a coor-
dinated planning. effort. .ComMitment to the trial must await analysis
of a detailed trial protocol.

The next two trials both compare medical treatment including drug manage-
ment for various coronary heart disease problems against surgical management.

/Instable Angina Pectoris Trial

Objective: The purpose of this drug trial was to compare the efficacy of
.

medical or surgical. (coronary artery bypass graft) therapy as regards
survival and quality of life in patients with unstable angina and requisite
coronary anatomy as defined by angiography."

turrent Statuu The trial is about to move. into Phase 3 (analysis and
data dsiTiWination). From 1972 through 1976, 288 patients were entered
into this randomized clinical. trial. One hundred forty-seven patients
received intensive pharmacological medical therapy and 141 comparable '.

patients underwent coronary artery bypass surgery. A preliminary analysis
of the data indicated that-patients presenting with unstable.andna may
be safely treated with careful intensive pharmacologic therapy. Those
with persistent pain maybe studiedby coronary angiography and those
patientg.with left main coronary artery obstruction, and continued

.

intractable pain, may require surgery. Otherwise, prophylactic surgery
to prevent a myocardial infarction or death is not necessary.

Coronary Artery Surgery Study (CASS)
.

Objective: The purpose of the major study of,Coronary artery surgery is
to compare surgical treatment with medical management in patients with
coronary I'lery disease, with or without stable angina pectoris:

Current Status: The trial-iis currently in the Recruitment- Intervention

-Phase.--Approximately 450/patients have bean entered-Into the trial which
has a.goal of 700 patientS. Recruitment will",continue through June 1978,
with followuplo extend for five years.

The following trial concOlis the important problem uf net,:atal respiratory.
distress syndrome which is one of the:leadin9 causewbf death and disability'
in the newborn. Cach year some50;000 cases occur. The trial involves
drug therapy to prevent the occurrence.

.

Prevention of Neonatal Respiratory_Distress S.,ndrome with Antenatal
31676.5ipaninistration

Objective: The primary objective of this trialjs to determine the effeCt
57-airlicOsteroids administered 24 to 72 hours before parturitionikon the
incidence of neonatal respiratory distress syndrome; and to determine'
whether the ther4py hat any adverse short or long -term (up to 18 months)
effects on the infant.
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Current Status: The trial is in thellecruitment-Intervention. Phase. Six
FriWilEil enters and one coordinating center are cooperating in the trial.
:Followup ill continue for eighteen months following entrance of the last .

patient in 1979. A total of 600 patients will.be enrolled.'
. . .

. .

The folloWing trial, conducted by the NHLBI, Intramural Division, is
concerned with fibrotic lung disorders which represent 15 to 207., 0,5 the
non-infectious disorders of the lungs. This chronic devastating illness
results in death. an average of four to five years after onset of symptoms.

Diffuse Fibrotic Lung Disease: A Correlative Study of the Etiologyi.
Pathophysiology and Therapy

Objective: The objective of this. trial is.to determinb the effects of
vs. cortisone in the therapy of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis.

Current Status: The trial is currently in the Intervention Phase. Thirty
Talifi have been enrolled and the trial is scheduled for completion in
1978.

The next several trials all deal with problems related to blood diseases
or blood resources, areas within the NHLBI mandate.

iron Chelation Therapy with Deferrioxamire

Objective: The objective. of this trial Is to determine the therapeutic
effect of deferrioxamine in thalassemic patients with iron-overload
caused by multiple biOod transfusions.

Current Status: This trial is currently'in the Intervention Phase.
Various iron chelators, with.an emphasis on deferrioxamine, are being
evaluated in patients at five clinical centers. The trial involves
some 1.25 patients, and will be completed in 1979.

Evaluation of Chronic Chelation Therapy for the Treatment of Transfusional
Herii-o-sideFdil-s---

Objective: This trial will evaluate the effect of iron removal by desferri-
oxamine administered chronically by intramuscular injection or continuous
subcutaneous infusion, on the organ dysfunction occurring in iron.overloaded
patients.

Current Status: The trial, which is being conducted by the Intrambral
Division OrNT11.81, is currently in the Intervention Phase. Detailed
endocrinological evaluation is performed prior to and at regular
intervals during chelation theyapy. These studieS include assessment
of pituitary function by measurement of TSH and gonadotropins after
administration of appropriate releasing factors. Cardiac function is
also assessed.
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GranuloqLhsdies uljullectiou,juyction,andTposfusiun

Objective:. The purposeof this trial. is to determine whether prophylactic
acid therapeutic use of granulocyte transfusions in patients undergoing
cheamtherapy.for leukemia will raduo.: infectious.

Currept Stapis: The trio! is being conducted at four clinical centers
olid is currently the Re'cruitmeitt-Intervenlion Phase, Protocol. design
to evaluate'the efficacy of prophylactie grahulooyix transfasions was
completed at Oa close of 1977. Vito protocol lor the Lher4eUtic trials

-has not yet bran finaliv2d. If final. Protocols are acceptlble. it is
anticipated that ?50 pdtients will be included in the stedy.

Cooppyatiye_Stlidy_of.Factor_VIII Inhibitor;

Objective: Thb primary oi:j%:ctive of this trial 'is to evall:aSe the thera--
peuticur er Factor Vi! 1, a biolocical, in pticnts with her.uphilia A..

,

Cprrent Status.: ['his trial current
ri

ly n the IleciaiLmeet-Intervention
Pho'se."."0fide wore Moir 1,300 patients entered into the ti at the 10
clinical centers, approrialAtely la: have been classified as Anhioitors
patieitts and 0 or the.:c have 1),:on treated by infusIons.of factor IX
concyate, e,aj intenoitient or mitirnous Iliad Is 01 factor VIII
conjrnitrate. The trial will continue througn 197.1.

Ip!Axrtiptien of !laternal to Infant Ivansioisslon of Pejal.i tv.yeanA
of repatitis N Lociune.G.LebuTiii

.

Glidectiy!"!:.Thit. trial will evalual' Olether.:the biological, hey:0_107:no glottal I'., with a high 1:::vel of antiLo6 against the hcpdtit:sh
suit 'ten would Wcapable nf interrupting azternal-fetal

trads,alissi:-.q of
hepatitis it virus,:the single most important roui.e of hepatitis spread

Third Would.

Current Status: The trial is in the Rr;cruitment.;InLervenlion Nast!. To
6-1.61,:ii'abs have been acceptriI into the :tsdy which is actually
being concocted in fa ;wan through a contract to thw Coaminity Wood.
Council of GrcaLer firm Yok.k". Only I hose bb is born of scribers who had
111b.Ag complment fixation Liters of IIU or greater acre induct-A in
thr!se studies. At birth, blood tors obtdivedirtha the noLhers and cord

blood free the infants. follow-up blouds were igrtained farm both UPImotiii.r and baby When !hp inhnit 4a; 1, 2, f.. rid 12 wcwIll.,; of ow..
.

that ?MI Air-ecruitti:9 lor I.'',:. unit jniil ions if a prollict:.

Answer: R;-.0.,11; 1r.S. ';,ri00 0 -011.1%*:% Ittr,t: tho:.1 cook.-no ' N.
',yen wi;" "c,r!,,,,i0, letthi in

:. ;1
runt

a ors a ;!'t 1;: inNti -7 0; 111:7.inti liar:'; 01:,;.,(25:072-

inn `..CIr;,-1;c.c.
let Hr. !,c !!..,o

, "I:1,0 70:
. , c.'0C0,10 tint' ;Ins 10 errs..k.t..
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IV. Nationallte earch Service Awards

A. What are the current shortage categories and nurplus categories of
research personnel and what is the extent of these shortages and/or,
surpluses? Specifically, what are the needs for personnel in the
fields of epidemiology, toxicology and veterinary pathology?

In its 1977 report the National Academy of Sciences Committee on
National Needs for Biomedical and Behavioral Research Personnel
.reported that it'had:attempted to identify priority fields for_special
emphatis for.research training. It'concluded, however, that in view
of the extent to which-field switching occurs (that is, individuals
trained in one field of biomedical science- then work in "another"
field) that the identification of specific fields' for priorieY\

'consideration would be extremely difficult, and perhaps unwise. The
two exceptions is this conclusion -were the fields of biomathematics/
biostitistics and. epidemiology, which they deemed to be clearly in
short supply.

With regard to the behavioral sciences, the Committee felt that there
may be a surplus in the-near futu-2e and therefore recommended a
reduction in predoctoral training programs and a shift in emphasis to '

postdoctoral training, since it believes that problems of mental
health and human development present fundamental research issues for
which postdoctoral training islikely to be necessary. .

With regard to clinical investigators, the NAS report suggests that
"the available.data substantiates the impreision of a continued strong
demand for clinical investigators and a diminishing amount of research
activity on the part of the physician population." They note that
from 1971 through 1975 the number of physicians who reported research
as their primary' activity has declined by a little more than 7% a year
while at the. same time indicators of demand for clinical investigators
continue to move-upward..

Independently of the Academy, the NIH.sampled the job market for
doctoral biomedical scientists in May 1975 and followed up the
responses in October.. The'survey ildicated that in almost all fields
requirinuresearchers with health professional doctorates (M.D.,
D.V.M., and D.D.S) these individuals were in short supply. In five
clinical fields studied in detail (anethesiology, medicine, 'neurology,
opthalmology, pediatrics) an estimated 965 scientists completed their
training and were placed in positions. However, in the October.report
an.estimated 358 openings had not yet been filled and only 17
scientists who tad completed training were still seeking jobs.

The survey auggested'that the market for Ph.D.'s wasalso
characterized by excesgallemand. In seven basic science fields studied

1 4 5
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' in detail, an estimated 'total of 540 positions was open in October of
1975 .but only_73 .individuals who-had completed - their- training -were
available to fill. them. The only field in which there seamed to be a
cicarexcess of individuals . seeking positions over the num cr of
positions available was zoology, a field not ordinarily sup .rted hi
NIH programs.

The 1975 market survey results are consistent with.data showing that
H.D.'s and Ph.D.'s preparing for research careers by taking
postdoctoral fellowships do so at some perSonnel cost. They can of
expect to recover the lost income aria' costi insured for postdoctoral
study through higher incomes earned in subsequent years. The
"economic rate of return" to such postdoctoral training was found, to
be greatly negative, for H.D.'s and nil.for Ph.D.'s.

The market survey was repeated in 1977 but the data are being analyzed
and results are 4t yet available.

The 1975 sample-'survey did not provide evidence at the fine detail
needed to judge the market situation in the fields of epidemiology,
toxicology, and veterinary, pathology. We have already noted the
conclusions of the National Academy of Sciences study that
epidemiology, at least, is a field which is in short supply.
The need for toxicologists was explored specifically in a workshop
sponsored by the National Institute of Environthental Health Sciences,
the Chemical Industry Institute of Toxicology and the Environmental
Protection Agency, held in Annapolis in 1977. That workshop estimated
that there were some 5,000 working toxicologists in the country. It
anticipated a need for 1,000 more and an annual attrition rate of
approximately 200.

We lack specific estimates for veterinary pathology. But in view of
the stimulus of legislation dealing with laboratory practices and
animal care requirements, and of expanded research efforts in
environmental medicine, toxicology, and carcinogencsis, an increased
need for veterinary pathologists may be anticipated.
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B. What is the current status of the.research and teaching job market
for biomedical -research- personnel (and specifically NRSA7rieipients if-
these data ate available)?

In its 1977 report the National AcadeMy of Sciences published the
findings of a sample survey of 1971-1975 Ph.D. recipients! The.
principal findings reported for the biomedical sciences were that 94
of the respondents held regular.full time positions or postdoctoral
appointments, and less than 2Z were unemployed and .seeking jobs.
Seventy percent were employed by educational institutionsand almost
90Z devoted at least some time to research. Approximately 20% of all
of the respondents'held postdoctoral appointments. Approximately 6t
of the individuals who had received their Ph.D. in 1971, 1972 or 1973
held .postdOctoral appointments at the time of the survey and indicated.
that they had prolonged these appointments becauseof difficulty in
finding suitable employment. Between 197 and 1974 the proportion of
graduating Ph.D.'s who accepted postdoctoral appointmentft within'a
year. after.earning their doctorate remained fairly steady, between.53.
and 56%. In 1975 the proportion jumped dramatically to 62%. Despite
the increase, however, there was no change in.the reasons given for
undertaking postdoctoral training. In each year, approximately 62Z of
those taking postdoctoral appointments indicated that.they were
seeking additional research experience, some 15% noted that they were
switching to another field of research and approximately.132 reported
inability to find suitable employment. On the basis of the data in
this survey_the NAS expresses concern about what it sees as a growing
tendency to take postdoctoral appointments and other positions which
are not considered to be on a tenure track in universities.

In the behavioral sciences the survey indicpted .that some 882 of the
respondents held full time positions, that only 32 held. postdoctoral
appdintments and that some 2r were seeking employment. Despite a
significant amount of switching between the field of training and the
field of employment, most of the recent graduates judge themselves to
be employed in positions appropriate to their training.

The NAS unemployment rate of something less than 2% may well be
largely explainable by the usual frictions in the market. The survey
undertaken by an NIH contractor/ mentioned in question A, suggests .

that demand generally exceeds supply in the job market for doctoral
biomedical scientists although there may be a few fields in which this.
is not so. 'The major difference between the NIH survey and the NAS
survey is in the interpretation of the significance of Wpostdoctoral
appointment. The NAS committee sees a progressive growth in
postdoctoral training among new. Ph.D.'s as an indication-of market
weakness, believing that these people are being foiced into .

fellowships for the lack7of better, more permanent jobs.
Alternatively one may suggest that like oche training activities the

/ added training involved in a postdoctoral api.;gintment insures a better
qualified cadre of researchers and teachers in the field.
Additionallyl in, view of the current realities of the market place it
is not entirely clear that the availability of tenure track positions
is the appropriate criterion in terms of which to assess the dernann
for biomedical and behavioral research scientists.

Specific data for NRSA recipients is not a ailable.

3I-37Y 0 -78 - 10
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C. As the old "section 301" research training programs are phaied
out, are there any research training:programs which cannot be funded
under the "section 472" NRSA authority'? Are there any.such research
training programs which can be fundediunder NRSA authority but are
otherwise inappropriate for funding under that authority because of
its service/monetary paybatk,requirements? What are the major
differences you have experienced'between administering research
training programs under section 301'and the NRSA authority? Do .you'
believe that the service payback.requirements.of section 472 are'

o discouraging young people from applying for NRSA's? Are you having
any difficulty administering the payback portions of the statute? Are..
there any changes in the provisions which you feel would improve it?
Do you believe the payback provision is necessary to assure that award.'
recipients engage in research careers upon' completion of their
training? Should Congress eliminate the payback requirement?

tV

This question includes at least five questions. -. It is presented in
its entirety heie, as given, and the individual elements are repeated
below, together with the responses.

'o As the old."section 301" research training progtams are phased
out, are there any research training programs which cannot be
funded under- the "section 472" NRSA authority? Are there any
such research training programs which can be funded under NRSA
.authority but are otherwise inappropriate for funding under that
authority because of its service/monetary payback requirements?.

Short term training (3 months or less for intensive research
experience, courses, seminars, introductory research experience or
other similar activities) was commonly supported under the otd
training authority but is exceptional under NRSA. Most of the
Institutes would like to be able to provide fog' such support, but have
reservations about doing it unier.present authorities. NHLBI has a
research developient summer program in hypertension for minority
investigators and the NICH0 supports a summer course for training in
embryology at. Woods Hole, Massachusetts. There is particUlar interest
in some of the Institutes in providing fof a research opportunity for
medical and dental'atudents in off quarters as a way of interesting
them in the long term possibilities of becoming involved in research.
The major deterrent to using the NRSA authority for such programs is
the payback requirement. The Institutes believe that since .

essentially all of the students in such programs will be supported on
a one time, short term basis, the administrative. costrof tracing them
for two or more years beyond their enrollment in these programs, for
payback purposes, would be grossly disproportionatetO the benefits.
There is an additional complication that although many of these-
students may have completed their NRSA training. they May not have

1
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completed their fundamental training in medicine, dentistry or science
within the time required for beginning payback activity.

Another situation for which NRSA is inappropriate is support for the
.mediCal student who shows aptitude 'for research'and, based on reCommenda-'

tions of his or her professors, drops out of the medical school curriculum
and spends a year in research before returning to medical-school. This
exposure to research is a very important factor .fin career detisions
after medical school is completed and has been an effective recruitment
mechanism 5pr routing highly competent indiyiduals into research. Under
NRSA, the individual who undertakes such an initial research involvement
but later does not pursue research

is obligated to repay the NRSA obliga-
tion despite the fact that he or she hasgiven up a year of income as aphysician. Although no data are available, the current authority tends
to make research training a less attractive - option particularly for, themedical student who has the option of substantial salaries In privatepractice.

ADAMHA also has reservations about
providing support for short-term

training under NRSA because of
the payback requirements.and the require-ment for support of training in specific areas of need. In addition, asmall number of projects funded
by ADAMHAunder'previous training

authority cannot be funded under NRSA since they provided combined
training for clinical and research careers. No administrative distinctionwas made between these activities

prior to the NRSA authority since theagency had an undifferentiated 3utho'rity
ircsection 303 of the Public

Health Service Act, which allowed the support of grants for such 'combinedprograms. As a result of he NRSA requirement, a clear d6FlarCainnAs_,..
now made between clinical and research training grant support. Forthose institutions which had the "old" combined programs,:separate
applications are now required.

o What are the major differences you have experienced between
administering research training programs under secuion 301 and
the NRSA authority?

The NRSA, because of it' requirement for a study by the National Academyof tSciences and by the addition of the payback provision, has requiredmuch greater emphasis on planning and coordination of training activitiesacross,both the NIH and AD\%NHA than was previously the case. 'One
immediate effect has been the concentration of attention nn the problemof improving data collection

regarding training, both on a national
level and.within the agencie,s.

The payback requirement has imposed-a major new administrative workloadon the agencies.
In'addition to the work required to' develop a system,for monitoring payback, there are administrative burdens connected withestabli:ching and maintaining payback files On all NRSA awardees. Thefull impact of the burden of tracing former awardees has not yet been

.felt because thu first major cohort of individuals supported under NRSAis just reachii,g the.point
where payback will,be required.
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Another undesirable effect of the payback requirement is that it places
NIB and ADAHHA in the now.and somewhat awkward position of "policing"
the activities of private persons who are no longer receiving Federal
funds: As noted above, the impact of this role has not yet been felt.
However, such monitoring represents a significant departure from usual
administration of extramural program's. .

In addition, the management of training programs has become more complex
and td some extent more rigid.: Some of-the flexibility which'is
indispenssblefor the most effective operation clO.training programs for
individuals has been,lost. On ona hand, the NRSA authority and its
attendant payback obligation has probably made it highly desirable that

_potential applicants be fairly sure about their intention to pursue
'research careers before they apply for support. At the sane time, the
individual with excellent potential who is not sure research is for him
or her might decide against pursuing this alternative because the payback
burden seems too onerous. In addition,-the payback obligation tends to
"lock in"'the awardees. For the majority who are successful in the 7
research setting, this is not a significant problem.. They complete
their training and go on to research and teaching.' There is, how-aver,
a small proportion of individuals who for a variety of reasons do not
fit this pattern. They may findAhey are not suited to research careers; .-
they may encounter personal or financial problems which cause them to
drop out of.the research track; it may turn out that they are mediocre
scientists and =eft- career goals change. %pew, if any, of the individuals
in thia group have large financial resources. If they have not completed
their training, they are not equipped to find a job which would qualify
as service paybaca and they cannot afford to pay back the monetary
debt. If they have completed it, they are forced to seek research or
teaching positions even if not well fitted for them. In the latter case,
public purposes are 'not, in fact,owell served.

Another problem has arisen from efforts to administer the program fairly
and uniformly. The regulations state, for example, that only full-time
training is authotixed because monitoring part-time training -in a uniform
way would be extremely burdensome, if not impossible. Yet,.this excludes,
for example, the woman who would return to research training part-time
after the birth of a child. Also, although it is a simple matter to
provide For interruption of research training for other activities,
provision for the possibility that an individual might undertake some
activity that would count as payback service in the interim has proven
-extremely difficult to administer. .

\

o Do you believe that the service payback requirements of section
.472 are discouraging young people from applying for NRSA's?

There have been some anecdotal reports that individuals have been
discourageeirom applying' for NRSA support because of payback require-
ments, but we do not yet have specific evidence which will enable us to
document whether or not payback is having a discouraging effect. --The
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number of applications tor individual fellowships has declined, but the
considerably-dengthened review cycle associated with NRSA may be a
contributing factor. The 1977 report of the National Academy of Sciences
points out that there-are-numerous-deterrents-to-the-entry-of-young------------
physicians,--in particular, into research. Social, economic and profes-
sional factors are cited which may be expected to interact in varied
ways with'Ehe payback provision, particularly for the. individual who is
considering NRSA support as a means of undertaking an initial research
experience, Iiithout being certain beforehand wet he or she wants to go
on to a full-scale research career.

The recent Internal. Revenue Service ruling that the payback requirement
provides a basis for concluding that NRSA's are taxable is relevant
also. It is not clear whether this ruling contributes to discouraging
individuals from seeking NRSA suppOrt, but it does make the awards less
attractive.

o Are you having any difficulty administering the payback portions
of the statute? Are there any changes in the provisions which
you feel Gould improve it?

The 'problem of administrating payback for short-term training programs
has already been mentioned. Certainly, providing 'for three-month
short -tern training programs not under payback would enable NIH to
reinstate these useful and important programs.

In addition, there is a major problem-associated with individuals who
discontinue training before completing it. This affects predoctorals
who do not complete the Ph.D. as well as postdoctoral health professionals
who, after a period of training, either find that they are not well
suited for research or who decide upon a change in career plans. Although
in most cases individuals do and should engage in payback, there are
some few for whom waiver should be allowed and who would currently
be ineligible because of the restrictive manner in which the waiver
provision is worded in the law. Although-no one has, as yet, applied
for a waiver, preliminary discussions have indicated a potential. problem
because of thih restrictive language. Specifically, it is suggested, in
anticipation of future problems, Ghat (1) there be a slight modification
of the language of.section 472(c)(5)(B) by deleting the word "extreme"
before the word "hardship", and (2) the Committee Provide additional.
language in its report indicating the intent of Congress that-the
Secretary be granted some flelibility in determining appropriate use of
waiver. In 'the absqnce of such clarificAtion from the Coagress, the
NIH, on the advice of General Counsel', must interpret the current
provision in a most restrictive manner. We might anticipate, for example,
the folluwIng hypothetical case: /A person In his early twenties accepted
an NRSA and entered upon his first year of graduate work in biomedical
scit.nce. After his initial year in this endeavor, he finds that he is
uns.Jited for research, either because he does not find a research career
Compatible with his nature, ur because he does not have the ability. He
drops out and perhaps takes non-research job {saying $8,000 or $9,000

1
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a year. He has a wife and two children. It woad be useful to have
some guidance from the Congress as to whether or not this situation
constitutes a hardship case. In, the absence of such clarification, and
on the plain face ,of the words in the law, we are adyised that such a

-----case-m0U/d-666:-TEEIM-Q-ouia then and itself in a most unenviable
position vis=a-vis such individual, perhaps forcing them into
bankruptcy.

Another sittation could be envisioned in which individuals could pay,
but under severe'financial burden. It would be useful to have something
in the legislative history of this provision to Indicate that the Congress
-intends to allow the Secretary the necessary flexibility to determine
the particular financial and other circumstances which might qualify an
individual to receive a waiver. Under no circumstances, of course,
would this change be used as a loophole in which to excuse large numbers
of recipients from this obligation.' However, in the case of persons
with limited Income and little savings, who theoretically could repay
but might have to do so by borrowing funds, it would be helpful to have
more evidence of. Congressional intent in the legislative history.

o Doyou believe the payback provision is necessary to assure that
award recipients engage in research careers upon completion of
their training? Should Congress eliminate the payback requirement?

The priucipal guarantees of program effectiveness are rigorous selection
and thorough training. For Ph.DPs, careers in research and teaching
represent the normal pattern, and it seeps unlikely that the payback
provision will increase-the frequency with which such careers are sought.
Thus, several years ago, the National Academy of Sciences studied N1H-
funded trainees and fellows who had received their bachelor's degrees
between 1956 and 1960 and then completed work for the Ph.D. Those on
whom information was available wereianalyzed in two groups support only
through the Ph.D. and postdbctoral support. As of 1968-1970, of those
who received only pre-Ph.D. support, 91% were involved in research or
teaching as their primary activity and 73% were working in a university
or medical school. Of those who had had postdoctoral support, 96% were
in research or teaching and 82% were in a university or medical school.
This was before NRSA and without the requirement for payback.

For the medical school graduate,,however, there is reason to believe
that the payback requirement acts as a deterrent to continued training
for some potential candidates who'are uncertain of their long-term
interest in research. On the basis of their clinical skills, M.D.'s
can receive academic appointments without specific research training- -
so they may not bother taking it. The service obligation of the NRSA
only serves to make the research training alternative even less
attractive.

We recognize the-desirability of having a device for ensuring that
public expectations for the Ust. of Federal research training dollars are
met. However, it is not,possible to make an unequivocal statement on
the extent to 'which the payback provlsicn supports that purpose.
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D. How many requests from NRSA recipients has the Department received
under section 472(c)(1)(C) of the PHSA for authorization to engage in
a "health-related activity" in lieu of engaging in the "health
research or teaching activity" re-0344.0 under other provisions of
section 477 of such Act? How mink of these requests has the
Department approved and/or rejected? Please provide the relevant
regulations, application forms, or other appropriate information.

As of January 1978, NIH has considered 13 such requests and all but 2
of them have been resolved. Most of these requests came frok
individual- who had decided for various reasons against continuing
thei- studies. For individuals who had been enrolled in Ph.D.
.7,rograms NIH has approved alternative service as technicians,
admin;strarnrs, and program analysts in health related activities. A
major prt J in the two requests still pending has been that' of
making the preliminary determination that "no iuitable research and
teaching position" is available for the individual. In an attempt to
clarify the situation far the future, a memorandum dealing with
alternative service payback was developed and distributed in August
1977 to the -, proximately 150 professional degree holders who, as of
July 1977, had completed NRSA supported training, but had not yet
completed the service requirement. A copy of the memorandum is
attached. In edition to describing the several types of alternative
service that could be undertaken by professional degree holders, the
memorandum requested that interested individuals advise the agency of
their interest and only one such response has been received. Copies
of relevant regulations and forms are also attached.

MAMMA has had five requests from former awardees for authorization to
engage in Eealth related activities in lieu of health research or
teaching. The final decision in each of these cases is still pending.

E. How many requests from NRSA recipients has the Department received
. under section 472(c)(5)(8) of the PHSA for wniver'or suspension of.
service or.monetary obEgAticns due to impossibility, .hardships, or
inequity? How many of these'requests has the Department-approved
and/or rejected? Please provide the relevant regulations,-..
applications forms, or other appropriate information.

Neither the NIH nor ADANHA has'had any requests for such a waiver.
Two obligations were cancelled by HIM and four by NIH due to the
deaths of the recipients.

\

The primary reason that there have been no requests for waiver is that
while over 2,400 recipients he now completed their NRSA training,
they have !'vu years to coMmit themselves to payback service-or
monetary repayment. In short, there is as yet., little factual
information by which to judge this aspect of the program and we, are,
thus, still at the conjecture stage (see answer to Question C),\\
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. DEPARTMENT OF AtALTK EDUCATION. AND 'AE!...FARE
ruuLicHL.%tAllnunvict:

NATIONAL iNcl 1 ;u1cs Cjr FILAL1FI
briFICUCJA. MAFIVLA0 :3014

MEMORANDUM

TO.: Indiv'duals holding health professional degrees who have
recently terminated si.pc:Irt as fellows under the National
Research :ervice Award programs (NRSA).-

FROM: Acting Research Manpower Officer, NIH
.

.

SUBJECT: Preliminary information on alternate service Ootioni. A
request for expression of interest from terminated fellows
who are considering these for payback service.

Backeiround: The regulations governing service, payback, and recovery..
7i4UTFRents of NSA programs identify post-fellowship activities of
two Main types as acceptable service (§65.110(a)(1) and (2), see
attached copy): Of these the second,.here designated :he alternative
service options, mfers to certain actions/by. the Secretary and. to
specific programs. /This memorandum provides.breliminary information
on these two subjects, and requests of individuals desiring core
detailed information as it become available, to notify this office
of their interest.

Preliminary Information:

1.. Paragraph (a'(2) refers to two actions by the Secretary, the one
a determinatior that there are no suitable.research or teaching
positions av:Ilable to the individual, the other an authorization to
engage in one 3f the alternative services described in subparagraphs
(i), (ii), and (iii). Authority for the first of these is delegated
to the awarding Institute; the determnatn will be, cede on the
individual's reprr;entation as set ft.rth:.:.n 3 letter to the Institute
Director. The letter should address the-following: the purposes in
mind-in undertqking the research training, the extent to which the
trainingontributed to these purposes, and the steps taken on
completion of treminq to seek aresearch or teaching position. or.
the -reasons for Ociding agaihst this course:- AuthoritI for the.
second action hy the secretary is delegated/to ofr.ces where authori-
BIT5iiiverning fnd:vidual service prograo;sare made: Summary
information en-thele is given below.
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'2. Sunrary information on the three alternative service options:

Service as a member of the National Health Service Corps:

This program is administered by the Bureau of Community Health Services
of the Health Services Administration. Through this program health
services are providei in geographic areas of need, and also for the

____Indian.-aeatt.h.Lerld.c2...and...for-pr-i4-,ons...--Assi9iment-s--are-f4ede-en-a-----------,---------
matching of applications from those with service obligations with
defineo Reeds. The matching process for positions to take effect
July 1,1'1978 will bejinin late September, 1977. NIN will forward
to forme. NRSA felloAs who express an interest in the alternate
service options additional program information and an application form.

Service throunh orlylte practice in his or her specialty in a geographic
area desionota,-, of mne Secretary as requiring tnat specialty:

The Health Manpower Act of 1976 effected substantive changes in the
designation of these areas. Implementation is the responsibility of
the Health Resources Administration. The first list of shortage areas
is scheduled for pu'alication this fall. AIN will forward to former
NRSA fellows who c4;.:ess an interest in the alternate serviceoptiens
additional information on the designated areas as this becomesavail&ble.

Service in his or her specialty for a health maintenance organization:

This program is loc&ted in the Bureau of Health Services of the Health
Services Administration. Primarily a grantina agency to stimulate
development of p-epaid comprehensive health he.ntenance organizations,
this agency does nit havt'a direct rol in their staffing. NIH will
forward to former NSA fellowS who explftss an interest in the alternate
service.opticns a list of HMO 's that meet the specifications referred
to in'the NRSA regulations.

..."---'..\

.

.

. '

3. The next step.foi- those interested in receiving further information
about alternate 'service options:

.

Interested individeals should forward to this office a letter of request;
the letter should include'your name, mailing address, and identifying
number of NRSA support (individual or institutional fellowship number).
A franked retim envelope is enclosed.

. 4. General

a. Inquiries: Until arrangements for formal liaison 'with the. several
HEW offices have bpon'completed; questions about these programs
should be directed to this office.

. . -
la. Tindlia: Where delayS in providing this infonation to terminated

Talows preclude timely arrangements for alternate service,
individuals may request a waiver to allow delay of starting date
beyond the two-year limit.
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ld the NRSA service payback provisions be amended to permit an
recipient to meet his or her obligation by engaging in.,"health

research activities outside traditional academic employment (upon
application to and approval by the Secretary") or comparable language?

It is the belief both of the NIH and ADAMS that health research
activities outside of traditional academic employment are presently
authorized. Research in the pharmaceutical industry.may be cited as
an example. In general, it is the nature of the research and not the
setting that covers the determination. It is clear from a review of
the needs generated.by recent legislation such as the Toxic Substances
Control Act that professional toxicolOgists will be needed to meet the
requirements of regulatory agencies and industry, as'well as those
generated in more traditional research settings. Similar concerns are

' encountered in planning for epidemiologists, statisticians and
veterinary pathologists. If'payback,for such individuals in
non-craditiona settings is perceived as presenting problems it may be
desirable that the situation be clarified in report language.

Another area in which the flexibility of the Secretary to operate the
NRSA program most efficiently could be enhanced is deletion of the
phrase "if the Secretary determines that there are no suitable health
research or teaching positions available to such individual" 'in
'subsection (c) of section 472. In a practical sense the Secretary
cannot. realistically determine that no such positions are available.
While the Congressional. intent is'clear that research or Leaching
positions are the preferred manner of payback, the practical problems
raised by this phrase in the statute are many and seem unnecessary in
view of the fact that past recipients do go into research or teaching
after their training. P

a
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,C. Has there been a decline in the number of physicians and other
clinical. investigators who apply, for4Zesearch training support under

' the NRSA authority? Has there been a decline in the number of
.professional graduates who apply for such support? If so, what. is the
extent of this decline and to what factors do you attribute this
decline?

Yes, there has been a decline which is summarized in the attached
table. The decline started before the enactment of NRSA, but has been
accentuated since then. Between--1970- and _1974; -the

was enacted, the total number of trainees in NIH funded research"
training programs declined by 20Z, the total number of postdoctorals
declined by 13Z, bfit the total number of trainees with health
professional degreeee, most of whom are M.D.'s,-declined by 262.
Between 1974.and 1976, the last year for which complete data are
available, the total number of trainees went down by 24Z, all
postdoctorals went down by the same amount, but health professionals
went down by 46Z. The same data can be put in another way. In 1970,
health professionals, again, largely M.D.'s, represented 27Z of all
trainees and 66Z of al7i. postdoctorals. By 1976 they accounted for
only 182 of all trainees and only 40% of the postdoctorals. In 1977
it is estimated that this decline continued.

The decline is not limited to individuals in training. In 1966 over
1,000 new principal investigators received NIB awards. Of this total,
471 were M.D.'s and represented 44Z of the total. In 1975 the total
number of new prineipsl-investigatora was a little less than 1,400,
but only 310 of them were A.D.'s, approximately 23Z of the total.

These changes represent the-outcome of numerous interacting causes,
smong'which the following appear to be most important:

o The Medical curriculum no longer includes intensive
laboratory courses;

o the pace of scientific research is rapid, making the
combination of research experience with clinical training a
difficult onl,;

o the uninterrupted three-year period of clinical experience
characteristic of resident training constitutes a serious
interruption to development of research capability;

o research training stipends are lower than most resident
salaries;

o the payback requirement is a serious deterrent to the
individual who has not yet had his initial research
experience;

o support for research training has been unstable for the past
several years;

o the combination of research and patient care roles, has becoMe
A increasingly difficult for the individual to sustain.
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M.D.'s in RIM Research Training:. Programs

1970-1977

I/Year
. No. nf,,

M.D.1.1-.".

2 of Total
.Trainees

2 of Total
Postdoetnral::

.
.

1.97q 4,772
.

27. 66

1971 4,631 26 61
...._ _

.

_

1972 % 4,466 . 27 60.

1973 :3,612 29 66

1974 34522 25, .56

1975 2,790 22 48

.1976--
3/

1,915 18 40

.1977 (est.) P 1,700 16. 33

Ratio: 1977/1970 .36

1/ Funded in FY shown. Majority in. training the following year.

2/ Includes all health professional

3/ Not includin the Transition Quarter.

Source: /MC
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IV.H. Should individual NRSA's continue to be required to be approved
by the National Advisory board or council of the Institute
which supports it?

I No. Individual NRSA's are adequately reviewed, first at the institutional
level, then by initial review gfoups at the NIH. and then by NIH staff.
Further review by council increases the delay between time'ofopplication
and funding without adding corresponding value.

... \.

sere ces research tra ning, supported by tht-Natimna17-------
Center for Health Services Research, be funded through the MESA
authority just as biomedical, behavioral.and nurse research
training is? Should all other research training programs of the\
Department be funded.under, the NRSA authority?

Health services research training and other research training programs
of the Department are adequately controlled and operated without use
of NRSA authority, and we see no particular benefits to be gained by
putting them under NRSA authority.

It is difficult to-administer the present authorization because of the
split between NIH, ADAMIIA, and HRA (for nurse research training). If
additional orgalizations are entitled to the same authorizations, with
the same internal requirements for individual fellowships, the possi-
bilitied of inadvertent error increase substantial*.

If other organizations are added, it would be important to specify
authorizations for each separately in order to minimize the possibility
of such prrors.

IV.J. Can section 473 of the PHSA be interpreted to authorize the
Secretary to arrange for research training reports on specific
Matters in addition to the more comprehensive report of NAS
which is'being prepared annually under that section? If not,

should section 473 be amended to specifically authorize the
Secretary to arrange for reports by the National Academy of
Sciences or other entity on specific research training matters
periodically, in addition to the more comprehensive report
presently required under that section?

The Secretary and other PHS officials have authority to arrange for
research training reports that is not dependent on section 473 of the
PHS Act. A contract with the NAS to study career patterns of bio
scientists was completed two years ago, and further studies can be
mounted as needed.
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Inforiation requested:by Congressman Rogers, Chairman, Subcommittee on Health
and the Environment of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce

IMPACT

When the Division of Nursing was included in the NRSA Research Training Program,
authorized by Section 472 cf the Public Health Service Act in FY 1977, it picked
up the momentum of the previously existing Spedial Nurse Research Fellowship
Program. This hid been a highly active program which 'contributed in a major we
to the nation's pool of nurse researchers, and the presently active NDSA
fellowship program can be expected to have a dramatic impact on the pool of
nurse research personnel in the future. The program is.the major source of
research training funds for nurse researchers, of Which there are presently

0
aKcaLlunrdOWS= nbt=tiF ffraft-other---

types of research training. It is estimated that there are 50 to 100 new nurse
doctorates annually. Since up to 40 NRSA fellows are in terminal phases of
their doctoral education, it is estimated that the program an contribute a
third to one -half of the annual number of.nurse doctorates.

Relevant to the question of the program's impact on manpower needs and supply is
a recently approved research project submitted by a national nursing
professional association entitled "Nurse Doctorates: A National Information
System/Model." Since one of the major purposes of this proposal is to develop a
computerized information system as a basis for program decisions, manpower
projections, simulation studies, and improved talent utilitation, the project
can be expected to generate much needed data in the future. The Division of
Nursing considers this to be a project of high programmatic relevance.

APPL/CATIONS'...TIEWEN AND AWARDS MADE

To date,. over 3,400 requests for information have been responded t9 by the
Division of Nursing, and 227 National:Research Service Awarde fellowship
applications have been reviewed since the inception of the program at the start
of FY 1977. Announcement has been made of the Division's new inatitutional
award program to support research training in such areas as parenting, aging,.
and aspects of stress, pain, and chronic Ulnae'. To date, 120 individual
fellowships have been awarded by the Division of Nursing under the NRSA program,
as well as 3 institutional awards which will support an additional 7 trainees.
(See tables 1 and 2.) Midway tfiregh the 1978 fiscal year, 84 individual
fellowship applications have been reviewed, and another 51 are pending peer
review.

BUDGETARY DATA

In FY 1977, an appropriation of $1,000,000
was provided to support 91 new NRSA

fellowships and 3 NRSA institutional grants. In addition,.3 continuation awards
were made to fellows under the old special nurse research fellowship program.

4

1,6 0
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Congressman Rogers

An appropriation of 41,000,000 was again provided for the research training
program in FY 1978. Thus far, 29 new NRSA fellowships and 25 continuation
fellowships have been awarded. .

THE NURSING RESEARCH AND EDUCATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE ( NREAC)

The NREAC, which is the chartered peer review study group, charged with the
scientific review of research project grant and NRSA research fellowship
applications, is in the process of being terminated in response to the
President's directive to reduce the number of advisory bodies.

r

ngTrue
biological and ...ehavioral sciences, and other specializeil areas of health
related research which come within the jurisdiction of this Committee, such as
administration and education." Specifically, the Committee 'is composed of'9
nurse scientists with expertise in anthropology, sociology, physiology, nursing
education, public health, primary nursing, and field research, and 5 other
scientists with expertise in medicine., statistics., psychometrica,psychology,
and manpower research.

The function of the NREAC is to advise the Secretary thropgh the Director.
Division of, Nursing, Bureau of Health Manpower, on all matters relating to
Nursing Research and Research Training, including the scientific and technical
or educational merit of research project grant proposals, and the
qualifications and experience of NRSA fellowship applicants.

In Fl 1977, the NREAC reviewed 89 research projectbgrant applications, 143 NRSA
individual fellowship applications, and 4 institutional fellowship
applications, at a total cost of $21,787,572.

We are aware of the importance of peer review and the Subcommittee on Health
and the Environment can be assured that some mechanism will be provided within
HRA to ensurethat nursing research and research training grant applications
are reviewed by a group with the requis?te nursing and related scientific
expertise, prior to review by the National Advisory Council on Nurse Training.

.

We propose to develop areview group of nurse scientists that will include
multidisciplinary competbncies. It is important that there be one peer review
group with primary responsibility for these programs of nursing research and
nursing research training administered by the Division of Nursing.
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Fields of Study of Approved Fellowship Applications
in.FY 1977 and FY 1978 IthrOugh January-1978 Council)

Biomedicat'Sciences Number Enrolled

Anatomy 1
Physiology

5*
Epidemiblogy 3

a
---Ifa5oral Sciences

Anthropoldgy 10
Behavioral. Sciences 1
Communication Sciendeur 3
Educational Psychology . 12
Psychology -- 5
Sociology 10

Clinical Sciences

Nursing

Health Services Research

Health Services Administration
Health Services

Other

32*

2

2

Education
24 ..

Family Studies
2

Health Behavior 1*
Hygiene and Public Health 2
Organization and Policy Studies 2
Public Administration

'1
Social and Preventive Medicine 1
Arts and Science

1

* Includes 1 postdoctoral.

Source: Division of Nursing
Nursing gesearch Branch
Research Training Section, Unpublished Data
April 6, 1978

*%.

e.
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TANI. 2'

Disciplines of Active Fellows Showing
Numbers' and. Proportions of Applicants Enrolled in the Disciplines

Disciplines* No. Enrolled Proportion

Behavioral Sciences 41. 34Z

Other:
Education 24 20
Family Studies, 'Health Behavior,
Hygiene, Policy, Preventive Medicine,
Arts and Science. 9 8

Biomedical Sciences 9 8

Health Services Research 4 3

Total
4'

119 100%

*As designated by the National Academy of Science in its 1977 report.
o

4.

.44

16

313373 O. 78 - II
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NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

Question V. A.

At the National Institutes'of Health, nutrition-related research

and other activities are coordinated through the Nutrition Coordinating

Committee (NCC).

The NCC carries out its authorities directly under and is advisory

to the Director, NIB. The members of the NCC consist of representatives

from the 11 Institutes and two divisions, all of which suPportresearch

in nutrition. The following are represented:

Division of Research Resources

Division of Research Services

National Cancer Institute

National Eye Institute

National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

National Institute on Aging

T

y ational Institute of Allergi and Infectious Diseases

National Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism, and Digestive
Diseases

National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
1

National Institute of Dentaif Research

National Institute of Envir nmental Health Sciences

National Institute of CeSe al Medical Sciences

National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders
and Stroke
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NCC liaison Members consist of the following NIH representatives:

Clinical Center

Division of Computer Research and Technology

Division of Legislative Analysis, Office of the Director__

Division of Research Grants

Fogarty International Center

National Library of Medicine

Office of Communications, Office of the Director

The following agencies outside the NIH have liaison members on the

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

National Institute of Mental Health

Nationtl Center for Health Statistics
.

Center for Disease Control

In addition to the ahove members, liaison is maintained with the

Office of the.Assistant Secretary for,Health. and with the Office of

Science and Technology Policy.

Since DREW established-a Nutrition-Coordinating-COmMittee at the

Department level last month, the chairman of the NIH Nutrition

Coordinating Committee is a member of the Department's Committee. Thus
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coordination is assured within the National Institutes of Health, the

Department of Health, Iducation and Welfare and with the Office of

Science and Technology Policy.

Activities of the NIH/NCC

The NIH Nutrition Coordinating

following major activities:

Committee is involved in the

,

Reviews. and comments on the plans, execution, and results of

pertinent B/I/D teiearch efforts relating to nutrition in order

to develop an annual Nutrition Program of Biomedical Reenarch

at NIH.

Proccases.and responds to incoming requests for nutrition

information from the DREW and other federal agencies, the

executive branch of the government, the Congress, and outside

institutions.

Maintains up-to-date information on funding and on intramural

and extramural research and training activities in nutrition.

Develops and monitors means for improving coordination of these

activities.

1
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Functions of the NIH/NCC

Within the scov. the major activities described above, the NCC

hat several specific functions.

The NCC has prepared two parts ylarly important items: a definition

of nut4inion research at the NIL, and a policy statement for research

and 'training in nutrition at NIH.

:An information exchange mechanism has beeu established by the

Committee, whereby each B /l /D representative presents to the membership

\any new plans,activities, conferences, and workshops that are nutrition

related. Future workshops and conferences are discussed to ensure full

'participation of all relevant Institutes; when many Institutes are

involved, the NCC may sponsor or co-sponsor such workshops 'or conferences.

Throu0 the information exchange mechanism, the NCC is able to identify

areas of collaboration for further research. The NCC inforis the NIH

nutrition community of all meetings, both with:.a and outside NIH, that

are nootetned with nutrition. The Committee also reviews and comments

on nutrition- related reports generated by the NIH and by other federal

and nonfedetu. agencies.

The NCC has ..so developed mechanisms for receiving, reviewing, and

distributing information on proposed legislation affecting nutrition

policy. The Committee e,evelops guidelines for use in the development of.

proposed 'egislafion.

'.The NCC etc.: as a ijcal point for.the disseminatirn of information

for the purpose of public education in nutrition, health, and disease.

The Committee-also assists coordicuting R/I/D efforts in education.

An additional important function of ICC is the development of

an improvvd data retrieval system for research and training in nutrition.

This system will involve Web intramural and extras...cal NIH projects.

Recently the NCC has been in the process of developing j:int pro

(
,ram

announcements in areai of common interest to the institutes., These WI .1

eventually be developed as RFA& .1.,d RFPs.
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V.S. How are testing programs for toxicity, carcinogenicity,

mutagenicity, teracogenicity and other harmful effects of
substances coordinated within the National Institutes of
Health, within the Department, and with other public agencies?

As indicated in the answer to a previous question, the Department is

currently reviewing the entire range of its toxicology testing programs

to determine the most appropriate way to organize for-the conduct of

these activities. Clearly, whatever arrangement is selected, one of the

Department's goals is to strengthen the coordination of these programs.

Currently there are :a variety of formal coordinating mechanisms in place:

A start has been made, under auspices of the Council on Environmental /'

Quality, the Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group, NCI's*National

Clearinghouse on Environmental Carcinogens, and HEW's Committee to

Coordinate Toxicology and Related Programs, to improve coordination of

chemical testing programs. The Coordination takes the form of con-

sultations within these groups; as well as among staffs of the several

concerned agencies, at several stages ranging from program planning,

through chemical selection, and to reporting test results. Steps are

being taken now to improye coordination, however, since at present the

1
mandates of the agencies involved are relatively. narrow. For example,

NCI conducts tests to identify carcinogens; the National Institute of

Environmental Health Sciences develops tests for mutagenesis and other

toxic effects; FDA's National Center for Toxicological Research tests

food additives and drugs and develops new tests systems; EPA and OSHA

and\other regulatory agencies conduct broad scale tests for a variety

of regulatory purposes. HEW is in the process now of thoroughly

examining the contents of these programs with an eye to consolidating

and improving interactions among them. We will-keep the Committee

informed of our progress.
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V.C. What are the Departmene.s views respecting a statutory .

requirement that the. Secretary (possibly) through NUBS) conduct or
contract for testing or other evaluation of the toxicity, carcino-
genicity, teratogenicity, mut:gcnicity or other harmful effects of
substances, upon the request of the head of any. other appropriate
entity'of the Executive Branch of the U.S. Government, on a reim-
bursable basis for the full cost of conducting or contracting for
such testing'or evaluation?

As indicated in-the.answer to a similar question directed to Ka, the

Department .is currently reviewing its several activities in chemical

toxicology testing and considering options for organizational consoli-

dation or coordination. It has not yet been determined whether the

resulting changes will accommodate a statutory role in chemical toxi-:

cology testing like that. envisioned in the question.

Since the Department's capacity to conduct testing will be limited,

even with a new arrangement for testing of chemicals,. an absol-ute

requirement to respond to all requests would be undesirable.

V.D. Should the law be amended to require that all testing of substances
for toxicity, mutagenicity, carcinogenicity, etc., which is financed
by Federal funds, conform to such protocols as the Secretary shall
establish by regulation, except such testing which the Secretary
may exempt for certain research and other purposes?

In general, we believe that the Government should establish standards for

test protocols to be followed, except in those instances where research

needs dictate a specific protocol. Dictating the protocol itself may

result in satisfying the requirements of the protocol; but may fail to

produce the data necessary to demonstrate safety or hazard. For this

reason statutory provision would be undesirable.

The responsibility for the establishment of standards for testing in

certain cases is currently assigned to the Administrator of EPA by the

Toxic Substances Control.Act.

to
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V.E. Do you think that a national data bank should be established.
which could include an individuas medical history, demographic
and occupational data and death certificates for deceaSed
indivicalals in order to facilitate epidemiological studies?
If so, should this be housed in and administered by NIH? The

National Center fur Health Statistics? Elsewhere? Would a
feasibility study be desirable as a first step?

The National Cancer Institute has, for at least a decade, promoted the

development of a data fileuhLth would permit immediate ascertainment

ol the fact, date and place of an individual's death. ;Such a file

would permit implementation of effective epidemiologic studies designed.

to ascertain the fact of excess death's among specific occupational or.

other high-risk groups.

In an effc,zt to be. responsive to Federal constraints regarding development

of'additional data files (and referencing-existing data files) which

might have the potential for invasion of personal privacy, the National

Cancer InstitUte has taken the, position that any such data fEe need

not include individual medical histories, occupational data or cause

of death. Such information can be ascertained when needed by securing

a copy of the individual's death certificate filed in the locale of

the individual's death.

Plans are now underway to establish a National Death Index, to be

administered by the National Center for Health Statistics. An Inter-

agency Workgroup, Comprised of representatives of NIH, NC.HS, and others,

has been meeting towork out the details for such an endeavor. The

planned opbrational deadline for the Index is January 1,1979, and the

system hould be ready to receive requests by January.1981. The Index

will provide information on deaths in the country to bona fide

epidemiologists, or other researchers, both within the Fderal

Government and academia. Prior to the Index, collection of data on

death was diIficult,, time-consuming, and costly, unless the State

where each death occurred was known.

When operational, the Index will contain certain identifiers to enable

the researcher to lOcate death certificates. Information in the Index'

will Include:. name, Social Security number, date of death, death

certlficate'numbr, age at death, place of death, date and place of

birth, sex, parents' names, descendant's maiden name, marital status,

and place of residencp at time of Lath and locale where dea.th :

certificate i5 filed.
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Mr. _MACKTIRE. Does -anyone else have any comments before we
break up this panel?

[No response.)
Mr. MAGUIRE. Thank you .very much.
Dr. FREDRICKSON. Thank you. . a

Mr. MAGUIRE. The next .panel is composed of Dr. Irving J. Sell-
koff, M.D., 'director- of the Environmental Sciences Laboratory,

-Mount 'Sinai .School of Medicine and Dr. Joseph H.. Highland,
chairman of the toxic chemicals program, Environmental- Defense
Fund..

Gentlemen which one of you would like to go first? Dr. Selikoff ?

:SATEMENTS or. IRVING Z. SELIKOFF, M.D., DIRECTOR, ENVIRON-
.MENTAL SCIENCES LABORATORY, MOUNT SINAI SCHOOL OF

MEDICINE, CITY way ERSITY. OF NEW YORK, AND .TOSF211 IL
HIGHLAND, PH. D., CHAIRMAN, TOXIC CHEMICALS PROGRAM,
ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND

Dr.- SELIKOFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Maguire:
I appreciate the opportunity of being here with you. I have just

come froth another meeting, of the International Chemical Workers
Union, and they have asked meMr. Frank Martino their president- -
to extend to you their best wishes for a very fruitful consideration
of what they conceive as their problem, as.part of the overall prOb-
lem of cancer. It is because of this very recent intimacy that I would
like to spend a/ few moments stressing my evaluation of two very
important questions that might be considered by your committee in
its analysis/off the renewal of the National Cancer Act..

I refer to .the importance of prevention, and the potential for such
renewal,and orientation, shall I say reorientation, on the part. of
National Cancer Institute in this regard. .-

In the past 10 to 15 years, considerable progress has been inze.f-e
in no small part due to -the activities of our Congress, for exanw'tz.,
in 'estalplishing the National Institute of Environmental He9.10-:,_
ences 10 years ago, and in the markedly increased support
research in our .country. As .a result, we have begun to
causes of cancer in our population., There is hardly a year nc:,..kr thot
goes by that this list is not being considerably lengthened, .:=.).d
have reason therefore to . hope that w will, within our Fzticrtee,
identify those things that are causing cancer among us, to ..41
that, have the opportunity to prevent such disease.

I would urge you then to continue and to emphasize in the
ties of the National .Canccr Institute the work that is now nu:
to further identify the. causes of human cancer, -most of them bang..
clearly in the environment. Even those for wiAch causes are 24.0,
known breast cancer, colon cancer, stomach canc;,r..prostate cancer
there is enough information to indicate that thes,, ',Guises, too, will
be found to be environmnital.

. We have the tools l'oow to be able to do this. We know how to
examine the experience of rturian populations. Our bitter experience .

with cigarette smoking has taught us that. OtiV bitter experience
with asbestos has taught us that, and our experience with bencidine,
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ito
betunaplitalamine, arsenic, nickel, cadmium, and so forth have sltowi,
us. how to find the links between exposure to these agents and human
carper.
. Second, we have begun to learn how to evaluate and analy7s;

experiences to do the same thing. =

With these tools .in. hand, it would be. I suggest, an in:No,.:;.,lete
acceptance of our respOnsibility if we do not use them to now a Sa x the
remaining causes for human cancer: why one woman will dJ.-srelop
breast cancer and not another; why one man will .develcr, colon
cancer and-not another.

The second aspect of prevention that is before us itne, again,
feasible reflects a different opportunity. The first will hopefOtylhelp
us avoid exposure:in the future. The' second will assist us making
amends for our ignorance and inattention of the past.

I refer to the fact that as we have identified causes of (:tincer,
whether it .is' asbestos, or chromium, or bischloomethyl ether, or
chromates, or whatever, we have -simultaneously identifie large
groups of people who have been exposed to them. Thesz, groT;ps then
are at high risk of developing cancer in the future. The L' *Nips of
people who smoke three packs per day, the groups r-eoriht who
work in shipyards and were exposed to asbestos, the grro,lis of people
who used benzidine and betanapic.thylamine in the trianufactt:re of
aniline dyes, the groups of people who, when making plastic=, were
exposed to vinyl' chloride, acrylanitriI. and .vinylidine
people who used solvents that contained benzine, these grouo,
will_ have important increased. risk of cancer in the future.

There are two things we can do. Either we Can stand by and kE,;score, sort of biolgical bookkeepers, in a sense, or we can try. to
intervene. We know who ,these people are. The potential for sirr:re11-
lant,e, the potential for early diagnosis, the potential for early treat-
ment is now afforded us. Indeea,. there is even the potential. i:vn a
research basis, r learning how to make preclinical ;:tiagnre: a.nd
ultimately to look to preclinical treatment.

I would urge that the National Cancer Institute l =..s.kefi to review
its programs that will be devoted to such prevention:. t:). learn how
to maintain and establish surveillance of high:^ :4k groups, how,
in other Words, to save lives among those who 'P.=.ve already been
exposed in the past,

As a supplement to both of these areas of considerable potential,
I would urge, too, that the rational Cancer Institute review how it
might make its considerable resources, scientific, intellectual, admin-
istrative, financial,. aNailable to those communitytrade.unions, industry, other groupswho are initiaOng examination of

. suspect problems, problemsthat they are beglimina, to look ta. Very
often there is now nowhere to turn.

When a gronp. of workers, when an industry- or, other groups in
the community meet these potential problems, they do not know how
and where, to P.itiVe an appropriate evaluation I need only
rernilid vou,-M.. Maguire, of the unhappy sitiiati.!41 in Michigan
where, from 1974 to 1976, there was nowhere for th2. dairy farmers
to turn to see whether this problem might include a cancer risk in
the future for them, nor in.fact do the 9 million people in Michigan
have such opportunity.
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I would urge, therefore, that the resources of the National Cancer
Institute 'be made more intimately and openly available to the many
groups in our country who are more and more approaching these
problem hank you Very much for the opportunity of reviewing
these p spectives with you.

lI LicarinE. ,Tliank you.
Dr. Highland?

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH H. HIGHLAND, PH. D.

Dr. HIGHLAND. Yes, thank you, Mr. Maguire.
Members of the committee, I am Dx. Joseph Highland, chairman

of the toxic cheitical program of the Environindntal Defense Fund.
EDF is a nonprofit; public interest group with over 45,000 members
that has long advocated elimination of unnecessary human exposure
to toxic chemicals. Before joining the EDF staff, I was a staff fellow
at the National. Cancer Institute. Currently, I serve as one Of two
public interest representatives to the NCI, as a member of the
National Clearinghouse on Chemical Carcinogenesis: It is a pleasure
to have this opportunity to discuss briefly the issue of emphasis that
should be taken:to solve the cancer problem.

I will limit-my remarks, because you have already discussed today
in previous testimony the knowledge we' have in terms of our
latest understanding that 80 to 90 percent of all cancers are environ-
mentally caused. You also realize the extreme importance of this
disease and the near epidemic proportions it has already reached.
Each, day, an estimated. 1,000 men, women, and children will die of
cancer: It has been our increased understanding of the environmental
nature of this disease, coupled with our knowledge that cure rates
for cancer, except in rare cases, have increased only slightly over
the past decade, that has led us to heavily stress the need for cancer
prevention. _

Once causative agents of diseases are identified, it is onlya logical
step to seek their elimination. P.avention of disease rather than cure
has historically always been our approach:

In some cases, we have acted wisely, unfortunately, after tragedy.
Occupational 'xposure to vinyl chloride has been greatly reduced,
thus,. reducing human risk, so, too, has exposure to several other
recognized occupational carcinogens, such as asbestos and bischloro-
ethyeL ether, but our general efforts to limit or eliminate human in-
voluntary exposure.to chemical carcinogens in our environment have
been inadequate and painfully slow in coming.

_

Effective action under section 112 of -the Clean Air Act, section
307(a) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, or the general
provision of the Safe Drinking Water Act have been extremely.
limited. The Environmental Protection Agency as the responsible
Federal regulatory agency has moved only when confronted with
legal action or extreme public, pressure. Likewise, the Food and
Drug Administration has used the Delaney amendment less than a
handful of tiipes to protect the public from the addition of known
carcinogens into our food supply.

The Consumer Products Safety. Commission fares no better, and
the risk of chronic hazards such as cancer from the use of a variety
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of consumer products remains unregulated. In some cases, the neces-
sary and proper regulatory authority has not even been granted by
Congress. An example is in the area of cosmetic safety. Today, cos-
metics continue to enter the marketplace without any requirement

-that they be premarket, tested for safety. The 'American people are
thus exposed to thousands of cosmetic ingredients about which wehave little if any health effects information.

Why has regulatory action been so slow? Often, regulation has
hinged upon the availability of scientific data. Many times the data .

necessary for regulation has resulted from experiments performed
under the bioassay program at the NCI, but years of delay in finish-
ing experiments have caused intolerable delays in the publication
of vital scientific' findings. These delays are indicative of a failure
to emphasize cancer prevention at the NCI, and these delays have
been costly.

For example, the CPSC did not act to ban use of the flame re-
tardant ".Tres" until the results of the NCI bioassay on "Tris" were
made publicly available. Likewise, FDA action to warn consumersof the risks posed, by the use of certain hair dye products was linked
to the publication of the NCI bioassay report on 2,4-diaminoaltisole
sulfate, and EPA's effort to curtail the discharge of two hazardous
pesticides, endrin_ and toxaphene, into the Nation's waterways
would have been vastly altered if the bioassay data on these two
chemicals had been available at the time of the regulatory action.

I cannot stress enough how vitally important it is that a clear and
definitive emphasis on cancer prevention rather than cancer cure
become the primary objective of the NCI. In a time of limited re-
sources, more emphasis must be placed on truly preventive action.
Better cc-Tdination is clearly needed, and even greater efforts inthe area of human epidemiological studies must be undertaken.

This is not to suggest that efforts in basic research are useless. To
the contrary, they will be vitally important to our ultimate under-
standing of the nature of the caremogenic process, but the past
emphasis on cancer cure rather than the prevention has meant that
much work vitally needed for effective prevention has remained
undone. Not enough money has been appropriated for long -term
bioassay testing of potential carcinogens. Currently, only 50 to 60
new chemicals a year can be tested because of limited resources.Mr. Amu°. Doctor,. on that one point, are you familiar with
OSHA's relatively new initiative of attempting to classify these?
Do you see that as a way of addressing this problem, shortage of
resources ?
_Dr. HIGHLAND. I see it as an attempt by a regulatory. agency to

address the problem of regulation, but .the basis of regulation that
OSHA is proposing is one based upon the, type of data they have to
go with, and what I am trying to say here is that in many cases we
have failed to have proper regulation because the data has not been
generated, so when OSHA says it has one animal long-term bioassay,
report and one short-term test or two animal bioassays, it will take
the following regulatory step, part of the question is, where will it
get that data, and are some of those tests now being performed by
NCI, or have they been performed in the past, and have we seen a
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lack of rapidity in getting out information n\eiessary for regula -.
tion? That is the emphasis of the point here,

Efforts to develop Short-terin screening tests such as the Ames
mutagenicity assay have been underemphasized and consequently
underfunded. The use of short-term mutagenicity data will be criti-
cal to the policy. To date. there has been a trial] effort at theNCI
start to use that screening test, to start to validate it better, but that
effort liP.s been underfunded. It is sort of a low priority. and it nee&
a lot more priority and a lot more emphasis. This condition should
not be allowed to continue.

It is critically important that you realize that the decisions you
make today are critical to the lives our children will lead- tomorrow.
To. date. we have acted too slowly, and without sufficient concern.
As a result, human exposure to hazardous chemicals has greatly
increased over the last decade, and is now occurring at an earlier
age and to a greater extent than ever before.

Children in utero are being exposed to carcinogepic pesticides and
industrial chemicals. Many of these same el:rmicals contaminate
human breast milk. The levels of these chemical tontaniinants is so
high that if cow's milk were as contaminated as the average woman's
breast milk in this country, it could not be sold in interstate.
commerce.

.

We are forced in many cases to conclude that .the risks of breast-
feeding may now outweigh the benefits. As an example, in the first
year of life the average nursing infant whose mother's milk is con-
taminated with PCB's, the chemical you asked about before, that
infant will ingest what you or I would ingest in a decade of life,
but still the Environmental Protection Agency has not gone forth
as required to properly take care of that issue,- and that same child
will be ingesting.PCB's at a dose approximately 100 times that of
an adult, on a weight basis.

The statement that cancer is an environmentally caused disease
is often misrepresented to mean ,that cancer incidence reflects ex-
posue of manmade chemicals only. This is clearly not the case.
Factors such as sunlight, natural radiation, diet, and smoking are
clearly included, but it is likewise important to remember the con-
clusions of a Presidential Science Advisory Committee which in
1973 concluded that:

Cancer incitemenst by so far unrecognized chemicals combine to form a
threat to health that may well be of at least the same general size as the three
major threats just described [i.e., cigarette smoking, alcohol abuse, and choice
of dietary composition]. These chemicals may be natural or synthetic.

Moreover, I would suggest to you that the full impact of human
exposure to chemical carcinogens has not yet been felt, and may not
be felt for another 5 to 15 years; and this, I think, goes particularly
to Mr. Maguire's concern of the synthetic chemicals being released
into our environment. To illustrate this point, I ask you to recall
the demonstrative relationship between smoking and lung cancer.
As cigarette consumption rose. so did lung cancer rates, but only
after a characteristic "lag time" or "latent period" of approximately
30 years. The lung cancer incidence we see today clearly reflects the
smoking habits of 30 years ago.
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If one now looks at. the production of synthetic chemicals such
as plastics, pesticides, and synthetic rubber, one notes a. striking in-.
crease in production starting in the 1950's, and I would direct your
attention to a graph I have included on page 6 of the written testi-
mony I have submitted for the record, in which is plotted Troduc-
tion levels as a function of time [see p. 170].

Although production clearly does not equal human exposure, it
certainly is indicative of exposure, especially given our almost com-
plete failure to control the discharge and use of many of these
hazardous chemicals:. Consequently, if a pattern similar to that of
smoking occurs in that a 30-year lag time exists between exposure
to these chemicals and the manifestation of -disease,. the effects of
general exposure may not be seen until the mideighties.

.

Clearly, the time for action is long overdue: Through our cur-
rent inaction,, we have jeopardized our futures, but appropriate
action today .can turn the tide and bring us effectively onto the
much-needed path toward cancer prevention.

Before I finish, I would like to just state a general support for
the items which are listed in H.R. 10190, and .specifically address
two of the issues raised by Mr. Maguire. One is the altering of the
composition of the National Cancer Advisory .Board, and the other
item is better coordination with other agencies between NCI and
these ,other agencies, both after data is generated and before, -when
deciding on what chemicals should be tested and how. Let me
amplify on those thoughts.

I would have to strike a note of difference with Dr. Fredrickson's
answer to Mr. Florio's question on coordination, at least with respect
to the issue of coordination after data generation. My experience is
limited to the activities that I have taken part in in terms of the
clearinghouse, but one dear example where an agency asked for help
and did not get it was in the issue of Tris. The Consumer Products
Safety Commission delayed action for approximfitely 4 to 8 weeks,
seeking from the clearinghouse some calculation of estimated huinan
risk. The clearinghouse refused to do that. The only way they got
that information was when -EDF asked Dr. Marvin Schneiderman
of the National Cancer Institute to make a public presentation to
the Commission in which he presented the models and a series of
calculations which could be done.

At that time, the Commission agreed it. would like pr. Schneider-
man to do those calculations, and they were performed.

Mr. From. Would you speculate on why the Institute appears
to be reluctant to provide the types Of infOrmation we are talking
about?

Dr. HIGHLAND. I can only limit. it to my experience. I do nothave
good knowledge of the many committees Dr. Fredrickson spoke of,
but only the clearinghouse. The clearinghouse has met probably now
for close to. E.?. years and has gone about its task in a tortoise -like
fashion, in the sense of being slow to deal with the issues of risk
assessment, those kinds of tough questions.
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Part of it may relate to the structure of the clearinghouse and the
fact that it meets so infrequently, and that part of the time is spent
just getting going again, and the day ends. I cannot tell you exactly
why, although there are differences clearly in terms of the accepta-
bility of different models of risk extrapolation.

The Consumereroducts Safety Commission P:k.zs asking for some
idea, some feeling for the order of Magnitude of risk. It was not
asking for a definitive statement, and at that point a decision was
made by the chairman of the subcommittee of the clearinghouse
simply to say that they would be unable to give the data. I cannot
give you the reason for it. The appropriate people to ask would be
Bud Brown, the chairman of that particular subcommittee at the
time, but it is indicative of a failure once -data -is-generated-for at .-
lease one body of the cancer institute to respond to a regulatory
agency's request for help. There is an equally important point that
goes with this, and I would like to mention that before closing.

That is, in terms of the types of experiments to bb done, to reco
nize the hazards of the future, what chemicals to be looked at a
how to look at them. We continue to put on tests in the bioas y
program, a series of chemicals, without regard or lmowledie, of ow
the, information generated from those tests will be used in a gu
latory sense. For example, if you want to do proper risk extr pole-
tion, you may need several -data points, which as the tests -a e cur-
rently designed, will simply not be generated, so you can- a 3-
year, 4-year test co-sting $250,000, and fall short of the kin of data
that a particular agency wants for regulation.

There are committees to look in terms of the clearingho se at this
problem. They are supposed to have been looking at it for the past
year and a half without much progress, but it is essential, as much
as-the help after data is generated, to make sure the data we are gen-
erating for the future is of the appropriate nature for proper
regulation.

Thank you very much.1 would be glad to answer any questions
you might have.

Mr. NLI.GUIRE. Thank you. Mr. Florio?
[The graph Dr. Highland referred to follows :]
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Mr. FLORIO. Unfortunately, I have to leave now. I have great admi-
ration, Doctor, for your contributions in the past, particularly with
regard to the asbestos question. If you do not mind, I am going to
submit a couple of questions to you, and I would appreciate your
response, particularly on the osbestos question. Likewise, I apologizefor interrupting, but I asked most of my questions as we were goingthrough, because I knew I would have to leave.

Mr. MAourniE. Thank you.
Mr. FLonio. Thank you.
31r.11AorrinE. Thank you, Dr. Highland, for your favorable cenn-naentabout H.R. 10190.
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I -wonder, gentlemen, if we could talk about some more specific
suggestions that I and others have made about augmenting NCI's
responsibilities. I htive suggested, for example; that given the tor-
toise-like nature of the clearinghouse process and the "coordination".
process which we have had under various guises in recent months
and years, that we should identify a lead agency.

I have.proposed that it ought to be NCI to promote the systematic
pursuit of the identification of carcinogenic substances. That would
include, of course, proper tests, processes, and some establishment of

, priorities, but to provide the data base for the policymakers in what-
ever agency, I have suggested further that NCI as the lead agency
ought to be required at the request of any agency to either test or
make sure that proper tests are done with respect to any substance
that is regardedby an agency as an actual or potential hazard.

I have suggested further that NCI ought to report annually on the
substances which are suspected with respect to where we stand in
each case, oh testing on regulatory action, on exposure of high risk
populations,-and so on.

Do those sound to you like reasonable suggestions for legislation,
either or both of you

Dr. SELIKOF. Yes. I think your proposals are very modest, very
much to the point, and very much in tune with the developing and
current leadership at the National Cancer Institute, and I think they
will provide very useful information for the Congress and for our
people in the future.

Mr. MAGUIRE. Dr. Highland?
Dr. linatiAND. Yes; Vwould like to respond to those points. As far

as the coordination role that NCI plays, I think it is a very good
idea. I understand Dr. Fredrickson's expressed concern that we not
limit our interest in a chemical's toxic properties to cancer. If it has
other properties, we should know at the same time and coordinate
our testing. I think that is clear to everyone. If that is a problem in
terms of putting it .under the National Cancer Institute, I am not
sure, why, in the following sense.

The, work done by NCI right now is u contract and clearly, if it
is of concern, whether there Ire other tests running coordination,
those could be handled at the same time. I strongly concur with your
feelings that there is a need now to pick somebody and .get some
responsibility and get the job done. NCI seems like a logical place,
because our -6lowledge about cancer mechanistically and about the
kinds of factors which affectthumap cancer .rates is probably greater
than, for instance, our,knoiledge.M terratogenicity, and if we wish
to develop more te.sts and understandings, that everyone would sup-
port that. concurrent with our understanding of the carcinogenic
nature.

For the second point, test whatever is asked for by a regulatory
agency. that would- require clearly a great increase in the budget that
the te-fing program has.

Mr. Mmwiay. The bill would provide that wherever another agency
made-the request, that agency wo,uld be responsible for the funding.

Dr. FLidin.Aso. I think that is very appropriate. I. know in one-
case inte clearinghouse the Department of Defense wanted some-

1
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thing tested, and the decision was to ask the Department of Defense
for the funds or simply advise them how to do the testing. The only
problem I" can see with that is that, for instance, the EPA recently
requested that three trihalomethanes which appear in driiiklag water
be tested for carcinogenicity. We have already lad data on chloro-
form, which appears concurrently with these in rinking water. We
had mutagenicity evidence on these chemicals, and I question the
need to spend $1 million to test the others if reguhitory action was
appropriate based upon the knowledge we already had.

So, I think there is a need to be able to judge the appropriateness
of the request, but certainly, if it appears to be. the kind of request
which will help in the regulation of these hazards, I would certainly
support it..

As far as where we stand on questions of high risk groups, I think
it is vitally important. We issue today reports from the National
Cancer Institute which do not even have a thorough search in many
cases of existing literature which would complement the findings or
data from other regulatory agencies which could give a fuller picture
to the question at hand about carcinogenicity of a particular chem-
ical.

May I also, since I did not in the statement I made beforeI men-
tioned I would like to support your suggestion for an expanded
National Cancer Advisory Board. I think it is clearly needed, and
I obviously would support the types of groups you would like to add
to it.

Mr. MAouirtE. You don't think
Dr. SELIKOFF. Mr. Maguire, may I interrupt and ask you how your

bill would as- sist in the focusing by the iN"CI on high risk groups?
Mr. MAGITIRE. Well, if you would just hold that for a second, I

would like to come to that. It is my next question. On the point that
Dr. Highland was raising, out of some 23 or so members of the board,
my bill suggests we ought to have at least 6 who are especially trained
in environmental or occupational exposures, carcinogenesis.

An alternative Proposal is that we have three. I just wondered if
you felt that six was a prolific amount.

D,r. HIGHLAND. I would suggest that six is clearly appropriate, and
I would make what will probably sound like a self-serving sugges-
tion. I suggest that specialists in environmental concerns include per-
haps representation of public groups, not only highly trained sp,-
cialists, so the six sounds appropriate. It may not, in terms of our
views, even be sufficient to gs.t the broad spectrum of representation
we believe would be !necessary.

Mr. MAGUIRE. Dr: Selikoff, do you have any comments on the num-
ber_of persons with special experience and expertise in environmental
and occupational carcinogenesis that might usefully be required on
the board?

Dr. SELIXOFF. Well, it depends on the people. Two might be enough,.
and six might not be enough. I think with six you have a chance of
getting two good orws.

Mr. MAGUIRE. Let's move to-the populations at high risk and the
screening proposal. Dr. Selikoff, my bill simply contains the follow-
ing language, that there be programs, including programs to identify
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and screen populations having a hig. risk of developing cancer be-
cause of occupational or environmental exposure to known or ex-
pected carcinogens. We don't spell that out, and I was just abotit to
ask you if you had some suggestions about how such a screening
process might best work.

You emphasized that in your opening statements, and I suspect
you have given it some thought.

Dr. SELIKOFF. Yes, it would take no great new body of science to
identify many groups now at high risk of developing cancer in the
future. We recently had another example added to those we have
already had in the report of the-University of Chicago's study con-
cerning women'who, from 1950 to 1952 were given dietkistilbesterol.
There were some 668 such women, and they have now been traced
with an appropriate control group to 1977.

.Until now, we had been aware of the danger to their female off-
spring of developing cancer of the vagina. The new data from Illi-
nois suggests that womenand there are some 2 million.in our coun-
try who were so treated in the early fiftiesthat women who were
so treated have approximately twice the risk of developing breast
cancer. No new body of scientific data is needed to teach us how to
keep such women under surveillance, to minimize the results of our
previous ignorance of 25 years ago.

How to identify these people, however, will require some ingenuity
\and demonstration research. For example, the Navy at this moment
is scratching its .collective heads on how to. notify men and women

_40 were employed in our shipyards in World War II and subse-
quently. under conditions in which there was considerable' risk of
asbestos exposure,. and who therefore are at. risk now and in the
future; for the next 30 years or so, of developing cancer.

How do you notify these people that.they should place themselves
under surveillance? How do you teach doctors what to do about it?
How do you save lives? How do yuu tell people wno worked in ship-
yards they shoUld not now be smoking cigarettes, so they could cut
their lung cancer risk perhaps in half. We don't know how to do this.
But this is certainly' amenable to investigation, and among the lead
tasks that you are assigning' to NCI, I see no reason why this should
not be added.

How -do we identify,,, notify, and keep under surveillance these
people who in the pasy'have .::eeh exposed to these chemicals. There
are 4.5 million Americans now alive who worked in our shipyards
during and after World War II, including many, Mr. Maguire, in
your district, Bergen County. In the New York Harbor area, the
New York-New Jersey area, Hoboken, Bayonne, Staten Island,
Brooklyn. et cetera. This is something that we can do and that we
should do. If we do not, do not think we will be taking the oppor-
tunity that.is now afforded-us.

The National Cancer Institute is taking a leading role in coordi-
natir-.7 for the Department of HEW the` development of approaches
to the shipyard problem from here on In, and your bill will codify,
stimulate, and assist. theiiiim-similar acceptance of lead responsibility
for the future in this extraorinarily..importatit area, including, inci-
dentally, the whole petrochen..ical industry in New Jersey.
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- We have just completed a study of maintenance workers at the
American Cyanamide plant in Bound Brook. It was the .report
this study that I was giving this morning to the International.
Chemical Workers Union. It was found that among the mainte-
nance workers (and, as you know, in the petrochemical industry
perhaps most workers are categorized as maintenance workers-7.
they are not just chemical operators pushing buttons, buit are
plumbers. steamfitters, electricians, carpenters, welders, boilermakers,
and so forth) approximatley half and X-ray evidence of asbestos
disease. because of inappropriate use of that material in past.,,dec-
ades. Here, then, is a major problem throughout our Country,' but
also very much in your district.

Mr. MAGUIRE. One. Of the criticisms that. has been made ot..the
National Cancer Institute's activities in the past is that the Insti-
tute has ben an institute oriented too exclusively toward sophisti-
cated scientific analyses, without much sense of the urgency of mov-
ing in a policy way to protect. people's lives at any given moment in
time, based on the best information we have available. '

When you talk screening and you talk reaching many, many tens
of thousands of persons in some Way, you are talking not only about
moving beyond research to policy, you- are also talking about mov-
ing beyond policy to outreach, and execution of programs. Do you
think that the National Cancer Institute is the appropriate place
to lod0 those kinds of responsibilities?

. Dr. t'31.a.ixorr. Some of them. yes: some of them, no. I do not
think hat the National Cancer Institute can appropriately accept
the task of what. you have correctly termed onteiich. I think that
is much more properly the task of OS TA,. -.he task of perhaps
other regulatory agencies.%and pedlar- ageilCiestimt we do not now
have. We have not in this country been following people who are
at high risk.. Virtually none of the 20.000, 25,000 1,.iy1 chloride
polymerization workers whom we knew in ins, ire Tanuary 1974,
to be at' risk are now under obsein*ion. The very majority
are not, nor are the 1 niOlion or so vinyl polyvinyl chlor-
ide pro(' :0-ion workers extruding, %, the material
and ex, >secl to coitsidpably lower (....';,ride. We are
not keeping former benzidine-exposes nrkers !littler 96servation.
We are not keeping former betamtpin.. -amine wormds under. ob-
servation. We have no ag,eny at this time that has A. task of do-
ing it. I do not know whether it should even be a Government
agency.

The unions now are looking to their responsibility in this regard.
1 do not know if they wll wait for the Congress or TIEW or OSHA
or the Department, of Labor. to do this. Someone is going to do it.

don't, know whether it should be HMO's. I don't know what the
'mechanism will be in our country and in our circumstances to do
this. nor do T fhld that there are lessons coining from abroad.

Mr. MAouni. Would you say. though. that it would be sensible
to assign NCI the task of assuring that this kind of effort. is in
fact in place?

Dr. SELIKOFF. I do not thp-ik that they could assure it. Their task
should be a research task, to do the research that would tell us how
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to do this. In the division headed by Dr. Fink in the NCI, there is
the authority now. and you could spell it out very clearly, and you
can encourage it Very vigorously, that the necessary demonstra-
tion projects be undertaken that would teach us how to keep peo-
ploe at high risk under surveillance, to evaluate the value Uf such
surveillance. If the NCI does not do it, if our Congress does not
do it, we will have to do it some other way.

Mr. MAGVIRE. Of course, we have health services .prograth. of
various sorts spread around the country now under HEW and
presumab : 1,\ we ought to use existing frameworks for reaching
people, or a e you of the opinion that those frameworks are not

'.1`

adequate? /
.

Dr. SELIKO'F. I would be delighted if we used these frameworks,
and they .worked. But I will ask you, Mr. Maguire, which compre-
hensive cancer center in. its own area. is now keeping under sur- ',
veillance a single group at high risk of developing cancers in the fu-
ture? We have, what,some 20, 22 such centers? We are spending 111:61-
dreds of millions of dollars? Are we-,keeping people under, surveil
lance now? Are we doing what tee can do to minimize the ri.5k of
death of cancer among these people? We have frameworkS. Inhe
framework can be utilized, fine. But if we cannot use the frame-
works we .have, we simply must'have others.

Mr. MAoutnE. Dr. Highland?
Dr. HIGHLAND. I do not have a magic solution; but I would sug-

gest to yosit-that the question you are really asking gets IJ the heart
of. the matter of,the responsibility of NCI in .terms -of-not-only--
studying people at higiirisk,Tut the general public education, the
whole effort to reach the public and develop this understanthrig,
and in that sense. NCI in-the frameworks, we '.rive failed. We still
have people r.onfus-d by what those exposures may mean to them
in the future. We still have them confused as to what the data from
the National Cancer Institute ..on any one chemical means. How
significant are animal data and high-dose testing?

There is certainly a role and responsibility to develop that public
understanding and to go further to reali those people who have
been exposed and who are at high risk, and time are frameworks,
and they should be in a sense, told that .they have to work. Clearly,
I agree with Dr. Seilikoff that if the frameworks do not work,
something ease must happen, bl_t at this point. I think-th.e.reLis:_no---
exctoe or no justEication to saying they will not work. I think that
that has to be pushed.

Mr. MAGUIRE.. I. purslied w:th Dr. Fredrickson this morning the
question of coordination: He suggested that we ought to have bet-
tnr coordination, that we ought to have these clearinghouse proce-
dures. He was, not sure that NCI was the place to assign a lead re-
sponsibility. I found myself rather surprised at the testimony,
frankly, because it has seemed to me that yo-u can coordinate, coordi-
nate, and coordinate and unless someone is responsible, nothing hap-
pens at all. other than people talking to each other, which is not
enough, and therefore I found myself surprised at his response. It
seemed to me that he was giving those of us who want to see a lead
agency established very little encouragement.
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I wonder, Dr. Highland, if perhaps you have a comment. I think
you heard this testimony.

Dr. HIGHLAND. -Yes. 1, think what you are hearing, and I do not
attribute the following to Dr. Fredrickson, and I do not know his
personal views at this point, but there is a feeling within the Na-
tional Cancer Institute that if the whole bioassay progrrol could
be removed from NCI and set off in another institution where every
other kind of test were done, that that might be desirable.

I think that you are seeingbasically, you have an academic
institution. When I worked there, it was no different titan working
at other kinds of academic institutions. All of a sudden, you have
the results of bioassays coming out which talk about flame retardants
like Tris or hair dyes. This moves an institution which is basically
a research generating kind of institution into a political forum, and
it is an uncomfortable position, perhaps, and there a,.t the-se within
the agen.v who have said to me that if they could g, ;-ay from
that, they would like to get. away front ;t.

What you are suggesting is a further inunersion in .that :-:nd of
activity, and you may be detecting a reluctance. to. ave 'ks I
:say. I canna attribute that to Dr. Fredrickson, as I have no,
to hint, but I know from others I have spoken to in that bior,,.zy
program there is strong concern that it is an awkward p,.;siL..
They are 'not sure how to handle it. It is mach easier to k ti,i' ate
to develop tests. screening procedures, et cetera.

As far as coordination and elearinghouses. I think the ric'avi!tg-
houses are a good example of where you see a failure of. that kind
of coordination. Sure. there are members from different regulatory
agencies as part of the clearinghouse, but what impact that .clear-
inglionse has had on those regulatory agencies, or what. impact tbey
have had on the workings of the clearinghouse, I think, could be
quantified as acing infinitessimal, and that is the real problem.
Someone has to have that responsibility, and someone has to make
sure that things go in an aggressive. good sense, rind that is simply
not occurring.

I don't disagree with you. I understand, as I said Dr. Fredrick-
son's concern that we look broadly at, chemicals as a much better
use of our time an money,oney. but I think yen may be detecting a
reluctance on the part of NCI to get invoked a deep way into
that. kind of role.

Mr. M.tountr.. Dr. Selikoff. have you arty comment on this?
Dr. SELIKOFF. I think that --' -t Dr. Illghland says is correct

in interpretation. I am not suit :r is correct a.-; policy.
-Mr. MA:ft-Inn. You arenot rs which is correct as policy?
Dr. SELIKOFF. That there should be an acceptance of such re-

luctance to become "involved.'
Mr. MArrt7n{E. Weil, they -ai( involved. If I might inst. comment,

they are involved to the tune of nearly Wit) million a
Dr. SEr.ticorY. That is correct. I am interested, of course. in how

the base pairs twirl on the DNA. But the real reason for the NCI
is to decrease the amount of human cancer o our country. The
information that We seek is sought for that particular purpose, and
they are very much involved in a very important human problem.
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They may want to select their spokesmen with thick skins to coma
before committees like yours of public forums. That is all riglr
But. their information should become usefiil as we approach the
problems of control of cancer.

,Pt he rw ise, well
741.r. 1fAGGIRE. I should think so, too, but I might point out the

data I have available to me shows that during.1967 to 1973, only 41
percent of white male cancer victims survived more than 5 years.
That is not nuih change from 1950 to 1959. when the rata was 39
percent, and this is apropos of the point that if you prevent some-
one from getting it in the first place, you are one heck of a lot bet-
ter off than trying to deal with-it after somebody gets it.

Dr. HIGHLAND. May I just make a comment on that
Mr. MAGUIRE. And there has been very little progress on the back

end of that in the 20 years we have been working on it.
Dr. lItoitOND. That .is right. and as Dr. Upton said, there are

limited cases of childhood leukemia where you see greaten increases,
and maybe Dr. Selikoff knows this, obviously, a lot better than I do,
but if you look at our treatment of medical diseL::e in this country--
take polio as an example. We never approached polio by saying,
let's find a cure for polio. In other words, let's have the victims get.
polio and then we will treat them and have them cured. We have
always looked for preventive measures in disease control.

What you are running into here, I suggest to yon, is !lie fact
that a lot of what you want .to prevent, those, agents out there have
political overtones to them. They are not clearly a nice virt.i8 that no
one has an interest in and that is the stumbling black to a lot or zhe
progress that should be being made. It is not t'pical to dwell so
heavily, I think, on a cure. Clearly, for those people who have been
exposed, for those people. who do have cancer, there is a nec:;.i for
treatment, but I think if we take the perspective approach, wo
have to be emphasizing more in the future prevention, be it ti agh
screening programs of people at high risk so we can do smiled-ling
nbout-that if the disease is manifested, or more importantly in terms
of what .is going to happen 25 or 30 years from now. What steps are
we taking now to avoid having to look at kroups. at high risk. in
the future?

Mr. MAountE. Again, going back to Dr. Fredrickson's statermut,
he introduces a paragraph-by saying, "Cancer prevention is on' of
the most important goals of the National Cancer . Program," ;-..nd
then he goes immediately to a discussion of clinicaL trials soon to
be undertaken to test the value of a chemical relative of vitamin A
that scientists believe may reverse the action of known .cancer-.aus
ing substances, and then to 'a discussion of cell -surface antige::::
which have been shown to prevent the groWth of cancers in experi-
mental animals.

Now, I suppose, in a sense these are preventive strategies,' and if
something like that could be found to work, it would be harVelous
indeed, but I wonder if either of you would care to *merit on
chemical relatives of vitamin A and cell surface antigen:; with re-
spect to whether or not either or both of those seem to you to sug-
gest that we may have the end of the tunnel in sight here with re-.
spect to dealing with cancer.
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Dr. SELIKOFF. I have three comments with regard to that. The
fif0-is that if we don't know who to treat with retinoic acid, which
is the chemical relative of vitamin A, it certainly will be another tool
:n our drawer we will never use. .

Mr. Maocrat. Even if it works?
Dr. .SELIKOFF. Even if it works. Once Again. unless we approach

the serious problem of defining, treating, an eeping under- -sur-
veillance people at high risk, it will be another piece of information
whicih we will not use, and which, incidentally, I think the Ameri-
can public will be surprised about. They think and I thinkin
many areas I am a layman. that research (at least' publicly sup-
ported research) is done SO that the results can be practically used.

Mr. MAncntE..You hope it is.
Dr. SELUCOPP. We not only hope; we sort of anticipate that. That

is what a reasonable man would do. So, I think not doing it would
surprise many .people. Secondly, we have known about retinoie
acid now for a number of years. This is not a new discovery, and
here is research under way, limping along in this regard. It is _my

. ape that it will be useful, and I think certainly should be explored.
With regard to the immunological approaches, /which is another
term for the cell surface antigens, I think that Dit. Fredrickson has
reason on his side to at least hope for this.

Let me tell you of an experience I have hak-Our patients with
mesothelioma caused by asbestos have almost uniformly died within
a year or so of diagnosis of their condition. It is a bad disease. We
have very few cures, if any. We did one little study of 11 patients.
Dr. Bikesi at our hospital, with mesothelioma, looked at the cell
surface antiaens in B-cell, T-cell, lymphocytes.

Ten of the 11 showed marked immunosuppression. Their immune
systems were not working. All 10 were dead within a year. We had
one man who for reasons I do not know had perfectly normal lym-
phocytes, normal immune status. He is now 6 years since diagnosis.
I thought perhaps we had mixed up the slides, perhaps it was the
wrong diagnosis. So. we did a thorocotomy with biopsy a second
time. We were right. it was a mesothelioma. He is now 6 .years post
diagnosis. He has had-no-treatment. Somehow his status vis-a-vis his
tumor is that he is allowed, to continue to be alive. He still has his
tumor.
, 'There are some secrets that nature is trying to tell us in which the
immune status may be important, and I would strongly urge that the
NCI continue this arch of research. Basic research is critically im-
portant. It must also be. I think, in everyone's opinion, closely tied
with the pracitical problems we are also looking at, so that it can be
utilized rapidly and well.

We may never discover some of these secrets. For example, we
do not. know how cigarette smoking causes lung cancer. We do not
know which of the literally thousands of chemicals found in ciga-
rette smoke might or might not be responsible for this. But we know
that people who dO not smoke cigar-4:tes do not die as much of lung
cancer. We.know how to prevent it.

For mahy years, we knew how to treat pernicious anemia, long
before we learned exactly what it was in vitamin B-12, long before
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we knew there was vitamin B-12. I think that the discovery. of the
cause of pellegra in the 1920's, which really started off much of our
current scientific advance. was made by learning what people were
eating in the South long before we knew about the various L vita-mins.

There is intieh that can be learned. I do not have to .know how
vinyl chloride causes the sinusoidal cells of the liver to end as angio-
sarcoma and kill the person, but we know how to keep people from
being exposed to vinyl chloride. Both areas of research are impor-
tant,.not only one. not only the other: I suggest that the-approach to
prevention whiel, rnir bill emphasizes is a major direction in which
to go, while the i 'f! research is also being done. Perhaps we will
reach the Holy Grail of knowledge of mechanisms before we prevent
all cancer. If not. I would rather prevent all cancer and leave the
discoveries for some other; academic time.

Mr. MAotriaE. Does the retinoic acid work only if it is active prior
to the, triggering of the tumors or is itsomethingthat would work
to actually reverse the tinnorogenic process once it had been initi-
ated?...

Dr. SELIKOFF. It does not seem t6 be. in terms of reversal. That
would be a therapeutic drug. This is in terms of prevention. .

Mr. MAountE. So you would have to get it to people before the
cancer-causing substances to which they had been exnosed actually
triggered the carcinogenic reaction?

Dr. SELIKOFF. Yes, sir..
Mr. MAouni. Is the same true of the immunological apprOach or

does it reverse an ongoing process?
Dr- SELIKOFF. That might do both. We don't know.. Research is

currently under way to explore that difference.
Mr. 11AomitE. There is one other, question I would like to ask both

of you. How do you' feel about the feasibility of NCI establishing
an integrated data base or registry to assist Federal. State, and other
appropriatoageneies in locating persons exposed to carcinogens and
referring them to appropriate agencies and 'facilitating .studies of
the effects of carginogenic substances on populations? A tumor reg-
istry, in short. Is that at useful approach, or would you feel that data
organized by geography would give us essentially the same answers
and we might save, the expense of tumor registry?

Dr. SELIKOFF. At the moment, our experience with tumor regis-
tries has not been very sanguine, and unless advances are marle, I
would suggest our money might be better spent in other ways. Also,
I believe that current progress being made in the National C-terfor Health Statistics be allowed to continue a bit to see. what will
result from their reorganization in this direction, and that thematter
be reconsidered.

Mr. MAGUIRE. Dr. Highland, do you have a comment'on this?
Dr. HIGHLAND. No.
Mr. Mmana:. Thank you very much for your testimony, gentle-

men.- The committee appreciates your participation. We will recessuntil 2 p.m. for the next panel.
Dr. SELIKOFF. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:3:i p.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to re-

convene at 2 p.m. of the same day.]
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AFTER RECESS

[The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m., Hon. Paul B. Rogers, ,

chairman, presiding.]
M. ROGERS. The subcommittee will come to order, please. We are

continuing the hearings on the biomedical research training amend-
of 1978, and all similar identical bills.

. We are pleased to have a distinguished panel to begin our testi-
mony this afternoon: Dr. W. Gerald Austen, Churchill professor of
surgery, Harvard Medical.School, and chief of surgery, Massachus-
setts. General Hospital, and member of the American Heart Asso
ciation; Dr. Leonard S. Dreifus, F.A.C.C. president-elect, American
College of Cardiology; Dr. Isadore Rosenfeld, associate clinical pro-
fessor of medicine, and a member of the Citizens' Committee on
High Blood Pressure; and Eliot. COrday, who is a clinical professor
of medicine at the University of California at Los Angeles.

We welcome each of you, gentlemen, to the committee. We are
very pleased to have you here. We appreciate your presence here.
Your statements will be Made part. of the record in full, and you
may proceed as you desire.

STATEMENTS OF W. GERALD AUSTEN, M.D., PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
HEART ASSOCIATION; ELIOT CORDAY, M.D., CLINICAL PROFESSOR
OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES;
.LEONARD S. DREIFUS, M.D., F,.A,C.C., PRESIDENT-ELECT, AMERI-
CAN, COLLEGE OF CARDIOLOGY; AND ISADORE ROSENFELD, M.D.,
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE, CORNELL UNI-
VERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Dr. AusTEx. I am Dr. Austen, and I am currently president of
the American Heart Association. I ani particularly. pleased to be
here today. First for the honor, second because I carry good news.
The death rate from heart digease is on the decline in all segments
of our societymen and women, young and old. In large measure,
this dramatic reduction, for example, a 14-percent reduction in the
death rate from heart attacks in just the last 5 years, is attributable
to the long-range commitment to the funding of basic research by
the Congress, which then translates into education and prevention.

I come before your subcommittee to support your bill, H.R. 10908,
the Biomedical- Research and Research Training Amendments of
1978. On behalf. of-the 40,000 scientists and over 2 million lay volun-
teers of the American Heart Association, I would like to address my
remarks to titles H and IV of the legislation.

In title II, to extend the National Heart, Blood Vessel.. Lung, and
Blood Act, we are greatly encouraged by your provision for a 3-year
extension. -We would like to emphasize that we believe the institute
has suffered too long with a year-to-year authorization, and it is time
for a longer authorization period for stability's sake alone.

We support the 3-year authorization levels for control and preven-
tion .prograuns under section 414 of the Public Health Service Act,
slated for $40 million in fiscal year 1979, million in fiseal year
1980, and $50 million in fiscal year 1981.
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These are .reasonable year-to7year increases in extremely valuable
Prevention programs such as the hypertension education prograM at
the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; The amendments
concerning increased emphasis on diet, nutrition, and environment.
education are especially welcomed by the American Heart Associa-
tion. The directive to the Heart, Lung, and Blood Centers to engage
in professional and piiblic education programs is a positive proposal
we support.

Our only problem with title II of H.R. 10908 is the level of au-
thorization for the 3-year period. Basic research in cardiovascular
disease has been on the decline each year for the past 7 years.

In 1970, heart disease research received 73 percent of the National
Heart. Lung, and Blood Institute's funding. In 1977, that percentage
fell to 57 percent. This dramatic 16percent decline was a result of
several factors. Perhaps the most important was the diffusion of the
National Heart. Lung, and Blood Institute's mission by the addition
of new responsibilities without a corresponding increase in appro-.
printed funds.

H.R. 10908, for example, includes additional responsibilities for
the Institute, but the authorization level covers really only the cost
of part of inflation, with a very modest increase for anything else.

Our estimate is that the proposed mithorization of $460 million
will really not cover in anyway the present operations of the Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute. I Might, indicate't that the present authori-
zation for the present year has allowed approximately 40 percent of
the approved. new grants to be funded.

If the $460-million appropriation that the administriition has sug-
gested were enacted. our estimate would be that funding of approved
grants. namely. grants that are considered worthwhile, would drop
to 19 percent.

To keep it at 'what we would consider an unsatisfactory 40 percent,
would require abolit $60 extra million, namely, to go up to $250 mil-
lion. counting the control programs that we have already talked
about.

I guess that it really gets down to where you consider the proper
cutoff point is 'in terms-of important and worthwhile research. Be-
cause if you approve it and do not, fund it. you. might as well not,
approve it in terms of what it does for the institution and for the
people of this country.

Mr. Chairman. in spite of the fact that in 1975, for the first time
sincy'1967. the number of deaths from cardiovascular disease dropped
below 1 million, cardiovascular disease still accounts for over 50 per
(.7iit of all deaths in America.

,/ We. in the American Heart Association. believe that there should
he more research support for heart disease rather than less We,
therefore. respectfully urge the subcommittee to amend the authori-
zation figures for fiscal year 1979 from $460 million to $540 million.
and for fiscal year 19S0 from $505 million to $650 million, and for
fiscal year 1981 from $550 million to .$750 million. The authorization
figures should be viewed as a reasonable ceiling, not as a floor.

Mr. Rogers. as yon know, in recent yea N the American Heart
Association has presented a,liudget recommendation based on what
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we hope have been careful ronsideratiOns and justifications. As
America's largest volunteer health consumer advocate group. we
hope that we have been responsible.

We honestly feel that. the numbers that we are talking about are
minimum. We are very anxious to recommend those numbers, and to
defend them lucre, and also in the Appropriations CoMmittee, when
they occur.

We want to give you the highest possible compliment that We can
on VOlir 3-year extension proposal of the.National Research Service
Awards Act. which is title IV in your bill. As von know. it. is imper-
ative that we provide for an adeonate simply of researchers for their
are really fundamental to what H.R. 10908 is about.

The 3-year extension will add stability and continuity to this im-
portant research training law.

The five amendments to the National Research Service Awards
Act have the strong endorsement of the American Heart Associa-
tion. The changes in the service requirements for National Research
Service Awards support are reasonable. The amendments changing
payback credit and the months of alternative service appear to be.
equitable for both the program and the trainee. The amendment
providing for cost -of- living increases is long overdue in our infla
tionary society. We are particularly pleased about the amendments
which lengthen the predoctoral training support from 3 to 5 years.
and the percentages mandated for training grants. 50 percent and
direct. fellowships. 15 percent.

I.think that I can cut my talk short by saying that we are in agree-
ment. with those five amendments, and that we think they are excel -'
lent.

The American Heart Association strongly supports the substan-
tive changes proposed for titles II and IV of H.R. 10908. It is our
Hope that yoti will consider the recommended changes in the authori-
zation levels for the National Heart. Lung. and Blood Institute un-
der title II as proposed by the American Heart Association.
...Thank you.

Mr. Ri,oF.as. Thank you very much, Dr. Austen.

STATEMENT OF ELIOT CORDAY, M.D.

Dr, Couu.kv. Mr. Rogers. and Dr. Carter. I arnEliot. Corday. I ant
a, practitioner. researcher and teacher. I am clinical professor of
medicine. TTIA.School of Medicine. chairman of the cardiac care
committee, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. and national consultant to
the Surgeon General. U.S. Air Force. I am author of some 329 pub-
lications and 7 monographs on the cause, management and preven-
tion of heart disease. I appear before you to recommend passage of
TI.R. 10908 for May 1978. for continuing of the 3 year period, and
to plead that your committee provide a more appropriate authori-
zation to fund basic cardiovascular research.

I am concerned 'that, the authorization proposals by the achninis-tration for 1979 are less than they were when the act was passed in
1972. I am also alarmed that the proposed level of funding will only
Allow payment of 19 percent of all projects that have competed and
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have such promise that they have. been approved by study groups
for funding. Traditionally the institute was able to fund 80-90%
proposed projects. These exciting research opportunities are being
stifled by budgetary constraints that exceed those that existed when
the first'heartact was passed. .

I would like to show you this graph, if I may. Thesethin solid
lineare number of applications received by the National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute. As you notice, as the

These thin

go along,
from 1964 to 1978 If:i:y have increased very much particularly in the
past 2 years. However, if we look at the approvaltdotted line
they have also increased but the percent of approvals wardedsolid
line -=are dropping down to 19 percent of all grants that have been
approved. In other words, we are cutting off our rese rch effort. We
are stifling the research effort.

I am terribly alarmed that we are going to lose o r tremendous
human resources that we have trained .at great expens . It is really
a catastrophe, sir.

If I may submit this for the record.
Mr. ROGERS. It will be received.
[The following chart was received for the record :]

NATIONAL HEART, LUNG, AND BLOOD INSTITUTE
REGULAR RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
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Dr. CoRDAY. I humbly recommend that Cie NHLBI authoriz tion
for 1979 provides: An additional $100 million for cardiovas ular
research of which $54 millioli would be identified for new asic
research which will develop more effective prevention programs and
$46 million to fund research p:ojects which have been approve but
cannot be funded.

An additional $20 million for research on sudden caruiac death.
An additional $30 million for targeted studies to cleterminp if

expensive rehabilitation programs are effective and cost beneficial
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to provide noninvasive techniques for detecting occult coronarydisease. In other words, I recommend an authorization for theNIMBI of $595 million for the year 1979; $680 milliOn for. the year
1980, and $800 million for the year 1981.

The existent Heart Act demands that 30 percent of the NHLBIbudget must be identified for Lung and Blood. /Because of myexperience as a member of the Advisory Council of the NHLBI,
(1967-72)-1 an of the opinion that Lung and Blood already have
adequate funding and therefore recommend that the proposed in-
creased appropriation of $150 million forNHLBI not be strangledby removing percent for these two categorical diseases.

We all recognize that cardiovascular disease continues to he our -nation's greatest killer, accounting for 994,513 deaths, that is 52 zipercent of all deaths. Cardiac and cerebral vascular disease is re-sponsible for the major expenses for health care delivery and didability pensions. We have seen breakthroughs thanks to-the. previousdirections and appropriations of the National Heart Act. IV./are
grateful that hypertension is now under control, and new thodshave been developed for the better care of the coronar, victimwhich have reduced the annual mortality rate drarriatical, .When served on the National Advisory Heart CoOcil we re-viewed the present .,,atus of cardiovascular diseasescveral timeseach year. It became evident to me that if we hopOo conquer this
dreaded ailment which sweeps. many away in the prime of theirlives, we must provide amore adequate preventioii program against
arteryoselerosis and- sudden cardiac death. I fedi that a stepped upresearch crusade could be meaningful becauseim may lifetime I haveencountered great conquests against devaspting disease processesWhich used to pillage the nation: For instance, at the time of mygraduation T could not envision how tuberculosis, poliomyelitis andinfections could be conquered. We believed it-was the will of Gad.Tuberculosis which was so costly,-infections and treacherous nolonger is a significant threat from th"e public health standpoint.
Poliomyelitis used to hang over ou'r rieads in the summer and falland we physicians felt so helpless as we watched it spread acrossthe Nation claiming hundreds of thousands of young people. Thanks
to Your congressional appropriations that enabled Enders to isolateand grow the virus, and Sabin and Salk to develop specific vaccines,
this unbelievable destructive disease has been conquered.

rIIE RESEARCII CONTRIBI*TIONS OF THE NIII HAVE SAVED LIVES AND HUMAN
SCFFERING. REDUCED HEAINII ('MIE cos'rs, INCREASEn GROSS NATIONAL
eaonurr AND rGNIESED Axnou.s/

As a .student before the Second World War, I recall how I feared
infections which might result in a person's death within a matterof 48 hours due to a minor wound infection, or whatwe called blood
poisoning. Now I most tell you this is a different worldI can
hardly believe that infectious diseases have been conquered by spe-cific antibiotics. Heart surgery was not considered possible until
1952, a'nd now. although we cannot prevent heart disease, our sur-geons/are able to "patch' up" the. disease process. These are just afew of the great conquests which have been resolved by congressional
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direction. along with a proper appropriation directed through the
III. Our competitive free enterprise system where scientists have

the freedom to study. allows them to accomplish the impossible.
We are thrilled that due to your efforts. at last we can report thatthe mortality rate of cardiovascular disease declined somewhat inthe past decade from 55 down to 52 percent of all deaths. Many feel

this reduction in mortality is principally due to control of hyper-
tension. better emergency ea re systems for the coronary victim, andthe benefits of cardiac valvular. bypass or abdominal aneurysm sur-gery. We must appreciate the facts that through your encouragement.appropriations and research opportunities, our dedicated scientistshave accomplished a tremendous victory over disease.

But. despite the magnificent contributions in biologic research ofacquired degenerative and congenital diseases of the past three dec-ades, I feel that we must recognize that arteriosclerosis continues toplague our citizens by reducing their lifespan and costing fantastic
slims of money for health care delivery and disability pensions.. Wealso realize that such disability reduces our gross national productand thus depreciates the tax rolls. A horrendous mortality due tocardiovascular disease continues, so that our fight to contain the
Nation's greatest killer .remains our No. Iliettlth problem.

WUXI' IIAS CAUSED TILE STIFLING CUTBACK IN BASIC CARDIOVASCULAR
RESEARCH

We learn that the present National Heart Lung and Blood Insti-tute budget can only support 19 percent of all research grant pro-posals which have been approved for funding at the last NationalAdvisory Heart Council meeting after a stiff national competition.
This compares to a level of 60 to 90 percent. in previous years. How,ever, the NIII.BI .budget seems to be larger than everwhy then
doesn't our 1978 authorization provide sufficient funding for re-search! This has come about because of the whole 1978 NHLBIbudget of $448 million, an act of Congress has authorized that 30percentor $150 million of the budgethad to be directed to twoother disease entitiesLung and Blood, and another $35 millionwas earmarked for ongoing cooperative clinical trials which aremeaningful. That leaves about $218 million for heart researchand
that is about the level of funding available in 1961. About $180 mil-lion is committed to continuing studies, and that leaves only a mea-ger $38 million to fund new basic investigator initiated cardiovascu-lar investigations. We all know that inflation Itas;eroded away thatdollar value so that ingenious research opporttinities have to beseriously. constrained and laboratories will be shut down across theNat ion.

sTAtioERING II EA LTI I ('ARE COSTS %VIII. BE REDUCED BY PREVENTATIVE
r1EALTII PROGRAMS

1 can foresee that with specific appropriations spread over a con-tinuous period of 3 to 5 years, our Nation stands a very good chanceof establishing a program of prevention which could reduce thestaggering health care costs required to patch up the injury created
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by arteriosclerosis. Mien proper prophylactic health measures are
implemented. I am sure they will improve the nation's health, in-

---cr-4-1rse the gross national product, reduce disability payments and'
well the tax rolls.

THE NEED Hon MOW: EFFECTIVE: PROPHYLACTIC MEASURES WHICH WILL
l'ICEVENT CAICDIOVASCULAI: DISEASE

Many believe that the medical profession already knows enough
of the answers to the problem of the aging process, and that all they
have to do is have everyone apply the present principles of risk
factor intervention. and the Nation would. no longer suffer from
cardiovascular illnesses. But I must point out that recent reports by
world authorities like Sir John AIrfichael, Nemat Borhani, Ahrens.
Mann. and Kannel have cast doubt. on the possible. benefits of present
day interventions. Manuel. a principal architect of the "Framingham
Study" which established coronary risk factors stated :

There are-few prophylactic measures of proved efficacy in coronary heart
disease. This applies to primary and secondary prevention. Neither hygienic,
pharnmeologie nor surgical measures have been shown conclusively to delay
acute episodes or to 1111)1InIg life.

A recent editorial in Lancet casts this doubt :
so far. despite all the effort and money that have been spent, the evidence

that eliminating risk factors will eliminate heart disease adds up to little more
than zero in terms of preventing heart disease on it {addle health scale.

And our Food and Drug Administration has, in effect, formalized
these doubts by demanding that advertisements for -certain lipid-
riglucing drugs carry this qualifying codicil:

Important Note: It has not been established whether drug-induced lowering
of serum cholesterol and other lipid levels has a detrimental. a beneficial. or no

mortality due to atherosclerosis or coronary heart ins-
'

Profit:tient investigators have reinvestigated the diet-heart. ques-
tions the effects of exercise. smoking, diabetes, cholesterol, phosphO-
lipids. and low vital capacity. It would now appear that only hyper-
tension. smoking. and lipids may play a role. There is general agree-
ment that an association exists bet ween certain risk factors and the
occurrence of arteriosclerosis. but doubt exists that interventions will
reverse the aging proves except possibly in the case of hyRertension,
lipids, -and tobacco. There is some evidence that rontriil of hyper-
tension ha.: provided a great step forward which has affected ...11w
mortality rate. Because single risk factor interventions have failed
to emit ml the arteriosclerotic process, a blue ribbon task force of the
NIII,B1 in 1971 formulated the concept that if the three principal
risk factors.: Ilypetension. smoking, and diet which stood out ,,tatis-
tically as being of higher risk. that control of all three at one time
stood it better chance of affeeting the arteriosclerotic process. The
NIII followed their recommendations and instituted the costly mul-
tiple risk factor trials -(Mr. Fit )--which are now liking place as

cooperative
clinical trial program will be concluded in the year 1982

am I we eagerly await t he answers.
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But. there is increasing evidence from the publications of our
scientific leaders that correction of risk factors in themselves does
not seem to solve all the problems. We hear them state that at best,
if we could control the lipid problems it would apply to only 3 to 8
percent of the overall problem. We read statements of the Director
of the NIILBI who happens to be one of the ,(4,7reat .scientific leaders
in the lipid field. that once the arteriosclerotic disease process be-
comes clinically evident. there is little evidence that interventions
will affect the diabolic onslaught of the destructive arteriosclerotic
disease process.

A massive clinical trial involving some 12,000 human subjects was
des.,;,fied to test the effect of lipid lowering drugs on the death rate
,,f patients with obstructive coronary lesions. However, trial of

hrwering drugs used as at standard in clinical practice such as
preloarin. nicotinic acid. atromid. and thyroid derivatives, suggested
that these agents were either dangerous or totally ineffective in pre-
venting at first heart attack or deaths front coronary disease. Although
some criticize that this massive study cost sonic $40 million, we must
appreciate that the answers had to be known, The annual .sale of
these drugs which proved to be ineffective were many times the
-annual cost -of the-study.

Although the practitioners are pleased to hear the plea from con-
gressional leaders tb go ahead and implement preventive measures,
they become frustrated beeause, except in the case of hypertension.
they-in all honesty do not- Ithow enough to convince their patients to
change their lifestyle. Unless the practitioners have, confidence that
with a fair degree of certainty preventative measittes will provide
positive results. it would be wrong for Congress to demand them to
Implement questionable procedures. Simply. speaking, it appears to
nie that medical politic is not convinced that today's lipid lowering
drugs or any other interventions are either feasible or effective in
reducing the incidence of coronary heart disease in the general pub-
lie. Lers.faee the truth that although a prudent diet, exercise. con-
trol of blood pressure. and cessation of the smoking habit would do
no harm, we sunpIy don't know enough to categorically promise they
can stein the terrible onslaught of arteriosclerosis.

The Ni ILBI tall: foree on arteriosclerosis of 1971 pointed out that
we still do not. know the cause of the obstructive arteriosclerotic
process. and that much more bashc research is needed. IntaFginative
Investigators /night 11'11 look for Wiwr likely causes of artermsclero-
sis.that, when identified could be investigated thoroughly by a disci-
[dined program managed by leading scientists of the world. brought
together in specialized centers. Such programs could be fashioned
and financed with the same sense of urgency with which our nation
dramatically pursued the :donne energy and space programs. How-
ever. these successful efforts were perhaps better supplied with the
basic information necessary to formulate and execute a productive
program. In physics. for instance. it was Einstein's famous equation
E ins- that provided a major step toward the devtdOpinent of
nuclear energy. We must ask if in cardiology we have some formulae
which have such .promise.

1.95i
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PROMISING NEW DIRECTIONS roll PREVF:NTION OF (.7AR)IOVASCULAlt
DISEASE

There now appears to be some new information which might pro-vide a tentative formula for the basic genesis of the arterioscleroticlesion and its prevention. There are 11 points of interest that mightsupply some of The answers for a more effective public health carepolicy. We advocate.the following new directions:

NEW CONCEPTS IN ',EMI/ ANALYSIS
It is evident from numerous studies that many patients who suffersevere arteriosclerosis of the peripheral blood vessels which resultin coronary and cerebrovascular disease appear to have normal lipidpatterns. Most agree that about 75 percent of coronary and cerebralstroke victims have blood cholesterol and other lipid fraction levelsthat seem to be normal. However, more recent studies demonstratethat patients who are stricken have an elevated blood lipid fractiondesignated as low density lipoproteins. It is also known that. the highdensity lipoproteins seem to be associated with a lesser degree ofarteriosclerosis. All agree these exciting basic research investigationsdernand a new research thrust to determine whether thesefractions can be affected either by pharmacologic or dietary methodsto provide a more rational and sueessful basis for prophylactic care.

METABOLIC ERRORS OF THE VI:SSELWALL

Little is known about the metabolism of the wall of the bloodvessel. Such basic knowledge is urgently needed because it couldexplain the cause and prevention of arteriosclerosis.

ENDOCRINOLOGY

ElldocrilleS should be incriminated as a cause of arteriosclerosisbecaus., it is obvious that most women do not develop clinical mani-festations until after their menopause. National statistics' continue todemonstrate that. women survive an average of 9 years longer thanCould it he that the pituitary, gonads, or other ,endocrineorgans play an etiological and that, if they can be earmarked,they could supply preventative measures.

IMMCNOLOGY

Heart transplant surgeons noted that a youthful donor's heartafter transplantation develops premature arteriosclerosis which seemsto progress at a galloping pace to obstruct the coronary arteries andkill the patient within a few years. We should not anticipate for amoment that all cases of arteriosclerosis are due to immunologic.phenomena or rejection phenomena, but it does suggest that hearttransplantation could offer .a rapidly advancing model for the studyof the mechanisms which might be incriminated and attacked.Lupus erythematosus has also been shown to cause premature fatalcoronary attacks due to atherosclerosis in afflicted women before they

1 9 G
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FAMILIAL CORONARY ,

Families have been identified where all thy- males die before they
are CI, years of- age, and yet present preventative measures failed. to
affect the course of the arteriosclerotic 7oPess.,Study of such an
accelerated familial disease state !night p-uvide a model that could
offer fruitful investigations.

ENVIRONMENTAL INFL,

It is very difficult to obtain sharp endpoints for scientific investiga-
tions of such matters as emotional influences and personality as a
cause of arteriosclerotic disease. Scientists have noted that people
who were confined to concentration camps, upon their release in sub-
sequent .years deevloped premature coronary or cerebrovascular dis-
ease. Comparative in depth social, psychological, and dietary studies
of the survivors with ,those of their kin who were not imprisoned,
could provide meaningful data on which environmental factors in-
fluence arteriosclerosis, and this could lead to possible methods of
prevention and treatment. But these survivor studies must- be imple-
mented soon, before the remaining survivors succumb..

7IYPERTROFHY OF THE SMOOTH MUSCLE

Recent investigations have indicated that an overgrowth of the
smooth muscle lining of the arterial wall leads to accelerated athero-
sclerosis. This mechanism requires intensive investigation because it
could lead theway to breakthroughs in the cause and prevention of
our greatest killer:

THROMBOSIS AND FIBROLYTIC MECHANISMS

Our knowledge of the role of clotting mechanisms within the blood.
vessel as a cause of afterioscliepsis must be amplified because it
appears to play a principal rore in the formation of the aging
process.

RENAL DIALYSIS

Young patients who have been treated with renal dialysis appear
to develop serious coronary disease. prematurely. These subjects
could provide an accelerated model for investigations in preventa-
tive measures.

DIABETES

The arteriosclerotic process may advance in diabetics. despite the
control of the blood sugar level. PosSibly somatostatin, a naturally
occurring growth hOrmone, recurrent hypoglycemia, or some un-
known factors might be incriminated and provide meaningful solu-
tions.
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GENETICS

Most agree that genetics play the major role in the arteriosclerotic
process. Now that genetic engineering seems possible, major research
into the relationship of genetics and heart disease is vitally needed.

WILL MR. 'FIT YROVIDE THE FORMULA FOR PREVENTION

As we have stated, clinical trials with single risk factor interven-tions have failed to provide adequate prophylaxis. We hope that theMr. Fit trials will provide the answer to whether application of
multiple risk factor intervention (Mr. Fit) will be of benefit. How-
ever, we must face the fact that if these multiple risk factor trialsdo not prevent the progress of arteriosclerosis, our health planners
may be faced with a sort of scientific bankruptcy.

We all know that in planning for the defense of a country thatthe military plans for all future eventualities including failure. Thescientific community should also have plans under way in case theMr. Fit fails to provide a defense against the Nation's biggest killer.

NEED FOR A PROPER APPROPRIATION ON PREVENTATIVE MEASURES

T appeal to this congr.ssional committee to realize the need for amore adequate appropriation of $595 million a year for new investi-gations that might provide for a preventative war against our Na-tion's greatest killer. With a proper appropriation continuing for a5-year period, the Nation has an excellent chance of providing a morerational preventive care program. With encouragement by Congress,the scientific community will rally to the cause, and I feel certainthat if we will provide the tools for our great scientists they willcomplete the job. This is a small investment compared to the bene-fits which will accrue. In the long run it will more than pay the ini-tial expenses by reducing both health care costs and disability in-come and in the end will increase tax rolls. Of course, it is impos-sible to equate the actual dollar savings which will accrue by savingsome hundreds of thousands of lives each year, and by reducinghuman suffering.
CONCLUSIONS

I am not speaking on this great issue because I have a vested inter-est. My research endeavors do not and will not take me into this verysophisticated area. I as a practitioner and research investigator amconstantly asked by my patients what I advise for prophylaxis. Ifind it very painful to have to tell them that after all these yearswe are not too sure about whether strict adherence to the risk factorswill affect their longevity. I have seen .hundreds of thousands ofpeople in my 40 years of practice and still am not convinced thatstrict adherence to the risk factor admonitions affects longevity.I appeal to Congress to provide a more appropriate level of fund-ing to keep cardiovascular investigators at their benches so that theycan continue to provide dramatic patch-em-up techniques for theafflicted and interventions to reduce sudden death for some 300,000
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U.S. citizens each year. Basic research might provide such startling
answers that even our most enlightened health planners cannot envi-
sion.

This, my dear Congressmen Rogers, is the American Dream: Please
look over the price list and realize that it is an affordable investment
and will, in the long run, not cost the taxpayer, but will offer them
relief from their staggering burden.

I, therefore, recommend that a budget of $595 million be appro-
priated for the coming year, so that we may start our conquest of
this dread disease 'of arteriosclerosis, particularly.

Mr. Roomis. Thank you so much, Dr, Corday,

STATEMENT OF LEONARD S. DREIFUS, M.D., F.A.C.C.

Dr. Dia I am Dr., Leonard S. Dreifus from the Department
of Cardiovascular Diseases the Lankenau Hospital, Philadelphia,
Pa. I am also the president-elect of the American College of Cardi-
ology. It is in this capacity that I submit the following remarks
(see p. 113 j.

Before addressing the specific details of the "Biomedical Research
and Research Training Amendments of 1978," I would like to ex-
press the College's support for the activities of the National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute. In Institute Director, Dr. Robert Levy,
the NTILBT has a dedicated leader, an eminent scholar, and a capa-
ble and imaginative administrator.

I would like, to reflect. and give my great thanks to all of those
investigators and scientists that have been able to achieve this 14-
percent reduction' in deaths from heart, attack. We are now beginning
to see the light at the end of the tunnel in reducing deaths from
heart disease.

Again, T reiterate that deaths due to heart attack represent still
50 percent, qr a little bit more, of deathS in this country, and some-
thing should be done about it. There is a tremendous financial loss
as well as all the humanities and losses that we now recognize.

I would like particularly to commend yen, Mr. Chairman, on in-
troducing H.R. 10908, iiroviding for -a-3-year extension. Again, the
3 years offer continuity. It offers the investigator really an unprece-
dented way to begin to continue the research. The 1 year, of course,
would do very little to give him that continuity to research subjects,
and to reap the rewards, to do the experiments that will lead to
the payoff in this type of research.

We would like to recommend the authorization levels for a 3-year
renewal. In- these recommendations, let me point out quickly that
the college has acted in restraint, understanding the economic bur-
dens in this country in many other sectors.

It is with this type .of restraint, and I hope enthusiasm, and imagi-
nation that these figures would be recommended. In fiscal year 1979,
$540 million for research and training programs and $40 million for
prevention, education, and control programs.

For fiscal year 1980, $605 million for research and training pro-
grams and $45 million 'for prevention, education, and control pro-grams.

19,4
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For fiscal year 1981, $665 million for research, training programs,
and $50 million for prevention, education, and control programs.

It was pointed out and I will clearly reiterate it, unless we come
to these levels, it is a simple matter of mathematics that we will only
be able to take care of 94 percent of existing commitments in fiscal
year 1979.

In addition, with the increase of at least 25 percent. in new re-
search applications, which really reflect. enthusiasm and imagination
and great talent, where investigators see a need to move ahead, we
would probably be able to only fund 16 percent of those grants,

.which were submitted.
In the committee report which accompanied H.R. 4975 last year,

the committee reaffirmed the need for an expanded, intensified and
coordinated program for heart, blood Vessel, lung, and blood dis-
eases as mandated by Public Law 92-423 in 1972 and Public Law
94.278 in 1976.

I think that I should point out, Mr. Chairman, that if we. ar'e.to
achieve equal access to medical care in this country, we can no
longer engage in treating disease. 'We must engage in preventing dis-
ease. if we are to achieve this American dream of equal access underthe law.

This is again a plea ..for the justification of our authorization
levels. We would also like to plead that the authorization levels rep-
resent an opportunity level rather than a restricting level, which
would he a problem for achieving proper funding for the necessary
projects.

Finally, I would like to state for the record our support for the
amendments in H.R. 10908 wilich would expedite the training mis-sion of the NIMBI, and would encourage speedier dissemination of
research information to health professionals. We feel that this hasbeen a great contribution.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the subcommitee, on
behalf of the American College of Cardiology, I wish to express
our greatest gratitude for having invited us to present our views on
this extremely important subject.

Thank you.
[Testiinony resumes on p. 199.
[Dr. Dreifus' prepared statement follows:)
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STATIOCHT OF LEONARD S. IBEIFUR, M.D., F.A.C.C.
FRISIMENT-EIECT OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF CARDIOLOGY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Dr. Leonard 5. Dreifus, Department of Cardiovascular

Diseases, The Lankenau Hospital, Philadelphia, PennsyAvania.

I am also the President-elect of the American College of

Cardiology; it is in this capacity that I submit the following
remarks.

The American College of Cardiology is a-professional, medical -

specialty.society of more than 8,500 physicians and scientists

who specialize in heart disease and other closely related disorders.
Before addressing the specific details of the "Biomedical

Research and Research Training Amendments of 1978", I would

like to express the College's support for the activities of the
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute. In Institute Director,
Dr. Robert Levy, the NHLBI has a dedicated leader, an eminent
scholar, and a capable and imaginative administrator. As your
Commi"-^ -ctzd in H.Rep. 95-381:

The Committee is generally pleased, given the current
resources of the National' Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute, with the accomplishments of the National
Heart, Blood Vessel, Lung and Blood Disease Program.
Testimony before the Subcommittee on Health and the
Environment revealed that from 1970 to 1975 deaths
from heart attack declined 14 percent. This-
corresponds to a decline of less than 7 percent for
all other causes of death. The decline for coronary
heart disease (heart attacks) is particularly significant
since until relatively recently, the number of deaths
was increasing and since mortality from this disease
accounts for almost two - thirds of all deaths from
cardiovascular disease . . It is estimated that
49;000 fewer deaths from cardiovascular disease occurred
in 1976 compared to 1974:'-This-- savings in lives alone
is greater than the number of lives that could be saved
if all deaths from automobile accidents could be avoided!
. . . However, despite these decreases, cardiovascular
diseases still account for 52.5 percent of all deaths
inn -the States. This iman overall decline from
34 percent of only a few years ago.

Dr. Levy, the Institute, the National Heart,"Lung, and Blood
Advisory Council, and, indeed, our own membership, take great
pride in being able to cite these impressive achievements in
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combating cardiovascular disease.

The College is appreciative of this Committee's efforts

to continue the existence of this important Institute, and

Chairman Rogers should be highly commended for introducing

H.R. 10908, which provides for a three-year extension of appro-
priations authorizations for the National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute. As you know, the Senate counterpart to this measure

(S. 2450) provides only a one-year extension of appropriations

authorizations for this vital Institute. The American College
of Cardiology considers that a one-year extension would be a

severe handicap to the successful and necessary programs of the
NHLBI.

In. 1972, the NIMBI authorization was wisely extended for
three years. This was followed by a two-year'renewal from

197,5-1977, an exception to the original three-year allowance so
that:the activities of the National Program would continue

without interruption subject a later review by the President's
Biomedical Research Panel. The 1977 renewal legislation of
one year was yet another exception to the original three-year
renewal. In our testimony presented beforefthe Committee a year
ago, the American College of Cardiology was fully supportive of
this one-year renewal because; Congress desired to cooperate with
the new Administration and wanted to assure that the Institute
function smoothly prior to the consideration of legislation to
substantially revise the Institute's programs. However, we
cannot now ascertain a satisfactory rationale for yet another
one-year extension.

The unstable and unpredictableatmophere generated by
repetitive one-year renewals, could have deleterious effects on
the Institute's ability to carry out its Congressional mandates.

The American College of Cardiology is in complete agreement
with your decision, to recommend a three-year extension of the

legal operating authorities-of the NHLBI: it demonstrates wisdom
and foresight. A three-year extension would assure the continuity,

202
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stability, and effective planning of its heart, lung, and blood

research and training activities; moreover, it would conform to.

NEW's recommendation:----

While the American College of Cardiology is sincerely

grateful for your recommended three -year authorization extension

for the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, the College

respectfully recommends higher authorization levels than those
included in H.R. 10908. The College's recommended authorization

levels for this three-year renewal period are:

FY 1979: $540 million for research and training
$40 million for prevention, education

control programs.

programs
and

FY 1980s $605 million for research and training
$45 million for prevention, education

control programs

programs
and

FY 1981: $665 million for research and training
$50 million for prevention, education

control programs

programs
and

The College is concerned that, at the authorization levels
of $500 million, $550 million and 5600million for Fiscal Years
1979, 1980 and 1981, the Institute will find it difficult, if not
impossible, to initiate new research and training programs while
at the same time meeting its existing commitments.

For example, the Administration's FY 1979 authorization
request for thejnstitute is $432.2 million. Such an allocation
would represent a significant decrease below FY 1978 levels.
It would allow the Institute to.meet only 94% of its existing
contractual commitments. Moreover, it would provide for'the fund-
ing of only 16-19% of approved new and competing research grants;

this corresponds with a 40-50% rate of funding achieved in recent
years. To compound this problem, we would like you to be aware
of the fact that the Institute has received approximately 25%
more research grant applications in FY 1977 than in FY 1976.
These two phenomena spell an increased enthusiasm in the scientific
community to participate in the biomedical research programs of
the NIMBI but less money available for the Institute to meet
this challenge.

cti
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In the Committee Report which accompanied H.R. '4975 last
year, (H.Rep. 95-117), the Committee reaffirmed the need for
an expanded, intensified and coordinated program for heart,
blood vessel, lung, and blood diseases as mandated by P.L. 92-423
in 1972 and P.L. 94-278 in 1976. However, for the Institute

to continue its important 'activities and to embark upon new
programmatic opportunities, authorization levels must be
greater than the Administration's budget request and greater than
the funding levels proposed in H.R. 10908.

Further, there is another very important reason for setting
higher authorization levels for the research and training programs
--- a rationale that-reflects the realities of the appropriations
mechanism. Recent experience has shown that authorizations often
are interpreted as exaggerated ceilings by the Appropriations

Committees; in other words, actual appropriations fall far short
of authorizations. In FY 1973, about $400 million was'authorized

for the National Heart, Blood Vessel, Blood and Lung Program;
only $280 million Was appropriated. In FY 1974, $460 million
was authorized and only $284 million appropriated. In FY 1975,

,

there existed a $200 million gap between the two figures. While
authorization levels should provide guidelines for Institute
appropriations, room must be allowed for new initiatives in
promising program areas as well as for continued funding of the
present programs at current inflationary rates. Authorization
levels should be sufficiently high to be perceived as opportunity
levels rather than as having the effect of establishing a
restrictive ceiling on the Institute's budget.

We believe that our recommended authorization levels reflect
the careful balancing of fiscal restraint and the Congressional
desire to support the activities of the NHLBI. At our recommended
authorization levels, the National Heart; Lung, and Blood Insti-
tute will be given the necessary_resources to pursue the com-
prehensive program strategy to promote research in, and prevent
diseases relating to the heart, lungs, and blood.

204
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Finally, Chairman Rogers, you areagain to be commended

for introducing H.R. 10908 bcauSe of the inclusion Of two sub-

stantive'and well-needed amendment§ to the National Heart,

Blood Vessel, Lung, and Blood. Act (P.L. 92-423).

The first of these modifications,, recehtly recommended by the

National Heart, Lung, 'and BloOd Advisory Council (S202 of H.R.

10908) would require the transmittal of the Director's Report

simultaneously to the Prefiident and Congress not later than

November 30th each year. Current law provides for the submission

of the Report "as-soon as practicable after the end of each

fiscal year" to the President for later transmittal, to Congress.

Last year, NIH appropriations hearings were held in February;

although this comprehensive document could have been a valuable

resource to the Members of Congress who determine.how much

funds should be allocated to the Institute, the Report was not
released until July. The American College of Cardiology is in

full agreement with your belief that these problems would be
alleviated by adoption of this amendment. .

The College also supports 5203 of H.R. 10908 which =ends

S413(d) of the Public Health Service Act "to provide on a timely
basis" for the dissemination of research information to the
public and health professionals. Many of our members conduct

cardiovascular research, and many more, as practitioners and

educators, apply it to the treatment of patients. We can
appreciate the need to transmit new knowledge "from bench to

bedside". Accordingly, in conformance with the recommendation

of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Advisory Council, we

welcome your statutory reference to the dissemination of infor-
mation with minimal administrative delay.

In conclusion, may I reiterate our appreciation for your
effdrts to continue this vital Institute's activities. In a

recent Presidential Proclamation, President Carter declared the

month of February 1978 as American Heart Month. In the Proclama-
tion, credit was given to the National Heart, Lung, and Blood

Institute for its National effort to reduce illness, disabilit ,

and death from heart diseases through nationwide programs of
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biomedical research in the cardiovascular field, 'training of

research personnel, and information and education programs for
health professionals. President Carter also invited Congress

and the Nation to join him in reaffirming our commitment to
the search for new ways to prevent, detect and control
cardiovascular diseases in all its forms. The American College
of Cardiology perceives the pending legislation as an excellent
opportunity for your Committee, as our country's pre-eminent
health policymakers, to reaffirm your commitment and support for
the, National Heart, Lung, and, Blood Institute by providing a
three-year extension of authority at our recommended authorization
levels.

Mr. Chairman and. distinguished Members of this Subcommittee,
on behalf of the American College of Cardiology, I wish to
express our deepest gratitude for your having invited us to present
our views on this extremely important subject.

Thank you.
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Mr, RoGERS. Thank you very much, Dr. Dreifus.
Dr. Rosenfeld, you may be interested that Dr. deBakey has written

the committee a letter saying that he had hoped to join us, but he
was not able to. He said that Dr. Rosenfeld, who was an associate
of his, was one of the most distinguished scholars, and had agreed to
testify. He felt that it was important that the subcommittee hear
from Dr. Rosenfeld.

Without objection, that letter will be made part of the record, and
we welcome you.

[The letter referred to follows:]

CITIZENS FOR THE TREATMENT OF HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, INC.,
Washington, D.C. February 22, 19l8.

Hon. PAW. G. ROGERS,
Chairman,
House Subcommittee on Health and the Environment,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN. I deeply regret that prior commitments will prevent
me from testifying on Wednesday, March 1, on H.R. 10908, the legislation youintroduced which includes a three-year renewal of authorizations for theNational Heart, Lung and Blood Institute.

I want to commend you, not only for the introduction of this legislation, butfor the fact that it authorizes appropriations for the ensuing three Fiscal years.
Doctor Isadore Rosenfeld, who is Clinical Associate Professor of Medicine atCornell Medical College and one of the most distinguished cardiologists in the

country, has agreed to testify on the Heart budget on behalf of Citizens for theTreatment of High Blood Pressure. Doctor Rosenfeld, a close personal friend of
mine, has worked actively with me over the past five years in both the fields ofhypertension and cardiology. Since hypertension comprises approximately 20percent of research and training monies in the Heart area of NHLBI, I thinkthat it is important for the Committee to hear from Doctor Rosenfeld.

The nett time I am in Washington, I hope to be able to have a visit withyou.
Cordially,

MICHAEL E. DEBAKEY.

STATEMENT OF ISADORE ROSENFELD, M.D.

Dr. ROSENFEI.D. I first want to identify mysel4. with the remarks
made by my distinguished predecessors.. The os and figures you
have before you in the submitted testimony, I would like to make
part of the record [see p. 203].

As a -clinician', I would like to highlight the impression that your
bill and its impadt may have on American medicine.

I am very happy to be here. In my written comments, which are
now part of the record, you will notice that I plan to limit my
discussion to the field of hypertension and sudden death, two major
areas in which I happen to have a particular interest.

Coming over here from the airport, in a taxi, today, I was re-
minded of another problem, when I saw literally hundreds of jog-
gers, some of them Congressmen and Senators, and other govern-
ment employees, trotting around a body of water that leads to the r.Congress.

I -hope that the appropriations, which we will be discussing at
another time, will include, to definitive study to determine the actual
magnitude of benefit and/or dangers of such activities. I suspect that
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they are beneficial. But the lives of Congressmen are too precious totake a chance on that..
Mr. Roo Ens. Unfortunately, this committee only provides authorityfor appropriations.

MAountE. If I might interject at this point, and indicate to thegentleman that if he has any indication that jogging is adverse in itseffects on health, I wish you would inform the subcommittee as soonas possible becauSe I jogged 6 miles yesterday; and I have not beenOut Yet today.
I do want the record to show that:I jog.
Dr. ROSENFELD. Mr. Chairman, I am sure that it must be very de-pressing for members of this committee, including Congressman

Carter, and Congressman Maguire, to hear all the terrible thinthat are extant in this country with respect to diseases -and morbiity, $50 billion in costs. in treating cardiovascular problems alone.Today, you have heard sonic good news from the president of theAmerican Heart Association, Dr. Austen, when he talked about thedecrease in mortality, with which we are all familiar.
But you know that you cannot talk in terms of these wonderful

statistics- as if they were a "fait accompli," and let's go on to some-.-thing else, because the fact remains that 35 million Americans havehypertension.
As a result of the educational programs of the National Heart,Lung,. and Blood Institute, there has been an increase in patientvisits of 50 percent, seeking their physician to take their blood pres,sure, and there has been a 20-percent reduction in strokes.
However, all of this requires ongoing education, ongoing manage-ment, and leaves unsettled some very fundamental questions. I thinkthat it would be wrong to get the impression that we have conqueredhypertension.
There are great difficulties in compliance. I have great difficulty ingetting many of my patients to continue to take the medication. Wedon't, know, for example, what the impact is of giving these medico,-tions to young children. when we pickup hypertension in the pre-pubertal age. We are not. sure about the significance of taking systolic

hypertension alone in the very elderly. whether this has a positiveor negative effect.
We don't. even know whether it, is necessary to reduce salt intakein order to prevent hypertension. We- know that it is necessary toreduce it in treating it. But we don't. know whether changing oursalt eating habits will reduce. the incidence of this disease.
There are. many questions that remain unanswered on hyperten-sion; and the National- Heart. Lung, and Blood Institute has devel-oped programs which require the appropriations and the 3-year au-thorization to effect.
For example. I was meeting with the Deputy Soviet Minister ofHealth the other day, and he outtined'for me the program they havein the Soviet Union in which there is onsite identification and meas-urement of blood pressure in the major factories.
I have not, seen this myself, but that is what he tells me, and Ihave no reason to deny its veracity. I. am not familiar with any suchprogram in this country. If we are going to identify. hypertension
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early, and treat it effectively, we have to develop programs such as
onsite measurements. We have to develop some methodology with
regard to Blue Cross and Blue Shield, which will permit employers
to devise a compensible method of "on-the-job identification pro-grams."

So there is a great deal to he done in hypertension, even though
the death rate from high blood pressure has been reduced by 80 per-
cent.

I would like to now address myself to the question of sudden death.
I don't think that it is really understood or appreciated, even in the
medical community. Sudden cardiac death is the largest, most impor-
tant public health problem in this country.

We are all emotionally involved with cancer, as we should be. We
are emotionally involved with cancer of the breast, which causes
30,000 deaths every year. But, Mr. Chairman, there are approxi-
mately 450,000 people who die suddenly, just like that, in the United
States every year.

We have an enormous problem in terms of identifying these peo-
ple. and once.havincr identified them,-developing techniques to pre-vent their sudden death. We have come some way with long-term
monitoring, and picking up people at high risk. We can sometimes
predict sudden cardiac death. But we have very few drugs that we
can give people that are well tolerated, and will predictably reducethe numbers of sudden deaths.

This is one of the enormous problems of American medicine, to
which NIMBI is addressing itself, and it must have the 3-year au-.
thorization, and the appropriation with which to do it.

You may have read 2 weeks ago in the newspapers about the use
of Ampurm, which is antigas medicine. I have been flooded with
telephone calls. There are some questions that have been raised about
certain aspects of this study. I don't think, on the basis of the in-
formation that has been made available, that I can give an answer
to my patient or to you, sir.

Certainly, this is a pressing question. If, indeed, 53 'percent of
patients who had myocardial infarctions can be given a drug, fewer
may .die suddenly. These are burning issues that have to I:solved,and Cannot be solved in terms of planning on a year-to-year basis
with inappropriate funding. .

I am tempted to make the comparison of the President of the
United States, or a Congressman, who has to run for election every

...second year. It is almost a similar analogy. You would be planning
for your election, and not for the job that your constituents have
elected you to do.

Finally, with regard to the question of funding. Dr. Austen, Dr.
Corday. and Dr. Dreifus have made reference to the fact that this
year only some 40 percent of the approved grants are going to befunded. /f the administration's appropriation bill is accepted, there
will be only 19 percent funded.

This has a great impact not only on the. kind. of research inroads
that we are going to make but the support. of a research cadre as
well. Dr. Corday said in his travels he found that. America leads the
world in the conquest of disease. Well, America's lead in the conquest

4fs thr
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of disease depends on these young scientists who have ideas that are
good enough to be approved by their peers; they must. be funded so
that they can pursue their research careers,

What happens if the young are not given the funds to pursue their
ideas; there will be less investigative medicine. They will go into the
practice,of medicine, which is not too hid, but I think that you have
to have a cadre of r;searchers and teachers, and academicians. If
America is to maintain her lead in world medicine, as Dr. Corday
described his findings, there has to be money appropriated.

I am not going to take more of your time except to say that I
have submitted requested figures. Talking numbers committeeslike this is somewhat dry, but I hope that you will think favorably
and think humanly about the request of the NIILBI, both for yourown constituents, for the American people and, indeed, for humanity..Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[Dr. Rosenfeld's prepared statement follows

21 sf
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10% Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Dr. Isadore Rosenfeld, Associate Clinical Professor. of Medicine,

Cornell University Medical College. I am also engaged in the private

practice of cardiology in New York City.

It is a pleasure and a welcome opportunity to be able to appear

before this Committee again as a citizen witness for the National Heart,

Lung, and Blood Institute, to support a three year reauthorization. As

a practicing' cardiologist, the diseases mandated to this Institute are

of deep concern to me on a daily basis.

This year marks the thirtieth anniversary of the National Heart, Lung,

and Blood Institute's existence as the Nation's focus for research on

cardiovascular disease, and the fifth year since its authority was enlarged

by Congress to advance the national attack on heart, blood vessel, lung,

and blood diseases.

The enormity and significance of the responsibilities and the challenges

placed before this Institute are readily appreciated when one considers the

mortality, morbidity, and economic costs associated with these dreaded

diseases. Heart disease has topped the list of the Nation's killers for

several decades and remains so today in, spite of the steady decline in

death rates since 1950. In 1975, for example, cardiovascular diseases

were responsible for more than one million deaths; just over three times

those caused by cancer. In terms of morbidity, the toll is great, for

example, an estimated 35 million Americans have hype.rtension, a major

risk factor for heart. disease and stroke. The economic costs of these

diseases and the burdens are staggering. Diseases of the circulatory

system alone cost the taxpayers of this country over 50 billion' dollars.
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But, the.Institute has responded to this challenge and must continue

to do so in an effective way. The Institute supports 20 large national

program areas of which 10 are related to heart disease. These programs

range from arteriosclerosis to circulatory assistance; major etiological

processes to treatment. Because of the time constraints, I will limit

my remarks to only a few examples on progress the Institute has made in

hypertension and coronary heart disease.

In the area of hypertension, the Institute has made giant inroads.

Hypertension mortality is down 80 percent since 1948, stroke mortality

is down some 35 percent in the last thirty years, and the majority of
1

this success has occurred in the last five years.' The goals of the

Institute, to reduce mortality in this disease, have been achieved, in

large part, through the National,High Blood Pressure Education Program.

Through this program's'activity, patient visits for high blood pressure

diagnosis have increased substantially; over 50 percent since 197T. The

Institute has also initiated several innovative and new programs. A new

demonstration program to determine the effectiveness of statewide coordination

of hypertension has been awarded to four states; a program to stimulite

effective hypertension control in the work setting has been awarded; and

a pilaf training program for Blue Cross staff to develop methodologies and

advise for employers who wish to establish employee health care programs

in hypertension control is now underway. While the Institute develops

these awareness and control programs, it also continues to look into

the basic mechanisms responsible for the underlying causes of hypertension;

21.3
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an area of biomedical research that is deserving of immediate and urgent

attention if we will prevent or delay the progression of hypertension

k,
to its sequela of heart disease and snden death. I have been most

fortunate to serve on the Institute's High Blood Pressure Task Force .

over the last two years. This group has been defining the numerous

basic and clinical opportunities and needs in high blood pressure.

Mr. Chairman, I am sorry to say that even though we cannow treat

hypertension effectively and prevent its sequela in over 90 percent

of the cases, we still do not know its causes or the information

essential for primary prevention. Such knowledge can only be realized

through the acquisition of new knowledge through basic and clinical

research.

My second area of interest is sudden death. As a-member of the NHLBI

supported US -USSR Working Group on Sudden Cardiac Death, I am well aware

of the progress made internationally ,in this area.

It is reassuring to report' that signifiEant progress his been made

in the understanding and treatment of coronary heart disease. The death

rate has decreased some 18 percent since 1968. While the causes of this

change are not well delineated, better techniques to recognize and manage

the inhospital manifestations are important. Unfortunately, the majority

of patients who die of myoeardial infarction do so suddenly and about

60 percent do not live long enough to be admitted to the hospital..

The NHLBI is presently in the beginning stages of a clinical trial

to test the efficacy of the prophylactic use of an,antiarrhythmic drug,

r
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propranolol, to prevent the development of a fatal cardiac 'arrhythmia.

The trial will involve some 4,200 patients who have had at least one

heaft attack and Will require five years for patient recruitment, follow-up

and analysis-. This, however, is only one spot on the continuum of research

which is ongoing and needed in this area. The clues that enable recognition

of those patients at risk must be further defined. Many of the factors

which convert chronic coronary heart disease into an acute catastrophic

event must be elucidated. Further improvements in the management of the

disease must be stressed. I urge that this Committee provide authorization

levels which will help the Institute in effectively pursuing its important

mandates.

As you may be aware, the appropriations to the Institute in

recent, years have been minimized by a low authorization ceiling. It

might be pointed out that only 40 percent of the approved research grant

application requests will be awarded this year and at the President's .

Budget leve3 for fiscal year 1979 the percentage will drop to a mere

19 percent. This compares to 45 percent in.1976 and 61 percent in 1975.

Last.year, applications and approvals assigned to NHLBI escalated

dramatically and the trend continues this year. It is of utmost' importance

that the renewal legislations provide authorization levels which will

adequately enable the Institute to pursue an effective program.

A short-term renewal does not allow for the Institute's efforts to

develop to a state at which meaningful observations and evaluation can
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take place. The stability of a three year authorization is necessary.

The authorization levels I would like to recommend for this three year

period are complementary to those which a' pecommended by the National

Heirt, Lung, and Blodd Advisory Council; which are:

FY 1979 615.2 million of which $50 million would be used for

prevention and control.

FY 1980 747.2 million of which $75 million would be used for

prevention and control.

FY 1951 854.3 million of which 5100 million would be used for

prevention and control.

.1 see these figures as opportunity levels, levels which will provide

for the opportunity to explore new leads while continuing current programs.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this subcommittee, I wish

to thank you again for letting me express my views, on this extremely

important topic. As a practicing physician, I am reminded everday of the

advances that have been achieved through research which has been generously

-supported by this Committee and other members of Congress. We are now

,making major progress as is demonstrated by the striking decline in

cardiovascular disease morbidity and mortality.

I urge. the Committee to have the foresight to allow this excellent

program ic.)\continue with adequate resources; to continue the job it has

done so well over the past thirty

21q.
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Mr. Rooms. Thank you very much, Dr. Rosenfeld, for a very
helpful statement.;

First of all, I think that the committee would like to say. that
certainly all of you, and the colleagnes that you represent, and the
American Heart. Association as:well, should take great pride in your

- accomplishments in reducing the dedth rate from heart disease by
13 percent. It is an amazing figure.

You should feel very pleased with what you have been doing; and
what you have seen accomplished. The committee wants to publicly
Commend those who have been working in the heart field, in our
institute, and in the research that has been clone, and any applica-
tion of our research effort; particularly in the field of hypertension
where so much has been done.

We. commend all of you and are grateful for what you have clone
for this country. Also, I want to recognize Dawn Bryan, who is the
chief of public policy and government affairs for the American
Heart Association, and the fine work she has clone in relaying the
concerns of the American Heart Association. Also, Mr..Mike Gor-

, man, who has worked hard, and certainly has pointed out the'Prob-
lems of hypertension to this committee.

We want to express our thanks to you. We will certainly go over
carefully the figures that you have raised, and give it our closest
consideration.

Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I certainly concur with what. you said. I think that great strides

have been made; particularly .since this legislation went into effect.
Dr. Rosenfeld, you have brought up the subject of sudden death.

I notice that you have requested $25 million extra to be included for
that. What do you think is the cause of these sudden deaths.

Dr. ROSENFELD. The evidence that we have is that electrical insta-
bility of the heart manifesting itself as a sudden lethal arrhythmia is
the commonest mechanism of sudden death.

Now, what the factors are that cause this electrical instability are
not clear. There are many theories that. range from the influence of
nervous activity, which would then require behavior modification,
or neurological" or pharmalogical control, as one mechanism. There
maybe biomedical or metabolic factors within the heart. There maybe factors that interfere with coronary blood flow. These are all areas
that are being looked into.

We can, for example, identify a certain number of individuals
whom we can predict are candidates for sudden'. death. These are
people who are at high risk by virtue of having had a heart attack
some time in the past; or at high risk by virtue of having highblood pressure.

I am on the U.S. team that visits the Soviet Union in the scietn=
tific interchange between the two countries in the area .of sudden
death, and the Russians have found, in their data, that patients with
untreated high blood presS-iire have a greater incidence of sudden
death.

All of these factors include abnormal blood fats,. and people who,
if you monitor them with some of the newer devices that permit

2j7
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the rhythm to be analyzed over a 24-hour period, or a 36-hour pe-riod, you will find certain warnings4 manifestations in the rhythm,which if you treat and suppress appropriately, may have an impacton sudden death. ..
7:7 Mr. CORDAY. I might answer that, too. The answer to your ques-;tion, 50 percent of those who die suddenly have an impaired cardio-

circulation. This was published in a special issue of the ,Ame-rican
Journal of Cardiology, which I edited May 26,1977..

The psychic factors which cause sudden death are bad news. Weboth recognize that there are metabolic factors too. We have deter-
mined.in dogs that when they have a coronary attack, just beforethey; go into sudden death, a catastrophic disturbance in metabolism
occurs, and that probably induces it.

Now our job is to try and see how we can affect this. How canwe give the patient something ahead of time to prevent this fromoccurring.
Mr. Maguire brings up the question about jogging. Is it danger-ous?
Patients who have had a previous coronary attack should not jogexcept in a gymnasium where there is an expert' present that candefibrilate them back to lift.
There is a study from the CAPRI program of Seattle funded bythe NHLBI. Of the 850 people in the program who had had a pre-,vious coronary attack, 15 of them dropped dead while jogging in agymnasium. However, because there - was an attendant present, all

15 were defibrilated back to life.
There is another study reported in the Journal of the American

Medical Association very recently about five cases of joggers whodropped dead, and all were defibrilated back to life.
So it might be that the people who had the previous coronaryattack should only jog in a gymnasium where they can be defibri-late&
Mr. Rookits. I think that any information along those lines would

be very helpful, we would Make it part of the record. 'We will askthe National Institute also to cOintnent. This is wbat we have askedfor in our, call for public ,information.mare particularly to stress theeffects of exercise, nutrition.
.

We hope that we can accumulate some realistic evidence for thepublic in the public information program.
Mr. Maguire?
Mr. MAountE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
One quick question. Dr. Austen, you say on page 1 of your state-ment that you attribute in large measure the dramatic reduction inheart disease to long-range commitment to the funding of basic re-search by, the Congress. It is very nice to hear that. 'I wonder, though, if ynu could comment as to whether there is

any way to sort out whether one proportion of the reduction mightbe as a result'.of better preventive strategies, either individuals bythemselves Or their physicians, or what percentage might be the re-Snit of quicker reaction times, and better treatment once somebodyis struck ?..
Dr. AUSTEN. I dOn't think that I can answer your question :Coln-yletely, but h would like to try. What I would say is this. The
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things that- we have been talking about and the things -that we have
been seeing really, in my view, would have to start somewhere.

You don't know about risk factors unless you have some knowl-
edge. You have to start somewhere- to get the knowledge. In a way,
that is what I was referring to. You get fundamental knowledge so
that you understand the problem, Then you use that knowledge, it
seems to me, in a continuum, both in terms of therapy. and in
terms of-education.

That is how you end up with improvement in survival. I guess
that I would only add, to continue to have the approval 5 years
from now, so that we could be sitting here and not talking about
the last 5 years being as good as the previous.

We need to continue to haVe both things going on. In no way did
I mean to indicate that I do not absolutely, 100 percent, support
prevention. I guess, what. I would. say is that both of them have
to go hand in glove, and they really do so quite naturally, I think.

Mr. MAGUIRE. Thank you.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you so much.- We are grateful to have had

you here.
There is a vote on the floor. and the subcommittee will stand in

recess until 3:30.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee will come to order, please.
We have another distinguished panel with us this afternoon. The

subcommittee wishes to express its appreciation for your presence,
and making the effort to be here, to help us with the benefit of your
thinking.

Thomas M. Fitzgerald, Cooley's Anemia Foundation;. Dr. Wil-
litertn. Beck. American Society for Hemotolot7; and L. Jadwin
A.s\feld; president of the American Blood Commission.

We welcome each of you to the committee..Each of your state-
ments-Will be made 'part of the record in full, and you may proceed
as you desire.

Mr. CARTER. We are, indeed grateful to Dr. Beck for his text. I
believe you are the hematology department at Harvard Medical
School, and a member of the American Society of Hematology.

Dr. BECK. Yes.

STATEMENTS OF L. JADWIN ASFELD, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN BLOOD
COMMISSION; WILLIAM S. BECK,, M.D., CHAIRMAN, PUBLIC
INFORMATION COMMITTEE, AMERICAN, SOCIETY FOR HEMATOL-
OGY ; AND THOMAS FITZGERALD, MEMBER, BOARD OF DIREC
TORS, COOLEY'S ANEMIA AND RESEARCH FOUNDATION FOR
CHILDREN, INC.

Mr, ASEI.D. Mr. Chairman, and Dr. Carter, it is certainly a pleas-
ure to be. here today. I do wish to call to your attention that the
panelists who are with me officers of organizations that are also mem-
bers of the American Blood Commission.

I am L. Jadwin Asfeld, this year's president of- the American
Blood Commission. The American Blood Commission welcomes this
opportunity to express its strong support for the extention and in-
crease of the authorization for the National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute, as reflected in H.R. 10908 of the 95th Congress. See p. 214.]

21a,
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Public Law 94-278, passed in 1976, amended the Public Health
Service Act, specifically designating the National Heart, Blood, and
Lung Institute as the focal point for studies and research in the
science and management of the Nation's blood supply.

Our support of the institute is based on the unique collaboration
between the private and public sectors, which is also fostered by the

'National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute.
The American Blood Commission was established in response to

the widespread conclusions that the problems of blood collection and
distribution in the United States could best be solved by bringing
together many actively involved elements of the private sector,
through an organization capable of coordinating the activities of
blood services in this great Nation of ours.

In recognition of this problem; the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and 'Welfare announced a national blood policy in 1973. In
summary, the basic aims of the policy were addressed to problems of
safety, supply, quantity, and accessibility, and efficiency of the blood
services of thiS country.

The policy called for the establishment of the American Blood
Commission to coordinate the activities of the blood service facilitiesof this Nation, and to encourage and conduct, research that would
help to solve the problems in this field.

Among the expressed purposes of the National Blood Policy was
the establishment of an all-volunteer blood donor system for the
elimination of blood that was bought from paid donors.

The specialists have concluded that blood obtained from paid
blood donors is more likely to be infected with undetectible hepatitis
than is `the blood from voluntary donors. After much discussion by
interested parties, the American Blood Commission was founded and
brought into existence in April of 1975.

Among the purposes of the commission are coordination of exist-ing programs. and the development of new programs to improve
blood services. A complete statement of its purposes can be found inthe prepared statement-

The American Blood Commission is now in its third year as a
recognized national agency for planning and coordinating the blood
service system of this country. The 42 national organizations thatcomprise, the commission are committed to full development of d.
total voluntary blood supply.

A list of the members of the commission appears as attachment 1to the prepared statement. We are a private sector organization,
working in a productive and, we believe, unique partnership with
government and governmental agencies, such as the National Heart,
Lung and Blood Institute.

To achieve the goals of the national blood policy, and to carry out
the purposes of the American Blood Commission's task forces, ex-
pert individuals of all segments of our society have been included,
including .physicians, blood banking technologists, transfusion spe-
cialists, and trained nurses.

In addition to blood service professionals, these task forces in-
clude individual proficient in other health related professions and
disciplines. The specific projects of the commission are described
more detail in our prepared statement.
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Just to cite a few examples, the Commission with the financial,
assistance of the '.institute, has developed a uniform blood labeling
system to replace the proliferation of hundreds of different practices
that now exist, and has presented its recommendations to the Food

and Drug Administration.
iThe American Blood Commission is also developing a national

blood data center that will, for the first time in the history of this
country, provide an accurate data base for planning, managing and
evaluating blood services.

Because of the importance of 'cost effectiveness, the American
Blood Commission is aggressively developing a system of coordinat-
ing blood services and resources on a regiona basis throughout this
country.

The American Blood Commission also undertakes other research
information and educational programs. These various programs have
been supported by grants from several private foundations, and by
six contracts with the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute.

Representatives of conflicting viewpoints over the philosophy and
technique of blood donors are represented in the membership of the
American Blood Commission. It has been one of the principal func-
tions and purposes of the American ,Blood Commission to find the
means of reconciling these different positions.

Established in 1975. the American Blood Commission is a non-
profit organization incorporated under the laws of the District of
Coltimbia. To strengthen the commission, a Federal charter is now
being sought because it would reflect an endorsement of its purposes
by the Congress of the United States.

We are nnplementing the goals of the National Blood Policy by
improving and coordinating blood collecting systems in order to as-

a safe and adequate supply of voluntary donated blood for the
.N ion.

The commission's effectiveness is based on the continued. develop-
ment of a consensus, and its increased influence in policy formulation
and program development. These activities are undertaken by a
broadly based membership, representative of donors, patients, and
health care professionals. Strengthening the American Blood Com-
mission is the best assurance that its goals will be achieved, and that
the differences in the blood banking community will ultimately be
reconciled in a logical way that will best serve the national resource.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 224.]
[Mr. Asfeld's prepared statement and attachment follow :]
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Amer, ican Blood Commission March 1, 1978
1901 North Ft. Myer Drive, Suite 300

Arlington, Vi. 22209
(703) 522-8414

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF

THE AMERICAN BLOOD COMMISSION

ON R. R. 10908

I am L. Jadwin' Asfeld, this year's President of the

American Blood Commission.

The American Blood Commission welcomes this oppor-

tunity to express its strong support for the extension

and increase of the authbrization for tile National

.Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, as reflected in H.R.

10908 of the 95th Congress.

When the President signed Public Law 94-278, in 1976,

amending the PubliC Health Service Act, which extended

the authority of the National Heart, Blood Vessel,

Lung and Blood Act of 1972 for two fiscal years there

were two basic substantive changes that affected blood

resources. The principal change involved a series of

amendments designed to provide increased emphasis on

programs in blood research and in the management of our

blood resource. The 1976 Act legislated,a change in

c.
the name of the National Heart and Lung Institute to 1

the "National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute" and

made a comparable change in the name of the Institute's

Advisory Council. Thus, this legislation specifically

222
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designated the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute

as the focal point for studies and research into the

science and management of the Nation's blood resource.

Some of the American Blood Commission's activities

fall outside the scope of fundamental biomedical

research; they are more appropriately defined within the

development of the nation's blood resources. Still,

we heartily endorse the continuation of the NHLBI.

Our support of the Institute is based on the unique

collaboration between the private and public sectors

which is fostered by the National Heart, Lung, and

Blood Institute.

The American Blood Commission was established in

response to a widespread conclusion that the problems

of blood collection and distribution in the United

States could best be solved by bringing together many

actively involved elements of the private sector

through an organization capable of coordinating the

activities of "the plurali ?tic system of. blood services

in the the nation." A list of members isattached.

The generally recognized problems id'the collection

and distribution of blood for health care were:

Dangerous shortages of supplies of blood have appeared

in various parts of the country from time to time.
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Despite recurring regional shortages of blood,

excessive quantities of blood have been wasted by

expiration of.their useful life on the shelves of

blood'service facilities in places where the demand

for particular types of blood did not meet the supply.

'Lives of patients have been jeopardized when blood of

an improper type or blood from a donor infected with

certain diseases is transfused. Tn particular, because

of the practical impossibility at the present time

of identifying blood infeCted with certain types of

hepatitis, it is essential to avoid, by all reasonable

Means, the collection of blood from persons infected

with that disease.

The system of charging for blood transfusions has

. varied greatly throughout the nation, causing some

patients to pay fai more than others.

Some doctors may be using whole blood for transfusions

under circumstances when fractionation into components

of blood would be amore appropAate method of transfusion

therapy and more satisfactory in the nagement of

the blood resources of the nation.

22 ',f
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In reccaition of these problems the Department of

Health, Education 'and Welfare, announced the National

Blood Policy in July 1973. In summary, the basic aims

of the Policy were addressed to problems of safety,

supply, quantity, accessibility, and efficiency in

the blood services of the country. The policy called

for the establishment of the American Blood Commission

to coordinate the activities of the blood"service

facilities of the nation and to encourage* and conduct

research that would help to solve the problems in

the field. Among the expressed purposes of the National

Blood Policy, was the establishment of an all voluntary

blood donor system through the elimination of blood

obtained from paid donors. Many specialists have

concluded that paid donors are more likely to be

infected with undetectable hepatitis than is blood

from voluntary donors.

In response to a proposal of the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, a group of organizations in' the

private sector, concerned with blood supplies from

various points of view, organized an Ad Hoc Committee

to establish the American Blood Commission. The Ad

Hoc Committee met many times in 1974 and 1975, and in

April, 1975, the American Blood Commission formally

was brought into existence by those organizations.
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The purposes of the American Blood Commission are

stated clearly in Article I of its bylaws to include:

o developing a quality national blood program accessibleto'all:

o developing increased public understanding of the role
of and necessity for blood;

o coordinating functions of its members relevant toblood services;

o examining arrangements for the interchange ofblood, and the management of inventories and
recommending Improvements;

o encouraging the development of improved technical
standards and regulations;

o encouraging the collaboration of agencies'of
government and the private sector in accrediting
and inspecting blood service facilities;

o promoting the improvement of the competence
of personnel engaged in providing blood services;

o developing a national system for the collection
and analysis of data;

o studying existing techniques and:accountingpractices;

o stimulating research into donor recruitment;
o developing a resource center to serve all

who seek understanding of blood banking and
blood services and to function as a channel
of information between the private sector
and government.

To achieve the goals of the National Blood Policy and

to carry out the purposes of the American Blood Commission,

Task Forces of experienced individuals from all segments of

our society have been created, including physicians,

blood banking technologists,
transfusion specialists and

trained nurses. In addition to these blood service

profess:.onals the Task Forces include''individuals

proficient in .other health related professions and disciplines.
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Task Force recommendations are presented to the Board

of Directors and to the members of the CommiSsion for

their review and consideration.

The following is a list of the specific projects and

studies undertaken since the inception of the Commission:

The Task Force on Regional Association of Blood Service Units.
has developed guidelines and criteria to assist in the region-
alization of local programs of blood services in order to im-
prove the effectiveness of blood services in geographically
integrated areas. Regional resource - sharing. will improve
inventory control, guarantee that the needi of all patients
are being met) andlend greater cost-efficiency to the pro-
vision of services..

The Task Force On a National Blood Data Center has found that
accurate and reliable data on the operation of the nation's
blood service system have never been systematically compiled.

r The Task Force is now developing a national user-oriented
Data Center that will provide comprehensive data and analysis
and evaluation services._

The Committee/ on Utilization of Blood and Blood Components
will support :scientific and educational programs among teaching
institutions and the medical professions with,the 'goal of effi-
cient utilization and-conserving the total blood supply, and
of the greater safety of patients receiving transfusions..

The Task Force on Donor Recruitment, sponsored by the ABC,
has completed research on blood procureMent practices which'

. has yielded comparitive information about donor recruitment'
strategies and costs.

The Committee on Commonality in Blood Banking Automation
within the American Blood Commission has designed a uniform
blood bag labeling system which will replace the prolifera-
tion of labeling practices now in use. When introduced for
general application, the uniform labels, which contain "bar
codes" and are readable both by eye and machine, are expected
to eliminate costly, confusing, and potentially tragic errors
in labeling blood and recording testing results. They will
also facilitate gradual introduction of automated systems
accoraing to local needs.
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In addition to its Task Forces and Committees, the

ABC undertakes other research, informational and

educational programs. These programs have been-supported

by grants from several private foundations and by six

contracts with the National Heart, Lung, and Blood

Institute.

The governing body of the American Blood Commission

is a Board of Directors consisting of representatives

of 28 member organizations. The Board has met quarterly

since the AMerican Blood Commission was established

and its members have actively participated in both

Board and Committee meetings. The two largest organiza-

tions concerned with blood provision, the American

Association of Blood Banks and the American National

Red Cross, each have two members serving on the Board

The 28 other organizations are allotted one vote each.

The thirty-first member of the Board serves in an "at-

large" capacity; this position is currently occupied

by the Commission President.

An Executive Committee serves in an advisory capacity

, to the 'Board and aids in facilitating the progress., of

the American Blood Commission.

For many years the people engaged in blood banking have

been divided by serious differences over the philosophy
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and technique of donor recruitment. One such issue

has been whether payment of cash to blood donors

:'should be continued. Those opposed, to such payments

have maintained that it is both unethical to deal

in human tissues on a commerical basis and that cash

payment encourages donation by unhealthy persons which
in turn entails added risks of injury by contaminated
blood. On the other side has been the argument that

- the increased risk is slight and is fully justified

because it is a good way to assure adequate supplies of
blood and blood Components.

A second issue is between those who believe that the

donation of blood is a "community responsibility."

This philosophy calls for all healthy citizens to

contribute to a blood supply that must be maintained

for those in need.- On the other hand many believe

that the maintenance of 'blood supplies is an "individual

responSibility" that calls for every person who receives
blood to accept responsibility to "replace" those

units thrgugh donations.' by the user or by the patient's

relatives or friends, or to pay a non-replacement fee

in lieu of replacement.

Representatives of these viewpoints are represented in

the membership of,the American Blood Commission. It

has been one of the principal purposes and functions of

2 2
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the ABC to find a means of reconciling these differing

positions.

The American Blood Commission was established' in 1975

at a non-profit organization under the laws of the

Distiict of Columbia. In order to strengthen the

Commission, a Federal charter is now being sought,

because it would reflect an endorsement of its purposes

by the Congress of the United States.

The American Blood Commission is achieving the goals

of the National Blood Policy by improVing and coordinating

blood collection systems in order to assure a safe,

adequate'supply of voluntarily donated blood for the nation

The Commission's effectiveness is based'on the continued

development of a consensus and its increasing influence,

in policy formulation and pkogram development. These

are undertaken by a broadly based membership representative

of donors, patients and health care professionals.

Strengthening the American Blood Commission is the

best assurance that its goals will be achieved,, and

that the 'differences in the blood banking community will

ultimately be reconciled in a logical way that will best

serve the national interest.

# 4 #
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Attachment I
AMERICAN BLOOD COMMISSION

m.-'""'-AmERICAN ASSOCIATION OF BLOOD BANKS
.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF CLINICAL HISTOCOMPAIIBILITY TESTING

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OP TISSUE BANKS

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TRAUMA SPECIALISTS

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF-EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS' ;
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR -- CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS (AFL-CIO)

AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION

AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

AMERICAN LEGION -
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

AMERICAN NATIONADI. CROSS
el

AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION

AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC ASSOCIATION

AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC COLLEGE OF PATHOLOGISTS, INC.

AMERICAN SOCIETY: FOR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ANESTHESIOLOGISTS

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CLINICAL PATHOLOGISTS

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEMATOLOGY

AMERICAN SURGICAL ASSOCIATION

ASSOCATION OF AMERICAN CANCER INSTITUTES

BLUE CROSS ASSOCIATION

CATHOLIC HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

COLLEGE OF AMERICAN PATHOLGISTS

COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS Of AMERICA

COOLEY'S ANEMIA FOUNDATION

COUNCIL Of COMMUNITY BLOOD CENTtRS

INTERIATIONAL,Id4AON, UNITED AUTOMOBILE AND AGRICULTURAL WORKERSoF AMERICA t AO)

LEUKEMIA SOCIETY OF AMERICA

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PATIENTS ON HEMODIALYSIS AND TRANSPLANTATION, INC.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR SICKLE CELL DISEASE, INC.

NATIONAL HEMOPHILIA FOUNDATION

NATIONAL KIDNEY FOUNDATION

NATIONAL :1EDICAL ASSOCIkTION

NATIONAL RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION - AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OFRETIRED PERSONS

PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

SOCIETY FOR CRYOBIOLOGY

UNITED VAT OF AMERICA

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
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Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much for your statement.
We have a vote (in-( the floor. We apologize to the witnesses. but if

you will bear with. tic, we will try to .vote and come back immedi-
ately.

The subcommittee -ill stand in recess for 10 minutes.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. Roans. Tho su ommittee will come to order.
We will continue with our hearing.
Dr. Beck, you may proceed in any way you like.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. BECK, M.D.

Dr. BECK. Chairinan Rogers and members of the subcommittee:
Thank you for allowing me to testify before you on behalf of the
American Society- of Hematology in connection with the 'renewal of
the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Act. For hematologists and,
indeed, for the Nation, this is an important occasion.

I am 73:. William S. Beck. I am director of hematology research
at the Massachusetts General Hospital, in Boston, and a professor at
Harvard Medical School. _j ani also chairman of the Public Infor-
mation Cominittee of the American Society of Hematology, which is
the hematology community's instrument for informing the public
and its representatives in government of the needs and high-promise
of our particular branch of biomedicine.

I had planned to tell you a little bit about what hematology is, but
I think that we all know very well that it has to do with blood and
blood diseases. This includes the various disorders of bleeding and
clotting, such as thrombosiS and hethophilia; genetic diseases such
as sickle cell anemia, and .thalassemia, and so on, and also .blood'
transfusions.

I. know that the time is short. and I will make my points just as
briefly as I can [see p. 223].

. FirSt, I want to acknowledge and tell you how pleased we are
about the decision of the subcommittee and the Congress to add to
the name of agreat.institute the word "blood." This is a very hapny.
event for those of us in this field.

Hematology does reach back into antiquity, and yet it stands to-
clay at. the cutting edge of basic biological science. It is a field with
more'than its share of Nobel Prize winners, and its findings impinge
on all of the biological sciencesmolecular biology, genetics, immu-
nology, and biochemistryand they reach as well into every- corner
of clinical medicine and surgery. We_ are proud of our field, and of
the institute's new name.

Second; I wish, on behalf of the Nation's heniatologists, to thank
you, Mr. Chairman, for your foresight in proposing the 3-year re-
newal of this legislation. This provides the degree of °1-ability that
all of us feel is essential for wise and effective utilization of our re-
sources and f. r the intelligent exploitation rq our creative impulses:
I cannot say ,,,lough in' praise of your thinking this matter.

Third, I.sinould like to mention in a few sentences some of the re-
cent achir :!nts of hematology and some of its future opportuni-
ties. 1 ha. s gone into this at some length in my statement.

I just want to say that I think the field is bursting with new de-
V: iopments, each .one.of which poses some important challenges to
cat uture. Maybe I could mention just one as an example.

23.2 r-;
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'A new methodology of transfusing white blood cells is a very im-portant development that adds some new dimension to the treatment
of leukemia, cancer and, overwhelming infection. But great unsolved
problems arise about possible unknown effects on those who donatewhite cells by the procedure called leukopheresis. I' know that theBlood Division of NHLBI urgently wants to investigate these
questions and develop procedural guidelines.

I can go down the list, and tell you about new things, such as
clotting and thrombosis, hemophilia, work on anticoagulants, sicklecell anemia, von Willebrand's diseasewhich is like hemophilia, butwhich is not hemopheliaand so on. At last we are turning the field-
of blood transfusion into a science. Finally, the exciting new work.with blood substitutes should be mentioned.

.Mapy things are happening, and I want you to know about them,
and to share a little of the excitement we feel as we move ahead.

We have received a high appropriation this year, but nevertheless,
because of the increased number of ,grants submitted, we were onlyable to fund 45 percent of approved grants, and this is to be com-pared. with the more traditional level of 60 percent.

Thus, the pool of noncommitted funds has shrunk. The director isoperating with about $50 million less this year in uncommitted
funds than he had in the last 2 years. We hope that we can do betterin the next 3 years.

`We are recommending for the next :3 years totals of $600, $69C,and $795 respectively. Of these sums, $35, $40, and $45 mil-lion wont.. !sr. :the institute's excellent prevention and control pro-grams.
'We are. also concerned that research training programs be ade-quately,funded. It is difficult to make specific recommendations inthis area. I sincerely hope that in fiscal year 1979, at least $25 mil-,lion will be available to the institute for its training programs.In summary, we wish to praise the subcommittee for its foresightin providing the stability of a :3-year bill. But we urgently appealfor authorization or opportunity levels that would allow us to makethe most of this welcome period of stability.
We especially emphasize the importance of allowing the institutedirector to explore new initiatives and promising new programs aswell as provide continuing funding for present programs.Especially is this true in the blood field which is bursting withnew and exciting opportunities and prospects..In -view of current in-flationary trends,we note that a 3-year-bill "fixes authorizations for3 years. We would not wisht o lie" trapped in an unrealistic or in-adequate set of proje-Etions.
Finally, I would like to compliment you, Mr. Chairman, and Dr.Carter, for your ongoing dedication to the field of biomedical re-search, both in its basic and nppned forms and for your leadershipand understanding.
We who do this work are deeply encouraged by the feeling wehave that you hear us and that you agree with us on the importanceto our Nation of a sound and balanced research effort.Thank you.
[Testimony resumes °it p. 234.1
[Dr..Beck's prepared statement and attachment follow :]
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Summary Fact Sheet

1. Definition of hematology

March 1, 1978

Hematology, the science of blood, is concerned with research on blood and blood

diseases and with care of patients with various blood diseases--among them,

bleeding disorders such as hemophilia;,clotting and its disorders, especially

thrombosis; genetic diseases such as sickle cell anemia and thalassemia (Cooley's

anemia); nutritional anemias, and leukemias. It is also concerned with the

theory and practice of blood transfusion and with the procurement and handling

of blood and blood products.

2. Hematology support at NHLBI in FY 78 In millions

Total NHLBI authorization
456.3

Total NHLBI appropriation
445.6

Amount allocated to Division of Blood Diseases I. Resources 61.5

3. Recommended authorization levels for next three years

Year

Authorization levels
for prevention and
control programs
[Section al4(b11:

Authorization levels
for research and

"other purposes of Act"
[Section 4198]

in millions

Authorization levels
(total)

FY 79 35.0 565.0 600.D

FY 80 40.0 650.0 690.0

FY 81 45.0 750.0 795.0

Dr. William S. Beck
Chairman, Public Information rommittee,
American Society of Hematology

Mailing address:

Massachusetts General Hospital
Boston. Massachusetts 02114
Phone: 617/726-3760
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Chairman Rogers and Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for allowing me to testify before you on behalf of the American

Society of Hematology in connection with the renewal of the National Heart, Lung

and Blood Lct. For hematologists and for tho nation this is an important occasion.

I am Dr. William S. Beck. I am director of hematology research at the/

Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston and a professor at Harvard Medical

School. I am also chairman of the Public Information Committee of the American.

Society of Hematology, which is the hematology community's instrument for in-

forming the public and its representatives in government of the needs and high

promise of our particular branch of biomedicine. The Society fOr which I speak

is the national organization of hematologists. Hematologists, of course, are

concerned with blood--with research on the scientific problems of blood and

blood diseases and with the care with patients with blood diseases. These in-

clude the various disorders of bleeding and clotting, such as thrombosis and

hemophilia (a diverse collection of common and rare afflictions); genetic dis-

eases, such as sickle cell anemia and thalassemia (or Cooley's anemia); the

nutritional anemias, leukemias, and so on. Significantly, many forms of anemia

are secondary to primary diseases elsewhere in the body cancer, uremia, etc.

Some of these conditions result in heavy demands for transfusions of blood and

blood products-We are also interested in this whole area.

Z am aware that time is short. Let me then recite my few points in summary

fashion. There are four.

1. First, I want to say how pleased and proud American hematologists are

at the decision of this Subcommittee and the Congress to add "Blood" to the name

of a great Institute. This was a happy event for those of us who work at hema-
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tology, a branch of medicine and biological science which we would like to feel

has unusual distinction. Though it reaches back into antiquity, hematology

stands today at the cutting edge of-basic biological science. It is a field

with more than its share of Nobel Prize winners and its findings Impinge on all

of the biological sciences--molecular biology, genetics, immunology, and bio

chemistry--and they reach as well into every corner of clinical medicine and

surgery. We are proud of our field and of the Institute's new name.

* *

2. Second, I wish on behalf of the nation's hematologists to thank you and

to congratulate you, Mr. Chairman, on your wisdom and foresight in proposing

that the renewal legislation for this Institute be in the form of a three year

bill. This providea a degree of stability that all of us feel is absolutely

essential for the wise and effective utilization of our resources and for the

intelligent exploitation of our creative impulses. I cannot say enough in

praise of your thinking in this matter.

* *

3. Third, I should like to mention in a few sentences what cannot be

adequately compressed into a few sentences--some of the recent achievements in

the field of hematology and some of the opportunities and challenges that face

us in the future. I wish I could communicate to you the feelings I have of

excitement and gratification about what is going on in this field today, much of

it under the stimulus and support of the National Heart, Lung and Blood Insti

tute. I have recently returned from the San Diego meeting of the American Society

of Hematology, where I listened for several days to summaries of new work. The

field is burstiog with developments and each development poses new-challenges. I

can mention only a few, but each is a vital element of the NIMBI program.
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a. New methods of transfusing white cells (granulocytes), an extraordi

nary development that adds an important new dimension to the treatment

of leukemia, cancer'and overwhelming infection. But great unsolved

problems arise about possible unknown effects on those who donate

white'cells by the procedure called leukoheresis. The Blood Division

of NHLBI urgently plans to investigate these questions and develop

procedural guidelines.

b. New developments in the field of clotting and thrombosis, among them,

new findings on the chemistry of the blood platelet, which undoubtedly

give it a role.in'the generation of the dreaded and unwanted clot we

call thrombosis. Significantly, these data. suggest new ways of inter

fering with this process and we want to work them out. NHLBI hopes

soon to isolate and characterize factor VIII, the clotting factor

missing in.hemophilta,and develop better concentrates of factors VIII

and IX. In this way we are taming the dread disease hemophilia. As

for thrombosis, efforts'are planned to improve our ability to detect

the earlier stages of thrOmbOsis, to detect individuals of risk, and

to evaluate never prophylactic and therapeutic agents such as the anti

platelet drugs juat mentioned.

c. New basic discoveries about the way anticoagulants act, especially the

anticoagulant known as heparin. These give future p sillse of entirely

new insights into the reasons why blood does not nor...11y clot within

the body. This work promises to become a major breakthrough.

d. New work on the hormone e rthropoietin, which is the body's messenger

for calling forth new red cell production. The Institute hopes to

study purified erythropoietin to hasten the day when it can serve as

a therapeutic agent for anemia.
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Exciting data on the nature of sickle cell anemia and the molecular

basis of sickling and especially of new agents and factors that might'

inhibit sickling within the red cell and within the patient. These

give promise of future progress in the treatment of sickle cell dis

ease. It is planned also to improve the diagnosis of sickle cell trait

and better sickle cell counselling programs en the ps;chosocial aspects

of this condition.

f. New insights into that bizarre condition called von Willebrand's dis

ease, which is like hemophilia but is not hemophilia. Study of von

Willebrand's disease (such as one planned on occlusive disease in this

condition) promises to open new horizons in the understanding'ofillood

clotting.

g. Important new techniques for the management of blood transfusion

that promise (1) to revolutionize present methodology, which is un

necessarily costly and complex,and (2) to turn the field of blood

transfusion at last into a science. The Institute pleas in future to

develop blood substitutes to relieve the stress on national blood re

sources and to avoid many of the undesirable side effects of blood

transfusions. It also hopes th improve the methodology for collection

and transfusion of platelets.

h. finally. we heard about those fascinating vitamins, folic acid and

vitamin 3,2 that are necessary for the production of red blood cells

and are such a source of pride to Bostonians. since much of the work

that led to their discovery was done in Boston.

All of these new disccveries have crowded in on me in recent days as I

prepare to teach a spring hematology course to my Harvard medical students. I
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know of no field that places such extraordinary demands on the professor or

textbook writer who seeks to keep his story up to date. New things are happening

that are promising and important. I simply want you to know abcut them and to

share with me a Little of the feeling of excitement we all have as we look to

the future.

* *

4. My fourth and final point has to do with projected authorization levels.

My colleagues in the field of hematology realize that authorization levels

are opportunity levels. We are deeply concerned at the sharp decrease in the

number of dollars available to the Institute director for new commitments this

year. Although NEILBI received an increase in its appropriation last year it was

able because of the increase in the number of grants submitted and approved to

pay only 45Z of them. This is to be compared with a traditional average percen-

tage between 1970 and 1976 of 60%. Noreover, the Institute's present commitments

total about $4113 million. With an Appropriation this year of $4S4.4 this leaves

only about $36 million in non-committed funds under circumstances that would

require $90 million to restore the funding level even to 502 and to take care of

important new initiatives. They are therefore about $54 million short and are

operating at a level of non-committed funds that is about $45 million below the

level that prevailed in the last two years. We must do better than that and we

are recommending totals thv three years of $600, 690, and 795 million,

respectively. Of these SU.o3, $35, 40, and 45 would go to the Institute's excel-

lent prevention and control programs.' We are also concerned that research train-

ing programs be adequately fuilded. It is difficult to make specific recommenda-

tions in this area. I sincere3y hope that in FY 79 at least $25.0 million will

be available to MB/ for its roning programs.

240
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These totals, we feel, should provide needed opportunities and Should be

more compatible with the state of the economy'and the increasing tempo of re-

search in this critically important field.

In summary, we w4sh to praise the Subcommittee for its foresight in pro-

viding the stability of a three-year bill but we urgently appeal for authoriza-

tion or opportunity levels that would allow us to make the most of this welcome

period of stability. We especially emphasize the importance of allowing the

Institute director to explore new initiatives and promising new programs as well

as provide continuing funding for present programs. Especially is this true in

the blood field which is bursting with new and exciting opportunities and pros-

pects. In view of current inflationary trends,
we note the fact that a three

year bill is fixed for three years. We would not wish to be trapped in an un-

realistic or inadequate set'of projections.

Finally, I would like to compliment you, 1.4z. Chairman, and the Subcommittee

for your ongoing dedication to the field
of biomedical research, both in its

basic and applied forms and for your leadership and understanding. We who do

this work are deeply encouraged by the
feeling we have that you hear us and that

you agree with us on the importance to our nation of a sound and balanced re-

search effort.
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Mr. Roor.as. Thank you very much. Dr. Beck for an excellent
statement. We would also like to note that. Johi Grapenhoff has
been most helpful to the committee in getting infor lation for us.

Next. 1. believe, is Mr. Fitzgerald.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. FITZGERALD

Arr. Frrzoraw.o. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, and Dr. C: ter.
I am here today on behalf of the Cooley's Anemia Faun lation.-I

am a member of the board of directors, and on behalf of the °Hilda-
tion. I want to thank you for permitting us to conic and testi 'v here
today..about our interest in the Heart. Lung, and Blood Instit te.

Our recommendations regarding renewal are very specific. and
they are two.'

First: We believe that funding for this program, at least for.the
first year,.should be at least $600 million. We concur with Dr. Beck's
recommendation for the field of hematology., and this field would he
inclusive of the training programs.

We are convinced by the study of the situation that these funds
are required. Since the addition of the word "blood" to the title of
the Institute, there has been considerable movement forward in that
field, but the opportunities for advances in research have not been
supported by increases in funding.

Second: we believe that the bill should renew the life of the Insti-
tute and its programs for a perhid of 3 years. We concur with your
recommendation that this be done.

The physicians on our own medical advisory committee know the
seriousness of the problem that would be created with only a 1-year
renewal. Simply put. neither the Institute nor the researchers in the
blood held would he able to plan adequately on a 1-year renewal.

As you .know. there is now a task force of the Heart, Lung. and
Blood institute reviewing every aspect of research and care for
Cooley's anemia. Preliminary reports are now being developed, but
we do know that there will be a great need for research funds as well
as a program of stable. long -term planning in order for the oppor-
tunity for research advances to be pursued.

We would like to take a few moments to proVide this committee
with some background information about the disease known as
Cooley's anemia.

Coolev's alleluia is the name used to describe a very severe form of
a hereditary blood disease. This disorder occurs most commonly in
individuals whose ancestors are natives of the countries surrounding
the Mediterranean Sea. This disease is also called Mediterranean
anemia, or thalassemia.

Thalassemia major, the more sever form of the disease, occurs in
children born to parents who both carry the trait. Because individ-
uals with the trait, or the minor form of the disease, are.not in any
significant way handicapped physically, it is of great importance to
distinguish between thalassemia major and thalassemia minor.

Individuals who have thalassemia minor have a normal lifespan,
and enjoy normal health. Whereas, the individuals with thalassemia

-242
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Major succumb to the disease. Thalassemia minor. the trait. never
increases in severity Or converts to the severe form of the disease.

Thalassemia major usually 'becomes manifest during the first yearof life, and both sexes are equally affected. There are several mani-
festations of the anemia. For example. there is a. reduction 'in therate. at which red blood cells are formed in the marrow of the bone
and released into the blood stream. Those cells that am produced are
defective. and they cannot survive more than half the life span of
normal red Hood cells.

As a result of the chronic state of anemia. the..hildren with thisdisease are greatly handicapped. Bone growth is poor. They are 11s-natty small '-for their age. Because of the abnormalities of the bone
nmrro. 'there are alterations in the skull and other bones, so that
there-is a characteristic facial expression found, which gives ninnyof the children the appearance of being related.

The bones are more fragile than normal. and .fraetures .occur al-most. spontaneously.
At present. thelmly known effective treatment for Cooley's anemia

is the administration of blood transfusions to alleviate the constantly
occurring anemia. Blood transfusions may be required as often as
mice a week. Thor, is no known cure..

I would like to call this committee's attention to the fact that
(.'ooley's anemia is a serious disease. It. is fatal to our children. It
works incredible emotional and economic hardships on their family.It puts as serious strain on the blood distribution network of ourcounty.

As 1 have said, this foundation has tried to bring to the public's
attention the seriousness of this disease. but very little is knownabout the disease. Progress has been very slow.

There have been some recent suecesses particularly in the preven-tion of the accumulation of iron in the organs of the child's body, aso-called iron dictating agent %vhich has recently been cleared foruse by the Food and Drug Administration.
The accumulation of iron in the organs is caused by the constanttransfusions that am required and as more and more transfusions

must take place. the body is unable to rid itself of the iron, which
is vont-inn:illy deposited in the organs.

The chelating agent chemically removes some of this iron, thus
lessening the erred. of the buildup. 1 lowever. this is only a sometimeseffective agent to control the side effects of the transfusion and doesnothing to control the disease itself.

I wish to thank you for the opportunity to address the committee.
[Testimony resumes on p.241.]
[ Mr. Fitzgeralds prepared tateMent follows :]
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Mr. Chairman, I am Thomas M. Fitzgerald, an attorney, and a member of

the legislative committee of the Cooley's Anemia Blood and Research Founda-

tion for Children, Inc. We deeply appreciate the opportunity to testify

before you regarding tie renewal of the Heart, Lung and Blood Act.

Our recommendations regarding renewal are very specific:

First, we believe that the funding for the program, for the first

year of this new law, should be at least $600 million, inclusive of train-

ing programs. We are convinced by the study of the situation, that these

funds are required. Since the addition of the word "blood" to the title

of the Institute, there has been considerable movement forward in that field,

but the opportunities for advances in research have not been supported by

increases of funding.

Second, we believe that the bill should renew the life of the Institute

and its program* for a period of three years. Last year, because of a

number of reasons, including the necessity of a new Administration to study

the program, the Institute's programs were renewed for one year. As you

know the Senate bill suggests another one year renewal, while you indicate

a three year bill would be reasonable.

We agree with you. The physicians on our own medical advisory committee

knoW how serious the problem would be if there is only a one year renewal--

simply put, the Institute cannot plan well, and neither can researchers in

the blood field.

As you ray knew, there is now a task force of the Heart, Lung and Blood

Institute reviewing every aspect of research and care regarding Cooley's

Anemia. Prelim nary reports are now being developed. We know that there

will be a great need for research funds, as well as a program of stable,

long-term planning, in order that the opportunities for research advances
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can be pursued.

I think that this committee would find some background information

on the disease known as Cooley's Anemia useful.

Cooley's Anemia is the name commonly used to describe the severe form

of a hereditary disease of the blood. It was Dr. Thomas B. Cooley, an

American phytician, who described this as a separate and specific type of

blood disease about 1925.

This disorder occurs most commonly in individuals whose ancestors

were natives of the countries surrounding the Mediterranean Sea. In the

United States patients are of Italian, Greek, Turkish, Southern France,

North African, Chinese, Spanish, Irish and Israeli descent.

The disease, also called Mediterranean Anemia oz Thalassemia, is in-

herited according to Mendelian laws and it is known that the severe form

(Thalassemia Major) occurs in a child born of parents both of whom must be

carriers of the trait. According to this accepted concept, approximately

one quarter of all children born of
marriagesof two individuals with the

trait. will have the severe form of the diseases. Another twenty-five per

cent of the offspring will be perfectly normal,
and fifty per cent will be

carriers themselves. Any such hereditary situation, of course, is valid in

a statistical sense only, and may not be referable,to one family where in-

stances are known of only one affected (anemic) child out Of ten, or the

reverse, where three out of three chilOren may be affected.

Because individuals with th rait or minor form of the disease are

not in any significant way handicapped
physically, and in whom the only

manifestation may be detectable changes in the size and shape of the red

blood cells, it is of great importance
to distinguish between Thalassemia

major and Thalassemia minor.
Individuals with Thalassemia minor have a

normal life span and enjoy normal health,
whereas individuals with Thala-
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ssemia major may succumb to the diseelc in a matter of one or two decades.

The trait never increases in severity or converts to the severe form of

Cooley's Anemia.

Thalassemia major usually becomes manifest during the first year of

life. Both sexes are equally affected. The earliest signs may be pallor,

listlessness, loss of appetite. and irritability. Examirltion of the pa-

tient, by a physician, usually reveals an enlargement of the spleen and

liver to some degree, pallor of the skin and mucous membranes, and sometimes

a slight degree jaundice (yellow coloration) of the whites of the eyes.

Blood examination will usually show typical changes in the shape, numbers

of the erythrocytes (red blood cells), and a variety of alterations from

the normal in special properties of the blood cells, in addition to a severe

anemia.

There are probably several defects which lead to the anemia. For example,

there undoubtedly is a reduction in the rate at which red blood cells are

formed in the marrow and released to the blood vessels. Those cells that

are produced are defective in that they do not survive in the blood vessels

for mere than 1/3 to 1/2 of the normal life span of red cells; which should

be about 90 to 120 days. There are complications which develop in certain

indie.duals which further reduce the rate of blood cell production and survi-

val time of the formed cells. In these patients the greatly enlarged

spleen may be the cause of this additional lAndrance.

As a result of the chronic state of anemia the children with this dis-

ease are greatly handicapped. Bone growth is poor - they are therefore

usually small for their age. Because of abnormalities of the bone marrow

there are alterations of the skull and other bones, so that a characteristic

facial expression is found, which give many of those Children the appearance

of being related. The bones are more fragile than normal, and fractures
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occuring almost spontaneously are quite common. The anemia causes easy

fatigability, and a lack of pep and energy. Frequent nose bleeds is a

common finding in many patients. When anemia is severe, low grade fever

may be noted. There is no particular increase in susceptibility to infec-

tions.

At present the only effective treatment is the proper administration of

blood transfusions to alleviate the constantly recurring anemia. There are

other specific treatments for various complications of the basic disease.

There seems to be a continuous spectrum in the degree of severity of

the disease from those children who require blood transfusions as often as

once a week to those who rarely neel transfusions. Some children die

within a few years and others are known who are alive in their twenties.

There is no known cure.

I would like to call to the panel's attention that this is a very serious

disease. It is fatal to our children, it works incredible emotional and

economic hardship on families, it puts serious strains on the blood distri-

bution network of the country.

And yet as I have said, this Foundation has attempted to bring to the

public attention the seriousness of this disease, and until now the federal

government has done very little in the way of attempting to help solve the

problem. After all this time, very little is known about the disease.

The researchers know little, and because of limitations in funds for research,

progress in this area is very slow. There have been some recent small suc-

cesses, including a recent movement forward in the field of helping to pre-

vent the accumulation of iron in the organs of the child's body; a so-called

iron chelating agent has recently been -.1eared for use by the FDA. The ac-

cumulation of iron in the orgnas of the body is caused by the constant trans-

fusions that are required and as more and more transfusions r,st take place,

and the ever -- .

24
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deposited in the organs. Thus the chelating agent, chemically, removes

sore of this iron, thus lessening the effects of the buildup. However,

this is only a socatimes-effective agent to control a side effect of

transfusion, and does nothing to control the disease itself.

. The scientists Uow that there are only a few leads, and lack of

funding .or research in this field, and in the genetic blood disease field

in general, p,-vents scientists from moving forward rapidly on this and

other diseases.

Thank y- r the opportunity to testify, Mr. Chairman. I would be

pleased to answer any questions you have.

24,1
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Mr. Roo Ens. Thank you so much. We are grateful to you for beinghere.
Dr. Carter ?
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Doctor, how would a Federal charter affect the day-to-day workof the American Blood Commission ?
Mr. ASFELD. It would not affect the day-to-day activities of thecommission. What it would do is this, the Federal charter wouldsignificantly increase the influence of the commission over bloodservices throughout the Nation. It would show that the purposes ofthe American Blood Commission. primarily, the implementation_--the -national blood poliCy, promulgated by the executive branch,would have the endorsement of the Congress, which I think is veryimportant.
Any resulting increased influence would lend weight to the recom-mendations or the proposals of this particular commission.
[The following information was received for the record
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American Blood Commission
1901 North Ft. Myer Drive, Suite 300

Arlington, Va. 22209
(703) 522-8414

March 7, 1978

The Honorable Paul G. Rogers
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear. Congressman Rogers:

During the Hearings before the Subcommittee on Health and
the Environment on March 1, 1978, as the witness for the
American Blood Commission, I was asked to supplement my
presentation in answer to the question, "What advantages
would enactment of a bill granting a federal charter to
the American Blood Commission provide in terms of the
blood processing and supply system of the United States,"
and to advise as to the status of the legislation.

1. The essential advantage of a federal charter for the
American Blood Commission would be the strengthening of
the influence of the Commission in accomplishing its
mission, which is basically the implementation of the
National Blood Policy. That Policy, in turn, is to promote
a nationwide system of blood services that will assure an
adequate supply of safe blood, from unpaid donors, where-
ever and whenever it is needed.

2. The reason a federal charter would contribute to that
strengthening is that it would indicate Congressional
endorsement of the concept that it is appropriate to pro-
mote private sector coordination and development of blood
resources and services for the Nation. That kind of Con-
gressional encouragement would make the voluntary efforts
of the Commission much more effective than the acceptance
of the Executive Branch alone.

3. In giving this kind of support for the Commission's
aims, Congress would not have to adopt a position on the
major issues in which the blood service community are
involved. It would be an endorsement of the aims of the
National Blood Policy, and a recognition of the American
Blood Commission as the catalyst in implementing that policy.
It would not indicate sponsorship of any particular method
of implementing that policy.
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4. A bill to charter the American Blood Commission was
introduced in the last Congress and reintroduced on January
11, 1977, in the 95th Congress as H.R. 1687. It was
referred to the Committee on the Judiciary and its Sub-
committee on Administrative Law and Governmental Relations.
That Subcommittee has adopted "Standards for the Granting
of Federal Charters," and the American Blood Commission
seems to conform to all of those standards. H.R. 1687,
along with several other charter bills, is being held in
abeyance until the subcommittee receives some explanation,
preferably frOm a Committee of Congress directly involved
in the substantive area of the legislation, and from a
concerned Executive Department, as to why it should be
considered and reported. In January, 1976, the former
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare advised you
by letter that his DepartmentlOommends the petition to you
for favorable action" on the charter bill.

5. The American Blood Commission has carefully considered
its activities, since its inception, from the point of
view of various National policies and laws.

(a) The Commission and its functions have been determined
by the Internal Revenue Service to warrant exemption from
income taxation as a scientific and educational organization
under section 501(c)(3) of the International Revenue Code.
It has solicitously continued to operate in a manner con-
sistent with that determination.

(b) A federal charter would not add to or detract from
the Commission's tax exempt status. The charter is not
intended to, nor would it, bring any greater tax exemption,
under federal or state law, than it now enjoys as a corpora-
tion organized under the local law of the District of
Columbia. Similarly, a federal charter would not bring any
exemption from any other state or federal law. Its only
legal change would be to require annual reports to an
appropriate federal government agency instead of to the
Register of Deeds of the District of Columbia.

(c) The American Blood Commission is aware that activities
of any combination of organizations must conform to the laws
applicable to unreasonable restraints of trade. It is con-
forming to those laws, and it has received advice from the
Department of Justice that its purposes, solely as expressed
in its articles and bylaws, do not raise questions under

252
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the antitrust laws. Since all the activities of the Commission
are 'and have been addressed to the improvement of health
care in the nation, by implementing a national, governmental
policy, and not to the economic gain of any member organiza-
tion or individual, there is no reason to expect that there
can be any question of infringement of antitrust laws.

Sincerely,

aih,/4-1c/

L. Jadwin Asfeld
President

LJA:lb
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Mr. CARTER. I see. Thank you., Doctor. .,

Dr. Beck. are our tuitional blood .resources adequate to meet the
country's needs?

Dr. BECK. I would say that they are not: Y think that we need
more resources, and I think that we need better resources. This is
one of the reasons that we are stressing the importance of research
that might turn up with Mood substitutes. A lso. we are constantly
finding new uses for blood. so the needs continue to increase.

Mr. CARTER. You are talking about leukopheresis. How many of
these machines do we have in the rnited States?

Dr. BEcx. I don't. know, I cannot give you the exact number, but
it is small. It is restricted to major centers. It is still very expert-
Mental. I know, for example, of only two in Boston. It is still a very
small number, and they are not really accessible yet.

Mr. Cumin It was developed in Houston.
Dr. BECK. That is right.
Mr. CARTER. It takes the different components of the blood: and

separate them. and allows you to use the components where they
are needed.

Dr. BEck. That is right.
Mr. CARTER. Have you considered. Doctor. the institute's efforts to

address Cooley's anemia adequate
Mr. FITZGERALD. We have been very satisfied with the progress

that the task force has made. We expect that their report will be
finished within the next year.

Mr. CAtcrut. I would thank you, gentlemen. for your presentations.
Mr. RoGERs. May I ask you, what work do you do in blood in con-

nection with the kidney dialysis program. or is there any connec-
tion'? I.; there a cross?

Dr. BEx. The're is. There is, of course, anemia associated with
kidney disease, and this is the subject of a great deal of r
Some Of it is going on at another institute of the NII-I, the A otitis
Institute. where the dialysis program is based. Many scientific prob-
lems arise from that complication of kidney failure.

Why is the patient anemic when he has kidney disease.' I asked
that question in one of my examinations last year. There are, in fact.
about a dozen different answers. It is a very complicated story.

This is one of the reasons we are interested in the hormone eryth-
ropoietin, which is being studied in the NIILBI: If we can get, it
purified: maybe we can use it as a treatment. for the anemia of kid-
ney disease, the anemia suffered by patients on dialysis.

'There are some ve.ry ithportant developments along those lines.
But we have to get the material. get it cleaned up, ant, try it out on
patients. This is one of the things that is on the docket for future
work in this institute. It is a very important development.

Mr. RooEfts. If you Could let its have something for the record on
that. We *ill have to check with the institute on that, and see what
reaction we are getting. I think that we need to do more research
and work on the kidney, particularly where the Government is now
paying the majority of the bills, and it will soon be lip to $3 billionby 1985. I don't think that we are doing enough in the research
arena.

Dr. BECK. May I be clear on what I said ? I was speaking of the
blood aspect.

2.54
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Mr. ROGERS. I think that is a very important part of the overall
problem, it would seem to me.

Mr. CARTER. That is a very important question. We have to know
the causes, which really result in crippling conditions of renal per-
formance.

I would like to ask Dr. Beck, or any other member of the panel,
what do you think is the most common cause of renal failure, which
makes it mandatory for us to do renal dialysis?

Dr. BECK. The short answer is that we don't know. I- have been
interested in this for years. I did my first research back in the late
forties with Thomas Addis, who was a great physician and an a re-
nowned expert on nephritis. It is probable that some sort of anti-
body forms that act against renal.tissue. Something similar happens
in certain blood diseases, in which antibodies develop against red
cells.

There is some evidence that an autoimmune reaction begins to at-
tack parts of th:.: kidney. This is suggested by the fact that nephritis
often follows an infection. The evidence on this is still not in, how-
ever.

Mr. CARTER. Streptococcal infection of the throat, I stilt think that
this is one of the major causes.

Dr. BECK. I agree with you. Streplococci may elicit antibodies
which for some reason also attack the kidney.

Mr. RocEus. Here is a question that Mr. Walgren wanted asked,and I think that you might answer that for the record, if you would.
We will furnish this question to you, and have it answered for the
record, if you don't. mind.

Now, let me .just ask one final question. Now,..has the Federal
Trade Commission, or the Antitrust Division of the Justice Depart-
ment expressed any concern about the American Blood Commis-
sion's Federal charter?

Have they expressed any viewpoint on this as to whether there
would be any problem or not?

Mr. ASFELD. I would like to defer that question to our counsel,
Mr. Cardozo.

-Mr. ROGERS. If you could give us a quick answer.
Mr. CARDOZO. When the Commission was being formed, we asked

whether the Department of Justice had any questions on the articles
of incorporation; it said that it did not. We have watched this very .

carefully, and we don't think that there is any antitrust problem.
Mr. ROGERS. Have they looked at the legislation, Justice or FTC?Mr. CARDOZO. We have not consulted them on that, but the Justice

Department approved the HEW letter supporting the former bill,
and I feel certain that it does not raise any antitrust questions.

Mr. Ramis. Thank you so much. We are grateful to you for being
here. Thank you so much for your help to the committee.

Now our last witness today is a very patient man, Dr. Benjamin F.
Byrd, Jr., past president of the American Cancer Society. I see that.he is accompanied by Tanny Polster, who is a friend of the com-mittee.

We welcome you again to the committee. Your complete statement
will be made part of the record, and 'you may proceed as you desire.
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STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN F. BYRD, JR.. M.D., ON BEHALF OF
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

Dr. Byau. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and Congress-
man Carter. for allowing me to testify. My curriculum vitae isattached to the statement, for the record. I want to state that I have
never been the recipient of any grant or contract from the NationalCancer Institute.

First, I would like to talk about the accomplishments of the na-tional cancer program [see p. 253].
First, 2.9 new anticancer agents have been developed. 6 to 12 ofthese will eventually prove useful in human cancer. Perhaps three

to six will be lifesaving.
The institute got a new director as recently as 1972, and this drug

development is an outstanding accomplishment. Any comparable
governmental or commercial organization would be proud of thatreturn on investment.

The clinical trials program of the National Cancer Institute has
ranged from about $2.8 million to about $45 million per year since1971.

By May of last year, Dr. Bernard Fisher was able to report amongpremenopausal breast cancer patients with one to three nodes posi-tive. for cancer, a 26-percentage-point improvement with the drugLPAM, as compared to controls. Estimated to be disease free afterseveral types of clinical tests were 96.9 percent of the L--PAM pa-tients after 2 years of therapy. .

In colon and rectal cancers, surgical removal of the colon and
rectal cancers has been the standard treatment. Now we are talkingabout a combined modality therapy.

In 1977 workers at the University of Indiana used immunotherapy
in between courses of chemotherapy on oat cell cancer of the lung.Despite the usual rapid course of this disease, their work produced
complete remissions. in many cases, absence of tumor, and mediansurvival was almost. 1 year, 51 weeks, with 19 patients still alive afterbeing treated for a range of 39 to 113 weeks,

Mr. ROGF.RS. What page is that on?
Dr. BYRD. It is around page 5 or 6.
Mr. ROGERS. These are the kinds of statistics that ought to be madeclear to the Congress. I might suggest that you might want to getthose statistics, and send them to Members of the Congress, so theywould know what is happening in this field.
Dr. BYRD. We would be delighted.
In bladder cancer, a Queens University group in Ontario found35 lesions of a recurrent nature after initial treatment in a study of67-patient-months' experience. but when direct inoculation of thetumor with immunotherapeutic agents there were no recurrences atall in 47-patient months of followup.
At Northwestern University 17 stage and stage IV patientswere given a 2-week course of drugs before surgery and radiother-

apy. Ten patients with stage IV, and 7 patients with stage II, weretreated for 2 years, after which 4 patients had died, 1 was alive witha tumor, and 12 were disease free. A remarkable record for patientsof that staging.
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Since this was reported last rear. another 40 patients' experience
has been entered into the study and the preliminary' results are being
duplicated in the larger group, which now has a median patient term
in the study of 12 months.

The fact is. Mr. Chairman, that the national statistics are quite a
bit behind the facts of our best clinical experience, because data col-
lecting on a national basis is difficult and time consuming, if it is to
be accurate.

I give other --xamples in my written statement about outstanding
results of clinics. The longer. statement addresses these areas, with
the expected new cases in 1978: Breast cancer, 90.700; colon- retal.
102.000; lung. 102,000; bladder. 30,000 : Hodgkin's disease. 7,400; and
kidney and other urinary. 15,000.

Last year. the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. statisticians pub-
lished in a very clear way, using government data, the survival rates
for 15 years of various cancers in women in all age groups, starting
with 45 years old. Unfortunately, covers only white women, and
we know that the rates are not so good for others.

The figures are impressive for the 15-year level of management
for localized cancers:

Cancer of the breast. 69 percent ; stomach, :37 percent in 10 years,
the 15 years not being available; colon. 67 percent; rectum. 59 per-.
cent ; lung and bronchus. 38-percent survival at 10 years, the 15 years
not being available; ovarian cancer, 65 percent ; bladder cancer, 66
percent ; uterus: cervix. 70 percent; and corpus, 80 peicent.

Metropolitan Life also measured the death rate for all types of
cancer among its policyholders in 1976. and found that the rate had
fallen 3 percentage points below the 1971-75 level.

It is clear that a. reversal may be underway, despite the huge in-
crease in deaths from cancer related to cigarette smoking.

Mr. Chairman, we need a Presidentially appointed director for
the National Cancer Institute and Presidentially appointed members
of the National Cancer Advisory Board.

If delay is the reason for bringing the appointments doWn to thesecretarial level it is clear from recent experience that such delays
will continue in any case. The council meetings at NTH were plagued
with this problem this January. despite secretarial level appoint-
ments. The National Eye Institute called back three members whoseterms on their council had expired so that they could hold a full
council meeting.

If the reason is that the same caliber of persons will be selected, I
have my doubts. We found the intercession of the men on the Presi-
dent's Cancer Panel and, on the Board extremely helpful in the
White House when training was the issue. Secretary Weinberger wasadamant, in cutting back research training. But NCI had been ex-
panded sharply anti simply could not do what it was charged to do
without an adequate training program.

We have a difficult time finding directors as it is now. We need
directors anti board members with the public affairs and administra-
tive background necessary for success in the kind of communicating
and negotiating that goes on at the OMB and White House level.

After a tremendous amount of conferring, planning, and other
assignments, resource data from community hospitals and medical

5-
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schools, volunteers and public health associations have put. their
reputation on -the line, they have sought and won commitments for
programs and'resources, and they have created pipelines.

The 30-member Public Issues Committee of the American Cancer
Society met on February 2, 1978, and among other work, heard a
report oil the National Cancer Institute's budget. Our committee, onwhich I serve: as cochairman, includes scientists, physicians, laymen,
women devoting their time primarily to raising a family, faculty
members from Howard University and the Institute for Advanced
Studies at. Princeton, among others.

After discussion, the group recommended, and the society's board
later supported. a fiscal 1979 budget for the National Cancer Insti-tute above the authorization level allowed by H.R. 10908.

We are deeply concerned about the waste of past investment which
will take, place if activities already in motion are brought to a pre-mature halt. This happens with disturbing frequency in the Federal
picture, and as you know, fortunately not as often in the jurisdiction
of this subcommittee as in the jurisdiction of other subcommitteesof the Congress.

We are dealing with the careers of young researchers, young phy-
sicians, and with men who have spent decades shaping and pruning
their programs in research, education, and treatment. To turn off thetap, to leave those pipelines dribbling, instead of carrying a goodfiscal flow, would be one more action, after too many such actions,
highly discouraging to everyone involved.

My main concern is with the response to this important piece of
Federal health leadership. I know that this subcommittee has strug-
gled manfully with the problems of change and lack of change Inthe health care world. I limn heartened by your ninny successes -butalso feel that the response to your leadership would be clearer,
quicker, more definite if those in the ranks were convinced that theleadership is firm, unshakable, consistent. I 'do not think that the,
cancer community across the country will receive that impression if
the authorization limits in H.R. 10908 are enacted.

The National Cancer Advisory Board has probably been closer tothis question than any other group anywhere. They have approved
$1.2 billion in authority for fiscal 1979, support more than $1.3 bil-
lion for fiscal 1980, and nearly $1.4 billion for fiscal 1981.

The Board moreover, is reconsidering the .latter 2 years' figuresand could conic, up with higher authorization requests within the
wisdom provided by continuing and intimate contact. with the con-quest, of cancer program and all of its component. parts.If we trace the appropriations back to the middle of the decadebefore the National Cancer Act first, passed, back to 1965. then wesee. the total of all NM institutes, other than cancer and mentalhealth, was $503 million.

In the 0 years between then and the passage of the National Can
cer Act in 1911, the total, minus NCI and NIMIT. went. to $879 mil-lion in appropriations, a 50 percent increase. In the 0 years following
the passage of the act, the same Institutes' appropriations reached
$1,453 million, or a. 05 percent increase in the 0 years following the
act compared to 56 percent before the act. They did better afterthan before.
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Cancer is the second biggest killer, as we all know, but probably
the biggest drain on the health care budget. A patient with cancer,
on the average, costs over $20,000 according to gross estimates.

It is clear that, conservatively, the cost of cancer in this country
is ranging from $25 billion to $35 billion. This is coming out of our
pockets. It is not imaginary.

Measured against the disease problem, against what other NIH
institutes have experienced in recent years, against original plans of
the National Cancer program set.. in . motion by the Congress, an
authorization figure of $1.2 billion is certainly not too much for NCI
in fiscal year 1969, going to $1.4 billion in fiscal 1981.

Following a national chemical carcinogenesis testing program that
has received a great deal of exposure, there has been slow progress
in reaching conclusions on the dangers of various carcinogens found
in the atmosphere of cities, factories, and workplaces, products for
use by the consumer, or industrial use, or pesticides.

It is my belief that when today's hue and cry dies down, we will
still face many scientific questions for applied research on product
safety from carcinogens. We know too little today. We are faced
with highly conjectural situations on the, basis of animal data. We
need better data in the human situation.

There is the often quoted cliche, The National Cancer Institute,
and the American Cancer Society, far underrate the problems in-herent in the flow of chemicals. Attached to this testimony is proof
positive that both organizations have alerted the Nation to the very
dangers that some journalists say NCI and ACS are collaboratingto conceal.

The scientific. difficulty in approaching these environmental prob-
lems is enormous. The Cancer Institute found this out when it began
on a project to define and commence study of the flow of chemicalsinto the environment. The entire program cannot be judged on the
basis of the lack of conclusive achievements in this area.

Supervision of contract work has been difficult with the workload
which went up 359 percent, and the work staff wentup 57 precent.

Mr. Chairman, the Institute has not been idle. It has produced
scientific reports in four volumes in recent years. The title of the
volumes is: "Survey of Compounds Which Have Been Tested for
Carcinogenic Activity." Study after study, thousands of them, arethere.

The problem is really one of interpretation, translation of animal
data to man, interpretation of the danger to man even when we know
the facts of animal experimentation. The process of carcinogensis
seems to take 20 years or more, in some cases. We don't know. The
best scientists will withhold judgment for many years under these
circumstances.

For the public to demand more, that is worse science, means that
decisions, regulations, even construction and preventive measures of
many sorts will be a drain on precious resources for dubious pur-poses, an invasion of other important program budgets where de-
monstrable benefits might issue.

Mr. Chairman, Dr. Jonathan Rhoads is an outstanding physician,
administrator, educator, and has been named Man of the Year in

31-373 0 78 -.1/-
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Philadelphia for his civic work apart from all his other duties. Heneeds to bow to no one for his rewards. They are based on his servicethis achievements.
He has been Chairman of the National Cancer Advisory Boardsince the conquest of cancer program began. He ends that servicenow. In a statement to the Public Issues Committee of the AmericanCancer Society 2 weeks ago he said what I think is the best wisdomwe can adopt at this point in medical history :
I must leave it to you to judge whether the program in cancer which theAmerican Cancer Society did so much to accelerate 6 years ago has beenworthwhile. I think that if we had not started it then, we would certainly bedoing so now.

We do not need to start now for we are well along on our journeyto the control of cancer in our country. This program needs theopportunity to continue with adequate support and without a tear-ing distortion of its basic structure toward the goal for which we allhope and search.
[Testimony resumes on p. 289.]
[Dr. Byrd's prepared statement and attachments follow :]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of th',1 Subcommittee I want to

thank you for the special scheduling of my testimony that you have

arranged and, in fac', for the opportunity to give you my own personal

comments about the National Cancer Act and to present the Americn Cancer

Society's position on the extrusion of the Act.

Fqr the record, my personal views stem from my private

practice of surgery, from my teaching at Vanderbilt University and also at

Meharry Medical College. My-view of the cancer control program is shaped

partly by my work as Director of the Extramural Program of the Vanderbilt

University Hospital Canter Center. My view of community hospital cancer

activities comes from St. Thomas Hospital in Nashville where I am President

of the Medical Staff, from Nashville's Baptist Hospital where I am an

attending surgeon, from my experience as regional consultant to the

Veterans Administration and from Metropolitan Hospital in Na'shville.

Beyond these indi/idual appointments and experiences I have

served as Chairmal of the Commission on Cancer of the American College of

Surgeons. This commission has maintained what some people :,ould term a tech-

nology transfer activity for many years. This commission's work started

before the current National Cancer Act was passed and has expanded and changed

as the entiru world of cancer therapy has responded to new ideas and row

technologies, particularly since the passage of the now Act in 1971.

I should be happy to accept questins concerning the American

Cancer Society since I am a Past President, which means as you know that I

served in many different roles before being elected to that post. I am cur-

rently Co-Chairman of the Society's Public Issues Committee which was

created just this year as an instrument to formulate and present the

position of the American Cancar Society in matters of importance

to the public generally.
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I want to make sure that thisrecord contains the fact that

I have never been a princi,11 investigator on a National Cancer Institute

grant; have never been an NCI co: ctor; and have not served on any program

where a major pof on of the funds ceime. from NCI. All of my work is in the
on occasion

ptival sector. We have received/minor support and have cooperated with NCI.

While Vanderbilt, Heherry. and other institutions in which I
thei- sponsibilities

serve may discharge/without NCI it is my personal view and the American

Cancer Sociery's position r, the Conquest of Cancer. program is good for

our country. Like other NIH research NCI's benefits all of society, but of

this research practically none is commercially profitable and would not be

done if society as a whol-1, the go'-ernment that is, did not support it.

Along with a multitude of educational, service, community

organizinr and other activiries the American Cancer Society supports some

$70135rillion in research. NCI's budget is running about $872 million.

Attached to this statement is the January 15, 1978, issue of

NCI's Division. of Cancer Treatment Newsletter. For physiians working at

the research /treatment 1.nterface it sums up the current drug situation,

which is in need of explanation to them because of ongoing negotiations

between NCI and the Food rug Administration to speed drugs to rest and

to patients faster.

Not counting new formulations of olo Jrugs,gnew agents have

passed all the animal tests and have been approved by FDA for preliminary

human trials. It is .estimate:ithat only 6 to 12 will eventually prove

usefdl in human cancer. Perhaps 3 to 6 .511 be lifesaving. Considering

the fact that. a &rector of .11,a National Cancer Progra'. was appointed only

in 1972 this, is an outscand;ng accomplishment.

It could take another 5 or 1, years for these drugs to reach

patients generally, but that is Pot the fault of the c rrer program. It
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is a manifestation of the caution which,
currently exists under our

food and drug laws.

The clinical trials program of the National Cancer Institute

has ranged from about $28 million to about $45 million since 1971. So the

modest funding, cast against the background of an enormously complicated

medical enigma, has resulted in useful knowledge and therapy that any

comparable organization, commercial or governmental, anywhere, would

consider outstanding.

Mr, Chairman, I would like to call this committee's attention

to some truly meaningful advances in chemotherapy.

In 1971 the median survival for patients with disseminated breast

cancer was 8 - 10 months. When Sdriamycin came in the median survival

for this advanced form of cancer 1-,ecame 14-15 months. With combination

chemotherapy plus BCC inmunotherapy the median survival is in excess of

22 months.

The few months' increase becomes very important in the overall

perspective as I will show shortly.

:n stage III (locally advanced) breast cancer with positive

lymph nodes data as,of 10 months ago showed that combination chemotherapy

(cytoxan, methuttexate, 5-FU) patients three years after treatment began

89.6% of the patients
were alive after three years while 78.6% of the

control patients survived that long, an improvement of 11 percentage points.

By May of last year Dr. Bernard Fisher wasab/e to report

among, premenopausal breast cancer patients with one to three nodes

positive for cancer a 26 percentage point improvement with the drug,

L-PAM,as comp red to controls. Estimated to be disease free after several
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types of clinical tests were 96.9% of the L-PAM patients after two

years of therapy. In postmenopausal patients with one to three nodes

positive for cancer the improvement was smaller, 2.2 percentage points,

but still there was 88.2% survival after two years. Not only was that

improvement small, but L-PAM for postmenopausal patients might not be

the drug of choice since those patients with involvement of four or more

nodes survived for two years at a few percentage points -- 61.5Z compared

to 59.7: -- if they were in the control group better than if they were

in the L-PAM group.

There's been comment in the press repeatedly about the

abience of realirogress in cancer therapy. Yet in colon and rectal

cancer, solid tumors which casual observors . tell us

is an area of no progress, have shown siKnitiLa4. response to treatment.

Surgical removal of the colon and ':ect:1 camtre has been the standard

treatment for decades. It is essential now. Adding to it chemotherapy

and immunochemotherapy has doubled th.. survival time in one study as

compared to surgery alone. In another study the effectiveness of

short term fluorouracil chcmophrophylaxis, preventive medicine after

surgery, was evaluated and it was found that Stage III (Duke's class C)

patients, 213 of them, five-year survival moved from 24.3% under surgery,

alone, to 57.32 with flurouracil. Even better results were

achieved with patients whose cancers were not so far advanced. I emphasize,

the data refer to five-year survivals..

These are not peripheral cases. In 1978 there will be an

estimated 102,000 new cascsof colon-rectal cancer. But these cases will

`are better than cancer patients have ever fared before. An estimated

51,900 will die of colon-rectal cancer in 1978 whose treatment bigan when

research results were not as far along as they are now.
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In'1977 workers at the University of Indiana used immuno-

therapy in between courses of chemotherapy on oat Cell cancer of the

lung. Despite the usual, rapid course of thin disease, their work

produced complete remissions in many cases, absence of twnor, and

median survival was almost one year 51 weeks, with 19 patients still

alive after being treated for a range of 39 to 113 wee%s.

In a study published two years ago Sta3eI squamous cell cancer

and adenoCarcinoma showed the advances made in early diagnosis so that

surgery alone resulted in 772 survival after one ::ear and surgery plus

BCC administered intrapleurally, or directy into the lung cavity, produced

1002 survival after one year.

Mr. Chairman, these kindsof results -- in a disease, lung

cancer, which still kills 92,400 persons per year -- could not be

reported when the National Cancer Program began.

In bladder cancer, a Queens University group in Ontario

found 35 lesions of a recurrent nature after initial treatment in a

study of 67 patient - months' experience, but when direct inoculation of

the tumor with immunotheraneutic agents there were no recurrences at

all in 47 patient-months of follow-up.

Surgery, again, is the essential treatment in most head and

neck cancer, but new methods are showing true improvements. At Northwestern

University 17 Stage III and Stage IV patients were given a two-week

course of drugs before surgery and radiotherapy. After being in the

study a minimum of two years, 4 ,Datients had died, one was alive with

a tumor, and 12 were disease free, a remarkable record for this group -

of patients, 10 of whom were Stage IV and 7 were Stage III. Since this

was reported last year another 40 patients' experience has been entered
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into the study and the preliminary results are being duplicated in

the larger group, which now has a median patient. term in the study

of 12 months. Mr. Chairman, we are talking about over 702 disease

free after two years in the preliminary group. These are not the

kind of percentages one would gather are being experienced if one

were to go by newspaper articles.

Much of this information comes from a 105-liage compilation

by a researcher at M.D. Anderson Hospital of Houston, and was supplied

to your committee staff when it was produced in late 1976. It was

updated in May of last year. We shall be happy to supply the book

.to any Member of the Committee who wishes ova.

Of course the premise of the Conquest of Cancer program in

1971, as recalled recently by Dr. Jonathan Rhoads, "Was

that knowledgc had advanced to the point at which a large stepup in

support could he expected to augment the benefits derived from the

(existing NCI) program.". He pointed out that important results from

the Conquest program stemmed from work done earlier. He concluded that

The change in prognosis for Hodgkin's disease has been almost as great

as the change in prognosis from subacute bacterial endocarditis wan with

the introduction of intensive penicillin therapy. From a prognosis of

virtually zero recovery,"he said, "we have a majority of the patients

surviving five, ten and more. year."

He called Wilm's tumor of the kidneys in children "a classic

example of the usefulness of therapy involving different modalities of

treatment. Originally the disease was treated by surgi..al ,excision of

the diseased kidney witt a 30-402 five-year survival rate." Dr. Rhoads

Is a surgeon. "To this was added radiation," he said, "which put the sur-
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vival rate in the 60% range. And now, with the addition of chemotherapy,

survival'rates gave gone to 75Z approximately," he concluded.

This Committee has heard before the story of how

lethal dozes of mEthotrtNat are administered to bone cancer patients

along with citrovorum, arescue factor, antibiotics, platelet transfusions

and leucocyte transfusions as necessary. The historical rate of two-year

survival for osteogenic sarcoma was about 20 -25X. It is now above 95Z azit,

when more time has passed, the much longer term survival can be documeted,

tne scientists are convinced.

Mr. Chairman, obviously I have no mentioned all of our '!icces.1,-7.

But the ones I have mentioned are not confined to minor cancers, as so..tni.

is reported.

Here are the cancers I have met, zoned and the new cases estimated

to arise this years

Breast cancer -- 90,700

Colon-rectal -- 102,000 tk

Lung --

Bladder -- 30,000

Hodgkin's div2ase -- 7,400

Kidney otter urinary -- 15,100 (includes Wilm's tutipr of ct.Adren)

I do not tell this Committee that we are now curinl: 4.11 qf geese

patients. 'I say that tens of thousands are experiencing useful ;,..cs of

life extension. We have, in fact,brought to this Committee's Ytention

the need for new legislation to provide
accommodation with Medicare or Medicaid

for the growing number of patients
on continuing chemotherapy who want to con-

tinue working, living with their families, going to collt.ga, or otherwise

pursuing the business of living. What they provide socStt1, mtes their

medical care vary worthwhile in numerous cases.
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More and more, many of us are finding among our friends recovered

cancer patients. I predict that, in coming years, this Committee will spend

.important hearing days and bill writing days on the subject of the ex-cancer

patient's position vis a vis employment, insurability, and educational oppor-

tunity.

While the movement of government statistical reports is more

ponderous, the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company's reporting'comes up to

very recent years. The first half of 1976. as compared to the first half

of 1975, showed that death frOm cancer among the company's policy holders

fell by 52. When the entire year, 1976, was finished, there was still a decline,

3Z, in deaths from cancer as compared to'the 1971-1975 experience.

Last October the Metropolitan Life statisticians put National

Caeicer Institute data into a new array and showed the following 15-year

survival rates for various cancers in women of all age groups starting with

45 years old;

Breast 69%

Stomach 37Z (10 years; 15 not available)

Colon 672

Rectum 592

Lung F. 38Z (10 years; 15 not available)
Bronchus

Ovary 65Z

Bladder 66Z

Uterus

Cervix ?IA
Corpus

Unfurtunately, these data refer only to white women.. We know

that the survival rates among blacks is lower. Also, the above figures tell

the story only where prompt detection foUnd a localized cancer. Where all

stages of the disease were rated, the survival rates fall, of course. Even

so, the 15-year survival rate for white women with breast cancer, all stages,

was 44%, with similarly hopeful data for the other organ sites. All of these

data describe relative survival, that is, adjusted for deaths from other

causes so that the impact of cancer, alone, can be estimated.

213
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The excellent results which have been reported to you

could not havebeen achieved if, time and again, this program weren't

.sided by the President's Cancer Panel. Particularly in the earlier

stages of the Conquest of Cancer effort there were frequent needs to

move with vigor at the departmental and Whits House levels.

For instance, the Congress through the National Cancer Institute

put in motion a quantum expansion in the program at a

time when the Office of Management was phasing out the training of

biomedical researchers. Secretary Weinberger was particularly insistent

on this phaseout. Only a full presentation of the situation by the

president's Cancer Panel at the White House worked out the total

contradiction between the expansion and contraction policies. There

were other occasions where, I-.am sure, members of the Panel could tell

you that they were instrumental in redirecting the Conquest of Cancer

program to fit policy developed above the NIH level or vice versa.

Mr. Chairman I am not at all sure that appointment by the

HEW department c7 the National Cancer Institute director and board

members would attract the men and women with the public affairs and

administrative background necessary for success in this kind of

communicating and negotiating.

It is my belief that the government can certainly get someone

to work in these unpaid jobs a whole lot easier and more effectively

through Presidential than through Secretarial appointments.

In terms of the discretionary money involved, the National

Cancer Program is one of the largest in the federal government. We need

the very best leadership we can attract.

It is true that there have been delays in appointments.
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But the National Institutes of Health has had to scramble in recent

months because, appointments by the secretary were tar'17. For instance,

in the National Eye Institute the January meeting of the Natioral Eye

Advisory Co,Incil was convened with three former members of the council

because the secretary had not promptly appointed their successors.

They were supposed to be appointed in November and no one has yet been

announced for these positions though I am told the Secretary has signed

off on one of the three. The same is trim in some other institutes.

The Congress in its wisdom determined to try a new type of

biomedical research and disease prevention administration when it

adopted the Conquest of Canver program. The six years since the program

began is a very, very short time, indeed, as biomedical programs go.

Certainly at least %I,le more years under the original concept are needed

to see if this new type of administra!:ion is what you in the Congress

perceive as most productive. It is clear that the old system begs many

a question.

Downgrading the cancer program leadership by taking the

director's and member's of the board appointments from the Presidential

level and putting them at the secretarial level, in our opinion, might

damage the program and we see no need to take that risk at this time.
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The 30-member Public Issues Committee of the American Cancer

Society new oh February 2nd, 1978 and, among other work, heard a report

on the National Cancer Institute budget. Our committee includes scientists,

physicians, laymen, women devoting their time primarily to raising a family,

faculty members from Howard University and the Institute for Advanced

Studies at Princeton, among others.

After discussion the group recommended ad the Society's board

later supported a fiscal 1979 budget for the National Cancer Institute

above the authorization level allowed by H.R. 10908.

We are deeply concerned about the so.ste of past investment

which will take place if activities already in motion are brought to a

Premature halt.

This happens with disturbing frequency in the federal picture,

as you know, fortunately not as often in the jurisdiction of this sub-

committee as in the jurisdiction of other subcommittees of the Congress.

We are dealing with the careers of young researchers, young

physicians, and with men who hre spent decades shaping and

pruning their programs in research, education and treatment.

It took two or three years for many in the biomedical com-

munity to become convinced that the Congress meant it when it enacted

the National Cancer Act of 1971. It then took some participants years

to explore their own work to see how it could legitimately apply to the

cancer questions. Careers have been adjusted. Some construction has

taken place. epartments have been reorganized. Entirely new vistas

nave come into view through outreach, technology transfer, continuing

education, critical self-examination of procedures considered routine

for years -- X-ray diagnosis for example -- and centers in many areas
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have developed after dozens of conferences, seminars,. planning L k.At.ions,

and false starts, working relationships with community hospitals, medical

schools, voluntary health organizations including the American Cancer Society.

The leaders in this always difficult work have put their reputations on the

They have sought and won commitments of program and resources.

They have created pipelines.

To turn off, the tap, to leave those pipelines dribbling, instead
x.

If carrying a good fiscal flow, would be one more action, after too many such

actions, highly discouraging to everyone involved.

My main concern is with the response to this important piece of

federal health leadership. I know that this Subcommittee has struggled manfully

with the problems of change and lack of change in the health care world.

I am heartened by your many successes but also feel that the response to

your leadership would be clearer, quicker, more definite if those in the

ranks were convinced that the leadership is firm, unshakable, consistent.

I do not think that the cancer community across the country will receive that

impression if the authorizatioa limits in H.R. 10908 are enacted.

The National Cancer Advisory Board has probably been closer to

this question than any other group anywhere. They've approved $1.2 billion

in authority for fiscal 1979, support more than $1.3 billion for fiscal 1980,

and nearly $1.4 billion ($l.380 bil.) for fiscal 1981. The Board, moreover,

is reconsidering the lett:, two years' figures and could come up with higher

authorization requests within the wisdom provided by continuing and intiman

contact with the Conquest of Cancer program and all of its component parts.
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If this sounds like a lot of money, look at it in the traditional

way that the Congress regards NIH spending.

If in fiscal 1979 the Congress were to appropriate $900 million

for the National Cancer Institute the administrators at the institute tell

us that there would likely be attracted about 1,900 regular program research

projects which would be approved by the peer system. But the $900 million

would only fund a bit more than a third of them, about 647 grants worth

$54,929 million. That would be 34.5Z funded of all approved.

Even at a $1,036 million level, a total. the institute favored

in its negotiations with OMB and which the American Cancer Society supports,

only 925 grants would be funded and the percentage would still only Ce 49.3Z

of those aPppoved, not at all out of line with the levels at other NIH institutes.

H.R. 10908 wolld not allow that level of funding.

The Conquest of Cancer program has been under attack from some

quarters ever since the concept was presented to the Congress, and almost

always by the same people. The basic charge has been that the cancer program

has drained money from others in NIH.

The facts are otherwise.

If we trace the appropriations back to the middle of the

decade before the National Cancer Act first passed, back to 1965, then

we see the total of all NIH institutes char, cancer and mental

health) was $563 million. In the six ,,,ars b..tween then and the passate

of the National Cancer Act in 1971 nr, rotal !says NCI and NflIH) went to

$879 million in appropriations, a 56Z increase. In the six years following

the passage of the act, the same institutes' appropriations reached $1,453

million, or a 657. increase in the six years following the Act compared to

56Z before the Act. They did better aver than before.

Incidentally, if we bring that table up to date, fiscal 1978, the
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increase for those institutes since the passage of t.,.(1 Act becoma,s:91%.

In red ",. of shares, the National Cancer Institute accounted for

88% of budget in 1913 and the total ranged as low as la in the next

20 years as new institutes were created. It stood a, 23% in 1918 and went

down to 12%.in.1967. So the share has vibrated quite a bit over the years.

The present 34% is not at all unusual. When we had practically the NIH we

have Nay, during the 1948 to 1953 years, the range went all the way from

30% to 50%.

Cancer is the second biggest Killer, as we all know, but probably

the biggest drain on the health care budget. A case of cancer, on the average,

costs over 520,000 according to gross estimates and according to a detailed

study by Dr. John Spratt in the cancer center at Columbia, Mo.

With an estimated. 700,000 new cases of cancer in 1979, the case

cost would total Sle. billion.

It would appear' that the work-time lost, and earnings lost through

Premature deaths would total another $10 billion to $20 billion, though the

statistical 8attodology for this calculation is under question. A crude

factoring of tJe average wage, plus an imputed wage for rha housewives and

househusbands. coupled with premature death figures r,avr! a S17 billion earnings

lost in one calculation made three years ago.

It is clear that, conservatively, the cost of cancer in this

count r: is ranging $25 billion to $35 billion. This is corning our of our

Pockets. It is imaginary. Anyone with a death W. z way earner in his

family sees this loss tangibly. We talk about balanciag ',f1 budget, meaning

the federal budget. That can be dangerously narrow thinking if wa simply

unload public and private sector responsibilities one way or the other. The

sophisticated calculation is to look at. the overall costs and ,:ee what we

can save the nation. Oae or two billion Dollars per year against a $30 billion

81.378 0 . 78 - 18
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problem doesn't seem like overspending. The cost of care of 50,000 cases

of cancer -- and we expect 700,000 this year -- is SI billion. It iJ

quite likely that our patient salvage rate is, in fact, paying for ail

ui research through avoidance of worktime lost and prematur4 deaths.

Measured against the disease problem, against what other NIN

institutes have experienced in recent years, against .original plans of the

National Cancer Program set in motion by the Congress, an authorization

figure of $1.2 billion is certainly not too much for NCI in fiscal 1969,

going to 51.4 billion in fiscal 1981.
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It would, of course, be less than candid of me to -ell this

Committee that the National Cancer Program has been faultless. No program

this size is. MY own feeling is that it suffers many of the common ailments

of large government programs.

On the-other hard criticism of the Conquest of Cancer program

has been seasacional and damaging. It is conceivable that some of this

criticism where poorly based has increased morbidity and mortality.

The most obvious case is the breast cancer mammography. The

first scarehead notice in the paper,"Panel Told of Needless Breast Removals,"

said flatly, "Fifty-three women in a federal cancer detection program had

breasts removed needlessly for what turned out to be noncancerous conditions,

a panel of scientists cold the National
Cancer Institute yesterday."

The failure to qualify that statement
in,the press the way it

was qualified upon delivery was part of a chain of events which discouraged

thousands of women from Petting their scheduled checkups.

The truth of the matter, after very detailed investigation,

which was indicated as forthcoming at the time of the original announcement,

is that any concern relates to no more than 3 of the 2,487 breast tumors

detected by mammography. Considering thn hazards of reading pathological

slides, the difficulties of coming to undisputed conclusions on the basis

of a continuing program, 3 out of 2,487 is a record of commendable responsi-

bility, a real team interest in arriving at a judgment most meaningful to

the. patient. Die full and reliable news report on the outcome of this

controversy is attached to this testimony.

It is interesting to no'a that t',e very existence of the Conquest
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of Cancer program made it possible rapidly to revise the situation once

it was idenrofied. Radiation dosage was not in the most extreme

view a manifestation of fault introduced by the cancer program. Rather it

was endemic in the medical care delivery system. Some mammography units in

the screening demonstration were operating at optimum levels.

When criticism came the quick response went.. immediately to the screening

units, but also the Bureau of Radiological Health of the Food & Drug Ad-

ministration, which always had jurisdiction, became more active. After

viewing the radiation controls in the Demonstration Projects, several states

invoked within _heir borxhrs universal checking of X-ray equipment.

This justified criticism was quickly met with remedial action

and the entire medical care system is more sensitive to the danger and the

patients are be\ter off. I do not think.that, without the Conquest of Cancer

program, the restKbility would have been so apparent and action so rapid.

It is when we are all trying to do something vigorous, progressive-,'helpful,

that we learn and improve.

As usual, the more extreme views of the system were forthcoming

from extremists. Maybe it would be useful for this Subcc:Imittee -0 noie that

the average mammography exposure is down to 0.5 rads, .nd tha,: to a c:tcumscribed

portion of the whole body. In Denver, Colorado.it is estirrorer: that resi Its

get some. 70 rads of extra radiation to the whole body in a lifetim jut

fro- cosmic rays. This works out mathematically rt- a greAtc7 risk tom

merely residing i' he mountain area of highly act ' , than from

tomography for a woman who undergoes the procedure ev, three month Oetween

tin ages of 10 and 70 and no demonstraticT project enywhe, asks that of a

woman.
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Another fault of the National Cancer Program which has received a

great deal of criticism has been the slow progress in reaching firm conclusions

on me dangers of various carcinogens found in the atmosphere of cities,

near factories, in work places, and in products in wide consumer or

intermediate industrial use, such as pesticides.

It is my belief that in spire of much of today's hue and cry

we will still face many years of applied esearce before ptoduct safety from

carcinogens can be designed.

We know too little today.

We are faced with highly conjectural situations in the translation

of animal data to the human situation.

Regulatory processes can be highly expensive and raise the cost

of living in a country with a serious and chronic problem of poverty.

It is not just a matter of balancing risks and benefits. Fven

assuming the worst risks and the least benefits from some of the questionable

produces today, the problem of shat to do in given situations is probably

frequently more demanding of science than science can respond to Th

regulation writing procedures under way today point this hp.

While consumers, government administrators, scientists, and

statisticians struggle with the realgablemS, the journalists have often

conjured specious ones.

There is an oft expressed cliAle that the National

Cancer Institute and tk: Atr,:,i an Canci.r S:ciety far underrate the problems

inherent in the flow of chemic; Is int, our environment.

Attached to his testimony proof oositive that both institutions

can take grew, credit for altiting the nation to the very dangers that some

journalists say NCI and ACS are collaborating to conceal/
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As for NCI, in 1970 in a widely circulated report entitled

"Progress Against Cancer" half of the material was on chemical carcino-

i'.enesis. Said the reporr, "Ecologists... have warned that man is jeopardizing

his very survival by continuing to pollute his environment..." And later, on

page 17, "Only a very small fraction of the hundreds of thousands of man-made

substances, biological wastes and other pollutants, that have been added

to the environment has been tested for toxicity to these marine diatoms

(which are a part of the 'earth's source of oxygenY...And on page 18, "Experts

sus,n.ct that the increase in cancer is related in large measure to an inc'-e.'se

in exposure of the ; nulation to cancer-causing agents in the environment.'

This report was a prestige display piece of the National Cancer

Institute and was probably its most widely distritnited publication when it

came out -ight years ago.

While the American Cancer Society is not here asking for anything

i'e same journalistic charges have be, entered against the society. As a

matter of fact, under the law, the National Cancer Institute is charged with

the responsibility of bringing into :he National Cancer Plan the fullest

possible participation of voluntary health associations and we have been

prc"d to put some of our donations into joint ACS-NCI projects. The Sc,ciery,'too,-

has been indicted by jourrillists for insensitivity, even opposition to the

idea that man is creating his pun death dealing substances and felling them

to his fellow man.

The truth is completely the opposite. A search and respect for

the facts by any fair minded person will show that the hue and

carcinogens today is attributable very importantly to scientific work ant'.

announcements by the American Cancer Society years brrore the f,

care to the fore, With the late Rachel Carson a, ,,he National Cancer

Institut, the American Cancer Society has pro:ably produced the most
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hecioeh" his country to toa j Ze ;`, t;ne,'M danTers

cite rhe le'13 Archives o' Frivironrental Health article if: Trtiii ihoff,
who ,e- support from the ArerAcan Cancer Society, and T. Coster

'4.1: on the Tiocietv's payroll, and .J:icob Chun, >lIt ens. itled

'rare: c it y to Asbestos."

T cite by the sarie authors "Attie ;ton Exposure and Neopl?sia" in

IMA n' April 19s4, harif:y a Johnny-come-lately article.

I cite a tel and Hart-rand article in the American Journal of

Puhl , Health of September 19(11 titled, "Communi ty Effects of Nonccccpatic cal

Enviro-2-ental Ashesto', Exp6suro." There were other articles and the study of

thl, clot!" and present .inger continuos. and cant hews to receive So-iety

orhs1p.

The 'Tot-lett 's Hat-term,' in fact testified on July 30, 1956, before

tee on Air and 'dater Pollution of the Senate Committee on Public.

WorMg Tait, "There is 'reason to suspect that air contaminants of almost

ran, hiiiht amounts, be in.prious to health." He said, "It is now

ur' that pert Inge, etiVirce..tental tata on air pollution (both general and

rieien!nr:iiii,e be col:itoted and eorrelate I wIth data on the health of indi-
vid iils"

I rite other articles and t esticony regarding vinyl

chturi i' .nod l'o'APTronoi The record is one totally of trying, and it

is clear, sdeeecdicg in atertinh he people of this eountry to extremely

dire IcIIti

What is to be done avow t hose dangers is another matter. Hammond

has ,..'1,1:fd the epidemiological evidence that automobile fumes

1n hich coetentrations cans,. the incidonce of cancer to he inflated. So

far the evidence is cola, no matter how much we all might agree on other

grounds or reduei timer.. In the absence of a reliable science base regula
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tory action is certainly fraught with delay, difficulty, conflict and irreso-

lution.

Other cancer society-supported research casts doubt on the

carcinogenic effect of sidestream cigarette smoke. Therefore the Society

it very circuL.spcct in its statements about danger from the other person's

smoki:ng. We stick with the scientific evidence and leave the decision to

snake or not to smoke to individuals. We do not call for prohibition.

The scientific diffiulties in approaching these environmental

problems are enormous. The cancer institute found this out when it began

on the project it defined, itself, of
commencing testing the flow of chemicals

into r lnvironment.

The entire program cannot Se judged on the basis of the lack

cf conclAtive achievements in this area. Supervision of contract work has
477, to 359%

been difficult where the workload went up , while the work staff

went up 571.

OMB has worked hard to keep down
federal employment and I am

sure that most taxpayers applaud their efforts. In this case the overworked:

staff has had a very difficult time
supervising the work of grantees and

contractors. Site visits, report analysis,
evaluation, checking on schedules,

challengin,,g, delays, these are, things that need to be done and should be

done and. as we have learned, in some cases weren't done effectively.

It is interesting, to note that at the last National Cancer

Advisory i'.oard meeting the limits
of scientific penetration of the problem

wore erceived rind the unanswered questions
for regulation, forrdvice,

were faced, but progress was admitted to be slow and unpredictable.

2
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Mr. Chairman, the Institute has not been idle. Earlier today

I nefted 19 pounds of scientific reports from NCI, four volumes, I show

you ore, here, produced,. in recent years. The title of the volumes' is

"Surrey of Compounds Which Have Been Tested for Carcinogenic Activity."

Study after study, thousands of them, are in here.

The problem is 'Iv one of interpretation, translation of

animal data to man, interpr, on of the danger to man even when we

know the facts of animal experimentation.

Cancer generation seems to take 20 years or more in most

cams. e don't know. in the best spirit of science, all scientists

will withhold judgment for many years under these circumstances. For the

public to demand tsore, that is worse science, means that decisions, regulations,

even construction and preventive measures of many sorts will be a drain

on preciocs resources for dubious purposes, an invasion of other important

program budgets where lemonstrable benefits mignt issue.

ghere the signals are clear, of course v must proceed with

despatch, I don't think there is any record of reluctance in this

sense on the part of the National Cancer Institute. That is why we

support the continued healthy funding of the National Cancer Program,

Mr. Chairman, Jonathon Rhoads is an outstanding physician,

administrator, educator, and has been named the Man of the Year in Philadelphia

fot is civic work apart from all his other duties. He needs to how to no

man for his rewards. They are-based on his service; his achievements.

He has been Chairman of the National Cancer Advisory Board

since the Conquest of Cancer program !Egan. He ends that service now

and in a statement to the ?ublic Issues Committee of the American Cancer

Society two weelis ago said what I think is the best wisdom we can adopt

at this point in medical history. He said,

2 c
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"With this brief review," he summed up a half-hour speech,

"I must leave it to you to judge whether the program in cancer which

the American Cancer Society did so much to accelerate six years ago

has been worthwhile. I think that if we had not started it then

we would certainly be doing so now."

We do not need to start now for we:are well along on our

journey to the control of cancer in our country. This program needs the

opportunity to continue with adequate support and without a tearing dis-

tortion of its basic structure toward the goal for which we all hope

and search.
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primary diagnosis, you are urged to cognact the
responsible investigator al the participating instini
lion to your area,

Mayo Clinic. Rochester. klinnesuta Dr. Mold
Decker. (507) 282.2511

M D. Anderson Hospital. lloustun, lesas
11r. Ben Creel. 17131 7ff:.:770

Medicine Branch, National Institutes of
Health be Robert Young. (MD) 496-1916
Roswell Park Memorial, Buttalo, New York
Dr. Joseph Barlow. (7161845.5784 nr
Steven 'fiver. (7161 845 -31 10

It you demi,: further information suns 111v
motocul. please contact Dr. Alan Keller, Clinical
Investigations Branch, National Cancer Instolite.
0011496.2522.

Correction About PALA

Sets ral wailers brought to tile JI li./1111011 an CHOI
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laasp.olate. NS(' 224130 1111111,1t, c11/)
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pound!. while the ring clues re mems in the nest step

the pyrumiline tausyothotic pathway (the
111111 of Jihydn.nnnl acid)
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APPROPRIATIONS IN THOUSANDS

TO NCI AND TO NIH

YEAR NCI NIN RATIO OF NCI TO NIH

1938 400 464 86%

1939 400 464 86%

1940 570 707 8t%

1941 570 711 ft%

1942 565 700 81%

1943 535 .1278 42%
.

1944 53o 2555 21%

1945 561 2835 20%

?46 549 3415 16%

1947 1821 8076 23%

1948 14,500 28,876 50%

1949 14,000 37,668 37%

1950 18,900 52,146 36%

1951 20,000 60,060 33% ,
/

1952 20,000 57,676 35%

1953 18,000 59,031 30%

1954 20,000 71,153 28%

,...--
1955 22,000 81;268 27%

A
:,

1956 25,000 98,458. 25%

1957 48,000 213,0DD 23%

1958 56,000 241,000 23%
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YEAR NCI NIH RATIO OF NCI TO NIH

1959 75,000 3214,000 23%

1960 91,000 430,000 21%

1961 110,000 577,000 19%

1962 143,000 767,000 19%

1963 ,56,000 931,000 17%

1964 143,000 974,000 151

1965 150,000 1,059,000 14%

1966 164,000 1.244.000 13%

1967 176,000 1,413,000 12%

1968 183,000 1,179,000 16%

1969 185,000 1,394,000 13%

1970 190,000 1,523,000 122

1971 233,000 1,654,000 141

1972 379,000 2,190,000 17%

1973 492,000 2,497,000 20%

1974 551,000 1,852,000 301

1975 670,000 1,934.000 35%

1976 745,000 2,124,000 35%

1977 815,000 2,404.000 34%

1978 867,000 2,551,000 34%



APPROPRIATIONS IN ThOUSANDS TO INSTITUTES

IN NIH OTHER THAN NCI AND NIMH

:AR
HEART

&

LUNG
DENTAL APTH. NEUROL.

.1LLFRGY

INFEC.

GEN.

MED.
SCI.

CHILD
HEALTH

AGING EYE
ENVIR.

HEALTH
SERV.

TOTAL

165 125 20 113 \ 88 70 104* 43 -0- -6- -0- 563

71 195 35 138 104 102 160 95 -0- 30 20 879*

77 397 56 209 156 141 205 146 30 64 49 1,453*

?78 446 61 258 177 161 230 165 37 85 64 I ;684

292

NOTES

*General Medical
Science includ-
ed in GRS-NIH.

*56% increase
in six years.

*65% increase
in six years.

91V4

since 1971
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THE 66 SUSPECTED CASES OF WANTON

OR UNNECESSARY SURGERY DOWN TO THREE
NOW µ um% out that the infamous hb Breast

Cancer Detection Demonstration Project eases in
w hich women supposedly were duped into having
inastestootics although their tumor were benign as:
really only ItiRir if it1.11.

i he Oh suspected eases were found by patholu
gists ievtewing 501,eases of tninmul cancer- one
centimeter or less of the 2.157 cancers detected so
tar in the protect. Itns rtvicw.o.J. conductraLbY'lle.__
Itealirs Working Croup under its contract with Na ---
to take a hard look at the project. especially the
mammography aspects. The pathology review WAS
cond., ted hastily so that it would be ready for the
consensus meeting list September. when a panel of
scientists and lay persons was convened to develop
recommendations for the project's operation.

The theahrs report noted that the pathology
review had found Oh cases in which the working
gtoop pattrutogists. looking only at the slides, and
without access to any other information about the
cases. had iletcrimped the tumors were not malig-
n:111i.

Although Oliver llealizar-hcatterf-itstneral surgerat
the Mayo Clinic,,orrlicioned that this was a prelimi
nary &port and needed further stnsty; cynics such AS
the Nader organization picked ir up and rushed out
to damn NCI. American Cancer Society and the
medical profession in general.

Alter the consensus meeting. Itealirs put his group
hack to work re reviewing the 06 cases. The final
report will he released nest month: here is what it

293
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will say. Bea Ins told the Cancer Control .5. Rehab, h.
taboo Advisory Committee:

01 the ors cases. IWO wele in the groups lost
report liesause at computer error. That cut to 1i4 the
number of eases in which womeo were treated Sir
breast cancer although their tumors were thought, in
II le first re,leW. to he benign.

The group obtained additional, representative
slides on 38 of the cases, "Why didn't we get them
originally.!) Iteahrs commented. "Because of tune
constraints " Also, some slides were riot Considered
because they were nut at the original biopsies but of
breast tissue after the breast was removed,

In resieiving these additional 3g cases, the Bealirs
pathologists agreed that to were malignant, after all.
That teduced the number of questionable cases to
48.

01 Mose 48. the patients* physicians In I I cites
decided that since they were botderline lesions, they
would not treat byinastectainy, So I I of the hti
original suspected cases did not have their breasts
removed.

-That ;educed to 37 the number of eases in which
mastectomies were per funned, -recklessly and
unnecessarily." the critics charged. However. of those
37. the two stage procedure was followed in 30 .

cases This involved biopsy, followed front one day
to seven months later, by mastectomy. Presumably
awing the intervals, pathologists, treating phyadalls
and patients carefully considered the benign vs.
I alignant Issue :led treatment alletii.itises.

Of the 30 choosing mastectomies. there was con.
etuteuce by hospital and project patholugc,stxda.itc
diagnosis in .25 cases. Outside pathologists wet: con
suited in IS cases, and aliliust all considered the
lesions malignant. Ilealas said. Fifteen of the 30 had
simple mastectomies. 14 modified radical and One
radical.

01 the seven cases in which biopsies were fol
immediately by mastectomies. BCDOP

pathologists agreed with the hospital pathologists
awl the lesions Were 111.1411.11111:1 two instances.
'Slides were not asailahle in two others.

Project pathologists ivere in disagreement with
the hospital pathologists in the remaining three
cases that is. the hospital pathologists determined
after biopsy that the WHIMS Were cancels jilt: MIS.
I.:claims-were performed immediately'. and project
pathologists later said they were benign. Thus, thus.:
three Were the only apparent cases in wltish women
underwent treatment tharmay not have been neces
nary without carefully considering the issues and
alternatives.

There are those Who will contend that even three
is trio many, out of 506. and they are probably right.
But the final resolution of the Ns cases demonstrates
that the earlier polemics,were not justified.

1./CCK Director Diane Fink pointed out that
11C.1)1512 is turning up a large number of the small

lesiuns, compared with data in the NCI SCER study
and the HIP study iii New York. 'i

"Th.. Bealirs review -tends to dissipate the charge.;
that the project has led to a 'AI of unnecessary sup
:gffY." commented advisory committee member Saul
Coolierg. "That's not the main issue. The main issue
is whether of not mammography is the alleged
liarard." Gusberg noted that women are being
screened in the projects with as little as .2 rad, and
BM Elie average is now down to .5 rad.

-When they say it is a question or benefit vs
presumed risk, they should say questionable
Gusberg said. "Physical examination does not hate
the capacity to determine lesions to the same degree
W. 4i:cur-us, as mammography. I wonder if were not
neglecting the 10.50 age group (which receiseS111:1111.
magraphy in BCDDP only if-they have a personal 01
familial history of breast cancer), where we could
possibly find early lesions and employ more conser-
Vali1e surgery.",

Committee member Sam Shapiro said, "'There is.;
strong consensus that there is a risk, although the
question of magnitude of risk remain. It was con.
chided (by the consensus panel and others) that there
is no scientific evidence of benefit to the group under
age 50. The consensus report said that NCI should
give high priority to research on the use of manu
niogtaphy as a screening technique for women under
age 50."

"We du have the nugget, that there is a positive
benefit for women over 50, as a screening package,
including mammography and physical esanilation.
Women over 50 should he aware' that there is a
beet ."
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PART II

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR
CANCER PREVENTION

Chemical carcinogenesis, the production
of cancer by chemicals, is part of a larger
problem of the hazards facing man in today's
environment. Ecologists, who specialize in
study of the mutual relations between living
things and their external surroundings, have
warned that man is jeopardizing hisvery sur-
vival by continuing to pollute his environment
at an accelerating rate.

There are dangers in addition to that of
the extensive illness caused by loading the
atmosphere with enormous quantities of pol-
lutants. The thin envelope of air, water, and
soil that sustains all earthly creatures may
be changing and, ultimately, the ability of .
the earth to support life may be destroyed.
Blocking of vital cycles that link atmospheric
elements and living organisms is a possibility,
ecologists say.

The oxygen cycle, for one, may be affected.
Oxygen is produced by green plants by the
process of photosynthesis and some 70 per-

Pollution at the onvIromment with auttnntkile
e%11311.1.t, factory ,,:wt,-t, itestivitle... and 016.0 potentially harmfulrubaton e,. to interferinc with the Islolot,leal bale nee of rmtwr Alit 14 lucre:oho: at an accelerated rate.
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cent of the earth's annual supply is produced
by certain minute ocean plants. Only a very
small fraction of the hundreds of thousands
of man-made substances, biological wastes
and other pollutants, that have been added to
the environment.has been tested for toxicity
to these marine diatoms. There is some evi-
dence, for example, that the insecticide DDT
can suppress photosynthesis in bodies of wa-
ter. One ecologist recently made an estimate
of the oxygen balance within the borders of
the United States. He found that the amount
of oxygen produced was not quite 60 percent
of the amount consumed, and concluded that
this country is absolutely dependent on oxy-
gen produced outside its borders, mostly in
the Pacific Ocean, and brought in by atmos-
pheric circulation.

This is only one illustration of the broad
concerns of experts in many fields': such as
ecology, medicine, and geophysics, for the
kinds of changes that man is creating in his
environment. In the main, the concerns derive
from two major trendsmushrooming spread
of pollution and the so-called population ex-
plosion, which is partly responsible for in-
creasing pollution. Estimates suggest that 400
to 500 new chemicals are added each year to
the half-million already in the environment;
and that the world population, which during
the summer of 1968 passed the 3.5 billion
mark, will double in 35 years if present rates
should continue.

Recognition that man's relation to his
environment is one of the mist important
problems facing society today has resulted
in intensiled efforts by many groups, both
within and outside government, to achieve
better understanding of the nationwide and
global consequences of pollution. With such
information at hand, successful methods of
preventing great and perhaps i:reversihle
damage to the environment can be devised.

A major development was the enactment
of the Air Quality Act of 1967, administered
by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, calling for a coordinated attack on
air pollution on a regional basis. Under the
act, the Department has designated air quality
control regions in metropolitan areas, and the
States and the District of Columbia are re-

quired to adopt and enforce air pollution
standards based on criteria for air quality
issued by the Department. Criteria for sulfur
oxides and particulates (solidor liquid pol-
lutants) have been issued recently. The act
also authorizes national standards for motor
vehicle emissions, activities in support of
State and local agencies for control of sta-
tionary sources of pollution, and continuation
of surveillance and data gathering activities.

On May 29, 1969, the President announced
the establishment of an Environmental Qual-
ity. Council and a Citizen's Advisory Com-
mittee on Environmental Quality, whose func-
tions are to advise him on environmental
quality matters. The Council is chaired by the
President, and consists of the Vice President;
Secretary of Agriculture; Secretary of Com-
merce; Secretary of HeAth, Education, and
Welfare; Secretary of Housing and Urban
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Mr. ROGERS. Thank von very much. Dr. Byrd. for a very excellent
statement. and for giving us an update on what is happening in the
cancer field.

Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You feel that a second opinion is necessary before forcing patients

in nonsurgical treatment for cancer?
Dr. BYRD. Dr. Carter. I have grave doubts about the second opin-.ion as a general program, because it forces the patient into doctor

shopping. which is reasonably futile. I have suggested to the patientsin my divri experience that they find someone in whom they haveconfidence. and not try to decide for themselves what type of treat-ment they want. This is a little apart from what you are speakingabout.
T don't know how we will ever satisfactorily work out a secondopinion program ofn major caliber.
Mr. Cmitnn. I see.
Will therapeutic chemotherapy alternatives in some cases, actuallycause additional cancer?
Dr. BYRD. Yes. I don't think that, there is any doubt about that.Many of the'agents that are used. in managing cancer patients, arein themselves carcinogenic. We are seeing now. the figures are ofthe. top of my bead. that the survivors of one childhood cancer whohave been treated with chemotherapy, are now at a period of 5 to 10years beginning to show up with second cancers. So we have thisconstant. problem that we are dealing with, very difficult and danger-

ous agents. and their use must be well defined.
The study which I am referring to began at 5 years. and was for5 years on..
Mr. CARTER. If you have a cancer of the body of the uterus, there

is metastasis to the lymph nodes adjacent to the area of the fallopiantubes, for example, would yon advise that patient to have X-ray
therapy or chemotherapy before surgery?

Dr. Bynn. Dr. Carter. I am not a gynocologist, but, of course, oneof the great benefits that is coming out of the National Institute'sprogram is its concept of cancer as a multidisciplinary problem.
Yes; I would suggest that such a patient have radiation therapyprior to any surgical procedure.

Mr. CARTER. It, might be susceptible to chemotherapeutic agents,and you might even use that.
Dr. Bun. It. is certainly not beyond the realm of posibility.
Mr. CARTER. Let me congratulate you on the work that you havedone. Thank you so much.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Maguire wanted to ask; do you agree with thecurrent feeling that a great many cancers are caused by environ-

mental factors, and arc, therefore. preventible ?
The second part of it. is; would it not. follow that more effortshould be put on prevention by the NCI and the ACS?
Dr. Byun, Mr. Chairman, the general concept of environmental

cancer is based on a worldwide experience. I am getting a little phil-osophic, so forgive me. There is a worldwide incidence of cancer ofall types: As you know, this varies between our country and others.
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We have more in some instances. and less in some others. This dif-
ference is thought to be environmental for one reason or another.

If this is true, then something like SO percent, of all cancers are
environmental in origin. We are doing a great deal about some types
of cancer. as far as our study, as far as our dedication. I feel that
this is a particularly fruitful area for study by the National Cancer
Institute, and the American Cancer Society has made dedicated
efforts towards it.

M. ROGER'S. Thank :you,.
What about the comprehensive cancer venters, do you think that

they are currently an ithportant part of the cancer program, and
are they doing their job well?

Dr. Tiyun. I think that your committee will hear a great deal about
these things. I think that they are an essential part of the cancer
program of the United States for the research that they are doing,
but so-much more for the training process that, they are involved in.

Mr. RocErts. It has been proposed that basic research along with
the clinical research should be included in the core grants to the
centers. Would you think that this is a good idea?

Dr. Ryan. One comes constantly into the differaTe between basic
research and oriented research.Thew is a great need for basic re-
search/ into cancer problems, but this, may be.snbdivided in itself.

I think in many instances the canner have this basic capa-
Ebility. and the capability. of carrying researph on into clinical ex-

perience, and the ability of those with clinical experience to counsel
with the basic investigators in the early stages of their study. which
gives them a unique role.

Mr. Routins. Should we include as members of the Caneer Ad-
visory Board individuals who are exlierts in environmentally caused
cancer?

DE. Brun. Very definitely. We need _people with that capability.
Dr. Bruce Ames is on the board.

Mr. Roc.tats. Thank you so much. W are very grateful to you for
being here.

The subcommittee stands adjourned, to reconvene at 10 o'clock
tomorrow morning.

[Whereupon, at 5:03 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene at 10 a.m., Thursday, March 2, 1978.J



BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH AND RESEARCH TRAINING
AMENDMENTS OF 1978

THURSDAY, MARCH 21978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEF: ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,

CO3IMITPEE OS INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,
1V asking ton,D .0.

'The subcommittee met. pursuant to notice, at 10:25 a.m. in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul G. Rogers,. chair-. ..

Man, presiding.
Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee Will come to order, please.
We are beginning our second series 2f 3 days of hearings on H.R.

10908, H.R. 10190, and all similar lirlls to revise and extend bio-
medical research and research training authorities which expire on
September 30, 1978.

Today the subcommittee will hear from several panels of dis-
tinguished individuals and organizations. So, we are very pleased
.to have our witnesses here today, and we would ask Dr. Edwin H.
Lenette, chief, Biomedical Laboratories and president-elect of the

-American Society of Microbiology; to take the stand. He is, I believe,
accompanied by Dr. Coi, whoci's chairman of the Public Affairs
Committee.

We welcome you gentlefnen to the committee. Your statement
will be made a part of the record in full, and you may proceed as
you desire.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN H. LEMIk.TTE, M.D., PH. D., PRESIDENT-
ELECT, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MICROBIOLOGY, ACCOMPANIED
BY C. D. COX, PH. D., CHAIRMAN, PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Dr. LEswrrrt. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to
discuss our assessment of the H.R. 10908 bill, the Biomedical and
Research Training Amendments of 1978.

I am speaking as president-elect of the American Society for
Microbiology and I have with me today Dr. C. D. Cox, who is
chairman of our Public Affairs Committee. The American Society
for Microbiology is composed of over 27,000 members who con-
tribute to the applied fields of infectious diseases, clinical micro-
biology, industrial fermentation processes, ecological microbiology
and food technology, as well as the fundamental areas of immun-
ology, pathology, .genetics, virology, oncology, microbial physiology,
environmental microbiology, mycology, and host parasite inter-
actions.

(29 1)
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As chief of the biomedical laboratories of the California Depart-
ment of Health. I have had to deal with many issues involving both
of the Institutes mentioned in-this bill. and with problems -involving
postdoctoral training under the NRSA program. I should also like
to express my appreciation for .the opportunity provided the Public
Affairs Committee of the American Society for Microbiology to
work in the past. with this and with other congressional committees
on biomedical research issues. and to assure you that our interests
in the subject of biomedical research are both broad and abiding.
I mention this with specific emphasis lest anyone feel that-our recent
activities in recombinant, DNA legislation may represent our only
major concern.

'Let me begin by stating that we generally agree with the 3-year
extension of the authorizations for the National Heart. Lung, and
Blood Institute and the National Cancer Institute at the indicated
d011ar figures. We are interested in seeing an indepth review of the
biomedical research activities of the National Institutes of Health,
and we recognize the inability to accomplish an adequate review in
a period of

recognize
year. Therefore, we favor in general the 3-year ex-

tension period.
We also agree in general with section 302 of title III, inasmuch

as we faVor the return of the National Cancer Institute to normal
status as one of the National Institutes of Health. _We would also

. favor the return of NCI to the normal NTH budgetary Process.
We strongly favor section 401 in title IV in extending authoriza-

tion levels for the National Research Service Awards at the recom-
mended dollar figures. We are particularly pleased with section 402,
which would provide that the Secretary of HEW determine the
subject, areas in which aWards, would be made, after taking into
consideration the most recent results of the NAS study of-research
personnel needs.

We have commented at length concerning the NAS manpower
report and especially on deficiencies regarding our own Society and
science. As stated earlier, the American Society for Microbiology
enjoys a membership of over 27,000 microbiologists with about half
holding the doctoral degree. and about half holding bachelors or
masters degrees. The latter two categories were not covered in the
1976 NAS report. nor are they covered in the 1977. report. We con-
tinue to believe that the absence of these data is a serious omissiaR
because of the inability to predict future needs without knowledge`
of the manpower pool which feeds predoctoral and; postdoctoral
programs.

We should not base our recommendations for training funds for
the next 10 years solely upon existing market, demands, when 6 to
10 years training after college is required to complete the training
of competent biomedical scientists. The NAS committee's 1977 re-
port recommends that. predoctoral research awards he reduced to.
4,2.0 by fiscal year 1979, a decrease of 20 percent from fiscal year
1976.

Further, the report asks that support in predoctoral research
training be given broadly among the basic medical sciences. The
deliberate cutting hack of predoctoral research will have a deleter-
ious)effect on medical microbiology, and indeed most of the basic

c
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biomedical sciences, and many cause irreparable harm by depleting
a manpower pool. which has traditionally supplied postdoctoral
manpower. markets.

For several years we have been hearing a great deal about the
on-again off -again -siipport of basic research and of basic research
training of scientists. The same spigot effect when practiced in
iraineeships and fellowships is equally harmful.

Applying the skills necessary to conduct research in complex
scientific' disciplines requires a minimum of 6 years of on-the-job
training approximately 4 years of predoctoral and 2 years of post-
doctoral trainidg;jri -our experience, young people of the caliber
sufficient to perforihproductively will not enter a field in which
remuneration is markedly less than in other professions unless they
are supplemented financially during their training. We therefor&
strongly, urge the implementation of a stable research. training pro-
gram that would permit support of -young' scientists in numbers
,adequate to meet the future. health needs of this country. We dis-
agree that the present, level of support for research training is
sufficient, and we contend that current funds for research and .re-
search t raining are inadequate.

Therefore, it. makes a great deal of
to

to us that the Secretary
of HEW should' have the authority to determine the subject areas
in which the awards shall he made after giving due consideration
to the most recent results of the NAS and other studies.

We do have a philosophical problem with section 472(b) (4)
that we think it, is ulucationally unwise to encourage a 5-year term
for predoctoral study. We realize that the average length of pre-
doctoral training may be 5 years or slightly more; nevertheless, we
question the 'philosophy of encouraging this length of predoctoral
training. However, from a practical point of view, we feel that this
is an educational problem and that under the present situation we
would concur with this section.

We agree in principle with sections 472(b) (4), section 404, and
section 403; however, there are two or three items which deserve
additional comments.

One. On September 6. 1977, the Internal ReVenue Service issued
a formal ruling which held that all research training paid
under the National Repearch Service. Awards Act 4-'1974 were and
.are fully taxable awards received bytrainees after June 1, 1974.
The IRS ruling applied only to taxes on research training awards
made under the NRSA Act by and ADAMHA and not to
awards made under other authorities or by private agencies. In the
past, recipients of research training stipends who were doctoral de-
gree candidates had been allowed to exclude their awards from tax-
able income. postdoctoral recipients have been permitted to exclude
up to $300 per month to a maximum of 36 months. The initial as-
sumption had been that the 1974 het did not alter this situation.
However. the 1974 act. includes a "pay-back" provision and the
IRS, in its September 1577 ruling, held that the "pay-back" makes
the awards fully taxable. retroactive to 1974.

The Association of American Medical Colleges believes the IRS
reasoning is faulty and has soughtthoughWithout successto
obtain a reversal of the ruling, working with other academic organ-

f'
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iiations and through its attorneys to effectuate this end. Our Public
Affairs Committee' is supportive of their efforts and is working in
concert with them.

Having failed to achieve a reversal we are now seeking to have
the NRSAs included as part of the comprehensive study of scholar-
ships authoried under the 1976 Tax Reform Act. A study is being
conducted by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation to assist
Congress in developing a uniform policy for all such aid programs.
Pending completion of this study and further Congressional action,
scholarship programs included in the study are exempt from taxa-
tion as before.

We have jlist been informed that Senator Gaylord Nelson, Demo-
crat, Wisconsin, haS recently provided an amendment for an ap-
propriate tax measure. We applaud such action and urge that other
congressional committees and their staffs support this effort. .

Two: We are particularly . concerned that language of this bill
take into account first those predoctoral candidates who do not
complete the full predoctoral .training for reasons which are beyond
their control, and second. the short-term training programssuch
as summer programs at Woods Holeand short-term training pro-
grams in pathology, genetics. and so forth. In both situations these
individuals should he exempt from the pay-back requirement.

Three : Section 503 deserves a brief comment. We are in agree-
ment that authority should he provided for the director of NTH to
appoint experts and consultants for his Use and for use by all insti-
tutes except those which already have authority to do so, but we
question somewhat the 2.5-percent limit of the number of current
employees of NTH imposed on the number of such experts and con-
sultants.

A separate concern is that we see no provision for any significant
change in the number of study sections for evaluation of research
grants proposals. and these study sections are greatly overworked.
We suggest that consideration by given to providing for increased
help on the study sections for research grant reviews. Finally,

Four: We also understand that the law mandates that the interest
which must be paid back shall be at a rate fixed by the Secretary
of the Treasury after taking into consideration private consumer
rates of interest prevailing on the date the U.S. Government be-
comes entitled to repayment. It would seem far more reasonable
and equitable to impose the current interest rate for educational
loans, than the higher private consumer interest rate ..which is cur-
rently 13.5 percent.

Thank you. sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, Dr. Lennette. I think the suggestions you

have made have much merit, and we will carefully check into them. /
Thank von for your testimony and for being here.

Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTF.R. Thank you. Mr. ChilirMilll,
Doctor, I find myself in agreement with what' you have to say, I

believe, all the way through. I do not think we should cut your
funding down. If we are going to really go forward in research we
have to find -mere projects than the 4,250 whiCh you mentioned, as
I see it. ---

3U4,
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I notice that you hive mentioned we should fdllow the National
Academy of Science, or rather the Secretary should follow their
recommendations; is that correct?

Dr. LENNETIT. And others, yes, sir.
Mr. CARTER. All right, sir. I was interested about the research

training stipends being taxed, and that they would be considered
taxable retroactive to 1974; is that correct?

Dr. LENNETTE. That is the current interpretation from IRS.
Mr. CARTER. How much do these stipends usually amount to?
Dr. LENNY:rm. Could, you answer it?
Mr. Cox. They are usually about $3,600 on the predoctoral, and

about $10,000 to $11.000 on the postdoctoral.
Mr. CARTER. $3,600 for
Mr. Cox. Predoctoral.
Mr. CtirrEa. Well, the oversight, I suppose, was not brought to

our attention, but we did pass legislation to exempt those under the
Berry plan and also the National Health Corps. I believe as the
prime' sponsor of that legislation, Mr. Chairman, in the House, I
regret we did not include you. Certainly, I think you should have
been included. That was partly my fault and .partly the fault of all
of us.

But I certainly support you strongly, and I will do everything I
can to see that you have what you need to advance the cause of

.science and knowledge in this area.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. TANNE'rrp.. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Walgren?
Mr. WALonEN. No questions, thank you.
Mr. RooEns. Did you have anything, Dr. Cox?
Has the tax problem been a deterrent, do you think, in getting

people to come into the program ?
Dr. 1..r.syETTE. In the small postdoctoral training program that

I have, if it is retroactive, it will cause some problems. Sind: the
ruling came out we have had no new applicants, but there has been
some inquiry as to how that would affect their stipends,

Certainly, on $3,600, that is a pittance. In this day, with the post-
doctoral 'students at the age at which they come in, with family re-
sponsibilities, $10,000 or $11,000 does not go too far.

Mr. ROGERS. No; T am sure of that.
Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, if you would yield on that?
Mr.-ROGERS. Certainly.
Mr. CARTER. That causes a great problem to the military services

and also.to the National Health Service Corps, that tax deal.
-Mr. Rooluts. I think it was given under the assumption it would

not he taxed, and then the IRS made a ruling. Now, has that been
.

challenged in court yet?
Dr. LExxErrE. No, sir.
Mr. RooEas. Not yet. All right. Now, should the awards be insti-

tutional, or individual?
Dr. LF.NNEITE. I think the next panel's testimony may he to that

effect.
Mr. ROGERS. All right, we will take that up with them.
Mr. Cox. If I could say something on that.



Mr. ROGERS. Certainly.
Mr. Cox. I think the ASM position on this would be that obviously

we are in f[Nor of institutional awards, but we feel strongly that
the individual fellowship should be available because there may be
institutions that are not capable, for varions'reasons

Mr. ROGERS. in other words, you feel there should be a mix.
Mr. Cox. Yes. very definitely.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you.
Mr. CARTER-. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Rooxas. Yes, Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER: What areas of basic research look especially promis-

ing at this point ?
Dr. LENNisTrE. I find that difficult to answer because there is such

a I.arg6 field and so many different interests. Certainly, the bask
areas of cancer research and molecular biology aspects are highly
important.

Mr. CARTER. Cancer research?
Dr.- LENNETrE. Cancer research,. the basic aspects of cancer re-

search.
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir.
Dr. 'ANNETTE. And I was thinking of some of the programs which

had to be cut back because of lack of funds.
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir. It looks like we would cut some place else.

Do you feel that financial support is needed to assure adequate
numbers of personnel with training at the bachelors and masters
degree levels?

Dr. LExxErrE. Do I feel ?
Mr. CARTER. Do you feel that financial support. is needed to assure

adequate numbers of personnel with training at the batchelors and
masters levels?

Dr. LENsErrE. I will let Dr. Cox answer that.
Dr. Cox. This is a very difficult question to answer because, as we

stated, we do not have good figures on this. The NAS report on
manpower has figures for the Ph. D. and the M.D. levels, but they
have not included batchelors -:and masters degree people who feed
the predoctoral and postdoctoral programs. So, really, we do not
have good information on that. -

I would say that I think the most important thing is predoctoral
and postdoctoral support. But. that is really a negative answer be-
cause I do not have goodAgures on the batchelors and masters, the
manpower figures, in our own field.

Mr. CARTER. To which would you devote the most funds, pre-
dodtoral or"postdoctorall

Dr. Cox. Well, most funds are the number. It takes about three
times as much to support a postdoctoralthree or four timesthan
it does a predoctoral. Microbiology being a., multidisciplinary field,
and we are into so many subdisciplines, some of these subdisciplines
are in greater demand than others. But I think that it is too bad to
cut out predoctoral support. There are no predoctoral training

igrants, no predoctoral support programs today, and I think that is
a great disservice. ".

I still would primarily support postdoctoral, but I think we
should have predoctoral support as well.

304
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Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, let us look at this. We cannot afford
to let these programs go down.

Mr. ROGERS. Well, as a matter of fact, we authorized predoctoral
programs, but they have never been carried out with the intent of
the law.

Mr. CARTER. The funding right now, really, we have cut it back
this year, have we not ? All of them are recommending a minimum-
of $540 million. and actually our authorization is less than that.

Mr. RocIERs. I am not sure.
Mr. DAIRTmEr.E. The proposed authorization level in H.R. 10908

is $220 million for fiscal 1979, $240 million for fiscal'1980, and $200
million for fiscal 1981.

Mr. ROGERS. Who is recommending half a billion?
Mr.DALRA-AreLE: I do not knOw if anyone is recommending that.

I think that is the total for the 3 years.
Mr. CARTER.,If you would .,give us these again, please.
Mr. DALRYMPLE. $220 million for fiscal 1979.
Mr. CARTER. $240 and $260 million.
Mr. ROGERS. So, we tried to increase it, and we will look at that

figure, I agree.
Mr. Maguire?
Mr. MAGUIRE. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. We do '-have some questions we would like you to

answer for the record, if ,you do not mind. Thank you for being
here. we are grateful.

.OUT next witness is Dr. Lowell Greenbaum, who is professor of
pharmacology. Columbia University. College of Physicians and
Surgeons, 011 behalf of the Federation of American Societies for
Experimental Biology, accompanied by Dr. Brian A. Curtis, who
is associate professor of physiolorry. Peoria School of Medicine.

We welcome each of you, nnlid the committee expresses its ap-
preciation for your presence here today. Your statement will be
made part-of the record without objection, and you May proceed.

STATEMENTS OF LOWELL M. GREENBAUM, PH. D., CHAIRMAN
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, FEDERATION OF AMERICAN
SOCIETIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY; AND BRIAN A. CURTIS,
PH. D., MEMBER

Dr. GREENBAUM. Than you. Mr. Rogers, it is a great personal
pleasure to meet you once again; we certainly had much testimony
together.

My name is Lowell Greenbaum. I am professor of pharmacology
at the. College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University.
Additionally, I am director of the medical scientist training pro-
gram at Columbia. and director of graduate studies in the Depart-
ment of Pharmacology.

I appear -before von today as chairman of Public Affairs Com-
mittee of the Federation of American Societies for .Experimental
Biology. The federation is comprised of six learned societies repre-
senting basic research disciplines in biomedical sciences. The societies
have a combined membership of about 17,090 at the doctorate level.

;-)0
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I am accompanied by Dr. Brian Curtis, assistant dean of/medical
education and associate professor of physiology at the Peoria School'
of Medicine. Dr. Curtis is also a member of the FASEB Public
Affairs Committee.

I have a relatively short statement to' make,and then Dr. Curtis
and I shall be happy to respond to any questions.

Before addressing the subject of this hearing and the substance
of H.R. 1090S and related bills, may I say how much we appreciate
and welcome the opportunity you have provided for the public to
participate in deliberations on this legislation.

Having said that, the first thing I would like to say about H.R.
1090S is that we are very happy to see it. We, are pleased to see the
3-year extension of legislative authorities for the several institutes
and pr\ograins. and we :Ire pleased to see the authorized funding
levels. The bill gives the biomedical research enterprise two things

.

it needs and has not had in some timea sence of support, and a ;'sense of stability.
If I may take the titles of the bill out of order, I would like to

go first to title IV because it best illustrates the point I am making.
The 'National Research Service Awards program fills a unique and
important national need that cannot he met in any other way. It is
a program to help a specially qualified group with the potential for
nutting all of mankind in their debt through basic research train-
ing. which will eventually lead to the prevention, detection. treat-
ment. and possibly elimination of disease.

Yet. in spite of the self - evident need for this program to serve
the vommon good. it has been under persistent attack from various
quarters of the Government and has -suffered under what you. Mr.
Chairman. ha-ve -described as:, uncertainties and flismptions
of the program under the previous.' two administrations:" Most
recently the program has been afflicted with the ruling of the In-

' ternal Revenue Service which declareS these modest stipends, which
are at $3.900. susceptible. to full income tax because of the payback
provisions of the law. This latest injury may be an unintended
accident of lawmaking. as Dr. Carter has mentioned. but it is none-
theless real and painful. This program has been in trouble with the
Government and. as a training program director. I can foresee
trouble brewing with those it is designed to attract, and enlist in
the service to the country.

Mr. Chairman. I believe the bill you have introduced will go a-
long Way toward turning this situation around. The 3-year extension
of a uthvity for the program and the authorized-levels of funding
spell stability and support. That is good news indeed. But an
equally important form of support is found in the various amend-
ments you have proposed...to the authority for this program. We
endorse all of those amendments.

I would now like to offer a few suggestions concerning title IV,
for consideration by the committee.

We support the periodic adjustment of stipends of the trainees
to reflect cost-of-living increases. We further recommend that post-
doctoral stipends be brought to levels that are commensurate with'
those in medical residency training. This would mean something in
the order of about a $3,000 increase over what they are now.
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On the subject of payback, we agree that the amended recom-
mendat ions. are equitable. We would suggest, however, that trairThes
who do not complete more than 1 year of training should not be
held to payback. They are not qualified to carry out research or
teaching service. The elimination of the payback for those studying
for less than 1 year would also, as Dr. Lennette has mentioned,
permit ,short-term intensive research training programs at our re-
search centers. such as Woods Hole. Mass.. Cold Spring Harbor,
(N.Y.) et cetera. It. would allow funding under the NRSA program.
to be made to them without requiring payback for the students Ao,
participate in those programs.

We are in accord that there he a complete, study of biomedical
and behavioral research personnel by the National Academy of
Sciences every 3 Yea I'S rather than every year. But we recommend
the study be divided into three parts, with one part being com-
pleted and reported each year. This would permit, more thorough
study and would preclude the need to develop a new staff every 3
years.

We are in accordagain going back to title IVwe are in accord
that .there be a complete study of biomedical and behavioral. re-,
search personnel by the National Academy of Sciences every 3 years,
rather than every year. But we recommend that the study be divided
into three parts. with one part being completed and reported each
year. This would permit more thorough study and would preclude
the need to develop a new sta ff every 3 years.

Mr. Chairman. we urge you to further amend the legislation to
remove the necessity of, council action for individual postdoctoral
fellowships. This would speed up the procedure of award by three
err four months and make it more practical.

Mr. Chairman, I would like permission to introduce Dr. Curtis
at, this point to complete our testimony for his comments on the
titles of the bill.

Mr. RICERS. Dr. Curtis?

STATEMENT OF BRIAN A. 'CURTIS, PH. D.

Dr. CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, we wholeheartedly support the pro-
visions of title I, relating to the National Library of Medicine. In
particular. we endorse the appointments to the Board of Regents
by the Secretary. The Library has done and is doing a splendid job
of carrying out an indispensable and expanding mission for all of us.

With respect to title TI, we would only reemphasize the im-
portance we attach to the 3-year extension of legislative, mthority
proposed for the National Heart, Lung. and Blood Institute'

We would strongly suggest that the report. accompaitying the
bill might include language to encourage the Institute to\continue
its superb record of stimulating investigator-initiated research into
basic research areas. It was noted in a recent study supp:Fted by
that. Institute, by Comroe and Dripps, of 10 major clinical ad-
vanceswhich included open heart surgery, cardiac pacemakers,
cardiac-puhnonary resuseitationthey found that almost half of
the research which they felt was crucial to the development of these
clinical techniques was classified as basic research, did not set out

31-373 0 - 78 .20
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to solve any one of these particular problems. Several of the key
advances came, really, as unforeseen outcomes of quite unrelated
basic reseanTh..

Wet note with some concern the mandateas we read itfor all
centers to expand their activities to include educational programs
for health professionals as well as the public. We worry that the
essential research mission of at least some centers may be com-
promised by spreading the talent they contain just a little bit too
thinly. We ,would recommend that the slightly more permissiVe
language hi. respect to education embodied in title IIIthat is in
the Cancer Instituteyou extend the ability to mount educational
programs; but as we read it, it is not. mandated. We would urge you
to include that in title IL .

With respect to titleM we reemphasize our endorsement of the
:3 -year extension of legislative authority. We, would urge Von. how-
ever, to look perhaps a hit at the authorization levels in fiscal year
1980 and 1981. At least as we read them, they do not, seem to make
much of an account of inflation in these later years. We whole-
heartedly endorse the proposal to give the Secretary of HEW
authority to appoint the Director and the members of the National
Cancer Advisory Council.

Lastly. we would like to enlist the good offices of this subcommit-
tee in seeking modification of what we refer to.as the "Sunshine"
laws as they affect the-operation of the peer review system. Several
groups who have reyiewed the peer review systam and given it
rather high marksas :f --suspect you- knowhave all supported
statutory exemptions to permit closure of peer review sessions when
research applications and the qualifications of scientists are being
discussed. In the final analysis, most, discussion of basic research
proposals revolves iirouna. the people doing it. Such closure pro-
tects the -confidentiality of the peer evaluation and assures frank,
uninhibited critique of research protocols and personnel. The patent
and proprietary rights of investigators would receive greater pro-
tection and prematura.diselosure of clinical trials and similar data
would he. prevented.;

Mr. Chairman, that, concludes our testimony, we would be happy
to answer questions.

Mr. Roc.Ens. Thank yon so much. Dr. Carter?
Mr. CAirrni. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
How effective is the payback, provision in influencing employ-

ment decisions of graduates?
Dr. GREENBAUM. Well, in terms of the predoctoral candidates

that does not seem to he a problem. I spoke to many of our trainees
and these predoctoral candidates seem to accept the payback pro-
vision as a necessary part of their accepting Federal funds.

lIowever. my clinical colleaglies advise me that at the postdoctoral
level, this is very destructive. That there are a group of physicians,
M.D.'s. young M.D.'S. who,-wish to go into research, who have not
been trained for research. -However. if they learn of the payback
proviSion they do not care to get involved in 1 or 2 years-of training.
Therefore. there are a ',Teat number of clinical postdoctoral posi-
tion :4 vacant.

Another area of paybak which is a bit of a problem is the fact
that we do have medical scientist trainees whose program is 6 or 7
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years in length -before they complete their program. The payback
here, it would seem to me. should be set at some maXimum, such as
4 or 5 years, for these individuals, rather than have them fulfill 1
year for 1. year of stipend because they do have a great, long road
to hoe. They are extremely important in our scheme of things in
terms of putting out biomedical scientists.

Mr. CARTER. The tax bracket of the stipends, $3,600 to $10,000
taxes at a small percentage of annual income. Is this still a major
problem?

Dr. GREF,NBAUM. Well, there is very great concern in the student
community about this. As I mentioned in my testimony, the problem
is that it is retroactive, as you noted yourself, to 1974.

Mr. CARTER. Yes.
Dr. GREENBAUM. The question. is whether or not the stipend plus

tuition will be included by the Internal Revenue Service. As I said,
this means that some students might be liable, at a stipend level of
$3,600 or'$ 7,900, to a tax of $2,000, which seems inordinately. .wrong.

Mr. CARTER. I see. Should short-terth training be given separate
consideration in this legislation?

Dr.- GREENBAUM. I do not think so. We have not discussed this
point, but if you mean the summer courses or short-term courses, 8,-
10, 15 week courses, it we could certainly live with amount of $1
million or so a year going to the short-term important programs,
from the NRSA funds.

Mm'. CARTER. Should basic research be funded with a, percentage
formula of total research funding, Dr. Curtis, or at the discretion of
the Institutes?

Dr. emus. We would urge that it be at the discretion of the In-
stitutes. and an interaction between the scientific societies and the
people' interested in research, and the Congress.. Percentages we
would worry that our typical research areas would get gummed up.

Ali.: CARTER. Yes, sir.
Dr. CriZTIS. You keep chipping away at. the wall, but nothing

seems to be happening. Those are areas, we would submit, with a
wide interaction we can pull a little funds back and put- money, then,
into areas that are more promising.

Formulas and percentages have a way of getting cast into stone
long after the interests are gone by. We would urge that it not be-
come a. formula.

Mr. CARTEn. Do you think the fundingis adequate?
Dr.-CURTIS. Adequate is a difficult word: Most of may colleaguesfind that there are- a significant taimber of good research grants

which are either not funded. or are not funded at reasonable levels.
So that- it is possible to use more money effectively.

Mr. CArtma. Yes, sir. This is in a different area. As you stated,.
there is a $,0 million increase, I believe, in basic research for each
succeeding year. In programs of the NatiOnal Cancer Institute I see
that there is only $3 million increase each year.

Dr. Cumts. At. first we wondered if that was a misprint, but we
are told that it is not.

Mr. CARTER. Well. let us not blame everything on the administra-,,
tion. then. Thank you.
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Mr. ROGEES. T think the committee, in the language you were
speaking of. wished to encourage the (Titters to provide continuing
education programs for doctors and health professionals, as well to
communicate the latest information of prevention -programs in heart
and cancer. Of course, one of the theories was that the centers would
be spread over the country and would have a mechanism to transfer
technology and the latest, research knowledge quickly to the local
communities, in their areas. I think the. permissive language is the
.Institute's language. not the center language:

Dr. CliRTIS. I see.
Mr. Rour.ris. We (lid make it very broad with respect to the Insti-

tute. but with respect to centers we have been specific.
I think we.. would want to continue that to make sure there is a

communication between a center and the people it serves.
Dr. Ctrwils. We would applaud your-design. On the other hand, I

,think it easy to think of a center which we would all wish to sup -
port as a center. all of whose members were "hack room" boys. Then
you end up either bringing in a second group, as it were, public.
interfaceperhaps that is what you have in mind.

But. I think we are worried that a group which is primarily con-
structed for research. some of which can be very "back room" boys,
you may well upset and reduce the -function of the center in what
many people look upon as their primary mission. I would certainly
,support strong report language to in essence put, NM on guard that.
any center which they allow off of the public information, they are
going to- have to defend. But I think that we could easily find our-
selves in a situation that none of us really wanted, in which the NIII

. ultimately haul to deny funding to a center which was superb in any
other way, but simply could not give itself up to this one regard. .

Mr. ROGERS. But of' course. you also have an institutional grant,
core grant. to provide support for sonic of the basics.

We were very anxious to have a continuing dialog between the
center and the doctors of the local hospital. for instance. where
they will he applying the latest research to people. I fun afraid if
we backtrack- on that. we neglect to get that. kneiwledge out asrapidly as we could. There are other possibilities.. we will look at it.

Mr. Walgren
Mr. WAr.onEN-. No questions. thank you.
Mr. Roou:s. Mr. Maguire'
Mr. Mma-un:. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I our concerned. gentlemen. about the testimony :relating to the

Sunshine law. You. would be surprisedat how many different people
can come up with plausible rationale for dispensing with one oranother aspect of the Sunshine law.

I wondered if you felt there was any intermediate position between
either having it or not having it apply in cases that you cited. Would
there.. for example. be any way in which the results of deliberations
might in fact be made public...while the individuals concerned were
protected. their identities were protected?

This is a very crude question. T am simply trying to assess whether,.
or not there might be sonic intermediate positions which you might
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feel would serve the same purpose without closing off these delib-
erations, which are very important ones, from public scrutiny.

Dr. CURTIS. Currently the results of the study sections are avail-
able. Within each study section two of its members are asked to re-view each grant. Their written responses are available to the appli-
cant on request, without signature, much as we do when we referee
articles for professional journals. We sign the one which goes to
the editor, we do not sign the one which goes back to the individual.

Also, the study section secretaries will make available to you
commentary on what was said, pointers as to the places where they
found it weak. Those are internal NII-I changes, some of which arefairly recent.

Yes, I think that is an intermediate step. I think that the specific
comments now are available to applicants, and a general commentary
by the study section secretary also.

Is that the sort of thing you had in mind?
Mr. MAGUIRE. Well, Ihhonestly do not know what I am looking

for, I simply wanted to flag the issue as one which we might give
some more consideration tcJI frankly do not know what the answeris. -.

Let me ask another question. On page 3 at the top you indicate
that you would favor short-term intensive research training pro-grams which did not involve paybackshort-term being defined asless than 1 year.

The philosophy of the payback, I guess, is that while we have a
needMr. Chairman, you have been in this longer than I have andperhaps I am wrong in this but, where you have a need for somespecific kinds of people, that it makes sense for the Government to
provide some assistance; but with the understanding that it will bepaid back in some form because we cannot, clearly, get into a whole-
sale distribution of Government funds to fund every kind of re-
search project that everybody in every field might want to present to
this Congress.

So, I wonder if in making that proposal you have given any
consideration to the question of whether or not you favor the same
kind of program to be available to people in other fields. For ex-ample, what would be your defense of the point that this would be
giving unusual and very special privileges and monetary support
to persons in a very specifie, narrow field?

Dr. GREENBA.MI. I will be happy to talk to that pOint. I think
we are not looking for just those students who are in the National
Research Service Awards programsto get involved with these
short-term intense courses. These courses would be.open to all medi-
cal students, or all graduate students, or all students who haveinterest. These programs are tutorials on disseminating information
on the latest methodology going on in molecular biology, or inpathology, or in various other areas of physiology. It brings groups
of students to a center, and groups of faculty to a center.

Mr; MAGUIRE. Well, would you favor that for students of religion,
or students of history?

Dr. GREF.NBAUM. Well. I think this works very well. I mean, thisis an exciting and important aspect of education for our science-
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oriented students, and they have an opportunity early in life to see
models and to hear from great experts as to various areas. This is
part of scientific communication.

Mr. 'MAGUIRE. I know you like the program as it plies to people
in the areas you are talking about,

Mr. ROGERS. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. 'MAGUIRE. I would surely yield.
Mr. ROGERS. I think we are talking about programs here that are

often no more than 2 or 3 weeks, probably a maximum of 3 months;
and even the mechanism of payback is almost prohibitive from the
cost of paperwork and so forth, for a couple of weeks' time.

Mr. MAGUIRE. If the gentleman would yield back.
Mr. ROGERS. Certainly.
Mr. MAGUIRE. -The Chairman, I think, is suggesting something

that is considerably more restrictive than what is suggested in the
testimony,

Mr. ROGERS. Up to 1 year, if they drop out.
MAGUIRE. You can put an awful lot of 11-month periods of

time together and can get an awful lot of support for an awful lot
of things, it seems to me. ,

Mr. Room. Well, I think we can look at that and make sure it
is not abused, or the definition would not allow abuse.

Dr. GREENBAUM. We would not care to have that abuse, that
would not be the purpose.

Mr. ROGERS. I think we could look, perhaps, at a restrictive defi-
nition.

-Mr. MAormE. Well, Mr. Chairman, I am going to want to look at
whether or not we ought to be doing it at all, on a nonpayback
basis; but we can discuss that among ourselves.

Mr. ROGERS. presume there are some areas where we have done
that with no thought of payback. In fact, we used to give scholar-
ships and training grants without any payback. We have tried to

.initiate some program of payback, the gentleman is correct.
Mr. 'MAGUIRE. Thank you.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you so much, we are grateful to you for being

here.
We have as .our next witnesses a panel 43-g distinguished doctors

and scientists, Dr. Mahlon Hoagland, who is president and scientific
director of the Worchester Foundation for Experimental Biology;
Dr. Lewis Thomas, who is president of the Memorial-Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center; and Dr. James D. Watson, director of the Cold
Springs Harbor Laboratory and a Nobel laureate.

We welcome all of these gentlemen to the committee. We are
pleased to have you with us. I might say also, the committee is
pleased to recognize the presence of distinguished audience here
who-will hear you gentlemen testify., they are residents of preventive
medicine from a cooperative program that is run by Emory and
CDC. We might ask all of you concerned with preventive medicine,
which is the way of the future, we hope, would you stand for us?

Mr. ROGERS. We welcome you to the committee.
We are grateful for the witnesses being here, and your statements

will be made part of the record in full, without objection ; and you
may proceed as you desire.
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STATEMENTS OF MAHLON HOAGLAND, M.D.. PRESIDENT AND
SCIENTIFIC DIRECTOR, WORCHESTER FOUNDATION FOR EXPERI-
MENTAL BIOLOGY; LEWIS THOMAS, M.D., PRESIDENT, MEMORIAL-
SLOAN KETTERING CANCER CENTER; AND JAMES D. WATSON,

'PH. D., DIRECTOR, COLD SPRINGS HARBOR LABORATORY

Dr. lioAor.Axo. Mr. Rogers. members of the committee, we are
delighted to be here againwe were here last month and had the
opportunity of talking with you at length about our concerns about,
basic research.

We are speaking here this morning as individuals, but also as rep-
resentatives of the small grout) that met with you last month, the
delegation for basic biomedical research, which has been constituted
this year to draw to your attention our concerns about basic bio-
medical research.

As you are all aware, the costs of health care in this country will
soon exceed the $200 billion figure, and it is abundantly clear to us
as members of the biomedical research community, and as members
of the health care community, that a great deal more knowledge of
disease is essential before we are going to make any significant strides
in attacking theM effectively.

I think that most of the public is unaware of the absolutely aston-
ishing progress that has been made in the last 30 years in fields such
as molecular biology, in developing an understanding of exactly what
is going on in cells at the molecular level ; -and this, after all, is fun-
damental to our understanding of not only a disease like cancer,
which you can take out of the body and study right there in a glass
dish, but also many of the other diseases, such as cardiovascular dis-
ease, which we are now confronted with.

We have made astonishing advances in the field of vitamins and
nutrition. We have extended human life expectancy by some 30
years. Our progress in diagnosis and treatment through the use of
X-rays is a direct outcome of basic research. The freedom of women
to choose their own-patterns of childbearing through chemical con-
traception; the ability to do organ transplantation, to treat and ,pre-
vent the major infectious diseases, some immunological diseases and
so on, has grown out of, primarily, the search for knowledge by
individual scientists working in their laboratories.

The cost savings are estimated now to be in the many billions of
dollars annually on the basis of those diseases that have' been elimi-
nated and no longer require. the attention of the physician.

Now, this Nation is spending, by my careful estimate, one-half of
1 percent of its total health care costs on basic biomedical research.
We consider this nn inadequate budget for basic research, and its
inadequacy can be attested by the steady decline in the funding of
research grants over the last decade.

Basic research has been subjected to a number of criticisms which
relate to the question of "relevance" to social problems, and the ques-
tion of whether its results are getting to the public fast enough. But
I submit to you, sir, that basic research is relevant to the needs of
society by definition.
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Mr. Rooms. May I interrupt? This is the second rill for Members
to respond to a vote on the floor. If you will bear with us. we will
vote and. return immediately. So, the committee- will stand in recess
for 10 minutes. Sorry.

[Brief recess.'
Mr. RooEns., The subcommittee will come to order. please. Dr.

.Hoagland, I think we had interrupted you in the middle of your
testimony. So, we will pick up from that point, and you may proceed
as you desire.

Dr.1-TommAxn. Thank you,- Mr. Rogers: I will finish the few re-
marks I wanted to make.

Mr. Rooms. Certainly.
Dr. HOAGLAND. I was making the point that nothing could be more

relevant to the needs of our society than basic research because it
works. History proves it works, to produce knowledge which gives
us power to control disease and to control our environment.

There is noqiiestion in our minds that training.of scientists andgrant support for an effective working basic science effort go hand
in hand, and your bill, Mr. Rogers, goes a long way toward meeting
the training need. We 'have made the case in our testimony last month
that baSic science =St get substantial support within each of the
institutes, and we have suggested specific percentage figures. But I
think the important point to us is that it be given adequate 'attention
on a long-term basis by the Congress with whatever help we can pro-vide as experts in that area, so that there is a balance between train-
ing and basic research in the various Institutes. In this way we can
further the. objectives of basic research optimally.

Mr. Rooms. Certainly, thank you. Who would like to go nest?

STATEMENT OF LEWIS THOMAS, M.D.

Dr. THOMAS. I do not have prepared remarks, although I wouldlike to submit a statement later on. Congressman Rogers. I would
think it best for my function here to be available to answer questions.

Mr. ROGF.ItS.. Fine. Dr. Watson ?.

STATEMENT OF JAMES D. WATSON, PH. D.

Dr. WATsoN. .1"es, I would like to discuss several things, particu-
larly to Representative Maguire's question to research.

Mr. Rooms. It might be easier if you would pull the mike closer,and it would bemsier for you to speak.
Dr. WATSON. I would like to make a couple of points.
Mr. Rooms. Whatever you desire.
Pr. WA-rsoN. First of all. the payback procedures, there are com-plications. I can give you one small one. We have an American who

had one of these awards with us. He then accepted a position in
Canada. but then he was not eligible to do that. So, he would have
to pay back because he was in another country. I think that is the
sort of restriction on freedom which was likely unfortunate because
it might be very good if such an individual would work, say, in
England, France. or another part of the world.

So, it is a device which should be made fairly broad as to how youpay it back.
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Second. with regard to the taxation, I think everyone is aware that
'it is almost impossible to live on $10.006 .a year, and it is our experi-
ence with our postdoctoral fellows who do get awards of that size
if they have a wife and they have childrenthat they are living on
their parents' income. or their past. Even $1,000 or $2,000 is a.fairly
large sum,'and what we are giving them is just enough to live on,
and, depending on the environment. not quite enough. So, institu-
tions like my own have to help. So, I realize money is short, but this
is just the sort of straw that is hard for an individual to take, par-
ticularly if it 'comes in several .years.

The third point I would like to make is the need for courses like
my own institution gives in Cold Springs Harbor, and why the pay-
back procedure really will not work. We give courses in which we
train advanced graduate students or postdoctoral fellows. They come
for 3, maybe 6 weeks. Room and board plus tuition comes to about
$700. They come to its because we will teach them something which
is not yet taught in their institution.

We now have been told by the various parts of NTH that they can-
not support. us. Now, we cannot support such efforts because the
actual cost of such a course turns out to be aboutthe tuition and
total thing is perhaps $450. but it costs us about $2,200 per student to
do it. So, we need a subsidy. I am so closely involved. with them, I
cannot say what we do is the best in the world. but I think it is aw-
fully good and provides the sort of opportunity for new ideas to get
a wide distribution fast. If you have a new methodology 'someone
can come for 3 weeks and do it. You just need to be subsidized.

As to the general question why you should not do it for lawyers
and theologians or something. I think that is the general" question,
why are we talking about the need to subsidize biomedical training.
I think it is part a the same thing. Tf you want to extend that, you
should argue for other occnpations. I think that is too broad to get
into, but I think our own program has been of major influence on
science in this country and likewise the programs in Woods Hole
and other institutions.

So, it is a small kinount, of money, and _the various Institutes
have said. we just need the authorization, waldo not want to.come in
for a budgetary thing, it is too small for Congress actually to get
into thatit is just the authorization involved; at least that is what
they told me at the Institute of Mental Health.

The last point I would like to say is just to support the general
thought that our greatest assets for the future are the people we
are going to train, and that biology is still in an extraordinarily
phase. The impact on medicine will_ be very great. So, I found my
own enthusiasm for science as great as it was 30 years ago, there are
so many things one can do, such as the whole basis of immunology,
we will understand it. The new sorts of hormones in the brain, the
neurotransmitters. it is impossible to believe they will not have very
strong clinical applications. All this .has come out of pure science
and we should not feel ashamed, I think, for our accomplishments.

As to the question as to the number of people we should train, I
think it is clear we have to. I thing it is clear, also, that the financial
awards for going into this occupation arc-- -with a few exceptions of
people like myself who have sort of become celebritiesis dismal.
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A full professor from Princeton was visiting me. He was thinking
of leaving because his salary is $25.000 a year. Now, he is very well
known. But.-that shows you where you are going to end up. So, it is
not very high.

So. if we are going to sort of provide this to get people into it,
make them choose an education which is not financially more remu-
nerative, I think we. are going to have programs which say, "We
want more science," that is a fact.

As to the numbers, the great crisis now is the difficulty of. people
who are in their thirties, who are getting their first or second re-
search grant. Morale is lousy, and the quality is high. Also, 15 years
before. we could have said the quality was low, and morale high:
But, as a result of the success in the training in the past we have a
large number of people. and I think the ability to Tealize that pure
research is still our best. weapon; that the Directors of the various
Institutes of NIH should put the money where I think their heart
lies, which is in the unknown, rather than sort of stretching things
to bring applied technology in, when it only gives us marginal im-
provements. We can do many marginal things with immunology,
but there is a vast sort of center that we have to find out, say, before
we can really pull off tumor immunology. I mean, our problem now
is not of making tumor immunology work, but understanding immu-
nology.

These sorts of problemsI hesitate to say it will happen too soon
but we have the people to do it, and we should keep this system
going.

People in their thirties do not worry too much about their next
grant. I think those are my general remarks, and I will glad13-7feply
to questions.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much, Dr. Watson. Dr. Carter?
Mr:CAirrEa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I certainly want to compliment you distinguished gentlemen on

your presentation, it is very fine, and of course you have.my sup-
port all the way for increased funding.

I am very nmch a believer in basic research, and I support. it. As
it happens. Lam supposedlyon the conservative side of the aisle, but
so far as you gentlemen are concerned, and health is concerned, I
want. to do whatever is necessary to be helpful, and I will. Thank
you.

Mr. Bop Ens. Mr. Maguire?
Mr. MAGVIRE. Thank von, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Watson, I have just reviewed the basic law with .respect to

payback requirements, and I do not find anything in that would
have excluded the individual that, von referred to on the .basis of
his having taken a position in :mother country. Perhaps there are
regulations that do that, in which ease, Mr. Chairman, T think we
ought to look into that matter as a matter of policy because the
regulations clearly in this case go beyond what Congress has pro-
vided in the law.
. Dr. WATsox. They may be.

Mr. MAGUIRE. SO, I appreciate the fact that you raised the issue,
and perhaps we can look into it. I agree. it does seem senseless to
have that kind of a requirement. Unless, of course, we are addressing
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this strictly to the manpower problems in the ITnited States. If
t-hat is a concern. that may be the basis for the regulation. But we
will look into that.

Dr. WATsos. Another point, in listening to the others. I might
raise. Payback becomes available only after the first year, you are
sort of excused in the first years. You do have a problem in that
often people. you know, are not very good. and you do not want to
continue them in their training so as to let them pay it back.

Can express the point? Maybe I misunderstood the point: but
if you have a certain number of years to be in the program before
you have to pay it back. maybe after 2 years someone ougI to just
leave the acenpation and be forgiven. rather than inflicter. into an
occupation where you should not he. So, we have to be careful about
that.

Mr. MAountr.. There are clearly two categories of persons here.
One is that for whatever reason are not qualified to complete the
program.

Dr. WATsox. Yes.
\1r. NIAounn,.. Or do not wish to complete the program.
Dr. WATsos. Yes.

;;Mr. MAGuntE. And others who would be entering for short periods
of time for refresher -courses. or some speciality, or what have you.

The statement that WIIS made here by Dr. Oreenbanm specifically
referred to both of those categories of people. It may be that they
ought to be treated ditTerently.

Gentlemen. we have had a lot of discussion in recent months and
Years about the National Cancer Institute. and whether or not it is
meeting the needs with its $S00-plus million per year that. it has had
of public money. There has been increasing concern about the en-
vironmental that apparently cause cancer in many cases.
There is. I think. a commitment at the National Cancer Institute
to expand and intensify their work on the preventive side, and they
so testified yesterday.

I wondered if any of you might wish to comment on that par-
ticular aspect in general. and then I will make some additional in-
quiries of you with respect to particular proposals that I have made.

Dr. Timm-As. I might say something. sir. I am in agreement with
the point of vim alluded to in the remark von just made about the
importance of increasing our understanding of enyiromnental carci-
nogens. and to the extent it is possible identifying these: and to the
extent it then is possible eliminating them .from the environment.

I am in agreement that this effort has not been taken as far in
recent years as it should have been. might have been. Perhaps to
some extent that was because the scientific opportunities themselves
11:1(1 not sufficiently ripened. hut T think the time is now at hand
when this effort. involving public health. environmental medicine.
epidemiolo7. and related fields can now he capitalized on with con-
siderable scientific profit.

Ifowever. I would like to say that I think in addition we need a
great ,lead more in fomint ion than is now avail11dt.. or eon noy even
be guessed at. concerning the mechanisms by which carcinogens do
whatever it is that they (lo because I am fearful that it might turn
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out in the final analysis that in a certain sense the earth is carcino-
genic and there is no way out. If you get of a certain distance. then
it is CVell more'earinofz,enic out there becanse of radiation. We are.
simply going to have to learn more than we know in hope of finding
switches that can be turned. Or mechanisms that can then be capi-
talized on for reversing or interfering with the action of carcinogens.
We need both kinds or researeh. we need them badly. and I think
the time is, now ripe for both because of what has been happening,
particularly in the field of intimate. intricate cell biology in the
last several- years.

Mr. INIAorniE. Any Other comments from members of the panel?
Dr. WiTsos. Yes: I would like to make one. I'have, your bill you

have introduced. and I would like to comment on it. It is very diffi-
cult now to collect the data that we want on such programs where
they are given compounds that raise the incidence of breast cancer.
Without a national register there is no decent, collection of data;
and .any data. ally feelings we have on the various forms of birth
control pills will have to come from data in England where there
is a death register. and the fact that they haye'been on the pill is
recorded and checked through numbers. That is why we are awaiting
the English data.

I think under your proposed amendment it would he very impor-
tant to seriously consider what you can do with putting on some
form of giant national computer relevant data. such as I know Rep-
resentative Rogers is interested in. whether you worked in a naval
shipyard.

That data could have been put down. and until we have sueli
scheme it is going to 1w very hard to argue increases of 5 percent,
10 percent. and we will be in a nwss. So. it is nothing to be taken
lightly because everone feels that is going to take away our free-dom: but I think it will give us freedom from unnecessary fear,which is I think. equally important if one could he re- assured. "Yes,
I have this occupation. but the data rides it out." As long as it is
hearsayand we have to remember that the are dishonest environ-
mentalists as well as honest onestlie public is getting very con, -
fused. We will need hard facts.

Mr.11Act-nit:. Doctor. some critics of the idea have suggested that
a national registry would require substantial .funds and sulistantial
efforts. and that mortality data by geographical areas would give, -
us at least an approximation of the information that would he im-portant to have.

Would you disagreeor disaree with that ?
Dr. W.vrsoN.t-Disagree. fdo not think it is sufficient to merely pin-

point the things. I was at a meeting sponsored by the Biologicial
Risk Assessment, in Colorado Springs '2 weeks ago, sponsored byFDA. and there. %%lien I asked the pill question, they said the
American data will not do it. We are going to get, the saccharine
data, and that is going to be hard to get and it is going to be done
in the wrong way. I mean. it is the only way we can do it, we are
going to go back and try and get the proper controls. If the effect
is large it will show it. But if the effect is small, it is going to bealways hard to say whether you have the right group. you are con-trolling with.

r
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Mr. MAotanE. Your registry, would it be a tumor registry, or
would it be a death registry.

Dr. WATSON. Death registry.
Mr. MAnuntE. So you would try to set up a system to deal with all

causes.
Dr. WATsox. Yes; so that you can do it. I think the cost will go

clown as the computers get larger and cheaper, and vou have to be
very careful not to put in unnecessary information. But, I mean, for
those people who would say that DNA is dangerous. when our ex-
perience up to now is, there is no evidence of this. So. if the effect
is marginal you will only do it by being able to take something and
stick it in. and follow the figures. Otherwise it is your word against
mine, and that is a very unsatisfactory way.

Up until now, until. computers came along it would have been im-
possible for -a country of our size. But I think. with this we will not
put American epidemiology, or not give it the great tool it needs
unless we get it.

Now, you can get hints by going to a factory where a compound
is manufactured and seeing the disease incidence, exposure is higher,
and so you could say there are better cases to find it out. But in some
cases you are not going to get data that way, and I think it would
be a very important consequence of your bill if you would have set
into motion a discussionI am not saying do it, but I think it
should be very seriously discussed.

Mr. MAnurnE. My bill, of course, does not set up that registry, it
simply suggests that that is a serious matter which ought to be
studied and sensible conclusions arrived at ; that is all My bill would
do at this point. I assume everybody woud endorse that idea.

Let the record show that everyone is nodding affirmatively.
Dr. WATsox. But I think what I am saying is, you propose. some-

thing bigger than you think you have because it is a major way, I
think, to get health data. I would love to know whether eggs are
good or bad for me, and I do not know anyone who is going to tell
me.

Mr. ROGERS. What about jogging?
Dr. WATSON. Oh, that I know is bad.
Dr. THOMAS. I wiis going to say that it is "not bad."
Dr. WATsox. The second thing I would like to bring up, we fre-

quently see that about 90 percent of cancer could he preventable if
we had exactly the right environment. That, I think, misleads the
people on how easy this will be to accomplish. If we did not eat;
smoke, drink, or breathe, then it might be down to 10 percent.

Mr. MAountE. Well, with all due deference. Dr. Watson, having ..
made the rhetorical point am sure you would go on to agree that
there are ranges of things that we might indeed sensibly not expose
ourselves to, and still eat., drink, breathe and live in this environ-
ment; and that we might cut into the problem in a very significant
degree. Would you not agree with that?

Dr. WATsox. I agree, and I am trying to set up sort of an annex
to our institute in Cold Springs Harbor which deals precisely with
this point.

Mr. MAournE. If it is not 90 percent but only 60 percent, or even
20 percent, if we could affect that many, it would be worthwhile;
would it not?
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Dr. THOMAS. Cigarettes alone :ire accounting for 40 percent.
Mr. NI.xotna:. And we well know that only a small number of the

chemicals that we are exposed to have these carcinogenic properties,
most of them do not. Is that not also true?

Dr. .WATsox. It is, but when we deal with important economic
considerations. or important social issues, such if we banned hair
dyes, it would_ be the graying of America fast. That will. be very
hard to do. Very sensible people. would say, "T-do not really know
the risk, and I know the risk of suddenly appearing gray."

Mr. MAourra:. That is a risk you do not need to worry about a
great deal.

Dr. 1VATsoN. No. But again, *e are going to have to get the facts.
I am saying that. I think you child make an enornmas contribution
by helping its get the facts, which we have to do.

Likewise, if you ask, what really is the mortality of pesticide
workersno one is going to tell you, those people who are on those
planes coming down. I was sprayed °nee.

Mr. NIAounif:. Well, I think it is clear we are concerned about
people, as well as about scientific results, that we have to talk about
registies..and we have to talk about screening of high-risk popula-
tions, which is another provision in my bill.

I would like to ask whether von feeland I am addressing this
to all the paneliststhat some of the specific proposals I have made
about making NCI the lead agency, hurt asking that. they report
annually on what we know about carcinogens with respect to the
scientific data, what the regulatory situation is, what recommenda-
tions ought to be made, and whether we ought. to have some people
on the board who have expertise in environmental carcinogens. et
cetera. whether those recommendations seem to you to be helpful
ones. Let. us start with Dr. Hoagland..

Dr. IloAnr..vsn. i would like to respond in a somewhat more gen-
eral way. I would like to get back to what Lew Thomas has just said
and that is that I have sonic considerable concern that the National
Cancer Institute Over the last 7 years of its existence has shown a
tendency to fractionate itself into different kinds of activities, many
of which. ninny of us feel. are not directed at the fundamental prob-
lem of understanding this dreadful disease. I think as long as we are
spending large sinus of money on half-way measures, and on attempts
to do partial approaches to cancer problems, we arc going to con-
tinue to he in serious trouble and costs are going to continue to rise.

T do want to. say this. in respect-. to the environment, and in par-
ticular in reeet to your bill. Mr. Maguire that attention to the
environment is very important. My concern is simply that we do not
shortehange Onsie research. the-study of the cancer process by intro-
clueing new programs. I do not think we need to.

Mr. I.xot-ief:. E igree with that. Now. my question. though, would
be. what are the half-way measures, that you are referring to, which
you think have not !wen as useful to pursue. assuming that we
basic research and want to do something about prevention. What are;,
the things von feel. have characterized the misdirection. Could you
be more specific on that ?

Dr. froAca..xn. I believe that in general a number of programs
which ore .very expensive involve essentially patient care, drug test-
ing, various asperts of chemotherapeutic programs, and in general
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activities supported :3y 'many contracts. These all need a great deal
more careful scrutiny in terms of the quality of the scientific data
that is being obtained. I think that we make a rough estimate that
sonic 5350 million out of the total budget of $R50 million are being
devoted to what we call basic research, project grants, program proj-
ects, and so on in the Cancer Institute. The remainder of that money,
a'very substantial fraction of that budget, 60 to 70 percent, is going
for activities that we feel are less:likely to be productive in terms
of ultimately helping us to deal with cancer effeetivelv--that is by
reducing mortality and morbidity statistics. And so far very little
improvement has been seen.

There are clea -cut instances of very dramatic and exciting devel-
opments in programs in the Cahcer Institute affecting small 1141m-
hers of patients but they are few, and they are not affecting the over-
all mortality and morbidity.

Mr. MAourrm. I found that a particularly helpful statement in
view of the fact. that I agree with you.

Mr. MAorcinc. Dr. Thomas, do you, have any comments?
Dr. Ttio-mAs. I would like to qualify it a little bit. I would like to

say first of all that I am in support of the measures in your bill,
and particularly in support of haying the NCI charged with the re-
sponsibility of taking the lead role in this, so that it does not get
scattered throughout government as loosely as it, now appears to be.

I do think that this should be done, however, not. at costs to the
basic, science program of the NCI. I would hope that the costs of
funding will be added on to the NCI budget.

Mr. MAntlar.. I agree with that. But if Dr. Hoagland is right that
60 to 70 percent of the budget is not going to basic research, or the
things that we are talking about here hit for other. things, then there,
is plenty of room for some redirection.

Dr. Timm As. That is my qualification, I am not sure how much
room there in fact is. I have some anxieties about the definitions you
use for basic research these days, one that I know Dr. Fredrickson
has /used is just arbitrarily to say all the investigator-initiated grant
research is to be designated as basic science. For operational purposes
I suppose that can be a useful way of defining it, but I would want
to be sure that when you count up the total amount that the NCI
is putting in the basic science, that you would not leave out the pro-
gram-project programs, which are very large; or the center pro-
grams, which are large.

As far as clinical science is concerned, although Dr. Hoagland is
correct in saying that the chemotherapeutic stfulies have not yet
yielded large-scale--.--in terms of numbers of patientspositive results
for the major forms of cancer, such as cancer of the lung, which
remains a disappointment, it is nonetheless immensely exciting and
very encouraging to the cancer community to observe that what used

. to be regarded as the most malignent, and the most rapidly lethal of
all forms of cancerscancer in childhoodare now responding to
new chemotherapeutic agents given in combination, in ways that
we simply could not have imagined happening fi or 6 years ago. And
there are now instances of what I think will turn out to be outright
cures of very important kinds of cancer which seem to disappoint
the public because they occur in only relatively small numbers of
people.
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But the leads that are emerging from those positive results will
I am confident, have bearing on the directions that we will take
henceforth in trying to cope with-hing cancer, breast cancer, and the
rest.

So. I am not discouraged about that. I do think that as much
tightening up as possible of the standards for judgment before
launching large -scale clinical trials and therapeutic studies are very,
very important because of the .overall shortage of money.

Mr. MAcuniF.. Dr. Watson, did you want, to comment? The chair-
man is being very generous.

,

Mr. ROGERS. His generosity is about to give ont.
Dr. WATsox. I will comment on two things. One is. how do we

reconcile two statements. the sort of general statement that. things
are good for cancer research, and yet. we are not curing as much
cancer as we.want.

Mr. NIAcutnE. Or preventing.
Dr. WATsox. Or preventing. I think there is something we will

only begin to feel over the next decade. which is, I think, a great
maturing of the cancer research community, with people who are
now very good, in their thirties. This did not. exist when the war
on cancer started, and I think a lot of money was seized by third-
rate people. With proper, real hard looks at who is getting the
money, these things should stop and the money which is now author-
ized could be all well spent.

Mr. MAotIRE. That raises the question, of course, of the recent rev-
elations of the Institute and other institutes, and perhaps you would
weave ilLsome comments on that.

Dr. WATsox. Yes. Now your bill. I mean, it i3 not enough to have
people who call themselves environmental careinogenists on the
board because we had one on the board. So, Phil Shubiek was on
the board. So. by saying that. we have to have three or four people
on the board, it is who is on the hoard that. is important.

Mr. MAGUIRE. Well. Dr. Selikott said yesterday that if we required.
six, we might get two that are good.

1)r. WATSON. Well. I think you will get. better people now because
the science is growing lip.

Mr. MAoun:. Well,- it still depends on who is appointed, as a re-
sult of the kind of political process by which they are appointed.'

Dr. WATsox. Yes. I think the changes that Dr. Upton wants to
put through, which Mahlon disagrees with, but which I think super-
ficially look good, which is to ha vebetter cooperation of the contract
program and the grant program: so that if someone is getting a con-
tract. he is aware that lie has been consistently turned down for years,
by peer review. than will become more obviouS. So. T think what Art
is trying to do is a very good thing.

Now, some people worry that it will he misused because the con-
tract people will seize control of the grants. Well. T think you have
to he optimistic and just. let them go and see what, happens; that is
my belief.

Now, to get back to environmental careinogenises because the reg-
istry is going to be at. the heart of the matter. I want to say this
because you have money concerned, and you have arbitrary things,
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and we are going to hare to get the data. I think we should concen-
trate now, in the next .10 years, on 'getting the data. Now, you say,
what about all those people we might have saved? But we cannot
ban everything. So, unless the risk is just overwhelming. such as
Tris. I mean. Bruce Ames deserves any medal anyone in "the world
can give us because of that test and getting that- out of our children's
clothes. I have small children, that is why I feel so strongly about
this.

Mr.. MAGUIRE. If you have tumors caused as a result of exposUre
to chemicals that are included in hair tb'es, do you not then, on the
same argument, have to look at that with respect to action that you
might have to take?

Dr. WATsox. Yes, I would. But I am Saying that is a political'one.
On the one of our children. they have no choice, that was put in. On
the question of hair dyes it is going to be cancer

Dr. THOMAS. So is smoking.
Dr. WATSON. Yes. So. it is a difficult thing. All I can say now is,

I Would not let, my wife or anyone I know, get near them; this is
my own perSonal thing.. But I realize the political complexities of
banning something, that is all, without the data.

So, what you should do is to give the National Cancer Institute,
which is the correct body to do the workit should not be FDA,

-it cannot be EPA, they not have the technical expertise, it would
be silly to duplicate itit, should be the Cancer Institute's responsi-
biliby. We have a new Director that knows that, he, is good. But we
cannot bite off too much right now. If we get the data then our
citizens and you as Congress can act wisely.

Mr. MAGUIRE. Well, when you say "data," you are referring to
epidemiological data.

Dr. WATsoN. In some cases.
Mr. MAGUIRE. You do not mean to suggest that bioassay data is

not sufficient to base policy decisions on, I hope.
Dr. WATSON. No, I am saying I would like.to do it, but it is going:

to be very hard politically, in some cases. to do it.
Mr. MAfiuirm. But the political question is not the question. The

question. is whether or not bioassay data gives you data that is the
best we can have at any given point. _in time. otherwise 'you are going
to count bodies over the next 20 years and then come up with a.
policy.

I think this. is a discussion we Should have another time. Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Roor.us. It is a. very fascinating discussion.
Let me ask thisand f will just ask a 'few questionswhat, about

comprehensive centers? Should we include the requirement that basic
research be supported by the core grant, or not ?

Dr. TizomAs. T have a 'certain bias.
Mr. RofiErts. Well, you run one, so I think that it would be good

to get your reaction.
1)r. THomAs.,J think it is of crucial importance that the core

grants for the comprehensive. centers be used as they were when t hey
were set up with the sumiort of the basic science effort. I think it is
of crucial importance for institutions like the one that I am respon-
sible for. that salary money,, some. salary !Luley for the scientists
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involved in leadership roles within the institution be provided fromthe core grant.
There is a difference between the comprehensive cancer centers andthe rest of the university and academic science 'community in this

country since a good many of them do not have the same kind of
tenure commitments available to them that exist elsewhere in, say,
the medical schools or the universities. Therefore, it is more difficult
to enlist the kind of first -class scientists that we need for such insti-
tutions if all of them,have got, to generate salary money out of their
own grants. The same thing applies for the ancillary services thatare necessary for research.

Mr. ROGERS. I think if you could give us any idea--for the record,
I do not think you have to do it nowif you would give us some
thought and let us know within the nest week or 10 clays, if you
could, your thinking of whether there should be any shift in direc-
tion of the core grants, and to what degree.-

Dr. TtromAs. I have been giving this thought day and night,, es-pecially at night.
would be delighted to.

. [The information requested was not available to the subcommit-
tee at the time of .printing.]

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, that would be very helpful. To what ex-
tent should the centers stress prevention, as opposed just to 'treat-
ment?

Dr, Thomns. Well, if the centers do not stress prevention, no one'
else is likely to. The difficulty that the centers will have in this re-
gard-is that the underpinning of scientific information necessary for
genuine and large-scale prevention.programs has not yet been assern-
bled. We do not know how to prevent very lunch of anything at the
moment on anything like a substantial scale, other than cancer of the
lung through the prevention of cigarette smoking.

Mr. !looms. Dr. Watson, I think you wanted to comment.
Dr. 'WATSON. .1 am not thrilled by the concept of the comprehensive

centerbecause I think it almost tries to do too much. I think it' is
very important that we have as many as possible first-rate hospitals
for the treatment of cancer, such as Memorial Hospital. The:anore
of these we have the better, so that when people go there they are
treated correctly: We should do everything.possible to increase that.

Putting. within the same administrative fabric pure science runsinto lot of difficulties because there is a different allegiance; and
there is a different sort of time scale. The physicians want to save
their patients, and we are sort of thinking maybe of 20 or 30 yearsapart. I think the setting up of more specialized centers without
such broad mandates might be more productiVe.

Mr. ROGERS. More of the minicenter concept, is what you are talk-
ing about? . .

.

Dr. WATSON. Minicenters with specific goals. For instance, I think
the country could well afford three or four first-rate centers in
chemical carcinogeniseswe do not have tho5e. That would bring
together the sort of grouping that I think would get out the data.
I think if you place them next to, or within first-class intellectual
centers where ,they have the contact with the chemist, and so on, it
will work. Memorial is across the street from the Rockefeller; and
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they have quite an intellectual center. In some cases you are really
isolating people from the pe6ple they should he with.

So. rthinkand here I speak just as prejudiced because we have
a minicenter in Cold Spring Harbor. and I think by a sort of limited
objective we can control the quality. I think if you ask one individual
to do so much, von may lose your cost effectiveness unless you can
say there is real interaction between the groups within it. It is one
thing to say that cancer control should lw carried out in Seattle.. but
it is not clear where you should put it. That. I think. should be re-
solved.

Mr. Rocwj Thank you.
Dr. HOAGLAND. Could T just comment briefly on that ?
Mr. RICERS. Sure. Dr: Hoagland.
Dr. IfoAGLAND. As the director of another minicenter. and as one

with great. respect for the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Comprehensive
Center in particular. I think that this country faces very difficult
problems with respect to cancer centers. There is a terrific pressure,
I understand. for the creation .of more and more comprehensive can-
cer centers: and in my experience some of those I visited have the
problem of serious underfunding anyway. so they really cannot ac-
complish the mission which they have received as a mandate from
NCI.

I think the pressure that we see. to increase the largely clinical
comprehensive cancer centers. is that the small specialized basic sci-
ence centers, devoted entirely to basic research in cancer, are being
squt;ezed out. There is already talk of taking away from us those
very salaries for our scientists that we need desperately in order to
typo an effective operating unit.

T think somehow this Ooernment supported proliferation of es-
sentially "doctoring" operations has got to be very thoroughly ex-
amined as to how far are we going to go with centers. I do not think
it, has been grappled with yet on a broad policy basis.

Mr. RoGEns. Would von want to comment. Dr. Thomas?
Dr. TimmAs..Tust to say that there is,a middle ground. I think.

in this kind of argument. I have no doubt at all about the value and
the need for comprehensive cancer centers. I just do not know how
many we need. But I would hate to see us uncouple the clinical sci-
ence community from the basic science community within the insti-
tutions that do have a competence for studying cancer in human be-
ings because the problems of human cancer are not entirely matched
by the x pe rimental paradigm that we have for cancer in animals.
The time is about right. as I think we are finding in our own insti-
tution. for frontal and basic studies on cancer as it exists in human
beings.

Mr. RocEns. What about the cancer control program. is it effec-
tive: or would you propose changes?

Dr. TilomAs. I would propose only one change. I think the cost of
that program is going to continue to increase. and shire it is in such
a great degree a program. essentially. of clinical care. T think it should
be funded from some source other than the research funds allocated
to the NCI. I would feel store comfortable about it if it were funded
from some other part of .11F.W. rather than Nellweause of the an-
ticipation that I have. that it will continue to grow.

Dr. I If I.GLAND. I would like to support that strongly.
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Dr. WATs N. Yes. I will again come back to the data question. We
will never e able to know whether any of these programs work
without a n; tional death register because the people move, whereas
you have one in a city and you give it up, people think they are
losing something. But. how do we know they are losing something
unless we get statistics? So, we have to get the data.

Mr. ROGERS-Sure. Now. how about the peer review mechanism, are
you pleased with that ; or should there be changes?

Dr. TiromAs. I am pleased with it. and the changes that I would
like to see happen would he simplifications, or redtiction in the
amount of paperwork, and an effort made to continue enlisting theparticipation of your very brightest young scientists in the country.

But I think as social inventions go, that one is one of the marvels
of this century.

Mr. Roozns. Any other comments?
Dr. no.tor.A.Nn. I agree with that statement completely, and the

only thing I would like to add is. I think many of the study sections
are heavily overburdened now with multiple applications coming in
from individual scientists; the number of sections should be in-
creased.,

Dr. WATSON. My only answer to Mahlon's question, because someof my staff are on study sections and I know how much time they
devote to it, is that. with funding being for such intervals,with the number of applications which come in, that we are really
building up momentum of futility. I mean, if you only give .money
for 2 years, and good people only get money. an increase of the
length of time of funding will enable better reviews to be made, and
I think that the system would work better.

As far as the. Sunshine procedures, there the system will totally
fall, apart. if we have to open those up. I think every person should
receive the pink sheet, which has assessed his grant so he knows what

......-"-itis, but to be in the roomit is bad enough now. Most of the peopledo not like to say nasty things about anyone else. But under these
circumstances where they have to compare a with b. they have to say
something. It is often pretty mild, but imagine if the people were in
the room, nothing would be said; and then we go out. to lunch and
say, "Now we'will make the decision."

Mr. ROGERS. ShOhld the proceedings be transcribed? Maybe notwith the applicant present.
Dr. WATSON, I do not think they should be because I think it

would just be, again, more paperwork; it would not help anything. I
think the secretaries of the itarions study sections do quite good jobsin summarizing.

Mr. ROGERS. Every scientist has the right to have the reviews given
to him. ,

Dr. WATSON'. Yes; so he can see what it is. I think having an
official sort of appeal body is probably not worth it. The reason Why
I say this is. we have such a multiplicity of funding as it is now in
the 'United States; that is &Most appeal. If you had only one fund-ing, you did not have NSF, you did not have. the American Caficer
Societybut if someone has been turned down by five bodies he is
also going to be turned down by the ,appeal board.

Mr. ROGERS. I think any suggestions you may have for the record
for cutting down paperwork would be helpful to have.
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I have heard that it is difficult. though. for young scientists with
new ideas to get funding. Is there any legitimacy to that?

Dr. no.tor.Axn. Mr. Rogers. let me respond to that by saying that
I think it is very, very difficult to get really solid, hard figures on
this question of how underfunded good scientists are. In general, I
think, it is the consensus..of the scientific community that many of
our ablest young people simply cannot get funded. Also, many of
our older scientists cannot.

We did a minisurvey in our institution recently. asking, how much
time. do our individual scientists spend of their total time available
for research on writing grant applications, and the figure came out
about 20 percent of the 40 scientists in our institution. I sometimes
suspect. it is more than that. But at any rate, scientists today are
spending a great portion of their time on grantsmanship and on
writing applicatiims.

Mr. ROGERS. Can anything be clone to simplify that?
Dr. Homu.Axo. Well, I believe the best thing to be done..is to make

more funds available so that a reasonable number of the better of
our scientists are getting funded. The situation was that way in 1967
and lip to 1967. Although our total budget is much higher now, we
have many more able people who want to get into science, and I
think they,should be allowed to get into it.

I think if the pressiire was off in terms of funding. we would not
have that difficulty. We would not have the difficulties with the study
sect ions.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you. Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTER. Thank you., Mr. Chairman.
I was very much impresge51. Dr. Thomas. by what you said about

turning disease off like turning off a light sWiteh, I believe that
was your implication.

Dr. TrromAs. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. And it has almost been done, for a time. In most

cases only for a time. Is that not correct ?
Dr. TtromAs. Well. there are a number of diseases which used to

be of major importance, used to be regarded as inultifactorial
chronic diseases affecting five or six different organ systems, and
about which we used to think that. they could not possibly be due to
one cause. they must be due to multiple environmental influences, or
lifestyle. as determined today, has it. One was pellagra, one was
pernicious anemia: pernicious anemia being perhaps the best exam-
ple of all, in which it was discovered when the faets-,were in. that a
'single vitamin deficiency switched off mechanisms that were destroy-
ing central nervous s2,-stem tissue, spinal \cord and brain, parts of the
gastrointestinal tract, bone marrow. blooli elements, and so forth.

Mr. CARTER. You have given a good description.
Dr. THOMAS. The only diseases that we do really understand today

seem to be governed by a single principle central' mechanism. To be
sure, there are multiple influences, and ,I am sure this would, be the
case with cancer, it will be many environmental carcinogens and
,even possible many viruses at work. .

But my own private hunch is that at the center of things there is
a "chairman of the committee" somewhere in the cell, and we have
not yet hlvotified that governing mechanism. When we do, I think
it will place in our hands the equivalent of the switch.
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Mr. CARTER. That, I have seen. We have seen cases of leukemia
that absolutely just turned off for a number of years after treat-
ment, say, of.50 or so days.

Dr. THOMAS. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. First, it would be:impossible to identify them as hav-

ing this disease. And suddenly recurrence takes place. The switch
may work one more time, you may turn it off for a little while, but
that is as far as it goes.

Dr. THOMAS. It goes further than that in children.
Mr. CARTER. With some of them, yes, sir; I have followed some.
Dr. TIPIMAS. It is much more encouraging.
Mr. CAirrEn. Yes, sir, that is true. Are you aware of Dr. Martell's

research on the role of insoluble internal alpha-emitting particles
inducing cell mutations and carcinogenic changes?

Dr. THOMAS. No.
Mr. CARTER. Are any of you?
Dr. WATSON. The name was what ? I did not catch it.
'gr. CARTER. Martell.
Dr.1VATSON. No, I am not.
Mr. cArrEn. These particles come from various types of radiation

whicW'are emitted in the environment, and they are contained in
most' of our food and plants.lt is an unusual theory that 95 percent,
perhaps, of,our cancers may be .caused by this ingestion of these
alpha particles. They stay within the body and by their action cause
mutations which continue in the form of cancer.

What is your opinion of research contracts, doctor?
Dr. THOMAS. I do not know what the percentage figure is, but

research contracts are absolutely essential for the provision of vi-
ruses, enzymes, antibodies, special lines of micethat are required for
research. There is no better mechanism than the contract mechanism.

For the doing of basic science, I think, the contract mechanism is
inappropriate. I would be vastly encouraged if the contract now be-
ing used for doing basic science were somehow moved over, into the
investigator-initiated project grant. It is easier to review; it is easier
to be sure about the quality; and I think it is a. healthier way of
doing science.

Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir. Have fliese contracts led to an excess of
funds being shifted to applied research ?

Dr. Tnomns..I cannot answer that because I do not know the facts
ail numbers in enough detail. I think there is that risk involved.
I think before applied research is clone in medicine because of the
vast expense involved and bectause of the large number of personnel
that have to be tied up in applied science ventures for long periods
of time, I think the standard, should be kept 'very high indeed.

'Mr. CAirrEn. Yes, sir. The considerable expense of funding centers
and moving funds into more pi nt-type research is necessary, do youthink?

Dr. THOMAS. No; I do ho ' think a large amount of money. is
needed for more applied sci' than is going on at the present time.

Mr. CARTER. Would 011 Io. a reconsideration of the Magnitude
of funds for the cu 4:ers?

Dr. THOMAS. We; you know, the centers are -rceeiving funds ascenters only throug core grants. .
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Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir.
Dr. THOMAS. All of the other funding for centers is investigator -

initiated or contract research done out of individual groups or indi-
vidual scientists, just as it ,is going on in the rest of the scientific
community. So, the magnitude of the investment the country is
making in the comprehensive cancer centers is to be viewed as the
sum of the core grant program. I do not regard that as an excessive
investment at the present time.

Mr. ROGERS. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir.
'Mr. ROGERS. How much. would you say, basic research comes out

of your core grant at the present time ? Doesn't the investigator
usually apply for a separate grant?

Dr. THOMAS. Most of the basic science comes from the core grant
if you look as seriously as I do at the salary money, or the portion
of the salary money for the investigator that is in the core grant,
plus the money that goes into the maintenance, for example, in our
institution, of the highly specialized colony of inbred mice and other
specialized ancillary facilities. So; I would say it is a very important
element in the support of basic science, but it is not the only one,
obviously because the investigators. are generating their own grants,
just as everyone else does.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you.
Dr. HOAGLAND. M. i.,,gers, could I just respond to that ?
Mr. ROGERS. Certr,:n1,,.
Dr. HOAGLAND. :,nstitution, which is a small, specialized

cancer center, we recei:,:d about $400,000 a year as a center, a core
grant; and about $1.8 million in grants obtained by those individuals
whose salaries are paid by the core grant. So, the two are absolutely
essential, but most of the money comes from individual grants.

Dr. WATSON. The difficulty is with the research grants being for
decreasing lengths of time, and when people's salaries are coming
out of that, this becomes a nightmare-to. directors of institutions.
What any director wants, if he does not want to think about his
work at night, is at least knowing that his staff is going to be paid
over the next couple of years, That is what I think core support
can give.

Now, I think the problemand I have been off fir Cancer Board
quite a whilebut the way I saw it, all their projections on centers
were based on a magical number of $1 billion for cancer research,
that is what LeeGlark wanted and thought he was going to get.
That was $1 billion with n--inflationary factor. Things have
stayed clearly constant A number of centers were creied-1 think
too manyand most of them without the resources, really, to do
their mission very well. So, there is a lot of realization that they are
.hollow shells, but no can blame them because there was not the
funding to make them more than that. So, you have major problems.
That is why some of the criticism. You can get good ones, but you
can get others where people have a very hard time because they are
being asked to do more than they have resources for.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you. Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
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How do you recommend giving more attention to basic research
activities?

Dr. THOMAS. One 'mechanism. and I must. confess the (asiest onethat, must confess, pops into anyone's mind, is by increasing the
commitment on the part of the total in financial terms to basicresearch.

Another possibility which we have discussed, and we wire talking
about when we were here last month, is to increase selectively the
budget of the Institute for General Medical Sciences in order to be
sure that the kinds of basic sciences that do not fit neatly and tidilyinto any of the categories of disease efforts, will not be missed and
will continue to he funded. We have that advocated, a large-scale
and significant, increase in the research project part of the budget
of the 'NIGMS.

Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir. What about FDA, does it release new drugs
to you: for example, drugs you want to use in cancer treatment quite
readily for your institution?

Dr..TIIOMAS. We have not had difficulty at Memorial Sloan-Ket-
tering in procuring or getting approval of new drugs, as yet. We
live in some apprehension about the future. but so far we have had
no problems.

Mr. CARTER. Well, I have seen some institutions complain of these
drugs not being released.

Dr. ThomAs. That is not to say we do not complain.
Mr. CAREn. You do complain?
Dr. Tnom-As. We complain, but we have been successful in getting

on with the studies.
Mr. CARTEL'. In cases where the course is known, where the patient

is going to die. perhaps shortly. I think, the drugs would be released
on your request, or on the request of two or three investigators. At
the least. they should lw released, if von know the patient. is going
to die immediately. or within a short while without something that
is being done. We do know in some cases where patients are expected
to die within a very few days and they are saved-1)y chemotherapy,
at least for a tune. In those eases. if you ask for a drug, I do not
know but that it should be given to you.

I am very ninch interested in the register which you propose. We
have an agency for statistics which, really, it would seem towould be the proper area for this to be done.

I do think that it should 1w complete and comprehensive where
von ran associate diseases with the environment, the difientrit ele-
ments of , the environment, as it happens to be; and by that asso-
ciation you might he able to tell why certain tumors come in certain
areas. I think that would be extremely helpful.

The distinguished gentleman from New Jersey who was here this
morning, of course lw has a serious problemgo right ahead.

Dr. WATSON. It can be extremely expensive to go on single in-
stances and get the data. T was told of a case of the Cancer Insti-
tute worrying about men %vho worked in the upper regions of steelmills

Mr. CAame. There is no such thing as a free lunch.
Dr. WATsos. So. it was about $4 million, or something, to collect

this data, which was an extremely small occupational group; and
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they did find that if you were working in it, your frequency of lung
cancer went up. which does not surprise me.

Mr. CARTER. Yes. sir.
Dr. WATSON. If you are going to cover all the groups who may

be affected. you have to do it in a more systematic way.
Mr. CARTER. Well, I think we have in place an agency that can do

it if we expand its work, yes. sir.
Thank you. Mr. Cliairman.
Mr. Roomis. The committee again expresses its appreciation to

you, and if you could let us have for the record your thinking: and
we may have a couple of questions we would like you to give us
your opinion on. that would be helpful.

Dr. -Rom LANG. Yes. sir.
Mr. Rooms. Thank you for your presence.
Dr. THOMAS. Thank you very much.
Mr. ROGERS. The committee stands in recess until 2 o'clock this

afternoon.
[Whereupon. at 12:40 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

yew! at 2 p.m. on the same day.]

AFTER RECESS

[The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m.. -Hon. Paul G..Rogers,
chairman, presiding.]

Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee will come to order, please.
. We are continuinc, our hearings regarding the "biomedical re-

search and research training amendments of 1978. and this after-
noon we begin our hearings with Mr. .Tacob Clayman. who is presi-
dent, secretary-treasurer. Industrial Union Department. AFLCIO,
accompanied by Sheldon W. Samuels, director of health safety and
environment.

We welcome you gentlemen to the committee. We are pleased to
have you.

Your statement will he made a part of the record in full, without
objection, and you may proceed as you desire.

STATEMENT OF JACOB CLAYMAN, PRESIDENT, SECRETARY-
TREASURER. INDUSTRIAL UNION DEPARTMENT, AFLCIO. AC-
COMPANIED BY SHELDON W. SAMUELS, DIRECTOR, HEALTH
SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT

Mr. CLAYMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman. and members of the committee. what I am about

to say may appear to be flattering to several of von on this com-
mittee. but indeed it is menr.r earty.st ly.

Mr. Rooms. May I say this committee rim always stand some
flattery. Isn't that right. NIT. Maguire?

Mr. MAottaF. We get precious little of that. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CLAymAN. I feel good about that. You even encourage me to

mild the lilly.
If we have not appeared before von in prior hearings. at least part

of the reason is Ow :'4'1U.:e of security derived from your long and
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wise stewardship and the care and interest of members such as Con-
gressman Maguire. Until very recently, the first weapon in the war
against occupational ca neer----OSIIAwas in weak hands, unfor-
tunately. I think von can understand why that has been the focus
of onr attention. That situation, under the leadership of Dr. Bing-
ham, has changed. And I might say, parenthetically, dramatically,
too, for the better.

The. second weapon, a national cancer program that includes
serious attention to the problem is only now being forged in NCI
afterafter years of neglect. That progress must be credited to the

of the new NCI Director, Dr. Arthur ,I7pton. Our purpose
today is to reinforce his initiatives, to makc. sure that his efforts
become a permanent part of the Nation's war on cancer.

With the unfolding implementation of the Occupational Safety
and Health Act for the first time we are beginning to see the total
situation. It is mueli worse than we anticipated. While we can adjust
our objectives to our new perceptions, there remains a glaring void
caused by our failure in the past to develop an effective program

. of biomedical research and intervention for high risk worker popu-
lations. That is not a failure which can he perpetuated..

It is not possible to provide a meaningful estimate of the total
number in all high risk populations because of the lack of data, the
continuous addition of new agents and processes to the "known
list." and the necessary assumption that large numbers of workers
are in more than one population because of multiple exposures.

Nevertheless it is fair to say that millions of people are at high
risk and can be expected to die of cancer .and other irreversible dis-
eases at increasing rates proportionate to the rate of the indnstrial
development of the past 1-5 years if we do not develop a national

. program of intervention.
But it is also fair to say that not everyone in a high risk popula-

tion will develop an environmentally related irreversible disease.
Rates depend upon factors of individual biology and individual
environment, such as heredity, duration of exposure, differences in
the biological activities of the agents themselves, or their meta-
bolites, and the mode of exposure.

What we have found is that there are millions of workers, farmers
and small businessmen whose past exposures have placed them at
high risk of developing occupational disease. We are talking about
7 to S million workers currently exposed to regulated and unregu-
lated carcinogens, and just the recitation of those figures must strike
terror into all of our hearts. We have no idea about how many are
at risk for other irreversible diseases. The National Institute for
Oecupational Safety and Health estimates that one in four Amer-
icans may have had exposure to OSHA-regulated toxic substanceS.

For these workers a perfect OSHA program, supplemented by
the toxic substance control program in EPA, may do nothingfor
these millions prevention may indeed be too late, yet they may not
have clinical disease. Thousands more do have clinical disease, but
could not he aided by a perfect health care delivery system no matter
what.

One of the most important concepts repeatedly established is the
long period of clinical latency between onset of exposure or, per-
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Imps more accurately. "effective" exposure. and evidence of clinical
disease. This "silent period." so called, between initial effective expo-
sure and the discovery of disease is of more than theoretical interest.
It offers an opportunity, a possibilitybecause of the delayed. ap-
pearance impliedthat intervention during this time might be -suc-
cessful in breaking the Chain of events between exposure to an agent
and uncontrollable disease. While there are no guarantees, we should
at least try to break some of the links in that chain. We must learn
how to address the problein early enough.

Add to these problems the rediscovery of largely unquantified and
neglected bystander and family effects of occupational exposure,
and. indeed. you develop a problem that is big enough for all of us
to aim at. Just parenthetically. I remember when I first learned that
wives and members of the family would contract diseases from
itSber4os and other contaminants brought home on the clothing of the
worker that had never been conceived before. Suddenly one became
aware that it wasn't just the ordinary worker in the factory environ-
ment who was subject to debilitating diseases. but it could be con-
veyed readily to the family at home and even to the progeny there-
after. So I think we get a small sense of the breadth of the problem
we are struggling with.

Mr. Chairman. with very few exceptions. we have not. learned how
to deal with this crisis: how to identify and intervene in the devel-
opment of environmental disease among exposed populations. Nor
are we-making enough 9f an effort to learn.

Significantalbeit insufficientprogress has been made in the
identification of a large number of environmental agents associated
with irreversible occupational disease. Predictions ridiculed by in-
dusty and ignored for many years by those in government and aca-
demia whose judgments were swayed are being realized. Unless we
achieve an amendment to the laws of nature. without. preventive,
preclinical and clinical intervention the biological implications of
uncontrolled industrial activity in the past mean future widespread
disasterdisaster, not only in terms of needless suffering and death,
but also in terms of uncontained social costs that fuel inflation, un-
employment and other symptoms of our faltering ecenoiny.

Those laws of nature do not, prescribe inevitable failure. The rec-
ord of the past is not the experience upon which we can predict the
future. Indeed. we have reason to believe that a generation of basic
research is beginning to pay off:

It. was on the basis of such research that the National Institute for
Environmental Health Sciences was able to move quickly in the
kepone disaster and enable the development of the clinical means to
remove the pesticide from the bodies of kepone workers through
treatment with the drug holestyramine. Surely, the risk of cancer
remains, but just as surely that risk is greatly reduced.

We realize that the failures of the past include some NCI efforts,
such as the programs in Tyler. Tex.. for asbestos workers and in
Louisville. Ky.. for PVC workers. But studies that are poorly de-
signed. loosely administered, lacking in technical support do not con-
stitute an adequate test of the abilities of our national cancer pro-
omTain. We don't begin to have long-term surveillance studies of se-
verely exposed workers adequate in numbers aml qualityif the
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committee would care to have a description of why the two pro-
grams I have just described didn't do well, Sheldon Sarhue Is, who is
with me, I think, can elucidate on that.

The Federal Government must see to it that research efforts among
those unfortunate workers .who.suffer massive exposures are coordi-
nated, that studies are designed from the start to yield useful re-
sults, and that extended funding is available to maintain the un-
dramatic, but vital, registry and followup programs. This requires a
larger number of studies, provisions for extended followupand we
emphasize "extended" followup, and greater executive emphasis.

Without such support in learning ways to manage the effects of
heavy exposure we have only one choiceto repeat over and over
the same mistakes, to accumulate masses of inconclusive data, and to
watch thousands more workers lose their health and lives.

In the past, we had little reason to believe that we could learn
new ways from the National Cancer Institute.

Dr. Gary Flamm of NCI, at the opening session of the Clearing-
house on Environmental Carcinogens on November 8, 1976, expressed
the attitude of hopelessness in NCI that once prevailed:

In the State of Michigan there are ongoing efforts to establish registries of
people who are on the quarantined farms where there has been heavy exposure
to polybrominated hiphenyls and we are hoping that after all of us are dead
and gone there will be some information that will be useful to those that suc-ceed us 20 or 30 years from now (that) we perhaps will have some informa-
tion onmproximately 4,000 people as to what the effects of PBB's may be. .

In a 1976 letter, Dr. Guy R. Newell, NCI's Acting Directorsaid:cc* * * certainly we are doing work in occupational carcinogenesis..
What is probably missing is the risk factorearly detectioninter-
vention-oriented approach * * *."

Nevertheless, even in the gloom of the past there have been revs
of hope. NCI's eminent pathologist.Umbreto Saffiotti recently wroi,

A "new toxicology" is now developing to deal with the understanding and
evaluation of the mechanisms of molecular and cellular toxicology character-
istics of the effects of agents inducing self-replicating cell lesions * *. The
methods of this new toxicology have been developed mostly in the last decade,
as a result of considerable progress in many areas of basic science.

The cholestyramine success was not an accident and will not re-
main unique if the Congress and the administration take appropriate
action.

More, the fruitfulness of interrupting disease even after it has
begun to develop is found in the observation of Dr. Marvin Schnei-
derman of NCI, that we can expect nearly 10,000 deaths from
bladder cancer each year, but that more than half of these lives
might be saved by existing methods of early detection. If this obser-
vation from a distinguished scientist is even remotely close to the
mark, it indicates the magnificent pogsibilities we have if we really
set up the apparatus for early detection and pursue treatment there-
after.

The desperate need for an integrated industrial-community pro-
gram aimed at early detection of preclinical disease received scant
attention in the past. But if such a program either by itself or as
part of a broader national health program could be administered
by the apparatus now in place, it would be by good fortune. Legisla-
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tion is needed to increase the certainty of a favorable outcome. to
decrease our reliance on chance.

We have not created an apparatus in government or in the private
sector aimed at reducing the risk of environmental exposure in the
community and workplace through intervention. Some progress has
been made in clinical research and the delivery of the therapeutic
tools thus created. But these activities in most institutions are untied
to environmental health and deal with disease essentially at the end
of its development. Even if effective. based on what We now know.
intervention. usually will come too late to preVent the intiation of
disease development for most members of high risk groups. But the
process of doing what we can with what we know and simultane-
Ously expanding our knowledge. must begin..

Whatever apparatus is created requires enlightened and aggressive
leadership to achieve a community of efforts necessary to overcome
the instinct for administrative pettiness and organizational chauvi-
nism that haunts any large-scale operation.

Nevertheless. we must not neglect the problems of structure. which
Your bill and that. of Congressman Maguire correctly address.

Your bill. NIT. Rogers. goes a long way toward adjusting the stilly.-
ture of the cancer porrram. In irVneral. we support your proposal.
There are. however. some :14 Mit I011:1 I ideas in Mr. Maguire's bill
which we hope you will consider favorably and incorporate in the
final version. We support. in II.R. 10190. language which:

One. Directs an expanded and intensified research program for
the prevention of cancer caused by occupational or environmental
exposnres.

Two. Provides for a feasibility study to establish a national regis-
try.

Three. Nfandates the role of NCI in promoting coordination and
cooperation with other agencies.

F11111% Enables a prog,ram to identify and screen populations- hav-
ing a high risk for developing cancer because of occupational or
environmental exposure in collaboration with labor and industry.

Five. Requires an oversight role for NCI regarding the quality of
control over Ca substances.

x. Requires NCI to assist EPA in evaluating arcinouenieity
tests per formed byliongovernment al laboratories.

Seven...1fandates that the advisory board include public and scien-
tific authorities with special knowled.ire of occupational or environ-
mental cancer.

There are two other considerations which we hope the committee
will adopt either by additional hingung,e in the law itself or through
nn expressiOn of Congresional intent :

They arc. one. that coordination with other agencies does not.
mean preemption and assistance does not mean maintaining a mo-
nopoly over governmental resources. Thus we believe that the capa-
bilities. in the control of cance. of OSTIA. NIOSIE and NIEIIS are
essential and need to improve and expand. albeit in collaboration
with NCI. An inter-agency agreement should be required which
would specifically spell out the responsibilities of each agency so
that the different missions of each agency are met and the separate
perspectives remain.
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Two. the NCI bioassay program must continue even when bask
researchas distinct from testingobjectives are met, until such
time as the Federal Government, has developed an adequate nationaltesting program.

Finally. although our focus at this time is cancer, we are equally
Concerned about disease, of the heart. lung and blood. In this regard
we support the language of II.R. 10908 which would add "environ-mental pollutants" to the list of concerns in the .prevention of these
diseases.

We have added some ta(bles, four tables that I think are self 'ex-
planatory and need no further discussion or description on my part.

[Tables referred to in Mr. Clayman's statement follow :]
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TABLE I

Selected High Cancer Risk Populations Exposed to Single Carcinogens.
Unregulated (Ho Permanent OSHA Standard)

AGENT POPULATION AT RISK

Be6xene 2,000,000

Inorganic Arsenic 1,500,000
i

Cutting Oils (Nitrosamines) 780,000
i

Ethylene Dibromide 660,000
i

Chromate Pigments 550,000
i

Trichloroethylene (TCE) 280,000

Hexavalent Chromium

Acrylonitrile 125,000

Cadmium loo,o447)\.

2-Nitropropane 100,000 i

Epichlorohydrin 50,000
i

Chloroform 40,000
c

Beryllium 30,000
i

N-phenyl-B-naphthylamine 15,000
i

Polychlorthated 8iphenYls (PCB) 12,000
i

Hexamethylphosphorictriamide (HMPA) 5,000
0

Dibromochlorcpropane (DBCP) 3,000
i

Chloroprene 2,500
i

4.4' -diaminodiphecylmethane (DDM) 2,500

Dimethylcarbacoylchloride (DMCC) 200

Exposed: 6,430,200

ma, Criteria Document Estimate

i
it7ASH Intelligence Alert Estimate

0
OSHA Press Release

*
permanent Standard Stayed in Court

1
Emergency Temporary Standard Stayed in Court

r,
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TABLE II

CARCINOGENS REPORTED BY NCI CLEARINGHOUSE

Trichloroethylene
Chlordane
Aldrin
Chloroform
Tetracrl
Procartahne
1,12222-Tetraoh1ro2thane
Tris(2,.3-7:1=toropyl)phosphate
Dapsone
Dibromochloroor:pane
2-Mothy1-1-Nttroanthraquinone
Lasiocarpine
Captan
Hexachlorcetnane
4-Chloro-o-2honyien?diamine

NTA
Heptachlor
Dieldrin
Chlordecone (Kepcne)
IPD
Tetrachloroethylene
1,122-Trichloroethane
Nitrofen
Isophosphamide
1,2-Dichlorcethane
224-Dinitroto1uene
Trifluralin
Chloramben
4,4,-Thiodianiline
5- Azacytidine

* .
.Based on fifty-four NCI bioassay reports reviewed by the D-...t.7. E..,..1.:.-7:tic::i

Risk Assessment Su Croup. Ei:-.ty-ei:.'at: r,.hen.ieals were tested. Due ccmatginal data or inadequacies of t:-.e studies, :ae results from tests of
.Proflavin and Pie foram were questiona.ble.
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TABLE El

Unused NOSH Microfilm Records of Workers
Exposed to Bcla-naphthylamine (BilA) and

Benzidine
Number of

Plant and Location Chemical Records Period

BlackmanUhler Chemical Division
Synalloy Corporation
Augusta, Georgia BNA 252 1940-72

BlackrranUhler Chemical Division
Synalloy Comoration

. Spartimberg, Scut n Carolina BNA 204 1967-72

Lakeway Chv.eriCvl7. Inc.
Muskegon. Michigan. BZ 220 1962-73

Fine Chemicals Division
The Upjohn Company
North Haven, Connecticut 132 1,2C0 1946.63

Young Aniline Works, Inc.
Baltimore, Maryland 82 680 1937-73

TOTAL 3,166

*NIOSH has identified Tenneco. GAF, Fabricolor, Allied, 1'..merican
Aniline, Toms River and Geipy plants tha: once oroduced BNA and
BZ, but have not identified the workers exposed. DuPont BZ and
BNA pr °auction plants and workers unstudied.

333
31-873 C1 - 78 - 22
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TABLE IV
HARVARD NtEDICAL SCHOOL

DePAII.TMCVT Of :4LINGINC

MCA Z.711.1. 10.
1141.MACIIIJI:TTS GeNCIZAL 110:3ITAL

11111.140NAmY L.+

POISON. lattSUCIIVSITTS 41114

117.73447$)

January 19, 1977

SUMMARY OF 1976 mEnton I. :IISRVEY AT Kill. HAZLETON. PA.

Total number of employees 162
Total number ri men surveyed 161 (one refused)
Total number of x-rays 146

Normal - -ray and Nett function 121
Decreased vital car,acity requiring a
repeat mensurernent 5

Decreased vital capacity. unchanged from
previous years, no follow -up 5

Abnormal x-ra.yr. requiring further x-rays or M. D. evaluation - 3
1.. - 2 densities on the left - repeat PA, lateral and

fluotosccpy.

2. - questienable pleural disease on the right - repeatPA, latc:al, decubitue

3. enlarged left vent.riele - see M. D. for physical exam,B. P. check and

Abnormal x-ray report sent to us requiring the actual x-ray for our
review and comparivon with old filels 5

Abnormal lung (,:action and x-ray requiring further evaluation :.t
MCII

Obstructive inny disease requiring M. 13. evaluation- 9

Obstructive lune disease not requiring M. D. evaluation ____._4

Normal lung function. no change in an abnormal x-ray 11

No chtmge in abnormal lung function and alanorrn al x-rav-7

IDecreased vital capacity and increased heart size requiring M D. evaluation - 1

3i0
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Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Clayman for a very con-
cise statement and expressing your concerns which the committee
certainly will look into.

Mr. 'Maguire.
Mr. AfAGUIRE. It was, indeed, an eloquent statement, a humane

statement, and a very wise statement, Mr. Chairman. I particularly
appreciate the emphasis that Mr. Clayman has placed on acting on
the basis of what we know. So often in these hearings we have
quite properly appeals for more knowledge and for better research
and so on, and that is critical, but I don't think often enough we
focus on the need, as policymakers, to assure that people, now, today,
tomorrow; next week, next year, are going to be protected to the
maximum degree we can protect them on the basis of the knowledge
that we already have. I think that is a theme that Mr. Clayman has
expressed very, very eloquently. I also want to express my apprecia-
tion to him for coming todavi. As president and secretary-treasurer
of the Industrial Union Department, he has enormous responsibili-
ties. We are very grateful for his presence here before the commit-
tee today.

Mr. Clayman, you have referred, on page 6 of your statement to
the fact that,

We have not created an apparatus in government or in the private sectoraimed at reducing the risk of environmental exposure in the community and
workplace through intervention.

You suggested aboVe that we need what you call an "integrated
industrial-community program."

I wonder if you or Mr. Samuels might wish to expand a little on
how you might see such a mechanism being put in place and operat-
ing because, frankly we are at a bit of a loss on how to do that.
I feel very strongly NCI should be given a lead role. I feel very
strongly, as-you do. that the other agencies ought to continue to do
what they are best able to dO in the particular domains of their
responsibility. An outreach program is vitally necessary but also not
simple to put in place. or perhaps it is simple to put in place, use our
existing resources, but I would welcome an additional comment from
either of you.

Mr. CLAymws. You ha,e made it easy for me to refer your ques-
tion to Mr. Samuels because you included him in the question. so I
will ask him to make a response, and I will become his critic there-
after.

Mr. MAaunur. Fine. It may be something that you may want to
submit some more thoughts to us later on, but if you have additional
thoughts, at this time, it will belielpful.

Mr. SAMUELS. Thank you for the question, Congressman, becauseit is something to which we have given a great, deal of thought. It
is something for which any extensive comment would require an
addition to the recordif you feel it is necessary. In a nutshell,
what it means is that you have to look at the agency in terms of how
the various elements of the agency are focusing on the problem and
how these elements are interacting with oilier agencies.

For example. the Department of Defense is the largest single em-
ployer it the Nation. They have severe problems related to cancer,
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especially in the shipyards. There needs to be very close collabora-
tion. There needs to be a transfer of knowledge, of technology, as
the NCI knows it, so it can be applied to identifying. notifying and
extending what, medical assistance we can to the roughly i. million
workers at risk for whom the Navy has a special responsibility. That,
to some degree, is occurring.

As von know, whenever you have two cabinet level agencies in-
volved. there is always the problem of who is goingto be sure that
each agency does its job. That kind of high level apparatus does not
exist. I would think thatit does need to exist, but it also needs to
exist further down the line, much below the cabinet level, at the
section level of the Government where things really happen. Agen-
cies of government that don't seem to focus on these special problems
need the spur of pririties and, of course, this comes from each Sec-
retary. The. language does not imply that we are suggesting a new
agency. but rather `a redirection of the existing agency efforts.

Mr. CLAYMAN. I suspect. that part of the answer is a reeducation of
the medical community in the various communities to detect these
diseases. In many communities the facilities are very poor. In those
arras, especially in smaller communities. where you may have indeed
as much of an exposure to carcinogens as in large communities, the
expertise to observe. to detect, to determine, even to report, are not
there. I suspect that untold thousands are in the incipient stage of
some disease and no methodology. really, or capability to make the
determination in time to get the job done is available. Perhaps the
medical schoolsmaybe you have to go down that farmedical
schools need to be advised and encouraged to develop greater exper-
tise in the area occupational diseases. But I would like to seize upon
your suggestion that we develop a more carefully thought out, more
specific program. to answer the question that is enormously central
to the corporation of this problem.

Mr. MAtwian. I think we all need to think about the logistics of
how we are going to reach that 7 to 8 million workers you referredto in the most of and timely fashion. and I would welcome a
continuing dialogue on that point.

Mr. ('LAYMAN. We would be happy to undertake that difficult and
proper question.

Mr. MAnrrni. You invited us, in effect, to ask about some further"
details respecting the Tyler. Tex.. and Louisville, Ky. eases. I won-
der if you would like to do that. now?

Mr. CLAYMAN. I did invite on and if von look at the record,
nitimately. I suggest. Mr. Samuels would be in a unique position to
enlighten you.

gr. SAMUELS. Yes. sir. these were demonstration programs. One
of the key elements in developing a demonstration program is todevelop, in these cases anyway. community level programs that
can be replicated elsewhere. These were not community level pro-
grams that can be replicated anywhere. In Tyler. Tex.. which is a
not only well publicized but a tragic event even when the television
cameras are turned off, millions were spent in computers, "consult-
ants" brought into the special _project center, a great deal of time
and money was spent going to scientific meetings and very ineffec-
tualin the early years of the program virtually nonexistentedu-
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eational programs. There was a focus on the cigarette. which is cer-
tainly important. because of cancer, but not an overall approach to
the kind of information that exposed workers need. There was very
little real research in clinical intervention. There were a long list
of problems that we saw in Tyler. and it was tragic because .NCI
certainly intended to do a good job. Tn Louisville. Ky.. much of the
same kinds of problems occurred. There was. in addition to that,
misinformatiOn- given to these exposed workers and their families
about what their risks were. Sfinue of the testing. bioassaying of the
workers themselves. from Llictepots that are made available to us
from the National Cancer Institute. appeared to he inadequate. Our
concern over these orojects isn't that we had failures, because I think
we have to expect failureswe can't expect success every time we try

initiatenitiate a project in a new areabut rather, that there didn't seem
to he, until the appointment of Dr. 'Upton. any attempt to learn
from these failures, go to the next project and deyelop some pro-
grams that were coordinated with adequate. in-ho_use technical sup-
port. on which we could build a program.

Mr. -.AEAGunin. Do I take it you feel the National Cancer Insti-
tute has not been sufficiently oriented toward preventive approaches
in the past?

Mr. SAMUELS. Just looking at the budget, it is apparent that the
concentration has been on the development, of medical technology.
We don't want to underemphasize the need for this. There are mil-
lions of people. if not this year. over the next generation, who will
need the assistance which this technology provides. The treatment
centers which were developed by NCI, in fact should become the
basisor one of the bases--for the kind of community program that
Mr. Clayman refers to. We have, in effect. a network which NCI
has already created which could become a source of intervention,
This network is not now tuned to the environmental hazard, in part
because the environmental situation has been downplayed and de-
graded.

..

Mr. Ci.ArmAN. T suspect that at the center of the problem is the
question of the will of the total society, including government, to
really get this job clone.

For example, I am thinking of the experience of the British in
their shipyards in the last World War. Years before we even talked
about the problem, the British were aware that their shipyard
workers were in trouble and it became a real problem there. They
developed sonic devices. some compensation, some means of treat-
ment. We waited almost until the problem exploded in front of us
before we even paid hoed to the British experience. The fact is that
we didn't have the will to really pitch in and try to tackle this
onerous job. If Congress. for example, indicates this will, and pro-
vides the funds, T think we will be able to fir i the apparatus to get
the job done. Even though, at this moment, Congressman Maguire,
we can't. spell out how precisely, I think that while difficult, it is
doable.

Mr. Mmuar.. Well, thank von very much. I do appreciate your
emphasis on "will'. I think that is exactly l'ight. I don't know
whether you have readT suspect you havethe book by Paul
irodeur. called "The Expendable Americans ", which portrays the
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incredible story to find levels of exposure in one plant and the.
repeated decisions by government agencies that yere Supposedly
re:,1/011i!,i0 and other... \\'h to dellbel':Itely ignoring the
facts as they were presentedbureaucratic inert ineleyat mg Alo-
kiln financial considerations above other considerations. and the
whole sore story---criminal neglect on the part of all concerned
and we face this again and again and again. I hope your' testimony
here today and the actions of this committee will help to put us on
a different path.

'Chunk you for your generous allocation of time. Mr. Charman.
;11% Roor.us. Dr. Carter.

my.

Occupational carcinogenesis related to work conditions of many
years ago. that is. cancer may develop years after the first exposure,
in many cases. flow would von reconntwod we act without waiting
'20 years?

(.1..\rm.,.\. I suspect. what we have first got to do. is recognize
that certain expo -ores may ultimately result, in production of a
C:111(.1%

CANTEN. Where are you from. please. sir?
CLAmax. Washington. D.(7.

:Mr. Can Trat. Ifave von ..lways lived here?
Nfr. CEAYMA N. \o. sir. I li,v(.41 in Ohio.
Mr. arrr Eft. You are right in the edge of. really. a ,.ancer area,

as perhaps you know.
Mn'. ('t....vma N. No question about it.

r. Cain. En. There is much cancer in this area. 1Vhat do you think
causes it !

Mr. CLavnax.What f think causes it?
Mr. Ca irEn. Yes. the cancer in this area.
Mr. CeaNrax. In that area in Ohio ?
Mr. Ca trrEtt. No. Washington. D.C.. the east roast'?
Mr. ('r,.\ti'max. f am afraid, Dr. Carter, that I don't want to pose

as a '14(411e:11 expert. but I have one beside me. Maybe he has an
answer to that question.

Mr. SA:MI-Er. :. Dr. Carter. there is a concept in the literature
called the rrban Gradient in Cancer---it is quite controversial and
it doesn't explain all cancers for the total population. For 7hn area
like Washington. D.C.. it may have some meaning because this is
not a highly industrialized area, but there are some urban factors
which give its reason to believe that they might he agents which lead
to the trends that we experience. For example. the largest single
source of pollution in the 1Vashington. D.C.. area. is the motor vehi-
cle. Motor vehieles today. for example. use motor oil with an additive
called ethylene dihromide. Ethylene dihromide has been used to
chemically sterilize bulls. It is in the air we breathe. It is probably in
the, air in such small quantities that no epidemiologist would risk
relating it to a single case of r:Illeer because of the nlitltiple factors
that exist in an urban onvironmnt.

Mr. Carter. Over In Baltimore. there is much cancer, the cancer
rate is higher. I think in the Eastern States than any group in the
country. Can von account for that'?

Mr. SAAWKI,:. If you look at the cancer map which you are refer-
ring to and look at the whole coast, not. just, ll'ashingt on. D.C.
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Y"S. \VP looked at 1 ilk. V101V VO;1-1.
S.%mtEt.s. There are ,11te a number of interesting variations.

For example. in that -,)art of New Jersey that is elosest to the Dela-
ware line. there are Wen" sharp ri t.s in the kind of ea 11(TI'S MIICh are
associated with occupation, such its bladder cancer. When you look
closely at the death ce..t ificates. vou find many of those people that
develop these ear;:ers were, in fart workers employed by the Du-
Pori ('top. at (1 other corpo-at tons. In Bali hinny. there is a spot of
:diers that have definitely been relittl to a number of chemical

tint. One is flit Young Chemica! which made benzidine,
another is the FMC plant where nitrosamines were found. The occu-
pational cancer's Hip) ate reasonably linked to these occupational
ex, ()sures. of course, sometiteos become swallowed in the overall
statistic=

Mr. ('Ana:. Were You ever down at the plant in Louisville. where
They had cancer as a result of exposure. I believe, to polyvinyl
-(111;u-hie?

Mr. SAmt.ta.s. I have only se( that plant front the outside.
Mr. CAirEn. What type of cancer was that?
Mr. SAmtEt.s. 'That was Ilepatie Itemangiosarcoma, cancer of the

vessels in the liververy rare. However, that cancer is only an index
of the total number of cancers that seem to be appearing among not
only those workers but workers exposed to polyvinyl chloride
throughout the area.

Mr. CAirrat. Five deaths. five suspected cancers. In that one plant,
front chat one type of cancer!

They have tightened the exposure to polyvinyl chloride. tremen-
disisly. It seems to me where we have. many mannfacturing plants,
partieularly those which manufacture chemicals, we have an increased
incidence of ('amen. fs that, not correct?

Mr. S.\MIItl.S. The NCI maps do show a pretty good correlation,
especially in the chemical industry.

Mr. CAI:Tim. Particularly in the chemical industry, that right.
Thank H,you very kindly. ow would you remedy this situation?

Mr. S. mut:1.s. For the people that have been exposed in the past,
as our tpAiniony indicates, Dr. Carter, OSIIA and EPA. regulation
is certainly not adequate. 'The problem that we face for the worker
who has been exposed over a long period of time is how to break the
links in the development of the cancer.

Mr. Cmrtin. By the time lie is exposed, it :night he too late. That
may come too late. The seed may have been planted and he may
have cancer 2. years front now.

Mr. SAmt-ki.s. .Just a footnote to what I have said, sir. There is
another important 'element which I hope the regulatory agencies
pay attention ;o. that is. the heavily exposed worker who remains
on the job working with that carcinogenic agee ..eeds to have extra
protection, and I know the Occupational Safety and Health Ad-
ministration is attempting' to do that.

Mr. CAirrta:. Well. we certainly think so. Tt is n'v feeling that
/SII. and ND HIS view these different manufacturing plants very,

very carefully.
Thank you.
Mr. RouErts. Puink von. Let me just ask one question.
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Would you favor aiding the heads of the FDA., the EPA, the
Labor 1 )epartment. and the Consumer Product Safety Commission
on the National Cancer Advisory Board? Do von think that would
he it good idea to coordinate?

Mr. CLAymA N. My quick judgment is, yes.
Mr. RooKus. 'I" hank you very much, Mr. Clayman and Mr. Samuels.

We are very pleased to have your participation. I think you repre-
sent a very important segment of people who are affected and so I
hope this will set a pattern of an even greater interest in health
legislation on the part of labor. It is helpful to us to have your view-
points expressed in testimony, so we welcome it, and are pleased
that you are here today.

Mr. CLAYmAx. Mr. *Chairman. I am glad you are encouraging us
but even without that encouragement, we would assume that re-
sponsibility, and we shall return. One of the reasons we would like
to return is this is a very pleasant committee to talk to.

Mr. RooFts. Thank you for being here. We are grateful.
We next have a panel composed of Dr. John R. Nelson, president

of the Association of Community Cancer Centers, and Grace
Monaco. national liaison chairperson for Candle lighters.

We welcome each of you to the committee. Your statements will
he made a part of the record in full, without objection, and you may
proceed, as you desire.

STATEMENTS OF GRACE POWERS MONACO, NATIONAL LIAISON
CHAIRPERSON, CANDLELIGHTERS ; AND JOHN R. NELSON, M.D.,
PRESIDENT, COMMUNITY CANCER CENTERS

Mrs. Mos.wo. Dr. Nelson waived in my direction. I don't believe
ehivaly is dead. so I will oblige and proceed first.

We are most happy to be back addressing a committee we feel
very. very at home with, because it is a committee that has paid a
great deal of attention not only to the scientific basis that is neces-
sary for good national cancer effort. but also to the observations of
the people that are a part of that effort, the people that are affected
by the effort, the patients and the families that have someone who
is being treated or has been treated for cancer.

When we first appeared before this committee back at the be-
ginning of the Cancer Act. we were three little parents groups in
three States: Florida. California. and Washington, D.C. I think I
can state now we are actually a coalition of formal and informal
parents groups in 10 States. and that the product of our work over
the last 11/2 years is what yl-m have before you in the statement we
are making to this committee [see p.

We have very closely followed the way the National Cancer pro-
gram has evolved and we have looked most closely into the ways
that we believe that the cancer program can be improved to bring
more and better results from the research effort to those who are
effected with cancer. particularly those who are children and
adolescents. We also bring a certain amount of good news, and, of
course. good news is not considered very sexy. so T suspect the media
isn't very interested. but I know this committee is very interested
in it.
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As of this time. about :13 percent of the children and adolescents
that are diagnosed with cancer are cured Of cancer. Tf we take. a
look at cancers that are treated well now, and T would say that
includes leukemia. Hodgkins and lymphomas, the percentage of
long-term survival and cure is in the 50 percentile and np we are
talking about. T think we have come a very long way from the first
time we started talking to you, and we were talkincr solely about
the expansion of the research efforts to gain any kind of results. As
of now. we are saying we Fee what, the of this committee has
given emphasis to have done, and we wish to assure that those
efforts are distributed among all those that need them, and that the
cancers that have been resistant to research innovation shall become
the subject of more close examination.

I felt T was listening to myself talk from some of the remarks
Mr. Maguire made. I am a transplanted New Jerseyite. who fell in
with a gentleman from this area.

When Congressman Maguire stated he wanted people to act on
the basis of %dna, we know. that rang a responsive chord in two
regards. both of which T will address first because they are the
simpler part of what T have t o talk about.

When we first appeared before the committee, we were talking
about an absolute absence of information that was readily available
to the frontline physician and the -family and the patient, with can-cer. The people that wanted to knowwhat is a bone tumor, what
is leukemia. what is lymphoma? Ts there anything the Cancer Insti-
tute can give its to explain what, is happening to our family member
and how to cope with it. The information dissemination programs
that, were made .a part of the 1971 act, expanded on in the 1974 act,
have paid off. Campr information services give parents and family
and physicians access to good information on the state of the art
of enneer treatment. We have ready to go to press nowT. say,
weT have such an identity with themthey have 24 pamphletsready to go to press that are updates of all of the pediatric cancer
literature as well as some new things we haven't, seen before. The
one gap that exists in the program now is not the results of their
efforts. but rather an absence, of statutory direction, and I would
like to see added to the information dissemination language in the
statute an emphasis also on the dissemination of information relat-ing to rehabilitation. As we have more and more patients that are
survivors. the survivors have special problems and those problems
need to have greater emphasis in the information disseminationeffort.

Our statutory language suggestions are set forth as a separate
appendix to our statement.

The other remark that Mr. Maguire. made was with respect to a
feasibility study, and a national registry. I think that that certainly
is a most needed component of our cancer program, and I would
suggest. and point to vour attention pages 4 and 5 of our statement,
in which we specifically ask for a national childhood and adolescent
cancer registry. This we, will explore later because it fits into the
three-pronged approach we would like to see, but I would also point
out, before we go into that, that the children are only I. percent of
the cancers, and that they have proved themselves to be the demon-
stration point, the laboratory, so to speak, for the development of
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most of the innovations that we see now in adult cancers. the com-
t,ined chc;ootherapy and the like which pioneered in pediatric can-
cer. and t hen was translated into t he adult. cancers.

If we want to see how the registry can work, we can look at
pediatric oneertreseareh that has led the way.

I also would like to mention the nutrition program. In 1974. when
\ye camp before this coMmittee. we pointed out there seemed to be a
great deal of information floating around on nutrition but no one
knew where it was and what. to do with it. The word nutrition
evoked unscientific responses from the scientific community. Candle-
lighters asked what is the relationship. if any, between nutrition
and diet and cancer. This committee listened carefully to that, and
the day we te.stified, in fact. Dr. Rauscher, who was director of
NCI was sitting in the audience and Chairman Rogers questioned
hint on our suggestions. Dr. Rauscher had to agree that we were
not off base, there should be something done and something was
done by this !ommittee in the .diet, nutrition, and cancer program.
That. program. I have to say. is still a bit of a stepchild because the
scientists are not terribly convinced that the word, nutrition, doesn't
call up witches and warlocks. but I think that the progress that has
come out of that program so far justifies a continued emphasis by
this committee. That is a prevention program. It is a program that
is looking at the cause and prevention of cancer from a nutritional
basis, if there he any. as %veil as treatment. It will give us the answer
from a scientific and reliable perspective as well as the aspect of it
that we first looked at, which is: How can better nutrition serve
our children to fight againSt.the ravages of their diseases and of
chemotherapy and surgery? There are some good answers that have
emerged. There are booklets to help families. That is the easy part
of what. I have to say to younutrition and information dissemi-
nation.

Now. I will get to the new approach to the research of childhood
cancer that we would like to see. -A three-pronged approach to the
research effort into pediatrics and adolescent cancers that will in-
volve, .(1) The establishment of comprehensive cancer centers, five
in number, plus the one at the NTH Clinical Center, combined with,
(2) an extension of the already excellent Division of Cancer Con-
trol and Rehabilitation Outreach programs, their leukemia and
lymphoma network that reaches down to the community physicians
and gives them the aid and assistance they need tied to a center of
excellence in childhood cancer to draw from for specialized assist-
ance, specialized equipment, evaluation and reevaluation, so more
and more of our children 611 move front the cancer center to the
community complex for treatment. I think we see more and more
children. through the efforts and demonstration, that DCRR has
put. together, that are being treated successfully in the community
setting. I have statistics relating to that in my testimony, and (3)
a maternal childhood and adolescent cancer registry.

There is one t roublesome aspect that results from, more children
being treated where they should be treated in the community, the
numbers that we need for a research effort. We have come up with
sonic marvel+, .- ways of treating children %vith leukemia and lym-
phoma. We have also come up with some treatments that, have extra-
ordinarily toxic side effects which reach down the corridors of their
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lives. if they are survivors, and which deal with the type of pre-
vention effort Congressman Maguire focused on. These survivors
may develop secondary tumors from treatment and other problemswe cannot conceive of. These, numbers are lost to us as far as aresearch effort is concerned, if they are treated in a community
hospital setting. They are not part of a retrievable data base. We
want to see the researchers refine the treatment our children aregetting so we will have less toxic side effects as more and moretreatments move out of the center and into the community. Wecan't do that unless we have a sufficient accrual of numbers to he
able to follow those children. That is why we ask for a national
registry and that the cost of entering children into that registry be1, -
part of the federally limited cancer research.

I have talked about outreachthat is working very nicely. Ihave talked about a registrywe feel it is necessary to prevent ordetect early cancers in children who have been subject to radiation
and chemotherapy but. why are we asking for a designation orestablishment of additional centers for the study and research into
adolescent and Childhood cancers. I wish we didn't have to ask.When von first established the comprehensive centers in the 1971
act, embellished in the 1974 act, we hoped those centers could be the
centers of excellence for all cancers. Unfortunately, the small num-bers of pediatric cancers get lost in the comprehensive centers with
very few exceptions. The research innovations that have. occurredin pediatric and adolescent cancers have come out of those places
that concentrate on pediatric cancer, and for this reason, as a matter
of commonsense, and for easier management and continuation and
expansion of excellence in the whole pediatric research area, we areasking for the special designation or establishment of cancer centers
dealing with childhood and adolescent cancer.

That is the story from us this afternoon.
{'Testimony resumes on p. 3521
[ Mrs. :Monaco's prepared statement and attachments follow:]
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STATEMENT OF THE CANDLELIGHTERS
ON THE "BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH AND RESEARCH TRAINING

AMENDMENTS of 1978 (H.R. 10900)
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT
OF THE .

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE
OF THE

UNITED STATES HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Grace Powers Monaco; I am representing
CANDLELIGHTERS, a national coalition of families of children
affected by cancer in 40 states. We winh to bring to your
attention those areas in which federal funding has had the
most noticeable impact on our children's lives and tnose which
we feel merit your further attention either through program
re-direction, emphasis.or increased funding levels or position
allocation.

Let me first extend on behalf of all of ue our deep
gratitude and appreciation to you, Mr. Chairman. and the
members of this Committee for your continuing efforts on
behalf. of all persons afflicated with cancer. Your unflagging
interest in cancer research and the translation of this research'
into tangible programs for detection, treatment and rehabilita-
tion of cancer victims throughout the country has widened the
benefits of the whole cancer effort. We know that the lives of
our children have been and are continually being extended, and in
many cases preserved, through the cancer research efforts which
this Committee has supported through the Natiaial Cancer Institute.

Our testimony on H,R, 10908 focuses upon: the establishment
of Comprehensive Cancer Centers for the Research of Childhood
and Adolescent Cancers; the establishment of a National Compre-'
hensive Cancer Registry for Childhood and Adolescent cancers in
support of the national research effort; cancer control. spec-
ifically the outreach programs for the demonstration of success-
ful methods of't,reating childhood and adolescent cancers;
nutrition and cancer and the informatills7Gination role
c the National Cancer Institute. Attached as Appendix A
hereto are drafts of the specific statutory language requested
by CANDLELIGHTERS for the proposed revision of the authorization
for the National Cancer Institute.

Further, Appendix B hereto contains CANDLELIGHTERS recommenda-
tions as to appropriations levels for the'basic Institute program
and for cancer control for fiscal 1979 through 1981. CANDLELIGHTERSbeleies that the authorization levels set in M.R, 10908 should be
increased to provide the appropriations committees with flexibility
in tesponding to the needs of the Institute as they evolve.
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THE NEED FOR COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTERS FOR
CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENT CANCERS AND FOR A
NATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENT
CANCER REGISTRY IN SUPPORT OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

CANDLELIGHTERS request for the specific establishment or
designation of Comprehensive Cancer Centers for research into
Childhood and Adolescent cancers and the clinical application
of that research together with an expansion of outreach programs
to the community based physician and a supporting National
Registry has as its objectives:

(1) To encourage a more effective advancement in the
biomedical and behavioral sciences by focusing upon
innovative, creative investigation in Childhood
and Adolescent Cancer.

(2) To develop through investigation, curative treatment
for this patient population which would not include
compromising either the quality of life or their

.

individual basic human rights as research subjects
and as minors.

(3) To "extend survival with disease" by "curing" more
children and adolescents more efficiently.

Through our unique vantage point as grass roots participants
in the National Cancer Institute's clinical investigation efforts,
we have observed and experienced both the rewards and the problems
in the current research and demonstration programs which affect the
cancer-stricken children and families. These obsdrvations, detailed
below, provide the genesis of CANDLELIGHTERS proposal.

Childhood cancer research has proved to be the single most
effective model for understanding and treating many forms of
cancer. Developments in childhood cancer have been successfully
applied to adult cancers. Pediatric cancers pioneered combined
modality therapy utilizing surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy,
various rescue factor approaches and adjuvant chemotherapy which
have effectively arrested or retarded the development of many
adult cancers. Dr. Emil J. Freireich of the University of Texas
System Cancer Center in Houston has said that drug combinations
pioneered in pediatric cancers are now producing remissions in
a majority of adults with acute myelogenous leukemia and a
"proportion of these patients are being cured. Five years ago
if you asked me if we were producing cures, I could only say,

Additional.specific examples include the development
of and use of antifols in childhood leukemia which led to curative
-measures in adult cancers, specifically the use of antifols in
women with choriocarcinoma; adjuvant chemotherapy in breast cancer
to prevent metastases; and, the combinationchemotherapy in acute
lymphocytic leukemia which is now being used successfully in adult
Hodgkins 'disease, finally the total thereapy.concept used for
childhood ALL is now being used successfully in cooperative study
clinical trials involving adult lung cancers.
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These applications of the results of research in pediatric
and adolescent cancers underscores the importance of preserving,
expanding and building upon the research efforts committed to
childhood and adolesecent cancers.

Observations by parents in a variety of treatment settings
suggest that this research effort can best be served by Compre-
hensive.Cancer Research Centers for childhood and adolescent
cancers.

Althoi;h the inclusion of a pediatric oncology center in
an adult institution need not necessarily thwart development,
oar conversations with noted oncologists,-pediatric and other-
.rise-, confirm that the Comprehensive Cancer Centers authorized
by t:;is Comm:ttee are almost exclusively oriented toward theadult cancers.

. Childhood and adolescent cancers present differently, may
have different causes, also respond differently from the adultcancers. The research breakthroughs in pediatric cancer therapy
have Largely originated from centers specifically de-/cted to\ pediatric cancer. Further, the apparently prevailing view in\these centers is that pediatric cancer is a small percentage
Of cancers, and thus shouldn't receive the attention or
program status that adult cancers receive.

The need for a nationwide, coordinated approach to
childhood and adolescent cancers arises from:

(a) A need to insure that all children with cancer
have access to effective diagnostic and treat-
ment modalities.

CANDLELIGHTERS of Metropolitan Washington surveyed its
members on the problems of diagnoses. The results, drawn
from 54 case histories, showed that 61 percent of the
cases, involving 13 types of cancer, were accurately
diagnosed within 16 days. But diagnosis for the remaining
39 percent took anywhere from 16 days to a year.

The Chairman of the American Academy of Pediatrics
Neoplastic Disease Committee, Dr. Frederic Silverman.
confirms that "any given pediatrician in the course of
his 30 or 35 years of practice is only going to see a
few cases of actual cancer. Consequently, he's riot in
a position to deal with it unless he can get some real
help and get to the experts in the field."

(b) The need to develop less toxic therapies to avoid
adverse complications in children with cancers
which can now be successfully treated.

"For the longevity of life, we paid dearly. He
lived for a long time (7years) but the results of his
Living with this disease caused extensive damage to
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his lungs and cataracts in his eyes. The children are
living longer, but the drugs are still as toxic as ever.
It becomes a serious question of the deterioration in the
quality of life" - Annandale, Va. mother of a 10 year
old son recently deceased from acute leukemia.

(c) A need for sufficient accrual of child cancer experience
in certain cancer cateoories, which have been resistant
to therap, and requir increasing research attention.

(d) A need to follow meticulously the long term effects
including tetra enic, carcinogenic, mutagenic, neuro-
logical and long and short term risks in pediatric
and adolescent cancer treatment (survivors).

These latter needs arise from a welcome phenomenon. children
with leukemia. lymphoma or hodgkins disease may now be treated
adequately in a community hospital setting. Demonstration outreach
programs in community hospitals and pediatric oncologists treating
children in a muiti-center study funded by the NCI Division of
Cancer. Control and Rehabilitation (Children's Hospital, Los Angeles:
Children's Hpspital, Cincinnati) Children's Hospital, Denver;
Dartmouth me1ical School; University of Alabama; New York-Cornell;
Mount Sine: School of Medicine) have clearly established, using a
children's hospital as an evaluation and re-evaluation center, that
in excess of 50v, of these children will probably attain a five year
survival.

However, since pediatric malignancies are much less common than
adult cancers (1%) and since children treated in community hospitals
are not generally included :n research studies, the ability to follow
and utilize them as research subjects in developing less toxic
therapy and in following long term effects of childhood cancer
is clearly diminished, This problem for research innovation and
treatment will increase as. more and more pediatric cancers, thru
DCCR's demonstration programs, move into community hospitals
for treatment. Since childhood cancer is the model for the
study and understanding of all tumor types, these falling patient
accrual rates pose a threat to the entire cancer research efforts.

For all these reasons, it is recommended that there be
established or designated regional comprehensive cancer research
centers for children and adolescents, including the clinical
center at, NIH. It is further recommended that the research
effort at these designated centers be supported by the establish-
ment, supervisor, and utilization of a nationwide Comprehensive
Childhood Cancer Registry through the Division of Cancer Treatment
at the National Cancer Institute.

This goal is realistic and workable: Almost 4800 of theanticipated 6.100 new pediatric cancer cases each year in the
U.S.A.. are accessible to a data retrieval system through
their inclusion in one of the childrens cancer study groups
or existing pediatric comprehensive centers. Research programsand the community based or children's hospital based cancer
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control programs may make the remainder accessible.

The Childhood and Adolescent Cancer Comprehensive Centers
would serve as the focal point of a government financed effort
in pediatric cancer research and its clinical application, i.e.,
these centers would serve as a diagnostic reference point and
an available resource for re-evaluation and long term follow-up
for all pediatric cancer patients. These centers, by management
and use of this large and varied research data system, could more
quickly pinpoint deadends or promising beginnings in research and
clinical trials, and thus speed refinement, improvement and
change in pediatric cancer management.

Ore model suggested for this National Registry is the
"Delaware Valley Pediatric Oncology Program and Central
Tumor Registry" which is a Division of Cancer Control and
Rehabiliatation program originating from Children's Hospital
in Philadelphia under the direction of Dr. Audrey Evans.

The bottom line for this CZNDLPLIGHTERS proposal is
finding the research and outreach climate that will not
merely reverse the disease but will cure the child. This
goal is not beyond our reach. At a National Conference
on the Lymphomas and the Leukemias, in October of 1977,
the term "cure" was used repeatedly by researchers. 30
years ago the average survival rate for children witb
acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) was only two months.
Now for 50%, it is five years, vith many living and well
far longer.

When former childhood leukemia patients live long
enough to have their own families and normal lives, it
is splitting hairs not to call them cured", said Dr.
David J. Galton of the Royal Postgraduate Medical School,
London, England. "We are possibly beginning to see the
same upswing in other forms of cancer".

Dr. Joseph V. Simone of Stanford University and
Dr. Donald Pinkel of Milwaukee Children's Hospital told
of a jroup of more than 100 children with ALL who are
in remissions, apparently well, three to ten years after
drug treatment was stopped. "I think they are fairly safe
now." Dr. Simone said.

Dr. Charles M. Huculey, Jr. of Emory University said,
you get different results if you treat in expectation of

cure rather than i.alliation. Once we realized we were
really cring Hodgkin's diseases, the cure rate zoomed up."

We are also seeing a similar pattern developing in
sovoral ether cancers of children and young adults such as
primary :,on sarcoma. Not enough time has elapsed to be able
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to give long-term survival figures, but the early pattern is so
similar to the one we saw in ALL that I hope in a few years
to be able to give equally good news about them, These
recommendations by CANDLELIGHTERS nold the promise of more
good news.

DIET AND NUTRITION IN CANCER

?,t the request of CANDLELIGHTERS, the Diet, Nutrition
and Cancer Program (DNCP) of the National Cancer Institute
was mandated by Congress in 1974. At that time amendments
were introduced to Sec. 407 (b) (4) of the National Cancer
Act of 1971 which now authorizes the National Cancer
Program to:

"collect, analyze, and disseminate information (including
information l'especting nutrition programs for cancer
patients and the relationship between nutrition and
cancer) useful in the prevention, diagnosis and treatment
of cancer..."

Up to the end of 1977. 31 projects have been initiated
and a range of educational and informational docuemnts has
been developed. The program has established itself with
the medical and scientific communities. This has been
done with the funding and staffing that fall short of
receommendations and requests, and that are very low in
relation to the importance of nutrition in cancer prevention
and treatment, and of the expected cost effectiveness of
nutrition research.

The DNCP informally coordinates its research activities
with NIH programs as well as other government agencies.
During 1976 and 1977, the NIH Nutrition Coordinating
Committee (NCC) emerged as a trans-NIH entity for overall
coordination of nutrition activities. It is likely that
the NCC will develop an operational coordinating function
during the next few years. At that time, the activities
of the Diet, Nutrition and Cancer Program will be integrated
in an overall set of NIH priorities in nutrition.

Some of the projects completed are nutritional handbooks,
for both adults and pediatric cancer patients; Review and
Analysis of Categorical Citation Information relevant to the
DNCP: Literature Study on Indicators of Health and Nutritional
Status with Emphasis on Primitive populations; Literature Study
to Evaluate Health -Parameters in various human Populations in
relation to diet.

Some on:Jou-J projects Incl.:de: ilontificatIon of Past,
'eoin-3, and futare dietary and roltritional surveys and
2ancer Epidemiol(miy Development of a guidebook for
inclusion of Dietary an.? ;nnthrop,Dmetric Parameters in cancer
epidemioloqy st:dirs: survey of Dietetic Practices and Procedures

3 5 5
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used in feeding cancer patients; Evaluation of the role of
Learned food aversion In the cancer patient; Gustatory (taste)
evaluation of cancer patients; Anorexia in Adult and Pediatric
cancer patients; Optimal Nutritional support as an adjunct to
cancer therapy in the pediatric patient; studies of differential
nutritional requirements by Host and tumor as the basis for
dietary treatment of cancer (brain tumors); Optimal Nutritional
support as an adjunct tc cancer therapy in the adult; Environ-
mental Stress and Tumorigenesis; Nutritive quality of dietary
fiber for humans; dietary components and cancer development;
effect of nutritional awl environmental stress on carcinogenesis;
effect on nutritional stress o. carcinogenesis. ,r

Some of the new programs include; Dietary patterns, nutri-
t onal assessment, and cancer incidence of american vegetarians;
,:antification of changes in body composition in cancer patients
and evaluation of pharmacologic aents for the treatment of anorexia
in t'ne cancer patient.

These programs speak from a scientific basis to the
grestions wnich American puitlic asks on the relationship
of diet and nutrition to cause, prevention and
treatment of cancer. We spec,ficaily request that authorization
of this program be retained. Levels of appropriations which appear
to be needed to support this program are 10 million in fiscal 1g79,
12 million in fiscal 1990, 16million in 1981.

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

The Office or Cancer Communications has initiated a variety
of programs including a Clearinghouse and Cancer Information
Services through the Centers to implement the mandate of the
1974 Act to devise means to Interpret and disseminate new and
existing knowledge and information produced by the cancer
program to researchers, practicing physicians and the general
public. The demands on this office by the scientific and
lay public are great. CANDLELIGHTERS can attest to the value of
the information services provided and their usefulness to parents
and front line physicians. They are indeed bridging the info-
roation Due to the efforts of this office, all of the site
speciti 1:a7,pnlets on pediatric cancer have been updated and new
ones beer added. However, there is one omission in the
current stitutGry language which should be remedied. The
cancer 'gamily" or patient also needs information on rehabilitation,

(, among other things to a successful re-entry into the
cc:-m,r,tty. For this reason CANDLELIGHTERS requests that the statute

the Institute's information dissemination role to include
an d renabiliation of the cancer patient including in the latter
term information relating to employability, insurability, education.
pnial-a; ti: crap?, psycho-social support, and the long term effects

:ic,r thrin in slreivin; cancer.

w. 11:.; ,.,5t t-.3t 51X additional positions be assigned to
.,,inatIon ett',rt.
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, on behalf of all
parents across the country, I should !Axe to again commend you.
for your efforts and for your understJnding of our problems.
Your dedication to the cause, the cure and the prevention of
cancer encourages-us to face the future with a greater degree of
hope and peace of mind. Those of us who h'ave lost children are
grateful that your efforts to authorize the cancer research that
will be a memorial to them. And those of us whose children are
under treatment are grateful for the hope which research gives in
maintaining their well-being.

We gratefully acknowledge the part this Committee has
played in the effort to conquer this dreaded disease. Thank
you for permitting ys to appear before you.
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APPENDIX A

Can/HOOD AND ADOLESCENT CANCER CENTERS;
COMPREHENSIVE CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENT

CANCER REGISTRY

SEC. 408 A.National Cancer Research and
Demonstration Centers for Childhood
and Adolescent Cancers;

National Comprehensive Childhood and
Adolescent 'ancer Registry

(a) Authorization; Support for Centers. The Director of the
National Cancer InS-titute is authorized to provide for the establish-
ment or designation of six centers (including the pediatric and
adolescent oncology unit at The National Institutes of Health
Clinical Center) for clinical rev- 'rch, training and demonstration
of advanced preventive, diagnostic, treatment and rehabilitative
methods relating to Childhood and Adolescent cancers. Such centers
may be supported under subsection (c) of this section or under any
other applicable provision of law.

(b) Authorization; Support for National Comprehensive
Childhood and Adolescent Cancer Registry

. The Director
of the National Cancer Institute is authorized to provide for the
establishment of a National Comprehensive Childhood and Adolescent
Cancer ,registry. Such registry will be established ,danaged
by the Division of Cancer Treatment of the National Cancer Institol1.
Such registry may be supported urdez subsection (c) of this section
or under any other applicable provision of law.

(c) Cooperative agreement with nonprofit agencies or
institutions for federal payments of basic operating
support; uses of federal funds; support limitations;
periods and extensions of support. The Director of the

National Cancer Institute, under policies established by the Director
of the National Institutes of Health and after consultatio-, with the
National Cancer Advisory BOar'd, is authorized to enter into cooperative
agreements with public or private nonprofit agencies or institutions
to pay all or part of the cost of planning, establishing, or
strenghteninq, and providing basic operating support for existing or
new centers (including, but not limited to, centers established
under section (a) of this section) for clinical research,training
and demonstration of advar--!ed prevention, diagnostic, treatment ant,
rehabilitation methods relating to childhood and adOlescent cancers.
Federal paymasts under this subsection in support of such cooperative
agreements may be used for (1) construction (nothwithstanding any
limitation under section 285 of this title); (2) Staffing and other
basic operating costs, including such patient care costs including
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transportati.Ln and living expenses: for n child or adolescent and
family member as are re,;uired for research and also including the
ocsts of enter;.n.; arri ;raintalning each child t .dolescent with

na%ioca:l.i in tne Cemprehensice Re..;istr, '.nder subsection (b)hf sc%;',.u; train: (incluuing clinical training
al: pr-d-essi:ina 1 s) and )(kmmstration purposes; but supportender i;, 'trial , support for construction) shall not

center. Support of a center under this7r.,y fcr .10t to exceed three years 3 A may be
ex'.ende.: Direc;:.,r ihe N..itlunal Cancer I.,'.titute for additionalcr.? thur tire each. after review 01 theoperat:. is a.nh lilt., SC ientl review oroup:7V: 1:1 ' !Lit ;Pr,' 1. Cancer Institute.

n :

) Nat nor :d Cancer Institute shall
A 1.-1,:ram. to :....sserulate and .Lnt.erpret on

.ealth profess.crals,
fho 5.;:entlfic and other information

dia.in,,s:s and treatment of cancer,
itt17..,,,71 it tn..' nut tent ineltlding in the

1.1,11 ;
, ..inncrt, and the lenin

'r" 1.h.; .5,7,7.-'1V.7.1"; cancer patients.

C'' Lo I n format 1 On inCluclinq
n..v..r it urn frr cancer patimts and

can.-:e1,) and exDand. intensx.f.?
tr :r.: orcar acs within the Nat Zonal Cancer

t..., -ilot and -1,:tr it Ion me the prevent la)Jr., ;15 ar,: if cancer .

APPEND....; Tn.

A :. . n t.r

3'. n, is 1:71.!;',:!,!ti on .:t "and" after
n. ar..1 r..-trod the followin.4:

September 30. 107,,
year en-hn:F September 30 1980,

tr,:t year endlr.,; r,epte c JO. 1`..81

C Itr 1.1,.1:11 out "arid" after i077";
10.2r t ; tie ;,,r.e-.1 the followil,:; .597S, COO, 000

s:31 n.: 1979: $1,075,000 for the
y.oar ,::-?;;=ember an,? $1.175,000 for the

t ii."
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Mr. Roouts. Thank you. It is an excellent story, too, and very
helpful, and we are delighted to have you back before the committee
again.

Dr. NELSON.

STATEMENT OF JOHN R. NELSON, M.D.

Dr. NELSON. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, my
name is John R. Nelson. I am a practicing physician specializing
in 'surgical oncology in Jacksonville, Fla, and am currently presi-
dent of the Association of Community Cancer Centers. I am pleased
to present this testimony on behalf of the Association.

The association is composed of physicians, nurses, hospital ad-
ministrators, and other health care personnel interested in provid-
ing better cancer care to the patients in our Nation's communities.
Our membership represents over 400 community institutions re-
sponsible for the 35 percent of cancer patients who need more
speeialized care than that available in most American College of
Sineons-anproved general-care hospitals. Yes less specialized than
that nrovided in comprehensive cancer centers. This means that
roughly 100,000 new cancer patients are treated by our facilities
each year.

We understand that the subcommittee is currently considering a
3 -year renewal of the National Cancer Act. In its deliberations, we
would hope the subcommittee would consider the major work that
needs to be, and can be, accomplished in the next 3 years.

Allow me to begin my comments by emphasizing that the com-
munity health care providers in the association believe your de-
cisions in 1971 and in 1974 to initiate and renew the National Can-
cer Act have .greatly benefited the cancer patients in this nation's
communities. Many of the new treatment, techniqms now available
in the communities and in specialized and comprehensive cancer
centers offer new- hope, longer survivals, some cures, and a better
chance for a more productive life for our patients. We hope you'
will consider renewing the act for a 3 -year period at an early date,
allowing the National. Cancer Institute to continue its excellent
work with maximum continuity.

When considering the authorization legislation before you, we
hope yon will consider several factors.

First, there are several projects under consideration lw the Na-
tional Cancer Institute which we believe are urgent and which de-
serve additional monies above current funding projections. A second
generation of drugs that are less toxic and more effective is a high
priority for community cancer care. If these drugs become avail-
able, it will make r major difference in our treatment. of patients
and in their physical and mental well-being during treatment. This
proposal well deserves a $15-million :':ddition to current projections.

A second set of NCI proposals directly impact upon members of
our organization. We need a source for continual lip-to-date edu-
cation on new tre'at'ment methods for our patients. The compre-
hensive cancer centers. with scientists involved in the latest patient
research. are t,r best source of this type of information. We hope
Congress will continue to support the current centers, consider

360
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creating new ones, and designate specific appropriations for cancer
control programs from cancer centers in its new budget. Our
patients and your constituents deserve the best care available.

The National Cancer Tnstitute's Cancer Control Division has
developed many programs that Nve, in part, have carried out through
centers or networks. However, these are erratic, with budget shifts
frequently interrupting education efforts. Community physicians
want continuous information or tend to regard a program as re-
sembling InIP, that is. uncertain wetlier their participation will be
abruptly ended when the program is terminated. This discourages
mans' providers from becoming involved in cancer education efforts.
BY regularizing community education programs through centers,
and by specifying dollars for that purpose. the Congress can insure
that information will quickly and regularly get to the public and
the professions. We hope the subcommittee will consider authorizing
up to $'20 million to be utilized at the 19 comprehensive cancer
centers to bring this educational information to ns.

As a matter of information input. I called Dr. Gordon Zubrod,
who is the comprehensive cancer-center director in my area yester-
day. and discussed this proposal with him. He indicated to me that
praetically all of the Florida center's dollars that provide infor-
mation dissemination to the community have been utilized. He indi-
cated money is not available for the outreach programs in the
Florida arra and indeed in the Southeast.,

I have talked also with Drs. John Durant. William Singleton and
others in my urea. so I am quite knowledgeable and in contact with
these key people in comprehensive cancer center community out-
reach efforts

The National Cancer Institute is 11150 proposing the establish-
ment of an additional 20 "total community cancer'' programs at
some :4200.000 each. We would suggest that the need for an addi-
tional level of sophistication between those hospitals meeting the
American College of Surgeons' standards and the designated centers
is far greater. At least :3:i percent of cancer patients need more
sophisticated care. Only 10 to 15 percent can or should be seen in
centers. The additional 25 to :10 percent possibly 3:i percent can
receive the best possible treatment closer to home and family in their
own communities. Our member institutions provide much of this
care currently. but money to organize their community efforts is
larking. We would hope the subcommittN' would consider authoriz-
ing sufficient monies to establish 00 of these minicancer centers
throughout the country. meeting the more extensive standards estab-
lished by the Association of Community Cancer Centers. At $200.000
per progrnni. this tiSO million. one-time expenditure. NOIlld bring
duality cancer care to many more people.

A third set of NCI- priorities which the association hopes the
subcommittee will authorize deal with pain rontrol and the de-
velopment of terminal care facilities. The need for more research
in the types of pain and the ineans by which it may be ameliorated
is great. The association is espially interested in the concept of
"hospice." The association believes that the concept of hospice is a
maimr addition to community cancer care. We believe that the
activities and efforts extended by quality hospice programs have
an appropriate place and role in the care of the terminally ill ca.i
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Ce patient and should. therefore. receive the support of the medi-
en! and allied health professions not only for their linimmitarian
social worth lint f( I' their contribution in reducing the potential
eata,iropiiie ecutiontic impact upon the individual and the family.
Since there :Ire several emerging "moilel:.4" (if hospice- community

hospital-hased. and free standillg,--NVV,1101)0 the SllialallIllittee
%VIII :111111011Zt` sullioient funds to deumnst rate all of these models.
Wo %void(' slIg(rC't I hat ('ongress alit horize at least 12 demenstration
(d'o'ts at :-.510.01)0 each or Vii) million for the denion.4tratioti of
hospice models.

The association also believes that the role of community cancer
rare providers should be recognized in the national cancer program
and ill your renewal of tle. act. The con :nullity health care prOItier
is tl illtiinato recipient4 of touch of the information on Lett, t treat-
ment for cancer patients. N('1 and the National Cancer Advisory
floard need community input. \I. recommend the Subcommittee
:intend srHOII Oa' National ('attcer Act. designating 2
of the National Cancer .kdvisoy Board members as "community
Cancer care loaividers actively engaged ill the treatment of cancer
patients. This will insure solid community input into out-
reach efforts..

(.111.,.,mt Iv II,. 1.5 Itiomber National (''aneer Advisory Board isappointed \\*it limit any specific representation. lImvever. We note
that in this 1..newal of the act you are already considering desig,-

of 111' 1111.1111aa'S -1;.novledgeable ill environmental
.Pith over million designated for community

programs. the N('.\ l', Iii' no repreent nti re< front the practicing
medical ronininuny, AVe \votilil hope t he sitheon)nittee wonlil end
this exclusion.

Chairman and members of the sillwommittee. T hope these
recommendation by the .kssociat ion of Community Ca 1111.1'
are of :I-:-.:istanoe during

rate
deliberations. Our interest is ill pro-

viding: (loalily calIcer eat e in our communities. Porte support for
the National Catioer .Act. N(11 and an increased level of alithori-
zation i= 11171'11. N(INV. a" NCI' )1Vg.111 to SC(' 1111. results of the 1:;st
years. is not the time to slow doNvo a good program.

I might also inierjort. as did Dr. 1 ',crib yesterday. that T am a
practicin!, phi-ioinn. I ;1111 1101 11111111'11 11V NCI. :11111 111(1:41 of my
efforts are volunteer.

Aft.. 1;4,1:Anis. .\ nil 110. cnn n t enin I nen von. Dr. Nelson. and
appreciate= your service and also the statement you have given to
Its tot V.

'Arr. ('hairman.
R.:1.11:... 1)r. ( 'arter.
('.elvers.. Than': ('hairman.

Un yon think that the worl: that V011 are doing should he ex-
puttied rather greatly. the 100 centers. such as you are :1 part of
1101V ?

1)1'. Nr.soN. Dr. Carter. T believe that the In xpn %Tr:: (lnllar can
he m(17-4 eirectively hit ilized t(' talting existing* comtro:nitv cattier
care programs and (ley, loping them into What We \you'd call mini-
centers or y: -lust w-v Would refer to AC'('(' accredited cancer care

3'
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Mr. Cam. Ea. There is fi difference of opinions between surgeons
in this area. Some feel they should and others don't. Certainly, I
support your program.

Dr. Nsasox. Thank you very much.
Mr. CARTER. -Continnoto do so.
-Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Maguire.

ttEMr. MAora. Thank'yoti, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask the two of you whether you feel there has been

enough emphasis on preventive strategies at NCI in the past and
whether you would advocate expanding and intensifying efforts
based on disirability of .preventing cancer?

Dr. NET.soN. I think that Nei: through their Division of Cancer
Control, has been very helpful to the community. We have worked
with Dr. Fink and the various people in her Division. We believe
that more effective control can be accomplished at, the community
level through satisfactory funding of community cancer centers.

Mr. MAountr..'When von use the word, control, does that signify?
prevention, in your mind?

Dr. Ner.sox.. Yes.
Mr. MAnurar..
Dr. Ne.t.sox. I think the control of cancer is prevention. I think

that if one is able to detect cancer cause and effect preventive meas-
ures. that does represent cancer control.

Mr. MaountE. The word, prevention, doesn't appear anywhere in
your statement. Ythir entire statemenr, as I understand it, is orientedtoward the treatment strategy.

Dr. NELSON. I think you can appreciate the fact that we are a
group of community providers and a :A such our patients are in need
of treatment. As I listened to testintony this morning:, I heard the
very exeellent presentation of the scientists who necessarily have to
look down the road 10, 15, 20 years, 30 years. I have to look at today
and tomorrow,

I got up at 4 this morning and made rounds in three hospitals and
saw many (.ancer patients in varying stages of treatment. Their
needs are today and tomorrow. Consequently, most of my efforts are
in the direction of community caner treatment.

Mrs. MoNAco. I think I would also like to address that. We have,
in our statutory appendix, and I think at various points throughout
our statement, mentioned preventionthe nutrition program we ..;r1p-
port. We have also mentioned it in the context of adding prevouionrn the- -

Mr. MAournE. I didn't say you hadn't mentioned it?
Mrs. MoNAco. I know you didn't, but I might tell you. maybe it

sounds a little unnsual.coming from the mother of a child with can-
cerwhen you are dealing rvhh treatment, as something that cankeep your child with youbut our organization is thinking not just
of our experience, but the other parents we hope will be able to
avoid the experience we have had, if we can have means of preven-
tion of cancer and for this reason, in the pediatric. cancer t:41, I
could commend to you the program of Dr. Robert Millei. at NUL Heis one of their chief epidenaio:ogists. He puts out a little news letter
each month on childhood cancer, and it is amazing the variety of
things they are. looking iota as preventive agents in the womb and
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after thatbiological Marl:yrs by which you will be able to tell if
someone is developino..something and stop it before it starts.

I think. in this whole area you were going into in prevention. one
of the most important aspects you can eoneent rate 011 .15 ways of
identifying by biological markers that kill let. us find out what is
happening early enough to prevent. so we ran determine when some-
one is approaching a problem. Things like Dr. Mike St orn is doino.
at NCI. wide!, is so helpful, we hope. in preventing asbestos related
cancers. As parents. we want to prevent. and we are some of the first
up in arms when an industrial plant is (loin!, things we think are a
no-no in our ontilinlinitV. If our children already have cancer. we
'lout want to have that intensified. and we want to keep the rest of
our family around if possible.

Dr. NEr.sox. One other thing. on the control situation. You are
probably aware that. the incidence of lung cancer in northeast. Flor-
ida. is one of the highest in the country. if not the highest. We are
presently. as a community cancer program. looking into why this
situation exists. and if you ask mewhy do we have more lung
cancer in northeast Florida than any place in the country? My an-
swer is. I do not know. We are in the process of developing a pro-
posal to study those reasons, and I suppose that this represents
community cancer eontrol effort through our program.

Mr. MAutnE. Just one final question. Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Monaco. we have discussed here a national registry which

would apply to everybody. Would I be save in assuming you would
not be adverse to the establishment of such a registry in that it
won'd also include children. just as it would include everyone else?

Mrs. Mox.wo. 1 would not he adverse. if it is broad enough in
scope atAl quality to follow the problems of survivors and side
effects.

Mr. MAortar.. Fine. Now. with respert to centers, if it. could be
shown that children would get proper and adequate attention in
the vontext of existing renters. would you 'feel thatwould You
modify your .proposal? It strikes one this proposal conies out of a
feeling of neglect and if the problem could be dealt with without
setL,;,.: up whole 110W chain of centers. I wonder if that wouldn't
be as goad. Do you feel your proposal is really essential to changing
the situation?

Mox.wo. I do not have a closed mind. but it is rather close to
being closed. I think we do bare a few areas of excellenee in this
country in pediatric earner. which are' already designated as com-
prehensive centers. l'oit in order to reproduce those within the cen-
ters that have been dealing primarily with adult cancer. you would
really have to redo-Hti the wheel. reinvent the wheel.

Mr. Mmti-litr. Von. vonrself. pointed out the relationship of what
you are finding out about. the child cancer and applications to adult.
cancer.

Mrs. Mnv.ncn. I would be happy far them to use everything to help
them out we could lied. I see nothing from what has happened in
the last years in centers that would lead Inc to believe that child-
hood cancer ran. as-only I percent of the cancers !liar are looked at,
he anything lout stepchildren in the exist ing renters.
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Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Walgren.
WALGREN. Have we talked about hospices and exploi-ed the

opinions of the witnesses about what should be done?
Mr. Roomis. We have gotten some expression. Is there any further

comment you would like to make ?
. Mrs. MoNAco. The question of hospices related to pediatric cancer
and adolescent 'cancer is really not terrihy fruitful. Most of the par-
ents that have children with cancer would prefer to have them die
at home and would like the ability to do that. I would hope that
any hospice -program that. is funded would also provide for home
care programs so you van have outreach from the hospice to help
families have their children die at home.

Mr. WALGREN. IS it my understanding there is almost no hospice
type medical reimbursement at present :mil someone who wants to
pursue that concept has a great deal of difficulty, either finding a
place or having his costs covered by medical insurance?

Dr. NELsoN. That is correct.
At this time, it is very difficult to finance any type of hospice ac-

tivity, whether it, is in the hospital or whether it is a hospice with-
out walls, as she has mentioned-in dealing with children and adults
at home. We have under investigation, now, as a subcommittee of
the Association of Community Cancer Centers, this very subject.
That is, providing third-party payment for a hospice care. We have
a conference scheduled for April 28 and 29 on the subject of hospice,
and at that conference the ,unding of the hospice will be discussed
in detail; and I have several people who now are looking into mech-
anisms for payment of hospice activity.

Mr. WALGREN. Presently, there is no funding whatsoever?
Dr. NELsoN. No, not to any extent.
Mr. WALOREN. Can you just quickly sketch out for me these vari-

ous models that you recommend pursuing?
Dr. NELSON. Basically, there are three models. One would be the

freestanding hospice, That is a hospice that is built for the terminal
care patient whose restrictive guidelines are considerably different
than you would experience in normal hospitals. That is, there would
be no hour of exclusion of family or friends. There would be no
prevention of the patient receiving medicines, during pain, nausea,
vomiting. It, would be developed with a number of paraprofes-
sionals; that is, people involved in the social and economic well-
being of the terminal cancer patient, the clergy, and so forth. There
is a total concept of hospice care under that concept. We also see a
second hospice model being developed in community hospitals. Under
these circumstances there is the same type of approach, but with hos-
pital activity. We have recommended the niii.ses in that type of unit
not be floating about the hospital but be trained in the care, of the
terminal patient. A third type of hospice model is being developed to
help take care of the terminal cancer patient in the home with phy-.
sicians and nurses and social workers participating in that care along
with the appropriate church and clergy.

That. briefly. represents the three models we are interested in
thveloping.
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Mr. WALottr.N. As someone whb -cc's a great deal of caner pa-
tients. would you say that the hospice concept deserves a high pri-
ority in our medical fund; no' system from government sources?

Dr. Nm.sux. Yes; I tlind7 it deserves a high priority when yen
consider over half of the patients with cancer are going to die of
that, disease. Their terminal care becomes very important. Partithi-
larly, the extension of their life with radiation. surgery. and chemo-
therapy is probably making hospice rare even more important be-
cause they are going to 7. longer and deserve more care during the
terminal phase of their illness.

Mr. WA LOREN. Is it true that there would be (iireumstances where
somebody would have need to be admitted to a hospital to die and
not be covered by present insurance systems because. they are .-;ot
going to be receiving "skilled nursing care"?

Dr. NErsox. That is entirely possible. I saw a lady this morning
who is a patient of mine. w110 51/ years ago had extensive breast
cancer ;nvolving the artery. lungs. bones. She had chern4erapy and
she is alive 51/s years later. She is in the hospital now because in the
little town where she lives. she does not have any type of\are facil-
ity. After a certain number of days she hill be subject to peer re-
view in my hospital. and no longer be authorized for continuing
payments of her care. Slw will be subject, to being placed in a skilled
nursing facility. She will be reviewed in that facility by the peer
review mechanism of my medical society. and if it is determined she
does not need skilled care. she may not, in fact, have funds available
for her care. That is just one example of what is going on right now
in community hospitals.

Mr. WA LORE N. SO there are severe gaps when someone conies to a
terminal situation in the care we are talking about?

Dr. NELSON. Yes. and I ran readily see this same patient, the
same example being duplicatedI am sure that patient can receive
better care for less money in a hospice situation.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you.
Mr. Ronflis. '\e are grateful to each or you for being here. Your

testimony has been most helpful and we congratulate Candlelighters
on their growth in this country. It has performed a very important
service for members and the Nation.

Dr, Nelson. we are glad to hear of the progress being made in
Florida and tying in the network.

Thank You for being here.
The committee will stand adjourned until 10 a.m. tomorrow

morning.
[Whereupon. at 3:45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned to recon-

vene at 10 :1.111.. Friday. March 3, 1978.1
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BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH AND RESEARCH TRAINING
AMENDMENTS OF 1978

FRIDAY; MARCH 3, 1978

HOUSE Or REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,

The subcommittee met pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2218,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Andrew Maguire, presiding
[Hon. Paul G. Rogers, chairman].

Mr. MAournE. The subcommittee will come to order.
We will continue, today; our hearings on the biomedical research

and research training amendments of 1978, H.R. 10908, H.R. 110190,
and similar identical bills.

The first panel of witnesses includes: Dr. William Barclay, Editor,
Journal of the American Medical Association; Mr. Robert K. Dres-
ing, vice president, The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.

Gentlemen, will you come to the table, please? Dr. Barclay, would
you like to begin, sir?

STATEMENTS OF WILLIAM R. BARCLAY, M.D., CHAIRMAN, COMMIT-
TEE ON GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS, AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCI-
ATION; AND ROBERT K. DRESING, VICE PRESIDENT, CYSTIC
FIBROSIS FOUNDATION, ACCOMPANIED BY GIULIO J. BARBERO,
M.D., MEMBER

Dr. BARCLAY. Mr. Chairman, I am William R. Barclay, and. I
serve as the editor of the Journal of American Medical Association.
I also serve on the board of directors of the American Lung Asso-
ciation and as chairman of its Committee on Government Relations.

I appreciate this opportunity to present to
i
you the recommenda-

tions of the American Lung Association and its medical section, the
American Thoracic Society, on H.R. 10908.

In the interest of saving time, I will summarize the detailed rec-
ommendations of the American Lung Association, which are en-
closed and will be submitted. for the record [p. 3641.

Emphysema, chronic bronchitis, asthma, and related diseases rank
today as the fifth leading cause of deaft from disease, and unfortu-
nately we still do not know the compl:qc story of how to prevent
them. Together, mortality from tiles( j:-eases is larger than that
from diabetes, or from cirrhsis, or from a rteriscicrosis.

(381)
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Disability benefit payments for workers forced to retire prema-
Wryly because of emphysema are in excess of one-half of a billion
dollars, according to the Social Security Administration. We know
that there are certain genetic factors involved in the development of
sonic kinds of emphysema. So to sonic extent it might be an inherited
disease.

Cigarette smoking is certainly involved and is especially danger-
ous in the presence of certain substances in the workplace environ-
ment. and even in the general environment. With the advent of a
strong pulmonary program in NIILBI, new disciplines are being
brought to hear on the study of the pathogenesis of emphysema,
which some day will provide the answer we need to control this
debilitating and life-threatening condition.

There is no organ of the body more assaulted by the environment
or by occupational hazards than the lung. Onr highly technological
society and the growing recognition of the threat of occupationally
induced disease makes it urgent to study how the pulmonary system
reacts to industrial agents and environmental pollutants.

In the long rim, occupational disability can be prevented only
through a more complete knowledge about .the types of lung injur-
ies caused by these agents and how they bring about disease.

Although several other institutes and Federal agencies are in-
volved with applied aspects of occupational pulmonary disease re-
search, the activities of the Division of Lung Disease arc vital to
bring forth the .fundamental knowledge of the biology of the lung
and its diseases and that knowledge can only conic from basic re-
search. This basic knowledge is necessary to achieve the goals of
applied research and prevention.

Thus, the reasons for a vital and expanded research program in
lung disease are compelling. Human suffering and medical care
.costs. economic loss due to compensation, forced retirement and
premature death, make it mandatory for this country to accord pul-
monary disease research the degree of financial support which is
commensurate with the problem these diseases represent.

Operating on a current budget of slightly more than $60 million,
the Lung Division is witnessing an extraordinary growth of interest
in pulmonary disease which reflects the widespread prevalence of
these di.seases and env need to ,lw more about them. It must be in
a position to exploit these resent.: :: opportunities.

In 1977. the 1.tmu- Division was forced to turn down onehalf of
its approved research applications beeau.se of the lack of funds.
Frompresent trends, it appears that the percentage of approved
grants which will not be funded will be even higher than in fiscal
l97 s. I miu.ht may that the Lung Division has experienced an in-
creasino. number of grant applications. but the percentage of those
not al pry,. i before of increased costs has also risen.

Our recotomendations are that we wish to request a :1-year author-
ization for the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute at a level
which will provide the Division of Lull!). Diseases at least $90 mil-lion for 1979 of which would be for extramural
research.

we believe a budget of nece,,,ary to allow maximum
implemontation of the Divi.:ion's program for controlling such dis-

jr
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eases as emphysema. asthma. certain pulmonary diseases hich arefatal to newborn infants :Ind other equally serious-diseases.
Under present law this amount of support would require .an'

a ntlwriza ion of $60i) million to the National Ifeart, Lung and BloodInstitute. We regard a :;-three renewal of authority as essential to
rational planning. Our recommendations for the next :; years are in
our record submission. and they are: :.,;1;60 million for fiscal year
1979; ::690 million for fiscal year 1.W-q. Intl $795 million for fiscalyi.al lost.

The National Iloart. Lung and Blood Institute has had.16 percentof the total XIII resources for it decade. with no proportional in-
crease for the additional missions mandated in recent 'years by ('on-
gre4s. In view of the trvinvinion,-; ilii4'easv burdens for which the In-stitute has responsibilities. we believe that our recommendation for
an increased ceiling of $690 minim) in 179 is justifiable. A dynamic
pulmonary program is dependent on the level of dollar authoriza-
tion.

The fact that the commitments of the Divi',zion of Lung Diseasefor 1979 amount to ;.-",5 million. and that only $5 million \Yin beavailable for new initiatives. illustrates the great need for more
funds for 1)1111unit:try disease researeh. IZepresentatiyes of the pul-
monary disease community are convinced that $90 million in research
funds is Urgently needed for the Division of Lung Disease if we areto move toward control of respiratory diseases. a major valise Of
mortality and morbidity in theraitvd States.

Thank you. sir.
Testimony resumes 111 p. :;711.

liarCial.:'sif)repall'd St telIWIlt fol lows :

n .
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St at 'anon t Of t he American Long A000e at ion
N. R. 10tiGn .0i, 91,1,1,1 Ica) 8o:war-eh 0 P.ei:ea Training ..",-)u)-)),11,) of I.-HS

to the Sulporntai t tee is lioa WI and tho Env i runcnt
'Cuc.mittee on Intorstate and Foreign Ci,nur.eree

U.S. Bonito, of Repreentatolves
Niarch I, 1978

It is a pleasure for the American Lung Association to support re-authorization
of the National Heart. Lung, and Blood Institute through renewal and extension
of the ':ational Heart, Lung, and Blood Act. That Institute in the ALA's major
point of contact with NIH in relation to the chronic pulmonary disease problem.

We wish to request a three-year authorization o: NIILBI at a level which will
provide the Division of Leng Diseases at least $90 million for fiscal 1979 of
wh:ch $76 million would be for extramural research. We believe a budget of $90
million is necessary to allow maximum implementation of the Division's program
for controlling such diseases as emphysema, asthma, cert,dh pulmonary diseases
which-are fatal to newborn infants and other equally serious diseases. Under prevent
lass this amount of support would require an authorization for NHLI3I of $600 milliyn.
We regard a three-year renewal of authority as essential to rational planning;
our recommendations for the next three years are as follows:

(in millions)
prevention

total research 0 cont rol
fiscal 197° $600 $565 $35
fiscal 1980 690 650 40
fiscal 1981 795. 750 45

Pulmonary Disease Research

The Division of Lung Diseases was established in 1972 as a result of the ex-
pansion of the National Heart Institute in late 1969 to encompass a major
pulmonary program. These acti-us were evidence of the growing recognition
of the threat of chronic respiratory diseares. For a decade ALA had voiced
concern about the precipitous increase in mortality from emphysema and
other obstructive lung diseases and the fact that there was no focus on these
conditions within the federal research establishment. It was with great ex-
pectations, therefore, that ALA welcomed the new Division. Our hopes have
been substantively realized.

Beginning with a minimal program. the Division's efforts have led to the
development of strung and active scientific leadership in pulmonary medicine.
There has been a 100 percent increase in research applic Lions in pulmonary
medicine to NH1.13I just within the last year, and the q 'ty of applications is
high. This degree of vigor is essential to unraveling ti mysteries of pul-

3ii
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rnonary disease. but it must be sustained by adequate financial support if it isto be productive. There has been a sharp climb in unfunded but highly meri-
torious research applications and a concomitant enlargement of research or,-
portunity I,-st by Insufficient fiscal resources.

Due in great degree to research supported by the Division since 1971, we
now know that the solution to preventing or alleviating many serious lung dis-
eases may well lie in expanded knowledge about the structure of the lung and
its mechanisms of functioning, as well as in better understanding of the dis-
ease processes themselves.

Remarkable progress has been made in basic areas of pulmonary physiology- -
we understand more about the complexity of the respiratory control mechanism;
the chemical and cellular composition of the lung; the synthesis, secretion,
and effect of surfactant. a substance which regulates surface tension of the
lung and a major factor in infant mortality). This new knowledge provides
the groundwork for advances that are directly relevant to specific disease
categories although the initial approach is to basic mechanisms. Becauseof this new knowledge, pulmonary disease research is on the thre.shold of
major explorations not befc re possible,

Emphysema. chronic bronchitis, asthma, and related diseases rank today
as the fifth cause of death from disease, and we still do not know the completestory of how to pr, nt them. Together, mortality from these diseases islarger than that fr diabetes, or from cirrhosis, or from arteriosclerosis.
Disability benefit payments for workers forced to retire prematurely because
of emphysema are in excess of half a billion dollars, according to the Social
Security Administration. We know that there are genetic factors involved in
the development of some kinds of emphysema. Cigarette smoking is certainly
involved and is especially dangercus in the presence of certain substances inthe workplace environment. With the advent of a strong pulmonary program
in N1il.U1. new disciplines are being brought to bear on the study of the patho-
genesis of emphysema which someday will provide the answers we need to
control this debilitating and life threatening condition.

However, the impact of pulmonary disease does not only fall on adults. Both
uur organization and the Division of Lung Diseases have given high p:iority
to pediatric lung disease. Asthma affects millions of children. In addition
to the need for more information on the cause of such diseases, there is a
need to know whether adult pulmonary diseases develop as a result of child-hood respiratory conditions. In addition to research in asthma, cystic fib-
rosis, and brz.nchiolitis, the Division's activities include work in respiratory
distress syndrome which still causes excessive infant mortality in spite of
considerable advances in diagnosis and treatment.
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Respiratory failure is another important area for continuing exploration. It
occors not only in persons with respiratory disease but many whose lungs fail
as a consequence of traumasurgery, accidents, aspiration, drug overdose,
etc. Respiratory failure is much more prevalent than reported and affects
persons Of all ages, including healthy young adults. In spite of improvements
in diagnosis, monitoring and treatment, a better understanding of the inecha+
nisms of lung injury arid repair is needed. Ro-earch supported by the Division
of Lung Diseases has now pinpointed certain avenues of research which appear
,,rorrising and which need a comprehensive program of collaboration among
clinicians, epidemiologists, pathologists, and other basic scientists. The
Diviaion is currently instituting such a program in the Specialized Centers of
Peearch (SCOR) to study the development of respiratory failure.

There i; no organ of U. body more assaulted by environmental or occupational
harards than the lung. Our highly technological society and the growing recog-
nition of the threat of occupationally induced disease makes it urgent to study
how the polroonary system reacts to industrial agents and environment-I pol-
:lit tots. In the long run. occupational disability can be preventei only through
more complete knowledge about the types of lung injuries caused by specific
agents and how these occor. Although several other Institutes and federal
agencies are invoi ad with applied aspects of occupational pulmonary disease
research, the of the Division of I.ung Diseases are vital to bring
forth the fundamental knowledge of the biology of the lung and its diseases
that comes only from basic research. This basic :;nowledge is necessary to
ac;-ieve the goals of applied research and prevention.

the relsnns fur a vital and exi, inded program in lung disease are
anpai: Human suffering and medical care costs, economic loss due

tn cota.pcnsatini-.. 1,1-red retirement, and premature death, make it man-
for this country to accord pulmonary disease research the

degree of financial support hi,h is commensurate with the problem
these Iiseases represent. Operating on a current budget of slightly more
than r.l,f) roini,n. the Division is witnessing an extraordinary growth of
interest in polmonary orsease which reflects the widespread prevalence
of these diseases and the need to know rrinre about them; it must be in
a position to exploit these research opp,rtunities rather than be forced
tn turn down half of its approved research applications because of lack
f fonds, as occurred in 1977'. From present trends, it appears that

the percentage of approved grants which a re not funded will be even
higher in fiscal 1'1;8.

Education

The 1977 rep,r of the Task Force in Prevention, Control, and Education
in Ite5pi rat,ry :nstase emphasizes the large role for euucation of the

well as the ichividual. Our success in cha ging certain health-
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related beliefs, attitudes of individuals, communities, health professionals,
industries and gov.- rnment agenciesis essential to progress in respiratory
disease control. For instance, programs to discourage smoking especially
by those predisposed to risk should have the highest priority; millions of
Americans continue to smoke. We know that many airborne organic or in-
organic dusts, aerosols or gases are specific causes of respiratory disease
and that inhalation of these substances can be prevented. Another example
is education of hospital personnel about the need to delay deliveries and
Caesarians until the fetal lung has reached maturity; this is basic to more
progress in avoiding hyaline membrane disease in infants. It is our hope
that au a result of the Task Force's impressive report, Congress will see
fit to appropriate money for educational activities such as these.

Justification

ALA feels justified in requestiii3 $90 t%eiilf,.0 for the pulmonary program
not only because of the evidence of ne.:ri that cannot presently be fulfilled
but l.ecause our organization is qualified to assess the needs of the Division
of Lung Diseases. Our own program objectives are closely allied with those
of the Division. For instance, the Lung Division is the leading component
of NM which supports cessation of smoking. Because the Division has a
broad perspective of the total importance of cigarette smoking in relation
tc health, we think that funds for any new federal initiative in this direction
should be closely coordinated with the program of the Division of Lung Dis-eases. Again, the Division supports more pediatric lung research than
does any other Institute. Certainly in emphysema, chronic bronchitis,
and the obstructive lung diseases, the Division is the leader in research.All of these are program prioriiies of our organization and consequently
we are familiar with and capable of evaluating the Division's researcheffort in them.

We would like to bring to the Committee's attention the fact that both the
Division and ALA have worked for reduction of medical costs where this
is consistent with quality care. ALA leadership has always considered
this a responsibility and considers it especially important today when
soaring medical costs are a national concern.

Some years ago, AT A initiated steps to encourage the 0c:sing of tubercu-
losis sanatoria because chemotherapy had made it possible to tr. t ntmore effectively on a short -term' "is in general hospitals and in th
patient setting. Tht i policy was rongiy resisted in -any areas bu
campaign eve' ..11y led to widespread changes in roedic.al care which resuited in tree'.. un savings.



..tore recently, our orcanization, through its medical section, the American
Thoracic Society, has become concerned that certain procedures used in the
treatment of patients with chronic obstructive lung disease, especially positive
pressure breathing, needed evaluation. The ATS is currently discouraging
the widespread use of this procedure unless there are specific indications in
favor of it. Our organization continues to play an important role evaluating
instruments used to screen patients for pulmonary disease and in keeping ex-
pensive equipment frari being used indiscriminately where productivity of
case finding is low. Many of these activities are coordinated with those of
the Division of Lung Diseases.

h,:s the American Lung Association hesitated to speak out against occu-
pational ce,nipensation programs in which awards are made without adequate
consideration of scientific criteria. There can be no doubt that there is a
wide range of occupational disease for which society must assume respon-
sibility. The ALA is committed not only to prevention of occupational pul-
monary disease but to its adequate management when diagnosed. Part of
adequate management is surely equitable compensation. However, a dis-
ease be diagnosed in the absence of medic,.1 criteria.

Thus, we believe that our request for a high level of support for the
of lung Diseases should be viewed in the light of otter organization's

reputation for sound judgement and responsible action.

Training

The recent two-year and one-year re-authorization of the National Heart,
Lung, and Bb,od Act and the Biomedical Research Extension Act are
detrimental to continuity of purpose and to any economies that can be
realized when funding at a specified level can be considered a realistic
possibility. Lead time is especially important for institutional training
prograrns where a traineeship often must be approved by the institution
as much as one and a half years in advance of its initiation. We would
also emphasize that in contrast to institutional fellowships, it is aim, st
impossible for the individual fellowship program to achieve funding for
three years, .3 necessary duration of training for the career-minded
basic researcher.

It is our opinion that at least $25 million should be available for NHLFil
training through the National Research Serfice Awards in 197n It is
our hope that the authorized ceiling for the NRSA program will be at a
level to allow this amount of allocation to NFILB1. There is still a cot.,
siderable shortage of trained pulmonary disease specialists who can
serve as consultants in medical centers P.nri as teachers c medical
students. Continuation of the pulmonary :raining program of NHL.,1 is
essential to solving this 41,0r ta)..;e

t
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Conclusion

NHLI3I has had 16 percent of total NIH resources for a decade, with no
proportional increase for the additional missions mandated in recent yearsby Congress. In view of the tremendous disease burdens for which the
Institute has responsibilities, we believe our recommendation for an in-
creased ceiling to $600 million in 1979 is justifiable. A dynamic pulmon-
ary program is dependent on this level of dollar authorization.

The fact that commitments of the Division of Lung Diseases for 1979
amount to $55 million and that only $5 million will be available for new
initiatives illustrates the great need for more funds for pulmonary dis-
ease research, i..epresentatives of the pulmonary disease community
are convinced that $90 million is urgently needed for the Division of
Lung Diseases if we arc to move .ward control of respiratory diseases,

major cause of mortality And morbidity in the U.S.
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M.N.ontr.. Thant,. you. Dr. Barclay.
Mr. I)resing. would you proceed?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT K. DRESING

Mr. Dursixu. Good morning. Mr. Chairman. I tun accompanied
this morning by 14. Barbero, who is also ae member of the
foundation. to talk to you in support of the recommendations of

1000.-;.
In the interest Of rinse, anti hecauete We have submitted for the

record. in .,vriting. our specific recommendations for the continua-
tion of the hills. and the increased authorizations. I would like, if
I ,,,,;11,1. to digress from the written material slightly, and talk to
von :Teciliraily about the disease of cystic fibrosis, and the impact
that it. ha, on the country (.see p. 37.2].

Fy way of further introduction. I am also a -2-yea -oid parent
of an 11 year -old son. My son has cystic fibrosis. If I were to dis-
cover today that I have lived half of my life. I certainly could
accept- that. however. mv son who is 11. statistics tell us that as of
right now lie has already exesdeal one-half of his life expecta-
tion. I am flaying great difficulty in accepting that.

helieve etat there are ,,ee things that are happening with the
foundat'am and in our research that provides us with special op-
rortunii ies that we might he able to take advantage of right. now.
This is a special time in the history of the foundation. and we be-
lieve that what is happening with the extension could be very sig-
nificant in helping its to reach some of the goals that we. have been
t riving for. for so iimg.

Cystic fibrosis is still the most common. lethal cause of mortality
in the rnited State- in the cancitsian population. We still have 10
million carriers tl. are unidentified. and for which we have no
test to identify. carriers are parenting between 1,500 and
2:010 new hAies each year.

The cost of lust nilinftn:1110` of this populatin. which is ever
increasing. is getting to the point where we really leave to look at
what at, the factors un. maintenance of these children. if we eon-
CHM(' in t110 present. programs that we have. versus what would
happen to the total dollars flint are being cspeeded if we were able
to increase tile amount of research Mill Conn' up with some answers
that night Hubstant iallv reduce the dreadfulness of the disease, or
give us a control.

Dr. liarhero is, a more scientific expert. and I wands' like to ask
hi, to give, ns some of the aspects of the severity Of the disease
and the impact on our program.

Dr. I have been a center director -funded
h. tie' foundation right now in the rural area. looking after chil-
ilmn with cystic fibro:,is. 1 tun also an ex-chairman of the Medical
and Scientific Council of the Cyst le Fibrosis Foundation.

Most recently. I had the opportunity to do two interesting look-
sees at what might he goirur on in this field with some telescopic
vision. being a just rotated member of the Advisory Council of the.
Notionat lii:titute of Heart. Lung and Blood institute. and also
funded that Institute and the Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism
cued Digest:J-, Disease:-%
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!'.& lyii Oel;:11*1111111 of a ;ii'tlijl tiitl y which SliiillIi ho put
out is :Wow pril, that looks at what we might do around this
problem.

I. think that ..otta. of the key points that are emerging are: First
that title (.!i.,,ase isttiong into adulthood. It was always thought
as :1 Phildhood disease, Now we have to instruct the indi-
vidual,' in pdicine. :It least have them pick up the banner of
advocaey and res.carch in this disease. and that is a whole new ball
game.

This ,bas b101114!1 III a ht of IIOW talellt. but also new needs.
i; that clearly the cost is becoming so great. as

Mr. I mom toned, that we are talking between $1O and $15
mnlion II ver, as the various studies have shown. just to maintain

v life that is so poor that one %yonder; about
v and viahil:

Ther,.lon,.. the cost this not only in fiscal terms but in human
te,..tos is exce,,linglv s,rions. Thereby. the need for a more pre-
ventive approach is clearly indicated. This is in our test iniony.

IN I- 1 :hue when a number of cures have opened up. We now
have Ii n,alber of animal models fon: this disease. Weffire.,now able

d..17:;ust !ate a varlet v of cyst it fibrosis factors. We look forward
to a new plateau.

a need for a new infusion of people in the program that
tilt' llc (1111111tee anti 111111;e notch in tills dreadfIll problem.

ft r rea-on. I think, that our recommendations come..
i think that I want to mention something about the :;-Year sup-

port 'TI.-11.-. tho Ivan. It is al/nOst iIIIIMS:-41111e, 1-0 pi:111 :11W effective
researeit without having some period of tinny. and it is equally 110-
piH-ii:ic to expect trainees to make a commitment that melt research
requ:res, without having a research time period of some support,

Fout ha i,ig t t rough on a yea 0-Vear 1111SIS.
!t With those ends that our recommendations support the three-

:ear ''XI elision.
1.!,t of all. I Hind: that our report Inas opened up a whole new

tneept. that we hope to propose. Namely, our research enhance-
liwnit program for t he inst it Mos, and also a cysic fibrosis proartun.

It is clear that the kind of tissue that needs to he generated from
children which are the hardest in part, those children that do die,
to attain in various specific forms. need a kind of coordination pro-

i lie kind of hank prorrann that does not esist. and for which
there have been no resourees tints far.

Similarly, we now know that approximately one-third of the
cy,ties are not diagnosed. The problem there is getting out in
ueographie way, not only the translation of the diagnostic features,
but also making a difference in the way we understand the research
implementation or some o f t he knowledge.

For this reason. we support very strongly this notion, an:, we (10
this also ill our report to Congress which will be conning on the,
research on cyst is fibrosis program.

1 Testimony resumes on p. 3ti-l.
[Recommendations of (7ystic Fibrosis Foundation follow
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CFICystic Fibrosis Fourv.Mtioo
3379 Pftetaan Read. N. E. Attaata, Ga.3012114041202.1100

Pow' 'P.c.,'

6000 Executive Boulevard. Suite 508, Rockville. MD. 20852 (301) 881.2774

RECOMMENDAT'

The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation makes the following

recommendations to the Subcommittee:

The Foundation concurs with the three
year renewal period for the National
Heart, Lung and Blood Institute as
proposed in H.R. 10908.

The Foundation recommends an increase
in authorizations of appropriations
for the National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute to the levels recommended by
the NHLBI Advisory 7ouncil.

Toe Foundation concurs with the three
year renewal period for the National
Research Service Award Program as
proposed In H.R. 10908.

The Foundation concurs f.42.t:, the increase
in the levels of authorizations of ap-
propriations for the National Research
Servic r)ward Program as proposed in
H.R. 10908.

1:-1 Foundation ur
crease in support it
to p..:rzue the control
:_revenr.lon of Cystic

- :ystic Fibrosis

- Cystic Firosis
sent Program

- Manacement p

3 substantial in-
research activity
and the ultimate

Fibrosis via toe

Fesources Program

Research Enhance-

Ian

Children 5 Lung and Digestive Clitease!, Mem Der NaS.rviil Health Council
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We deeply appreciate the opportunity to tesZify on the
Biomedical Research and Research Training Amendments of 1978,
H.R. 10908. Our comments are directed primarily to the sec-
tions of the bill concerned with the extension of authorizations
of appropriations for the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute
(NHLBI) and the National Research Service Award Program.

CYSTIC FIBROSIS: MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEM

Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is the most common lethal inherited
disorder in the Caucasian population. An estimated 10,000,000
Americans are asymptomatic carriers of the gene which causes
Cystic Fibrosis. There is presently no method for identifying
carriers. These carriers parent between 1,500 and 2,200 new
cases of Cystic Fibrosis per year in the U.S. and current preva-
lence estimates range upward from 13,000 to 30,000 cases of the
disease.

Cystic Fibrosis is believed to be caused by an inborn
error of metabolism which brings about a complex combination
of pathologies:

Thickened mucous secretions obstruct
passageways of the lungs, pancreas,
liver, intestines and other sites.

Repeated episodes of lung infection
slowly destroy the lungs and lead to
respiratory failure.

The slow, relentless destruction of
the lung tissues tends to place a
serious burden on the heart so that
heart failure may occur.

Obstruction of the pancreas leads to
a loss of digestive enzymes and the
resultant nutritional problems affect
growth and development.
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Excessive loss of salt in the sweat
may result in heat prostraticn and
stroke.

Other complications such as chronic
sinusitis, focal biliary cirrhosis,
diabetes mellitus and male sterility
can become serious problems for the
Cystic Fibrosis patient.

The notion that Cystic Fibrosis is merely a children's di-

sease is a myth. Increasing numbers of Cystic Fibrosis patients

are surviving into their teens and twenties. On the other hand,

about half of the children with Cystic Fibrosis die before reach-

ing the age of twenty. In all cases the disease is ultimately
fatal.

CYSTIC FIBROSIS: THE COSTS

Annual expenditures by a person with Cystic Fibrosis are

extremely high. Average annual costs for a patient in relatively

good health are estimated to be $10,500, with some individual

expenditures as high as $50,000 to $100,000 during the terminal

years. Considering that there are presently between 13,000 and

30,000 patients with Cystic Fibrosis, it is calculated that the

national financial burden of caring for ,Cystic Fibrosis patients

will fall between $200,000,000 and $600,000,000 in 1977. By the

year 1985, it is estimated that there will be between 20,000 and

40,000 patients With Cystic Fibrosis. Correspondingly, the costs

of Cystic Fibrosis patient care may rise to a figure between
$300,000,000 and $800,000,000 annually. It should be noted that

these figures represent only direct patient care charges and do

not include indirect care expenses or socioeconomic costs due

to early death. unemployment or underemployment.
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NATIONAL HEART, LUNG AND BLOOD INSTITUTE

The National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, through its

Division of Lung Diseases, is involved in research activities
of the greatest importance to our efforts to help provide solu-

tions to the devastating lung problems which cripple young chil-
dren in this country. The Foundation is extremely pleased that
the proposals before the Subcommittee call for a renewal period
of three years for the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute.
This will provide stability and promote continuing effectiveness
of biomedical research growth and development. This extension
will permit Congress to re-evaluate the progress of programs at
the end of continued, stable support which, in our opinion, is an
ideal process to formulate effective recommendations for succeed-
ing years.

It is painfully obvious that authorization levels for the

eight Institutes (including the National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute) at the National Institutes of Health fall far below
the resources needed to Implement current opportunities. It is
imperative that dollars be authorized which will permit suffi-
cient funding to provide for new initiation in meritorious pro-
gram areas, as well as provide continued funding of present
programs of merit at levels which take into account current

inflationary rates.

Your proposed legislation provides authorizations of ap-
propriition5 of $40 million for fiscal year 1979, $45 million
for fiscal year 1980, and $50 million for fiscal year 1981
for prevention and control programs under section 414 of the
Public Health Service Act. It also provides authorizations of

appropriations of $460 million for fiscal year 1979, $505 mil-
lion for fiscal year 1980, and $550 million for fiscal year 1981
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ander section ll) of t:*.e Public Health Secvice Act for the re-

search and other programs supported by L," 'tional Heart, Lung,

and Blood Institute, excluding training. We appreciate the com-

::etition among Federal programs for limited dollars, however,

we 0..ncur with the recomme.Idations of the National Heart, Lung

and F,Icod ,..dvisory Council and urge the following authorizations

NHLBI programs in the amounts below. These funding levels
wGcld r.-rovide crltical support for promising opportunities in

puIc.onary research in Cystic Fit- ,sis.

Prevention and Control Programs

FY'79 $50 million
FY'80 $75 million

Fy'81 $100 million

Research and other ourpc ,s, excluding training

F?'79

F?'80

FY' 81

$565,200,000

$672,210,000

$754,290,000

NATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE AWARD PROGRAM

The National Research Service Award Program is the only ve-

hicle tr.rcugh which toe NIH can support research training activi-
ties. The research training activities of the NIH are crucial to
the success of Cystic fibrosis relAted research efforts. The

availability of adequate numbers of well tained, qualified in-

vestigat,,rs to conduct Cystic Fibrosis related research is most

important to inding a control for this chronic and catastrophic

disorder. The Fou%dation is pleased that tnis proposal will be

supportive of not only Individual Training Gzants but Institution::
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Training rants as well. Institutional Grants are critical to at-

tracting and training more clinicians in multi-disciplinary research

in areas such as Cystic Fibrosis. The Foundation totally supports a
three year extension of the National Research Service Award Program
as well as the levels of authorizations of appropriations delineated

in H.R. 10908.

THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH-

CYSTIC FIBROSIS FOUNDATION STUDIES:

STATE-OF-THE-ART AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN CYSTIC FIBROSIS

The National Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism and Digestive
Diseases and the National Heart, Lung and Bloo Institute are co-
sponsoring a study of the state of the art and future directions
in Cystic Fibrosis requested in the FY 1977 Labor -Health, Education,
and Welfare Appropriations bill report. This Study is being car-
rided out by the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, under contract with the
National Institutes of Health and will be delivered to the,NIH in
April of this year.

Because it was necessary to restrict this study to areas con-
sidered to be within the mission of the NIH, i.e., research, re-
search training and technology transfer, the CysticFib:osis
Foundation saw a critical need to prepare a cosipanibn report to
address physical and psychosocial management of patients, training
of health professionals, consumer education and information, econ-
omics and finance, ethics and health care delivery environments
as well as research. This report will be delivered by the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation to Congress in April.

CYSTIC FIBROSIS: REPORT HIGHLIGHTS

Several points will be contained in the Foundations report
which bear highlighting:

The prospect of preventing or controlling
Cystic Fibrosis would be greatly enhanced
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if a major commitment to Cystic Fibrosis'.
_related baSip and clinical research was
undertaken.

.

Progress in imprOVing'CysticeFibrosis
clinical management is not likely to
occur without a major 'commitmen't to both
basicand clinical research.. .

.

'Until the.basic defect of Cystic Fibrosis
is underttood or a:specific marker is

' found, identification of the carriers of
the gene and diagnosis of Cystic Fibrosis
In the unbornlOhild:will'not be possible.
Therefore, support for,research in this
area is a high priority.

4 To eliminate or delay, Fibrosis
lung and het failure, researchon the
prevention, deVelopment and treatment of
respiratory disease. in Cystic Fibrosis
is needed.

In order. to'preVent the complications
'-%00,,which develop in many organ systems ih

.Cystic FibrOsie patients,*more.knowledge
of the secretory prbcess.and production \

of mucus is needed:
- :

r'-The CystiC-Fihrosis patient suffers from
a basi nutritional'proble.M..Supportls
needed. to develop a better Understanding
.of :the mechanisms andtreatmentlaf this
problem.

.1.n a field which is =instantly changing
and providing;exciting and unexpected-.
research opportuniEies,,flexible support
must be available.to take advantage of \

1

these new leads. ', ' . . .

'Cystic Fibrosis research is!being con-
' ducted in a number of laboratories across

the country. which are isolated from,one
Another. TheSe individual efforts, al-
though Important in themselVes,"wOuld be .

.
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much more effective if research envi,
ronments were created to bring togethem

. a critical mass of patients, clinicians,
'investigators, specialized resources,
etc. /

379

/ .

Materials for. cystic Fibrosis research" '
are' needed (e. g .., animal .models , sue

,..cultur es, -specimen -lianlii, etc:)".
c

. . There ii a dearth of suitablyf4ained.
. ,

-:, scientists andu,ihvestigators 'n many
.disciplines'important to Cyst4C Fibrosis.

. ,

.

It is important to knowledge of the
natural history of a disease. To obtain
sucH data in Cystic Fibrosis; standard
'techniques of measuring. and evaluating
patients are, critical..

CYSTIC FIBRCISISi MEETING RESEARCH NEEDS.

InO4der to meet Cystic fibrosis reiearch need's and,tdtake.

advantaOf opportunies i4control,or prevent this dreaded.'

:disease, we propose several recommendationAthat could be in

cluddcl in H.B. : 10908,. "The Biomedical Research and Research Train!-

ing AinendmentS,.of
/

.

Cystic Fibrosis, Research*EnhanceMent Program (REP).

That thebefauthorizeil new. funding levels lodirect

the Nationai%InstitUtes,Of Healthpo,:establish'a

Cystid Fibroiii_Reiearch Enhancement Program:lEPY

to:support. promising areas, of CifiticFibrosia

latedresearch.ThiS research Shouldbe directed .

at both basic'andclinical_efforts:ana shoUld focus

Ma)or Reseirch Encha\nCemeni

d v

Program areas are:,

4LtspiratOry Disease in Cystic FibrO0s.

r Mtabolid dbfeetslincystic Fibrosis ..

,

and the search for markers.

11,373;0/..7



?he secretory process in Cystic,

Digestive and nutritional prOblems
in Cystic.Fibiosis. -

Standardization or tests used.in
diagdosing'and, valuating Cystic
'Fibrosis patients.

Other key opOoFtunities,identzziea',%
by the scientific cOMmunity..

,Suggested'Funding:
.

Year S5-6,000,000-.

- Year 2: $

Year.3: 00', 000.

7 The elpfiblishment of this pro am would

...greatly advance researchrinCysge Abrosisfor:.

we recognize that tIle.key.:iocontrold eVentual.

'prevention of, this &abase lienin.the gkas of

intensive, dedicated scientifiCA.nvesikgation.
.

By.providing the necessary,, funds for'research,

we willAm;ableto support the environment and

activities that are so vital to attracting the

interests and aientidevof:Capable investigiatori.

cylitic.Fibrosis'Resourcei Proqram.! That ihere'be:

anthoriiednew funding levels to direct the

National: Institute of Arthritis,:Meiaboliamand

Digestive' t6,,criaiMaCystic,Fibroais:'

Resources',Programitodnalude::

-;:The.estbblishment ofAix (6) CystiO--
Fibrosis Centers for research; pro-

- fessional edUcaiion.nd translation°,
ectiviiies.

,
- The development of animal model(s)

'for CF research.

ler
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The'develoPmeet of repositories and
distribution points for specialized
research resourcee'such as
tures, specimen banks, etc.

The developMent:of focal points for .

clinical trials.,

The. expansion of a patient registry..
and database.

.The .esiSblishment of agystic Fibrosis
publication service.

,
Suggested Funding: 4

- Year 1: $2.4-3,200090
nciddes
Cystic FibroSis Centers)

Year 2: $3.4- 4,500,000
(Includes dp to 4p.5
Cystic Fibrosis Centers),

- Year 3:. S4.5-5,400,006,
(Includes up' to 5-6
Cystic Fibrosis.

The establishment of this program woa uld, for

tie first.time, place thespeNi.ed resources for

Cystic Fibrosis research at one focaL point, Ths

prOgram, which would be unique *the -sin, supports

the OngOing efforts of thej,a0;to.elimisete

fiagmentaiion of'disease-speaific resoUrceshatare

currently based in more than*e.Institute.:: By cdn -.

solidating Cystic Fibrosis reiated:reiOurcies intne

prograM; it will bepossiblei,tolcreate andPromote

environments that are- conducive to.generatingSthe

.critiatilesSies *of perm:Mimi,. patient' materials,'

facilitiesanddati systcms'necessary to a con7c:-

certed drive.ia CystSs FibroSis.research..

.

'SIH Management plan. Research in Cystic Fibrosis

is presently sponsored by, several InstitUtee.within



the'NIH. Attentiveness:of-these

efforts, the NIH ,::;7''4`71,iihed a Cystic Fibrosis

Coorcliiatinq COmmitk, Si urge that'the-activities

of this Committee be and further expanded

Furthermore, we recommend Oat:theNationgfInstitute

of ArihritiS; MetabO400.'and%Diaestive7Diseaseebe

delegated the primary :.4eponsibil4y forthe Cystic

FIbrosis Cdordinratinarmmittee sinCe'it XpOns4s the

gre -amSunt'of,Cpt0.1FibrOeis specific eSe;rch,'

nd has historAcilliOnstrated a long term nom-.

mitment to Cystic leblWais...

In order to foster cooperation: between, private

and public research-sponsors; exchange professional

inforMation,:and attract new investigators into the'

CyatiC Fibrosis field; closeCammuninatinnbetween..
77

private research sponsorscientists and-Other pro+

fessionils 'and the;NIH Cystic7FbardpisCOordinating .

Committee, should be maintained. Mechanismi.should be

developeto provide thesenori7Federallroupswith

representation,ad:hOn membership or'other partici-.

patory roles in the NIH CoMmittee; Another means`

of:'encouriging this communicatiOnWould-be

NIH and -the Cystic.FibromisfFoUndation to :jointly.

sponsor periodic open snintgic.:conferences on :4

. Cystic Fibrosistopins.Ofinterest.to.thvestigators;

nlinicians.and'Others dealing: With.the disease.

:Suggested funding:

..-/Year 51007150,000

Year 2::' $100-150,000,'

Year 3: $100156,600

cef ,

N1E
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SUMMARY

,

. .In summa , the Cystic .Fibrosis Foundation urges tie Sub-
,

poomittee to o- sider the following:
4

e A three year renewal .period: for the
: National Heart, Lung -and IN.00d Insti7

tute as proposed in H.R. 10908.'
.

.

An increas-e-in authorizations of appror
liration6 for the . National Heart,. Lung
and Blood Institute' to the levels 'rec-
omffiended by the NHLBI-Advrsory Council.

jo A three year renewal period. fOr the
National Research Service AOrd .PrOgram '

Las proposed .in H.R. 10908.
.

,increase in ,authorization of appro-
.

Okiations': for the .;Nat ional'Research
'Sel-vice Award Program.as proposed in
'H.R. 10908.

A substautialincrease in research ac-
tivity. toclIniiue the control and_prevent
tion- of Cystic Fibrosis. via the following
mechanisms:

- 'Cystic Fibrosis Resources PrOgram

- Cystic Fibrosis ReSeardh Enhance,
ment program

:
- NIH Management.Plan

We thank you for 'ihe OPportUnity to testify and .would '*

..-pleaSed to respond tO'questions:by they Subcommittee. \

it

a

11

nt

1, f7.3t4;14,11.
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Mr: MAotrraE. Thank you.
.I. want to thank all of you for: contributing theSe verythoUghiful

stateMenti.- .t .

I hitiT-been broWsing_throlfgh-your longer written 'statements
while 3iOU Were making your:oral presentetiori§.-

Mr., Dresingi, you are familiar Witri the' problem that this comiiiit-
-; tee :faCes, from time to time when-those Who.are rightly 'Coneenied

abmit the specific disease nee& that are obvions with .respect tO..what
works Aqeds to be done, andiisk to establish a separatebategory or a-,

. If it. turns: out tharthe :committee decides that it is MATO ible to
separate program that is'ipecifie :that disease! , .

.
..proceed with :#stablishing cystic fibrosis resetirch enhancemen
. gram Specifically; or a resources.prograin, as you have recommended,
Whit. alternatives would you advise: might meet the research needs ;
of cystic-fibrosis? .

.Do you feel 'that *Your ..needs.will.-, only be met:1331,-,settineup a ,.

; Mr.:DRESIXG. Mr. Maguire, 4 'that we 'have recOgnized
specific Unit; labeled specifically. for cyStiefi,

thioilgh t)ie study that we are the.- process of -;.completing with the
NII-I,.that cystic fibrosis has Since the time of itsexiStence; been.'
kind of the disease Without a hoine: We' have not been privileged: to
have .been. within, one institute at NIII, fOr instance, which''would
give us ;the kind of cOricentratiOn, and imipact that We might be

. to. receive if we :Were somehow. Coordinated within one Of the (InSti-,
lutes; and one ',of them tookthe lead for our reseaveli. ''. '

I think.the timing:is:such thata-'reallY almoSt 'demands : that
be given ,the opportunity: to coordiniite,triese 'efforts, and fo.,place
research:in R.'..center, Such as we are. talking:about, the :core eefiter7,
research, programs,, so. that: We. Might be Starting :fe get, some bank

For.so long our effort have been so ,frakroentod; both:within our
own community; and through the effortS- of, NIII that
necessarily increase the quality. of the research,b.d.for the first: time
bo able to COordiOtite it so thatit:WoUld have:soMe -

1:thinklInd:the thing .that:We:need to loOk at is that on'the other
Side st:Itthe,c/Oin,..:it-`we'':.clOn't :do.'thispflie treinoildgm'S cost ;factor
the' niaintenanCe of the population is .gOing to continue to'' gfOii. :It
i&:projecte'd that by 1985, it. bObetween,$100 ,If:Wentre able to at 6-iis `point;, make 'Same itlItistrneCitS, i. and it'

Off: down 'the road: for that coffin-lib:tient.
doeS:74Uire.-sOme additional\funding.mp :front, brit' what is the .p.ay.7;

INIr MiliitrinF I note that on page %O.:of::written statent,,m.your
yOn,say:'thati:yog suppOrt the ongoing efforts Of 'the VIII to elimi41..,
nate:, the fragmentation of ,disease: 'specific .resOurces,thati,are cur-.
reritly'hased; in More than one Intifute: ,Wlint does :that ,mean?.;

pdo'§ it i1 an that you want to collect all the cystic fibrosiS related
research and activity into one pla :and ,all the research activity
related: to.these other diseases in one, place? .:..

Mr. DitEsisq. 1,,,ineOis that WewOuld like, to he able'to have
:tral:.stop. that would:be the. coordinating factor.:for the, asgimilation!: if

of. all th6 'information that ife' are gathering,-arid to .be able:tdjrelite
that SPeCifiCally, to resource: program' 'that: wOUld: be support_
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-We. really don't llaveit hat now. We are really very fraenred. It
is a difficult situation to work with. We would like to be 'fibre to take

. full advantage of the researeh that 4s being carKied. out on our
behalf, .and.coordinateit so that we would be able to -get a more ,sub-
StantitiVresiilt from the efforts: /

.Dr. BARBER°. If I might add to that.. The third part of 'the.. eri-
hanCement and resourqe propfam is that in the NII-I management

'plan, We have'. worked' closely with-NII-I in thinking this thr6iigh;
and ;.see the private foluidation working very closely with their
mission. . .

I. think that it has been a mostl, imaginative approach that the
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute. has done, and is anxious to do.
Also,. he,arthi'itis metabolisin, and other-. digestive. di'seases. another

--instit to which carries at least the most intensive part of the research
effor incystic fibrosis.

at .We, see is, hopefully, a cooperative venture where .there will :
be a of management plan that may 'allow some attempt to
bridge' between. the private foundation's efforts the NM efforts, the. . . .

incross-institution efforts in a meaningful-attack.
.NONV:e..have 'a- number, of areifs that are very, key and perhaps

,that can be carried Oft iro:cooperaivay.tive. ..

Mr. tfAC;t1R11. "Mr. Dresing, you talk about controlling antrpre-:
venting CF.:You-talk about research that you feel, basic and,linical

:-research,. that you feel thight.be undertaken.. Can -enviSage,what
kind of research achievements could be,"anticipated,in the promising
tracks'thatueenow -opening tip;. if §o,,what.are they ?' ,;

Mr: DRESING. I .den't wish to .preempt .our report' to Congress,
which, is,not completed at this point. But Lshould yield to Di. ,Bar
ben) for the answer 76) that question since he is our ,scientific

feel, that there are some significant,`. factoq that We liaire, 'dis-
covered: through'. this report that = indicate that there- are area of

.°.;bkineetitration that we most assuredly. .should be addressing ourselves'`
:to, and the -promise of return is certainly there.

Iwould certainly not .fora Minute suggest that: e are at the point
break-. through..I,.don't think that this is :something that we

; ebuld really. say. in all honesty. But I think that the opportimity . for.:
Us to -makeMake. some definite. strides in this4disease ace probably better
than they have ever been. in the past, and this is as ra result of this
NIII Study... . eht

Mr,MAauntE. Doctor,. do:you. have an additional `conimenti?'
BAnesito.. Obviously, one app,roaCh. to a 'genetic disease' is to.be

toThelp people make informed' decisioni; as to pregnancies.
Clearly the identification of the carrier is one of .the key, preventive
apprOaches.. ' -

What we are hoping is that somehow the technology that is now-
tiV'ailable Will be :used. fo-fiooking at this kind. of ,qUestion:.'1 think
we do ghave-,that capability. We have a number of factors which
TiAllight:truit point and 'I think that their' rePlication is very now
in; process.

.

..Mr.'31,ouffrnE,,Dr. Barclay. 1..was.interested 'to 'note 'ybui emphaSis.
i..onleniqronmental oeCuptitional hazards,.two. of the issues that we

haye been discusSing here 'hi- the. last.dbupIe of 'days. ,,
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contextntext of dismission. of canck but 'clearlY applicable as= well tdo.1 ,..

pulmonary diSease and heart disease.' . . .' :

'. --..It is the,quipstion .Of;Sritof all, whether it thighehe nseful for tis.:..
to.have'some..sort of a tuitional register of *hen, where and why,:ana.:'

...frotnwhat,wd.wilt die;.so we can collect better data...The other would
fibe;Where there are .high risk pOpnlations as a result otspecifie occur-..

p-ational or. .envirbninental.exposures,.perhaps we ShoUld..haYe: a.war ,.

:of screening those people, so that help 'clut-bc-1.1rouall t to-'them as':: .:
quickly' as possible. - 1n i

Do you have any coinment on either:of -thoSe istiggestions?
.- ..

----..,..:-Dr.'BitCLA-yi. Yes, Mr. Maguire. First let me ;say that' the_Ameri-,
can Lung "Ataciation is concerned not with a disease, but...,..Witliprok., '`
1e14. afflicting, the'iltal4rgalksystein. of. the body; and. ,we have .'ti,;-;.
-very deep concern about cancer of. the lung, which:has become the .-;. ;-

,..nom et eon c. neer -in the United States rising in .women alorei. : '''
almost, equal;:and in Someareas exteedingfliat Of ,man. ,

.',.We recognize the Warle, of-the Aierican Cancer Sodietykbut '.we.,:-.
are also interested in cancer.-The lung, of .courseoaS well as- the.skinqi.

.is the °than 'System most expOsedto theenvirOnment. With our tech.;-",--
.nokigiCar sOciety, the.Yery_ organ;organ;.the lung; fOr which WeireallY,(7
have no way.of:Substitutinkfor ,example, we do heaftsurgerY;L.,aad.:-
We do ..treat hearCf allure,- but 'we can do -.kidney tiensplantt;and,

--.dialySiS for I renal fAlure, butyetiondethe hutg is daniagect there ..
no' way of correcting it, 'or' conipeniatingforlii:f\to any significant

...

degree. So. emphasi§. has.. to b6 placed. On :' prevd.rit4On . ! -7- ... ' ID :,
. -.. -Ton: are perfectly ,corildt in suggesting that 'we. need better etii.de
,,miological" studies for the Nation as a whole..We have tqbe.able.to..,
ident4Y both high .risk :groups and high. .risk...4reits,,, and: high:.-riSk:

IV( know, for example that those. who work. with 'asbestos...live
.

.. ..
occupations. :".. 'I ; .. - ' ..

an incidence of cance`r of the lunti:We..knowthat if you are a-W.elder,.

and '.3t.toil...SinOke., :the incidence !if ;cancer 'of. the lurfg is extremely':i::,,
. .. ... .-:.

-. 'We now..that if ,you'are, exposed to certain f 'fnitrate.that;

'''high..:' e' know ,thatif you are .'a farnier, you ge certain ..fibiOsings ?

: lune& eases: . . : . : : f*:- .
. .

y66. develop a crippling; fibrosis; ofIthe: lung: that Makes you an cdo.-:7t...
'.,nOmie burden On:::the..health care systeni,lor a; long time .1,,-' :. :- .F--.- .:

',.. p66'tintaipret adversely:What .Ituvrgoing.')nale.. But in 'a Sense,:
the patient. Whe. is killed quickly . by i expoStp.6:7to a disease is Mueli 1

leSS.a.bitrden on :society than the patientivlio:iS severly damaged and
lives a' .'re1.73T-Iong

'.:...
life in .a very ccdpronised Situation , -,

I. think that cystic. fibrosis: and Other:.lung. diseases a Major
-

problem to our society,, today, to maintain. these people in smile: rea--
sonable'sort of .1?fe at a low- economic cost. We just : cannot 'do it.;'

Otir medical care: system is bting overburdened by :cbroni6. illness_
:.wili,.ere people byefor-many,.ina,ny. year

, :.

end'rquire:not ,only.e xpen-,
,'Sivemedical treatment,' but e0eilsive social:services. ,

The,.Ameridan Lung'1ssodiatiOn.and.itS..affiliates.arakcondncting
ifoig4i8jc8,i6.- Various,. indnstrieS: We are in,760-, ;:-:.:::-.

7, .citieilificin. .:*.ith:.(theinditstries,. Screening wOrkers. Yearlifter7Year.'inT.::;;
1:,the .lioPe. tha.k..0er- Will i be.ble. to ',identify ,Certa in:, high, '08k...:- areas in
friviii*7ciiicei .haVe their, lungS':cliniaged;,,sO: imperceptibly, that '';'.';.'
:i&iaiehe4Ofit.isii'f.aeate::: :...r.. . . ' ' '.i '.' ''. , ': 7.k : ,--'
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his is
. .

araothdr problem ,ivith fund diSea'se. With many diseases,
you identify a cause immediately:It hits.you, the impacts are hard.
:The trouble with lung_ disease is. that it may take 20 years of.'ek-
posure in order to show, and'Ily.that time so many milliOns of work-
ers have. been affected that even if you interject , some preVentive

.4 ,syste*, you are aiready left with a vast ipopulation that is going to
ill its-trieow'older..

tow So .I.tliink crucial -that 'we',know more about the
effects of the envirenme.nt on lung disease. _

M:totant. Would Ybu4avor a national register? .

Dr: B,ARO4AY. 'Yes .I would.
Mr: MAGUTRE. What *about yciti;--gentlemcn, do you have a corn.-

ment on the matter.vof registering ?'It, is not entirely germane to
.yonr.concern -because it is, -I take it, relatively easy to identify a .

person who has the diseaSe, but not the. person who.inargetit. You -
mack the point that the register you'd not help with that

Dr:BARBER°. I think that a registi y would help because one coul
-...liacktrack or go sideways around individiials; even diagnostic tools

are 'beginning to shift. 'In having lived with this diSease for over
pleeades; the thing that strikes. me is that wT are

changing in ourklefinition as a result. 4y. .
A registry would show some of thech ngedikinds of patthrns that

are present. .
.

Alt.XAormuE. Mr. Walgren, do you .h, ve questions?
:Mr. WALGREN. NO, thank you.
Mr. MAuurair..Thank you very muel , and we appreciate yoUr

testimony.. . .

The next panel is Dr. William Kelle , 'professor. -and chairman,
Departingtit of Medicine, University of Michigan' on behalf :of the
Association Of ArneriCan Medical Colleges, Gird Mr. James Jacksov,
on behalf of the American PsychologiCal AssOciation;and Con*Stance
Holleran,- deputyexectitive direkor.of government relationsirAmeri-...

:can Nurses Association.
Dr Kelley, Wiraild.you begin?

'

STATEMENTS tF WjLTJAMIELLEY,. M:D., ON ,BEHALF. OF ASSOCIA-
TION d!.A.*EitieAN.11EbIdAl, COLLEGES AND AKERICAN.FEDER-
ATIONIFOR ,CLINICAL RESEARCH, ACCOMPANIED BY:THOZAS :

. . .

MORGAN, N.D,'DIRECTOR; DIVISION OF BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH'''
(AAfitIO ;..JAMES S. 'JACKSON, D, ON BEHALF.OF AMERICAN

:PSYCHOLOGICAL'4ASSOCIATION AND ASSOCIATION:70R ',THE!
VANCEMENT. OF PSYCHOLOGY, 'ACCOMPANIED 'BY. CLA.RENCE'
MARTIN,: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND GENERAL COUNSEL (.SAP) ;

`AND tONSTANCR, HOLLERAN, DEPUTY igiECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
'GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION

. ,

PrACELT:Er:: I am William Kelley, .N.D.,` professor: and elm irnian
oftlieDepartment ofInternal Medicine at the .UniversitYOf Michi-

an,Sehool..of,Medicine in AnraArbili.--I- am 'a 'member of the7.Anieri.
Federation fer Clinical Research; the. AssoCiation of ;Professors

of. Medicine and the4Anieridan College of... . . .
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i 1 .1 'N.:;'''.../....r./j-'; -
-1 am testifying befoye- you today on behalf of the Asiociation of -;
AmeriCan :Medical Colleges and the American Federation for Clini- ---

,. cal -Research. I i aecbmpanied .by Thomas, E.IMorgan,' M.1)..1: cll.::
rector oli file.: 'vision of ,Bioinedical Research at the RAMC.

TIFIsTCtO state at the outset of my remarks that the Associationf,:,
of American Medical. Colleges and the American Federation :for r?
Clinical. Research. ftreatly appreciate the efforts that this subcounnWe,. . ..

: . tee has undertaken in, the past,, and which:if continues-: to` make with
this.legislation, in. support of biomedical research and research 'train : i

. ing.
The actions taken by you have een a central reason fOr,,the, Sue-

cess of these programs in advancing tlie'fight against disease. and in ..,
)training young scientists to continue that fight. .

In the brief time allotted' to, me this morning, I wd'uldJike to 'Con-
fine ri4-, rernarks-to the. SubjeCt of research. training and the renewal ..1,
of the authority for the national research.' service awards prografii.*_:.

Tb-e Association of American Medical Colleges and .the:Ainericari:'JI*
Federation for Clinical' ReSea ch support the provisions', of:":",li:R. :.

. 10908 with ,respeet to the' rene val of *the national ..reSearch:serYiee. .7
---- awards program and especiallY for 3-years because those- orgariiii; -..

tions`.firrnly believe that a strong, stable program Of research train7-,;_
..ing . is absolutely) essential to produce -the..numbers of skilled .,biO-,;
medical scientists needed to carry out the Nation's future agenda,for ,.,
research in the biomedical science§ ":, A \, i!:

;:.i ' Without.. these programs- to attract to the Ipionie-dic-al and behav'-:
iOral sciences a 'reasonable fraction of the Nation's most..'ereativie,.:,
young peopfe each year, our .futtire. scientific efforts and .adirances:':.
will be seriously' thWarted. In particular, we support 'thia:SnbeonS.-T-',

. mittee's intehtipn .to. renew the aulhority. for the 'NRSA.--:PrOgra
Jor 3 Years, iwIfich WillTrovide for the stability of , a .prOgram .whi

.- has been increasingly troubled in the. past by ineonstandy.of Feder
--..,..p.1,1 iPOse. : , / : : -.' . \ . .: y s, :':' `'-' '... ' .: ,;

",,The RAMC and the AFCR are in agreement with titleIt' Seal;
406 of H.R.: 10908, which amends \section 472.(d) ,of....the THS.:ACtl

... provide thlte.at least 50 .Tercqii-f of \the- \training awards shall be ma
-, as institutional aWargand.15. percent is direct fellOvhhiP.S.!:;`:- -

.: Tha 'CongreSs; through this stilicommIttee; has .'iri the past emphia7k
Sized the need:to:Continua the` institutional 'training grant_
in the reports accompanying preirious-NRSA. legislation. Despite 4Iiiik:
Congressional 'support, the administration 'has, tried, lb discontinue
the institutional training grants and to award only direct iiidiyidlial>:

' fellOWship awards. . - . . .: ',-1 \ ..-: ' ''..-'1:. : , ,I.:*.:
justification

.
In the justification accornpanying }resident Cater's "fiscal ,y:str:',".::.,,

1979 budget; the_` Department request :propeSes thalTho new instit,i1:-,;
,.i tional awards-be made in 1979 with a view o phasing out the, pr,O.-

giarn dawn to indWidtial awards; only. : : . t. .,.. -,..::::: ;Jr
It is alWaYsextreinely regrettable whensver explicit inflexible pirO'--.

gram . directives' must be *- include& in legislation,; Och aS '..that i!cori.:- 9

tained : in; 1-1:11.i'10908.'4.eqii ifing specific pereentages of '.0;:iiiiing 'iincy, !;1'.'
felloWship;awards;'llowever, in, order, to prevent, the 'adminiStratiOw.

.1rOin,cornPletelYt6iinina.ting institutional training. awardS,*.thiS:lan:
ageiS: ncivi. required:. : s) ' ::: ; :-''
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The two organizations, also endorse the- languarre in H.R. 10908
,...Jhat Will extend for longer= periods the time in which an individual*

may be supported Under a National ResearchService : Award. 'This
extension :time is necessary because- programs
Ph. D., degree require at least years and because the average length
.of the'Ph.D. training is now more than 4 years. Ia :addition, Ph.:111..'s
freqUentry.Ouire postlittordl fellowship support 'for ,special

I.::...ip oses.
N.There are some additional. changes wl ieli. we recommend be.made

...i.;in the :NI(SA program to make this program more -workable and to
.:;assitre . that, the mission of :training . excellent':.scientists is a'cco-n-
.. plished. '. .....

Nation* AdviSory -Council approval . is now required by. section ..

:472(b) e2Y,Sifor all "National Research Service Awards, both institri-
.. . .

tiOnal Arming- grants and direct individellowsliiP .awards.,,..- :
.....:Prior.:& 1974 both training .grants and individuaka.wardswcre re-

Viewed by :initial' revieW 'panels; but council approval for individ---
nal as'-ards adds tO-..the council workload, .c6ntributeklittle, to.:the

. "review process arid delays_the award process by ktb:41nontlis:. ", ..
This delay is so lOng and so significant.that,in 1977. the .?.liniciIin

.stitutes had a large number of awardSturned back by wohli..03e.phy7I\.sician.trainees who turned-lo other-pursuits or to other:granting'
agenCieg during -the 8 to 10 month ;wait for notification. Thus we rec

' ornmend that the requirement for Allyisory. Council apPrOval of
indiVidnal awards be deleted. . - / -. '....

: It Is: not iiirciided that peer review of awards shOuld/i)c-ditcorii
tinned;-bilt instead that the- process. be shortened by/ieturnitig to

.:.;tlie pre-1974 stittos:which required two -step review only.for institu-','
tional training grants and for which ico criticism ha's 'ever beeine-

'.-velOped.:. - . ,:-- _ ..
:.,..)Ve alSO. request that the subcommittee include, in the report: which.

.:*ill, accompany 11.M-19908, a section that permits ...suispo. rt during
:. the acquisition of those. clinical" skills directly related. to clinical, re-. _.

".':seareli by.... those- supported by National. Research: Service' Awards: '
''. This- request'. is made- because the training for,'. clinical .inyeStiga;

-.'..:. tion require0, that an individual be a superb physidianr.s. well as 'a
.fi 'Snperb, investigator. A problemcurrently exists wh'ore differing linz..

.;terpretittionS of -the: regulations implerrienting,the NRSA program
-'- by National4nStitutes of Health, program- inanagers have led-lo the

widespread impression that no clinical work, by.an NR.SA recipient. :
: is deemed supportable. .... : . , \ : .°- -- -- ..-'..: ',....-I.

in originalI The .AAMC: siipported the payback provisibrr n the original. 'act,
., of 1974. SinCe the act became effective, we have identified certain' ..

problems: This provision poses relatively few difficulties f6 Ph: P2s.!
receiving research training espeCially because this subcOm

`now' Correcting certain inequities.
',.HoWever, for research. training generally And. kir physic.ianifre-:.

. .. .

,

.Searclii. traindeScin particular, we, believe . the ..payback provision p.....:
:exerting a -detrimental influenee...The basis 'for tliiS assertionis_;' fi

, :'reeent survey of clinical research training in..acadeMic. Medical*'..
`..'

cen-
ters' conducted 'by tho AAMC for' the.: National Research. Councit.' 2,..-.i -: ! -. ..



The AA MC soinein i-
iricliialsWliiireceired--"Federal,-rese'arCX_rtraining1Supportliti.reigiiiie ;.1.
direetli',.intO'CliniCal:-Practice:

more.
W e support 'effo' rtS:, to'elinii: ite.;th s-'0

situ' a ion, u Irwe,, are concerne d that' existing' payback . equireU.:.1

nients;discOuragd'young:.phYsipans from entering, aeadeMie:careersp
-,1..and'., p §e an additional, barrier to individuals whose ability to ;Pei, .

It tiat ha, recognised that both M.D. and Ph. YD, 'research trainees
. forme eSeareh is', untried:' .. : :.- , ,'' :f ' .-: g1. ..:- !-'.L.:.''

are1sPe'rforming valuable research during' the .triiining,periOd:.TheY:
than. the Goreinment 'for the relatively :small'Siip4

port'Which they:ieceiVe by: publishing' actively and adVancingL74411:
d ii.§ they are being trained.. ... , ". - .. .. .. : .. !.'.

Further, the fact that\it iS difficult to predict in adrance''Who,..ii,
will succeed in research' suggests that more researchers need to eriter:.' ....,
training-than.will be -nesded,- particularly in the chnica , sciences

liti
-,..:.,

require those :WhOve...:no..talent for research toreinajn in research
. daredig' through iMpoSition of payback requireinentsia truly souriter=.1'
productive and a-waste of money. : : ,. . \ .

We know that.YOu-are".aWare of the .1977. Report Of the ifiation a
AcadeMy'::=Of ;ScieneeS, Committee On-a Study of Natiorial'NeedS:for
Biomedical, and' Behavioral Research Personnel This:ii.p0e-sliO#ed;

. an- alarming' deerease in ihelnumber of '.M.D.?s'',reCeiving'F '0s6gicli:::
-training:.with 'Federal 'sUpPort, indicating that'-in'fiidth.yeiiir197.6,
,approximately '1,000 feWer physicians.were in .such researChIiiiin 4 ;
than were' reaominended to meet the projected neecTS-Orthis; cOuntry.-; :.

-We'saie . 'very:. much afraid that unless some steps- are taken to
counter the detriMental effects" of the payback priiiiision,; the .,deeliiie.
in . nuinberS' of physician- investigators undertaking . research ;.- with \\,;11i
/Federal yeSearch. funds noted over. the past few. 'years will ieeeleiate;'-.\. . . . ... . . .at,a. ti e` when more, not. fewer, clinician-scientists are nrFITY...

As an alternative to payback we urge that other .inetliOds be
adopted .to assure that trainees are truly motivated for .research.
careers We suggest that an alternative approach should be 'adopted':
to assure that the OijOtive of training for, careers -in research:and
academics:medicine is -attained.

The. training institutions, the .prOgram directOis, and prospective
trainees,.should. share4he -responsibility-.that the process -of ..trainee '.,.
seleetion, and the 'nattireof the training-program serve only that ob-;
jective. , .

..,Furthermore, the NIHshOilld, closely superrise such. training ,pro-
grams to prevent funding oinonSproductire programs and tO,..tetrni
nate-thase that fail to place a majnriiY7Of those completingthe` train.;
ifig academic/research .careers..We.4ould be glad to

arienpon this proposal if desired:
ank you very much'. for permitting me to appear today on be-,

half-:of the AAMC and the .American\.Federation- nfXlinical Re-
seareh. pleakd to answer any..queStions yOn;,may have
at this' ime. 1- ..

I would also like to emphasize that tlie---kkMC and the ,AFCR
'support; the prorisions, of H.R. 10908 that 'renir ;the,.
authorities for the. programs of the Natiiiiiiillleart;Iiing,aiidBlood,
InstitUte and the programs of'the National/Cancer Institute;In par- ..
tienlar we support section 303 of H.R. 10908, which would --,grant_



tte.Seeretary of-the.Departinenefinalt 1;Edticat...i_on; andlWel-
areratheri than to the President, the atitheritk:-. to _appoint mern
erSof ;the 'National Cancer, Advisory ;Board- and to designatee,-4:

chair111415 Sectiote 471. of tha Public Health. Service Act: , also .
amended by.H.R.-1090S. We interpret this amendment to,mean that
Presideritialappointinent only Of7the Director'Of the. National:InSti.t
tutesnf,Ilcalth, will be required and that'Presidential appointment.;
of the Director' of the National. Cancer Institute will be deleted
from the law. The AAMC and the .AFCRysupport this Change./ We also ,support the 3Fyear renewalACrovided 10908 Lof
the, authority for the aSlistance.to 'medical libraries program. Al-..
thongh.gboa librarieS have al*ays'been an important' feature" of.'
great :.a:eaclOnic 'institutions, thezdnusual nature 'and, array of
ties subsumed by the tyPicalzacrydeinic., medical center mak:ea., the.'

-:.'quality of the services p vided:. by its- medical library of, even. . ,

greater than usual'Impo. ance. Urifortunately,.withOut the avail-
ability,of the relo.tivel amonntsoVfunda,Provided. through
the yarious prod ns of the Medical .Library-"AssiStance Act,,,the
enhancenientof e sr services tb.keep ..paee.with both :growing
magnitude /and the 'increased complexity .of..activities In those cen-
ters probably wouldnotiaVe occurred. Unfortunately lib ries are

. too- frequently -placed in 'a Poor .priority position among t many
important functions. of those institutions in the allbaation of eir :4'

:,;.....always -.1 in-ritki-resOurCes;The A.A.MC.and the AFCR-have also .b n
impressed bRihe. growing efficiency and, effectiveness of the Region 1.

-7Medical Libii`ry.rNetweyk. as Nv'ell, as. the contributions. which a la'
being ina.4..thiough the 'NLM's small' but very contriblitive'research
grant program.

Thank yloti.x. miich -fdk. Permitting mb to appear today, on be- .

"half of the,t,J.1.AMO and the. AFCR..I'would be pleased at thiS point
to reSpond"to-any. 'questions you may have.

3.1r."ArAouniE. We will'wait'on questions until the panel has finished
testifying.' .: 1.

Dr :Jackson?

STATEMANT OF JAMES S. JACKSON; PH. p.

Dr. .TAcnsoN. Mr, Chairman, members of the subcommittee. I am
very' pleased' to be here today to-Speak on behalf of the American
Psycliblogical Association and-the Association fol. the (Advancemen ,
of Psychology in support-of.title IV of the biomedical 'research and
research traininamendinents of 1078... . ...

My name. is tunes JaCkson, f am. especially., pleased.le' appear
before this con Mittee as'a previous recipient of an award under. the
.Public Health Service ACt in 1970. I am presently an'assqciate.pro- :
fessor of psychology-at tlie- University .of Michigan.: work in the/1

-:Institute.. for :Social Research- arid: the _Institute o Gerontology,
where my research is in the factors affecting:the mental health of
the blackj poi-Ailation, especially the black elderly. /

Tr administer the..-iriaittitional.training grants in Social -psycholbgy
for,...tlie''Unij:illity of Miichigan and I. presently: chair. the NIMH

'-' Psychology .Education Training Grant.RevieW-COMmittee. In
am chairman of the board of trustees of the Association-for...

the Advancement of Psychology.
.

..
... _

.



accompanied here today by Clitience- executivei.i
direatOr and general.cOunsel fetthe Association for.tkeAdvanceirient'
of :PSyehOloe: . 1:

I' weald like to summalizel the ,commenis which yonhave: before
,you,' terms of the record, very quickly, and then perhapsta.emii=
thent im my personal experiences with regard to this particular ac
[see p. 305].

The reVisiops and extenSion of section 47e2 of the Public Health:
Service :Act arq eitreniely important.: to every seientistteoneernect:
with behavioral'and.biomedical research training, even.inore:'4o 'now.

that section 301 training will be almost completely phased out and
we will be fully reliant on the National Research'Service AwaidS

-.We appreciate' and support your anien dnients :authorizing in
funding fOr.NRSA's to be awarded in the next 3 'fiscal years.

We .support the 3-yeai.;extension of the NRSA. authoiity:aSheing.:'
essential. to the program's ability and continued gfovith,partietilarly

. :inkrid*of the equivocal history of the, program for the several
. years, .

. .... ,' ' : . Wesuppdrt your revisions of the payback-obligabons.We suppOit.,-'
your -CoStrof-living adjustments in the stipends anct allowances .tcs.,
NRSA-..reciPiiiitS:7,7-- ;':: . ..... --' -

.. ,:.,.;.,

-' We- suPpOrt .the increase; of the 'maximum period of, -NRSA....s.up-, .
port'fol",- indi)iidtlals in piedoctoial training from; 3. years to 5,:yeiirS4.,.

;:.;.''We.;cprtainly::Support '.tlip arnendments.tO seetion.406(d) -..whicl.
.. places a floor of: 50.' percent ort institutional grants hider- subsection' :',.i.

;(a).(1)(l3.) Of NRSA..: T. :----'-'- ..

.; W.e,wonld like, Mr. Chairman, to suggest, several -charigeSinthe*
. , legislation...We .would.like ,to .clarifT the intent of the Congrest on .,:.,..:

the separation .of the mutual exclusion of research and clinical.COrn.:.'
ponerits intiaining programs, to Ho point Of.'eXcludin0- the applick
tidy of research to clinical -prograitis or 'applied environments i.ni . ..

-..reSeardh Programs. I will 'come back and speak to that -.6 'little] iter.: ....,:-
We' N'doUld like 'to ecoinmead a -specific atithority,to. all ow. 'Sul:Mort. -!

.z.Of.ShOrt-term research training' programs now not part ofthetiorilial:. :.

academic research training system: .

.. .We'would'recommend provision for Payback of NSRA.' support
through'aPpiopriate activities in the nonacademic -sector. as. well .as .:-.-.
in the academic sector. .... . -.- . .. -..

-.. We :suggest two .changes'in..the partieipation. of the National' -....-

A:Odell-1yr of Science in the NRSA.:.The purvieW of' their report
..'shOtild'..b' i 'expanded' to include. nonacademic environments fOr.;ie,..':

Search' pe sannel, ..and the AdminiStAtor of .ADAMHA should be
inclUded- long. with the Director .of NII-I as a mandatory,. source of '-
Consultation 'on/the reporti, '., .... . .

. -Yinally.. we>need to construct special programs aimed at identify7....-
ink Promising' minority researchers, pronioting their entrance.intC('
research; and.providing special funding for programs of enrichrnent

:.

' of their caieer.potential: . .. , .- - . -. .-: : ,

.- 1 In term's of iniv,experierices regarding NRSA aricl.the various roles:..1:-.,. . . .. ..;;:::;:.....#in whicli;I- have into contact with the .partieular issues suirounaing,.:. -, ;
t research.in psycliolegy, it-.Iitis become knownto me that.inost,tritinOrs.:.:,

of research pSyChologisis feel the need foi:at least .5 years to train..'.
'-:.

.
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In the last 4`'y in' my role on the PsychologY 'Education ,Co m=
inittee,'Ihave:come into centact, either, personally orithrough various .*
grant:proposals vita almost eVety record around tlie country,; each
on'evif them hav com&iii-ried about the restrictions\with regard.to
NRSA's 2years f support. ': ,
'-iThe 5 years wi I be very, very helpful, and it would.be Very; very .2.---,

welComed in the field of ',research psychology. There is a,need for
institutional aw rds, and we are very pleased with-the Changes in

'': this bill:
.^ The only problem with individual awards is that it does not allow
.the,,,institutions o haVe enough flexibility with re aid to making
appointments. 1 hen we make appointments for psychology research-

= ers, they come from a variety of different resources. The institution
has a great, deal more flexibility, and has', some control over the re-

, sources for stude ts. ''
. Alinost 'all of the institutions I have been to have-agreed that the/

winstitutional awards swould be more helpful for them than the indi-
vidnalliwarcls attilie predoctoral level. 1., - ,.
: The cost of Hy' g. increases are impOrtantj workkwith students
Myself at the.unilersity of Michigan, amiseveral.other Universities,
the- awards. are ju t inadequate with regard 'to - inflation .-and- other .f

-. sources of increases, increases in tuition and so on.' We 'facie hadto
cut back with regard to our funding, and;-it makes it very.difficult

:.:.with the-students. ;. . ,,

-There is..a:prolgagni with regard to the -separation' of clinidal and
.

7 1:0e10611.trainnt.:,This aparticular Problem, with regard. .

:i.cholOgy,As sCit4n).15lsin' the professional field, we Often:have clinical
.People: who are' trained with -regard to .research; although at the

--,:pfedoCtOral'1eVel. The split between these two makes 1. particular.
hardship with iegard to psychology, as I have indicated in .the,

maiiider of the testirnony. SomOeople would like to see. some' real
definition between these two things-- . -,: :7

'We- feel that it is not the intention of CongreSs to,make such an
explicit split between research find .training, but it has been inter- T',
preted. this 'way., Wei:would like, .perhapa-sOme
reggard to.that particular problem.

have 'particular problems to the way. we.,turn out
stiidentS. For example, I. have _students who chose psychology, -but
who are'fils6 trained, in clinical psychology.' It is Particularly impor7,-
tant,thfit we be ablo:tO siippgrt peoplelike this as they go' out.intO,'

ethe fild. .

'.Psychology as h.prolession creates new scientific knowledge,'and
it is-:filSO:an ,applied.'field. We thinkthat it important thatsome.

.. connection be. made between the two.particulat.things., ..-o

We .think there is tt..need.for the alteration of- the.payback...As I
said before,. we, indeed, \\do support the .paybfick provision but we
do,'believe, that: there needs to be some _alteration's!thade.-Shat has

d.,ihapperien psyeamlogy'. in the last years aim-7e.. more, and
more out of .the.aeirdethic realm. because-of .the. need -for psychological
researchers and industry, and in litisiness. and otherkinds, of fields.

,We would like to see nit, alteration made:so-that people Canfake_.
care of the payback provision by,. perhaps Working in research in



oWerj.th n,:iteadeinie.'institUtiOnS: ;We think that this sun e
:-

Also.we think that it is important that conference be ,exempt.from
payback 'provisions., The ',.iya.y:thatz the reads;right
have a: bonfereriee;i the 1 people participated in °the conference x
wOUld:JiiiSUpOrted-, but :the students would . not exempt
paYbdekl

from the

t is very:iinporiant; and in the !last ,4:year4' we have supporte
ieVeraFniedieal ainferene0Wig Lhave been important witlytegar
to inereagin mnoritrs

.
g

Finally, think :that th6re is .a need for special.` programs with`
regard to ,minoiity,' students: I think -We need the kind
that iW available,at MI11 think. that it would' 156 ;verb Very#ie p, 1
to iiave t.ibh a ..prOgraiii at NIMH with . regard "increasing: t e
number of minority students who are involved psychology:

Yon:. -

[Testimony resumes on p. 4041. . `''
Dr. Jaakson's prepared statement follows :]

Vs .
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SU ^COMMITTEE ON` HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT

cummITTEEONINTERSTAT E''"AND FOREIGN COMMERCE',...,

U:S..HOUSE.OFAISPRESENTATIVES

. HA.1098

rsof the S ommittee on- Health and Environment.

be.here tod y to peak on behalf pf7theAierican

Piychological,AsSociation a the Ats iation for the Advancement of psychology .

,

: . ,

in support of Title IV ef theBiomedi al Research and Research Training

Amendments of 1978. :
71, : . . : *. "i

jiy name is daMes -Jackson.- I amiespetially pleased to:appear before this

.: /

:Dommittee-is a'recipient of an award under the Public Health ServiceAct in'1970.'

'ham Oresently,an Associate of Ptychology at the University oUMichigan. -

I work in the:Institute .for Social Research and the Instituieof GerontolOgye i.

wheri.my researthsfi in -the factors affecting.the mental health'of the black,.

polula0oni especially the black elderly: /raciminitter theinstitutional .',...: ....

training grants:in:social psYchologY forthe University of Michigan,and l.:'

..pietently Chair,theilIMW PiyChology Echication Training Grant. Review,CoMmittee:,.

In:addition,A am Chai.rman of. the Board of Trusteei-of the Association for the,.

Adveneement'of:PsycholOgy..

I am accompanied here todOrby clirence ExecUtive Director and-.

GeReral Counsel.for the Association f r. the:Advancementof-PsychOlogy.

The reMions and extension ofGeci(on 472 orthe Palic Nealth.Servic'e Act,.

are extremely important to eifeTsc entist

research. training even.more so inoW:that'

completely Filleted out and we willibe fully

Ai

concerned \with behavioral or biomedical

Section4801 training will be, almost

reliant on. the National Research

It .

.Service A war d s t.

We appreciate'andsupPort your amendments authorizing incr

for NRSA's to be awa ded in the next three fiscal years. :-
. , 7 .

.We support:the ear extension of-the NRSA authority, as ing'es

to the program's stability.an ontineed groWth, particularlYin_view of th

equivocal history of the program, for the past several years. ,

We. support your revisions of the pay-back obligations. We support yotir

cost-of.living,:adjlistments in stipends and 411 ances to NRSA recipients.

we iuppOrt theAncrease of the maximum.p ofIiRSksupport for individnols

in pre-doctoral training from three years to fiveyears.



And'We-certeinlY;support the amendments to Sectibn'406(d)'WhiCh plates a

floor of 50 pen.centrim on insti tuticial. grants under- Subsection (a) (I) (Bt of NRSAI
' j`,

We would, Mr.' :Chairman, like to suggest several changes in the leg 1'41 ation

We would like to clairfy the intent-of the Congress on the separation of =

.

programs funded under Sections. 472 and 303.- The Executive Branch has been strict

the mutual exclusion of research and clinical components in training programs:

to the .point of excluding the application of .research to clinical programs or

applied environments in research programs. ; .- .

We would like,.to recommend a specific-authority to allow support of short

. term research. training programs. not now part of thehora academic research ,

. . -

training system..,

.q.e would recommend provision for ply-back of NRSX.support. through

appcopflate activities in the noli-aeacemi ector as well as the academic.'i'
. . . .

, We suggest two ctiangei.in the participa on.Of the National Academy

;. Science in the,NRSA. The purview of their report should be expanded io include

;;;;......; non-academic environments tor'resiarch'personel, and the Administrator-of MAMMA:. ' ,.

should be included'alo4g with the Director of NH as a mandatory source of .,- -'
.

. ...- ,. ,
consultation on the report. .. .

l'inally, we need to construct special programs aimed at identifying premising '... ,

minority researchers, promoting their 'trance into research', and providing'sPecial -,..

......:. ,-' . eriod of under the NRSA program.-to...
:...

-.funding for programi.ef.enrichment of their career potential: : .../

, '' Let me coniiefi,t in further detail.........2;-.- . ,.... '

The inerease in the maximum p

' :-
.

.:..;.

five years oftpredectoralsupport plus three years of postdoctoral support is :

.

. ., , ; '. C''' :' ' , ' .. .-: .'i;;';

. a ,

..,.

a very welcome addition.° The flexibility that this modification creates will

training, and ,are not yet qualified to perform teaching duties. , This group of -.. '. ,..,..

. ... . .

...' be. directri .teneficial, to, students who are in their fi'rst. years of predoctora 1

students have ofte b n left out or-funding-programs,, and consequently were

at a Serious yinanci disadiantage. Particularly hard hit have been women

.and Minority students, who-often are not able to pay their. ow way throUgh .
:

school, and who are forded to take part-time jObs outside the academic environment. ..'
.. . . t

, .....,,

Qf ten these-students are not able to be full-time students because-of .their ''.' : , 'i,
financial problems. This part-time status increases the time required to complete .(,,',z''.,,

heir degree, lessens' the feeling of commitment to the educational and research

terprise; and tends to be a major f'actorin the number of drop-outs from , ',. :......,
.. ...

. .

- ;

,t10 4";



'training programs.. ,

The new five-year 1 imitation for Predoctoral support wi 11 be of particular
'Ci : , :;

::.advantage for-students in those disciplines such as psychology;;/ that have put :.;

their emphasis, on research training at the predoctoral level yrather than the
"; ' 7".

Postdoctoral; level., Since many of the proiiiions of the original:National' ' '!

Research Service Awards'program were, written with physicians in mind, they have .

.'^ / 1,1*
not worked to the advantage of the non-medical research professions. In addition,-

-'a certain inflexibility in administration of the NRSA')egislatioti has- led to

further serious consequences' for research training in/these behavioral, rather

than biomedical scienCes'. Your modification-of the/maimum period of support , .

under NRSA will be very advantageous to those students who are in ,real financial . ,

-v. The stability of .research funding intttutibni of higher.-learniti4is,

of the utmost importance if we are to have a consistent productioti*Of rleci:research
I .1. .. ../

and well trained research personnel. The requirement in the ArnendmentS4that at

::Teait 50 percent of the NRSA-funds.shall go to institutional,Ods:is a very*

positive step in pro.itti_ng that stability of research funding.' This requirement

will 1 allow the universities to .make use- of their' talented 'staff and student
,.

populations to their best mutual advantage It will allow-the school the

flexibility to-allocate funds anions research trainees based upOn individual

financial need as well as potent)1 for excellence ilk a research career. This

should also we feel , 'reduce the administrative costs necessarily associated

with ,a financial ai&program or" thispagnitude. Our university programs need

.visible and`cOntinuing support from our government, particularly in their efforts

to develop and disseminate new knowledge This action by the Subcommittee will.
,be another helpful /toward stability and the appropriate-allocation of

resources to the university system.

The ,provision-,in the Amendments which adds cost-of-living increases to the
. .

stipends awarded /under NRSA is an extremely welcome chatige. For the past years,

the amount of the :NRSA awards has stayed at a fixed level. With rises` in-tuiticto,

and particularly With the dramatic increase in the cost of-living, students

Supported with NRSA funds were being caught in a' financial bind. In addition-

the recent decision by the- Internal Revenue Service that makes the NRSA stipends

taxable/income has created an onerous burden on the students. While-we*realize

that, a modification of:the, tax status of the Awards is not Within the purview' of

thi's:Stibcommittee, we join other "groups (ft urging your support for:correCtive
.

,



legislation:. to =change'-this tax,. status; -- as was recently done !for the National:*

Health SerVice.Corps Scholarship ecogram. The:addition of the.Scosr-of-living

alloWances'to.the stipend, however-,-i,.is; a major step In, recognizing the plight
".

of manyistudents'who reli'on'tiRSA furOs for their entire support. It

additionkto these changes in.NRSA'prOposed by theAmendments, we

would like to:suggest others which we feel will be of assistancesin the,

: training, of research personnel..
.. 4,t

First: The proVision in the'original legislition that disallowed NRSA

support for clinical training has been interpreted by the Executive.Branch'in.

a Somewhat limited faihion. To quote froM-Page00 of the RepOrt on:the MOUse"

BipmsdicAl Research Felloi4ship,, Traineeship, and Training Act

of 1973., "...in 'writing tkis legislation the .Cortretttee has felt if appropriate;.

to r&strict its application to actual. research .training.. This should not be

interiretedito mean that the present* NIMH iupOo'rt for clfnical and practice

trAihihg.is-.inappropriate. Rather,- it is an appropriate subject for separate

con;ideratio'n from that of .research training:" We heartily agree that both

reiearch-training ireimportant, but are concerned that the

separation of the two.aspects of training has .been made too completely:by the
1

Executive` Branch.
r.

As we .understand it NIMH has'interpreted the congressional separation of

clinical: and research: training to tie absolute. Hence,iiia programthit

proposes to combine some, clinical' skills within research training -- NIMH

,requisres that two applications be subrottted,as thougH' these were separate

,programs. On the surface,' this is only a,cumbersome procedure,- not-a

problematic one However,- for;piychology. it' causes particular problems.

Psychologists represent 11 percent of all, doctoral-level scientists produced

in the.country and a much larger percentage of the behavio'ral science' doctorates.

Also,,psychcilogists represent over 50 percent of the doioral-level mental

health service providers' in the country:' The.education'for a clinical

psychologist' has always included 'a significant amount of training in research

methodi, and the surveys of clinical p3ychologists over the years have shown

that I-significant amount of professional time:is spent in research activities.

This duality.of research and practice does not fit with the separate NIMH

is; administrative categories of support. This duality is however; at the very,

essence of psyclitloglca1 training.



ewould verp.much appreciate the Subcommittees help .in.clarifying the
I .

ntent of Contgress that clinical training and research training red not be',

totallyseparati, to be appmpriatefor support through federal.funds: t We Would

like some acknowledgement for the discipline of:psyCholOgy,ot least, there ,

' ' P :

is a ,necessity for research training, ithin the clinical 'program; and that for

all disciplines there =is a necessity ,for environments that promote the 'application

of research to rlinical problems. r °

7... Sec ond : We recommend the NRSA authority be modified: to, allow support of

short-term research training programs, without the requirementfor service payback.

presently. there is no mechanism for the gOverhfnent to provide financial support

to summer workshops, tonferences, or, intensive, but brief training progra6 that

are not part of -the liormal academic,researci: training system. An mendment to

the NRSA legislation that'ipecifically 'allows such .funding would be of great

benefit as a -catalystcloward seater sharing of 'research interests and findings;
".' `

- ".,
new methods jof 'research investigation; and promising new avenuesof researchk

effort'. While manyrsuch programs are-not expensive relative to their usefulness,

.they, often require outside funding if they arel'to be possible within the'

'academic conmunity. The ability to gather promising new researchers and highly
.

respected experts for their expansion and cross-fertilization of ideas would be

significantly increased with funding possibilities frOm the National -Research

Service Awatil legislation.' .

Third: The provisions for payback pf 'URSA support through. research

services is preseqtly listed as fqllows: (the awardeeshall) "engage in healtter

research or ,teaching or any combination thereof which is in accordance with

usual patterns of academic employment." We recommend that the SubCournittee

consider expanding that preferred, methOd of payback to include appropriate

'research activities in non-academic sector.

For:psychologists, particularly, and for other behavioral scienti

. there Is, a trend to seek employmeniloutside,of the universities. Ih

hai been in responseto the need- expcessed for behavioral. science knowledje
- I

___. ...

by-go:v_ernment agencies, research.organfiations, the military services, industrial

'and management groups,.and private busin-esses4The -crea iun ofa massive network

of. state and local'health planninLagencies h s led' to an unfulfilled demand for

qualified researdhers. The requirements. of Congress for appropriatedata and

studies from the-Executiie Branch. has led-to increased use of federal finids

. _



to support the collection and' nterpretation'Of tha$ information. :The National

; Academy orSciepCei'isTequieedto perform,ae-intensiye and extensi4e.study'of.

the needs far research personnel -- I) thereby provide a basis for poli.Cy

: makihifin :research

All of these examples are'outside,te:usual patterns of academic employment',-.,

yet are clearly very beneficial to the pdblic and its government, It seems

.: appropriate, therefore,.torecognize,the'need for research personnel outside the_

universities by including in these Amendments a provision that also allow§ 'payback

through work id"heilth:epsearch or health ser4ices'researCh'in4 governMental
!

or non:lrofit non-governmental agency or organization."

fourth:::The National Academy of SCiences study on.personnel needs'fne

biaredical and behaVioral"research'personnel js modifiedby two sections' in

these Amendments. Section 402 makes the study an advisoriinput to the Secreta6

of.Nealth, Education and Welfare, rather -than a-document';at'the core of

:.research training policy. Section 407 deer-eases the frequency of. -the. reports:

to once eypry three years,-rather than once-each year

We would like to.'argue agairt these changes in the study and its influence.

-AlthouglyorganizedOiychnlogy:has not-always ageeed Withthe particular ,
. .

,

recommendations of the studies, we'haVe watched,and partitipitedin'its'

'",improvement over the past years. Wewould like to see efforts'ofAhis:,
.

e-
.

Silbcommittee work tdward_advancement'of the quality of the report rather than

work,tirward diminution of its impact. authorization of'a scientific study_ .

to be used as'thebasic inputfor public` policy was mery progressive action

by Congeess. Since one of the durpeses of authorizing. the study was to promote

stability and:long-range planning in research training policy, we do npt think.

,that support for planning' and stability,. should be withdrawn in any way.

The change in frequency:of reports from the National Academy' of Sciences
. ,

. .

'to.once.every' three yearsdor not seem compatible with theled for current

data.and recommendations on the.national requirement for research Personnel. -.-.

!:The time lag betWeen theinitialcallfor training in any,riseaech specialty.

anolthe production of theseTesearch7perso nel is long enhs:Ali at Is T& .

':reportsProduced thus far haye been based-on a Combination of dbntinuing surveys!,
.

of need plus new surveYsttO determine research personne need in emerging areas
.

. -, ..1-7-The -response-time-re401Tertb-liffluence training prio itieswould.oe tripled if . .

7
, this section of the vnendments were passed.

/ .
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r ,

Wewould tosuggest, however, two:changes.inIthe legislation authorizing:::

-the- National Academyof Sciences report.' :.

-,First.: As suggested earlier in our testimony, the need ancr-the.ntiliZtiOn

of research. personnel in non-academic environments has,..increaind over the past

.IeW years and will'likely increase at:a morerapid-pace.in.the'future: The.

1977'report suggested that there are plans, to examine t is non-academic research

potentialmore Tully-.in 1978. However,..ai the pre payback provisions include

1
only the.academic sector, this look into non-academic settings for research

May not receiv. the enphasis. that it needs.-.:.

1

We-ash-that the Subcommittee modify the stated purpose of the report so
A

that the study would identify the Nation's overall need for'biomedical.and.

behavioraf.reser0i persohnel in academic and.non7academiC research and training

eivironments."-.1 This change would not oolV be'a recognition of the,usefulneis

of such information, but would:-also be a suppdrtive statement 'for the stated

.plans Of-the National Aeademy'of ScienCes.
... ..

Second:- A!technical change.in the last sentence of.Section 473 which-

authorizes the'study and report.wMuld seem helpfdl. At present, the National.

-Atademy of ScienceS.is required to conduct the'stedy:ef research personnel needs

"in consulattonwith the Direeior ofthellational Institutes of. Health." We.

suggest that, in recognition of the other-major source of NRSAfunds, the study.,

also be made in consultation with the' Administrator, of,theiAlcohol,Drug Abuse
.

Mental Health'Administration." While consultation with ADAMNA is certainly

goingvon now it seems reasonable to.make.this.teihniiial change to recognize

the appropriatenessrof this cooperation.

Finally, there is a need.to recognize the particular problems of'recruitinT.%...

''-and,retaining minority students.for research Carneri..:As we mentioned earlier,

the, change in the maximum number Of years of support made by these Amendments

I

would be very helpful torMinbrity stu\ dviti. Prirhsiding for the possibility of

support for five years of pre-doctoral 'training dill be directly beneficial.

Also, the ineluSion ofcost-OLliving increases for stinendSIOPort_will-enable

.More minority students to receive-their-research training withoutAhe.inter-

--ferente of part -time work.

There is, however, a'heedto plan and cartlroutspecial programs aimed-at

identifying premising-minority researchers, -promoting their entrance into

research caieers, and proiddingspecial funding for programs of enrichment of

-their career potential, .

4oa
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A program of such supPort is now in progress at the National: instittites of

Heal th:' We would like. the ,SUbcommitteeis support for this type of prograM within

the. Alaohol ,.Drug Abuse, and 'Me411' Heil th

A kograM.',t14i 'werks:to lidehtifY pcitential :behavioral scientists among

minority high sdhool.students, and promotes their scientific 'cievelboment

throtigh graduate study. would. be o iramatic benefit to the present attempts

at oincreasing the number of aiincd-fn, rchers. The programs of. the National

Science Foundation to. bring high. sChootstudgt.tinto science careers, for

exa
' , .le lias been credited by a factor, in

their later. a eer choice of a science di"'scipline6., '
We feWth t the i-ecommendations441Pediaclona$mcademy of SCtendei::....-.

reg'ardMig Ahe;ne for minorit3oresearchers 4.161adeqUate, While they 4suggest 4.

Ythestreatiiin of post,-do6kioral training progrims%''O'recruit minority scientists
li: . :" ,

into research :c41-eeri'ive urge thatsuch- prograng be. created to guide and.,iiipert

:the' tdentification, development and education_of minOriti'students long before

their careers have,been:chosen. We hope you can suppOrt -our.recommendaticins":'5%:"

appreciate this opptirttin,iti. to. aPPear,before this Subcommittee and .

'.submit our- testimony for"cOnsidenatiorr Ne-ve...y much 'appreciate:the effort

'you haVemade to improve the National Research Servicg A rds program,%and hOpe

:youwill,consider Our suggespo'ni and requests:

Thank you very much:
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:Mr. MAotnnE.:Thank you, Mr. Jackson.
Ms. Holleran ?

STATEMENT OP CONSTANCE HOLLERAN

Itor.Ltanx.,Tha you; Mr. Chairman. We are pleased to have
o be -here- today to speak *1 support 10908.

comments will focus. on the National /Research Service Award-"--
, : .

-.Wp are grateful. to 'this committee for previous action, in spe-
.cifically under the National .Research .Service. Awards,
authorization for nursing researclr trairting-tgrants administered by
the DivisiOn of Nursing, Health Resourefs.'Adminigtration.

The nursing researehltraining program' had! suffered .serionsly
before.that action was taken. However .with that ; authorisation .and

.the congressional appropriation of: fuinds, the .program has :been.
reVitalized.-For-extunfilerit-was-possible-Lto-awardT:91;fellowships."-in-.-
fiSCal..1977,cOmpared to only 12 in 1976.. : .

The interest ofriiidividnal nurses and the commitment of the pro-
feSsibn -to pursing research for the.improvement of nursing practice
and patient 'care has grown tremendously in/recent years. The
ber. of nurses prepared. for research. related/tonursing has increased'
front a mere handful. in 1955 to -more. than 909-in 1972: and some
1,500 today:. 7 ./ -

Inits 1977reporti...the National. Academy of Sciences' committee.
on:a "Study. of National Needs' fOr Biomedical and BehaVioral Re-

. search" :included the:first time a diseussion of the need for ad,
vanced training in..the area of nursing research. The report affirms
that:"Nuysing research is.pioperly regardedtoday as a distinct area
ofsCieritific..inquiry'." -

Nursing researeli focuses on the role of. nursing,care in th,e pre-
i;;Vention. of illness, card:,of the ill and the *piothotion and restoration
-of ;health. This is distinet from biomedical research, which focuses; .on'the science of cure'. .

Nurse researchers are engaged in investigation's. &Signed to iden-
tify better methodS of Care; such as strategies for reducing the cpm-
plications and costs of hospitalization. ; facilitation. of home-based
arid self-care in chronic illness; improving the.outlook for high risk.

..groups such as premature 'infants and the elderly; and .reducing.dis-.
abilities,

.

dilcomforts and costs Of coronary and cerebral- vascular.:.:.
problems. . -

Such .research .includes. studies focused on alleviation:of pain., -care'
:of burned patients, prevention of postsurgical infection and, care of
fthepatient using home dialysis. . , .

In 1969 the Ainerican Nurses' Association, established lisC of
priorities for nursing .research,. which included the effects of the
performance:. of nursing activities on patient care, - nursing needs of
patients; And nursing-in different categories of ifli ess, such as :.con=
ditions requiring surgical. care.. The' priCrities ,have. been revised

.
, ,The A iAcademy of Sciences in its report recommends that support
.

for predoctorat and postdoctoral nursing. research training aWards
be .inCreased to provide for 225, individuils in .1979 240 in 1980. and.

section of that bill [see p. 4061.
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.270 in 1981. They also advise that up to 15 .percent' o
made available to poStdoCloral applivts, and we think th
appropriate step at this time.

. I would like to call the .committee's attention to the serious pr
lems created by-the, termination of the Nursing Research and Educa-
tion AdirisorY.Committee by IIEW a(the recommendation of OMB.
We have spoken to 'the unique 'nature of nursing research, and that
advisory committee is the only peer review, group for nursing _re-
search in the Federat.Government.
`That committee is. comprised of nurse scientists and nonnurse-ki-

: 'entists. knowledgeable about the field. ".
We. support The increase in years of support-_proposed in section

403,and the stipend cost of living increases authwited in sedan 404.
----130th of these changes are really neededandivill' benefit thd trainees...

In section 406, the liberalilation of the paybi ck penalty ,provision .

seems appropriate. Evidence of problems for nurse researchers to
date. is hard to assess due to the recency: of theindlusion
in the legislation and the time required to complete training. As
stated earlier, nurse researchers do stay active in teaching and /or'
research.

. .

. In Vie* of the successes of nursing research and!its deyeloping
momentum, I would like to 'speak to the "Experts and Consultants!. .portion of 'H.R. '1.09'speak08. The need for flexibility in attracting scien
tilts to government for'vtirying Periods of time is real. We ask that
you.'inakethis provision, section 477, applicable to the research .pro=-
grain adriiinisteredThy the Division of Nursing ofHRA as well.

Wengree with Dr. Frederickson; who .testified the other day . thatto have a specific number identified would be 'helpful. We believe
that- up to five such ,appoinides for nursing would be useful, at this.time.0

. ,.
We. appreciate the opportunity to participate in this discUssion,

and we do'suppOrt the.bill.-
[TeStiniony resumes on p. 03.] .

[Ms: Hollerim's.prepared statement follows:]

`ft
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AMERICAN NURSES''ASTION

Testimony on

H.R. 10908
. .

Biomedical Research and-Research Training A. endments of 1978

. ,.

By

Constance Holleran

.
.

We are pleased-to have the opportunity, to beJiere today iiispeak

H.R. 10908.. We'supiert,thi's legislation to extend. support for the

Library nfitedicifie, bamedical'andlbehaviora research and the National

ResearCh-Service Awards.

.

The Library ofMedicine servea both a.natiOnal and an international

need. We hSve.been concerned about theiong standing-Vacancies on.ethatl

Board of.Rigents and do. hop eh those appointments can be cleared

N,

. The'incluSion'of 4 researcher on that Board we fee3. ,4ould .

be appropriate.. We,do urge continued support for the Library.

4'
-.. .

-We are grateful to this committee fOr its. previous' action in

specifically including under tfie-NationafFesearch Service Awards,
. .

aueborization'for nursing research training *awards administered by the

.Ardvision.of.Nursing, Healt&esouces Administration.

The nursing'-relearch training Program:had suffered' seriously before

that action waa'taken. HoFever, with that authorization and theCongreasional-.
. . .

appropriation of funds, :the program has been7revitalized.. For example,

it was pOssible.tolaward 91 fellowships in'fiscal 1977 Compareeto.only.

t'..-. '

..
.

.
. .

12 in 1976.

' The interest of indiVidual.nUrses.and the comMittment'of the Professioa
'...

to nursing reseerchfOr the improvtment of nursing precticeendpatient,

carethasgrovn tremendOusly in.recent years. The number Of nurses
- . '.

..-..



1.

Prepared for research related to'nursing has increased.from a merit

in.1955 to more than 900 in 1972.and some 1500 today:

This is a Substantial' increase, but the nuMber is still Moefully

small.. The total number of nurses with doctorates of any kind is only'

about,1800, lees than one percent' of all registeredpurdea...1n_the

: .

country.
.

.

'. The growinginterest of nurses in.receiving such advanced preparation,
. , .

.

is reflected in .the numbers 'of appliCations'for nursing fellowships.

received by the Division of Nursing. -There have been more than`230
.

applicatinna.since the awards became available in the fall of 1976 under,

the mea authorizatiOn.

In, its 1977 Deport4.the National Academy of Sciences"' Committee on,,a

a Study of National Needs for Biomedical and Bekavioral Research included,

fer the first time a discuitiOn of the need for advaned training-in the

area of nursing research: The'RePori affirms that "nursing research is

properly regarded today as *Aistinct area of scientific

Nuraing research focuses ontherole of nursing care in the prevention

of illness,Care of, the ill and the prosietion.aed.eetOration.Of health.,

This is distinct from biomedical research, which focuses on ihesaience

of cure. Nursing research ,A8 concerned:With delieloping the.sciencarOf

At.health eare..,addreising tne bunan,Anu behavioral quistiOnsihitarise

in the_, treatment of disease and the prevention of illneue.and maintenane

of health.'



:.Nurse researchers areengaged in investigiii s designed to identify

better.methods of care, such as sttategies.for reducing the complications

and costs of hospitalization; facilitation'of home-based and self-care

' I :

in Yhronic illness; improving the outlook for high rink groups such as

',premature .infants', and the elderly; and /reducing dtsabilitics, diacbmfotts

and costs of coronary and cerebral-vescular'problems. Such research

'includes studies focused on allevialtion of pain, care orbarned patients,`

prevention. ofpost-stirAKal infection and care of:the patient usinghome

dialysis.

Nursing research on care of dying patients his led to Programs for

home care, which have grePt benefits both'for the patient and.ter his

Jamlly,...:.Tbeltuary.iasue of McCall's magazine carried an Article.

!describing Bach a prOgram.Of home care for children with.cancer developed

. ,

at the Universityof Minnesota., The research team (headed by a 'nurse'

and with nurses and people from OtteridisCiplines as members) estimates

that 80 pe'rcint of the 3;000 children who die of cancer each year in

. this countrircomldbeocared for at home withlthe parents as the primary caretakers

and%the ndrse teaching them how to provide needed care.

As ia pointed out'in the.National Academy'of Sciences Report, early

nursing research in this country_diveloped our 'Of aneed for the systematicl
/i \

of.the general progedilealusedty nuraesin:patient care. ''The

\\, e
lederal interest in,Oursing.patice. after World. War II stimulated

research focw81.98.o,8Penific skills. There were assessments

oli[he role of the 'nurse in psychiatric services, maternal and child



. .

. 'care, pediatric taz...evand'otherS! There:wasa.shift'owayfrom the initial

concern,with professional procedures to4iii interesiin, the role of tie

; patient in-oursing care, and the patient has remained the focus.

y.
',:..: : :

I
, In 1960 the American Nurses' Association.established a list of

''
.

' ..e
2'-

;Ptiorities,fOr nursIngrese arch, which included the.effictdof the
.;

Terformante"of nursing,ac/tiviiies on patient are nursing needi of

a

a c patients and nursing; in different categories of illness,, such as conditions
,' $.- .

409

..','requiring Surgical care. cThe'priorities have been reidsed.regularly...

' When pursing research turned from a. concern with theorganilition

and practice of nursing tethe,broader concept of nursing ,care oitimpairMents

. .

that accompany health probleMs; such as pain and anxiety and thesPecific
. , ,,,,

iineeds of patienti and potential users of 'thehealth.care'system., the

,.: Ovail3bility of federil support begah:cto.Pray a major role in the develop-
,::1 ': .

. .

.

.

. ,

.:-.went of nursing' research as an area oUacientific inquiry.
..

,, ,,.

Following -are some of the' areas for nursing research that'have, been-

identified in Previous testimony to this committee and to the:President's

Panel on Biomedical ReSeijchr ..

111'... v
r 1) studies to reduce complications of hospitalimVsAnk,surgety

_
. I \ ..

2) studies to iMatowe the Outlook for.high risk parents anChigh
.....4 .--

risk infinite .

,. .. . .

3) ..studies to improve the healthcare of theeIderly .., .

...:4). stodief7of 1ife=threatening-iituations,anxiety, pain and

5) studies of adaptation to chronic illness and the development..,

of self-care-systems



;studies to facilitate -the successful utilization of new
-

.

L y technological, developments in patient care

7) . studies, of effective intervention in community mental health
,QV

,.settings:

-2J

The ANA COmmissiMn on Nursing Research his:since 'Made ,some addiiions

to :theemvriorities:- ` : : .

:
,

1)' , studies of .nursing interventions to : promotM health

studies to facilitate the successful' application of
, .

to patient care

,

3) ,.aelldies o define and delineate. health' Stites

4) ,studiel addiCtive andndherence behaviors

1'5)' studies f under- and over-nutrition

studies evaluate . the outcomes and /or effeitiVeness. to

nd providers of different, patternM:of -delivery

erVide0.-

knoWlellge

The,-Academy:of,N

prOdectoral. and, post

increased to. fo

1981 They'alaotdyise

s(75C tor tal'gifican t s ,

ences in its report retommends that support for

,

octoral nursing research' training':aeards be r

225indiViduali.ie'1979, 240 in 1980 and 270
pct -

_

hat..up to 15% of:the..fundM:bemade available to

ewe think that is-an'appropicate step at,

time.

. r

Twotaer.significant pointmadejethe Academy; report iMiniegawrd;

market:fotnuises:Withdoctoral degrees.__ A reported survey:

showed that employment opportunitiewlor doctorally trained People-were

Jbetter for'nuries than for other biomedital and:behaVioral scientists.'.

yk,
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_
AlmOst 95 percent of nuree,d ctorii graddat held full -time positi-ons,' ''

.: and all but three.percent' Of -the nurses held -pos tionalf0 which the;!: '
- / 1,'.." . ,. -.' ; .' considered their 'doctOr&iir.trainingret.zetient:

; IO-contrast with other bioligical and behavioral ;scientists,

doceoral nurses received more federal training dupPore.in,the firet
two years. of graduate school than in later years. Forty-one percent,

' however; relied ,on federal support in their fourth year of/graduate .

school Approximately 60 percent of those who received nni'fideial'

support indicited that without such Suppoit they would not have 'heen
. .

:able to finish their doctOral programs..
, -. ,

. .

We.wouldlike to.call the committee's attention to the seriena,..,,
-., ;Iproblems created by the termination' of the Nursing Research and ,Education-

Adviaory-Comiiittee by NEW at the'''reCOMmendition of CHB:-We haVe:"spOkezi '

.

to; the, unique; nature of nursing,risearch, : and this advisory conesittee
.he only peer riciiiw'group for ndrsing'research in"t e e era 'government.1: .

. . ;
1. .Hoot lesCara'reviCW.:Paneigi7in the federal health :agencies :0e'

.
1,attunia:'to birnnedical' research :ielited to diseise;",Thei'.'aierComprised''.;V.1: . ,

, . . ' :c .4,.."4:Miinly'Of41iStsicianS and '-ierireeliiiiifivegi;;Of `basic
,elbelieJethe ed.. ... .

the broad 'aspecte of health care; whichlitUe nursing rearichfocuez..
- ..

the Health ResodrcedAdlinistiation*Ndising Research 'end EdutafiOn ...

Advisory Conimittee Members have .served as peer reviewers ;to both beginning
and experienced nurse' researchers by screening and evaluating research:

.



support the increase,

and tha stipend cost of,.1i

e appreeie,t0heiekiortenity:;#1,participiteinihie'illeeiin
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.. .

mr, MAGUIRE. Thank you. ', :

.111e.14Talgtent.,;. i :,., ..-: :. :. ,. . . : 2._:.. _

-36:1WeLoiiii!,1" waned to;ask, -what arguments.:are !diere, for;.
iiiiiiiiitink'the institutional giants andiNational. Research- Service:iiarcla?: ... . : ,:..,: (:-.: ':;:; :. . ......', ': .. -,, ';..
302-iNitiiITIN. II have never heard a . good- one,i.to . tell _you the truth, ,

rilDiliren. :i!::::: ';'_.// ' ' ',.=. ...." ' :.';.:-;:: ...--2, 1,.. . . .lift.W,41***. :Ii. there nothing, to be, 'Saicl.;. about thit , at all? : -_
f1044.4ntiii*Jf, !YOU4,OUld identify 'oiitSelf;. Sir; :for thec.ieeOidrecord?
,M:i:.;'14::ii0iii:'1: am : Clarence i MaitinH.,aiidlaiii:: generaL,counsel 1: 0
re ;..ks'ineiiiiiii for AdVaneerient'p:1,piichOgy..: :: .....-;i:W!,--4

,:.,,,Thpkooil'...iiita-;:iiiiiiiii,;ofthi6'!IS";..hiatnrieihi-It4Oe*.hack :t-,i'Afieie3li 1 ,'.
SionS;iiiif*Orikinallyi;bY,;;tha:-.Nii*adiiiiniatratiO the fi rstrs. NiiOn--
idiikatration.Which4here. WaS:e.cerYiotkole One riAO tai 't'
all seietiee.tOiiard'yery:. nairOW.:SeiieS'Of-,lirOgriiiis.:;q P,:;HEW,,-',: . ;:.: ,,.:

qciivitis Ielt.)at: that time ,that-to3i.oOntrolli4iit'j.,inf;.41iureai.,c7,
,racjii,theyil..C`oulOelee&..eiiiietly,:f44*.;:the:'..training:iVent.4irlien:;koii
nitfiCiiip147i*iiitioii,00re ow.'thoie,lkelihoOkthithemoneY
would: ii,WhekeveigiefinW of science took it,i4il*thii: 4' thqtargeted-

think
that*die'chOien:*NieFederal GOierine4t

0iioKthiC it JSIinieof:k nangene4,issieWitiiliih yFe era
#erinienOtliintit4is:apytiiii; eliIC iS:iiik.,O1

. .

iVaiiie'eliiiikP'r:Pkir .-,.
itliatliintii0e.',..gliat,tiailicikinlyreaSOn:I know .:: Theie,', may he then
ibOt,thaViSilia*iitliat4'ijipaarS:tome :::'.3: ZA:;=-.;"4.:: ., .

12.1.iAi00061.g.ih'61*.oishioiiiii06: ,wiiioiiiie:6oib(t9 adiiiiii.-,
ieteil#O0iigtiiiiiiatOeiyfitiiliiiclioduiii**4.fjieoiiioe ellich';:$7,Iry

loi*lly101W.14010iiiiiiiefeiai'f4Ciiiii**iy;:botN.:4#11VideriWleye
Iidt,it;:thileirelifthelhealifietitiitiiiii.:1Y

.'".''y' '

,ii$ f4
111thii4thi0Claieiee*di#ealyjaoii4ii.lia1aeieS.ent;?t
owfithatzegnsahoupTherewaslasoithe,!feeling ytbati§opioc,

,,thae4iinti:*er6?ifiiidineliiiiikkitiIait)etai&iti
'idg 'af4

i ,

mot -tr e:) Tlere ',is; n 'a "gr it'dea I,o 1' mone Y4 rovi e i . or,i e , inSii
tution I think that 1tha'. argunienti

i
,

.

.:
:

ntio
.:-.

1programs agiiiStInitititionat tiOgrana;ifiYOU;Wait'inm
opinion 4'4fi44,: 2i7r,: ,1!'/,,,,M1k
,:9yKFRT4i:;Tt**Id support what: eiacily --lialeenyaiid:56IiAink; :.'.
****01'6641d:?***13§iiiiiiill.,argiiiie0,fo't,he'jiiiitifutioAel:

,.. aii ii.Ore.',":;1:-Y4:LC-t'40='::t.`i:ML--ii-- '..,i.-';:', A':."..:*:.'4,/ ,q11,,.ti Opt

ialiiititiiiiiiiitil; triiiti,,i Of :"..reeirie;tenerill ick- 0 it61V4itiii001

/ t.
think that ':iiie' other conceivable .cbinpniientinayliVelt,IlliteA3ien.,

; riigrair.Th' ei*inayih*vei'ie**itadtils.4?4'1'1*§0.6110800 §.,i WhO,IeWtitltheiWere nOt,apO4iiitelyF*i*etitiye4fOriVotqrtieiti,r
tiiiiiies"':;;IT",.;:iiiiildy*iiiiddt,if:'thatimghlicit,alicilia0ilieen4ilact*
liP4i.gfineLiii:t.ip*4:'littio;hod:;:.0;deCide,Wiiit/thabfgeikSf4:41in

iagehe'r...t:T.ir43fdie(14ii iind;.fshke Aieyi,iie:pit::..tyPiCallzsl:Wit-,
ie§044iiiaaillearinki,;f011ilgreifBUtnti(40sOCiatiOnihas,00:Athiiieii*j*ylthiiiihatet et,tiOnClybeiiTi*Sideit'SfnlCied*.

,
esqofit1iK ;0

4iieVIr(4ie4Yfi*ditCCOitiolitki*COsSmithiitT4EW;gi
biikth4e0t)iide*CoritiOrttinay*generifiheibj4aWf* ,k iiiefteeiii4fitheielniftiiiktdtiaiPleOildil*itcitia0
Rl*,*iiiib441liiiMeiPleinitttaiiedii'dOiherefdre;- Iiddke
thrfiiberZf ilekkiVlO eieiitiqieSiriegfOi4eeirelt iritil4=1



or teaching' are now :defined in the law as "health research or .teach
y.

-
an-comhination 'thereof In accordance' with usual patterns academic;

emploYmentriection 472 (c)* (1) (A)
The:Program" director, of each' institutional' training' grant choosing:

tion4 'shall furnish to the ,NIII. on July 15 of each year 'the name; address; andcuir9t; aetiyities-rlor, example, ; researcbYpractice, teaching--'-of each program
graduate, foethe,previOus 5.years.. . , ; . . 7 -

to
Xis: shalt" monitor, ery carefully Information to,it

to asstire That each' program .selecting `option:A plicee 'at- least a majority ,of
ItegradhateS;on the'average in research' or, .teaching..
1:-.9(e) fIf; a .priigraia. Operating ;under 'oPtion A. falls :to place_ the reOuired num
bee of traineeeini research', or teaching; NIH shall redike the number., of :
traineea.sopportect for the remainder .of the award period: The grant will. not

renewed =if the average nu:hiller of gridurites entering research, or 'teaching
or the life of the iward,is less 'than's majority.: ' .! ;

itr.:MAGVIRE going to; have to terminate. this paitel,` and I
Will ; call the'i,next. panel in 10 minutei when get, back from the

recess.]
Mr iITACIPIRE: The last panel is composed of foUr paneligts, John

Tiniour, university Thomas. ,Tefferson:UniVersitY,..ori: -
_behalf::of the,. AMerican Library, Association; Nina W. Matheson,

i-,Z,cliiector;-.11ealth ..Sciences Library, George WaShingion
;Medical Center, on'behalf of -the 4edical Library Association; Salo=
'uel Hitt, director, Health Science; Library; University of ' North`.
Carblina, at Chapel: gip,. behalf .:Of. the 'AssiciatiOn-of iAcaderiuc

.

Sciences Library Direetois, ;and. 'Alfred :

.1;eatai.;; the New TOrk.4eadeiny of .MedicineLibrary,.:on: behalf of
:the;NeW' 'York ; and NeW, JeiseY.Regional..MediCarLibrarY

MiiiEcuitiN; Mr..; Chair.Man,,if it is allright with you, we would
eta' PrOeeedIn` the 'order that we are sitting around' the table-:-;

*::Miati.ins. That is fine With
, ,

TEMENTS '6, MINA. V. ItlATI:.ESON,' ON BEH 072 MEDICAL
HALliCF ASsodiA

TION OF ACADEMIC HEALTH
RARyrASSOCIATION;. SA , ON E

SC/IENCES;, LIBRARY;DIRECTORS;
ALFRED A BRANDON, DPECT04,- NE ,YORK AND NEW JERSEY

papnTAL1*EDICAL;'LIBRARY;-,:ANDiJOHN'A.' TI R,
ALP "'''

i.:mi*soN..30.nanie is Nina.MitheSthi and I "am- the director'
the Health. Seiences Library at George ;Washington Univeraity,

:-MedieklCeiiter here, in Washington;. D.C. , I ; representing :the
MediearLibierytAesociatiOn... . ' . ;

Brandon, 'Mr. Hitt; and Mr:Tibia:Mr, represent
. r :other :Secteirs;,vrithin :the gieciieral health: sciences information .cOniL;

speak to those Sections of the legislation with
they haye concerns:.. My Concern. is with the researcli.aiul re=. --t,;?sburcksectionsof the act. :. . ,

_,:iWe'liiiire'.eiCh';:siibmitted formal statements' for the record, and
Vie* lOt the short amount of time, II, Would' like 'very, much to di:;,

;st,tireit fre-ii;:theIestirrioriY'and'Unimarize the main; paints, [sea p;41:?,]':.
be finer We will siibinit;;; for the record;;'

:Ofthe written Stateinentsin their 'entirety.





intensify the' effortsjd.nagradethe program. The program has beeivz:-
consistently.underfunded: 1.,400.grantewere made to 600, institutions,
and Yet: there are . 8,000 institUtions that are really ,involved ins his. P;i.

:information' delivery 'systein.-I:ain, sure :yini recognize; that . it, is not
mount a. reSearcht program, or even: a service program;

without.:providing; supporting information ;system. Dien ;:in lhe
CozigreeS where mountains: of material arrives, evetY:, day; yini; have
an inferinatiOn': retrieval prObleni.: That!'inaterial,T is only useful ,if
it its proPeiVorganized .and.if it gets to the right ;peOple who need":it the ;rightlni .FOr, these reasons, .we. believe that the Medical
Library: Assista ce Act is essential to siitiPort our natidnia '.health

!Objee4ves.; We recommend: the 5year renewal. We believe that ;a 3.
of year extension Avoidd be the minimum'. ngeded. We would like to

see drainatiealljr increased ,funding lefels:-.'We=believe= that 'itis nec::
eisary; the-rehire; tO. increase _the authorization levels and JeCom..

:then& that the amounts in,H.R.s=10908 be increased -to .thOge:vrecorn:
Mended the , Senate sill S. 2450.. That is: $15. 14979;

:,$17 million in 1980; and $21 million fOr,1981 to 1983:. _

Thank, yon :for the opportunity' to tell yon 'aboUt our concerns. .
Mr .:Hitt will, ethe next speaker.

[Testimony resiimeS on p.:426.]
[Mrs:-:Matheson's prepared statement and attachment follow:]
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:.TESTIMONY BY,
- 1

HINAN. MATMESON..DIDECTOR
PAUL HIMMELFARB MEALTH'SCIENCES1LiBRARY..:

'GEORGEWASNINGTON UNIVERSITY
WADMINGTOND.C:

.

REPRESiNTING.

MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION-''

. . .,

Mr.'Chalrman and Members of the'ComMittee:

: ._
The Medical Library Assistance, program reDresentscollaborative

efjprts between the health sciences library commOnitY 4nd the. Nationil

.

Library of Medicine to deveiop facilities and techniqUes for dissem-
, .

inailonan'dise'of health -science dnformation., This program needs

'increased authorization_ and approPrlationsiorthe following purposes: to

award research' grants tcOnVestigate-new prOcedures in biomedical

health information delivery; to-exPandiining grants toOMpiiize

support` for training health sCience'll6rarians tO'utillze modern
...

-nologics in telecommunication,*comPOter science and-automated library .

.

technical processini systems; to :91,13011 efforts to develop the health

science information network to the Poin't:where community hospitals

and health care institutions have iMmediate.4ccesi to high'-demand

. .

biomedical in!orMatioO;14nd to exPand and Improve..servIceS of the

Regional Medical ilbraryiprOgram.

''IMPORTANCE OF THE

.. There are over'S million hcalth'Workeri in''practiec today,

each type retying on'healthinformationIto perforM'tkcir Jobs well.
. .

The nation!s:Oracticing clinicians are dcaendenton4 rapidfloW Of

biomedical information for the trooSfer OF ryiested laborato discov-
.

eries-to the patient's bediide: Health:researchers need current
..-:

-Information so -that they can coM4Oct effective studies. 'And. stbanli

'require instructional matdrials in the latest dlagnostiCand thera-

oeutic modalities to become compeient:practitioners.



e believe.librai-les are critleally linportant .in the

ferring knowledge from the scientific record to heal.Ch care praciice.

dithout.an effective health 'information delivery. system'our national

health goals not be easkly. achieved.-

There are approximately 8000 health institutions consisting

Dernore than 7000 community hospitals, over 550 colleges, universitiesV

and'profaslioliai schools ,with medical, dental, nursing, veterinary,
t

allied heal thand, biological science programs, and approximately ,

470 medical research society, health care.business and indusor ial

organizations serving the demands of 5 miliion health workers.

The achievements made possible through the MLAA, since Its

inception in 1965: areimpressive.. Over 1400,. grants for,research,s:
. ,

resources; training;_ construction and'publications'havebeen,:,.

aWardedt:apd a network Of eleven regional medical libraries designed

to meet the needs of community healthprofessional's-wherevtr they

rnay pract icing' has- been , well developed and ,eitabl

This is.neit good enough. ,This ls'the

for innovative..resourcefOy..thinking and trials of new approaches:, r.

"are told we are'entering a new.lra: tbe post-industrial revolts:-

Lion has. begun and we are in_an,infOrmation-..age.. Our.technoiogy has., -

outstripped our wits to use arid apply Our-health .librarie3-7Should ,

bein the forefrpni working totdvance mOdical...and 1-elated:sciences

aiding the dissemination and exchange,of.scientific and:health information....
. .

3ut our health libraries are,struggling to keep pace in the face of; budgets



it are-tiarelidJUSted ;to allew ,for Inflation The average:Medital: 8Ook

cost :1974ComPared to 123.43 in' 1977/' The .1977:ALAsYeOrbOok

indicates book prices Coilld`rgo up by 50 - by 1980. :The everage'price

peribdi als continUes to InCrease inexorably, froM $42.26 in 1974

in 197,7.

--... The purliose of the-hi.AA 'Is to:supplement, not supplant' l'Ocal

i-:furiding:and-proJect activity; yet It has'been hampered in recent -::

Years hy',10M. funding 'leyeli.::;.Theseheye'resulted ,Ir,. or; contributed

to,:isoratori ' nd.teimThetion "or:essential 1 ihryirj programs'

wlitch:,?ere so s Inst uMental :In achieving :the progress to date.
:-;:::-.: ,,,'' .-:'.! : ..'-..:::':::- :: .....,"i-:::' -:-.-- i...- .."....-:-',. H.:4: .

Inflation :of tour ,.,has magnifiedthe effect' of inadeqUate:

funding. .For:esimpl , using :1970' as the base year arid 'Occord I rig to

average cO1S U; n r p ric-"-e i ndexes
.o-

r m-o';u, cal'
:c

a r,e,p.':': -a l l
c. ..a; t.

s

in 1977 ihobld'hive,been '$10i250,000.:lust: to with`keeP Pate nflation.
',;.':,:;- '';'. s '...; :41.! ...7. ' '74,.::The 'actual.:1977.a0Proprietron:MIIS $8 i000,000.'

s ,

.,; From 1971:to '1977. :the -funds 'appropriated constituted only

35t'of funds authorized:q.it would appear that less*than. adequate

.attentionkhaVbeen accorded the:T.141mi) congressional inierit in

establ ishIngthe :authorization levels. At ;the beginning of each

Year, approxfmately68; of available :funds "are usually..already;

coemitted to on -going projects, leaving only 32 ; .of a small appro-

Priationfor new: initiatives and new awards towards improving the

transfer'ofknowledge from. the' research, binch to practice-

.



.RESOURCE GRANTS 1
. , . .

.. Resource grarits are an .iMportarit part of," Improvement* ,. '

grants emphasize hospital library. Consortium develciI pment.: The ,.

.. consortium grant program encourages better;servige; particularly
r..,.:." ,.in underserved areasanif 'to physicians-in isol ted situations: Howevera

: '.' . - . .

effective on-line electronic data base sear hing.May be unless -the rinted

sources can 'be quickly, eaSI ly and reasonpbly -obtained, infonnati n transfer.,
.. ,,

:. ''does not .take alace . .

An example pi..a resOOrce..project,-.grant, working towa ds the. .
.same obJective..is a, cooperative:information network:1n t. Auburn

Hospital ; ,Cambridge, Massachusetts.. Beginning with he resources,

f.this3007bed community ta I , the health sc ence collections, .

v,of six local public library Systems were strengthened:and library.
' di,

and information services are being provided to health practitiOners-

such as phxsicians;nurses, pharmacists; ,dieticins, end,other

health providers who had no eyective/access to the medical:..
information system. The HLAAgrant/provides funds forcedmin.is7..

' .

:tration,lor training of reference I ibrarians in public. I ibraries

in orginizing and accessing health information, and for reaching,'

ihe:5000 non -affiliated,health providers in.,the area. The Library
. .

Services and Construction Act provides, funds for resources to improve.
.

the public library health science zollectiOns, and state funds are
,

used to serve the,consumer of health information.

";','





RESEARCH,PROGRAM
.

. .

lea ve toZMOOr;ance. the Research Grant Program has been

paricularli'underfalded; perhaps more solthan anyApheother MAA.

a thoritiet. In:the!tweive-yearhittoryOf. the MLAALS.exittiace, less
.

than 3% of,the $90"mi,llion.apprOpilated have been for research and
,

.:,.developmentA3rOjects specifically in medical :librarianship.' The
,

orltheiefunds.across thelroad range of 'important re-
,

searchable issues in 'the communication and information' sciences

-hat'impAledlorekthiooghs for Jadeed any,real,progress),on any one .:

these issues; Furtherew because ofi,ippropriation'limitatlOns
,v 11.

Programs with relitively ihorOerm Pay ff have received negligible

:.support: .

FroM'the perspective that health 1-ibra les are indispensable to

.:eciaiation.,researChand patient care, and tha 'librarians

is:the key transmitters of.biomedical research iscoveries,additional 1.%

funds to devatMee$±4,04MprOVF:communiCatiOn yttems.need to be

mide.availabaNationallY,to:encoarage'a strong r4.,r"Arell program.

The National tinery,of.eicina plans to',d. rect greater efforts

./:towards a higher quali,ty:research,'PrOgrom and has called together:an.
.;

. . .

, . . . . . ...
. ,

....
impressive group of advisors. Dr. Sherma,of the American, Atsocjation .,.

,. ,/
of Medical Colleges. has repoitid to you on those) hitiatives. 'llowever,.-

. .
. ..

there are applied research needs within thelibrary's smallersphere
- -

that have been neglected. Of modest scope bOt significant need are

. .

41:1-Gift,14!



..SUMMARY

ssa
*--

liadershiojn:the.future.:leiearch pfhgrams'shOtild be mounted to maximize.
.

the benefliitnoplicetiOns-of technology.-..12eSOUrcesSUPpOrOieSientla
- 41 -- :-7;:

. fer-lenevative'neans.tolmprove the flow ofinfOrmaticin between thebench
A

and the bedside. .Mr Chalrman, we believe the'co rkInuity:ot this .-iprogram
,

is important. The information' acquiiitjons.

undeistood.2henomenon.'4Better research, trainininforMatIon'de'll4e.

.and effective resources maintenance are thesine qua nonto quality health:_

care..0e:recommend a,5 year renewal with appropriition levels at
.. .

$15.Si7andi520 million..



MEDICAL 'I. IBRARY ASSISTANCE , ACT
. '.:'1976:;2:1,983

(doliersilnl-..thousands)

.. Program Performance
RAMS ,;1/44 ";:::F,197819767,":1977."1.

. t ;,,;
RAINING GRANTS', .'S1`389 :,:Si ;418 ,t

OtioratierEOCIrai nees . f; 72 ',.1.-;,;:'-7.5i):
,eHumberjreined by KA 7(1456 .r.(11921 (2:00D

47eaeber Trained by NO: (160 '''.:..1240 (309

RESOURCE GRANTS 'S 726,"t 51073 $1 632
;LiHumber -forAeirds . 66 q:,-.48atchi . (S1.500) ($9.500). (S3.900).;.At

'.RESEARCH GRANTS S1,363 ;' $1;180 ',."$1;046.
'- Niiraberio7%Ariards ; 17

:

tREGIORIAUcHEOICAL-"LIRIARIES S3.351 t3 086 S2;7
ua r :Number of R1$ 11.-,;i:1,rti . 7,01:

'.Resource. Libraries 4.9o'
Hpspital Libraries 2 :500

:

21111LICATIIHIS/SPEC.SC1:Pr. S 689 . 97;21147 $1.029.:
o';'i Meter: of, Ibiards . 46 ;A:- 45 ti 44'.

$7508 ; 58.094 57.882!
'.;41ton; grant supported ea Ei

Estimates

- . z. ,
t s',recreineiiaelvthat ;: the'," Medi ce1 Libra Assistance 'Aet be reneWed"...fe-.

5,Tyears;iand ,that both appropri ations and ;authorizations -fir F7r19792; throOgh1981,;eel at 15 117;',6nd,, 20 ;million resPectlirely'The.!' dreg ran; cool eleVell'of f .at 20-milli an..The need ;testi onratIthis brail,;assi stance attestedf
groithi of research publications and pObl 'deeinds;" for. healtifMiiformation."-
Ankinajoti.:healtbAni ati ve_Iresiiltilk:indreaied!deeinds!;forf,inforisition?"I'Thetr,ansfer.off tichnelp0As,:dependent on: effecti ye i.inforsaati On"del ite "yeai!fextensi
;legislators and

;:.4woeld 'secure7the::conti
tby'Aenhealthfca eprnity.:oven';'ipeCessary,' prog ram the t"has.; been,' ricogni zed IPy.:

;;;.7" "::.,7; -.'
,

Because l e v e lfunding 1 over T the past 10' 'yetrs of,the a thori ty;" ;the
prairie:hay:Only: been able to; aak(g rant Wards,;W:approxinately. libraries 'kl'iiii;i1v:ert. there; are' "aier4CD00, Neattli &ciences'11 brarieslin.:the'.countryj;Iihentheiftinding::ISi;(.1::-. ;increased: to the';''nitaiv±erged'IiVel7",tiviseisieany'l ibrariis on,:an-annual bail s ri 1 .
benefi t,:d I rectly:;'fror.:"00-`Orcigraoi"and;:perhaps five times .4as ma ni:.3ins ti ti on r:w1) 1"1,benefit tindi rectly4 lw direct

.

di rectilbenifi tjresul ;theLreiperce-sharing7aOtiV1 ty:r
: s; OrimaybLkeivee71thel1ibrak;SUppOrtbrogram

The Resiienkl : Medi Li !Indy': nettiark 56 of :11 iregional libraries t4nd:90' resourcilibrw.4es.. 11,4 s tal libraries.
,Th rough'. the network. a, -144;e1y. g,spo hospitals have recei ved :Rtit;serviCes but

ti Eine ,1'"A ;100 " hen ital Sti 11. need to reached : A SI 5,mil 1 ion -appr;eri a ti On
enableiteei W:11 brert is to orev information :servi ces to

Pe-oporicin:,if Ott i.Conntry !s heel th pro fessi one 1
.

loaf' Library Association .
Leg i sl ati Committee', 7' '
';;Reirised 2/24/78 . :';

It

itkkr:
- '1411,





4:r
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-...,-14 1,,..

:iteidiii4IiliiiiddOeliiiiiiientt,,i O S':Iiiiin ip,te.,:.;_methods":,:pt '40';Irclotlo,iltp.,,,,
...seiii'61iTtrial%Yiterii).,inal37,sis,',iktoidei.:eto,,:f.plan'.*i .;;eiaciiteteffet

hgaltWiniaim" Eiti6ii...g.,

°°''''ii:411:9iicliti,,i,"ffitri'Titli,.43*24,,,se, til'ItjliCif-,1i'11PIlliriocirklai'biri'ililegialt:Itrainingl;t1K''''3 tili;1.

35 administration,,',,rn 1 il 'iti,ttit'l:1 -..:W44.--0:f-
ck

,wo :4Development: 0 expertise

,
e o

ii3,9,11,., fl.,,g'4110,Via6tiye;AltiliiiititiiiTYt''''
t good ]inanagelnent: raCt eeK irr,. all aretgIO

1

1,,am i.... , r

, ..iiVkir".

;them k, ec no ogisOrchangeilna' `.."'-.--.' v.,, , , .., ..-.111,.a.e'iwl '

neia:Miitig 0.1.0#Oliiiillio&.,01:1* =,;:bg:,fairailitrelin-d978fliiili4'N
9.p.putc!--).t.t1:00,4*Vr9grtineirChlatliel0=01:41irasysyelroolitrim"1.';.1
mibgikfioirjg,:t.p'itittyitatpji,p_.qoog((g\topcti,ga4tie:ini,tiehrmediair t

:iraiiii-o2TA100AitksffiOol§tofOieritii4Qigneettio),...01-fy
,4-1

e, internship, -i (OtifiiiiinilloiliqpifigItliViiiiiiiisli(Odg1014
,1,1,;,.,, ,,,,, +

ai,elit'4if9EilliTiietifilititi;'"'"Eielf t'Atri;

.ie.8.Medical11 iswill ;,1:c':a;i: 6t414have'::'-1 ir:77::::'iii':fn .ja. at,h1gw9 ,ek;

always

,r:1? :1't:: : a- .ii!.modernlil' 7Y7::-'
i f 1- i si:ii r y4., , a:1:171

.better

programs,. 4 ' '' -"61:. a
,.. a beeii i igliiiie,,,,:,-.-,Arand theirion 10y.' '""iie`ig::.1.

iiFliTifieffsib4747,31!,?,.,

!- ifer.thas;:...,:ii,46stinei._

are
ete11.14t9,711Rioli;i;b1,uld?.,ags,. 'eluipmeR

'1C T.it ea iiilol4ii14*f1P4"'''''

:no

'''a -'iiii ''P .".r aneinadequately..`CeSiedit libra
.;,e1;iii: ':' t:C'j:' T, :.'; .).1.V. ; ' .: ' ' ?'. I" '.."':, ';': .., 'At

,, ,," i'

r: Chairman ,w.oulcllike to intro



or apprOphations for the 'Medi Cal

'

I iiiary.Assi st ance 'Act', the le s-
11tion'that.helPSSUpporttbia netWeik; . . ' '

i that H.R. 10908,4the:biomedical :

researehind reSeiichtfaining:aMendmente of 1978, which contains
ii,"ieneWal,er the iMedicat Illiriry Assistance Act;! be considered : at
a minimum $15 Million mithorizatiOn letrel'jo-f1.979 and i that'aPko-:
PriatiOna eiiiialliwoJautlioriiiitiOn: '' . 2 : ' ' :A ':;:;V,'- : ,:1 -:'''-: .- :

Itegional.:11riiiediaiit.liiii-Ties "comprise. a national : network through .
WhiCh;healLhinfoiniatiOn available in .one,Part of the#iiintry can ,,
be made accessible to a: Practitioner' in another regiOn4One:;Of ':the
major goals is to mike data available is eisilY AO the rural health
scientists !lia!lxi; the health scientist in. urban lacationa' with many
Medical; facilities :aVailable, i :. .. . . .

. . ...
medical`

. a.: . t .. tw. , : - ,

7' ;Toil:i Can 1 ieeI0Iii r the Hating ;in the testiniony ,,that , the regional :.
inedieal!libraries;Were built iising.StrOng !libraries ,, aueli'athe il7rin-T
cii'i*, CiiiiiitWa.:LibiarY in' Boston; ' the :coil* :cif.Phaieians': in .

Philadelphia, The National Library f:Oflefedieme in Betheada ; .. the '

Biomedical Center.'forthe Health :Scienees in Los Angeles,:
Calif`, et' Cetera::: . ;. ' ' :r- : .: ';:-..q;:"; ' : ' -, \' : ::'
3 '113Oildini!On...theSO:fonridations allowed a decentralized pre a

iiii'be,deVelOPed. withouennneceSairilY duplieitingireaM4seeei: Each
lib6737.,;ii.iinclei. contract ;With 'and: funded :.bY the

duplicating resources
tibia

iOr Medicine to inforMatiOnseiViCes in its regiOn..3It:ShOtil

b1,3.

.

Ift'ii

ted ;'lc

Wi eie'r

; ;t
hO a

itle:library's` `sponsoring in ati t it
io"

; :'':'-

i
'
e

:

;alsoilso ; : ..4
helping to,subsidize therOgram -

j*cezf:iirwil,eiiei
program

.fOr,:the : regional medical'
h.

biary .pro,
graii;n4*beoilinadeiiate46'neeCthelenands being placed on' it. '
1977 riiiPenditiiiii:Viere :$3,080;00e: 'find .=. 1978 expenditures are eiti- ':

at $2,757,000:.:.I! -recoMniena: that in:1979 a minimum: Of; $5
.thillion be de:Voted to regional', Medical: libraries,' to allow. them;' to.
reaseli.their", potential. '- . :4:::: ' : ' i .' :; ' : ; :,Eiehinge Of 41OrmatiOn. aniiiiii libraries,, which has been called .

interlibrary lean, has been the dominant:: regional medical library
service to d.ata: In New Toileand 411-eiV:.'Jersey nine labraiies;reOeive
fiiiida.;tliro,ngh'thet:iegiOnal ';Medical!libiar.y.tO proiideithiSsei-viCe:
HOWeVer; ..Tederai !fun& cOeredtiOnly. 60 pere.ent.;of theirloan:S.40d'

i3We...eatiliiiite: at there is a great deal of additional sharing going .:

among libraries: : . --. \

' ,, We alaii.'estiniate that abont 70 percent of the total: interlibrary
lOanireffie-'ia being!. supported by sources other` than the :,National . !.
Libiark'O;Medicine:

ThW.,regienal.lmedical' 41ibiary: program ,bringa-lealthseieneesili-
bieriana'tggether!.;and :under ;the.Ill$II.,:unibrella Llirian$,:leoOPerative.
ii'O'grania,ffairci'','diiielOiied.:weliaie:ioomoloy.-doii§ijitia:develcip.iig
throughout the ciiiintiPidierel the;hOspitala that haVeSeVei.eibUdget: .
.000.1einSI-ihiOili Ihanded.4tOgether.4ttO! try threnWfOrniat'ckinforinar -,-. '-'-
consortia' to share their; reSoniCei:1 We haire-aIniMber;.Of:theseoper-.
iiting !iii;theiNeW"TOrk-NeW:jerset re Onal.libiary*togtoi: ,,,. : : .

CoxiSOrtiii!faCilitate coordination of i formation services programs
. among the institutions and 'ilk* ineiriberaio'get more :for: the dollar. .

! . ;Regional. medical library staff' members provide 'Other. services :as
...well. They have: role; in processing applications...for: MAI Online7---.: ,

. ,.. ,
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My

; ..., , , ,f% !
namej-ia',Alfred 11:, Brandon.' am Librarian ; at The Neii. York, Academy- oft:

.

eine intUlaieettv; of the New yorkkend New jeriey,Regionat,medicel Libraryyy

piroUgh..elelfenf Regien& k..HedicaLilirerieStlOcated';thrnnglientithie.icountrianforma-

tion services are provided to ,neelth,prictitionein4i Since the first Regional

Medical in, 1967 the Itipabeectf libraries participating'inst

the program t licreaSidLto over 2, 5007MithaMt there being a Comparable`increitie;,

authorization ;5) r;-appiopriagona for the Medical Library As Sistiu:CSA

lation that helps:Sunper?t.31iiS'netwOrk.,',Iherefore;11 Strongly ;iMeontaand;:that.

. '110908; ind'iliesearah--Trainint2Amendmiiis:.if:19781'

c4;Conisiiikra'..ientilial: Of thi:Medical: Library Assistance ,Act, be Considine

at a tnieam $15
.

million'fon' anincirisitinniiiier'irid tnier appropriations s !eqtiailth.

authoriiation
: .` - .; 4 e.

;.: : .".'" :

egional.:14eFlieal Ltbrafies -.comprise . a tnational network through, which! health,.,.
II - z

formation ;IWailabletin' one part 'of .the,-cOuntry can be made accessible to a

ractitioier in anotherregin; Using existing strong libraries which are
- "r "-.;'

located at the Francis A.,- countWay Library of Medicine, ',Hanard University,' aoiton
: :4-,

the Philadelphia ;; the National; Library of medicine; Bethesda ;..
. ni

the Shiffman Medical Library, Nikita State University. Detroit ; ; the A. :W:.-Calheun.-
.

Iv.i.4cal-Librury',. Emory University; Atlanta; John Crerar Library, Chicago; Libra
' ''. .. ; ;

-Univeriity: of Nebraska Medical Center; Omaha; -., University of Texas,

alth'Seience.'Ce`nter;: Dallas; ''.University. Of:-Wishington Health Sciencee;LihrarY'
. .. ,

Seattle; BiomedicalLibrary, Centerlfor the Health Sciences; .uniliersity of CallfOrn a



u: Aniteles;band ,,The !New .:York Academy of Medicine,: N
1,

lc, allowed deCentra

Piogram tolae!dev japed. without :unnecessarily; duplicating .raiources:

ibrazy is undercontrect.With andlinadedby;the.NitionalLibritlof Medicine ta::,

coordinate information services in ita',resion: It should be'noted;ihowever.-tnut
7 *,

the Library's sponing institution is subsidize thelpiailai:
6C'erit annual expenditures for the Regional Medical Library Program have been : , :

. Y:;4." ,
\inadoci,illite to. meet the:demands being pieced:on:ie.-1.1977 expenditures:wee' :Ft." ; -.

. , . . ". ::".
,43A86;000 and 1978 eXpenditiiles are eitiaited'at $2,757;000. .reeilieMendthat

in
.-i , :

1979.minimum 6735.000,000 be devoted toRegfpnal.Medical Libraries.:

iiiihange of 'inf011eat ion among,libraries, interlibrary loan , haa: been 'the. dols.:,
, 'inane Region:it:Medical Library°Sorvice to,'date..

;
In 1971:theremere approximately

; ; °. ::
. 316;000 docuerencaupported.by this program; in 1977.thereiwere: close to 4504100,

: ..;..But.:at the same demand has increased at a smith greater rate:than can be 4
. . :

supported under the current appropriations' .for the MediCaLibrary.ASsietance:RCr.
.-.

. I .1;},.,For eranple,, in NFII York andNei"Jeriey there ire'niniqibraries°that receive'-
.

. funds 'to provide':ihtealibrari loan. :Between JIM! 1, 1974 and May 31; 197.5'theSe

2 libraried!filled137;234zioans, but received funding 'for:82,555 Or 60.1%.';',:.170'ing!::
. ; . .:°'."the:year.ChatFran'friln July 1; 1976-Jiln&Ii..//977 a totalog 122.227 loops -

70, . .

filled of which there was support for,,72,911.or 59.7%: "'And a great :deaf, of Shar...
: : ::,;ins is going .0n,sultarg.hPspital; libraries for which we.have-rastatiStice.1.-..Ia'ali,

,wi'eatiaate that. about 70%; of, the total interlibrary loan' traffic is .Suppotted.
.

.
sources other. than the National Library of Medicine. Continued 'andadeqUare

port for this service ia 'esiential to information transfer. . It is impOrtant-tha

the nurse working in a 75 bed community` hospital: or rural clinic have.the sane

access to materials as the researcher in a major medical center. This program .

Provides the access.
..

The gYgioiMediial Library Program brings heilih sciences librarians togoth

't ,.and under' the
-RML umbrellavaany cooperative Programs ,have developed.. Librarlis,..
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especiallythose in.hoipitals, have been subject to.severe budget restrictions.

Out Of necessity and with the help of the Regional Medical Library; consortia or.

'local shaiing arrange'ments have developed. .B;' working in groups, libraries can
.

cooperativeliacquire materials to be used by all An example of such an arrange-
, _

'sent is.the'Gonsortium of Hospital and Rehabilitative Geriatric Enterprises or

GE: The consortium, originally'set.up with funds provided under the Medical
, .

Library Assistance Act, works out of Mnlhenberg Hospital, in Plainfield,. New Jersey.

An audiovisual center was, established at the Hospital to provide'resources to ten

'nursing homes, in the,area.,About 100items (16mm films, cassettes and

projectors) are available to be berrowecr.bynursing home staff as needed,. Nurses

and'nurses aide'as well as.honsekeeping and security staff memberi have been..
_

using, the materials. Calls, to the hospital library can also be made to-obtain

answers to other questions that., arise in the course of a day's work.

Regional Medical Library;stafT members Orovide.otherseivices aswell..

have a role inprocessing applications for NLM on-line data bases ai.well as. in,

,providing continuing educationlor data base users. Edlicational programs are made

available to librarians. working'in medicai,:sChools, research Centers, hospitals.,
,

-

,and comiunity agencies. Consultation services are available-to those setting up

.newlibraries,'Oemeloping audiovisual 'Collections or needing-adyici.on a'particular,

problem Grant'applicantiCan turn to the.RML for.assistance-

Several gaps in the, program need to be filled,', but this can only be done'with.
_

additipnal funding,for the pregram- Reginaal.referenee'services that parallel

the4xistIng'interlibrary loan network need to be developed. .Lists,of materialt

,:available-imeach area need to be expanded to facilitate. the sharing:of resources.

And, although there are many participants in the network, additional-funds are

:needed to maketheprogyammore widely kmal,to facilities that do not halie pro-,

fessiOnally.trained,-fulltime librarians,

Tilce75istiog:Regional WdiealLibrary Network provides therameworkifor.:

provision of information services to health practitioners.. But in order to



reach the goals 'established by the Pnigraicindthe needs, expressed by the health
'care cossounkin'additioial funds ouit- be made, availible.- A,$15 willien authoriza;,...
tien for Medical Library Assistance Act prUgiams is a beginning.

Thank )4ufor the opPortunity to presenttestioonY.;,.rwill bee pleased to

answer.ear questions IOW prOvide you with 'additional'informOtion.
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'.STATEMENT 01?..ZOHN A. ITHOUR:

Mr. Tnioirit.' My name is JOliii'Tinieur. I am privileged to repre-.
sent the American Library Assodatilan in , support of a :5-year. ex-
tendon of the Medical Library Assistanee Act. . .

I wouldlike,to summarize :very briefly the reasons for the Ameri-.
can Library'ASsociation'S.concern.:with this: aqt [see p;.-436]. The're-,
gionat medical library.,prograinfunded through the Medieid Library.
Assistance Act, as. Mr.: Brandon pointed out, does,.in: fact, ,supprirt-7,,.
unaffiliated:health practitioners and students, so that those who are
rpt: institutions library services, can go. to their
library, and can access .thrOugh the network. the material releVant
to their stridies, to their research'

"material
their practice.

Second, in the field of .consumer education,',.public libraries need.
not actiiiire vast amounts 'Of bealth Science .material, most of whiah .

is mach more expensive than the :general, run of literatuye and in-
formation.

They can access on behalf of those people, who are concerned
'With' health and health care, for their families, materialxelevarit,for
their informational needs directly from the medical library network.

The laskpoint that I would like to make. is that thrOugh: the con-
sortiuM development, different types of libraries have come4together
and bekrin,:tc; discuss _commOn problems; share infoimation,:and,..in
fact, Cooperate to an ,extent which, they have not done 'before:

For example, in my .own State of .New Jersey, RutgereMedical
School is attempting to create a South. Jersey:Medidel.-SchOol
out Walk ,The :hospitals Concerned, thrOugh. a Medical Library 'Ai-
Siatance Act resource, grant, created a consortium; arid begarito share
inforination, began to share . services, began to have ziand ,:initiate

Which,,Will, at least:in part, contribute to the SUCcess; of; the
`medical, school. At .

In the city; of Rockville, Conn.,.where,I Wisjisefore.cOmingtO the
PhiladelPhia area, Medical .Library Assistance cAct .grant: to the
RockiilleGeneral Hospital enabled them: 'to e.stablish'on Itheir/O*n
intitiatiVe a reading list in the Physiciansloungeofbcioks aPpro.

. 1priate to the laYMan in . treating chronic diseases like 'ern hysema...-
cardiac; probletris, and' so on.

ithese'bciiiks were reveiwed by the phySicians for their 'clinical in
appropriate content. In turn they were recommended for purchase by
the public:library where-they- were' checked but the individual:. . .
patients , on , prescription basis, much as drugs are preScribed for
those needing that.particulai therapy..

conchision, I wfwdd like to reerriphasize the fact th t theAmer--
ican Library Association is in support:of the Medical Library 'As-
sistance,Act and would recommend a 5-3Teiti extension simply because ;
:we ai.e facing a White House Conferencein 1979; and fgtekhe. first
time ,a disparate- ,group of libraryoters rand librarians:Willi* gather'r,
ing together CO discuss .common; problems,: In addition,' the
photocopyin provisions of ; the new cOpyrightaw Will be'revieWed:
in. 5; years. ose. two factorS, 'We think, will:contribute to ma



a':5 -year extension of this.act -a reasonable time period whic
...problems common to all types of libraries might, in fact begin to
= be'resolved.

Think you very much. ,.
Re.stamony rPCIITTIP4 limp. 442.)
[Mr. Timour's prepared statement follows :)



Statement of John A. Timour

:- University Librarian

.Thomas JifferSon pniyersity.
. .

Philadelpbia;.Fennsyleinia

bin-firths. .

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment,

. House Committeson Interstit4 and Foreign Commerce

on HR 10908.

Biomedical R ch and ReilearCh Training Amendments of 1918

March 3.1978

. .

'My name is John Timour: ';I am University Librarian at.ThomasJefferson University:

_in Fhiladelphia.the largeat private medical school in the country.: As an acadeefe
. -

health sciences librarian'. I as pleased to be'here today on,behalf:of.the American

L. LibiariAssociation in support.of extension of.the Medical LibraryAssistance Act ,

oaAA) .

.

When congress enacted the MedicilltbraryAssistance.Act in 1965. it,eeognized
:1: . ' ..: ".- :- : . !

.

,....:.-. the vital' public in ee ies t:in-effective:andlimely delivery of.health' infornition.,,:,.

,,I,!:, . ,,,, ' .:. -: .

:Of'library,and information *Fork does thinned for quiefa7mepreh:.ensi70'.-,In:fev

reitionsi to-inforeation.requests.occur so-often, or have such direcC:ionsequences,'
'r..: -'. ,: . ''...:c"-.". , t '_,... :. .. :

for-baman life and welfaii:c.lhat public:need and i . recOgniSed.:'44;!1;41:-,

of MLAA in.l965.contintie-to.,exist today.,

;1,4 gP7 : ' '.5 .: .. .....,;.: ", ' ':' ',i."" .. . . ', . -. .1 . ., .wortWi
of particular cOneencis the.important work done by 'the're

. '.+,:.::',;:! .....'±i ' .: ..'......-;7::-.,'. '....:.' :..... .,:. ,- ....!,4

rlibrary;prOgram;%'Under:thiSproiriwthe nation'isorganined inte!,eleyen:regions.
": ;.',?.: ::.'..1-: ;;;2,,,-;',-; . i,':;:.".4'.2j7.t..:',:,,. .. . : :.:...:.; .*. i .- ;':;, ''.. ; ::.:i:V'-',:;:''C'r.:i.,!.'::...
roUih-centraCts witglibrarien'An..these rigions;'thedeVelopmeneoteniti4isiate

health information networksand thicooperative use.rd'resoOries has.been,initiated

oCsupported.:.Some typicil ierviees offered or ataily:t

apidicUniinoaystems,documene 4:livery and interlibrary loan;:document'Oce-4
. . ,

tion;informitiOn4 computerized reference servicis.'end coordination of resource
- . ,

uelopeent. -
.

O

146 t't; a



Iii1976 alone, the regional:medical libraii:program proVided partial funding'

for 300,0001nterlibrirrtloans..While it should be recognized-that the state and-.
' . ' .

:Joesl.governbents',, publicind private,institaions, carry a: Proportian of, ,

the;caite.af health information 4eliveryj(it in estimated, for eximpleiAhavinother

heatik.information are not fedarally'aupported),.
; ;-: =

the multi -state and mult1.4nstituticial.nature of.this network make federal:.fuedifig :

the`only.aasured basis,for their continuing support. This subjectspecialized flax-
. .

. .

work will be an essential buildiUg block in the developing' general; state and national :

. - . ,

In Florida; for-instance,-three health sciencegibrarieli;(at Universiti 'of

"; .;.
.

.Florida,'University of Hiami,.and:Uhiversity of South Florida) serve,ssaeseurce
.

libraries to give-health professionals acceii.to medical resources regardiessaf

/oeation, ihrough'this miAk=assisied biomedical network approaimatily'2,000 journal

articles month are delivered to Florida heilth practitioners Wha.request items
. .

through their local hospital library or public library. Most:requests are.from.

phiiicians with specific patient problems requiring reference to medical literature:
,

which thehospital:library does not own.. ,

Under aLspekiallitAA grant through the 'regional medical-library serving'NewYorP
, .

. .

a coordlnated acquisitions program has been established... trays discovered that due'

to financial, stringency many medical libraries were, discontinuing sUbscriptions:,to

leeser used journals:and negleCting to.sUbscribe ro'new ones. '.Under tfiis4rOgram.

thijibraries.have planned regionally who will,..be responsible for retention -of... '

. ,1'.,' ': '''' :
certainlournals. ihis'procedure'Wili asiiire;thiiimiOrtsnt resoureesZe notlliet.

to gi o u.,....and. that
'new pub'

licati ons,.'ira'a4ail:.able:.: Vi"eh..,in
,: .% ,- :: , !'
the regioti:. the pUr7:

:pose 'is tokeep'regional resources'i4Ong:- '.,;'
.

, ., -... .

. .

, -': . .: ?.-51- '. t . : . '.

, :._

How such regional planning and coordination will be affected by the new copy-. '..:

. ..., " ., . ,.

right law which'took,effect on January 1,',1978 is notyqt certain. /9,.balaneing.the



rights of copyright proprietors and users.of copyrighted material', the law places.:

limitations on the making of photocoiies in'lieuof interlibrary loan. "Ibis may

affeit.tbe ability of alien hospital libraries to serve their useis. Your subeom-

mittee,'Idith jurisdiction over the Medical Library issistanZe Act, seems to us to.be.
.

the logical plice fcr monitoring the impact'of,thecopyright.law on medical libraries.

We stand.ready.to be Of whatever assistance wa:cMO.

M AA programs.hare followed a logical progression in the development Of a

,L.comprehensive Medical information system.. In eddition:to'the.establishment:Of

Regionalliedical Libraries, MIAA resource grants:have been used.to help improve the ,

resources of.medical.libraries..and'to ettabliSh libraries inTinstitutions without

`diem Thia step brought health resourca'closer to the user; and helped to-relieve,
\ .

the dems nds.on the pegional.Medical Libraries. Recently,%thS-resource improvement

-grants:under MLAA hive emphasized hospital library consortium development. %The -'

consortiumitrintprogram encourages better service and wider availability4,bio

7--Rediail=ixformition and research resources.by supporting groups of libraries in!
.

institutions such as hospital, mentakhealth centers:'research inStitutes.'cliats,

commanity colleges, and public libraries.

. A, consortium grant in my own statpinvolves.21 institutions: of which three

are general academic, 17 are:healtH related,' apd one, the Chester'County Public;.:

Library, is a public library: Administeredby the Crozer-Chester; MedinOltentnr,

this is a resource-sharing project in which the materials held by' any one,library

are accessible without chatge the others'. Tle iwo7year,MLAA-grant.provides'

for p,project director, for administration,:and for some collection developmentqd,

. the health science libraries of.the consortium.

Other resource gtants are project grants. A recent'examplija.an iOnovative,.

cooperative inforiation-network in Cambridge, Massachusetts, 'TbrOugh the resources
. , .

..of Mt. AuburaiMospital and the strengthened health science collections of slx'local

public library systems, library and information services are being pnovided to



.

.

health practitioners not cffilistod with medifal 'schools or hospitals.: Such non-;
." ' -,t_t t_,:-.., :'t ';':4 ....
affiliated phisiciens.nursen, pharmacistc, dieticians, and other health providers: .,

.t - l':'. t!'. -,:''',,..... . ! -,.!*' :had previonalY bad no effective:access to the medical` information..system.; The MM.. , .. _ ,
rant provides funds for administration, for training of reference librarians in

. . ..:!t'i .' .
public libraries .in' erganisinCand accessing health,;information and for reaching
:; : .: ':'; t':.'"''' t.'' ':: :,:., -, : . - 4',..
the 5 000 non-rtffiliated health provider& in thes'area.. The Library Services-and'

.:'!: -; t..... '1-::.; :-'7::..":' ::: , :"---: :-. .

truceton'Aet.;pirovides funds. for resources to improve the public library health's " :'t ':.'',,),;t;!_t;".. : :,' -,

sciencetcollectiuni, and atstefunda are used to sarve'the consumer of health infor-'
action. .. .

439'

;.-

: Another project greet in New Jersey is called CHARGE - -the 036 SOCHA= OtRoapital
.andRehabilitative geriatrie-Enterpriees. Thia-faney. lasse%provides:a.very.down-to--

, . earth add moth-needed se'r'vice. lluhlenberg Hospital. in Plainfield his established
: .,-;,, 1, . ,'

en audiovisual' center to provide audiovisual medical "resources to ten nursing homes.it
About 100 teens (mostly, lima films, filmstrip d projectors) "are' availablg.

t

to be .bocrowea by nursing home staff as needed. The,materials have been used mostly

t by nurses and aidee," but also by housekeeping and security staff. Now n
.

.second end final year of ;MAL funding., MARCH hes' begun, Charging.m6? ,dues to the:'
r( i 't,t! .' .nursing Itomaa;'as ,c means' of. continuing' the project after, federaki,,teeding tends..tt' ,' .;'t,; ''.

Additienat'projecte of . this' type. desereefunding iftimedieal 'information ..
aerviees tnre I ecrbe extended :tn. areas and individuals se f mderserVed All the

v'

A
: :;!' .pTogrees7-spplind researeh training,treiourcehuittll '1,1-iforstation.'.delivery,

.iesearai.Idiaireeinationare essential.to ',the 'iontinuation anadevelopeseett:et an

'fictive heel
:

aYstese.
; ,!..tt.":/:"..: ''''t': i.:': .'','!''':

A three year of MIAA,..le proposed in Hi'l008
,; ;i:'''.

library pr should
.,

iine., thistimportenta be extendef.:.;
;.:::it:. ' ".:;.ft...t H.,',,t4at:
Associfition.teCosseeda:e five-year extension.. The tproViiics

la 'the" minimal :lenge
it

The Aseirican,lahisri.

of health care inform-

!ion, is so'saiential' to the welfareof the nation's citizens 'thate: five-year
..





. .beent:succeisful, but the needs' have neves besi4reater: .' . " '.
. ; ",

a:nclusion; we strongly 'sitpport:extension: of ; the' liedical Library:AsSiitance,
. . ;i77,'. .

'Act; and Ve!'are:pleased:thatiyour 'subezemittee"hisl'actid to renii:;the:proirsat
.

recommeid' a 'f ive7year extension of,KLAA it anthoSization levels 'Of '1.5',oillion forii. : ' . .

FY.1979 $17 million forLFY '1900; and. $20 million: for 2Y.1981.1

. We appreciate this opportunity to present the viena of the American Library
. . .

. .Asiociation toithe sube.onnitine. ,!
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erican College of Chest Thisieians,Amerzi'AsSoeiation Col-
,es

;

of Nursing, and thelidmophilia-FoinidatiOn -and other organi-
zation

..
r Which'ihave made a request that their statenient he included

the heiiringreettict:. '

Is there ObjeCtion2 iThere : being no objection, it is se ordered.
.T-hankl*-01-vet-muchritnathe.lienringis_eorteluded
[The following statements and letters were received' forfhe ree-

-='

r.

fr323.0 =42 WI i .5?
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Re: Expiring' Authorizations

National Heart, -Lung` and Blood Institute



'Mr. Chairman and Members of.the Subcommittee:

1

. My. name is, Dr. Joseph- C. Ross and "I. am Professor and :Chairman,

Department- of . Medicine ,! Medical, University of Sobth Carolina;;-;.i
- ;

am: alio the Pre sident:.of the AmeicanCollege of Cheat, Physicians.
!

It is :to repfesent professional I medical specialty ,

society which is composed of more than .10,000 he art)and lung medical.

specialists.

I. WOUld,iike-Itoi,take this opportunity, to expiess our grata-
girie=

to extend the legal, Operating ,atitheiiiies of;

NatiOnaiHeart,: lung ;: and :Biood;'Institute : and the National Alesearch

Se rVi ceAwatds Program. :,We appreciate..this ,earllieffOrt-onyeur

part.- in intiOducing Biomedical:Reseirck"andResearch. Trilning
Amendments 'Of 108".. We hope. that the momentum created by the

'iniredektion of H . R. ;;10908,.wiii insure its swift passige by ,the:

Congreii,:so that the4iistitute mak.Continee to. function smoothly

prior. to -the time that the. operating, authorities, Manaatei, prOgrami

and poliCies' of .NHLBI are substantially revised
' . : .

' For more than SO yearS, heart. and,bleod vessel' diseases hive

been major causes ' ofdeath;in.:tbis country, accounting; for ;Over;
-

'50% of all. deaths annually ;',nearly, three 'times the:number 'Of 'deaths

. 'from cancer the nexhighesi
,

Lung AiSeases thealselves have. become !a .ve ry serious pUbliC

heilth'.: problem. '''''AS :the 6th leading cause of . dea'tb in the -Unitea .-
, .

States, lung diseases account for more than %IGO, 600 :deaths each
. :

, .

,:

year.; ':60i million daYsllostIremiwer,k,; and 40 inillion:days,of ...re-

striiiia' sCtiViCY;' ,in eidditriOlnimriiiarY diaea'Se;:COitS,ibeYeConOmy:

eppro%i mate lySIS6 billion annually:In-lost productivity :,and wages :
.: -

nd ;maaicalCire',Ccisini. ; . . .

'' ''. '' :.i. , -:... '..., ,-...

.A.s '. you,; wel l'' know , :.'it .was ,7 .years, ago that iibe'fiesearcli, Mandate:

: of 'the Institute ', Was :expanded,: to i nClude: the .1tng :and ' that a concerte
.

gywas , initiated to meet :tbie'VerYserietliVh4iihjireblem:

The 411iLit and the biomedical community- ii i''. hay_ worked 'together; :(1.:_cii_

and 'ef fectiVely to lay; the foundation for ',the
. many ieseedil'Ottni

.presently conducted under the aOsPieei'of the HHLI:if : ''.'

, r
, \

, .



Howesier, in.order for Americarieita;, reap the full benefits
omfr thisIniiiati.We, the institUte must; given adequate, time

to nurture. these programs. Biomedical research projects, training
grants, and. clinical trials aro 'primarily long term programs.,

. .

: One-year, renewals hinder the. task Of ;planning these long -Mange
activities-. The- Division of: pulmonary Disease,--establiblitd in
1970; now has. the momentum to, affect the diagnosis, prevention -and
treatment of lung . diseases.. Also, short-term renewall do not provide
suf ficient' time ;for the institute's long-range -research undertakings
to mature , the point. where Congresscan: e f fectively evaluate:, them.

. . WithOutr-the .cantinuity that a threez-year extension provides
the Institute Could haVe extreme difficulty, recraiting and '-rehaining
highly:qualified. research manpower indivaduals !mho .may not . De

to involve ;'ttierniniven in- short-range' projects. It is. for the
,

above cited reasons :that the American College 'af:,Chest Physicians
is extremely, pleased that H:R. 10908 proPoses,.,that -the4,42Perating
authorities of the Institute; be extended'for three.:'. years.

HoWeVer, in your, ..xeniarks accompanying the;iritradUction of "The
Biomedical Research. and Research, Training:Amendments of 1978 ,!'''.you :

. qualified 'your, OrOposal, for -a -three-lear extension; by mentioning,:.!
that: the:siecond'!and' third Years of autharizations: for these, programs
are incladed in the- bill for the purpose of receiving comments- fram.; '
Outside interested parties on the future authorization level for the'
44. .

programs." :The: College sincerely., nopeS that 'these remarks %are directed ...
. solely at the authorization levels themselves 'and are not indicative
of wavering Support ' tor eXtendin9 theaPerating authority, for the
National.'"Heart Lung; and - Blood: Initithte tor .thraeYears:

.

- The.College ,is firmly :committed to,. the proposition that' a three-
year extension for the, NHLBi is essential not only for the institute
to effectively conduCt. its biomedical research and prevention' educe-
tion, 'and contrzil.. programs, but more importantly, as indicative of
Congress' unrelenting: cosmnitmest::to search: far new ways to prevent:,
detect, and control cardiopulmonary..andl.Cii'idiovasCaTit..diseaSes.



In re4aidAo the authorization leVels, theCollege:respectfullY'
requests the.

authorikations for.the.NHLBI.i'-For,Fy 1979:
the Coliege;.propoSes an authorization of- $600',Million of which $50

: million'shoui&be allocated to preVention, eduCation,.and-contiol'

,programs. :For.FY A980. we recommend $660 million for the In4tithte!s..
research.and trainingactivitipsv'Of whidn'$55.millionshould be
allocated for PEC programs. Finally; the College v:guests on

authofization.cif $730:million for.FY,1981; of which $66,million
shonld.be. designated for-PEC programs. While theee-figures may
a.t.first.glarice,appear high, we'note that under the Public Wealth'
service Act, only 15% ofthese funds may be allocAted to-pulmonary

:research and training activities.

ThC

,

American.College of Chest phyiicians.is-concerned that. _
.

.the\authorizatiom levels included in H.R. 10908"are not sufficient
to fprovide or.n expanded research effort in'cardiopulmonary.s.ii

nedicine.; yourReport that accompanied- H.R. 4975 last year, you
aP;latided.the.National Heart, Lhhi, Blood Instiiute",for taking

a.Major initiative.in:.promoting preVention,:.edUcation; and control
PrograMS:, .

These programs are the'primary'means of disseminating
information to the, public and the healthyrafession

concerning,imPortant,factors in the preVention of these
diseases an&the ComMittee stronglyihelieves:that.these.

prOgrams-should:be augMented.

Our 'recommended preVention,.education, and control authorizations'
-.are consistent' with this wise proposition. We strongly believe
-that, the Institute has made,Valuahle inroads id cardiopulmonary.re.
search,: It is significant that the'/nstitUte has-received 25% pore.
research grant applications in FY.1977 than in-FY%1976. It would 'be
discouraging to. the biomedical research community, and the- American
pnblic'which benefits fromtheir advances, if this enthusiasM to
conduct heart, lung and blood.research were met by an allocation 1.

of fuhds inaufficient to meet these challenges.

The NRLEI's Division of Lung Diseases intends to fiind important'

research .projects in:lung cell biOlogy pulmonary vascular disease.'



...Chinnic-,hrOnchitiaandealphyseMa;Pediatria4milionnarY;01.6ease;!!!an

reepiritOryXiilOre.The;DiviiiOnofHeart,and:.VascularDiseasei:-.

will fund critical procisja*Perrension,AerebrovisoularrAi

seasei!cardiovnicularAliseasu;'arrytheliasand:congenitaland,

rheUmatiO:beiriAisieese:: And:w4ileWeiare.'.plealMd'Withtbe efforts

:of the Pulmonary -Diseases Rational Research And Demonstration

at.thetiniVersity.of Vermont-i it is disiressing to:note that::

this is
- . . , .,

pulmonaryeentersthus far'estiblishad.althoUgh:-,:-

authority exists:' for! the establishment oftensuch4ng,centers:-!:

WithoOt-a*bstantiallyancrease&aUthorization.andapPropriation,!

there. can be no furtherexpansion:Of.theaportacentlfor
applied research.

.

,..The: opportunity to develop these crucial research sand pr3ven-

tión, education, and control programs in cardiopulmonary disease

is at hand, ,but so far exCeedgi.tba',iesOuceti.,"; -'-

that:heve,,tieen.made.:avei able,forthe implementation,ofAhe National

PrOgroilThe,College4eels:thab,"inlightof:the eateniinn!Afy,

Section419H:of;tha'11972:Act which.includeiAhel.SCieserVaiion'of'

suMiappropriate'd for41HLHI,forjUngdisease,!,the Institute. can

make significant progress inA0MbittingIOArdiopulmonailcdieeaSe!eit..

13efore:conclUding:our Comments,'We Would-like-to expriasOur

Aupport,fOr tWo:otilaraMendmeLis!to the RHLBI authoritieswhich'IAre,

vroposed AnH,R: 10908;.. 5202 1a) of yourrmeasure.vOUld..recluire;thei:

AnnUnlreportsof the t;o1413; Director and rheNHLH2:Adyisory;Coonoil;:..1

to-be:tiensMited to trid eongr?ss,no latelthan'November30jOfthis:

=year. This izitelligent and reeionable aziendment, if enacted,' will

Allow.tbe bealthLRohcommitteesendithe ApproprietiOnsComMItteee

..eccesstO a resource Whicil,will"be.valuable,lb'AscertalniUg.the

ooMing!year's-tegislative.aetiviries-and funding leveli. :1141..:10908:

Also amends S412 of"the:PUbliv Health Service Act toAarovidefortbe,

dissemination of information regarding factors..

of heart, lung, and blood diseasesYin 'a: more timely andefficieut::
.

manner. As an organization representing thousands of medical
.



is

practitiOneis;:ACCP supportsIthia'effOih:toransliteresearcha

vantielnioaCtnalpatient care crinallyqww,Wouldaike toexpres
OurenthOiiiitiesupportfor:1 204 of H R 10908, which requires ';`

ert,'.1ungi.andbladd,.centeraltoengage.inceontinuing educatioh-

i'prograksj.forhealth-Sprofessionali

Chairman,and'dintinguished?Membersof,this SubcOmmittee.,
on behaii:OU.the,more thar0.0;000;members oUthe

of CheSt,,Phyalnians.Who in
heart and lungs '; I wish to expressonzdeiPast4ippreciationlor

yourShi;ringin4ited us to presentour,vieWionAhis important

legislation pending before your Subcommittee. :In6heileirit of
-:.mutueLcooperation.andsUpport; it is our hope'that you will
continue to call upoU us.:for.idvice and consultation whenever'

rr:'

you think we can be'helpful to You.and this SubcOmmittee.



.::11104American,Bocioloilcal'Aisoniation

Cont.iii ['airing of the comeittei'on a Study of Witional.

Behavioral Research Porsonnel, MetiOnal Research

'"
COummil;;Omaission,On Roman Resooressi February 9, 1978, Wishington,,DC., z.

.
, ,.

Paid Williams, Director, Minority Fellowship Program,

7 RusiellR.:ilfynesi, Executive Officer .

'' The American Sociological Association wishes.to commend the, Committee..

for its reporton Personnel Needs end TiCiningforzgiomediCal and*Behaierk

.. Research.-our cements hire are necessarily brief and.focused primerily.

. -

on one aspect'of the report.
.

. ".

:...,A;On the overall report, we endorse the,reccomendatioi that'the Fedaral':.
. . . . . ,

. . . .

vernment continue to support and,msintain both,training grani4nd

ip
'ImPgrans in the; biomedical and Vehavitiial sciennen. addirian,:141,

, .

-,suppore.a gradual. shift toward poet loOtoral support, particularly if.,.
, r.:,:.

:

institutional dislocation to,program.changs'is minimized.: ife-suppoit..

the concept and increaaed. funding of Midcareer Research Training as an
, ,.,

appropriate step to increasing research` personnel, priority fields. r

While, thereare many aspect of the report attention,a s f il r ehih demand close

the Asioniation,comnends.the special' concern given in the report
. . ..,

rtes.. We will direct the remainder of our'comments to thieopecific:Ooncern."

The American Sociologicallissociationis one of five professional.orginiza7,

tioni:that have graduate fellowship programs for minerity'srUdents supported
. .

.

. ,

by funds ivailablit through the WationalResearch,SerVice.AwardAct..

. program, althoughrelatively new;-...was the-first of:these, and:we.are.confi--

....dent that we have begon:tO.demeliliChsena:lof the problemi that ledCo'iZe

.-



Initiation : e number ' of +Minorities ; holding 'advatiCed degrees in seciolo
. ,

remains woefully' iriadognate and= much siote needs to be done: However;

; during; the:Short:: life :of : ttiis program we have provided assistance to some
. '

120.! grad uate: students. ! By : saes ; es tirtes : this , equal to about :orie-rhlid :

of , the,mitiorities:whe- currently hold the doctoratelin:the field; At

present ; seventy7fiveltedents are receiving 'support,.

The report =Ikea.. two' Specific recommendations with 'respect to the
. ,

support: of :the training' of minorities: that predoCtoral,sUpport

.provided'beginning With the. first 'rathe than:the 'third .Year of graduate
; .. . ' . '::-

training; 'and,: (2) , that 1 special efforts be 'made ee encourage

; e6 undertike;ioAt doctoral training through the 'establishment: of ippecial

,fellowship programs: targeted, toward ,them. ,We.-would :like to endorse these

reeindistions and to make One, or twO:additional-pOinta relating to tesa...'.

; there: is' an' obvious need 'to 'identify and -support 'rniearities who, are

to be:sucCeasful'in.gradisate and professional 'training early in
, .

their academic careera.. 'Ideally, this would be sometime 'during the:'under.-

graduate:Years.' :Shore of this,' hoWeveri, first year 'graduate:support is'an

absolute :inst.. A.:part ,.of Our 'success is undoubtedly due io tha ;fact' that

we have been'able to obtaina.:relaxation .of the policy the% restricts

support. to later years. On theother. d, a policy !that can have the
. .

effect of cancelling out much of this s cess is the requirement that

support be limited to a.total orthre years. The 1976 report of the

National Board on Graduate Education on Minority GrOup Participation in

Graduate Education indicates that the median time required for students to

be registered in graduate school before they receive their doctei-ates-7

and this's applies to whites and ,nOn=whitesis'epproximitely six years.',
. _

Thus, we strongly recommend that the Committee not only endorse

4.





riveti, foundation' Policies thatencourage' these sty r .:.`ekasscrrarge

:,,smentssbUC1CheenSOUraged. Z.
. 2 ,

*!linitV:comment, apPreCiate the daiw"colleCti4nr-Afforts':of:,,tha

: .

.:Coaaiteitiishich:uelind Invaluable and we wonliLyope-,ini64.e7..iontinnou

' .::,"4o can;:,thei4ougitUdinak.deta can&:used as a base .for pailsus in.the,furure..
' .: :.:

Aggregate data. ficiwever, AomeeiMes has a tandencytn4Lonrerthal'problims
, '. , :

, . 1 .

.of,Special groups and categories:. We would encouragerrhet;ausitEeart
,

.

continue:in the -future to 'give specific attention tothn,nerds.of adnoritLin::;
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.



frman; and distinguished i'itiembere. of this committee
t 1,f Li,

am Caroline Lui ie ,"Anteinationel president: ,the '7Juvehile!k:1 '.; ,
Diabatell.Founditiow: 1 ,am parent of t:'S2:21 year,Old t-ion

!.! tP
'

who has triad .'diabetes for alMost.,121years. JDF: is an inter -% .
; :.; : . , . "
national voluntary heeltli organirition,four and a half years 'Old ,

! ;

dedicated .to supporting .and fbrtherin4 research, and education

the; f ield Of Diabetes I submit this reitimony yobu: onon, be- .

eii.Oi)itirboed;O6ifihOtOriendibe Ourenire:MeMheiShfPend.
their families : with over 100 chapters throughout the United

Statee,; Canada 9and
:, . . .

. ''0n July 23, 1974 the .National Diabetes' Mellithe Reseirbb; and

'Education 'ACt-(1) .L 93 -354) was enacted. 41Thiel; legi slet Which
you; ...Cong essmaniRogers,:epohiored,inoreeiedetteritiOn at tha

Federal level for el fOrtS toicombat diabetes This. Act authoriied

. the expeni ion of progratia for the development of Centers for.-research

and tre ibing Yin.. A jibe tee .-Ii also mihdited the establishment of .;
a .1

Diabete He]. li the ..Coordi niting Committee composed tiftelireseataiiiie

of. the Various .1.11etitutes of NIH and oiber. Federelf...;igenaies:inVoived

in research. , it. provided for. ; the' creation: the Nationel;'

Commission on t.Diabe tes to :formula te a Long.-Range Plan .6i! Combat i'
. . ' . , 1diibetes ;.: '

!
.

" "2:
;Two years : ago a f ter receiving the recommendations of the

.:Zdongreasiohilly creitek.Nationa/ Colaali is ion oe :. Diabetes you '; Cohgrees-

men7RogerSand Other .:,Diatiagaishea Members , our Congress, -:;toolicn 1J

the challenge and responsih4ityOf: initiating 'the ,.hil'iqie;ClgEange

an [toi-Conhatl diebeteS . Yon . fostered an :attack on as eaaa!'that t;.

. , , ,

had become a manor rend devas ta tin health . problem ficing' our .NatiOn:

One unique ; espect :of this lon mrange plan to combat diabetes is

its 'comprehensiveness iDiabetes must be encircled f iota every

availible: Vantage point; using every, available resource. In the
National ' Heart ;: Lung .6,1and ,Blood:Insitute, under , the capable and:

innovative lez4erah4"of Hebert LeVY; we Ave. one such vita).',

s'resourceto aornhat7 diabetes . : ;

"_DiabeteeLhas_been_found by the. scientists -to .; be one of-the

'four major causes s of heart disease: The majority of diabgtic
deaths are due to cardiovascular disease About 254 of diabetics

are under ' tree tmeht. for 'heart disease. Accordingiy the jhvenile



tDiabetes` =Foundation deems it: imperative for Congress to 'adequately

support thelresearch and training,activities . of the 4National
,t.
L11111301[14;:B100.CIOS#.11te

Congressman7iRegert,we'commendyeu:.ferintrnducing1091k

the;.BiomedicaliBesearchankFeamrenipnB.7.7
a'iLhiroVidasforia'threeear,eXtensteb:_pf*&opSiatione,.,
atlthoriiatiens:forpeIIHLBIThe'Benate:;counerpartto thia:measure:

S 2450), provides',only,'a one year `extension of authorizationsffor';

this' Vital JDF considers:the three-year.extension as,

theeasentiaifeafpre of this legislation. It is Indieative of-:atronV,

`Congressional :supPiort for!.iheInstituteTheunstable and.unpre-

,.dictabletatmesphereAenerated.bx,.epetitive:One7year:reneWaleican

...0nlif.have:deleterions on- -the

Out.:::ita;Congressienal'Allandates..

3lthough.we approve. of the three year extension fortha4IHLBI4

JDFdOnsiders,theauthorizaticu

be2.tdO:lowtfor thi.lniitute to in#iae.Znew inroads in'reaearching.,

theAmterrelationship's of'diabates and:cardiovaicularfilineases4At

authorization - .levels of ,5460 mill ion,;$S50 million, and $550;million

for fiscal years 1979, 1980. and 1981,tBejnititutewill.:lind.,it.

diffiCultif-,not-iimpessible4' to initiateUeicresearchland:ttainIng

programs while 4t-;.thesametirrpeetingts:existinenmmitmelltS.0

..H:7.1e::BBLBIhasshown:acommitMentn:'meet yOur.mandaies;4Between, -,

FY 19/5;ind:FY1978, the NHLBI more dOnbledAtOendin0
diabetes' research and training..activi4ea:- Levhai:Istaied4Bat.

".%. diabetes is clearly an IridDPendentrisk factor for coronary

heartdiseane; ..seddenAeath, congestive. teartfailuuaistrokaaild'

peripheral "vascular; disease .these--rdalliationsithere
: . ':::

his deVeloped; enormous investigator interest in diabetes."The

BliiBI';haireceived approilmately25Vmore,,research grant applicatinns

in FY:1977 than in Fi976;:a4reat4tortiOn of these,epplications..': ,-

relate,to the cardiovascular complications, of diabetesWe are

facedA4ith increased 'enthusiasm'in the scientific ctomMuniili,;to

participate 15:the;reaearch prbgramstof the:NHLBI,04-..inauffcient ,

funding available:for.the-Inif-MitliTtbmeet,-thisTchil-lenge-

Che.NatiicualBe'art, Lung,and Blood Institute has proven.

itself to be an elfactiveind efficient for obtaining, new
, .

e



441ihowiedge regarding the causes..an& prevention , cardiovascular ,distease

Diabetee.i:4.'Accardifigly; the "Juvenile" Diabetea; Foundation.:
'109081he.1ameadedi tos'inClude .,the !follow.3Ui,;ii;.41iii.,', :'1.;;.?,

.; ; .. .

1979: . $565 million for fresearch ;and training programs ... .

: $ for.:preirention':',:eduCation and . ,
control programs. :24,10 ; . ;-:

. .,
FY 1980: $672,.millinn: for research and traihingiprograms

S '75. Million :for prevezition,: education and
' control ;program:, .

. .' : !:).; ,;. .FY 1981:, $754 for research.and trainizig programs
- $100 million for -"prevention education and.

control ;programs. ; 7 7 ;;;; :

The: FOundatiOn., would . to , .0:;: .
express:Aii:4UpportifOrioneotherqmportanicaMendmenttC;;the.NatiOna

" ; s ..;;: -; _;, .Heart; .Blood,Progsakybich embOdied:%in7
.i451.0908.,:' 'SIDI Cof ttia;bill',WOuld amend: 5413. (d)::of the ` Publie

HealthlSerViCe';Act "to ;provide'On;i'tiineli, bisis""for';', tha '
disiminati06.-1. ;of resealCh the Yawl': health

professiOnals: :,iThe:.sPeedy;;transmisaion.: of-',Cardioliasoniii,;'nd4inaes;,.-
! ;'; ';' 5'; 7; ;: I i. :6,.:.fiOeil;benCh;:tO-;bedsider:. dan:sive :thousands' of lives ; of

-; diabetics pitiebts:whO are particularly susceptible to cirdiO.,-.
; .:vasCular'CoWlidationi.

A.

, CONCLUSION . . . .,

The ;Juvenile' Diabetes '. FOUndatiOn be/ieVes it is : incumbent on
itP , i .

,! this Congress to darif the LOng-0angeiTlin :for, diabetes forWard from
. , . ,its tielated:lieginning to its; hopeful ; end. In the Oatiobal Heart; .Lun

':and 81oOd'.Institute,1 we have One :significant component for't
,- on. this devastating: disease.' There fOre, . JD? urges Congress to support.

the: three-year extension _of. this vital, Institute. t our - recommendedY
therizition 'levels .`' .

. . . . .
.,

If of the -Juvenile: Diabetes : Foundation seen impatient ; it is
. becense , ti ::fo5!a:clietgliit', asured differently. - Five Yeas:,:Of i

clinical. re arch in iitl:nbo* .y-.7,4s. not at linn2rious amount of tine,;:
;

:. but five . a: life.:, .Otildiabetie can bring on the physical an
..f. , ..



; ,.,

chaos., of heart disease at, a,qfrighteninglyiaccelerate

paee-,which'atereViates;4thm.htunan 1if sran. ,;

1. Despite Trogress that has .ibeen made due to yOurPzfarsighted,;:

awareness:end:generosity', We are ;Still ;far ' from the primary :goal.' of

, 'eradication or even ,Optimal effective Managemeni;of. the 'disease

It is ;therefore essential that scientific research research*, like

that :conducted ;by; the NHLBI -- continue to be enhanced,- expanded.

and intensified in order to'improvi% treatment of this disease, to.

leek 'a means- of preventing its devastating complications, and; to

:uliimately-, find :a cure.
; ;

: Thank you for the opportunity of formally presentingpresenting our.; views ;

to you and your distinguished colleagues.
-;

. ..,
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Thelextennion?nrid'Ancreased' funding of the : Medical: /d.hretri". Assistance 'Act;
nflyriner Y?:/eia,"Reton:Co;aeinity:1Ospital ' and 'bieredieal.lihrariee

throughout Florida .The'.),4".prOvidee:iunding
ervieee;:i regibeal nedice.1,.3.1brary., training ;and", resource acts.:

improve 'the;civalitt or health ". care in: the:" tied' Stites !hy.;providing for;;the rapid needed " biOmedieal'iinfo tion physicians and ',other
heath !iirefels their loiati through progrema. ix

c brar4Ainistance fill's., clay; 'Cm for cithere :in's.thi

Of,the:cciist lariwirtent:.*entic Of 'aisliensiniOhe'l.t!1e*eitdoSa'iaiOunt',4iC;'
sands

area most t
both

'7informatlinr.explasiale!;.Ahe7refiulti 'of miey.)heeitieatiients!'era'reseaieh;

r11 "just : lick*? feasible ; fer:.tilie.''average",hoeliital!'i;tibeary;
exteini ,Look. ,2,1.mitit Seine \in

&nit
of -,the

. the health care :(ie.the;kiture

Ling 'ipublished hundreds .-iof /.? ?urn,

SC be found I` no other _place .-
tliriset:joritYefthese;

fent Aealleylisedinalicareto

mayE
,1

41,1'illecausel;Oc.,this ."nee'd access to sol,cany;:jourekliBoca:-Raton-Cccounity Hoepital. .
and ;Ahem l..the..uaingstidhpend; on- borrowing liram;otherllibrariea:".to ;Meet Losi,pfi"yam!
infOrmatien:henni0 anCthuS:Aaltisaiteli ',pat Sent; ne'eds;;:i Thiongll
able to borrow ritemeIve need working;Mu64k; the!Iniversit4 of; 1 cal
School netedrki!7;iuttil quota Of T., interlibrary

are cleireek":3:30 eaCh7edditio Tegnest.
;Mithinit';:thOILAA each-reciunet, %seeped: ei oharlie4a.4tan:fp. eintt rectorthe honpitel:3ibrerietc:' -
In addition to an,eitenslon of the Medical 5ip,itry sfaiwici*t , "an .increase
at tUndintj. is -neciiiapltn .earii:.put4fieeele4Vg01
:(Senh'reS:i.nteiltbeirj;1Ocni..service): funding inerealiee..- bare: been''reeeisek.

rams

latia:fOne,ssaie Ai:nests:: hive centineed to..vine -; and "many.programs. are being -.
, cUrtailedbeetiuse thi curtailment interlibrary:.; ktiifi
:diseuined;;VOuld,liere,:n;Ainnstroue effect On. cointintlyLhoapiral:librariee

Without the 13enefita", of...thi4 Medical Library Assistance ,ACt:',-COnliauitity!';boispit'ala
f.411101iiii:OlitleAtis>0014:!riria:414rAmf6adAakied0The-iiiniiiiiograis:00PAf;:el
'.ipop801*,help,iia*4itirelt.iiathidreedieel!inforeetion ia dispersed throughout

,thint being eoneentrated ;". : .only erase -or it44.14 available when it in heeded: I feel
that 'n lack ;.61".INLitP adversely affect. the ,euelity of health care.
available to ;patienie ir.'tlua'Atnited: Staten anti in our area,. ,

S.

000 Kr: aoOws ouao

7 i7.8:7.
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14ply to: .

, Bos 48750
Los Anissios.Callornis 900i8

Direct Dial Numb r:

February 27, 1978

. Honorable Paul. G. Rogers
Chairman;'Subccmthittee on-Health

I ,and.the Environment
Room -2415 : ' ,

Rayburn Building :

Washington, D.C. 20515

0ear,,IMi. Rogers:,

'As a praciising hospitallibrarian, I would like to support the renewal of
the Medical.Library Assistance Act and would appreciate'having this letter
made a part of the hearing,reCord.

. .

Since its:passage.in 1965, the Medical" ibrary Asiistance Act hai resulted
in the establishment of a functioning network of-medical libraries sfiaring
resources'and disseminating,informatioe.. Utilizing'a.network of ninety re-
sour -ce libraries and thoUsands of small libraries,.the eleven Regional
Medical LibrariesWhich received funding, for training,'consultation'and
doCument delivery, have brought the .results of research within the easy reach
of large'numbers of health:profesSionals. It is- important that this informa-
ton be rapidly a4Feasily accessible to ill health professionals. The con-
tindatiOnand expansion of the''network depends upon the renewal of this Act.

Renewing the MedicalLibrary Assistance Act would ilso provide the,funds.to:.-
1 . ... .1 .

(1) develop and implement innovative and lost- effective methods
of disseminating i-formationt

. .

.(2) continue the conAltation, eduCation and training funds that,
.have assisted administrators in setting up informationdeliver4,
systems and have helped personnel working in the-health sciences
libraries to be more efficient in performing: heir tasks;

coordinate efforts in applied'research-so that technological :ad
vances can be utilized to reduce the time spent in countless
health sciences libraries doing tasks that are duplicated all
,across the nation. This would assist each of usAnAontaining

(3)

'-

(4) assist in developing resources to stimulate library growth and
development In areas, serving.the Irural practitioners.

1700 BEVERLY BOULEVARG LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 30048 TELEPHONE: (213) 8554000
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It is my hope that Congress, in its efforts to improve the quality and
.

delivery of health care-in the nntiOn.Will continue-to'recognize the sig-
Oficant role:libraries play in the delivery of health related'information
and will renew the Medical Library.Assistance Act for five years;ta sufficient

.period to permit good planning.

SincEreiy'yours
-7-4,

77,
Dinnn Colaianni
Director ofLibraries
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'cONGRESSmAN:PAUL 6-ROGERS
- USr .HDUSE.OF'REPRESENTATIVES'

WASHINGTONc 205I5

\-
AS PRESIDENT ANO MEMBER OF:THE BOARD.OFDIRECTORG DF. Tme ASSOCIATION OF
AmERICAN'CANCER,INsTITuTES-wE ARE WRITING TO YOU, CONCERNING MRI090S
WHICH RELATES.Y0 THE RENEWAL OF THE CANCER ACT IHE 4ACIREPRESEOS'70*.
CANCER, CENTERSAN:THE uNITESTATES AND HAS A VITALINTERESTAN.THEIR
CONTINUED SUPPORT ALHOSTALL'THE,ADVANcES IN CANCER.CARE.0VE11mE PAST
25-1E-ARS.HAVE'ORIGINATED IN THE CANCER CENTERS- THE CURE .0F. CHILDHOOD
LEUwEMIA.,OF HODGERINS'DISEASE AND CHER LYNPHOmAG,THE'cURESi0F.NUmBER
OF CHILDHOOD CANCERS A-SUCCESSFUL .ADJUVANT TREATMENTOF,,-
OSTEOSARcomA.ANO.BREAST CANCER.ARE.4uWA FEW THE'CREATIoN OF'NEw!
CENTERS 1N.;A wiUmBER OFfuNivERSITIES, HAS pROVIDEO A.NETwORK tiF CENTERS.
ACROSS OUR' cOUNTRY'THAT,RES THESE.ADVANCES WIDELY AVAILABLE TO MOST.
PATIENTS MOREOVER BECAuSETNE CENTERS ARE,FOcI OF RESEARcH'ExCELLENCE.,'
OF -'HIGH QUALITY: OF-FATIENT CARE. OFEDUCATION FOR. THE PROFESSION AND
ESPECIALLY FOR "COMMUNITY obi REACH THEY HAVE'BECOmETHC PRIMARY
INSTRUHENTSFOW.RAPIO TEtHNDLOGICAL,TRANSFER OF EMERGING,INFORPIATTON,,
FOR THE.OI&GNOSIS8NDM*P4AGLMENT.OFC4NCER. INFLATION-PLUS THE DILUTION
OF AVAI'L'ABLE FUNDS BY.THE CREATION OF HEW CENTERS MAS RESULTED IN.
REDUCTION " OF BuPpoRT. FOR MOST EXISTING CENTERS IN A NUMBER OF CENTERS
.EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS -IN CANCER - CONTROL, EDUCATION ANO.CLINICAL
APPLICATION OFRESTARcm:FINDINGS ARE. BEING. SHAROLy CURTAILED WE WOULD
STRONGLY 'URGE THAT -IN VINT1110908-STEPS ARE TAKEN TO SUPPORT A

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE liVEL REGARcrwE SPECIFIcALLYREcOmmENDANE,
CANCER ACT bE NENEwEO:FOR,A THREE YEAR PERIOD TWINE AUTHORIZATION
AMOUNT. FOR THE CANCER ACT. BE RAISED 401.3 BILLION DOLLARS-FOR FISCAL:-
YEAR BEGINNING-OCTOBER 19791,1'.4 BILLION,IRSOTI.S.OILLiDN FoR I981;wE
RESPEcTFULLY REQUEST' THAT THIS LETTER.BE PLACEDAN'IME HEARiNcs-pN..,

...t!R10908 , ,

_DR C.GEADoN ZUBNOD PReSIOENT,:ASSOcIATIoN OF 'AMERICAN CANCER INSTITUTES
666 ELM ST 6uFFAL0,Ny 102

I5:19 EST..

HGKONP:mGmr.

c.

L
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The

National Hemophilia Foundation
25 WEST 39th STREET NEW YoRK, NEW YORK 10018 (212) 869.9740

Marc, 3, 1978

T

fhe Honorable Paul G. Rogers
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
240 Rayburn House.Office Buirdfng

"Ilashirgton DC 20514

Dear Congressman Rogers:

RE: HR 10908

The Founda tion is "aware that your sub - committee on Heal th and Etyironment,is
;now holding hearings on the Biomedical Research and Research Training Amendments
pf.-1978 which would amend the Public Health Service'Act.by revising and .extending
progracis-o6. assistance of the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NIH)
and other:biomedical research authorities.

.Your February 9th .statement, as reported in 'the -Congressiodal' Record was read
with great interest and we applaud your w6c.,lors' in urging' that the research
training programs be extended for a ti reer.year pe'ried-

.
. .Inasmuch as it. is not feasible ''',m--the'.5cundation_to. personally present testis

it "would be appreciated NI' this letter linnicating our views .could be.
inserted into the record..

The National Hemophilia Foundation Strenily_ S..xport ',Your reconmendation for a
-.three-year extension f9 tha n.09roas of th,..Nat Heart, 'Lung and, Blood..
Institute.. are- well aware, biofeedicel, reso..eb is the key. that Will
unlock the do& %o 'a .bet*.r .rdirstrt-1.1:- of disease problems with.whiCh we
are faCed. Advances' mad: ie. r` d of nt....'issf- ' rmst be the initial step
lhat'lou4 b taken before ,any a '-5coverie's c.'.;''ae translated:into 'effec-,--
tiVe health delivery . '..!!Fee-yea ..ocienSion will beable ,.to
Thevide NHLI11.w-ith the -time, so tha effective cad efficient..programs. result,
.1f1 addition; such an'extenticin -pal the eesea-Ch conMunity:.(upon *whom the.
future -depends) that'the COngress ''1, concerned about the state:-of the art
in research, for;today and for.tomorrow.

The Foundation respectfully'suggests that the proposed funding aut rizations for.
NHLBI are too low, and recommends consideration of an.autho zation of 5600'
million for FY 1979 ($565 million for research and other progr s and $35 million
for prevention and control -programs): For FY 1980, we recommend an authorization
1 eval of 4690 million (5650' mill ten" for '.research; 540 edition, for -prevention and
control). . For FY 1981, we recommend an autliorizatien level of $795 million ($750

:'million for research; S45 million for preventien and control).

.-
, .

An Active Memberof the National HealthCooniil



The Foundation flyrechgnizes that financialconstraints be excerciSed by

the Congress. However, in our opinion, you dare not.jeperdite the:National
'biomedical research effort with its resultant gains for the heiltn-and well being
of all .Ameilcans fo:' the lack of proper funding.

intimately.ntimately.aware of the.excellence Of:the
programs at NHLBI, since many of them do-and will have a direct bearing on the

.
quality oflife'that this Nation's hemophiliacs.can'expect._=-144-haie found in

'thisinstituteand in its Director, Dr. Robert Levy, a superb levelof Competence
An professionalism, And:.yeL At is understanding and, responsive to .the needs.

of.h ophiliacs. We are confident that given sufficient-financial .support, MB!

40nanju ill an even greater role,in:not only assisting those who are afflicted
with hem philia, Imit more importantly, the nation assa whole.

:

We resp ctfully urge your thoughtful cohsideration of our .recommendations.-

Sincer

)
I

GedrgetJ.161 heobaldyJ
CxecutiveRt4-estor

I

GJT:lcw

cc: Dack W. Dalrymple, AsSistant Counsel - Sub - Committee

House Sub-Committee limbers
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UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SYSTEM. CANCER CENTER

M. D. Anderson Hospital and tumoi institute
Teas Medical C.:cm er 1100W:in. Texas 77030

1

R. 1.tt Clark, 1..1, D.
PiesWal

March 6;.I979:.

The honorable Paul Roger's, Chairman.
o-Subcommittee on Health Ard the Environment

Rayburn 'House Office Building' 2435 .

U. S. House of Representatives.
'Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congre'ssm'an Rogers:'

I understand that hearingsfare presently underway on ma' bill H. 7s. 3- Cia

which, among' other thIngs;extends the protliam of the Nationif ::
Institute. ?Aay Lstrongly urge your 'committee to raise theoropoi
of authorization to at ledst$1:3.611.1ion for FY /9, The authorize' cu
presently provided by.H..11.'10908 will only CoMpensate the rata of iniletion

'.and will not allow the cancer program, to continue to move.fonvt,id.1

As a member arthelyesiddrit's Cancer Panel from 1972 until 1977. I had the
privilege °III/lowing 'and participating in the greatly increased national
effort. Not were there great increases in basic or fundamental research
reg ruling 'molecular biology of the' normal end rnalignant cell; but also new
tank forces and comprehensive'cancer centers were created to adapt these
new findings) to the care of the cancer patient. -1.,

Cur great effbit now should be eXpanded for the first gleamings of the Control
of generalized or systemic cancer from vfi ich 60;4 of the patients die./New
and better:drtigs'epplied under the control conditions of clinical research aro
required. Thesadrugsare best applied a ce.mprehensive canceicaner.
Out'of tin: 19 comprehensivTcancercenters coy.) costing many/of them-are lust
getting.started and 'will recruiresupport tobaohict.lo heCon4.0.fully orerallonal..
Centers. Senator Muriel Huisphrey ti6s unicti'Senitior X,ittneily to increase the..
level of authorization for ttfie National Cancer rre'2ram- in' the bill. presently
being considered byhis aubcomIttee, and 110 has atiessed the need for a
second 'genaration Of anti-Ca 1' that will boless. toxic and more effee-;

live. lam pleased that ra;-, ;-,i.tS Joined incur °Units, and ceatsinly she )ringe:
e'special.understaridieari.. problems;of the/cancer patient. .Enclosed'for,'.

it

iY
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Match, 8, 1978'

The Honorable Paul.G...ROgers
Chairman, Subcommitteeon Health

and the Environment
Committee on'Interstate and
..Foreign Commerce,: -
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

,
.

e:''.'xtension and Amendment of/the
National/Research Service AWard
Act.of'1974 (H..R. 10908).

. -

Dear Mr. Chairman:
. /

. For the past two years, .1 have been-privileged to
. serve as a member ol' the Committee established by the National
Academy of Sciences to conduct studiet respeCting biomedical
and behavioral,researpb personnel; persUanttoSection-473
of the PubliC-Health ServiceACt,asenacted by' the. National
Research Service Award Act of 1974.. I,.am writing you, from
this perspective,,to commenton.H.R. 10908e the i'egislation
mow-pending before mut Subeommittee to extend -and amend -,
National Reseaich'SerJieeAward Act of1974.',

I

,
.

. .

with'tcremphaaiie\that I am writing:this letter
in, mylcapacity-as'a.private'cltizen, and,noton behalf either,
of tbeliational Academy of 'Sciences or of the HAS committee.l:
,These-7-yiewsieflect myown personal opinions.

The following comments ere set out in the:iame''
order as..the:provisions of the NRSA Act,' and not in-order of
importance.



1. Sections 102, '472; 'and 473 of t.):e;NRSA Act
should be amended to include health services research' trainT
ing funded by' the Department of HEW through4the National
Center.,Health Services; ReSearch.. It is anoMeloui for
the NRSA7A'Ct".to inClude training :for 'health :services :resparCh
at WIli;.,:ADAMHA; and:the :Diviiiori of-Nursing-of BRA,` but. not:
to' 'include the:National' Center for 'Health SerVices Research.
In 'fact;: the NAS Committee has'been forced to consider. health:-
Iorvices 'research training at the National ;Center: for Health

ices 'Research :at HRA in each of its reports
.

In its.1977 Report (page 142), the;*NAS Committee'
specifically.stated: that "an extension of"the NRSA statutory;
authority.to include the.!NCHSR is.warranted," and made the
following recommendation:.

"Recommendation. In order,to assure
the provision of urgently required train-
ing funds, the COmmittee recommends a
statutory amendment:of 'the NRSA Act to
include 'all research training provided by
the HRA."

I am uncertain whether:this form of amendment, in itself,:
would' be sufficient to include:. all research training programs
in; health services research supported by the Department of':
HEW: An apPropriate amendment 'might include. a .general-pro-
vision bringing under?the NRSA Act all other bibmedical and:
behavioral' research 'training in the Department.

2. Section 472(a) (3) .of the NRSA Act Presently...
permits the NAS Committee-to eXercise,as,"veto
terminfng. subject 'aieas (which the NAS Committee, calls
:"fields") for, whiChethere is Currently noneed fOr additional
research personnel. if- the:NAS.Conunitee exercises;, that veto
power :no. NatiOnal:: Re-search' Servied Awarde,May,-;ihereafter:be
made ,in those .fields . That veto power. has in 'fact not been
exercised be&a.Use of the Ccimmitide:ConclusiOnv,-ispelled out
in its 1976 and 1977..Fteports, that research training ;in all
of the broad areas (basic ,biomedical' sciences,. behavioral
sciences, 'clinical ;.sCienoes health services :researah,I.and nurs-
ing :research.) as :well, as the fieldu within thdie areas': cOn
tinues .to be juatified,.althoUgh in _some cases at redued:
levels.'



H.R.A10908 would,aMend Section 472(a)(3) 10
natA this veto Power of the NAS Committee.' I belieVe that,
this change; is unwarranted Snd would be a bad mistake. :X have
...seen.nO justification whatever for such a change in the Act.
The ,process established.in the Act has been working:very well
up.to:now and,,abient some clear and compelling reason for a

..'change, /.would strongly' urge that this provision remain'asit is.

The only .possible reason for this amendment wouldbe to weaken the influende.of the NAS Committee and to per-
mitlie Department of, HEW to make decisions with respect to

=research training in subject areas on the basis .of subjective
'.impression rather than objective-data.:During the.past twoyear's, I. haVe found it distresiing thatthe.NIR is unable to
.'adduce any data whatever to support its Subjective impressionsof areas and'fields that deserve emphasis or thatdo:npt
deserve additiOnal research training;; _There exists within
NIH a lack of coordination of research training efforts, 'and.
a resulting lack of an adequate rationale to justify the
-limited "research areas" by each Institute in the"
annual NREA Announceffient.. Hajor,efforts have been made by
thdNAS,Committee to'develo0 sound data on which such de:-
.cisions.can be ,made. The amendment preposed'in H.R. 10908..which I understand was suggested byNIH, would substantially
undermine these efforts:of the NAS Committee.

:

I think it .important i0emphasize that at stake
here, in addition to-this specific provision,:is the, view of
Congress with respect to the role and significanCeof theNAS Committee. If you wish the NAS Committee to take its.

:

statutory Mission as seriously and importantly asit has in
,the past; and to attract. the high Caliber.of scientists and,
;science administrators that it has, then it would be'extremely
unwise to make any effort to weaken the.role of the NAS Com-
'mittee at'this timee : I doUbt that people of thecaliber who
have been serving on the NAS:Committee would .be willingto

:,spend the time-and effort.that they, have spent, for no re-
numeration whatever, if Congress* amendi the law in a way'
intendedsolely toUndermine their role.-

. %One of the major.OurpOses of theNational Research-
.hfervice Award Actiof 1.974 Was to' provide the opportunity for
an objective evaluation of.national..rasearch training needs

.17,independent expeets outside the pressures and interests
4f'the-DePartment of HEW and OMB and the development .of re-.
:liable data on which' to.base research training' decisions,

. .'



, .

'and-rthen toAllake'aure.:that futUte.decislona dri faCtrefleat,'..
that evaluation and,data. The amendmentproposed7to Section
402(i)(3):,is'4esigned-.to:'do exactly the oppositeccording
ly, I wouldstrongly'.7recOmmend that it be'deleted..

3 fully SUpPert the changes; proposed
. . .

10908An:,Section472(b)(4) of the NRSA:-Actitro exten&pre--
(1Coctoral.training to 5'yearS.'ind postdoctoral training to

. ,3. years,;and-.tO):clarify thejawthat the total amount,of's6p7.
':portmay extend tojl..;years.Urnder.the.:-preient:wornng::,of
the'laW.,iiiiAinclear whether suppOre:lor.,alltraining--:in-':
cluding predoctoral-and :poStdoctoralcOul&exceed threel.yeare
A.11:the aggregate: ''Thenewprovision:will.,be very helpft4t-:in-.:
assuring adeguateSupport for all'gualified:individualain-
olUdingminaritylstudents,whOTwill Often-deed the'fUll,:measure, '

of:suppore thiS.pkoviSion will, give.ThisiChange'isC-on
pistent with the NAStoMMitteerecommendationsAn
Report-(pagesj72173 and179). is _

SectiOn 472115i15)tof the,NRSA ActStatesthat.
., National Research Service.Awa4ds:shallprovi*'fOr stipends
andallOwances:fOr:.therecipients..I WholeheartedlySnOporti,,
the.chafige: propOsed2byl:W.R. 10i9DS,.whiChproVidesfor:periddie
adjustmenta'tO:reflece'inCreaSevjn:the cost of;:living.i.This.::
is,con"diStent with:the recommendation of the_.NAS'comMittee
in, tsA.977Report (page',181):!.

5. SectiOnA72(b).(5):of;tWNRSA Act-also proVIdes
that NRSK.awards to non-federalinstitutions shil143rovide

:for' payMents!forthe cost of, "support terVI,CetYn,The
committee: hes:heard'substantial c'ompl'aint t-abOut the ',25percentJ,
ceiling. placed by:Ole Department-Of:HEWupon thiS7cOsof
iupport'servicea.,- SoMe'.inatitutiOns contend that. thCactual
cost, OfsuppOrt:services connected witb.60eCif*C4reirch
training"-is the25,-perceptoeilingi thus forcing
the:Intftution to.bear theie:4243ense6-in orderto;condutt-
an:adeguate,researCh training piogram:You.mighttherefore:..i

'consider .including, in:_the :'.Hour _Report on -this legislation ;
Glanguage that.would make. it clear -;that actdal-i4pOft7-terviCe*
in exce6s,;:of the25-Eiercent leveare;eigiected-:..to:Ibereim

.',:buried,by..theHDepartmentof.H4Wwhere:the.partiCularinsitu
"..tiOn canthoW.:that those sPecific:Support services. are.:reasOn-:-

.able for the specific training

NeitherSection .472(b),(5) nor any'other-Oro7-
vision in the-NRSA.Act preiently states that research'training:.
grants tonon-federal inS:tituiions. may includettiecost:

I "1
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institutional "overhead." The DepartMent of HEW presently'
permits an-overhead .factor up to B percent_ of. the. Award.
Once again, institutions receiving research training grants
have complained.thate-this 8 percent figure does not coyer
the full overhead expense reasonably related to specific.
training:programs, thus forcing them to absorb those.addi-6
tional:costs or to reduce the quality' of;the program.

This problem is apparently exacerbated by the fact
that, in at'least some instances, those institutions are
also cohducting.research, as well as-research training, .under
Federal grantS and that neither of these grants: carries the

.fUlroverhead: These institutions are therdfOre Conducting.
both'research training and actual research. with Yederal money,.
6r the benefit otthe:public,'withOut being provided the
overhead expenses necessary to maintain.the'facilities needed
to:conduct both enterprises. If'this is allOwed to continue

...::for:any significant period of time, the research facilities
.

themselves:will undoubtedly deteriorate and the quality of
both the training and the.reseaidh will suffer. Accordingly,
:I recommend that you also consider language in the House'
Report that would specify Ehatthe Department of HEW is eX-
peCted to include in any training grant award an amountthat
will cover.the full.overhead expenses. reasonably related.to
the award,. as justified by the institution, instead of the

'present-arbitrary '8 percent ceiling.

7: Section 472(c)(1).(Wi) of the NRSA ACt,which
i commonly referred to as the "payback" provision;. requires
iftividuals who arefundeA by National ResearCh Service
Awards to engage in'specific types of activity. The NAS Com-
mittee has been concerned that Chis:limitation eXcludes'i
non-academic employment and thus that the payback provisions'
;.Could be interpreted to be applicable even'where the recipieht
Of a National Research Service Award subsequehtly engages -in,.
very useful heaith,research outside traditional academic em-
ployMent. The NAS Committeehas pointed out, for example,'
that with: enactment of the National Health Planning and R

..sources:Development Act of 1974, as well as legislation deal-'
ihg.witb.PSRO's and. HMO:s,.there are non-academiC health
research OpPortunities that should be encompassed within those
'types of subsequent employment that. db-not trigger the payback
provisions. Accordingly, I would urge either that the pro-
visions of. Section 472(c)(1)(A)(i) be revised,to clarify this',
or'that appropriate language be included in the Houie pepoit
in 'order to make this intention clear..
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.

7Er. I fully support the, proposed reviaionsbf:the,
paybackprovisions in Septitl.472(c).Of the-NRSA Act to the
extent that they provide forfull payback credit'for'each

-H,month,oftesearch or teaching, and each mon h of-alternative
service pay6 back'omMenth of Th ipresent pro-
visions unfairlypenalize'thdtb%whp,conclUde otto.purspe

....research after receiving a NatiorAl Research Service Award.
.1,

9. Sectien:472(d) of the NRSA Act presently re7
guires-that,,of the sums appropriated,not 1 ss-than 25.A?er-
cent.Shallbe made available for:awards:Prey ded by the;

Section:472(a)(1).(A).: This oVision,7:.as
presently enacted, is very:confusing; because Section 472',
(a)(1)(A) includes pre7 And'post-7doctoralres arch training ,r

of individuals at.publib institUtionsan&non profit private'
:institutions; thiscouldbertainly be interpreted to include
.training grants as-well as fellowships: In an event,if,:thiS
'continues to be interpreted bythe DepartMent, f HEW to refer
only to fellowships, it would create great dif iculty in ira7

:plementing the recommendations of.the NAS Committee.

The NAS Committbe has, in the course. f'soMe three.
. years of Study,. worked:diligentlyito determine heproper'.

balance between training:graM'tsandfellowships. Atishalande
differS not only between predoetoral and postdoc oral training
but also among the various scientific areas and1 ndeed among
the-various fields within those broad areas. It is Unwise "*.'
public'-policy to establish a continuing oversigh function
inthe NAS Committee and.then to constrain it by egislating
a rigid floor beloW:Which the fellowshiO:awards,m y nOt'be
xeduced. Such a floor could result in forcing th Department
of HEW to make awardS-of dYkincrthat'do nbt 'repre ent thelbest7
available 4nforMation and,adviee,on the Way,,in whi
money can. most effectively beUtilfzed in order to realize-':
the'greatest return-tO,Ihe.American -public.

Aks.a practical' matter this problem cam, at least.
for.the.foreseeable future, be eliminated by changiig the
level of 2515ercent specified in Section 472(d) to"
as is done in M.R. 10908: I see no necessity` in al
ing a requirement that not.lesSthan'50. percent cif:t
priated:funds.should be made available for grants un
Section 472(a)(1)'/(B), And would-prefer:that

,:to'the recommendations of the NAS Committee andt
of,the'DepWitment of HEW. As z: practical matter'ho

',it well tave no.effect!whateverand thus'will not:he
./

Spercent,:
lnelud-

e'appro--,

eft up
eciSiOnsl'
ever; L
armful.:

1



10. Numerous scientists haye.been concerned about
the lack of !!,stability" in funding research training, thus
leading,persons who might otherwise Pursue'a career of rer'
search,to forego this type of training in laver ofjareasthat..
prothise greater assurance. There are, of cbursei arguments
'on .both sides of this issue. .AsSuming that thielack of
-stability is a factor,:hOwever, You'might wish to:consider
some Ypeof.-proVisio6."that would alleviate,%this concern e7
'Such:a' prevision might take one oftWo7.forMs. - .

.

.
.

,First, it might be appropriate te'amend Section 102'.:
of,tlieNRSA:Act;' which sets lorththe,findings and'declara-
tion.ofipurpbse;epecifically to say that it is the intent'
of Congress to provide continuing long-terk Support for re-
search-and redearch.training, subject only to. specific levels:
Of anthorization.to be determinedevery three years and
specific levels, bI,I..approsriations to be determined.yearly.
This might help.underCut,the yearly OMSrecommendationthat
all Federal fUnding of research training' grants should be
!eliminated.

.

A second` Pproach would be to insert such a p
vision dira.:.-ly into Section 472(d) of the NRSA Act,. w ch
sets forth .the authorization levels. This might, in ed,
have an even more immediate impact on the- research =unity.
I recognize that-it mould not haVe.any particular bstan-
-EiWimpact (because.it, like any provision of t law,
could subsequently be repealed or amended), but t nonethe-
Jets would serve at least as an exptession of' ngressional'
int nt that could be of'.some-utility in assuring,cqntinuity
;cf Federal support for research and researc training:

-

11111

..,. ': 11:. With respect to Section 47 ( hich requires ,

studies respecting biomedical and behavi ral research per-
sonnel; how beihg carried .out by the NA !Co ittet) I have.
one'general comment_before taking a nu specific:
suggestions... As I nave already mentiO ed, ibelieve.:that,-- -,

.the.NASCommitted has;been doing a fi .job with.a task that .'

islexcoedingly difficult. Imake the remark in response
particularly t.6the statement of the-American:Society for
Microbiology before-your Subcommittee onMarch 2, 1978..' ASM .:
:contended in that statement that theNAS Committeehas ignored
:its contentions that the-field:of microbiology. has:a.lack of
'research personnel, whlch:jUstifies..greater:funding emphasis:

.

,for that field.: Actually,ASM is only one, of` several societies ;
'and groups who have made the identical ;argument 'before the two

2
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public hearings held by .the NAS Committee in 1977 and 1978.
Representatives:of many fields have contended, in very.gen-
eral terms, that their field is unique in needing,additional
manpower. None has. however, supplied convincing data and ,
information is document'.that contention. In-particular,
ASM appeared before the NAS Committee hearing in both 1977
and 1978 to make broad and unsubstantiated generalizations,:
but. failed to support its statements pith any factual data.
Only recently has it submitted supporting data, which a ,*panel.of the NAS Committee is now reviewing.

I would urge that you not fall prey to this typeof special pleading. I can assure you that the NAS Com-
mittee will provide an opportunity for any interested person
to appearbefore it to present information that bears upon
this subject, and will fully review all data and information
presented to it. We cannot; however, -base conclusions and
recommendations on broad generalizations without supportingdata, andxou shouldaccept no less a standard. To change
.any aspect of the law bated upon the statement made by ASM
to the NAS Committee or to.your Subcommittee would, as I
have already stated, be a rejection of the very concepts on
which the NRSA Act stand.

.
f : The work of the Committee is far from done.. Itsfirst task has been to begin_ manpower_stueiPs_and-Analycesdesigned to permit recommendations-about future rgsearch

training needs of the country. Only now is it in/a position
to begin to deal with some of the broader issues'raised bythe legislative
the, Act, relating-to the rationale forFederal funding of the
research training enterprise. The process 'is working well.
The process is complex and'dannot be done overnight. But
the.1976 'and 197.7 Reports' of the NAS Committee dke direct
evidence that ie.is proceeding in a rational, dispassionate,
independent manners and that the issues are indeed being
addressed in an orderly manner rather than overlooked. Accord-
,ingly, I believe that the public-is well served by the con-
tinuation, for the indefinite future, of the NAS Committee.

12. The statement of the American Ptychological
Association and the Association for the'Advancement of
Psychology before your Subcommittee on March 3,.1978, makes.
the cogent point'that Section 473 of the NRSA Act ip present-
ly ambiguous in its coverage, in two respects. Firt,r itdoes
not specifically indicate whether non-academic research is
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intended to be covered, as well as academic. research. Second,
to the. extent that' ooverage of non-academic research is in-
tended, it does-not indicate whether this includes for-profit
research (e.g., industrial research) as well as non-Profit

..research" (e.g., government and charitable institutions).

In approaching its statutory task under Section 473,
the NAS Committee has attempted to determine the total .number
of biomedical and behavioral research scientists needed in
the country, regardless of the type of.employer. Thd NAS.
Committee has analyzedthe academic sector most closely,
largely because of the very real diffict4ties encountered 'in
attempting"to collect complete and accurateNdata.on the de-
'band for research personnel for other classes ofemployers..

Although Section 473 o f the NRSA Act requires the
NAS CoMmittee to determine national needs for research per-
sonnel in all employment sectors, Section 472 of the Act is,
as I have already pointed out, ambiguouS in itsointent with

. regard ..to the propriAty, for payback purposes, of employment
in research positions in non-academic organizations." In this

' respect the NRSA A6t has been difficult to- interpret. It
would seem anomalous for the Act to require that the NAS
Committee determine the need Tor.research Personnel in all
employment sectors Jnder Section'473, but thAn to penalize
thosewhb in fact'.find employMent in the_nonmacademicsectors

------- !--y-imposing payback - requirements on them.

In a larger context,'this opens up the entire quei-
tion af.what constitutes "research" under the NRSA Act.

is 0 e r;d. I the Antute-or. its
legidlatie history. The NAS Committee is Clear that "re- ;;

search" includes basic investigations into the conceptual
problems of a scientific field, a type of activity character-
istic of research conducted within academic institutions.

6 (and also pursued,'of cdurse, in other for-profit and non-
profit institutions aS:well). It is far lessclear that
'research" inc%pdes.the relatively routine testing that corn-.
prises the ordinary practice of a scientific discipline ,

(e.g., running established toxicological or microbiological.
tests on specific subAances) for which a doctoral de4ree
does noappear necessary.

At its l9178 hearing, the NAS Committeeheard sub-
stantial testimony about the urgent need forthe training of

. more toxicologists in order to meet newly emerging requirements
resulting from enbctment of.the Toxic Substances Control Act

er"

o

. '31.473 0 - 91

a.
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and similar regulatory legislation' during the past 10 years.
. At The same time, the Committee was presented with no data
or information to indicate that this need was ,for individuals
to undertake fundamental ref.:larch in the problems of taxi-
cology, as contrasted with conducting and evaluating the
large number of toxicological studiesSat are needed under
the new laws. t is importafit to note, in this respect,
that-Ehe NA Committed specifically. recognized on page 72 of..
its 1977 Report the need-for training greater numbers of
scientists in the fields of envirpnmental'health and toxi- %

col.ogy, but concluded that there are presently no datkwhich.
suggest that there are an inadequate dumbqi of research per-
sonnel in-these fields.

- 'This issue is not unique%to the field Of toxicology.
It is enttrely possiblp that the same sitdatioo may exist'in
the of microbiology, where- the NAS Committee has also
been unable to discern a lack at:trained research personnel'
bO.where there may well be large numbers ..0b6 for people
who will conduct microhioiogical.tests'in uch, places as %.
clinidal laboratories./

:

.Thus far, the NAS Committee has based recommend-,

ations ugon the need tor researChpersonnel.who have-been
trained at least to the,Ph.D. or equivalent, Dto conduct

. relatively batic investigations designed to advance fundamen-
tal scientific knowledge. If it is the intent of Congress
to have, the NAS Committee assess needs 'for personnel who re-

ticininv in fields-(llice-tpgr=
colo§y) where there are. large employment opportunities for
the application and practice of established scientific
knowled4e.fn a field, you may wish to provide guidance to the
.tAS Committee either through changes in the s.tatutory
language or through .Ccmments.in theHouse Report. It is my;
personal belief that the NAS Committee ghould continue to

1

study and report only on natiopal needs for researchers with
a Ph.D. degree to pursue fundamental scientific knowledge,
whether in academic or non-acadeMic settings and aefor-
profft or non-profit 'institutions, since it is on this vitally 0

important and complex matter thatAthe NAS Committee can bring
to bear its. special knowledge and expertise and thus make its
most effective contribution.

13. YoU may wish to consider amending Section 473.

(a)(2)(A) of tlie NRSA Act explicitly to include all biomedical
and behavioral research training programs conducted or funded
by the Department of HEW: rather than referring specifically

.
v

8:3

\
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\-
only,to thdYNI5 and'ADAMHA programs. An alternati4e'woyld
be to include in the House Repbrtspecific lanOuage point-
ing out'that all of those other 1programs are, in any event,

. _

also encompassed within the jurisdiction of the NAS Committee
by reason ofe the reference in Section 473(a) (2) (B) to other.

' current training program's.

14.:. You are of course aware of the'difficulty.
createc)by the Internal Fi4venueService ruling that National
Researc Service Awards are fully taxable to the,recipieit.

reverse-this,ruling, you may wish to consider including\
Assuming that yOur Subcommittee does not have,jurisdiCtion

in Section 473 a requirement that this matter be studied by
the NAS Committee and that a report on it be submitted'to °
Congresi fdr consitration of any appropriate legislative tlaction that may .bewarranted.

A .15.-The 1976 and 1977 Reports rdocument the present
impossibility, which may Well extend into-the indefinite
future, of determining sp6cific scientific fields (called
"subject areas". in Section 473(a)(1)(B)) in, which research
personnel are needed And the number of such.persOnnel needed
in each particular fibld:.The subject. is Simply far more.
complex than was realized-when the' law was enacted in 1974..

6 V

Nonetheless, I see no particular need to change-it------L
f-at this time: As long as your SubcoMMEEfTe and others in
Congress realize that "fine field specification" is not ,

possible at this time. and may well not be possible in the,
efuture, no particular difficult is osed b the current word -
ing of i e ct. t.is feasib e, and the NAS Committee
haS ma .e recommendations, to specify s-upportt levels foF'the,
five broad areas designated by the NAS Committee and thuso
specifywhich of those areas require an increase or d'irease
in emphasis. The NAS Committee should also continue to
search for parti'Cular fields within those broad areas that
repzir%emphasis orde-emphasis, and additional data may well
become available that will permit greater specificityA this
level as time goes-on. But it is unlikely thlt we will soon
reach the day when specific trainir*' levels can be specified

° -" for every scientific field in the'biomedical and behavioral '

..sciences.
. . .

a . .

16. The NAS Committee has'made valiant, but thus
far vain, efforts to come .to grips with the problem orthe
declining number of'clinical investigators. Recommendations

, forincreasing the funding of research training for clinicAl

. e

a;*
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)
investigators have been met:with i c0... fling number'
fof applicants. is appa4ent that fL. '', funds'
available than there are applicants td mi .., ThuS,
the problem is not the lack of emphasis bcm:',:! e .'1 on this,
atea; rather, it'is.the lack of aftractivenci,

. research

pe problem. . A
career for physicians, and other clinical inve . :;sts that
is

. - I am not at all sanguine that,the changes in dEbe .

payback provisionS in the .76-t will have any discernable im-
pact on this situation: Other factorst :such az the current

.

regulatory limitations on clinical investigatioand the low'
renumeration in relation t000ther abpects of thti, practice of'' .

, medicine, would 'seemto be far more impOrtant- t is note
feasible, however, to discuss in this letter ±1':';. 4f the dif-
ferent factors involved. The 'NAS COmmittee if': 'k:inning' to

,address these. issues. -In view Of the importan this .

matter, howelAT,you may .wish to consider including in
Section 473 .sPecific dirbctive for the NAS Committee to

!
investigate 11 of the factors bearing upon the declir .in :-
interest in linical investigation and making conclusions
and redAemendationsthat can 'be considered by your Subcom-
mitteeist_the_luture_____

17. The necessity of pre aring a major report.
...._: every year, as presently required y- Section%473(c),of the - .

NRSA Act, is extremely burdensome On the other Hand, I am
personally troubled by the chaAg 1proposed.in-H7R-10900,. : '

' EHSE a report shall be made St least once every three years.
' I believe that the NAS Committees should be required to re-

'pert its recommendations under Section t173(a)(1) not Later
'" than. September 30 of each year in At least 'summary form, with'

somebrief explanation, and that a more complete report on .,...>
all of the NAS Committee activities should,be.required.at.
least once every two 'years (rather than once every three .

.years), with additional authority to issue report's on specif-
ic matters on a periodic basis at the discretion ofthe Com.-
mittye. I belf

izevethat' the NAS Committee, like any organa-
.tion, fully needs.A prod to make certain that'it will issue
reports on i timely basis so that they ,ill be most useful to
the COrviress, the Department of HEW, th scientific community,'
and the publiq in gengral. A requireme that such reports
:issue only once every 3 years would no in,my judgment,
sAiye thablourpose.

. /
107,- .

t

-f
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In conclusion, r wish to reiterate, my support both
for the Rational' Research Service Award Act and specifically'
for the-function of the-NAS,Committee under that Act. A
healthy .tension exists between the NAS Committee and the,.
Department of HEW, by which4Xhe American publicoi.s.benefit-
ing. / sincerely hope that H.R. 10908 is enacted withthe
many provilions that will strengthen the National Resych '

Sevice Award ACt of 1974 without weakening it by q:ohl mining
the role of the NAS Committee.

--.

t

'PBH/mh
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Peter Barton Hutt,

\
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EPHRAII NIcDOWELL COMNIUN1I*7 CANCER NETWORK. INC.
18 01.M. LIMICSIVINC 311.1MCT

LEXINGTON. KENTUCKY 40503
4 .
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D
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0. KAY CLAWSON. MD.
VICK CI01.14M4.1

J MeCONNELL.
IRECaCTAAV f

DAVID PA GOLDENBERG . Sc.°. M.O.
oco.rnyc 0.111LGTOR

r

March 10, 1978

4

1oe.444.alm.

Congressman Tim Lee Carter, M.D.
U.S. House of Representatives -

Washington, D.C:20S1S

Dear Congressman Carttr:

' 1...Ycip are aware that the Ephraim McDowell Community Cancer Network was
established as a,cancer center program, including outreach control; education,
and research programs. in 1975 Since then, we have developed local District
Cancer Councils inhalf the Commonwealth of- Kentucky, instituted community-based
and -directed tumor conferences, established a statewide Cancer Hopeline for
public information, and revitalized the Oncer.risearch activities attthe
University of Kentucky. At the ,present timedihe Kentucky General Assembly
is considering a bill on cancer which would coordinate cancer activities " --

throughout thes state and provide initial funding.at $ 1 million per year.
I am pleased that I shared in the development of Chis cancer act, which
has already passed the Kentucky House of Representatives by c unanimous
vote. These and'many more activities to combat cancer in Kentucky have

I emanated from support we have received from the National Cancer Institute
under, the existing National Cancer Act, and I feel confident that the strides .

we are making would not have been possible without this Act. In addition to
Our activities in Kentucky, /e are a member of the Association of American ' .

Cancer Institutes and of the Association of Community Cancer-Centers. .

It is for these reasons that I would like to urge y6u and your.colleagues
in Congress to support the renewal of. the National Cancer Act for a three-
year period, and that the authorization amount for the cancer act,Oe raised
to at least $ 1.3 billion for. fiscal year 1979, $ 1.4,billion in 7980, and,
$ 1.5 billion for 1.981. I would" appreciate your including this letter in the
hearings on HR 10968. ,4i's
Sincerely,/

/ti,,, ri;
--

David M. Goldenberg, Sc.D., U.D.
Executive Director

.
.

,

A NONPRO.,,T ORGANIZATION FOR CANCER CONTROL ;N EASTERN AND 'cENTRAL. KENTUCKY

'r"
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NORTI1ERN CALIFORNIA CA CER'PROGRAM . , tc NIC91.
1801 Page Mill 44d., Bldg.() Suit 200, Palo Alto, CA 9404. (415) 497.7431 Stephen K. Carter M.O., Direelf , ,n, 3

. .; Ir-7
. March 16; 1978 l'% .00'

o

"The Honorable Pete-N. McCloskey
The Unit.ed States House of Representatives
305 Grant Avenue .

Palo Alto, CA 94306

Dear Mr. McCloskey:
.

Aelhe Director of the Northern California Cancer Program and a member
of Board'of Directors of the Association of American Cancer Ineti-
tutes (AACI), we are writing to.you concerning HR 10908 relating to the
renewal of the Cancer Act. The AACI repregentd 70cancer centers in the
United States which have been mandated by the.ACt. The Congress, the
AACI, and the patient have a vital interest in their continued support.

Almost all the advances in cancer care over the pant 25.years have
originated in the cancer centers - the cure of childhood leukemia, of
Hodgkins disease ithd other lymphomas, the cure of number of childhood
,cancers,. and a successful adjuvant treatment of osteosarcoma and Sreast
cancer aro just a few. 'She creation ofmew centers has provided a
zetvork of centers. across our country that makes these advances widely
available to most patients. The centers are focuses of research excel-
lence, of high quality patient care, of professional.education, and
especially for community outreach. They have thus .logically becode the
primary instruments for rapid technologilal transfer, of emerging infor-
mation for the diagnosis and management of/Ehncer:-----__-

Inflation,-plus the dilution ofevailablC funds by the creittion'Or new f.,Ar:
centers, has resulted in reduction of stpport.for all centerb. In a
number of centers.!effective programs in cancer control, education, and
clinical applicalon of. research findings are beingsharply Curtailed.
We, therefore, strongly urge that steps be taken in HR 10908 to guaran-i
tee, adequate financing to support ceritera at an effective level. In
this regard, ve specifically recommend: - .

,

)

1) The Act be renewed for a three year period;'
3) The authorization amount, for the Act be raised to $1.3 billion for

fiscalyear beginning' October 1979; $1.4-billion for 1980; and $1.5
billion for 1981.

, ".----

We respettfully request that this letter be placed in the hearings on HR
10908. .

4 ' ...'

Sincerely,

.it

.

.

..'11

Stqphen . Carter, M.D.

,

f
.

Director,
:ja
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.:ORTHERN CALIFORNIA CANCER PROGRAM
1501 Pape Moll Rd.. Small Sun. 200. Pilo Alto. CA.943114. (4151 497.7431 SlepnglorK. Gem Doeclof

March 16, 1978 CI!`tR9I r.`d

- ..

The Honorable Norman 7. Hineta
The United Statd; House of Representatives
1245 Smith Winchester
San'a se, CA .95128

Dear Hr. Hineta: L,
-

./
As the Directoe of the Northein California Cancer Program and a mealier

r ,of the Board of Directors of the Asseltiation 'of American Cancer Insti-
tutes (AACI), we are writing to you concerning ER 10908 relatiAg to the
renewal of the Cancer Act. The AACI represents 70 cancer centers in the
United States which have been mandated by the Act. The Congress, the
AACI, and the patient have a vital interest in theircontinued support.

. .

Almost all the advances in cancer Clare over the past 25 years have
Originated in the fencer centers - the cure of childhood leukemia, of
Hodgkins disease and other lymphomas, the cure of number of childhood
cancers, and a aucccasfUl adjuvant treatment ofosteosardoma an breast
cancer are Just a few. The creation of-liew centers has Provide a
.network of centers across'our country that makes these advances widely

, available toamost pptieots. The centers are focuses-of resear excel, t
""""/.7 lence,' of high quality patient care, of.professionql educitPon, and

especially for community outreach. They have thus logically become th&
primary instruoents fee rapid technological transfer.oeemerging infor-
mation foi the'llagnotis and management of cancer.

'jii
Inflation, plus the dilution of available funds by the creatien'of new
centers, has resulted in redo ion of support for all centers:). In a
number of centers effective programs in cancer cont education, and
clinical application of research findings are being sharply *Curtailed.
We, therefore, strongly urge that steps be taken in Ill 10908 to guaran-
teeAdequate financing to support centers at an effective level. In
this regard, we specifically recommend:

1) be reneJed,for a three year period;.
2) Lthorization amount for the Act be raised to $1.3 billion for

w4 fisc 1 year beginning October 1979: $1.4 billion fdr 1980; and.$1.5
billion for 1981.

We $.9714ectfully request that this letter be placed in.thehearings on HR
109

. A' Vd.
Sincerely., .

11:4 1a 4'
Stephen K. Carter, n.D.
Director
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.AIArIEDICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

.536 NO411 01665065 STS[ET. CHICAGO. SuolsOsS 60610 PHONE (312) 7516000 TWA 916'22.10300

March 17, 1978

The.Honorablq0aul G. Rogers.
Chairman
Subcommittee cn HeSIth and Environment
Committee or Interstate and Foreign

Commerce

United States lulse of Representatives
Washington, D. Ct 1:".2:15

Dear Congressman

The American Medical Association submits the following comments
on H.R. 10308, the Biomedical Research and Research Training Amend-
ments of 19711.

H.R. .,0908 extends for three years the funding for support to,
medical libraries, the National Research Service Awards, the National
Cancer Institute, and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood. Institute.
In addition, certain substantive amendments to these programs are
also pic.pr.sed.

a'
\

The AMA believes that these activitic have made, and 'will

continue to make, important contributions t professional education
and to the health of our citizens. We sup rt extending the funding
for these activities for one year.

The AMA strongly supports continued r search into the causes,
treatment and prevention of cancer. Howeve , we also recognize
that research into other diseases must rema n an essential part of

- our total research effort. Therefore, adeq ate funding must be
maintained for 311 the Institutes in recogn tion of the fact that
the efforts of each Institute contribute si nlficantly to the
health of our citizens. We also believe t at the emphasis in the
Institutes sHould be more on fundamental biomedical research than
applied research and the construction of additional facilities.

We are pleased to see that the Director of the National
Cancer Institute would be appointed by the Secretary rather than
the President. We believe it is appropriate to put all Institutes
on an equal footing.

1



We aiso suggeit that the service'obligation for recipients of
the National Research Service Awards (NRSA) be changed. The law
provides that individuals who'receive assistance should meet their .

program obligations prim101y by engaging in teaching.or research.
It is inappropriate_to-provide that NRSA obiigations could be met by

. service intHE-NitiOnai Health Service Cerpi, in a. designated area
In private practice or in an HMO. .These alternatives to service in

,teaching or research do not appropriateiy reiate td the purposes of
the prOgram and, IA our opinion, should be discontinued.

.

eWe request that these comments supporting xtension
of the above programs, with recommended changes,=be made part of the
Subcommittee's official hearings records:

Sincerely, '
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:xVirec':er of the UCLS. Jonsson Comprehensive. Cancer Center, I an writing to
yoy zene,:rning HR 10908 vhIch rolatea to the renzual of the .'rational Cancer
Aar. The Jonsson Center is one of nineteen federally-designatC'd\rComprehensive
Cznisr Centers" in' the United States, and as such has a vital interest in their
cohii,iued support. Alrost all the advances in cancer care over tbC\past 25 years
hlve,6r1Eieniod in these., as ,ell as other "specihlized Cancer'Centeres:.- the
run. of ,lirreiod leuLenia, Hodgkins dishase and other the. caress
of of other childhood%cancers, and a successful Ad:ev,nt treatment of

.

nsi,q1,.. hreast cancer are just a fo s\e. ^,e creation of ne.w center.
in 4 1,,,-.!cr of ealversitlei ',as provided a'net,:ork of Ceatori ,,cross our country

.

tint . :les !1.-so Ale:nres videly:availoble to_rust petients. .Voreover, becadse
e,nt,rs 0.o foci of rme.,rdh e)...101.01ce, of llith quality of.Tatient care,

rnd pf,...lesLion for il,e'prorsesion, and espacially'for tormnity outreach,
they Loo t'.e pric%ry i.4strumstts for rapid technological transfer of
czorging imf.*:ation for tlic.,!tric: .sis and management of cancer.

inflation ples tLe dilution of availalile funds by the creation of new centers has
resulted in a reuction of support for most existing centers. In a number'%of

effectiye programs in Cancer control, education-and clinical application
of r '-.:catch findins are being sharply curtailed.. lie would strongly oige that.
in Ht mns seeps are talen to support centers at a highly effective/level.
rn regard, WelspecifIcally recom=ond (1) the rational Cancer Act.be renewed
fora three year period and (2) the authorization amount for the :rations} Cancer
Act to raised to $1,3 Milian for fiscalYmr..P.egioning-lecol..m-ln $1.4 billion,
1931; and 51.5 billion for 1981, -----

on.

s at this Center respectfully request that this letter be placed ir; the hearings
1111 10908.

Sincerely,

,1"7. /4. /() V 4/ 0:' : . ;'e" .

7:chard J. Steckel, 11.1).
Lirector

LCLA.Jonssen Comprehensive (*sneer Center
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFOR[IIA, LOS ANGELES

JAICIMILLAT DAM WW1 tAls AMC.. WIIIIIAMMI &AN 0111GO BAN IRANCLCO

/Honorable Henry Waxman
House of RePreaentatives
House OffiCeBuilding
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Hr. Waxman: .

t i ' . . .

AS Director of the UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center, I am writing to
you concerning HR 10908 which relates to the renewal of.the National Cancer
Act. The Jonsson Centet is one of nineteen - federally- designated "Comprehensive
Cancer Centers" in the }Juiced States, and as- such-had a vital interest
continued support. ATNOat all the-advances in cancer care over the past 25j.eats'l

/, have originated in these, as well as-other "specialized Cancer Centers"... the''
r cure of childhood leukemia, Hodgkins disease and other lymphomas, the cures

of a number of other childhood cancers, and a successful adjuvant treatment of
osteosarcoma and breasteancer are.just few. The creation of new centers
in a number of universitiewhas provided a nitwork,of centers across our country
that makes thensadvances widely evailable.to most patients. Moreover, because
they have become the.primary Instruments for rapid technological tianefer of
emerging information for-the diagnosis and management of, cancer:

,
Inflation plus the dilution ot'aWailable funds by the creation of new centers has '

...redulted in a reduction of.support for most existing centers. In'a number of
-centers, effective programs in cancer control, education and clinical application.
of h findings are being sharply curtailed. We would strongly urge that
in HR 10908.steps are taken to support centers at a highly-effective level.
In this regard, we specifically recommend the Motional Cancer Act bezenewed
for a three year period and (2) the authorization amount.for the National Cancer
Act be raised to $1.3 billiOnlor fiscal'year beginning October 1979; $1.4 billion,
1980; and $1.5 billion fpr 1981.

We at -this Center resgactfully request that this.letter be plqced in the hearings
on FR 10908.

UCLA aro= wan
. THE GURU /OR TNx IIKALTH SCUDICIA

ANCEUS, CALVORNIA 11011$4

March 28, 1978 '

ti

,RJS/jeh

Sincerely,

044714,4 Ana
Richard J. Steckel, M.D.
Director
UCLA Jonsson ComprehensiWe Cancer Cente



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS. ANGELES

LIALSX, DAM LAWN/ LOS ANCLANS MIMS= IAN 91750 IAN ITANCISCO

Honorable James Carman
House of Representatives
House Office Building
Washington. D.C. '20515

UCLA CANCER CENT=
TIM MITRE FOR THE IISALTI1 SCIENCES
LOS ANCF.LF.S, CALIFORNIA 90024

-March 28, 1978
4

Dear Mr. Colman:

As Director of the UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center, I am,writing to
you concerning HR 10908 which celates,co the renewal of the National Cancer
Act. The Jonsson Center is one of nineteen federally-designated "Comprehensive
Cancer Centers" in the United htatei, and as such has a vital interest in their
continued support. Almost all the advances in cancer care over the past'25 years
have originated in these, as well as other "specialized Cancer Centers" - the ,

cure of childhood leukemia. Hodgkins disease and otheOymphomas, the cures
of a number of Other childhoOd cancers, anda successful adjuvant treatment of
osteosarcoma and breast caneer are just a few. The creation of new centers
in'a number of universities has provided a network of centers across our country
that sakes these advances widely available to most patients. Moreover' because
these center's are foci of research excellence, of high quality of iltiene care.
and of education for the profession, and especially for community outreach.
they have become the primary instruments for rapid technological transfer ol\s.
emerging information for the diagnosis and management of cancer.

Inflation plus the dilution of available funds by the creation of new centers has
resulted in a reduction of support for'most existing centers. In a number of
centers, effective programs in cancer control, education and clinical application
of research findings are being sharply curtailed'. We would strongly urge that
in HR 10908 steps are taken to support centers at a highly_effective level.
In this regard, we 'specifically recommend.(1) the National Cancer Act be renewed

. for a three year period and (2) theauthorizatIon amount for the National Cancer
Act be raised to $1.3 billion for fiscal year beginning pqrober 1979; $1.4 billion.
1980; and $1.5- billion for 1991.

We at this Center respectfully request that this'aetter be placed in the hearings
7 on HR 10908. V.974944.1sw,,,,X,,,,..4./

Sincerely,'

'

RJS/jeth

"7,04se,4464AC111!
RIchard J. Steckel, M.D.
Director
UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center

[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the subcommittee aajourned
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